
   I intended this to be a short essay on political and historic references apparent in Venus and Adonis. 
As I progressed, it became obvious to me that the entire poem is consistently and coherently of that 
single purpose.  If you are new to the question of Shake-speare authorship, my effort in this arcane matter 
is not a good place to begin, and I refer you to any of many excellent books on the subject.  
To understand my argument you will need a familiarity with the works of Shake-speare, Lyly, and Griffin, 
and also of Tudor history 1520-1604. If, on the other hand, you already suspect there is more than 
imaginative genius manifest in the plays and poetry, read on.     
   This is a work in progress; it has not been proof-read, nor edited, and I apologize for obvious errors. 
Though incomplete, the trajectory is unmistakable. I am distributing the first third now, because of the 
impending release of Anonymous, a film on the authorship of Shake-speare that I understand contains 
misreadings of de Vereʼs life - but not to worry, the story as the author tells it himself is sensational 
enough.  I make no claims of accuracy in interpreting the thoughts of a writer dead for 400 years; Iʼm sure 
there are many points that will be clarified on closer examination. The author, however, is explicit in his 
desire to identify himself, to lay claim to the greatest literary canon in the English language, and to be 
completely understood.  

The Puzzling Life of Edward de Vere
Political Allegory in Venus and Adonis

Abstract:  Shake-speareʼs Venus and Adonis is Edward de Vereʼs autobiography and public lament, 
addressed to Elizabeth l of England.  A line by line interpretation will make clear to historians of the Tudor 
Period that the poem is a body of allusions cloaked in a popular literary genre. This simple premise 
follows from the literary practice of John Lyly as noted by his great editor R. Warwick Bond 1857-1943 : the 
names and events are changed to protect the innocent, but the commentary is genuine. 
   Shake-speare employs a blend of metonymy and indeterminacy to disguise his true meaning. The 
pretext from classical mythology—Venusʼ pursuit of Adonis—is allegorical; the real subject is a topical 
narrative of English national concerns circa 1530-92.  De Vere is Adonis and his story is central to the 
conflicts of the Elizabethan age, the English Renaissance, and the English Reformation.   
   This analysis is also of interest to literary historians.  A unique and shared glossary, and distinctive 
common themes, demonstrate that Venus and Adonis 1593 follows the 62 Fidessa Sonnets 1581, 
publ. 1596 under the pseudonym B. Griffin (Shake-speareʼs “sugred Sonnets among his priuate friends” Francis 
Meres, 1598 ) and precedes The Rape of Lucrece 1594 and Sonnets 1594?-1603, publ. 1608 .  De Vere will be 
deduced to have written the works of Shake-speare and B. Griffin. He himself confirms John Lyly as an 
earlier pseudonym.

Introduction:
  It is a commonplace of literary opinion that Venus and Adonis is a “tour de force of stylized poetic 
technique”. It has been termed a ʻpyrotechnicʼ example of the ʻEuphuistic rhetoricʼ peculiar to a few 
courtly writers (specifically George Pettie, John Lyly, Robert Greene, William Shakespeare, and a handful 
of others) of the Elizabethan years 1576-90, but is it more as well?  Are the “labored lines” of this 
apparent hybrid work—with shallow foundations in Ovid and a top-heavy Euphuist superstructure—a 
mark of Shake-speareʼs apprenticeship?  Are the “confusing tonal shifts”1 “missteps of adaptation to the 
requirements of the genre”?  Or are they the result of an ingenious but compromising “invention” that 
favors specific autobiographical content at the expense of a well-ordered allegory? While most 
commentators have fairly disparaged Venusʼ discursiveness on Eros, they may rest easy knowing the real 
subject is of Agape—the self-sacrifice for familial and political love—that is concealed within. 
   It is safe to say, Shake-speareʼs Venus and Adonis is not what it has been thought to be!  Though we 
may wait in vain for genetic analysis of the familial relationship of Henry (Vlll) Tudor, Elizabeth Tudor, 
Edward de Vere, Henry Wriothesley, and their progeny, it is no stretch to interpret Venus and Adonis (and 
alsoThe Rape of Lucrece and the Fidessa sonnets) as private/public correspondence within the Tudor 
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family, affirming the de Vere and Wriothesley right of succession to the English crown. By interpreting a 
few key metonyms or tropes according to their historical signification—lost to lovers of Shakespeareʼs art, 
but acknowledged by historians of the Elizabethan period—we discover a work that has complete 
explanatory and predictive power. 
   This poem refutes a popular conception of Elizabethʼs Monarchy, that is, of a peremptory Queen 
assisted by wise and moderating councilors. This beautiful myth is replaced with an altogether more 
human drama. Falsifying the old ʻhistoricalʼ construct, initiated in 1597 by Wm. Cecil and published in 
1615 as the Annales by Wm. Camden, Venus and Adonis insinuates Elizabethʼs bastard son, named 
Edward de Vere, 17th Earl of Oxford, as a critical structural element. Oxfordʼs quest to establish his own 
ʻsomethingʼ legitimacy from a ʻnothingʼ tender/currency and reputation see Othello lll,iii,157, is the impetus for 
ʻVenusʼ and ʻLucreceʼ. It is no exaggeration to infer the very same for Vereʼs entire remonstrative canon 
from John Lylyʼs Euphues to William Shake-speareʼs Hamlet.

   Venus and Adonis is subterfuge. It is as beautifully crafted a work of political dissent as has ever been 
written. It is also a counterpoint—and likely written as such—to Edmund Spenserʼs The Faerie Queene, a 
composition which de Vere no doubt followed from itʼs inception1. As The Faerie Queene is exhaustive in 
itʼs breadth and adulation of Elizabeth and her Court, Venus and Adonis is succinct, and decidedly short 
on praise. In this ʻbiographical narrativeʼ, the full religious predicament of the English Reformation is 
personified in the political courtship of the eponymous pair. Our author wants us to know precisely what is 
rotten in the state of England.    
   Previous exegetes have noted apparent historical references in the text. As it turns out, they are 
pervasive. This precludes that they are only seeming or presumable metaphors; far from being 
figurative, much disguise is achieved merely by unexpected though perfectly orthographic word 
choice. In fact, such references, as we shall see, are the key to an unbroken account that begins with the 
first line and ends with the last. It is simply not believable—and perhaps not possible—that this rambling 
ballad could unintentionally recount the facts and emotions of an extraordinary life in chronological order. 
The very idea of an unintended historical narrative is absurd.    
   And what of this ostensible love poem that makes a bold departure from Ovidʼs model? It does not 
follow a coherent logic and arrives only cursorily at itʼs mythic conclusion. Ovid gave his account of the 
story in a scant fraction of the 1194 lines Shake-speare settled on. What sort of popcorn stuff inflated to 
nearly 800 lines2 the original 16 of Venusʼ cautionary argument in the ʻGoldingʼ translation?  Well, Iʼll tell 
you. Every line is rich with biographical detail; all of it is masterfully calculated and deliberate, if you 
unravel the authors purpose. The real wonder is the poemʼs clarity. Iʼm sure many readers will be 
surprised, and at times amused, how well hidden the true meaning has remained—hidden in plain view 
for 400 years!  
   In this essay I hope to prove, beyond reasonable doubt, that the author of Venus and Adonis, Edward 
de Vere, wished to relate the unique facts of his puzzling life. These facts were of the greatest importance 
to himself and his eldest son Henry Wriothesley, yet it was necessary to reveal them in such a way as 
would not jeopardize their lives.  Apparently he also wished to impart his story to posterity.  In a larger 
context—that is, our understanding of the English Renaissance and Reformation—we discover a 
plausible explanation for the rise of de Vereʼs father in law, William Cecil, to near absolute, if not absolute 
authority in the government of Elizabeth l.  It also explains the political resuscitation of Robert Dudley, 
almost from the scaffold steps.  From this discussion one derives a keen sense of Cecilʼs Machiavellian 
political abilities, a reasonable opinion of Dudleyʼs place in Elizabethʼs life, and I presume, a much higher 
estimation of ʻthe man Shakespeareʼ (ltr. fr. Mary Sydney).
   Allow me this: the long poems have lain unloved. I suggest they have not been understood.
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1 Nina Green has presented a substantial argument for Spenserʼs association with de Vere in the late 1570ʻs. Furthermore 
Ed. de Vere and Philip Sidney kept a wary eye on each other; Spenser, as a recipient of Leicester/Sidney patronage, would   
be closely watched
2 Dr. Samuel Johnson, Preface to Shakespeare, 1765; wrote: “[In dramatick poetry] he affects a disproportionate pomp of diction, 
and a wearisome train of circumlocution, and tells the incident in many words, which might have been more plainly delivered
in few.”



Perhaps then, we should read them again; and if necessary, again and again: and if then you do not 
come to love them, surely you are in some manifest danger, not to have understood him  “To the great Variety 
of Readers”, Preface to The First Folio, John Heminge and Henrie Condell, 1623, (paraphrased).

 Though the plays of Shake-speare stand perfectly on apparent merit, the poems lack purpose unless two 
mutually dependent factors are understood. First, they must survive by their excellence. With high 
rhetorical polish and a tantalizing subject, the author clearly hoped to capture and maintain a wide 
readership. A second facet, popular political support for new tolerance in Tudor policy, was their true 
reason for being. Venus and Adonis is a classical genealogy—a gilded announcement of the coming of 
age of de Vereʼs first-born son, Henry Wriothesley, who would succeed to an enlightened throne.
   Why did the Long Poems fail? Failures they certainly were. They did not impart the history and the 
ethos intended. I believe Venus and Adonis and Lucrece were so cautiously written that this intended 
meaning eluded us. De Vere may have desired his grandfatherʼs (withdrawn) title—ʻDefender of the 
Faithʼ—to be restored to himself; but he also desired to avoid martyrdom.
   Why did all this go unnoticed for so long.  De Vere took great pains to tell his story; it is recounted 
throughout the canon. I cannot explain... 

   If you wish to avoid some of the tortuous language of Venus and Adonis, de Vereʼs first full 
autobiography, read his simplified account in ʻTimeʼs Stormʼ: The Tempest  see glossary . In Act 1, 
sc. 2, Prospero—he who ʻcauses to prosperʼ—elegantly recounts his entire story; he is the 
deposed ʻDuke of Milanʼ, and the attendee is his ʻchildʼ Miranda—ʻwatchingʼ—who is... you!  The 
writer is begging you to listen carefully: “Dost thou attend me?”78 , “Dost thou hear?”105 , “I pray 
thee mark 67 [the ivy clad prince].” Let not his ʻgreenʼ ʻbeʼ “sucked out”.  Can it be ʻTrueʼ, “thou 
attendʼst not?”87 .
 

Basis in Logic:
   Prominent legal scholars have considered the circumstantial evidence correlating the Shake-speare 
canon with the life of Edward de Vere and found it amounts to a substantial legal case. For those looking 
for the ʻclincherʼ—evidence so conclusive that all disagreement is brushed aside—I can only state that it 
is a matter of oneʼs predilections. Just as some fail to see the inevitability of a natural means of biological 
evolution, some have failed to hear the insistent voice of de Vere. This failure is not for lack of proof.
There is hardly a page of the collected works that doesnʼt append some iteration of his distinctive, “all 
one, ever the same” see analysis of Sonnet 76 l.5 below  literary signature. So we have a body of inference and 
induction but no deductive claim... unless perhaps, it can be shown that a coherent narrative underlies a 
charming, distractingly sensual love poem—and that it is obviously not accidental and could not 
conceivably be accidental. If this is achieved, there is but the small final step to identify the story for what 
it is and resign ourselves to the only reasonable resolution: that Adonis is none other than Vere, and 
Venus can only be Elizabeth Tudor, his mother. 

Probablility

   We have all heard that in an infinite universe*, a chimpanzee pounding on a typewriter will eventually and by pure 
chance produce the complete works of William Shake-speare; and surely this notion becomes more expansive if we 
allow as de Vereʼs much of John Lylyʼs production and Arthur Goldingʼs Metamorphoses.  This puzzle means to 
suggest the conditions implied by infinitude. It is not a representation of the world we know, or even the world of the 
creative mind. 
   Determining what is possible or probable is adventurous. The best guide to possibility is to have a real example of 
the idea before us. Thatʼs why invention moves in a stepwise fashion; and thatʼs why the notion of the ʻquantum leapʼ 
is hyperbole when describing, say, technological development, or even Bob Beamonʼs 1968 long jump record. 
We really canʼt say something is possible without having first specified the conditions that nearly describe an 
existing example.  For example: might there be a salamander capable of intercontinental flight? Is such an animal 
possible; or must we first stipulate evolutionary developments that produce a pterosaur or a bird? 
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   Could a flying salamander exist in an infinite universe; or is the assertion that ʻanything is possibleʼ meaningless in 
all cases, infinite or not?  Does such a question trigger an endless cascade of required conditions, each of which 
suggests more questions - ʻis this possibleʼ, and ʻis that possibleʼ - forever reducing the imagination to the margins of 
what we know exists?  As the saying goes: itʼs turtles all the way down!  To say ʻanything is possibleʼ is to err with a 
conceit of irrational argument.  
   Only when an idea is approximated by an example can we posit possibility. Yet there is no certainty that all 
possibilities will be manifest.  Since theoretical questions that do not refer to ʻreal and substantial thingsʼ are 
bottomless, we turn to probability to solve complex equations of Chance. I would go further—If probability doesnʼt 
apply, possibility is meaningless. 
   Returning to the long-lived Chimp mentioned above...  Might he not be endlessly derailed with repetitions of Seuss, 
or Dickens?  Perhaps he would become so enamored with the appearance of Little Dorrit that he would never, as it 
were, branch out. Now consider how restricted this exercise becomes when dealing with a finite quantity. Probability 
severely limits the number of words that may be sequenced randomly and yet cohere—in truth, a single 
sentence would be a small miracle. The random generation of a childrenʼs nursery rhyme is an improbable event; 
mathematically, the odds of coherence decline inversely to the number of words. In our universe, and even more so 
in manʼs limited experience, presumptions of inevitability can be disposed of. At any rate, even high probabilities need 
not become objective, given the shortened scope of finitude. 
   Having got that off my chest, I ask two simple questions:  
   What is the likelihood that a polysemic parallel text could be an accident? The answer must be ʻincalculably smallʼ, 
and perhaps impossible. 
   What is the likelihood I have assumed meaning where none was intended? Again, ʻincalculably smallʼ, but 
unfortunately this requires extensive analysis to confirm.  
   I would like to have submitted a brief and simple ʻproofʼ of my claim, but it appears that only a 
full examination of V&A can convince beyond doubt.
 
   Can we interpret Venus and Adonis as a narrative of Tudor politics? A careful examination of key and 
emergent words in this work reveal patterns of association with other key words. The Shakespeare 
Lexicon by Alexander Schmidt, Georg Reimer publisher, Berlin, 1902  confirms these consistent associations 
that, when gathered, constitute a glossary (see below under Method).  Also significant, and again observable 
in Schmidt, is the relentless ambiguity of these allusive, emergent words throughout the de Vere canon.
   For our purposes, key words are metonyms. A metonym is ʻa word, name, or expression used as a 
substitute for something else with which it is closely associatedʼ. In Shake-speare they are few, but each 
is frequently recalled; they are often capitalized. I will demonstrate that the works of Lyly, B. Griffin, and 
Shake-speare use the same metonymy chosen from this common glossary. Further, these shared 
metonyms refer to the same individuals of Elizabethʼs Court. This can only indicate a surreptitious 
communication, and that the addressee is thoroughly familiar with the coded language. Schmidtʼs Lexicon 
is marked by numerous examples of unusual or cryptic word-use. The explanation for an abundance of 
unexpected semantics and grammatical usage lies in the accommodation of emergent and metonymic 
words.
   De Vere chose metonymy rather than metaphor for a very straightforward reason—metaphor would 
have required of the reader far more extensive interpretation of text, and far less certain identification of 
the subject. Understanding the authorʼs intentions would depend on the aesthetes eye. Metaphor is 
vague. On the other hand, there is little room for confusion with the use of metonyms—they have the 
effect of alarms that sound each and every time they are heard. Once the simple glossary is determined, 
one can decode references and intimations throughout the canon. 
   Emergent words are metonym-like and invoke, or associate, principle themes. These usually ʻstand 
proudʼ by unorthodox grammatical or lexical use.  Emergent words refer to recurring ideas. Even though 
they are not capitalized, we often get the sense that they should be.  
   At bottom, de Vere is a concrete thinker; his choice is orthographic language. That orthography, 
however, is dependent on the reader knowing the subject matter. When amphiboly and polysemy are 
found in every phrase, one becomes suspicious that the apparent subject is not the heart of the matter. 
So here we are, attempting to discover the precedents for this kind of indeterminacy. 
   Three important ideas to remember: that any metaphors in V&A are conceits of Elizabethan poetry—that de Vere did not lace the 
long poems with exotic imagery and symbolism; that there exists a historic glossary of metonyms—that is, proper noun substitutions 
arising from the long and familiar associations within Elizabethʼs Court; that wordplay will be based on those established metaphors 
and metonyms.
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Metonymy
   Our first consideration is the origin and significance of ʻprimary metonymsʼ that are the backbone of 
Venus and Adonis. I have listed these independently in the first section of the glossary because of their 
relationship to the metonymy used by many Elizabethan writers. Let me reason through this idea for a 
moment.
   The rather timid Folger Shakespeare Library edition of Shakepeareʼs Sonnets and Poems states:
       “[Venus and Adonis] is a minor epic... [t]he genre is a marginal one, its characters usually drawn from 
     the periphery of mythology or legendary history. Itʼs interest is not in the matters of state that 
     inform major epics but in eroticism, sophistication, and verbal wit... the poem seems to skate 
     along the edge of mother-son incest or give off a faint whiff of pedophilia.”     p.357
That is partly true. “[S]ophistication, and verbal wit” are the ʻVery Hartʼ of de Vere... but eroticism? In  
V&A, eroticism is the means of subterfuge. It has a very minor role to play, and then, it is between a 
coarser and a mare. It is critical to our understanding, that political courtship has been disguised as 
sexual courtship.
   If eroticism is the authorʼs subject, Venus and Adonis is indeed a minor effort in a marginal genre. If the 
subject is Eros, where is the all-consuming energy and passion of two young lovers? Did the author who 
expressed so much—“not of an age, but for all time”1—entirely miss the eye of love? Why did he bother 
with sideshow material?
   On the other hand, if Shake-speare followed the practice of his “chief master”, John Lyly,
      “the first regular English dramatist, the true inventor and introducer of dramatic style, conduct, 
       and dialogue” 2, 
there was more than passing consideration given to his choice of mythologic characterization. No doubt 
he settled on a particular episode from classical mythology because of itʼs adaptability to allegory.  
R. Warwick Bond made a significant discovery when he noted:
        “ [John] Lylyʼs third and by far his most frequent and important use of Allegory consists 
     in his bold introduction to the stage of a new form, personal and political, by which real people 
     in the Court-life around him are represented under some known mythological figure, or simply 
     under the cloak of a classical name.”     The Complete Works of John Lyly, V2,  John Lyly and R. Warwick Bond,  
      Clarendon Press 1902 , 256.
Bond felt the use of allegory was limited:
     “and the fact of this steady subordination, or rather independence, which allows the play to be
     understood simply as it stands without any underlying signification, is no doubt the reason why its true   
     extent so long passed unrecognized.”     ibid. 257 .
I think he credits Lyly and his courtly audience with more than reasonable patience. Without “underlying 
signification” these masks donʼt ʻplayʼ at all. If Shake-speare wrote Venus and Adonis only as a poetic 
exercise he would deviate from then current practice, and leave the audience puzzling over apparent 
references to the Queen, Burghley, and Leicester, when none was intended. A young artist would assume 
much risk playing that dangerous game!
   Later, Bond recovers from this (rare) slip by positing, even at a lapse of 320 years, who the mythic 
characters of Endimion represented in Elizabethʼs Court3. He was two-thirds correct in thinking that the 
classical figures Cynthia, Endimion, and Tellus—respectively Elizabeth Tudor, Leicester4, and Mary Stuart 
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4 Endimion, that clever Euphuist, stands in for de Vere, not Dudley.



were amusing and light characterizations of the Queen and the ʻdeadly seriousʼ intriguer plaguing the 
monarchy and the nation; but Endimion is not Leicester, he is de Vere.
   The tale of avaricious Midas describes even more perilous matters, not of Phillip of Spain as Bond (from 
Dilke 1814 ) thought, but of Lords Burghley and Leicester who waged a successful ʻwar by attainderʼ 
against the English recusants. Venus and Adonis takes this manner of presentation one step further, 
where not only identities need hiding, but the subject as well. Here was true allegory. I feel certain this 
method of interpretation was in 1902, and is today, the right approach to understanding the works of Lyly.
   Suppose, following Lylyʼs lead, Venus is to be understood to represent Elizabeth Tudor.  Adonis, then, 
must represent a man who might return her proffered love, either as a socially equal lover or a close 
family member. Though many in England pledged devotion to the Queen—particularly Robert Dudley and 
Christopher Hatton—one whose love might be confused with incest must be a mystery. Perhaps only the 
(postulated) ʻlove-childʼ, Edward Tudor Seymour / Edward de Vere, may be he. V&A will make it clear that 
the Folger editors misinterpreted the family intercourse to be “mother-son incest”, when the action is more 
akin to maternal filicide. The agents of this ʻmurderʼ are the concept-metonyms of Time, Eyes, and Boar, 
respectively Cecil, Dudley, and False Identity; they fill out the cast of Venus and Adonis.  Tarquin, Time, 
Opportunity, and Night work likewise to provide antagonists in The Rape of Lucrece. This is of critical 
importance to my position. If I am wrong, and characters of the poems are only foils in an artistic but 
inconsequential ramble, then you may disregard my effort; but, if these characters are significant, and 
they do represent real and influential members of Elizabethʼs Court, then we must resolve their identities 
and we must untangle the narratives of the long poems. Anything less would be willful ignorance. 
   Finally, is there a tie that binds Lyly and Shake-speare even stronger than that of Master and 
apprentice?  Yes!  The case for Oxford being the true (principal) author of the works of Lyly and Shake-
speare is dramatically founded in these lines:
      She would, he will not in her arms be bound;
           And when from thence he struggles to be gone,
           She locks her lily fingers one in one.

      ʻFondling,ʻ she saith, ʻsince I have hemmʼd thee here
      Within the circuit of this ivory pale,     Venus and Adonis, l.226-30.
“One” is de Vereʼs metonym for the Prince: the first in a states hierarchy; Venus (Elizabeth) locks her Lyly 
“fingers”, meaning ʻthievesʼ, ʻOne (de Vere) in anotherʼ. We understand this statement to be literally true. 
It is not a metaphor.
    
How does metonymy work together with indeterminacy?   
   Here weʼll review examples of what I call secure allusions—that is, references that employ the historic 
metonyms noted in the first section of the Glossary. The political meaning of these should be 
decipherable by students of the Elizabethan period. To appreciate this, letʼs examine Venus and Adonis, 
lines 124-38  pages 78-81 of this essay . 
   Heads up, my friends!  Venus advises her Adonis and you, the ever reader:
             Love keeps his revels where there are but twain: 
             Be bold to play, our sport is not in sight:     V&A l.123-4   Important metonyms underlined, see glossary pg.12
A secret game!  What fun, if we “Be bold to play”!  Here was a ʻsportʼ to deceive even the skeptics eye. 
   Love appears at the beginning of line 123 and is therefore capitalized; it is not, however, ʻtrue Loveʼ, 
but uncapitalized ʻloveʼ (or lust) that is referred to  see glossary . Note the masculine pronoun in “his revels”;
this indicates the subject referred to is the Love God—thereby denoting Cupid and cupidity: ʻthe 
inordinate desire for wealthʻ—and not Venus, the Goddess of Love. This ʻCupidʼ will be tied to the “ragged 
bough” V&A l.37 of the House of Dudley, and later, much will be made of Robert Dudleyʼs avaricious ʻloveʼ 
and the heavy obligations that fall on England as a result. For now though, he is fortunate to find his 
rebels-ʻRegiusʼ limited to “but two”, Elizabeth and her “sport”/Scion. Such ʻbeingsʼ-royal might well “be 
bold” since the Princely Sport has been hidden from view.
                    These blew-veind violets whereon we leane,            
                 Never can blab, nor know not what we meane.     ibid. l.125-6
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Edward de Vere must surely be among the most ambiguous individuals in literary history—a highly 
regarded artist, all but without portfolio. He was naturally born Edward Tudor Seymour (“seem[ed]an hour 
but short” V&A l.23 ). Though renamed Edward de Vere, William Shake-speare, John Lyly, B. Griffin, etc., 
yet the blood in his veins is practically identical to that of his uncle/first cousin, Edward Vl.  He and his 
mother, Elizabeth Tudor, are the ʻblue-veined faithfulʼ. Yet de Vere claimed to walk the motto—Semper 
eadem = ʻEver the sameʼ—that Elizabeth only talked. It seems a paradox that a man so mercurial and 
divided, should claim ʻFidelityʼ for himself, and with that claim chide his mother. The Queens denial of her 
only child caused the enslavement of both herself and the ʻPrinceʼ.
   De Vere suggests how neatly Elizabethʼs ʻembarrassmentʼ (pregnancy) might have been handled in the 
modest confession of Lady Faulconbridge1 King John l i 254-8 : “Thou art the issue of my dear offence, 
Which was so strongly urgʼd past my defence.”  If Elizabeth had not been ʻseducedʼ by Thomas Seymour, 
and ensnared by William Cecilʼs self-serving offer of assistance, Edward Tudor Seymour might have 
ʻbeenʼ.
    Prince Hamlet explains (in what is to be his last exculpatory ʻargumentʼ Hamlet V ii 237-54 ) that 
“madness” (ʻdisorderedʼ, ʻbeside oneʼs self, having lost self-commandʼ*) appears when he is “Never 
Hamlet”, that is, when he is other than what he truly is.  Ever becomes Never when he is ʻbesideʼ himself; 
he states: “If Hamlet from himself be taʼen away, And when heʼs not himself... Hamlet is of the faction that 
is wrongʼd”. 
   In such a position, E.Ver cannot, but ʻNot Everʼ can reveal the truth. ʻNot Everʼ, or ʻneverʼ, may be 
thought to denote pseudonyms—names other than de Vere—who are at liberty to speak truthfully. 
Considering his insistence on the parity or ʻfairnessʼ of the Prince and Queen, it may also be a metonym 
for the Queen. Although de Vere centers his claim to the throne on his equality with his mother, there is 
one key point on which they differ... he is constant when ʻEver Moreʼ.  Alas, due to his bastardy, he is not 
always ʻEver Moreʼ. By contrast, the Queen is ʻNever Moreʼ.  “Stop!” you say... “this is all gibberish.” “Not 
so” I say.  Apply this method to Shake-speare gibberish—ʻthrowaway linesʼ my Shakespeare prof. used to 
call them—and youʼll quickly see itʼs predictive power. I say, without modesty, the glossary of V&A is 
electrifying when applied to ʻdifficultʼ Shake-speare.
             The tender spring upon thy tempting lip,
             Shewes thee unripe: yet maist thou well be tasted,    ibid. l.127-8 
This “tender spring” signifies the ʻcurrency Prima-Veraʼ, or ʻVernal Valueʼ. This is the material value of the 
Prince. With maturity, the author will distinguish the facets of Spring and Summer—Vere and Seymour, 
Tender Spring and Summerʼs Day, de Vere and Vere-de—in his being see comments on V&A  l.23 p.49 .  
             Make use of time, let not advantage slip;
             Beautie within it selfe should not be wasted:     ibid. l.129-30
Look where you will in the Vere canon, the word ʻtimeʼ may be neatly substituted with the name of William 
Cecil, Lord Burghley—the authorʼs all powerful father-in-law—and the impetus of the passage and its 
purpose will be understood. These lines are a clear admonition to negotiate an advantageous settlement 
ʻnowʼ with the aging Cecil, because his death will entail the loss of whatever leverage—probably familial 
affection—that remains.   
   Who will be the beneficiary of the “beautie” evident in Divine Order and Vereʼs ʻbeingʼ? Will that ʻbeautyʼ 
endure if de Vere submits to his own deposition? If ʻbeautyʼ is realized, the State (literally everyone) 
benefits; if ʻbeautyʼ is subverted, Burghley and Leicester alone. Quite simply, this is the archetype of the 
purposeful wordplay that characterizes all of de Vere. Fear not Peter Holland! This isnʼt imagined or 
projected meaning. Happenstance or coincidence cannot explain the consistency of the Shake-speare 
metonyms. 
   The point is clarified:
                  Fair flowers that are not gathʼred in their prime
                  Rot and consume themselves in little time.        ibid.l.131-32      
ʻLittle Timeʼ, or Robert Cecil, did not have his fatherʼs deft touch. Elizabeth once responded to Robertʼs 
heavy handed ʻadviceʼ  compare with R. Devereauxʼs lack of sensitivity :  
   “Must!  Is ʻmustʼ a word to be addressed to Princes? Little man, little man! Thy father, if he had been   
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    alive, durst not have used that word.”  
William Cecil could have, mind you... but he knew better how to play upon ʻhis Queenʼ. By such 
utterances as this, the ʻreceived historyʼ of the English Reformation is overturned; de Vere is our ʻman on 
the groundʼ. He consistently gives the oppositionʼs report: “Fair flowers” = fair: ʻFair Airʼ or ʻRightful Heirʼ + 
flowers: the ʻlily argentʼ, or ʻthe ornament or buds of the Tudor Roseʼ, “that Reign not, gath[ered]ʼred”, i.e. 
ʻharvestedʼ or acquired ʻredʼ ʻwith Lancastrian (and ʻold faithʼ) traits predominatingʼ, will be devoured by 
ʻLittle Cecilʼ, who is Vereʼs ʻfalse brotherʼ Tempest l ii 92 . This is unmistakable context.  Vere clearly reveals 
his fear of having to deal with ʻthe perfect Machiavelʼ.  Robert Cecil (Elizabeth called him ʻLittle Manʼ and 
ʻPygmyʼ) was effectively, by 1591, his fatherʼs successor. He bore a grudge against Oxford, his former 
brother-in-law for the ill-treatment of his sister Anne, and apparently refused to admit Cecil complicity in 
the tragedy. Review William or Robert Cecilʼs motto: “Little by little” or “Slowly but surely”, mentioned by Clare Asquith in her 
lecture at Notre Dame, 2007 .
   Figurative fancy cannot account for the wry-bitter, intimate assessment of William Cecil—under the 
historic metonym of Time—that follows:
             ʻWere I hard-favourʼd, foul, or wrinkled-old,
             Iʼll-nurtured, crooked, churlish, harsh in voice,
             Oʼerworn, despised, rheumatic and cold,
             Thick-sighted, barren, lean and lacking juice           ibid. l.133-36 .
This is a Giotto panel—a genuine human portrait. Cecilʼs biography proves these terms accurate; if any 
are in doubt, they are, after all, only as subjective as his adversarial son-in-law saw it. There was no love 
lost between de Vere and his father-in-law. The author continues:  
                  Then mightst thou pause, for then I were not for thee:
                  But having no defects, why dost abhor me?            ibid. l.137-38
ʻWhy do you aʼboar me?ʼ, or ʻWhy treat me as de Vere political opposition?ʼ This is thrilling stuff!  
John de Vere, Edwardʼs ersatz father, is credited with taking the crucial step to bring military support 
behind Princess Mary upon the death of Edward Vl 1553 . By this move, Catholic Mary Tudor quickly 
overcame Protestant Lady Jane Grey.  Line 138 is a direct reference to the power of the ʻde Vere Boarsʼ: 
to sway the nobility, to assert Catholic religion, and seat the monarch of their choice.
   A couple of brief historical digressions are in order here:
— This stanza signifies that Elizabeth loved, but feared, her son. He was a Tudor heir of her own flesh. 
She undoubtedly wished to promote him, yet he represented policies in conflict with those imposed by 
Cecil and Dudley, and by which her reputation and monarchy were sustained. If Edward de Vere could not 
be ʻbrought to heelʼ, there was the prospect of civil war. It will improve our understanding of Elizabethʼs 
reign if we concede that a state of ʻcoldʼ religious civil war raged from Henry Vlllʼs death in 1547 to beyond 
Elizabethʼs in 1603.
— Robert Cecil, justifiably wary of his brother-in-law, outflanked the Tudors and passed the Monarchy to
James of Scotland rather than allow Edward de Vere or Henry Wriothesly to succeed the Queen. There 
was no shame in Robertʼs maneuver—simple self-preservation.  Is there any likelihood that Cecil would 
have evaded the headsmanʼs block under an Edward Vll (de Vere) or a Henry lX (Wriothesley)? The later 
ʻTudorsʼ could only consider Cecil a traitor. The ʻLionʼs shareʼ of the wealth that William, then Robert, 
accumulated under Elizabeth l had been coerced from the Tudor state.
                                                                             
   I can say with confidence that the entirety of Venus and Adonis is a seamless series of political allusions 
just as substantial as this example. With each such secure allusion the probability of related allusions 
being chance-appearance or illusion, declines. This may sound abstruse to the uninitiated, but Iʼm telling 
you, if you donʼt grasp this manʼs clever wordplay, you will not understand the man himself. There is a 
game afoot—a chess match between the Tudor Monarchy and powerful usurpers. It was and is1 a match 
played, for the most part, on the printed page and in the legal document. 

                                                                                 * * * * 
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1 I say “was and is” because the match continues in the words that live today.  De Vere and his son lost in the active pursuit of the 
throne, but won in towering contributions to human understanding.



   Anyone who has examined the roles of ʻallowed foolsʼ in the Shake-speare plays understands that there 
is deep invention in the disjointed, almost impenetrable words. The casual reader is forced to pass over 
these bits, unaware that pith informs every passage. Why is much of de Vereʼs literary output so different 
from his plainspoken peers? In essence, why is Shake-speare, Shake-speare? The correct answer is: 
in communicating his personal and political lament, Vere has developed a characteristic oblique 
ambiguity1 that manifests itself as pun or wordplay.  As Nicholas Royle says: “Wordplay... makes up the 
enduringly strange character of his writing.” This conclusion can be shown by the unremitting exactness 
of parallel dialogues in V&A; the apparent one, muddled and metaphoric—the hidden other, a precise, 
historic narrative. I have simply tied the familiar metonyms of Elizabethʼs Court to an appropriate context. 
Thatʼs all there is to it. We need not worry that we are merely ʻreading inʼ these ideas among infinite 
possibilities; we only need take the author at his word—“So all my best is dressing old words new”  Sonnet 
76 l.11.
 
   Note l.133-38: Though we are conscious of the Queens advanced middle age at the time when V&A was probably written, 
the stanza beginning at l.139 assures us that she, Persephone-like, returns youthful “as the spring doth yearly”. I think this is self-
serving solicitude; it apparently back-peddles from Cecilʼs age, 13 years senior to the Queen, yet doesnʼt erase the image of 
Elizabethʼs conscientious make-up.

Coherency

    What do you make of a fellow who decides the quickest route from A to B is straight through a brick wall?  
Yet it has been suggested, that with infinite opportunities he will, sooner or later, be able to neatly tunnel the atomic 
spaciousness of his body through the atomic spaciousness of the brick and mortar.  As you have probably guessed, 
this ignores the forceful bonds that hold the atoms together, and that surviving the disintegration of even a relatively 
small number of them is beyond possibility.   
 
   The ʻbondsʼ of coherence that tie words together—phrases and sentences accumulating into meaningful 
paragraphs or stanzas, and a series of these structures becoming a poem or story—require intention.  An 
allegory requires additional intention and extends allegorical significance to all components—to hundreds 
of accordant allusions in an orderly progression. If that progression is confirmed by a framework of 
historical events2, one can rationally assume the authors purpose; in fact, it is practically inconceivable 
that such meaning is unintentional3. Considering the analogy above, an electron may penetrate the brick 
and mortar wall, but the poor, rushed fellow aiming at B, with his paltry billions of billions of billions of 
atoms cohesively bonded, will go splat.  I believe the political narrative within Venus and Adonis likewise 
goes splat against a wall of rationality—it cannot be disintegrated. Coherently, and with unflagging 
rhetorical artistry, the author recounts the true story of the life of Edward de Vere, i.e. himself. What has 
been seen as the preposterous ʻPrince Tudorʼ construct turns out to be correct—unless Mr. Shake-speare 
suffers from ʻthought disorderʼ/schizophrenia. The self-supporting narrative and timeliness of the subject 
precludes our interpreting the whole as accidental. There is simply no denying the hundreds of inventive 
references to Vere, Seymour, and Tudor. 
    Let me rephrase myself. What we have before us is a single iteration of Venus and Adonis, not an 
infinite number of them; and this one poem may speak of Eros with imperfect clarity, or it may approach a 
more dangerous subject obliquely. Thatʼs not such a far-fetched idea, is it? 

   Infinity is a construct - infinite orders of magnitude more complex than what we have presently to deal with.
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1 See  A Linguistic Guide To English Poetry, by Geoffrey N. Leech, Ch.12  Ambiguity and Indeterminacy, for a description of the
  various rhetorical devices used by poets to leave ʻcognitive meaningʼ indefinite, and thereby extend ʻsignificanceʼ.
2 The framework of historical events, in this case, is the biography of the only man who steadfastly claims authorship of the Shake-
   speare canon, rather than one who has this greatness thrust upon him. 
3 In the course of one stanza it would be unaccountable if each word could be transposed into a consistent, alternate meaning 
   without violating sense. How can it be possible to extend that sense to 199 stanzas?  Then consider The Rape of Lucrece, the
   companion poem to Venus and Adonis, that continues the logic and the unique glossary for another 265 stanzas**.  Lucrece
   describes the political fallout of events described in Venus.



We donʼt live in an infinite universe—far from it!  Ours is a finite world where natural processes select out certain trajectories for 
increasing probability and development. I am ill-prepared to formally justify this claim, yet I think we can agree there is nothing in 
probability that condemns a finite universe to manifest all possibilities.
  We are discussing practical matters here. This is commonplace, everyday probability, not the sort that will raise objections from 
theoretical mathematicians. If you choose any poem randomly, what is the chance it will detail a chronology of, say, the American 
Civil War, naming (albeit by a consistent metonymy and figurative glossary) battles and generals? That is the degree of correlation 
that is achieved between the Venus and Adonis narrative and the succession politics of the period 1553-1593, The Rape of Lucrece 
and the rape of Princess Elizabeth/English Catholicism, 1547-48, the Fidessa lament and de Vereʼs imprisonment in 1581.  
   Jonathon Bate has stated that the the life of Elvis Presley might as easily be made to conform with the authorial characteristics 
required by the Shakespeare canon as de Vere.  I, for one, am eager to see him demonstrate this. It is facile to say such things, but 
proofs may run to hundreds, even thousands of pages... and then he will fail.  My first objection is that Presley was born almost 350 
years late...

Method:  
   Venus and Adonis is structured simply.  Principle ideas and persons are assigned symbolic names 
or metonyms that have dual significance—one for the mythic story and another for de Vereʼs biography. 
All other words or phrases are ambiguous. R. Warwick Bond noted innovations in the use of classical 
figures by John Lyly (i.e. Ed. de Vere): 
     “He substitutes, for abstractions, recognized mythological personages to represent the qualities required: thus for   
     Wantonness, he gives us Venus; for Love, Cupid; for Chastity or Virginity, Diana; for Cruelty or Devastation,
     Neptune; for Bounty or Pity, Ceres; for Poetry and Music, Apollo; for Rudeness, Pan; and, in The Woman [in the
     Moon], for Melancholy, Pride of Place, Strife, Chicanery, Fickleness, and Mirth, we have Saturn, Jupiter, Mars,
     Mercury, Luna, and Joculus respectively.”    The Complete Works of John Lyly, by John Lyly and R. Warwick Bond, 
     essay: ʻLyly as a Playwrightʼ, V.2, pg. 255, Clarendon Press,1902.
   And further:
     “... by far his most frequent and important use of Allegory consists in his bold introduction to the stage of a new
     form, personal and political, by which real people in the Court-life around him are represented under some known
     mythological figure, or simply under the cloak of a classical name.”    ibid. 256 (see this essay, p.4)
Once metonyms have established the subject matter, the author employs ellipsis to remove superfluous 
words that limit the indeterminacy he desires.

   Venus and Adonis is a masterpiece of grammatical and semantical ambiguity.  De Vereʼs device of 
choice is polysemy; but there is no type of rhetorical indeterminacy1 that is not employed. Distasteful to 
Samuel Johnson, the pun or quibble2 is most dear to Vere. Though Vere probably developed this skill to 
convey ʻsubversiveʼ ideas, he evidently came to consider successful ambiguity a sign of virtuosity.  
  Even without reference to Venus and Adonis, Shake-speare is a master of polysemy. He revels in 
surprising usage and the multiple meanings of words. Although he was capable of extraordinary clarity, 
it was not his first stylistic impulse; wordplay in the early comedies is obsessively clever. 
   As you become more familiar with de Vereʼs glossary see p.12 , youʼll note that his wordplay is focused 
on these words rather than ranging freely through the text. I think youʼll also note that this wordplay is 
progressively more restricted to the glossary as the writer ages; he is opportunistic in Loveʼs Labourʼs 
Lost, but disciplined in The Tempest.  Had Dr. Johnson known the full extent of Shake-speare quibbling 
and the reason for it, he might have been more forgiving. Make no mistake, de Vere is, at center, 
genuinely and enthusiastically playful—but his playfulness always has purpose.
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1  Dr. Geoffrey Leech considers ambiguity to be a “distraction” and “defect of style” when found “in some ordinary functional use of
    language.”  Though Venus and Adonis is functional language if read as a narrative, the content would not have passed state
    censorship. I predict Dr. Leech will approve its use without stylistic criticism in states with repressive governments.  
    See A Linguistic Guide to English Poetry, Geoffrey N. Leech, 1969.
2   Prof. Nicholas Royle has written an enlightening little book, How to Read Shakespeare  2005, that corroborates this idea.
     Note: Lest we roil Professor Nick Royle, a pun will be a clever turn on a word, or ʻa joke exploiting the different possible 
     meanings of a word or the fact that there are words that sound alike but have different meaningsʼ.  If de Vere does not pun in the
     proper sense, at least he is seriously playful.



   Our author was artful in choosing the magnetism of sexuality to draw his audience and state censors 
toward a sensual interpretation. This allowed him to safely present his matter-of-fact narrative with 
the effective disguise of the readers expectations to hide its primary meaning. The presence of 
obvious political reference in a love poem must be inexplicable unless there is intended political content1. 
That content needs an historical context. We are indebted to numerous poets of the Elizabethan era who 
employed allegory, ciphers, and coded language to critique the monarchy or indulge the Queenʼs Court in 
orgies of veneration. The Queen, for example, may be personified as the Moon, or as Cynthia or Venus 
from the mythologies of antiquity. As noted above, this particular use of metonymy—considered an 
innovation of John Lylyʼs (see note at V&A l.3, pg.44)—becomes a basis for decoding Venus and Adonis.   
  Working backward and forward from the specific allusions cloaked in metonymy or ambiguity, gives a 
contextual solution and confidently predicts the meaning of associated words and phrases when multiple 
definitions may apply. As lines tie together, apparent references can then be seen to agree with primary 
sources and relatively secure historical data. 
   The present reading is at least viable, since nothing is falsified that is truly known; yet, there are two 
sources of discomfort in the content. First, this poem is the expression of one manʼs perceptions. Though 
sworn to an objective truth as few men have, de Vere is nonetheless a vehement dissenter to the regnum 
Cecilianum or “Burghleyʼs Commonwealth”.  As the prime beneficiary of an opposing conservative Tudor 
faction, he is indeed close to the subject—perhaps too close.  Second, the narrative diverges from 
received history; but received history may be utterly wrong if it is missing key elements. Recent 
revelations in the story of the decoding of German Enigma encrypted transmissions (ʻUltra” secretʼ) will 
attest this. Such is the case with Elizabethʼs monarchy.
   Every historian of the Tudor period has his pet mysteries. They are not insignificant. Biographers of Lord 
Burghley are at a loss to fully explain Elizabethʼs extraordinary confidence in his political judgement when 
Cecil had badly misjudged the political support for the accession of Lady Jane Grey. Others, detailing the 
private life of Robert Dudley, run into the familiar dead-ends when trying to account for Elizabethʼs desire 
to marry him off to arch rival Mary Stuart and shuffle ʻthe love of her lifeʼ up to Scotland. Venus and 
Adonis disagrees with the posited solutions to these and other mysteries—solutions that prove to have 
been surmise and (erroneous) extrapolation and not fact. This poem is a much needed ʻmissing linkʼ in 
our understanding of a great Golden Age; the importance of discovering concealed truth is my interest in 
the matter.  I trust itʼs not a fools errand to expose the unsupportable ʻDamnatio Memoriaeʼ that was de 
Vereʼs punishment for refusing to submit to Protestant usurpers—and continues to be his punishment 
under the dogmatic stewardship of unmindful literary scholars.      

Revelation 12
  I would have no truck with prophecy, but alas, it has been used successfully for political/religious 
purposes. As is the general case, Revelation 12 is riddled with ʻslopʼ that allows for varying interpretation; 
yet, to many Oxfordians, this revelation will seem fascinatingly close to the simple facts of de 
Vereʼs life as he presents them. I am supporter of Prince Tudor ll because it accounts for de Vereʼs 
metonymic self-referencing and divided identities while the others do not. There is overwhelming internal 
evidence in Shake-speare that the author believes himself to be the Natural Heir—the ʻTenderʼ Ayre, or 
ʻMollis Aerʼ—to the the English throne. I have included the following Biblical prophecy so that it may be 
compared directly to that of the Soothsayer in Cymbeline.

Here are a few points that de Vere may have borne in mind when appropriating #12 for his own.   
   Verse 1 - Conveniently, Wonder plays on Tudor/ʼTwo-derʼ, representing the first place in a hierarchy. It is 
synonymous with Prince or ruler; see Venus and Adonis 13 , “Vouchsafe thou wonder...”; Venus addresses 
Adonis semitic origin, signifying Lord. 
   Verse 1 - All-purpose sun and moon* symbolism is Tudor useful; see ʻthe riddle of the Suns/Sonsʼ, V&A 
177-198 .  Perhaps youʼll recall that: “were [Venus] not immortal, life were done between this heavenly and 
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1  The subject of The Rape of Lucrece is a metaphorical assault on the faithful marriage of English state and Holy See,  
     embodied in Lucrece, by lustful/sinful Tarquin (Protestantism). Tarquinʼs figurative henchman are Time (Burghley),
     Opportunity (Leicester), and Night (Walsingham, ʻthe Moorʼ = Darkness).



earthly son.” classic amphiboly V&A 197-8 , which notes that without her son Adonis, the family would be extinct
—if she was mortal!
   Verse 3 - The competing ʻwonderʼ/ruler is a ʻgreat red dragonʼ that may be seen to refer to the Welsh 
national symbol. The Cecilʼs and the Tudors are both out of Wales, of course; this presents a conflict in 
the interpretation of the Revelation. Perhaps if de Vere contrives to be ʻBritishʼ in the inclusive, modern 
sense, he might avoid identifying too strictly with the Welsh element of his heritage. 
   Verse 3 - The number 7 coincides with de Vereʼs (apparently) self-proclaimed title—Edward Vll.
   Verse 4 - Earth: de Vere metonym derived from French monde—a ʻname fragmentʼ of Richmond;  alt.: the 
natural ʻstuffʼ of Vir/Man; refers to Tudor-Seymour parentage. 
   Verse 5 - man child*: often termed More-child*/ so much in Shakespeare, indicates Tudor progeny, i.e. 
de Vere, and Wriothesley.
   Verse 9 - devil*, Satan*: would fit that old devil Wm. Cecil.
   Verses 12, 14 - “a short time”12 , “for a time, and times, and half a time”14 : might apply to Rob. Cecil, a 
Wm. Cecil, and Cecils, and a short Rob. Cecil (again). 
   Verse 14 - “a great eagle”: adapted to ʻthe Roman Eagleʼ Cym. 469 to signify the protection of the Roman 
Church.
   Verse 17 - “make war with the remnant of her seed”: applies well to the continued persecution and control 
of the Tudors, and of Catholics.
   While only parts of the Biblical prophecy appear in Cymbeline, it will be seen to provide essential 
foundations for the aggregate of prophecy found elsewhere in the canon.

                                  
Text of Revelation 12; King James Version:

1    And there appeared a great wonder in heaven; a woman clothed with the sun, and the moon under 
her feet, and upon her head a crown of twelve stars.
2    And she being with child cried, travailing in birth, and pained to be delivered.
3    And there appeared another wonder in heaven; and behold a great red dragon , having seven heads 
and ten horns, and seven crowns upon his heads.
4    And his tail drew the third part of the stars of heaven, and did cast them to the earth: and the dragon 
stood before the woman which was ready to be delivered, for to devour her child as soon as it was born.
5    And she brought forth a man child, who was to rule all nations with a rod of iron: and her child was 
caught up onto God, and to his throne.
6    And the woman fled into the wilderness, where she hath a place prepared of God, that they should 
feed her there a thousand two hundred and threescore days.
7    And there was war in heaven: Michael and his angels fought against the dragon; and the dragon 
fought and his angels,
8    And prevailed not; neither was their place found any more in heaven.
9    And the great dragon was cast out, that old serpent, called the Devil, and Satan, which deceiveth the 
whole world: he was cast out into the earth, and his angels were cast out with him.
10     And I heard a loud voice saying in heaven, Now is come salvation, and strength, and the kingdom of 
our God, and the power of his Christ: for the accuser of our brethren is cast down, which accused them 
before our God day and night.
11    And they overcame him by the blood of the Lamb, and by the word of their testimony; and they loved 
not their lives unto the death.
12    Therefore rejoice ye heavens, and ye that dwell in them. Woe to the inhabiters of the earth and of the 
sea! for the devil is come down unto you, having great wrath, because he knoweth that he hath but a 
short time.   
                                                                                  *  *  *  *

Three Caveats:
   Edward de Vere wrote to his brother-in-law Robert Cecil: “I hope truth is subject to no 
prescription, for truth is truth... ”  The great author is referring to the events and realities that are 
the substrate of all understanding. He trusts that honest men will not contest the verity of reason.  
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This is the essence of his argument, and he holds his life to example the simple truth that lies 
beneath sophisticated untruth. This is why he earns special status as an early existentialist.
   The Elizabethan Age was illusory. De Vere and his art had become a figment of the illusion, and 
so his genius is preoccupied with an examination of contrivance, deception, and misbelief. 
Though many philosophers have disclaimed absolute notions of truth, the reader always has a 
sense that the author of the Lyly/Shake-speare canon is searching for the most restrictive limits of 
convenient dishonesty and Pragmatic ʻTruthʼ.
 
   Readers may take offense at my interpretation of de Vereʼs regard for the Old Faith 
(Catholicism), and his suspicion of Protestants.  There is abundant internal evidence of religious 
liberality if not agnosticism within the de Vere canon as well as legal testimony to that effect.1 
This will be rationalized at several points within the text of this essay.  I have no religious 
affiliation, being a confirmed skeptic from childhood; please donʼt infer pro-Catholic or religious 
sentiments in my analysis.

   It would take a team of historical lexicographers and dispassionate historians to do justice to 
this subject and I apologize for the gross inadequacy of my knowledge in both disciplines. Yet, 
I believe there is enough substance in my reasoning for others to make a more informed study.

    A reasonable interpretation of this cryptic political allegory can be made with the use of better 
dictionaries and with some knowledge of the affectionate names Queen Elizabeth assigned to her 
courtiers and councilors. I have consistently referred to Alexander Schmidtʼs Shakespeare Lexicon and 
Quotation Dictionary. Produced by Dover Publications, my copy is the republication of the revised and 
enlarged edition of 1902. Definitions from Schmidtʼs Lexicon are noted with apostrophes (space-saving 
quotation marks) followed by an asterisk ( ʻ ʼ* ). Schmidt gives a straightforward definition of the words as 
used in the Ovidian love poem, but the political narrative is quite different. In that narrative, every word 
must be reconsidered, weighing alternate standard use and with occasional interpolations as needed to 
arrive at a plausible coherency.    
   I have chosen The New Oxford American Dictionary, 2nd Edition, Oxford University Press, 2005, to 
extend the possibilities. Where the Shake-speare enthusiast becomes pleasantly mired in Schmidtʼs 
quotations, he can step forward to a concise modern dictionary for a clear overview. This is important 
because modern use is heavily influenced by de Vere. Furthermore, etymology governs polysemy, yet 
Schmidt makes little note of it in his Lexicon. Why didnʼt I go all the way and use the Oxford English 
Dictionary? The time I can devote to this project is limited; Iʼll have to leave that (considerable) 
enlargement and potential improvement to my retirement.  Oxford American—aptly named—quotes are 
designated thus: ( ʻ ʼ ).
   If there are no marks surrounding a definition, they are my own and should be regarded askance.

Glossary:  Words in this glossary are ranked as Metonyms, Key Words, or Emergent Words. 
Metonyms, having an historical basis, are clearly of greatest importance. ʻKey Wordsʼ are terms of signal 
value that derive from Metonyms. ʻEmergent Wordsʼ follow from the others; that is, if context is 
determined by Metonymy, then the authorʼs intended meaning for an ʻEmergent Wordʼ among two or 
more polysemic possibilities will clearly be specified. If you donʼt find a word in one category, check the 
others. 
Question: is the syntax also modeled on Latin?

“In a way, all of Shakespeareʼs tragic heroes are in search of names — in search of their own 
hidden names, which will also be their deaths. They seek reputation, public name, but ultimately 
they all seek private names as well.”     Shakespeare After All , Marjorie Garber, 2004, Anchor Books
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Metonyms:

Metonyms are the historical core of my thesis. Many were recorded in the literature of the 
Elizabethan Period. The first definitive use of these metonyms is in the works of John Lyly; Lylyʼs 
biographer R. Warwick Bond described this innovation as his most significant literary 
achievement.

metonym: n. ʻa word, name, or expression used as a substitute for something else with which it is closely 
associatedʼ.

Surname Metonyms (Surname fragments might be any part of these). These are the writers signatures. 
It is clear ʻEdward de Vereʼ would not put this untrue name on his artistic works, and he was not permitted 
to use his true name: Edward Tudor-Seymour. Therefore he manipulated fragments of his several names 
into the text to claim authorship and indicate the significance of each name relative to the others:
Tudor: too, two, or, ore, gold, golden, do, done, hart, venison, ...... 
Seymour/Somerset/Somerʼs Day: summer, some, see, seem, seeming, our, hour, Caesar/Seize R...
de Vere: ever, every, verily, verity, truth, true, green, worm, spring, well, fair, day, de(light, etc)... 
Oxford: O, Oh, Ox, neat, aurochs/Or-ox, Sycorax (Psyche + Aurochs = mind [of] Great Ox, gold ox)...
Richmond  (Tudor Earls of Richmond): rich, earth, world, ʻmondeʼ, heart...
Are: R[egius], royal, be, is, are, were, will be... 
Plantagenet/Woodstock: jennet, wood, stock, would, forest, french ʻboisʼ, boys...
Beaufort (Plantagenet family through John of Gaunt): beautiful, fine, fair, lofty, noble, strong, Strange, foreign...   
Shakespeare:
Lyly:

    Why did de Vere contrive so many metonyms to identify himself? By the convergence of literary 
and historical evidence we may positively answer: because he is a man of multiple identities. 
Different names identify different titles — and these effect varying capacities, functions, license, 
and warrant.
   There is no doubt, ʻde Vereʼ wished to remain anonymous to certain individuals and to be 
revealed to others. He loved himself. He loved his lineage and family history; but, Truth to tell, he 
did not verily own a name. He loved his artistic achievement, yet he was not free to possess it. 
There is no question that the thrust of de Vereʼs argument is ʻI am that I amʼ—I am that Sum see 
essay: Small Latine, and Lesse Greeke , and ultimately, ʻI will not be deniedʼ. If de Vere is unable to say 
candidly who he is, he is never in doubt ʻwhatʼ may be said of him: that his heart is steadfast, that 
his love is still a fixed star, that his faith does not bend with the remover.
   Consider the dying moment of Prince Hamlet: 
       Hamlet                   Horatio, I am dead;
                       Thou livʼst; report me and my cause aright
                       To the unsatisfied.    Hamlet V ii 349-51
Horatio [Latin  Oratio: ʻdiscourse, prayerʼ, modified with Latin  Hortatio: ʻexhortationʼ], that is, the ʻliving wordʼ is the 
only enduring testament to his life and his cause. Only words can testify ʻrightlyʼ to the ʻuninformedʼ.
# # # # #
   The Plays and Poems of ʻShake-speareʼ appear to be poetic expressions of the Counterpoint 
musical form or technique, identified during the 1580ʼs and 90ʼs with composer and de Vere 
associate William Byrd.  Wm. Shakespeare, John Lyly, Edward de Vere, Edward Tudor Seymour, 
and probably other names, represent his multiplex identity.  The author expressed his own—or the 
general—ambivalence on religious and political ideas in several voices within each work. Much 
research remains to ascertain why and when he uses specific metonyms, and to determine the 
degree of internal consistency.  
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   An understanding of the following words is essential to the meaning ofVenus and Adonis. Metonyms 
marked with an asterisk* apply more directly to de Vere himself and function almost as pronouns.
There are three divisions below, where two might suffice; there will be much shifting within these artificial 
divisions before the lists are comfortable.

   Following the practice of John Lyly, Venus and Adonis are metonyms specific to this poem. Venus 
represents Elizabeth R, Queen of England; she is the “queen of love” l.251 ; i.e. the Queen aʼMour or the 
ʻspouseʼ of (Thomas) Seymour. Adonis is her son and her ʻloveʼ Edward Tudor-Seymour. He is Venusʼ 
ʻdearʼ in the normal sense.  ʻAdonisʼ will die hunting his alter ego—the a-Boarʼd Edward de Vere—with a 
shaking spear. Therefore Adonis, the Boar, and the Trembling Weapon are three identities of a single 
person.
   The reader will come to see that ʻShakespeareʼ is liberal with metonyms; they may 
— In King Lear,  Elizabeth R (Lear)  has divided her kingdom unwisely between Cecil (Goneril)  and Dudley 
(Regan) , but has passed over the ʻTrue-Vereʼ child Edward (Cordelia)  for a Seeming want of Amor.
— Macbeth
— Hamlet

Though the writer purposely leads us to assume the poemʼs context is sexual love between them, the key 
line l.597   advises this is all imaginary.
all other words in this glossary have the same significance throughout Shakespeare

Adonis represents her son Edward by Sir Thomas Seymour. 
Venus = Elizabeth Tudor, Queen Elizabeth l of England, ʻThe Virgin Queenʼ ; mother of the man we call 
Edward de Vere, but who is more properly Edward Tudor Seymour. From Roman mythology: goddess of 
love, beauty, fertility.  From a complex etymologic root: vener: ʻsexual loveʼ, venerari: ʻto honor, to try to 
pleaseʼ, venia: ʻgrace, favorʼ, venenum: ʻpoison, venomʼ, vanas: ʻloveliness, longing, desireʼ.
Adonis* = Edward Tudor-Seymour ; from Hebrew  Adonai, adonay: meaning ʻlordʼ, ʻGodʼ, originally in a 
religious sense, but here: Edward Tudor-Seymour, alias Edward de Vere, 17th Earl of Oxford, son of Sir 
Thomas Seymour and Elizabeth Tudor. From Roman mythology: the son of King Theias by a god-
compelled, incestuous union with the kingʼs own daughter Myrrha. There may be a half-joking suggestion 
of divine direction in the name Adonis.

barren = Baron; refers to the title of Wm. Cecil, 1st Baron Burghley;  
— alt. likewise refers to Lord Burghleyʼs Stamford estate south of the River Welland, in the civil parish of 
Stamford Baron St. Martin, hence the pun: “never after [heir] so barren a land”  V&A Dedication l.6 .
bear = Dudley family see Winterʼs Tale lll iii 58 ; refers to family crest—ʻthe bear and ragged staffʼ.
— alt.: past  bore wordplay Boar; bore, borne, are outgrowths of Dudley influence on the Monarchy; i.e. Bear 
causes Boar = Dudley causes de Vere (in the case of the 17th Earl of Oxford only).  
birds = Catholic recusants;  alludes to William Byrd, Gentleman of the Chapel Royal and most highly 
regarded composer of the English Renaissance. He appears to have been strongly Catholic from 
1573-90. His music was a locus for religious dissent, yet he received special dispensation from Elizabeth 
to follow his conscience; perhaps de Vere would apply this liberality to all religious dissidents. Byrd 
appears to have been a close friend of de Vereʼs and lived in the same household (at ʻFisherʼs Follyʼ) for a 
time (?) . Many of de Vereʼs closest associates were recusants.
boar = heraldry  symbol of the de Vere family and identity; the Boar will lovingly murder Adonis.
boy, boys = from French  bois: ʻa wood or forestʼ Cassellʼs ; refers to Plantagenet ʻWoodstockʼ exiled “from 
out the companies of men” Fidessa Vl 4 , see Forest Law, p.35 this essay . The sons of Sir Rowland de Boys are 
likewise ʻof the forestʼ As You Like It ;  
— alt. boy = heir.
cedar = wordplay  Seydʼor, Sey + dʼor; Latin  cĕdrus: symbol of immortality, from the use of cedar oil as a 
preservative.
day* = ʻDeʼ ; Latin  ʻdown fromʼ;  ʻcoming fromʼ, ʻmade fromʼ Cassellʼs Latin Dict. ;  French  de: ʻOf; out of, made 
of, composed of, fromʼ Cassellʼs French Dict. , i.e. referring to the family, origin, heritage: this is the ʻdeʼ in de 
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Vere; de  see all components and variants of de + Vere, Verde, Seym + (h)our, and See + more, two + golden (dʼor), two + silver, 
etc. ;  
— alt. “summerʼs day”: wordplay  derived from Edward Seymour, Duke of Somerset, dour Protestant ʻLord 
Protectorʼ, in contrast to his ebullient brother, Thomas Seymour/Somerʼs-day, i.e. Seymour ʻlightʼ (of 
Thomas Seymour), in contrast to Somerset/Seymour ʻNightʼ (of Edward Seymour), by extension 
Catholicism v. Protestantism;  
— alt.: of God, Godʼs  from Latin:  Deus, Dei ; ;  possible pun  Day = (Seymour), Night: see less.
do = surname fragment  do, doing, due, duty; see Macbeth l.4 21-27.
dʼor = ʻdorʼ ; see  gold, golden, gold complexion; surname wordplay  second syllable of Tudor; frequently 
played on port, door, window, etc. 
E.O., Latin  ĕō = comparative ʻthe moreʼ; wordplay Edward Oxenford as ʻThe Moreʼ; anagram wordplay Romeo: 
ʻMore-the-Moreʼ.
ever* = E. Vere, Edward de Vere : see glossary: as, one, even, the same, so ; E.Ver, the predominant 
metonym indicating Edward de Vere as the lesser of two ʻtitlesʻ — the Earldom of Oxford see Sonnet 76, 
below . 
even = Latin  Vērō:  ʻeven, indeedʼ, ʻin truth, really, indeedʼ, ʻcertainly, to be sureʼ, ʻjustlyʼ Cassellʼs Latin Dict. .
eye = wordplay from Ovid   ai = grief, ʻthe wail of mourningʼ (?) . 
eyes = Protestant Overlords and their spies, from John Dudleyʼs title: Primus inter pares = wordplay peers/
eyes  ʻfirst among peersʼ: Elizabethʼs pet name for Robert Dudley, Earl of Leicester, son of John Dudley, 
Duke of Northumberland. Refers not only to Leicester himself, but to the entire rapacious and tyrannical 
Puritan political machine;  
— alt.: wordplay  the ʻgriefʼ, the ʻaiʼ or eye of Elizabeth and Vere, taken from the story of Phoebus and 
Hyacinth in Ovidʼs Metamorphoses Bk. 10, l.229 ; in that tale, a “Lillye” “of purple hew” betokens the memory 
of Hyacinth and prophesies the coming of “a valeant Prince” to “leave his name uppon the leaves for men 
to reede and see”;  also  the covetous ʻeyesʻ of Dudley connote ignorance and deception. Compare with 
hearing, ears.  
eyes, her eyes: the spies of Robert Dudley—principally Robert himself.
eyes, his eyes: the spies of Wm. Cecil—John Lyly, Ann Cecil, & Co.
fair* = ʻtrue, legitimateʼ, ʻjustʼ, synonymous and perhaps homonymous with Vere; frequently used as 
metonym for the author, e.g. “For slanders mark was ever [E. Ver] yet (met. for Ed. Vere= ʻstill, evenʼ, 
ʻnow as formerlyʼ*, ever) the fair [Vere]” Sonnet 70  2 ;  alt.: ʻin accordance with the rules or standards; 
legitimateʼ; ʻwithout cheating or trying to achieve unjust advantageʼ;  De Vere is a strong believer in 
bloodlines and ʻthe thoroughbredʼ;  
— alt.: wordplay  fare: ʻperform in a specified way in a particular situation or over a particular periodʼ, ʻa 
journey for which a price is paidʼ; this term is played adverbially or adjectively; it is used precisely in the 
manner of Tender Heir see below = Material Heir;  
— alt. Latin  fěro: to bear, bring, carry.
— alt.: beautiful by divine right, derived from French beau: surname fragment  Beaufort;   
— alt.: Ver, Truth = the Just Heirs: a lexical ʻtrickʼ frequently used by de Vere: Fair = Fair Air = The Rightful 
Heir; in a single word: fair-fare, i.e. just but bound; fair: all that is highest and best and just; ʻbeing as a 
thing ought to be, in order, in a good stateʼ*, equal to the Monarch, ʻbeautifulʼ*, ʻpureʼ*, ʻfineʼ*, ʻhonorable, 
equitableʼ*, ʻfavourable, auspiciousʼ*, ʻkindʼ*, ʻaccomplished, such as would be desired or lovedʼ*, i.e. the 
Tudor monarchy; Elizabeth, Edward de Vere, Henry Wriothesley;  
— alt. Latin  ferre: to be pregnant; to endure, suffer, bear, to cause, to bring about  see Hamlet 3.1 57 ;    
— alt.: possible wordplay  Fair vs. Fairy = ʻJustʼ vs. ʻDiminutive Spiritʼ*:  i.e. rightful as opposed to 
unsubstantial.
fisher = Bishop John Fisher ; a reminder to Wm. Cecil of his old friend (Saint) John Fisher, Bishop of 
Rochester, and the glory and Truth of constancy (to the ʻOld Faithʼ). Fisher is a famous example of 
ʻDamnatio Memoriaeʼ; the erasing of Fisherʼs memory from public and Cambridge records was attendant 
on his death sentence. De Vere was given the same treatment as Fisher; fisher = l.526  “No fisher but the 
ungrown fry forbears”: reference to John Fisher (since 1886 beatification, ʻSaintʼ), beheaded for opposing 
divorce of Henry Vlll form Katherine of Aragon. More generally refers to St. Peterʼs ʻfishing assignmentʼ 
and the Roman Catholic Church.
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green* = ʻVer-deʼ , inversion of de Vere; E.Ver, wordplay on French  vert = green, Latin  viridis = green, and 
Latin wordplay  veritas = Truth; likely alluding to prophetic writings of Hildegard von Bingen 1098-1179, see l.397.
hear = Latin  auris: ʻthe earʼ; ʻthe hearingʼ Cassellʼs; 
— alt.: surname fragment  aurĕus: ʻgoldenʼ, Ore;
— alt.: Latin  aura: ʻairʼ, ʻbreathʼ, ʻwindʼ  Cassellʼs .   
honor = wordplay  One-Ore, One: OE an + or: Ore: aurum.
honorable = OE  an: one + or: ore, aur[um], auris + able: ʻable to beʼ = One Ore-able or One Heir-able.
hour = surname fragment  hour/our accompanied by seem, some, seym wordplay;  Latin  verni temporis: 
season (wordplay, proper name fragment  Sey-son); the discrete or separate assaults of Time/Cecil;  
— alt.: the elements of the ʻRoyal Willʼ—that which is ʻoursʼ to Elizabeth and de Vere—assumed by Cecil/
Dudley;  
— alt.: homonym of second syllable of Seymour, and subject to wordplay;  alt.: ʻOurʼ, the royal plural (?) 
see Tempest l ii 174 , perhaps approximating the sound of are, ʻRʼ, and representing the royal response to 
these assaults.
hourly = ʻevery hourʼ*;  
— alt.: continual, perpetual;  see hour.
less = Leicester, signifies unsubstantial, superficial; contrasts with more/Seymour;  alt.: ʻsmaller, contrary 
to larger or biggerʼ*; ʻof an inferior degree, contrary to greaterʼ*; ʻnot so much, opposed to moreʼ*. 
lion = Henry Vlll , de Vereʼs grandfather, Elizabethʼs father;
— alt.: the Tudor family.
little time = Robert Cecil , son of Wm. Cecil, i.e. Time.
Love = metonym  a More, amore, amour, a Mour. Principle metonym for Tudor-Seymour / de Vere.
Mars = Thomas Seymour , Lord Admiral under Henry Vlll.  Identified as the father of Edward de Vere.
May = Mary Browne Wriothesley ;  ʻexpressing possibilityʼ, potential, ʻdenoting opportunity or liberty 
offeredʼ* personified in Mary, mother of Christ, and Mary Browne Wriothesley, mother of Henry 
Wriothesley, 3rd Earl of Southampton.  She is immortalized in Sonnet XVlll l.3: “Rough winds do shake 
the darling buds of May”, and “And winking marybuds begin, To ope their golden eyes.” Cymbeline ll iii 23-4 ; 
her lover and the father of her children was named as one ʻDonesameʼ (conflation of de Vere metonyms: done, 
one, same,  derived from Mulmutius Donebant/Dunwallow in Holinshedʼs Chronicles) by the 2nd Earl; 
— alt. Queen Mary l (?);  
— alt.: = de Vere, Spring, Primo Ver.
moon = Elizabeth Tudor; ʻthe satellite that revolves around the earthʼ*; a general metonym for Elizabeth l 
denoting the queens (supposed) influence on earthly objects.
Moor, The Moor* = More, sometimes recorded historically as the nickname of Francis Walsingham, 
ʻPrinciple Secretaryʼ to Elizabeth l, spymaster and ʻnotary of shameʼ see Lucrece ll.764-805, Fidessa, More Chaste 
Than Kind, by B. Griffin/de Vere, Titus Andronicus and Othello, by Wm. Shake-speare/de Vere .
More, more = Edward de Vere; surname fragment  mour , wordplay on the second syllable of Seymour;  
— alt.: = Edward de Vere, the ʻMoreʼ that follows from the motto of Henry V, “Une sans plus” = ʻOne 
without moreʼ, which contains two prominent metonyms; ʻOneʼ = the Monarch, more = ʻgreaterʼ, 
ʻsomething additionalʼ, ʻto a greater degreeʼ embodied in de Vere and Th. More;  
— alt.: faithful to principle = ʻby Moreʼs exampleʼ.  Sir Thomas More, Saint Thomas More, Lord Chancellor 
to Henry Vlll: beheaded for opposing the Act of Supremacy. It may also combine the two allusions — to 
Thomas More and Henry V—in a composite such as ʻFaithful Majestyʼ. De Vere contrasts the characters 
of Thomas More and The Moor /Francis Walsingham in Sonnet 60 of Fidessa by B. Griffin/de Vere, and 
elsewhere.  More and John Fisher are examples that de Vere wishes to follow... even while retaining his 
head;  
— alt.: as with the use of fair = ʻfair airʼ = fair heir, more may also signify ʻmore oreʼ = combining syllables 
of Seymour and Tudor, meaning ʻmore goldenʼ, exampled by Henry V. 
most = Latin, surname fragment  summum: ʻat the mostʼ Cassellʼs , ʻno More thanʼ.
— alt.: that One beyond more (beyond ʻmourʼ); 
— alt.: Supreme Power, God Eternal.
much = more, ʻmourʼ, likely reference to Much Hadham, Hertfordshire, birthplace of Edmund Tudor.
no more = wordplay  as the opposite of ever/E.Ver, no [longer] ʻMourʼ but, rather, ʻEverʼ;  
— alt.: nom ore, name [of] gold  see Winterʼs Tale l ii 64 ;   
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O, Oh = Oxford, Ore see final stanza of A Loverʼs Complaint, similar wordplay to Elizabethʼs signature ʻRʼ: 
Regina, she refers to de Vere as ʻOʼ: Oxford. As in Latin O: ʻwith nominative or accusative, calling attention 
to a person or thingʼ Cassellʼs , specifically himself; see l.445 ; another precedent for this is in a prophecy 
cited by Gloucester  “which says that G of Edwards heirs the murderer shall be”  Richard 3  l i 39-40 .
— alt.: an exclamation of self-address;
or, ore = surname fragment  Tudor; or: ʻgold or yellow, as a heraldic tinctureʼ, 
— alt.:  wordplay  ore: ʻa vein of goldʼ.
ragged bough/staff = Dudley Family, co-usurpers—ʻstrumpeters of maiden virtueʼ  see Sonnet 66.  This is, 
collectively, John Dudley, Robert Dudley, Guildford Dudley, Henry Sidney, Philip Sidney, Robert Devereux; 
the injured maidens [R]: Lady Jane Grey, Elizabeth Tudor. 
Richmond = Riche Monde: wordplay  Richmond: French  riche: rich, abundant, precious  Cassellʼs + monde: 
world, mankind, men, hands  Cassellʼs ;  
— alt.: French  richement: ʻrichly, splendidlyʼ Cassellʼs.
Rome = anagram  More; surprising to me, de Vere is not above the use of anagrams.
rough bear = Robert Devereux, Robert Dudley; conflation of the ʻbear and ragged staffʼ, symbol of the 
Dudley family;  
— alt.: reference to Robert Devereux, Earl of Essex, who is ʻroughlyʼ Dudley; Robert Dudley died in 1588, 
leaving Essex his political heir. 
same* = wordplay, surname fragment  Seymour, the first four letters of Seymour, e.g. “ever the same” Sonnet 76 
l.5 = E.Ver the Seym;  
— alt.: ʻidentical, not anotherʼ*, ʻthe oneʼ*, probably adapted from and operating as reflexive pronouns as 
in the Italian se stesso: ʻhimselfʼ, il stesso: ʻthe sameʼ, and Spanish su mismo: ʻhimselfʼ, and lo mismo: 
ʻthe sameʼ—which nicely identifies all elements of the key line: “Why write I still all one, ever the same” 
Sonnet 76 l.5 ; always denotes some quality, quantity, or character that is identical with de Vere/Seymour, 
the Queen, or Southampton.
seaman = ʻSee the Manʼ, Ecce Homo. ʻWereʼ in ʻPassionʼ.
season = wordplay  Sey-son: Latin   tempus, tempestas, hora; see also opportunity, hour. Closely related to 
winter: Latin  tempus hibernum, also Italian  inverno; spring: Latin  ver, primo vere, tempus vere; summer: Latin 
summa aestate, also Spanish verano  see glossary  estate ; see Time.
see, sea, his love = syllable of Seymour;  
— alt.: Holy See, The Seat of the Roman Catholic Church  see ʻSea-sorrowʼ = Sey-sorrow Tempest l ii 170 . 
seem = Seym[our], wordplay  appear, ʻto have the appearance of beingʼ*;  
— alt.: ʻto be only in appearance and not reallyʼ*, see same.
severed = proper name fragments  Sey(mour) + Ver(e) + Ed(ward)
so* = Seym-Ore; the same, equally, even, ʻin the same degree; asʼ*; ʻsimilarlyʼ; a Seym-child, a More-
child; de Vere or Wriothesley; denoting Tudor Succession, or Tudor descent;  ʻwhat follows, that which 
proceedsʼ see glossary  of royal progeny, Princely—most;  
— alt.: from French soi: ʻoneself, himselfʼ Cassellʼs , or soit: ʻeither, orʼ Cassellʼs—referring to either de Vere or 
Southampton, in the same manner that R = Elizabeth, and O = Oxford;  
— alt.: ʻin the same degree, princely, asʼ*.
some = wordplay, surname frag.  Seym[our], So-me , based on ʻSomers deʼ; contrasts with Somerset, Edward 
Seymour, de Vereʼs uncle.
sometime = Latin  ălĭus, ălĭās, alias ; ʻonceʼ, at one time; ʻone person at one time, another at anotherʼ;  
— alt.: Seymour family as the source of Cecil power; 
— alt.: subjects who have unjustly suffered legal attainder by the Cecil/Leicester vultures, e.g. Thomas 
Howard, Duke of Norfolk. De Vereʼs sympathy is influenced by the de facto attainder of his own estate.
sorrow = So + R + O, surname fragments of Southampton + Regius + Oxford; the sorrow of these.
stir, stirring, stirred = proper noun fragment  [Leice] +ster: to be changed by Leicester from a higher to a 
lower place; ʻto change place; to go or be carried away in any mannerʼ*;  alt.: to be ʻquickenedʼ; ʻto be in 
motion, to be enlivenedʼ*.
strange = Stanley and Stuart families—the ʻLords Strangeʼ and the ʻForeignʼ Scottish branches of the 
Tudor family; by extension  all that is outside the natural order, especially without agnatic primogeniture.
— alt.: Latin  ʻperegrinusʼ, ʻexternusʼ, ʻalienusʼ; 
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— alt.: wordplay  ʻStrongʼ pronunciation of the Stanley Lords Strange , probable reference to the legitimized 
bastardy of the Beaufort branch of Plantagenet family;  
— alt.: wordplay  unfamiliar, i.e. not of the same family; not identified correctly; when used reflexively, refers 
to Elizabethʼs refusal to acknowledge her son;  
— alt.: ʻnot knowingʼ*, ʻunknownʼ*, ʻestrangedʼ*, ʻnot oneʼs own, belonging to anotherʼ*; refers to the 
indeterminate religious inclinations of Henry Stanley (9/1531-9/1593), 4th Earl of Derby, and his wife, the 
disgraced Lady Margaret Stanley, born Clifford, Countess of Derby, heiress presumptive to Queen Elizabeth 
until the Countessʼ death in 1596.  May also allude to the family in general; symbolizing inconstancy and 
irresolution.  His own supposed illegitimacy aside, de Vere regards the Clifford line as having a lesser 
claim to the crown because of their descent from Henry Vlllʼs younger sister Mary Tudor, and because of 
the familyʼs wavering politics.  Ed. de Vereʼs eldest daughter Elizabeth married Henry Stanleyʼs second 
son.The Stuart Family of Scotland are ʻStrangeʼ in the sense of ʻforeignʼ.
summer* = Somer/Seymour, derived from Somerset, Edward Seymour; closely related to winter: Latin  
tempus hibernum, also Italian  inverno; spring: Latin  ver, primo vere, tempus vere; summer: Latin summa 
aestate, also Spanish verano  see glossary  estate .
summerʼs day = Somerʼs de = de Seymour = de Vere = Verde = green: refers chiefly to the Ed. de Vere 
who has matured from his youthful Prima-Vere (Spring) days, and is father to a male heir, Henry 
Wriothesley.  Also refer to Thomas Seymour, Edwards father, to contrast Thomasʼ (and de Vereʼs) 
lightsome disposition with that of his brother, Edward Seymour, Duke of Somerset  = Summerʼs Night see 
day and Sonnet XVlll .
Time, time = “O time, thou tutor both to good and bad,” Lucrece l.995 ; ʻbadʼ time is associated with William 
Cecil, Baron Lord Burghley, chief councilor to Elizabeth Tudor, father-in-law to de Vere; ʻgoodʼ time = de 
Vere. This ʻconcept-metonymʼ Time, also signified by specific duration—whether an instant, a moment, an 
hour, a day—is opposed to what is everlasting or eternal, indicated by the metonyms “Still all one, ever 
the same” Sonnet 76 , always, every, forever, for aye, etc., see Lucrece ll.925-1001. 
tomorrow = Tu + More + O; surname fragments of Tudor + Mour + O see Macbeth 5.5. 19 , see sorrow.
too, two = surname fragment Tu;  syllable of Tudor.
vere* = Latin  vere: truly, really, actually, rightly; in fact, real, true;  alt.: wordplay  vair (heraldry), Latin Varius:  
ʻvariegated, manifold, diversifiedʼ Cassellʼs . 
very = wordplay  Vere, de Vere + y: suffix  ʻdenoting a state, condition, or qualityʼ; name given to child of 
Elizabeth Tudor by Sir Thomas Seymour.
well = spring, metonym  = de Vere;  alt.: ʻa spring, a fountainʼ*.
wear = Vere, Latin wordplay  vĭr: ʻa manʼ; variation of were.
were = Latin wordplay  vĭr: ʻa manʼ, emphatically  ʻa man of courage, a man of characterʼ Cassellʼs ; therefore:
 man-Vere, were: anglo-saxon = man; “The man Shakespeare” (letter from Mary Sidney)  clearly means Vere-
Shakespeare. 
— alt.: a ʻWulf-man, from Ovidʼs Metamorphosis, bk.1, l.260?,   lycanthropy? Anglo-Saxon were: man + wulf: 
family seat of Seymour family, Wulfhall, birthplace of Jane Seymour and perhaps Thomas  Seymour. De 
Vere is the ʻWereʼ/man who might have been—“that were/Vere divine” V&A 730 ; 
— alt.: past subjunctive of BE, expressing ʻwhat is imagined or wished or possibleʼ;  
— alt.: word play on Vere (Latin ʻWʼ pronounced as ʻVʼ; as a Latinist, de Vere was apparently aware of 
what we now call the First Germanic Sound Shift, or Grimmʼs Law, and plays freely with the substitution of 
w, wh, and v), eg. “so great fear of my name ʻmongst them were spread”  Henry Vl, l,iv, 50;  
— alt.: second person singular past of BE.
which, witch, also who, and whom = Tudors = Ones = creatures called forth, ʻwit whichʼ; ʻinformation 
specifying one or more people or things from a definite setʼ (of All, Tudor). The three ʻWitchesʼ = male and 
female sorcerers who can change their identity; wordplay  Which Isʼ, or ʻWhich Areʼ(Regius); see Macbeth l i 
1-5 .  
woe = Latin  res adversus, res: ʻa matterʼ + adversus, ad: ʻtowardʼ + versus: ʻa turning, rotationʼ, turn about, 
and ʻupsetʼ.
— alt.: Wolf (?);  ʻgriefʼ*, ʻlamentationʼ*, metonym fragment: wolf, representing the ʻWolvish Earlsʼ of the 
Seymour family — the source of Englandʼs Woes  see Romeo and Juliet 4.5 49-54 ; possible fragment of 
several emergent words: world, wonder, wood, words, would, etc.;  
— alt.: dolor: wordplay  dull ore; false or unrefined gold; less than Tudʼor, Tudor.
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— alt.: wordplay woo (?) ; 
wolf = Seymour family;  figurative  ʻa rapacious, ferocious, or voracious personʼ; reference to the Seymour 
family — the wolves of Wulfhall;  
— alt.: the Cecil/Dudley usurpers following the policies of attainder exploited by Edward Seymour.
wood = OE wod: ʻviolently insaneʼ, ʻout of oneʼs mindʼ, similar to ʻmadʼ;  alt.: the retreat of Nēmo: Latin ʻno 
man, no one, nobodyʼ, who is Latin wordplay  nĕmŏrĭwăgus: ʻwandering in the woodsʼ, or nĕmŏrĭcultrix: 
ʻdwelling in the woodsʼ,  
— alt.: indicating descent from Plantagenets; Plantagenet badge: ʻWoodstockʼ or ʻstump of woodʼ.
yet = ʻuntil a point in Timeʼ, ʻstill, evenʼ; closely related to yon: (Latin cognate idem) idem: ʻthe 
sameʼ (surname fragment).

Latin roots  ver, vir.  Here is a list of Latin words (vowels accented) that circumscribe the character 
and life of ʻVereʼ as an enforced morphological variation of his true self; these are the recurring themes in 
Venus and Adonis, and indeed, in all of ʻShake-speareʼ:
vĕr = spring$ $ $ vērax = truthful$ $ $ verber = a whip, scourge; a stroke
verbum = a word$ $ vērē = from verus, see below$ vĕrēcundia = feeling of shame
vĕrēdus = a swift horse $ $ verna = a slave $$ $ verno = to be spring-like, grow green
vermis = worm$ $ $ vernīlĭtās = servility$ $ vernus = of spring, spring-like
verrēs = a boar$ $ $ verso = to turn about$ $ versābĭlis = changeable
versĭcŏlor = changing color$ versĭfĭco = to write verse$ versĭpellis = changing form$
versus = a line, esp. of poetry$ versus = a turning$ $ vērus = true, real, genuine

vĭr = a man, a male person$ vĭrectum = turf$ $ $ vĭrĕo = to be green, fresh, youthful                           
vĭresco = to become green$ vĭrĭdans = green$ $ vĭrĭdis = green
vĭrĭdĭtās = greenness$ $ vĭrĭlis = of a man, manly$$ virtus = manliness, manly excellence                                
vires = strength, force, influence
To understand the significance of the ʻhorsey sectionʻ ll.258-326 , consider the vere in veredus.  The 
relationship of the “tender spring” l.127  to “summer” l.91, is the immaturity of ver to mature summa 
aestate, ʻsummerʼs estateʼ; think of it as the relationship between the ʻestatesʼ of Vere and Seymour. The 
long piece I call ʻOde to Greenʼ ll. 397-538  is best understood in terms of viriditas and abbess Hildegard 
von Bingen, the ʻProphetess of Greenʼ. What is the cause of ʻSummerʼsʼ untimely demise ere it “half be 
done”?  Verres, ʻthe Boarʼ, of course. This is not rocket science nor metaphor... simply polysemy. Befriend 
your dictionary! $
                         
Key words:   
The following are key words - metonyms for principle character tropes, and artifacts of the political 
narrative:
adore = a +dʼor
ai = expression of grief from Metamorphoses, Ovid, bk.10, l.229 ; related terms: ai, grief, woe ;  See Greek 
mythology Thersites and Ajax, Hyacinthus.
air = of The Four Elements see Classical Elements, also Paracelsus Monarchia.
all = suffix  al: ʻof the kind ofʼ, perhaps with pun on ʻkindʼ, child; ʻforming adjectives  relating toʼ;  alt.: noun 
fragment [Roi]all, French Roial, Latin Regalis: Royal, The Crown, The Monarchy; all family members directly 
descended from Henry Vll, i.e. the Tudors see glossary: as, one, ever, even, the same, still, so ;  
— alt.: used by Marguerite of Navarre to describe the Trinity, possibly adopted for the Royal Family as 
well: Elizabeth, de Vere, and Southampton.
all my best = Henry Wriothesley; first of four known sons of de Vere.
all one* = ʻthe sameʼ*, equal to ʻOneʼ = equal to the Monarch; ostensibly a family unit.
are = R = regnant, reigning; ʻto be royalʼ,  Latin Regina: ʻQueenʼ, Regius: ʻRoyalʼ, Rex: ʻKingʼ; the Royal 
plural of Oxfordʼs ʻto beʼ, i.e. ʻwe areʼ; Elizabeth, of course, signed her name Elizabeth R, see rare.
as = Latin, Law  as, asse: ʻa whole, a unitʼ; ʻespecially in terms relating to inheritance, haeres ex asse: sole 
heirʼ Cassellʼs ;  as = the sole heir, the ʻuniqueʼ agnate of Henry Vlll, though descended Elizabeth Tudor;  
— alt.: surname fragment  ʻThe Sameʼ, ʻThe Seymʼ, the Seymour.
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— alt.: ʻin the same degree, of the same qualityʼ*, being of the same quality, ʻthough of the same degreeʼ; 
specifically, like de Vere and Southampton see glossary: all, ever, even, equally, one, the same, still, so , probably 
adapted from and operating as reflexive pronouns, as in the Italian se stesso: ʻhimselfʼ, il stesso: ʻthe 
sameʼ, and Spanish su mismo: ʻhimselfʼ, and lo mismo: ʻthe sameʻ — which nicely quantifies all elements 
of the key line: “Why write I still all one, ever the same” Sonnet 76 l.5 — “tanto monta, monta tanto, 
Ferdinand como Isabel” = ʻSo muchʼ the one, the other ʻso muchʼ, Ferdinand like Isabelʼ: Senor Montanto 
in Much Ado about Nothing, is referring to the motto of Ferdinand and Isabella of Spain. That expression 
was replaced by “Plus Ultra” = ʻMore beyondʼ, derived from the motto of Charles V (Habsburg), as 
identifying Catholic kings of Spain; perhaps de Vereʼs claim to the throne of England is alluded to see 
glossary more ;  
— alt.: ʻused to indicate that something happens during the time when something is taking placeʼ;  
— alt.: ʻused to indicate by comparison the way that something happens or is doneʼ;  
— alt.: ʻbecause, sinceʼ;  alt.: ʻused to refer to the function or character that someone or something hasʼ.  
 be, bee = a punning reference to the ʻvirgin queenʼ bee/ʼbeʼ, i.e. the ʻVirgin Queen Elizabethʼ;  nymph l.9, 
147  is a trope for the child of the bee. Likely derives from Senecaʼs Letter to Lucillius that comments on 
translation and imitation thus: bees consume materials, digest them, and produce something entirely 
different. 
be, being* = Latin sum: to be Cassellʼs ; surname fragment, metonym Seymour, summer, etc.; manifesting oneʼs 
true nature (probably divinely ordained); for de Vere = as = the sole heir, the ʻuniqueʼ agnate of Henry Vlll, 
though a child of Elizabeth Tudor; the Royal/True self, the Monarch; denotes freedom to self-determine; 
nearly synonymous with essential or veracious existence; a ʻTudor Seymour beingʼ, where a false name 
may be the truest expression of an essence (?) ; 
— alt.: BE, conjugated am, are, is; ʻbeʼ may be a pun derived from the Greek* boeios, meaning ʻof an oxʼ, 
also late Latin bovinus, and Latin bos, bov, ʻoxʼ Websterʼs Third New International Dictionary 1981, see etymology of 
ʻbewitʻ or ʻbewetʼ, ʻbeefʼ, ʻBoeotiaʼ, etc..  Schmidtʼs Lexicon gives abundant evidence of the special place this verb 
holds in the imagination of Shake-speare and Lyly.  De Vere used the phrase ʻI am that I amʼ (Godʼs own 
self assertion  Genesis 3:14 ) in a letter to William Cecil 1576, in Sonnet 121, and intimations of it throughout 
the canon. For metonym associations with king, yet: see Richard ll, IV i 162-76 .  ;  
— alt.: May also denote ʻBʼ: Bastard, with persistent questions of the nature of illegitimacy  See glossary 
were .
being = may refer to a discussion in Aristotleʼs Categories (Section 1). ʻThough man and ox are both 
animal, one may not predicate (affirm) the existence of the man within ox, or vice versaʼ (paraphrased).
beauty = surname fragment  from John Beaufort, Margaret Beauchamp, parents of Margaret Beaufort, 
matriarch of the Tudors; French  beau: ʻbeautiful, fine, fair, glorious, noble, lofty, seemly, becomingʼ 
Cassellʼs ; + ty: suffix  ʻforming nouns denoting quality or condition, such as beauty, royaltyʼ;$
— alt.: ʻdivine orderʼ, ʻTruthʼ;  alt.: the constitution or ʻassemblage of graces to please the eye and mindʼ*, 
ʻqualities that please the aesthetic sensesʼ, the zenith or the purest expression of a type;   
— alt.: wordplay  be: ʻof an oxʼ see above + beauty ?
beget = wordplay  be: of or by the Bee (Queen/Monarch) + get: ʻto beget, to procreateʼ*, ʻto earn by 
labourʼ*.
best, her best = metonym  Edward de Vere, the Queenʼs son.
best, my best = de Vereʼs output: his progeny and his art; de Vereʼs eldest son, Henry Wriothesley, 3rd 
Earl of Southampton, “the first heir of [his] invention”  see dedication to V&A. Refers also to Oxfordʼs art, which 
he rightly characterizes as ʻinventionʼ, i.e. his consequence or outcome.
between = be: Virgin Queen = Bee + ʻtween: ʻbetweenʼ.
boar, abhor* = Latin verres: patrimony of Earls of Oxford; generally: Edward de Vere, identified by the de 
Vere family symbol, the Blue Boar; the boar becomes the personification of de Vereʼs vengeful, self-
destructive nature.
bounty =  a ʻsumʼ, frequently played with more, aʼmour, etc., hence sum-more. 
bristle = Latin horrēre: bristle, Latin wordplay Our heir.
burden = the grief and encumbrance of Leicester by de Vereʼs birth; the weakening of the English 
Monarchy ensuing from Elizabethʼs impregnation by Thomas Seymour  see Arielʼs Song, The Tempest l ii 380 .
but = ʻotherwise thanʼ see l.445  variant of Never  see glossary ;  
— alt.: ʻwithoutʼ;  
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— alt.: ʻexceptʼ;  alt.: wordplay only/onely: related to the monarch see one, wonder .
cheek = wordplay  check: arrest, restrain, control, limit, circumscribe, constrain, betray; reference to Sir 
John Cheke, tutor to Edward Vl, Henry Hastings, Robert Dudley, etc.; John Cheke was the informant who, 
fearing being implicated in Sir Thomas Seymourʼs conspiracy to seize control of Edward Vl, advised Lady 
Somerset and the Lord Protector of the plan; Cheke is therefore the Judas betrayer of de Vereʼs father. 
= Latin  gĕna: ʻcheekʼ, wordplay  gĕno, gens: ʻa clan, a number of families connected by a common descentʼ 
Cassellʼs ;
— alt.: concept and proper name metonym  unfaithful to principle, unprincipled adherents; cheek is an antonym 
to More, i.e. ʻfaithful to principleʼ; reference to Sir John Cheke, whom de Vere credits with the design of 
usurping Princess Elizabethʼs accession by blackmail—with Protestant/Opportunist see Lucrece ll.874-917 
associations. Cheek was brother-in-law to William Cecil (see time); he was a Cambridge scholar, and tutor 
to Edward Vl.  From V&A  l.3  “Rose Cheekʼd Adonis” we surmise that John Cheke engineered the idea of 
hiding young Edwardʼs Tudor parent; de Vere, therefore, is ʻProtestant checkʼd, i.e. ʻRose curb[ed]ʼ or 
ʻRose restrain[ed]ʼ see Historical Preface 3  for a more complete review of ʻred and whiteʼ symbolism. ʻCheekʼ is used as a 
verb in l.3 ;  
— alt.: cheque/check: a negotiable instrument.
deer = wordplay  OE deore, ʻde Oreʼ, with obvious pun on de Vere but introducing the ʻoreʼ or ʻourʼ syllable 
from Tudʼor and Seym-our.
dear, ʻbearing a high priceʼ; ʻvaluableʼ, ʻpreciousʼ; ʻbelovedʼ, ʻcherishedʼ.   
delight = de: Latin poet. ʻofʼ + lĭcēre: ʻto be of valueʼ; therefore ʻof valueʼ, ʻtenderʼ.
— alt.: de: prefix  ʻdenoting formation fromʼ + light: ʻillumination of mind, mental sightʼ*, derived from 
surname wordplay on See More/Seymour, referring to reason, truth, and religious belief, related to sun/
son metonyms;  
— alt.: French  de: ʻOf; out of, made of, composed of, fromʼ  Cassellʼs French Dict. , i.e. referring to the family, 
origin, heritage + light: ʻto descend, opposed to mountʼ*, dismount, to withdraw from service — therefore, 
the dismount of heritage;  
— alt.: wordplay de Vere = of Truth, or removal from Truth, therefore  delight = of Light, or removal from Light.
desire*, desiring = wordplay  de: prefix  ʻdenoting removal or reversalʼ + sire: ʻfatherʼ*;  
— alt.: ʻdenoting formation fromʼ + sire:  ʻfatherʼ*, ʻto be father toʼ*, ʻa father or other male forebearʼ; i.e. of 
the Sire, refers to the royal grandfather, Henry Vlll, or Thomas Seymour, probably closely related to 
delight.
ears = associated with Heirs; 
— alt.: denotes wisdom, eg. being enchanted with music and poetry, and perhaps learning.
earth = Latin  sŏlum: ʻfoundationʼ, ʻthe lowest part of anythingʼ; ʻground, earth, landʼ Cassellʼs ; probable 
wordplay on sōlus: ʻsole, onlyʼ, and sōl: ʻsunʼ.
— alt.: the natural ʻstuffʼ of Vir / Man; refers to Tudor-Seymour parentage. 
— alt.: pun  the heirʼs estate  anagram of heart: heireth = heirʼs, i.e. belonging to the heir, of the heirʼs; 
— alt.: one of ʻthe four elementsʼ see Classical Elements, also Paracelsus Monarchia ;  
— alt.: wordplay heireth:  she who heirs/errs;  
— alt.: possibly derived from Indo-European root meaning ʻmanʼ (?) .
even* = Latin  vērō: ʻeven, indeedʼ, ʻin truth, really, verilyʼ, ʻcertainly, to be sureʼ, Cassellʼs ;  
— alt.: Latin wordplay  ʻēvĕnĭo: result, issue, consequenceʼ Cassellʼs ;  
— alt.: wordplay  multiple of Two, ʻTuʼ;  
— alt.: ʻat the same moment, the very timeʼ*;  
— alt.: equally, ʻparallel, of the same heightʼ*, ʻof an equal weightʼ*, ʻthe very sameʼ, [serves] ʻto denote 
identity of persons or thingsʼ*, ʻequallyʼ*, equal to all: the royal son (not diminished by questions of 
legitimacy), equal or superior to the queen, ʻprecisely, exactlyʼ*, usually coupled with other ʻde Vere 
metonymsʼ  see glossary terms with asterisk, so as to emphasize the authors literary signature, e.g. as, the sun, 
very, so—indicates ʻthe very sameʼ as de Vere;  
— alt.: Even: an extension of the foundation trope/metonym ʻever/E. Verʼ, that signifies the direct royal 
line descending from Henry Vlll, i.e. Edward Vl, Elizabeth l (whose personal motto was ʻEver the Sameʼ), 
Edward de Vere, etc.,  see explanation l.154 “even where I list to sport me” = ʻthe very same where I list to sport meʼ ;  
— alt.: ʻwithout a flaw or blemish, pureʼ*, ʻextricated from difficultiesʼ*;  
— alt.: ʻcapable of being divided into two equal partsʼ*;  alt.: ʻfiguratively  fair, honestʼ*;  
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— alt.: metonym  Venus + the Evening Star/Evenstar, here ʻbehavingʼ, or ʻactingʼ “as the sun”: though 
Venus is the brightest ʻstarʼ in the heavens, it is insignificant compared to the sun/son—thus a figurative 
reasoning for the English monarchy being patrilineal  see pg. 64, explication of l.191
— alt.: not ʻat oddsʼ*, working towards the same purpose; usually coupled with other de Vere metonyms 
e.g. as, the sun, very, so.
ere = wordplay heir;  
— alt.: wordplay  before; used when Latin  sum is not to be placed ʻfore another word.
estate = Italian  aestate: summer—refers to the ʻestate of Englandʼ and equivalent to the Monarchy wordplay 
on summer and Seymour; Wm. Cecil referred to the Privy Council as the ʻprivy council of estateʼ; Thomas 
Smith “used the image of the ʻcloath of estateʼ to reinforce the personal power of the English monarch”  
see The Early Elizabethan Polity 1558-1569, Stephen Alford p.112.  
every* = every = E. Ver y(the) = ʻthe Vereʼ, see all components and variants of de + Vere and Seym + our;   
— alt.: ever + y  (suffix forming adjectives).
fire* = Consuming Fair: the burning or razing of the Rightful Heirs; ʻto burn with desire or impatienceʼ*, see 
glossary  desire;  alt.: Fair Ire: fair anger, righteous anger see above Fair, i.e. the Tudor Monarchy;  alt.: ʻheat 
and light joinedʼ*;  alt.: see l.35  refers to the ʻbadgeʼ of Henryʼs Vll and Vlll: ʻFlames of fireʼ;  Note  fire: one of 
The Four Elements see Classical Elements, also Paracelsusʼ Monarchia.
flower* = ʻone who is the ornament of his classʼ*; the class is royal, and de Vere is itʼs highest ornament.
golden = signifying ʻor, oreʼ, the second syllable of Tudor; the Monarchy, valued in gold, ʻconsisting of 
goldʼ*, referring to the material value of the Crown  see glossary:  tender, love, ore.
— Latin  aurĕus: ʻgoldenʼ Cassellʼs ; frequent wordplay with (L) aura: ʻair breathed or blowingʼ and (L) auris: 
ʻthe earʼ.
hand = ʻofficeʼ, ʻpower, control, possessionʼ (Ety.o-l).
hart, heart* = pun venison, i.e. Venusʼ Son, derived from English Forest Law protecting the ʻvenison and 
vertʼ see Historical Preface 2, p.37, this essay ; the True Heart  see earth  = the very essenceʼ* = the constant 
essence of Vere; ʻthe inmost and most vital part, the coreʼ, the courageous soul, spirit, See lines 231, 426 ;  
heart defined Henry V, V ii 163-5 ;  ʻSupposed to be the prompter of will and inclinationʼ*; 
— alt.: possible reference to the twin harts that are the heraldic ʻsupportersʼ of Richard ll  r.1377-99  and, 
therefore, de Vereʼs identity with that deposed King. On the question of agnatic-primogeniture, de Vere 
was the only male direct-descendent of the Tudor family.
heaven = surname fragment, Latin  deorum, de Ore, dʼOre, dor
here = heir, ʻLatin  heres, hered: heirʼ.
honey = shamed, the shamed/dishonored ʻsweetnessʼ often coupled with Be[e]ʼ,  pun  shamed + be, being, 
sweet, derived from ʻHoni soit qui mal y penseʼ = Shamed be who evil there thinks (finds), with indirect 
reference to Oxford and royalty, e.g. “That is all one, my fair, sweet, honey monarch”  Armado, Loveʼs Lavourʼs 
Lost V ii 530 ;  
— alt.: ʻa general term of endearmentʼ*, i.e. ʻmy childʼ; alt.: ʻsweetʼ*, perhaps used depreciatively in the 
sense of ʻsugared overʼ see Hamlet lll iv 93  alt.: ʻgentle, mild, meekʼ, ʻpleasing to any senseʼ the shamed/
dishonored ʻsweetness of the Be[e]ʼ, pun  be, being, sweet, usually coupled with indirect references to 
Oxford and royalty, eg. “That is all one, my fair, sweet, honey monarch”  Armado, Loveʼs Lavourʼs Lost V ii 530 ;  
— alt.: ʻa general term of endearmentʼ*, i.e. ʻmy childʼ;  
— alt.: derived from ʻHoni soit qui mal y penseʼ = Shamed be who evil there thinks (finds).
honor = shamed Or, shamed gold (?).
horse, steed, courser, palfry = Latin  věrēdus: ʻswift horseʼ; the state/estate of Edward de Vere, i.e. 
England;  alt.: Latin wordplay equus / aequus: ʻcontentʼ, ʻto be satisfied, not demanding moreʼ*, ʻthe things 
that are held or included in somethingʼ*;  aequus: ʻequal to something elseʼ Cassellʼs .
kind = German  child;  
— alt.: family, familial, ʻraceʼ*, ʻspeciesʼ*; ʻwhat is bred in the bone, quality, natureʼ*; 
— alt.: ʻkeeping to nature, naturalʼ*; ʻnot degenerate and corrupt, but such as a thing or person ought to 
beʼ*; 
— alt.: ʻbenevolent, gentle, friendlyʼʼ*; 
— alt.: full of tenderness, affectionateʼ*, refers to love.
kiss = Ore, dʼor, gold (coins): sovereign = English Pound (gold bullion); therefore a payment, bond, 
contract, commitment, obligation;  
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— alt.: = crown five shillings, perhaps = gold, referring to Christʼs betrayal and Oxfordʼs annuity; therefore 
ʻselling outʼ, or ʻselling oneʼs soulʼ;
— alt.: ʻto meet, to joinʼ*, ʻto submit toʼ*, the bond of fealty/fidelity, strongly tied the act of self-betrayal/self-
revelation;  
— alt.: ʻto submit tamelyʼ*.
light* = ʻspiritual illumination by divine truthʼ; ʻthat by which it is possible to seeʼ*, with parallels between 
God, and the Poet or enlightened statesman.
lightning = Latin wordplay  fulgor: ʻlightningʼ; transferred: ʻbrightness, gloryʼ, ʻglitteringʼ, auro.
Lily, lily = John Lyly, personal secretary to Edward de Vere, spy, possible co-author of works by 
John Lyly.  Though de Vere and Lyly had a working relationship in the London theater, and may at one 
time have been friends, Oxford makes it clear that he is ʻgaoledʼ within the Lyly persona  see l.362.
lion = Henry Vlll, granddad; highly regarded by de Vere. 
lips, mouth = seals of contract;  
— alt.: as above  mouth = voice, ʻjudgementʼ*, ʻvote, suffrageʼ* as used by Coriolanus ;  
— alt.: the means of the kiss:  the bond of fidelity between Elizabeth and Edward = the royal claimants in 
accord, but unequal in resolve.
lips, her lips = indicate the ʻWillʼ and ʻvoiceʼ of Cecil/Leicester in the mouthpiece of Elizabeth.
little, little time = short duration; opposed to eternal, ever; denotes Robert Cecil, Principal Secretary to 
Elizabeth l and James l, spymaster, younger son of Wm. Cecil, brother-in-law to Edward de Vere.
long = with something added; with the addition of...
love = see specific forms below; this is the most confusing and polymorphous idea in V&A (and in life); 
there is considerable implied discussion of agape, eros, lust, and cupidity 
— alt.: lust, almost synonymous with Robert Dudley, the uncertain and deceptive object of Elizabethʼs 
romantic affection;  
— alt.: the ʻtender affectionʼ/material affection, or bond of love between the Tudors based on shared 
assets, referring to the material valuation of the Royal Person. Members of the Royal Family are used as 
negotiable tender — the result being Nothing, i.e. that they are stripped of all significant power. 
— alt.: as the term is used in tennis, ʻloveʼ effects ʻNothing, zero, nilʼ.  
Beware of confusion: ʻloveʼ may be capitalized at the beginning of a line. When Elizabeth/Venus speaks 
of love she is unable to discern ʻEternal Loveʼ from ʻcarnal lustʼ.
Love = metonym  Venus, ʻa personified figure of loveʼ defined l.610 ; however De Vere/Adonis identifies and 
corrects the misuse of ʻloveʼ when ʻLoveʼ is intended V&A ll.769-810 . There is probably justification for the 
cautious distinctions of ʻloveʼ and ʻLove. I suspect they are rooted in Elizabethʼs sentimentalism regarding 
Dudley; de Vere/Adonis says ʻMore I could tell, but more I dare not say (Sey); The text is old...ʼ see V&A 
805-6 .
love, quick love = the unsure, unstable bond between Queen Elizabeth and Robert Dudley. 
love, his love = The Roman Church  see l. 307.
love, my love, my true love = a parents love, love of family, by extension self-interest; alt.: my child, 
Henry Wriothesley, 3rd Earl of Southampton.
mine = ore, aurum; the material value of the Monarchy, i.e. the ʻattaintedʼ person and office of the Crown; 
their should be no doubt that it properly belongs to our author, but has been appropriated by Cecil, 
Leicester, Pembroke, Mountjoy, and others. 
— alt.: possibly a facetious reference to Cecilʼs lack of business sense; his wealth came by direct license 
or franchise from the Queen, but his investments proved ill-considered—as in the Mines Royal Co. and 
Mineral and Battery Co. see The Cecils , David Loades, 2007, The National Archives, p.124-25 .
mine eye = gold/ore seeking overlords; Judas-like betrayers.
moan, moaning* = Latin one, alone, all one;  
— alt.: possible metonym/surname fragment  Henry V, Henry of Monmouth.
morn = the birth of ʻMoreʼ = Edward de Vere.
morning, morn = wordplay  the birth of ʻMourʼ, Venus/Elizabeth, ʻgoddess of Mourningʼ;  
— alt.: Aurora/Eos, goddess of the dawn, ʻrosy-fingeredʼ and ʻgolden-armedʼ, golden gates Henry the Sixth 
(3) ll.1 , opened the gates  of heaven for Sol/Helios to pass each morning; 
— alt.: the morning star, daystar: Venus. Probable reference to the saddened or bereaved Elizabeth/
Venus;  
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— alt.: rebirth of Sir Thomas More, Henry V, etc.
mortal = mankind, Vir-kind.
much = Latin multus: ʻmany personsʼ, ʻmany thingsʼ; comparative Latin plūs: ʻmoreʼ, plūrēs: ʻseveralʼ, 
plūrĭmus: ʻmost, very manyʼ Cassellʼs ;  
— alt.: ʻto a great extentʼ, ʻmanyʼ.
music = metonym  concordant sound; concord: ʻof one mindʻ Latin  con = ʻtogetherʼ + cord = ʻheartʼ; refers to 
the like-mindedness or agreement of Elizabeth and de Vere, as opposed to the ʻCorambisʼ (Latin  cor = 
ʻheartʼ + ambis = ʻtwoʼ or ʻdividedʼ), as had been used by Vere to name Wm. Cecil. 
never* = ʻNot Everʼ, ʻNever Everʼ see Fair for explanation of word play , refers to his proper Tudor-Seymour self, 
or one of his pseudonyms, i.e. when he is not  E. Vere; see Hamlet V ii 238-55 for de Vereʼs intentions in 
the dissociation of his true Tudor self from his false Vere self;  
— alt.: not E.Ver, used to refer to Elizabeth as unfaithful to her motto: Semper Eadem = Ever the same, 
ʻever herselfʼ, or ʻever [faithful to] herselfʼ, i.e. that, in contrast to Edward de Vere, she is not ʻalways the 
sameʼ, but rather, acts unfaithfully and defers to the will of others.  
night = the period of Christian disunity 1517 forward , and Tudor confinement 1558-1603 , ʻa dreary and 
hateful timeʼ*; ʻrepresented as the nurse of crimeʼ*; ʻNight herself represented as a goddess, drawn by a 
team of dragonsʼ*, therefore a figurative description of Elizabeth controlled by a Welsh ʻjuntaʼ, (very 
occasionally thereʼs a bad Welsh apple); 
— alt.: ʻthe time of darkness between sunset and sunriseʼ*, the period of the English state between the 
concealment of de Vere, and his yearned for return—the ʻLeicester/Burghley Commonwealthʼ;  
— alt.:ʻDian, the goddess of the moon, called queen of nightʼ*, metonym for Elizabeth l as a captive of the 
Cecil/Dudley/Walsingham spy network. 
nothing* = Latin  filius nullius, ʻthe child of no oneʼ Shakespeareʼs Legal Language, Sokol & Sokol; Vere as he 
perceives himself to be—ʻwithout identityʼ;  alt.: from the Vere family motto: Vero Nihil Verius; de Vere is 
ʻneedy Nothingʼ  see Sonnet 66.
once* = ʻat any time, everʼ*;  
— alt.: ʻused to signify that the matter spoken of is a point of fact, for which there is no remedyʼ, 
irrevocable, ʻat any time, everʼ;
— alt.: ʻMiddle English ones: genitive (ʻindicating possession or close associationʼ) of oneʼ. 
one*  = Latin Prīmōris, subst. Primores: ʻfirst, foremost; first in rank, most distinguishedʼ Cassellʼs ;
a Prince; the first in rank, the highest ranking; synonymous with the head of the Royal family: “reckoned 
one the wisest prince that there had reigned” Henry 8, ll iv 48 ;  
— alt.: ʻof the same valueʼ*. see glossary: all, as, even, ever, the same, so, still .
— alt.: ʻsomeʼ; ʻsomebodyʼ*
pale = ʻof things wanting luster and brightness; as of the moonʼ*, including connotation of ashen: 
pale gray, i.e. pale Grey, often used in association with Yorkist and Protestant references; 
— alt.: ʻfeeble and unimpressiveʼ, suggesting that de Vereʼs quarrel with Protestantism is not doctrinal but 
ad hominem, i.e. it is pale in color, and enclosing, by the examples of Dudley, Cecil, Grey, Rich, etc.;  
— alt.: ʻenclosureʼ, enclosed by a fence.
palfrey = ʻalteration of late Latin paraveredus: riding horse—i.e. de Vereʼs horse of state.
pride = the Tudor family; the direct line of descent from Henry Vlll; 
proper = Latin wordplay  prŏpĕro: ʻto hastenʼ, to quicken; alludes to Hastings alliance with John Dudley. See 
glossary quick, sudden, hasty.
quick = OE cwic: ʻalive, animateʼ; ʻshifting, yieldingʼ Hasty[ngs], unstable, moving, rapidly shifting, as 
quicksand—ʻaffording an unsolid footingʼ, transitory; = Hastings/Dudley Alliance: ʻexpedientʼ.
rare = wordplay  R + are, double R (two-dʼR, Tu-dʼR). 
red = color of the House of Lancaster;  
— alt.: represents the Catholic Church;  
— alt.: stalwart courage.
red and white = the colors of St. George, patron saint of England; also the colors of the houses of 
Lancaster and York that combine in the Tudor rose. With the precedent of St. George, ʻred and whiteʼ 
denote the benign and natural state of England. Likewise, ʻred and whiteʼ may suggest relaxation of the 
Elizabethan Religious Settlement of 1559 to allow the coexistence of Protestantism and Catholicism.
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rich = Sir Richard Rich (7/1496-6/1567), Lord Chancellor to Edward Vl and evil, or at least amoral 
counterpoint to Th. More;  
— alt.: religiously accommodating in the manner of Sir Richard Rich; i.e. variously Catholic, Episcopal 
Protestant, Puritan.
rose = symbol of the Royal family (with several branches), red = Lancaster Plantagenets, white = York 
Plantagenets, red and white = Tudor = combined elements of the Lancastrian and Yorkist, plus a healthy 
addition of Welsh blood;  
— alt.: = esoteric Protestantism, from the Rosicrucian writings of ʻParacelsusʼ—for my reading of the 
complex wordplay of ʻRoseʼ as a blended ʻred and whiteʼ as opposed to ʻredʼ and ʻwhiteʼ held distinct, see 
Historical Preface 3  p. 44 ; 
— alt.: symbol of Love; red and white roses together symbolize Unity.
short = ʻdeficient, inadequateʼ*, missing, without, lacking; 
— alt.: often key to wordplay; in the nature of instruction: modify the specified word by subtraction. 
— alt.: shortened, abridged.
spirit, saddle bow = Wm. Cecil. Saddle bow is Cecil, Ragged bough is Leicester.
spring* = metonym  Edward de Vere, Latin  Primo Vere, Italian  Primavera  associated with green;  
— alt.: pun  ʻthe Vernal seasonʼ*, the Vere season;  
— alt.: ʻfountain, source; in a proper and in a metaphorical senseʼ*;  
— alt.: ʻthe beginning, the first and freshest part of any state or timeʼ*, the first Vere; Vere the First;  
— alt.: ʻa young shootʼ*,  
— alt.: a trap used to ensnare wild game;  
— alt.: referring to the marriage of the 15th Earl of Oxfordʼs 2nd son Aubrey to Margaret Spring 1536 , an 
expedient, to gain for the de Veres a financial boost in exchange for the social elevation of the Spring 
family of Lavenham; therefore a metonym for shameful mercenary social demotion(?) See Tender .   
still = ʻbecalmedʼ, not moving = Latin immōtus: undisturbed; transf.: ʻfirm, steadfastʼ ; i.e. E. Ver-stilled, E. 
Ver silenced, the containment of Elizabethʼs child Edward Tudor-Seymour in the name of Edward de Vere 
see glossary: all, as, one, even, ever, the same, so . 
stranger = from French etranger: foreign, probable reference to the ʻStranger Churchesʼ, promoted by 
William Cecil and Catherine (Brandon) Willoughby, dowager Duchess of Suffolk; these were to be 
Protestant ʻexampleʼ churches on which a domestic form might be modeled. De Vere, as a religious 
ʻneutralʼ is opposed to foreign solutions. An English solution might be ʻred and whiteʼ: liberalized Christian 
doctrine under the influence of Renaissance Humanism, but perhaps with Papal religious, but not 
political, influence.
such* = Latin  tantus: ʻso muchʼ, ʻof that or the like kind or degreeʼ*, ʻof the like kindʼ*, ʻof the same kindʼ*, 
see Sonnet 105:  “all alike my songs and praises be, To one, of one, still such, and ever so”  see glossary for all 
underlined metonyms ;  
— alt.: ʻso great, very greatʼ*;  
— alt.: Seymourʼs ʻlike kindʼ or child.
sun, son* = Edward Tudor-Seymour, the son who gives Light  l.751-56 ;  the royal son  see l.856 , “The sun 
ariseth in his majesty”, Ed. de Vere/Edward Vll by his own reckoning; often to distinguish Tudor-Seymour 
from de Vere, the two Ver gentleman;  
— alt.: Elizabeth R, the ʻlightʼ of the Monarchy; homonymous with ʻSonʼ: the Sun and Son R = ʻthe Seymʼ. 
— alt.: perhaps also Edward Vl.
sweet = ʻkindʼ*, ʻRoyal Beingʼ, child;  
— alt.: evoking the second half of the Old French phrase Honi soit or Hony soyt = shamed is he, shamed 
being, Shamed Bee, perhaps corrupted to Shamed am I ; these are the first two words of the motto of the 
Order of the Garter.  See honey.
sweet love = love for Henry Wriothesley; love for oneʼs child;
— alt.: ʻlove of beingʼ, ʻshamed loveʼ (?) .
tail, tale = Latin  tālis, tāle: ʻof such kind, suchʼ;  
— alt.: Law, wordplay  tail: ʻlimitation of ownershipʼ;  
— alt.: ʻimaginative fictionʼ, ʻlieʼ; [a narrative of] ʻthings not much to the credit of a personʼ*
tempest = Timeʼs Storm,  Latin  tempestas: ʻseason, weather, stormʼ*; ʻA violent disturbance of ʻwindʼ and 
ʻrainʼ, i.e. of ʻcurrent heirʼ and ʻrein/reignʼ; 
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— alt.: Latin tempestas: ʻseasonʼ wordplay, proper name fragment  Sey-son = Seymours son;  
— alt.: Latin  tempus: ʻtime, seasonʼ. ;  
— alt.: ʻan uproar or controversyʼ.
tender* = material value see l.538 ; negotiable currency—the medium of exchange, in a political as well as 
material sense; de Vere is the Tender Heir = Material Heir, Mollis Aer Cym. V.v., the ʻfactual matterʼ;  alt.: ʻan 
offer for acceptanceʼ, a formal offer but not transacted, not paid for. 
thing = ʻmatter, affair, circumstance, fact, action, storyʼ*; 
— alt.: ʻwhatever isʼ*; 
— alt.: ʻbeing, creatureʼ*.
thunder = Latin wordplay  frăgor: ʻa breakingʼ, hence ʻa noise of breaking, crack, crashʼ; the breaking or 
tearing of surname fragment ʻOreʼ.
touch = English Pound, gold coins, gold half-crowns; ʻTushesʼ, ʻToshesʼ: Lingua Franca meaning gold 
half-crown; very important word by which the agreement to succeed John de Vere as the Earl of Oxford 
also signifies the quitclaim by Edward Tudor Seymour of any Tudor title or the acknowledgement of his 
relation to Elizabeth Tudor; this ʻtushʼ, as a variant of ʻtuskʼ, is the ʻmurder weaponʼ of Edward Tudor 
Seymour.
truth* = Latin  Veritas, verity, veritable, variation; de Vere used the Latin ver and vir roots extensively; see 
note at head of this section.
— alt.: from the Vere family motto: Vero Nihil Verius.
true time = Vereʼs ʻBeingʼ or ascendancy, opposed to [false] Time, i.e. Wm. Cecil.
valiant: Latin  valere: ʻto be strong, be well, to be worth or worthyʼ;  OE wealdon: ʻto ruleʼ.
water = ʻemblem of falsenessʼ*, symbolic of opposed elements that normally extinguish each other  l.94, 
654 ; also Lucrece, Sonnets 109,154—notably, both water and fire occur in final line;  alt.: one of The Four 
Elements see Classical Elements, also Paracelsusʼ Monarchia ;  
— alt.: promotes the growth of ʻVerʼ (green); ironically Water (Elizabeth) suppressed the ʻVereʼ. 
where = were heir Anglo-Saxon were + heir, Latin  vir + heir: man-heir?
which = wordplay  witch: ʻa male sorcererʼ*, ʻ... who practices sorceryʼ*, with indirect wordplay on ʻsource-
ryʼ: the corruption of the ʻsource: Spring, originʼ by a spell that has been cast; 
— alt.: creature called forth = ʻwit whichʼ; ʻsometimes the number, out of which one is asked forth, not 
exactly limited; but the question always intended to have one definitively singled outʼ, denoting loss of 
authority or the loss of ʻShall!ʼ.
white, pale = Yorkist associations, ʻemblem of cowardiceʼ*;
— alt.: ʻemblem of purity and innocenceʼ* (?) .
will = ʻa testamentʼ; ʻa legal document containing instructions as to what should be done with oneʼs 
money and property after oneʼs deathʼ.
will, would = ʻfaculty of the mind by which we desire and purposeʼ*; may be ambiguous: ʻgood willʼ and 
ʻbad willʼ; applies to the principle characters of V&A differently: for Wm. Cecil = ʻarbitrary disposal, 
command, authorityʼ*, for Robert Dudley = similar to Cecil but may include ʻcarnal desireʼ*, for de Vere = 
ʻgood willʼ* = ʻwillingness, good intentionʼ*. The ʻwillʼ is the subject of concentrated wordplay in the canon,  
see sonnets 134,135,136, 143. 
Will, ʻWillʼ = the will of the queen and her son Oxford; this ʻWillʼ of the Tudors is the lost capacity to effect: 
the royal purpose, their intent or choice, the royal prerogative. As noted in sonnet 135, the queen may or 
may not “wish”, but her ʻwillʼ is surmounted by others: apparently de Vere, Wriothesley, Cecil, etc. 
will, good will l.479, the will of Oxford.
will, thy will = l.480 (?) ; 
will not = (?) .
wind, windy* = Edward de Vere, Current Heir, Heir Apparent by his own estimation, ʻtender airʼ, Latin  
mollis aer: gentle wind  see Cymbeline 5.5 435-58 .  
— alt.: the windʼs mate: Latin  mulier = woman, the Roman Church see Cymbeline 5.5 435-58 ;
— alt.: Reference  East wind: Godʼs judgement, South wind: Quietness, North wind: Deliverance, West 
wind: Restoration from various Biblical sources.
wonder* = pun  one-dʼor, one-de-R, first among Two-dʼor/Tudor;  
— alt.:  de + one = derived from one, child of One  see Sonnet 76 ;  alt.:  metonym  = de Vere, there are/be 
several;  
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— alt.: ʻwondrous personʼ - perhaps self-mocking in his predicament... sounds like Vere can spot a 
sucker-bet coming.
wood = mad; OE wod: ʻviolently insaneʼ; German wut: ʻrage, furyʼ.
world = French  monde (?), fragment of Richmond, Henry Tudor, Henry Vll.
year = the ear: Latin  auris.
yet* = ʻstill, to this time, now as formerlyʼ*, ʻafter allʼ*, despite contrary appearances; 
— alt.:  pun  nevertheless = not E.Ver-the-less; rather, Tudor-Seymour-the-More. 
— alt.: ʻby infidelity reducedʼ, generally referring to Elizabethʼs inconstancy, or, ʻNot E.Ver the Sameʼ.  

Emergent words: often the subject to wordplay, but the meaning is uncertain.
again = ʻonce Moreʼ, once Seymour;  
— alt.: ʻonce Moreʼ* metonym referring to English Christianity prior to the schism occasioned by 
Elizabethʼs person (?) .
anger = from Old Norse angr : ʻgriefʼ  see l. 76 .
art = ʻarchaic or dialect 2nd person singular present of BEʼ;  
— alt.: assertion and protest based on the Seymour name—that this man does not merely seem more, 
but is more,  see seem, same, more, hour, our, etc.
aye = ʻaiʼ: expression of grief from Metamorphoses, Ovid, bk.10  229 ;  
— alt.: for aye: ʻforeverʼ, synonymous with other de Vere metonyms.
because = the cause being, the causal being; Latin  principium, primordium: beginning; see also  princeps .
— alt.: the ʻsumʼ cause. 
before = Latin wordplay  sum should be placed to the fore.
begin = be: Latin  sum: the Royal Self + ʻgins: begins;
— alt.: be: ʻSmall Latinʼ  sum, esse: the Royal/True self—nearly synonymous with essential or veracious 
existence + gin: pun  ʻa snare for trapping gameʼ, ʻa snare, a springeʼ* (?) .
breath = ʻThe Wordʼ see Bible  John 1 ; ʻsignal, profound communicationʼ l.444 , may correspond to ʻAetherʼ 
or ʻQuinta Essentiaʼ, ʻThe Philosopherʼs Stoneʼ of ʻParacelsusʼ see Historical Preface 3, p.31;  alt.: ʻa brief 
momentʼ, ʻa slight movement of airʼ, ʻgive an impression of somethingʼ see l. 61.
bridle = the control of the English State.
bud = wordplay  bird, Catholic recusant see above ;  alt.: ʻan outgrowth from an organismʼ.
burn = ʻto consume with fireʼ*;  
— alt.: ʻto be inflamed with passions and affectionsʼ*;  
— alt.: ʻto be spoiled, or consumed by fireʼ*;  
— alt.: ʻintenseʼ, ʻdeeply or keenly feltʼ; 
— alt.: burning: ʻurgent interest or importanceʼ;  
— alt.: destroy.
color = ʻkindʼ*; class;
— alt.: ʻensigns, standardsʼ*, refers to political allegiance, clan. 
crows = corvi: scavengers of the cross, i.e. of the crucified Cassellʼs ; 
— alt.: infiltrators or anonymous tipsters within the Vatican or other closed organizations?
deep = ʻcoming from, or dwelling in the inmost heartʼ*, ʻprofoundʼ*; 
— alt. ʻtouching near, importantʼ. 
do, done = ʻto perform, to effectʼ*
each* = Latin omnis: ʻeveryʼ*, all, ʻused of a definite and limited numberʼ*.
ear = Latin wordplay  auris: auri, aurum, gold, made of gold, dʼor;
— alt.:  wordplay  heir.
early = wordplay  heir-ly ?
eʼer, nʼer = contractions used exclusively to avoid the established metonyms Ever and Never. 
Contractions might be supposed to be used for metrical purposes, but throughout the de Vere canon they 
are consistently employed to signify non-metonymic meaning.
face = identity; outward appearance, superficial being, apparent disposition?
fairy = ʻdiminutive spiritʼ, see spirit, fair.
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feathers = “that preference or advantage, which allows advancement, that is derived from association 
with powerful men”  from The Holy State and the Profane State, Thomas Fuller, 1640 .
fixed = ʻfasten securelyʼ, ʻto set or place steadilyʼ*, or permanently; ʻcertainʼ*; often coupled with 
metonyms: ever, still, yet.
for = ʻin the place ofʼ*,  
— alt.: ʻin exchange of, as the price ofʼ*;  
— alt.: ʻat the service ofʼ*; 
— alt.: ʻbecause ofʼ*.
force = ʻnecessityʼ*, ʻperforceʼ*, used in the phrase “of force” = of necessity.
grey, leaden = Royal Family, Brandon-Grey line.
hairs = wordplay  heirs, hence hairless = without heirs, or directionless.
hand = Office, official capacity, position; ʻused in reference to the power to direct somethingʼ.
hasty, hasten = Hastings (?) ; refers to the noble family noted in Richard lll; matrilineal line to Mary 
Browne Wriothesley.
hear = Law  ʻlisten to and judgeʼ* (a case or plaintiff). Refers to judicial matters and legal counsel.
herdman and herd = Lawyers and the aggrieved.
hide, hied =  Wordplay  hide, hidden; see l.298 .
hot = homonym Heart, pertaining to Oxford (?) ; seems to be associated with the pressure or force exerted 
against the monarchy from Leicester/Burghley.
it = Latin  ĭtă: ʻso, thusʼ Cassellʼs ;   
— alt: the noble name of de Vere; hence, the ʻbeingʼ, Venusʼ son named de Vere;  
— alt.: [the] unyielding heart  l.423 , the essence of de Vere; likewise: “the precedent of pith and livelihood,”  
l.26 ; perhaps ʻdivine impulseʼ.
jealousy = (?) .
know = (?) .
leaves = green 
like = ʻused of persons = equalʼ*;  
— alt.: ʻsimilar, resemblingʼ*, like may be an important substitution to indicate he is not referring to 
metonyms: all, ever, even, one, the same, still, so . 
lust, lusty = (?) ; likely refers to Leicesterʼs understanding of Eros; opposed to Agape.
mad = OE gemædde: ʻout of oneʼs mindʼ;  Latin cognates  mutare: ʻto changeʼ, mutuus: ʻdone in exchangeʼ.
miss = mistake.
my mistress = Elizabeth l of England, 1533-1603.
name = see Richard ll, IV i 254-67 ;
neat = ʻan Oxʼ, ʻhorned cattleʼ*.
ned = Edward, authors first name.
new = (?) .
now = wordplay anagram  One;  
— alt: replacement for so that is more specific to de Vere than all progeny?
nymph = a trope for the child of the bee  see glossary  bee .
old =
only = Onely; the principle, the Monarch.
our = surname fragment  our , the last three letters of the Seymour name;  
— alt.: representing the royal response to hour: the discrete and separate assaults of Time/Cecil see hour .
over = Oxford/Vere = ʻOʼVere
pit = see mine   a ʻmine-shaftʼ of hellish torture ;  compare ll.119, 247 .
ragʼd, enragʼd = alludes to Leicesterʼs coat of arms: The Bear and Ragged Staff.
rein = reign, control.
river = riven Vere = divided Vere.
rough = see  ragged, alludes to Leicester;  
— alt.: ʻharsh, not soft and gentle, but rugged of temper and mannersʼ*, ʻnot mild and peaceful, but stern 
and requiring energy and severityʼ*, ʻhard, unfeeling, cruelʼ*; coupled with wind, rough denotes the 
ʻunpolished, rude, gross, coarseʼ* of the Tempest .
seat = ʻestate, landed propertyʼ*, ʻplace possessed as a propertyʼ*.
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senses = five capacities of Monarchy; to see (to seat): religious authority, to hear: judicial authority, 
to touch: to effect change, to smell: the ʻstandingʼ, Nature, ordination of Majesty, to taste: intellectual 
discernment.
shall = Royal Authority, Royal Privilege. 
shame = from Sham: ʻfalsely present something as the truthʼ, ʻpretend to beʼ - ʻperhaps a northern English 
dialect variant of the noun SHAMEʼ  see glossary honey, and l. 76.
silly, seely, merely = surname wordplay  See, Sea, Sey [mour]. 
silver = heraldry  argent, ʻdenoting bright and pure whitenessʼ*;  
— alt.: ʻapplied to the pale lustre of the moonʼ*, and thus to Elizabeth R;  
— alt.: as a precious metal, but inferior to gold; symbolic color of the lesser  (and defeated) rose of York? 
sit, set = to be seated: to be invested, anointed, enthroned, installed.
sky = OE  sceo, Old Saxon  scio: ʻcloud, region of the cloudsʼ.
soon = (?) .
sport = botany  bud sport, a part of a plant showing morphological variation from the rest of the plant due 
to mutation. Though the agency of genetic recombination was first described in the 19th century, mutation 
was known to the Romans and selective breeding perhaps thousands of years before.
stain = see sonnet 109 for justification.
stand = related to Still.  ʻTo be in a state or conditionʼ*, ʻalmost equivalent to the auxiliary verb TO BEʼ*
state = estate.
sweet = dear, Royal, by Godʼs grace.
Sycorax  from The Tempest = Psyche: via Latin from Greek  psukhē: ʻthe human soul, mind, or spiritʼ + aurochs: 
ʻlarge wild Eurasian oxʼ; therefore, ʻsoul of oxʼ, ʻmind of oxʼ;  
— alt.: wordplay or-ox, aur-ox, i.e. gold-ox, therefore ʻmind of golden oxʼ.
tears = transgressions, destruction; 
— alt.: ʻbeing doomed to perditionʼ*, likely refers to the Cecil/Dudley parasites who remain as the 
permanent scars of Elizabethʼs ʻsinʼ.
that = Nature, the divine spark? possibly related to it. (Delete?)
this = see l.25. (Delete?)
to-morrow = to, Tu : prep. ʻexpressing motion in the direction ofʼ + more: metonym  greater  see glossary  + 
O, oh: metonym ʻOxfordʼ see glossary . See “ To-morrow, and to-morrow... “ Macbeth V v 17-28 .
twenty = (?)  ll.833-4
venison = Venusʼ-son, hart, dear.
where, whereon = (?) .
winter = Italian  inverno , i.e. not green. The Winterʼs Tale = ʻThe Not Ver Taleʼ, meaning that Leontes acted 
as Seymour, not de Vere; related to ever and never. 
words = Latin  verbum .
words, his words = the de Vere family motto (?) .
would = past or conditional of WILL; ʻexpressing a wish or regretʼ.

                                                                                 *  *  *  * 

   The following is a short list of the proper name syllables of principle players in Venus and Adonis, and  
pet names noted by historians to have been applied to courtiers by Queen Elizabeth l (or vice versa); in 
particular watch for ʻA roseʼ—the signal syllables Are, O, So that represent ER = Elizabeth R[egina/
egius] , O = Oxford, and So = Southampton (royal progeny, royal successors).
   I maintain these metonyms ʻstand proudʼ; but what does that mean? In each case, you will note that the 
metonym mischaracterizes the themes in Metamorphoses. There are many of them in Venus and Adonis.  
Consider ll.883-85:
$ For now she knows it is no gentle chase,
$ But the blunt boar, rough bear, or lion proud,
$ Because the cry remaineth in one place,
Why has the cruel boar with “hooked tushes” Met. bk.10, 638  become a “blunt boar”, and Lions of 
“Exceeding force and feercenesse” ibid, 639  become “or lion proud”/ʻgolden lion proudʼ?  Why did 
Shakespeare add the “rough bear” that reduces the ʻbear and ragged staffʼ of the Dudley crest?  
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Obviously because such “savage beasts” must mutate somewhat to apply more accurately to the Oxford, 
Dudley, and Tudor combatants of the writers political allegory. According to conventional readings, many 
words are assumed to be expletives, used specifically to effect the poetic meter. With this reading, most 
of these expletives are identified as metonyms, to be used as pronouns/determinatives.

Example
   Here is an example of how a line from Venus and Adonis is examined for alternate meaning with 
alphabetic numeration of the components:
13 (a)$ ʻVouchsafe, thou wonder, to alight thy steed, (b)
        [Vouchsafe (c) (ʻEntrustʼ) (d), thou wonder (metonym  = de Vere, i.e. ʻwondrous personʼ; thou wonder 
= you wonder - sounds like Vere can spot a sucker-bet coming; alt.: pun  wonder = one-der, i.e. de + one, 
derived from one, child of One  see Sonnet 76) to alight (ʻdescend fromʼ) thy steed, (pun, and a central metaphor 
of V&A  (e)  = stead: (f) ʻthe place or role that someone or something should have or fillʼ, figuratively  steed = 
state, the English State; alt. (g): steed : horse, ʻa frame or structure on which something is mounted or 
supportedʼ),]
~ Have faith, child of One, to renounce your estate, ~  (h)
   De Vere is positioned as the ʻnaturalʼ successor to Elizabeth Tudor; as she is, so will he be, master of 
the English State.  Here and throughout V&A, the relationship of the monarch to England will be 
analogized as the relationship of the master and horse. The ʻsteedʼ or state is contested - to negotiate a 
settlement he must first quit his claim. De Vere is being asked to grant his estate in exchange for the 
vague considerations that follow in the lines below.  Such condescension is warned-off by flattery (i.e. 
ʻthou wonderʼ).  Vouchsafe is a key legal term meaning ʻto warrant the secure confermentʼ; and that is 
exactly what is going to be asked of him in the next line. (i)
(a) Line number.
(b) Shake-speareʼs/Oxfordʼs line with modern spelling, from Craig & Bevington,1973. 
(c) Original word in Italics and boldface type.
(d) Definitions and interpretations in parenthesis; this always refers to the last word in bold type unless  
     otherwise noted. It is vital to repeat: these definitions are usually not the ones assigned by Alexander
     Schmdt, which attempt to find logic in a superficial or conventional understanding of V&A. 
     Occasionally two or more words are underlined together and defined as a unit. 
(e) Notes on etymology, or figurative use of word are in reduced font size.
(f) If definitions apply to a word in some way modified from the original, the defined word is underlined.
(g) alt. = alternate reasoning, as opposed to subtle differences in a wordʼs meaning.
(h) My reading of the historical narrative with an effort to maintain the authors original structure. I have not 

attempted to clarify the meaning if it entailed major syntactical change, for fear of running too far afield. 
Multiple readings may be included when ambiguity or indeterminacy insists on them. As Iʼve 
mentioned, it is best to assume de Vere has considered all permutations.

(i) Historical and editorial comment.

Shake-speareʼs Key:   
   The precise meaning of the hidden narrative would be much easier to determine with an authors key.  
Unfortunately, such a key doesnʼt exist per se, though Sonnet 76 partly functions as such. It is also 
notable that all metonyms and key words are defined as such somewhere in the canon. Please take a 
moment to review this most historically significant of the Sonnets for your own satisfaction. 
The underlined words in the Italicized, large font original line, are key metonyms that will help unlock 
Venus and Adonis. 
1# Why is my verse so barren of new pride,
   ~ Why is my verse [turned] as it is, Baron, of new family, ~
2# So far from variation or quick change?
   ~ What follows, distant from Vere-alteration, golden Leicesterʼs (Midasʼ) change? ~
3# Why with the time do I not glance aside
   ~ Why, with the Cecils*, does Vere not veer aside ~
4# To new-found methods and to compounds strange?
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   ~ To [an] un-Familiar Order and to constitutions not my own? ~
5# Why write I still all one, ever the same,
  ~ Why do I write “I”—myself: still, [Roi]All One, Ever, [and] ʻthe Seymʼ, ~
6# And keep invention in a noted weed,
   ~ And contrived refuge within Planta genista, ~
7# That every word doth almost tell my name,
   ~ [Such] that ʻthe Ever wordʼ does almost tell my name, ~
8# Showing their birth and where they did proceed?
   ~ Showing their birth and the situation they did originate? ~
9# O, know, sweet love, I always write of you,
   ~ Oxford; know [this], self-love, I always write of you, ~
10# And you and love are still my argument;
   ~ And you and Elizabeth R[egina] are ever my defense; ~
11# So all my best is dressing old words new,
   ~ Vere - Tudor - Wriothesley, disguise old names new, ~
12# Spending again what is already spent:
   ~ Employing another time, what is yet employed: ~
13#       For as the sun is daily new and old,
        ~ For ʻas the sonʼ is Ed. Vere/Seymour, new and old [identities], ~
14                So is my love still telling what is told.
        ~ What follows is my [self-] love Ever, communicating what is demanded. ~

1$ Why is my verse so barren of new pride,
        [Why is (ʻthird person singular present of BEʼ, how significant? ) my (i.e. the authorʼs) verse (from Latin  
versus: ʻturned, changedʼ, ʻa turn of the plow, a furrow, a line of writingʼ, from vertere: ʻto turnʼ, indicating 
overturning; alt.: pun  Vereʼs;  alt.: ʻwriting arranged with a metrical rhythmʼ,) so (ʻin the same degree, 
princely, asʼ*, alt.: it follows, it proceeds; refers to royal progeny;  alt.: ʻvery muchʼ, ʻto the same extentʼ, ʻin 
the same mannerʼ;  alt.: verse so = Latin  verso: change) barren (ʻsterileʼ*,  double pun  ʻofʼ Stamford Baron, 
Northamptonshire, UK, the parish to which Cecil House belongs, and Baron: ʻa member of the lowest 
order of the British nobilityʼ; de Vere counts himself ʻOneʼ as heir apparent to the Tudor throne, yet the 
English state is effectively ruled by Baron Lord Burghley  see dedication to Venus and Adonis l.11  “and never 
after ear so barren a land”, i.e. ~ and not E. Vere afterward heir in the same manner a Baron land, ~) of 
new (ʻof recent origin or arrivalʼ) pride (ʻthe consciousness of oneʼs own dignityʼ; alt.: ʻa group of lions 
forming a social unit,  pun  the Tudor family is descended from Henry Vlll - “The Lion”),]     
~ Why is my verse [turned] as it is, Baron, of new family, ~
~ Why is my turn barren/Baron, of new family, ~
~ Why is my change Princely barren, of new family, ~
~ Why is Vereʼs verse Princely barren, a Baronʼs overthrow of ʻThe Lionʼ/ Henry Vlll, ~ *      
~ Why is my overthrow so Baron[ly], by new family, ~

2- So far from variation or quick change? 
        [So (ʻin the same degree, asʼ*, ʻin the same mannerʼ*;  alt.: it follows, it proceeds: refers to royal 
progeny) far (ʻat or to a high point or degree, muchʼ*;  alt.: ʻmost distantʼ*) from (ʻdenoting departure, 
separationʼ*; alt.: indicating the source or provenance of someone or somethingʼ) variation (ʻchange or 
difference in conditionʼ;  pun  var:  Vere, also vary: ʻchange from on condition, form, or state to anotherʼ + 
ation: ʻdenoting an action or an instance of itʼ) or (ʻgold or yellow, as a heraldic tinctureʼ, wordplay  ore: ʻa 
vein of goldʼ) quick (metonym  = Leicester: Mr. Opportunity himself, Leicester-like, in the manner of Robert 
Dudley, see l.38  “O, how quick is love”) change (ʻalteration, variationʼ*)? ]
~ Princely distant from Vere-alteration, golden Leicesterʼs change? ~
~ Very much distinct from Vere-y-ation (i.e. altered Vere condition) or Leicesterʼs alterations? ~

3- Why with the time do I not glance aside
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        [Why with the time (key metonym  = William Cecil 1520-1598, 1st Baron Burghley; this trope refers to 
Cecils fascination with clocks and time pieces, and to his guileful patience in political administration) do I 
(E. Vere) not glance (ʻhit something at an angle and bounce off obliquelyʼ, ʻto dart aside from the object 
first aimed atʼ*, veer;  alt.: ʻhintʼ*) aside (ʻout of the wayʼ*, ʻto give up, desist fromʼ*)
~ Why, with the Cecils*, does Vere not veer aside ~
~ Why, with the Cecils, does Vere not desist in his suit and approach obliquely ~
-
4- To new-found methods and to compounds strange?
        [To new- (ʻsince a very short time, very lately) found (ʻto lay the basis of, to establish as on 
something solid, to baseʼ*; new-found: but newly established) methods (method: ʻregulated proceeding, a 
manner of acting based on rulesʼ*) and to compounds (compound: ʻto compose, to mixʼ*, ʻto constituteʼ*, 
ʻto come to terms, to agreeʼ*) strange (foreign, ʻnot oneʼs own, belonging to anotherʼ*, ʻreserved, 
estranged, not familiarʼ*;  alt.: allusion to the ʻSometimeʼ Catholic, fickle, noncommittal Lord Strange, 
Henry Stanley,1531-1593, 4th Earl of Derby)? ]
~ To new-forged agreements and to [name] constructs not my own? ~
   Henry Stanley, Lord Strange, was married to Lady Margaret Stanley, born Clifford, who was the official 
though highly contested heir presumptive to Queen Elizabeth. By this association, he became an 
uncertain locus of succession politics in the early 1590ʼs. See l.191 for a brief summary of pretensions to 
the monarchy in the Elizabethan period.
   Does this line hint that the Stanley Family had something to do with the naming of Elizabethʼs child?

5- Why write I still all one, ever the same,
        [Why write I (i.e. why do I write “I”) still (metonym  = ever, ʻneverthelessʼ synonymous with ʻall the 
sameʼ, ʻevenʼ synonymous ʻhaving little variation in qualityʼ) all one (i.e. all the same; all of the royal 
family; from the motto of Henry Wriothesley, “All for One”), ever ( = E. Vere, the ever recurring sign of 
subjects or events with analog in the life of the author, and used throughout the de Vere canon) the same 
(metonym  = identical, ʻthe same thing as something previously mentionedʼ, ever by the same way is the 
English translation of Elizabethʼs motto, Semper Eadem),]
~ Why do I write “I”: still, all one, ever, [and] ʻthe Seymʼ, ~
~ Why do I write of E. Vere, H. Wriothesley, and E. Tudor, ~
   This line and line 7 are the strongest internal evidence of the authors desire to reveal his own identity in 
the entire de Vere canon.
 
 6- And keep invention in a noted weed,
        [And keep (ʻcustody, guardʼ*, ʻto hold and preserve in any stateʼ*, ʻto preserve, to retainʼ*) invention 
(creation, ʻsomething new found-out or devisedʼ*,  alt.: ʻfind out, discoveryʼ, from Latin invenire: ʻdiscoverʼ;  
alt.: Latin  inventum: ʻa thing inventedʼ; ʻa falsehoodʼ Cassellʼs ) in a noted (ʻknownʼ*, note: ʻany distinction or 
eminenceʼ,) weed (ʻgarmentʼ*;  weed: Common Broom, Genista spp., Planta genista = Plantagenet),]
~ And contrived refuge within plantagenet, ~
~ And guarded falsehood in Planta genista, ~

7- That every word doth almost tell my name,
        [That every (i.e. ʻE. Vere yeʼ = E. Vere the; ye: ʻin late Middle English... the could be written yeʼ, ʻbut 
it was never pronounced as “ye”.ʼ; but rather as “the”) word (ʻa single distinct meaningful element of 
speech or writingʼ) doth almost (ʻfor the greatest part, nearlyʼ*; ʻused emphatically, = evenʼ*, see l.5 above  
synonymous with still and other core metonyms) tell (ʻto communicate, informʼ*) my name,]
~ [Such] that ʻthe Ever wordʼ does almost tell my name, ~
~ [Such] that ʻEverʼ, the word, doth almost tell my name, ~

8- Showing their birth and where they did proceed?
        [Showing (show: ʻthe act of showing, of exhibiting to the viewʼ*;  alt.: ʻto discover, to revealʼ*, ʻnot to 
conceal, to betrayʼ*;  alt.: ʻappearance, whether false or trueʼ*, here the appearance of provenance) their 
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(ʻpossessive pronoun of the third person pluralʼ* - confirming that we are discussing multiple persons in 
the royal family by each metonym in l.5) birth (ʻextraction, descentʼ*) and where (ʻthe place or situation in 
whichʼ, ʻwhenceʼ*, ʻfrom what place or sourceʼ) they did proceed (ʻto go forth, to issue, to come fromʼ*, 
ʻoriginate fromʼ)? ]
~ Showing their birth and the situation they did originate? ~

9- O, know, sweet love, I always write of you,
        [O (= Oxford see final stanza of A Loverʼs Complaint,  probable word play on Elizabeths signature ʻRʼ: 
Regina, she  refers to de Vere as ʻOʼ: Oxford  l.445; ʻinterjection expressive of pain, of surprise or of 
desireʼ*), know (ʻto be conscious, to have certain information about somethingʼ*, ellipsis  know = know 
this), sweet (metonym  = ʻdearʼ*: ʻa general term of endearmentʼ*, or, more likely, a highly specific one; i.e. 
ʻmy childʼ) love (ʻstrong liking, tender attachment, particularly the passion between the sexesʼ*; metonym   
sweet love: family love, = Greek  agape: selfless love, specifically love for de Vereʼs son Henry 
Wriothesley ), I always (metonym  ʻat all times, everʼ*, used in place of ever to avoid E. Vere denotation) 
write of you,]
~ Oxford; know [this] dear son, I always write of you, ~
~ Oxford No; sweet love, I always write of you, ~
Line 8 appears to continue on line 9; perhaps it should be read: “Showing their birth and where[fore] they 
did proceed Oxford; know dear son, I always write of you,”.

 10- And you and love are still my argument;
        [And you (fr. l.9 = Henry Wriothesley) and love (ʻTenderʼ affection/material affection: the bond of love 
between the Tudors based on shared assets, referring to the material valuation of the Royal Person. 
Members of the Royal Family are used as negotiable tender - the result being Nothing, i.e. that they are 
stripped of all significant power.) are (love are: punning metonym  = Elizabeth R[egina], the verb ʻto beʼ is 
expansive and signifies de Vereʼs place as royal heir, or perhaps, an ʻOxford beingʼ: 
ʻbeʼ is a punning derivation from the Greek* boeios, meaning ʻof an oxʼ**; Elizabethʼs place is the royal 
plural ʻwe areʼ, punning on her signature appendage R ) still (ʻalways, everʼ*) my (i.e. the authorʼs) 
argument (ʻreasoning, debate, discussionʼ*, ʻthe matter in questionʼ*, ʻthe theme, the subjectʼ*, ʻthe 
reason offered in proofʼ*);]
~ And you and Elizabeth R[egina] are ever my reason; ~
* Edward de Vere appears to have eschewed the Greek language.  This may have been because William Cecilʼs closest friends, 

[Sir] John Cheke (Cecilʼs brother-in-law), and [Sir] Thomas Smith were Greek language specialists, and introduced a new 
pronunciation of Greek while at Cambridge. This pronunciation was highly regarded but officially banned by Bishop Gardiner; with 
slight modification, it was generally adopted in England in the 19th century.

**Websterʼs Third New International Dictionary 1981, see etymology of ʻbewitʻ or ʻbewetʼ.
  
 11 - So all my best is dressing old words new,
        [So (ʻwhat followsʼ*, progeny; ʻvery muchʼ, ʻto the same extentʼ, ʻin the same mannerʼ, see above, l.1) all 
([Roi]All:  metonym  = the Tudor family; alt.: ʻeveryʼ*, ʻonly, alone, nothing butʼ*) my best (de Vereʼs art, ʻof 
the most excellent, effective, or desirable type or qualityʼ, ʻmost appropriate, advantageous, or well-
advisedʼ) is dressing (ʻtrimming upʼ*, ʻtreat or prepare something in a certain way, in particularʼ) old 
(ʻbeing of long continuanceʼ*, ʻhaving existed in former ages, ancientʼ*) words (ʻ= communication, 
information, messageʼ*) new (ʻrecent in originʼ*, ʻrecently produced by changeʼ*, 
ʻin another manner than beforeʼ*, ʻsince a very short time),]        -    
~ Child-[Roy]all, the first, is dressing old words new, ~ 
~ Vere - Tudor - Wriothesley, disguise an old name new, ~
   My best: distinguishes Henry Wriothesley from Edward Vere (son of Ed. de Vere and Anne Vavasour 
b.1581) ?

12 - Spending again what is already spent: 
        [Spending (ʻApplied to words, = to utter, to speakʼ*, ʻto bestow, to employʼ, ) again (ʻonce moreʼ, 
another time; alt.: ʻin oneʼs turnʼ*) what is already (ʻopposed to not yetʼ* = not not yet = yet, ʻbefore or by 
now or the time in questionʼ) spent:]      
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 ~ Employing another time, what is yet employed: ~
 
 13-     For as the sun is daily new and old,
            [For (ʻon account of, because ofʼ*) as (ʻin the same degree, of the same qualityʼ*, though of the 
same degree) the sun (metonym = son, and heir to the queen; note that this figurative phrase occurs in the 
first line of Venus and Adonis) is daily (ʻevery dayʼ; pun  E. Vere + deʼly= Seymour  see all components and 
variants of de + Vere and Seym + our) new (ʻof recent origin or arrivalʼ) and old (ʻhaving existed in former ages, 
ancientʼ*),]            
~ Because ʻthe Seymʼ Son, is ʻdeʼ-ly New, and Old, ~
~ For ʻthe Sameʼ son is Ed.-ly [Vere/Seymour], new and old [identities], ~
   This sonnet may date to the same period as Venus and Adonis - pre 1593 - which suggests some of the 
sonnets might not be contemporaneous with the imprisonment of Henry Wriothesley.  To my ear, it is a 
highly polished ʻset-pieceʼ poem that stands alone, amid less contrivance-enriched ʻMuseʼ sonnets.
The phrase “as the sun” may be intended to link the two poems; certainly, itʼs presence in the key sonnet 
and the first line of the first stanza of Venus and Adonis is unlikely to be a coincidence. 

14             So is my love still telling what is told.
           [So (ʻwhat followsʼ*, progeny; ʻvery muchʼ, ʻto the same extentʼ, ʻin the same mannerʼ  see l.1&2 ) is 
my love (metonym  my love: de Vereʼs self-interest) still (metonym  = ever, ʻneverthelessʼ synonymous with 
ʻall the sameʼ, ʻevenʼ synonymous ʻhaving little variation in qualityʼ  see l.5 ) telling (tell: ʻto communicate, to 
inform, to show by wordsʼ*) what is told (tell: ʻorder, instruct, or advise to do somethingʼ, ʻdivulge 
confidential or private informationʼ).]
~ The child that follows is self-love, enumerating the cost. ~
~ Very much the same is my [self-] love Still/Ever, communicating what is demanded. ~ 
* Alt. L.1  ~ Why is Vereʼs verse, verily barren/Baron Lord Burghley, of ignoble scions, ~    
   Sonnet 76 is the center of the series, and should be required study as a preface to any study of 
Shakespeare. Sonnet 105  ll.9-10  confirms this understanding:
   ʻFair, kind, and trueʼ is all my argument,
   ʻFair, kind, and trueʼ varying to other words;
In a conciliatory spirit, I would like to concede the validity of traditional readings, but the authorʼs 
statement - “is all my argument” - suggests finality and exclusivity. 
   Hank Whittemore, in The Monument, 2005, dates this sonnet to late March 1601, but perhaps it is a ʻset-
pieceʼ written prior to the death of Robert Dudley in 1588.  Line 2 notes “quick change” which according to 
my glossary should refer to Leicester. However, Essex, Dudleyʼs heir, might have been lumped under the 
same metonym.  De Vere may characterize Robert Devereux as an Opportunist, just as he had Robertʼs 
step-father and Godfather, Leicester.  Essexʼ attempted a coup dʼetat in 1601, apparently to depose the 
aging Elizabeth and place Henry Wriothesley on the throne.  He would thus become the ʻking-makerʼ, 
perhaps with the real political power of the monarchy—just as Robert Dudley had been in the reign of 
Elizabeth. This implies that Southampton is weak and malleable, easily shaken by “rough winds”  Sonnet 
XVlll . 

   Sonnet 66 provides a second key to discovering meaning in the long poems.  As we read Venus and 
Adonis, refer to this list; it is the authorʼs indictment.  De Vere believes these crimes have been committed 
against himself, the Queen, and the English State:
  Tirʼd with all these, for restful death I cry,                     Tired with all these, for restful death I cry
  As, to behold desert a beggar born,                         2   -As, to be high deserving yet a bastard named,
  And needy nothing trimmʼd in jollity,                                 And impoverished ʻNothingʼ* feigning content,
  And purest faith unhappily forsworn,                        4    And Catholic faith calamitously protested,  
  And guilded honour shamefully misplacʼd,                    And a golden Office shamefully deposed,               
  And maiden virtue rudely strumpeted,                      6   And the Queenʼs virtue prostituted,  
  And right perfection wrongfully disgracʼd,                     And divine right wrongfully disgraced,
  And strength by limping sway disabled,                    8   And my strength by injury disabled,  
  And art made tongue-tied by authority,                         And my art silenced by authority,
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  And folly doctor-like controlling skill,                        10   And ruling folly governing skillful reign,
  And simple truth miscallʼd simplicity,                             And my simple truths miscalled simplicity, 
  And captive good attending captain ill:                    12   And subservient goodness by evil controlled:
     Tirʼd with all these, from these would I be gone,             Tirʼd with all these, from these I wish to be gone.
     Save that, to die, I leave my love alone.               14         Save that, to die, I leave my love alone.
*  ʻNothingʼ = Latin ʻNihilʼ from the de Vere family motto refers to English Common Law, where “by a legal fiction, an 

illegitimate child was  filius nullius, the child of no one.” Shakespeareʼs Legal Language, Sokol and Sokol, 2000. Search 
“Child of One”...

In a nutshell, these are the concerns one will find allegorized in Venus and Adonis. They all fit neatly 
within the construct of an evolving Oxfordian Theory.  
   At this point I think it appropriate to mention that it seems there is as much acrimony between ʻfactionsʼ 
of the Oxford group as between Stratfordians and Oxfordians. How ironic, since we all agree that of the 
thousands of great writers living and dead, de Vere is the richest and most captivating. This, of course, 
speaks volumes about human nature - none of it complimentary.  What should we expect when literary 
appreciation becomes quasi-religious.

Hank Whittemore has almost single-handedly legitimized the idea of de Vere and Wriothesley as father 
and son in a direct line of royal descent. He posits that Sonnet 66 applies to Henry Wriothesley alone. 
It fits because Henry finds himself in the same position as his father. However, I would opt for reading it 
as a literal ʻState of the Stateʼ address, without figurative meaning except in the use of established 
metonyms.  There is no question that the ills of the ʻStateʼ in Venus and Adonis are identical to the ills of 
the ʻStateʼ in the Sonnets. However, if a precise understanding was readily apparent, V&A would likely 
have been officially censored; so weʼre stuck with the indeterminate language and our present differences 
of opinion.
   At any rate, this is not Oxfordʼs first use of the amphiboly and figurative language of Venus and Adonis. 
That distinction goes to the 62 Sonnets of B. Griffin called Fidessa, More Chaste than Kind 1596.  I believe 
these unregarded poems also constitute a political narrative and lament, written hurriedly by de Vere in 
the spring of 1581 as he lay in the Tower of London, expecting his own political murder. I will demonstrate 
that probability as an appendix to this essay. Fidessa reinforces the metonyms of Sonnet 76, and of de 
Vereʼs canon generally. Though there is at present much uncertainty of meaning in V&A, 
cross-referencing between Fidessa, V&A, Lucrece, and the Sonnets, usually allows one to specify among 
possibilities. 
   
   Another layer of complexity is added by the indefinite dialogue between the willing, as expressed by 
Venus, and unwilling expressed by Adonis.  Because Elizabeth, de Vere, and Wriothesley are “all one, 
ever the same”, ideas are not consistently presented by the logical proponent. The interests of de Vere 
are often suggested or even ʻcarriedʼ by the voice of Venus.
      

De Vereʼs Education    
   De Vereʼs English is simply elegant or profoundly obscure, his intent plain or not at all; but his control of 
language is always... well, perfect. It appears few have bothered to reason why and where this command 
came from—there was no comprehensive English Dictionary from which to draw!  One might think Shake-
speare was born with ʻa prioriʼ knowledge of language structure; but no, the truth is straightforward!  
   De Vere lived in the home of the man who would become Elizabethʼs foreign secretary, Sir Thomas 
Smith 1513-77, likely from 1553-1562.  Probably at the accession of Queen Mary, Smith Provost of Eton College 
from 1547-54  was given the critical trust of educating the natural child of Princess Elizabeth, i.e. the 
ostensive son of John and Margery de Vere.  It is telling of the exclusivity of the Protestant intellectual 
community, that Smithʼs ʻdearest friendʼ, Sir John Cheke, had been charged with the education of 
Elizabethʼs brother, young Edward Vl.  By this choice of instructors, there is no doubt that our Edward was 
steeped in the study of linguistics and lexicography. It is also significant that, of the small cadre of 
Cambridge educators placed to instruct the royal children, Sir Thomas Smith was the most senior, and the 
intellectual heavyweight.
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   In 1533, at age 19, Sir Thomas had been appointed ʻGreek Professorʼ of Queenʼs College, Cambridge. 
By the mid 1530ʼs, he and John Cheke were the preeminent scholars of Greek language in England. 
Smith wrote two important treatises on language: The Corrected and Improved Pronunciation of the 
Greek Language 1542, publ. 1568, and A tract Concerning the Right Pronunciation and Writing of English.
   It was Thomas Smith and Alexander Nowell 1507-1602, Dean of St. Pauls in London 1560-1602, who urged 
John Baret 1534-1580? to formalize his English-Latin dictionary called Alvearie, or ʻApiaryʼ, publ. 1573. 
Baret, in his preface c.1572, wrote: 

        “About Eighteene yeeres agone, hauing pupils at Cambridge studious of the Latine tongue, 
     I vsed them often to write Epistles and Theames together, and dailie to translate some peece 
     of English into Latine... knowing then of no other Dictionarie to helpe vs, but Sir Thomas Eliots
     Librarie... I appointed them certaine leaues of the same booke euerie daie to write the english 
     before the Latin...”
        “And surelie, had not the right honourable Sir Thomas Smith knight, principall Secretarie 
     to the Queenes maiestie, that noble Theseus of learning... manie waies encouraged me in this 
     wearie worke (the charges were so great, and the losse of my time so much griued me)... I had 
     neuer bene able alone to haue wrestled against so manie troubles...”

Those eighteen years date Baretʼs ʻdictionary methodʼ to about 1554 when de Vere was five or six. 
Though several early dictionaries precede Baretʼs work—Richard Pynson (publisher) 1499 , Thomas Elyot 
Latin to English 1538 , Richard Huloet English to Latin, 1552 —the involvement of Smith and Alex. Nowell in 
Baretʼs project put the Alvearie in proximity to young de Vere.
   This childhood emphasis on language education—and particularly in English-Latin translation—was the 
foundation of de Vereʼs encyclopedic knowledge of Latin and English.  It is often noted that he sought out 
Johannes Sturm 1507-89, the renowned Latin pedagogue while touring Germany in 1575, yet doing so 
reveals an abiding interest in classical studies. Another celebrated Latinist, and the supposed uncle to the 
young Edward de Vere, Arthur Golding, lived with him in the household of William Cecil, Lord Burghley, 
during the period of the ʻGoldingʼ translations of Ovidʼs Metamorphosis  publ.1565-67 * and The eight 
bookes of Caius Iulius Caesar  publ. 1565*. A question often asked is whether de Vere spoke Greek. With a 
renowned Greek scholar as his guardian, it would seem unlikely that he was not well-versed in that 
language. I wonder if the testimony of the Cecil/Cheke cadre against Sir Thomas Seymour 1549  did not 
cause de Vere to reject the use of Greek.
   Dean Alexander Nowell, coincidentally, was the first cousin of Laurence Nowell 1515-71, of Nowell 
Codex /Beowulf fame.  Laurence Nowell was also the author of the first Anglo-Saxon dictionary, the 
Vocabularium Saxonicum and, of course, a private tutor of young Edward de Vere. There is, indeed, a 
close correlation between a studious young Oxford and the circle of revolutionary linguists; in fact all three 
supposed de Vere tutors were distinguished lexicographers and educators... “Words, words, words” Hamlet 
ll,ii,194.  Verily, Ed. de Vere is an analog of Wolfgang Mozart. What would have become of Wolfgang had 
his father Leopold not been an eminent musical theorist? Was there ever a better placed prodigy than 
young Mozart to take full advantage of his instructors**?  Yes, young Shake-speare!

*  ʻSteevensʼ  Ancient Translations from Classick Authors notes that The four first books of Ovid (ʻMetamorphosisʼ) and The eight 
Bookes of Caius Julius Caesar were published by Arthur Golding in 1565... a very busy man.

** Leopold Mozart was the sole childhood instructor of musical theory to Wolfgang.

Historical Preface 1:   
   With some familiarity of the Protestant Reformation in Europe (1517-1648), one may better understand the 
historical narrative underlying Venus and Adonis. I was introduced to the subject through an entertaining lecture 
series by Andrew C. Fix, The Renaissance, the Reformation, and the Rise of Nations (The Teaching Company, 2005), 
which has provided the backdrop for this essay. 

   Let me begin by constructing an essential framework of relevant affairs in the life of Princess Elizabeth, 
from the period 1547-53:
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     Henry Vlllʼs will prescribed a sixteen member ʻCouncil of Regencyʼ to govern England during young 
Edward Tudorʼs minority.  From them, the new kingʼs maternal uncle Edward Seymour was elected ʻLord 
Protectorʼ of the realm - in effect, ruler of England.  A second uncle, Thomas, was elevated to the title of 
ʻLord Admiralʼ.  Edward Seymour was intelligent, cool-headed, and ambitious - though, as it turned out, 
a little too principled and conciliatory with the peasantry, and too acquisitive among the nobility, for his 
lasting good. Thomas was, so they say, a handsome, impulsive rake, irresistible to women, but ill-suited 
to sober governmental management.  A jealous power struggle ensued in which Thomas contrived 
(among other ploys) to induce the barely marriageable Elizabeth to fall in love with him. She apparently 
did, and they petitioned the Privy Council to permit their marriage, but this was rejected (confirmed ?).
   Thomas then turned his attentions to Henryʼs widowed Queen Catherine Parr, in whose guardianship 
the 13 year old Princess Elizabeth had been placed. Catherine had been in love with Thomas prior to 
being married to king Henry, and fell easily into his grasp; they were married 5/1547.  The dowager 
Queen was pregnant by 11/1547.  During the pregnancy, husband Thomas continued an aggressive 
flirtation with the receptive Princess. History records Catherineʼs curious complicity in the affair, appearing 
to have believed Thomasʼ protestations of innocent fatherly affections towards Elizabeth. There were 
rumors of gross impropriety - we would call it statutory rape.  Catherine ordered Elizabeth to be removed 
from the household.  In the final days of her pregnancy she accused Thomas of attempting to murder her. 
Unfortunately, Catherine died only days after giving birth to a daughter, named Mary and who was placed 
in the care of the Duke and Duchess of Somerset and then the dowager Duchess of Suffolk, Catherine 
Brandon. This Mary Seymour disappears from history 2 years later, but I have assured myself she did not 
die then as has been supposed. Rather, she lived on as Edward de Vereʼs ʻtwin sisterʼ*/half-sister, Mary 
Vere, and eventually married the Suffolk Duchessʼ son, Peregrine Bertie. 
   Directly, both Thomas Seymour and Elizabeth again petitioned the Privy Council for permission to 
marry, and again they were denied.  Rumors were prevalent that the Princess was pregnant with Lord 
Admiral Thomasʼ child; rumors persist to this day that Elizabeth was, in fact, delivered of his child in the 
late summer of 1548 (?).  Meanwhile, Sir Thomas was accused of numerous offenses, including 
attempting to kidnap young King Edward Vl from his apartments in Windsor. Under his brother Edwardʼs 
oversight he was tried for treason and promptly beheaded.
   Elizabeth was now in the guardianship of the aforementioned Duchess of Suffolk, and she, in turn, was 
under the guidance of William Cecil, a young attorney employed as principle secretary to Edward 
Seymour, Lord Protector of England.  Edward Seymour himself came under suspicion of favoring 
Englandʼs populace over the gentry in land disputes of the Peasant Revolt, did time in the Tower, and 
ultimately was beheaded.  Cecil then neatly transitioned to the nearly identical position of secretary to 
John Dudley, the brilliant and ambitious Duke of Northumberland who succeeded Ed. Seymour as Lord 
President of the Council.  And so in 1550, we arrive at the Dudley-Cecil alliance that would dominate 
Elizabethʼs reign, make the Cecil family fortune, and assert Protestant theology in England.  
   Though John Dudley would adventurously promote his niece Jane Grey, and his youngest son Guildford 
as successors to Edward Vl, their reign was infamously short-lived. Three Dudleys lost their heads, but 
ʻwittyʼ William Cecil slithered on. 

Historical Preface 2: The “Prince Tudor” Dilemma
  ʻThe Shake-speare Questionʼ would have had the LAPDʼs Lieutenant Colombo searching for a motive... 
power and wealth? Of course he would look for the weapon... attainder is the weapon. Then, miracle of miracles, 
testimony from the victim comes to light. The ʻdyingʼ author (figuratively dying ʻeven asʼ he is born)—in a signed 
deposition titled Venus and Adonis—fingers the ʻusual suspectsʼ, the Cecils, the Dudley Gang, and that stooge 
Walsingham.    
   If youʼll stay with me for a few moments I think I can analogize a critical point.

  In 1820, Gideon Mantell, a British obstetrician and paleontologist, discovered the fossils of large teeth in Sussex, 
England. He wondered if they had not belonged to a large herbivorous reptile. In May of 1822 he presented them to 
the Geological Society of London where Professor William Buckland rejected the notion they were reptilian; they were 
the teeth of fish. The eminent geologist Sir Charles Lyell ventured to show examples of the fossils to French naturalist 
and zoologist George Cuvier (specialist in comparative anatomy) who identified them as of an extinct rhinoceros. He 
soon retracted though, admitted his error, and accepted Mantellʼs first assessment. Following a uniformitarian line of 
reasoning, Mantell began the search for living species whose teeth resembled his fossils. At the Royal College of 
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Surgeons, an assistant conservator at the Hunterian Museum, Samuel Stutchbury, found them to be very similar, 
albeit greatly magnified, to the teeth of the New World lizards we call Iguana.  Mantell had discovered Iguanadon and, 
with Buckland, Dinosauria.  
   Close by the teeth he had found in the quarry at Whitemanʼs Green, Mantell also unearthed several vertebra, a 
scapula, humerus, pelvis, and femur. The skeleton was far from complete, however. One curiosity was a ʻhornʼ, 6 
inches in length.  Perhaps owing to Cuvierʼs first instinct concerning the teeth, Mantell reconstructed his bones as 
something like a long-limbed herbivorous crocodile with a rhino-like horn at the tip of itʼs nose. 
   In 1878, a large series of articulated Iguanadon skeletons were discovered in a coal mine near Bernissart, Belgium. 
These resolved the location of the ʻnose-hornʼ; it was found to be a modified thumb. A later revolution in Iguanadon 
physiology elevated the tail by means of stiff ossified tendons, and another brought the legs directly beneath the 
animal; so today we think of it as more a giant bird than a sprawling crocodilian.

   That is an example of the way knowledge should progress—considered and considerate. Without enough structural 
information, we are apt to make assumptions. Assumptions are based on interpretation; they usually result in divided 
opinion. Differences of opinion somehow become rigid disagreement. Finally, there is stasis in factional 
disagreement, simply indicating general ignorance, not specific stupidity.  At such a time, we should retrace our steps 
to the point of divergence, and restart our skeptical inquiry. The examples of Buckland and Cuvier, mentioned above, 
suggest the greatness of a scientist is measured by his readiness to compass new information. If we fail to discuss 
the ambiguous evidence congenially, the problem will soon lie in unresolved epistemic issues, not in the evidence 
itself. 
   The ʻlucky paleontologistʼ has an advantage. He will have an abundance of fossil evidence, and, if warranted, his 
conjecture may be easily falsified. Not so with the ʻunlucky paleontologistʼ who is working with a rare species, or one 
that does not fossilize well. Shake-speare Authorship ʻtypesʼ may be analogized with the latter. We should remind 
ourselves of this at every disjuncture. We will always rely on the interpretation of ambiguous or fragmentary material. 
Sometimes the fossil record is spotty and we cannot resolve important questions. Sometimes itʼs so spotty we donʼt 
even realize what are the important questions. 

   The Authorship debate is now a long-standing intellectual disagreement.  This is because one argument does not 
clearly prevail to all observers.  The observers are the problem!  In many cases they are not yet ʻgearedʼ or ʻmatedʼ to 
the subject.  The Author, whoever he is, is highly imaginative. He is conservative; he is a synthetic or divergent 
thinker; his genius is his ʻwildlyʼ associative mind. One thing above all—he wants the reader to know his story. 
Resign yourself to his wordplay and youʼll find ʻMoreʼ puzzles to solve—puzzles that can be solved—than ʻWill beʼ 
found in another game. If I may give a single example to illustrate, turn to  Macbeth l i 1-5 :
          First Witch.     When shall we three meet again
       In thunder, lightning, or in rain?
          Sec. Witch.     When the hurlyburlyʼs done,
       When the battleʼs lost and won.
          Third Witch.    That will be ere the set of sun.
Do you see “we three” is a confab of ʻWitchesʼ or ʻWhich Isʼ, Elizabeth, Oxford, and Southampton?
Donʼt you think “In thunder, lightning, or in rain” means ʻin Tempest/Timeʼs Storm or [golden] reignʼ?
Did you read “When the Hurlyburlyʼs done” as ʻWhen the throwing out of Burghley is accomplishedʼ, or, perhaps, 
“When the Dissembler Burleighʼs done” ?  Thomas Fuller has suggested:  “dissembling is lawful in State-craft”...
“statesman sometimes must use crooked shoes to fit hurled (“mis-shapen and twisted”) feet” see The Holy State and the 
Profane State, 1640 p. 250 .
If you arenʼt yet the verbal contortionist, and you didnʼt read ʻWhen the battleʼs lost; and One, that ʻWill Beʼ heir, 
the crowning of sonʼ—limber-up! 
                     
   How can an author of fiction cause so much controversy, unless, at least subliminally, all recognize that de Vere is 
not clearly fiction, but rather, also obscurely non-fiction. 

                                                                                 *  *  *  *  *  

   The Theory that posits Edward de Vere is the illegitimate son of Queen Elizabeth must address the 
challenges posed by Christopher Paul in his 2002 essay The “Prince Tudor” Dilemma   OXFORDIAN  Vol. V. 
That essay concerns the separate issues of Oxfordʼs parentage and of Southamptonʼs, as presented in 
Paul Streitzʼ Oxford, Son of Queen Elizabeth 2001 . Some of those arguments may be brought to bear 
against my effort, and so Iʼll confront them now.  
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   I believe Venus and Adonis is an historical record of unimpeachable veracity, and that the 
evidence therein trumps all other evidence. This poem is the document with which Elizabethan 
history itself must be squared. 
   Chris Paul reckons the available evidence of an incestuous affair between Queen Elizabeth and her 
own son, the 17th Earl of Oxford, to be unsubstantial. I agree.  Paul presents excerpts from an entreating 
letter written by Henry Wriothesleyʼs ostensive mother, Mary Browne Wriothesley, to the “Leiutennant of 
the Tower”, and another to Lord Secretary Robert Cecil, begging mercy for Southampton in the wake of 
the Essex Rebellion. They are difficult to rationalize without concluding Mary must indeed be Henryʼs 
natural mother. We would deny the wisdom of Solomon if we didnʼt see a motherʼs love in these ardent 
pleas  ibid p.56 (C. Paul), from Salisbury Paper 11-71-2 . We neednʼt posit a sexual union between the Queen and 
Oxford to account for the ʻroyaltyʼ of the 3rd Earl  of Southampton, if we regard with some sympathy de 
Vereʼs judgment on legitimacy and birthright. He rests his own case for accession on his ʻequalityʼ with the 
Queen embodied in the phrase “all one, ever the same”, see Shake-speareʼs Key: Sonnet 76, l.5  (p.15), and 
glossary , which refers directly to Elizabethʼs ʻsometimeʼ bastardy; that is to say: ʻlegitimacyʼ is a legal 
notion relating to inheritance that in no way impugns obvious paternity or maternity. 
   I dismiss the notion of a love affair between Oxford and Queen Elizabeth for the simple reason that 
there is mention of sexual collision between Venus and Adonis at lines 595-96. This reference is a 
red herring, intended to direct our reading to the ostensive love poem, but the political narrative is quite 
different; if this sounds confusing, it is precisely what the author means when he says “all my best is 
dressing old words new” Sonnet 76 l.11:
   Now is she in the very lists of love,
             ~ Now Elizabeth is within the Vere limits of Leicester, ~
   Her champion mounted for the hot encounter:
             ~ Her opponent lifted upon state/ʻhorsebackʼ for the de-sire-ous combat ~
De Vere knows where the mind is taking us, and at the ʻkeystoneʼ, line 597, precisely at the midpoint
of V&A, he reminds us:
   All is imaginary she doth prove,                     (imaginary: ʻfancifulʼ*;  alt.: ʻnot real, delusiveʼ*)              
             ~ The Monarchy of the Tudors is not real, she proves, ~   
   He will not manage her, although he mount her;
             ~ He, without Cecil, cannot control her, although he ride her; ~  
        That worse than Tantalusʼ is her annoy,
                  ~ That worse than that of Tantalus is the Queenʼs suffering/injury, ~
        To clip Elysium and to lack her joy.           (clip: ʻto curtail, diminishʼ*)
                  ~ To diminish a heroʼs paradise and blame her delight/child. ~
   The presumed sexual relationship between Elizabeth and Oxford is an artifact of misunderstanding de 
Vereʼs indeterminacy - of the reader failing to keep his wordplay ever in mind. I remind myself: the 
political narrative in Venus and Adonis contains no element in common with the allegory. I repeat 
this point because it is my thesis, and because it has overarching implications for all the de Vere canon. 

   Having given short-shrift of one faction of ʻPrince Tudorʼ, Iʼll make amends by pressing the evidence for 
the other - that Thomas Seymour and Princess Elizabeth are Oxfordʼs parents. This position seems a 
nuisance and unnecessary to old-guard Oxfordians, yet the ʻThomas Seymourʼ section  ll.91-114  of V&A is 
explicit on the matter see this article pp.62-4 . Here are lines 91-2 and 109-11 that frame it; I have substituted 
from the glossary for any metonyms:
   Never did passenger in summerʼs heat                
              ~ Elizabeth did, a follower in Seymourʼs heat ~
   More thirst for drink than she for this good turn.   
              ~ More thirst for succor than she [did] for de Vereʼs change. ~   ref. to Th. Moreʼs desire for justice?
                          
   ʻThus he that overrulʼd I overswayed,                   
               ~ “Thus he that oʼer Vere ruled I oʼer Vere swayed, ~
   Leading him prisoner in a red-rose chain:           
               ~ Leading [Seymour] prisoner in a Lancastrian-rose embrace: ~
   Strong-tempered steel his stronger strength obeyed,  
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                ~ Strange-strengthened steel his stronger strength obeyed,” ~  ref. to influence of Stanley-Clifford 
family?
 
This is the crux.  Twenty-four lines that verify Edward de Vereʼs parentage.  If you cannot discover 
the authorʼs meaning in this passage, you will have missed the testament from the brat himself.  
I have reviewed this particular passage with great care, and have complete confidence that this is, at 
least generally, the intended meaning... I donʼt know if he could have been clearer (and still have been 
published). Corroboration for this testimony will be found scattered throughout the de Vere canon and in 
the context of English history 1548-1603. Here is a beautiful example of Vereʼs grammatical ambiguity.  
This may trip up the uninitiated, but not the ʻEverʼ reader:
       By this, far off she hears some huntsman hollo;
       A nurseʼs song neʼer pleasʼd her babe so well:     V&A ll.973-4
“She” is Venus; but “her babe”... ? Is it the nurseʼs or is it the child of Venus. There is no doubt in my mind 
that “so well”, both metonyms for Vere, signifies ʻthe same Spring. Therefore the complete phrase 
transposes to ʻher child, the same Vereʼ. This sort of self-referencing might seem tedious if not for the 
charm and novelty—the birth-pains if you will—of existentialismʼs first Ver/True scion. Still, some will say: 
“give it a rest Ned”.
   Historians agree that Sir Thomas Seymour pursued the Princess Elizabeth as part of a jealous, multi-
pronged assault on the near absolute authority of his brother, Lord Protector Edward Seymour.
Letʼs examine motives and contexts in more detail.
  Judicial murder and attainder had become royal prerogatives under Richard ll. The last decade of the 
14th century was a particularly threatening and insecure period for the nobility, whose attainted wealth fed 
the Monarchy. In the 15th century, the civil Wars of the Roses made a confusion of loyalties; confidence 
declined that royal grants and franchises to the nobility would be repaid with military support in times of 
conflict. Revenue from those grants was, as likely as not, to be used to oppose the Crown. 
   At the time of the English Reformation, the cost of ill-conceived foreign wars and the need to dispossess   
ʻdisloyalʼ, old faith Nobility would renew this threat of ʻpolitics by attainderʼ. The method became 
characteristic of Tudor monarchs and the Regency proxies, Somerset and Northumberland. It is also the 
political motivation and historical context to the handling, by Edward Seymour and William Cecil, of the 
birth of an illegitimate child to a parent-less Princess.

   The late 1540ʻs was a time of momentous events in England. The financially exhausting Italian War of 
1542-46 was resolved by the Treaty of Ardres, but continued on the Scottish front with the remarkable 
ʻWar of Rough Wooingʼ 12/1543 - 3/1550 .  The murderous reign of Henry Vlll ended Jan. 28, 1547; 
Edward Vl was crowned Feb. 20, at the youngish age of nine. Edward Seymour was able to consolidate 
the power of the English Monarch and the Privy Council in himself as Lord Protector; according to his 
inclination, he brought true Protestantism to the English Church. The Act of Uniformity of 1549 and the 
establishment of the Book of Common Prayer provoked organized religious uprisings in Cornwall, Devon, 
Oxfordshire, Buckinghamshire, and Essex, by a restive ʻCatholicʼ majority. Crop failures and peasant 
discontent culminated in Ketʼs Rebellion in Norfolk.  
   Amidst this chaos, and with Ed. Seymour and John Dudley personally conducting the ruthless military 
campaign in Scotland, a tight cadre of lawyerly technocrats assumed significant control of English political 
policy. John Cheke, Wm. Cecil, Th. Smith, Wm. Grindal, and R. Ascham were not only the respected 
educators surrounding the royal children, but were also busybodies and ʻSometime Inquisitorsʼ, working 
the nefarious ʻWillʼ of Protestant usurpers. They were the understudies of a Lord Protector and Lord 
President who would both hang-on to the last sinewy thread. 
   It is generally agreed, the character of the Regency Protectorate was of pervasive legalism and 
systematized redistribution of wealth from Catholic to Protestant. Yet, even within this Protestant oligarchy 
there were dissenters, like Sir William Paget, who objected to the abuse of the Courts of Revenue in 
awarding lands to themselves that should legally (rightly or not) have fallen to the Crown ʻA Critique of the 
Protectorateʼ Huntington Library Quarterly, vol. 34, no. 3, May 1971 . 
   The legal precedents for this were set by Henry Vlll in the break with the Roman Catholic Church. The 
conveyance of Church lands and wealth, effected the collateral seizure of the estates of conservative 
clergy and their political allies.  Beginning in 1534, Church revenues called annates and decimae, 
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formerly due to Rome, were retained by ʻthe Crownʼ to pressure Pope Clement Vll for the annulment of 
the Kingʼs marriage to Catherine of Aragon. This failed to secure results; and so, in phases, the 
dissolution of the monasteries was ordered under a new institution of ʻjusticeʼ called the Court of 
Augmentations. This Court then sold confiscations to the highest bidder, typically at a price equal to ten 
years rent; attendant fallout included the devaluation of real estate in a market flooded by disposals.  
A second instrument, the Court of General Surveyors, was established in 1540 for the management of 
those properties of the dissolution retained by the Crown. A Court of First Fruits and Tenths was created 
that year to manage Church taxation for the Crown. Additionally, a Court of Wards was formally organized 
to tap the revenue of estates of minor inheritors. De facto, these were four new Courts to legalize the 
attainder of non-conforming Catholics. An efficient bureaucracy had been placed to overthrow the existing 
social order. A reign of ʻtheocraticʼ terror began to dissolve centuries-old obligations.   
Many English historians, sentimentally approving of the Anglican result, have been shrewd 
enough to reserve judgement; but Edward de Vere will repeatedly insist that genuine and sincere 
faith was not the impulse among the Reformist faction. Who could know this better than he?    

   By the mid 1540ʻs, Henry Vlll had already purged the most conservative elements from the Privy 
Council.  Upon Henryʼs death Jan.1547  the reformed Regency Council, per the deceased Kingʼs will, took 
control of the Monarchy.  Edward Vlʼs maternal uncle, Edward Seymour, styling himself Duke of 
Somerset, seized the initiative and elevated himself above the council. With new authority, Seymour ʻcut 
dealsʼ with Council members to invest himself with political power in exchange for generous distributions 
of land. Each of the ʻCourts of Revenueʼ/Appropriation listed above, served his purpose to eliminate the 
wealth and significance of those established nobles who resisted the ʻnew orderʼ. John de Vere, the 16th 
Earl of Oxford was among those targeted to be brought to heel. 
  ʻSleuthʼ Nina Green has compiled the evidence from a case of law tendered Feb. 1571 by ʻthe Crownʻ 
against the estate of the 17th Earl of Oxford see Greenʼs essay on the Record by the Court of Wards, Ward 9/518, by Sir 
James Dyer . It presents as fact that Edward Seymour had extorted much of the 16th Earlʼs assets  in two 
incidents, 10 Feb. and 16 April 1548 . ʻLord Protectorʼ Seymour found John de Vere vulnerable in having only a 
single daughter as heir to the great de Vere estate. He had insisted on the hand of seven year old 
Katherine de Vere in marriage to Seymourʼs infant son  Feb. 1st, 1548 , thereby revealing either some 
unspecified ʻtreasonʼ in the 16th Earlʼs past, or his present ʻtreasonʼ, i.e. his known religious conservatism 
and political opposition to the Regency. Further, Seymour demanded that John de Vere never remarry 
except by the Protectorʼs commission. This is precisely the method used by the Court of Augmentation to 
acquire, by deft legal strokes, vast tracts of property.
    
   Evidently, only a weak argument can be made that Earl Johnʼs hasty marriage to Margery Golding was 
an attempt to beget a male heir and so preserve the de Vere estate, as supposed by Christopher Paul. 
The 16th Earl of Oxford would have understood he was no match for the invested Protestant clique, at 
least by legal means.
  Margeryʼs father, John Golding, Esq. died 23 Nov. 1547 , Auditor of the Exchequer, and Calvinist ʻneighborʼ 
of Edward Seymour had been closely associated with Seymour and William Cecil during the last years of 
Henry Vlllʼs reign and in the first year of the ʻLord Protectorʼ 1547 .  His children Henry, Margery, Thomas, 
and Arthur, were to extend the influence of Seymourʼs ʻbureaugarchyʼ on the Earldom of Oxford until at 
least 1567. Thomas and William Cecil appear to have been Seymourʼs agents in coercing Earl John to 
accept the proposal of marriage Feb. 1548  to Margery; they were married 1 Aug, 1548.  It would be 
disingenuous to suggest it was shear sexual magnetism that brought the two socially disparate lives 
together.  Consider the political marriages contracted by Oxfordʼs predecessors  .
    Following the death of Seymour 22 Jan. 1552  a private Act of Parliament restored the lands and property 
from Seymour to John de Vere, but prescribed heavy restrictions and obligations. Thus ʻin tailʼ, the estate 
was in essence attainted for a second time. The will of John de Vere is noteworthy in the extent of jointures, 
or dowers, to be bequeathed to the Countess Oxford. My sense is that Margery is not the only party to 
these generous bequests—an assessment supported by her neglect in making claims on the lands 
following Johnʼs death. The Queenʼs solicitors, on the other hand, were not so neglectful; they demanded 
the ʻThirdʼ (part) of Oxford revenues for the State, and made further claims on revenue from land held in 
ʻprobateʼ during the wardship of Edward de Vere and following the death of Margery Golding!  In fact, very 
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little remained to the 17th Earl but long-term debt. The ʻdissolutionʼ of the Oxford estate was not to be 
successfully contested; the ʻStateʼ, specifically Leicester, by 1571 in possession of Oxford lands, would 
not relinquish them.? edit
   More perplexing is the case of Henry Golding, born ʻbyʼ 1528, who became influential enough in the 
household of John de Vere that during the crisis vis-a-vis John Dudley, Earl of Warwick  of Oct. 1549, Edward 
Seymour ordered the young man to prepare “the things, servants, and ordinary power” of the 16th Earl of 
Oxford, and to place them at Somersetʼs disposal  A Genealogical History, Sir Edmund Burke, 1866.  I assume 
Golding had been appointed as controller of the Oxford contingent by Somerset, yet it is curious that Lord 
Somerset did not apply directly to de Vere in this case of life and death. His service as double agent must 
have continued under Dudley and then Cecil management as Golding became de Vereʼs steward in 1553, 
and surveyor in 1556. In this context, it is confusing that John de Vere apparently reasserted control of his 
military contingent in claiming for Princess Mary during the struggle for succession with Lady Jane in 
1553. The relations with the Goldingʼs may have been subtly congenial to the 16th Earl; at any rate, they 
were not dissolved during the reign of Mary l.  In this I see the genius of Wm. Cecil, who managed to 
maintain his grip on Queen Elizabeth even in times of his own political vulnerability*. A solution to this 
conundrum would be that the cause of the Earl of Oxfordʼs attainder was equally onerous to a Protestant 
Edward and a Catholic Mary; or perhaps, that Earl John credulously believed he might maintain the 
Oxford estate by an arrangement with Cecil and the Goldings.

   Christopher Paul dismisses questions of Edward de Vereʼs birth date without mentioning that the sole 
record is by the hand of his father-in-law Wm. Cecil and dated ?1571-6. Paul is correct that it appears to 
contradict the idea that Edward de Vere may have been born in late 1548, or early 1549; he considers it 
unlikely that an effort has been made to manipulate the date and circumstances of Edwardʼs birth. 
Why would he think that?  The easy seizure of de Vere lands is a strong motive. The method is clear.  And 
Ms. Green has detailed the proof of attainder against the 16th Earl - “the great spoile and disherison of J. 
late earle of Oxforde...” CP p.51 . I think anyone can plainly see Earl John had been ʻput in checkmateʼ. 
   The terms of indenture grant elements of the de Vere estate to the 16th Earl “for life, and then to his 
male heirs, and failing any male heirs, only then to Katherine [de Vere] and her [Henry] Seymour 
husband” CP p.52 . Nothing at all conclusive can be drawn from this. It may indicate Seymour had 
calculated against killing Earl John outright, perhaps because the de Vere name was valued even if his 
person was not. There was no male heir to the Earldom of Oxford in the spring of 1548, and there was 
none likely in the future except by the design of Edward Seymour.  The most obvious reading of Cecilʼs 
record is that it supports the minimum of legalities necessary to attaint, to record conveyance of 
estate, or to prolong the jurisdiction of the Court of Wards over the estate of the 17th Earl of 
Oxford; any of these reasons would be sufficient inducement to alter his birth date.  Had John 
de Vere considered the terms of attainder to offer a means to preserve his property for his own posterity, 
he would surely have married among the stalwart Catholic nobility, and not a renegade Protestant like 
Margery Golding.
      
   As has been frequently noted, Princess Elizabeth removed from Thomas Seymourʼs Sudeley Castle at 
Catherine Parrʼs urging in May 1548. She was placed in the home of Sir Anthony Denny who had been 
the most trusted and intimate friend of Henry Vlll from 1543-47. She remained there 5-6 months, then was 
sent to Hatfield in October of 1548. Pregnancy is an obvious possibility; moreover, it is completely 
explanatory. Thus, de Vereʼs self-proclaiming to the throne, evidenced throughout his art, should not be 
characterized as ridiculous. Chris Paul presents The “Prince Tudor” Dilemma pg. 51  a letter from Roger Ascham 
to William Ireland eagerly explaining his willingness to introduce one ʻKatherine R.ʼ “to my most illustrious 
Lady”, presumably but not positively, his pupil Princess Elizabeth. Surely this implies that Elizabeth is fit to 
be seen. However, considering the vested interest of the Protestant intellectuals noted above - Ascham 
et al -  it is weak to present this letter as prima facie evidence of her ʻfitnessʼ; for it could equally be 
argued that Lady Katherine R. had been prevented meeting the supposed Princess, and that a plausible 
excuse was necessary to explain a breach of etiquette. Such snippets in no way constitute a reasonable 
objection to the idea of Elizabethʼs pregnancy. The only grounds for mentioning them is that no 
substantial evidence, contradictory or otherwise, exists of the matter. Venus and Adonis, on the other 
hand, is strong if not incontrovertible evidence in support of that pregnancy.
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  Paul thinks the idea of a royal changeling “might be more compelling if” there existed “a single instance 
in history when the same had been done to another heir”. I wonder if Paul is unaware of what it is to be 
ʻOxfordianʼ. De Vere is the type specimen of the natural heir. This is what makes his story so compelling. 
He is as much Philip the Bastard as he is Hamlet. He is to illegitimacy as Oedipus is to incest or patricide. 
Misbegotten children have been inheritors by legal testament. Each case is circumscribed by discrete 
particulars; just how specific do we need to be?  There is a fine example in my family from the late 19th 
century, and I suspect thereʼs one in yours.  Among the English Kings we find William the Conqueror/
Guillaume le Batard; but more to the point is the illegitimate son of Henry Vlll and Elizabeth Blount, Henry 
Fitzroy (Fils-Roi, or Fils de Roi). Apparently greatly loved by his father, he was quickly elevated to exalted 
status: Lord High Admiral 1525-36 , Earl of Nottingham 1525-36 , Duke of Richmond and Somerset 1525-36 , 
Lord Lieutenant of Ireland 1529-34 , Lord Warden of the Cinque Ports 1535 . Their is strong evidence that 
Henry Vlll contemplated naming Henry Fitzroy his successor, to the exclusion of Mary and Elizabeth 
Tudor; the Act of Parliament necessary for such an eventuality was enacted in 1536.
   The problem, of course, lies in the awkward means of passing the English Crown from one generation to another. 
Agnatic primogeniture had been the preferred design; yet, the death of Edward Vl required the acceptance of 
cognatic, and so Mary and Elizabeth rightfully came to the throne. The male child of a husbandless Queen, obviously 
not holding primogeniture through the male line, would be tested by ʻproximity of bloodʼ to the last male Monarch, in 
this case Edward Vl (died without issue), or Henry Vlll. Edward de Vere was the nearest consanguine male to both 
these Kings. Ever associative, de Vere also referred to other means of accession, especially drawn from the great 
Roman Empire. Julius Caesar posthumously adopted and named as political heir Gaius Octavius Thurinus, his 
grand-nephew, known to us as Augustus. The very subject is ever on E. Vereʼs mind:
      “As proper men as ever trod upon neatʼs (Oxʼs) leather...” Julius Caesar l i 29 .
   ~ “The same, oneʼs own self, the same Edward Vere, set foot upon Oxʼs skin...” ~
      Edward Seymourʼs control of the Monarchy was effectively checked by Oct.1,1549, and by Feb. of 
1550 John Dudley had assumed much of his authority. Linking the two administrations was William Cecil, 
who acted as secretary to both. 

Christopher Paul writes:
      “Many Oxfordians maintain that just about anything from those great manipulators of history, 
   Burghley and son Robert, is essentially worthless, in that they wrote down for posterity the “truth” 
   they would have us believe, and cleansed the record of everything they wished forgotten.”   CP p.60 .  

No!  This is where Paul and others err. It is precisely because the legal record is not “worthless”, 
but to the contrary, of such great material value, first to Somerset and Northumberland, and later to 
Burghley and Leicester, that we must be skeptical.  Consider Burghley House in Stamford, and Cecilʼs 
other estates, Cecil House on ʻThe Strandʼ and Theobalds House near Cheshunt; consider Robert 
Dudleyʼs Kenilworth Castle or Leicester House, also on ʻThe Strandʼ. Those properties were built from the 
attainted lands, franchises, and wealth of the monasteries and of Catholic recusants, noble and non. For 
the sake of completeness: wealth from pirateʼs treasure was presumptuously appropriated from the 
Crown as well; Cecil took substantial bites from the seizure of Spanish galleons in transit from the ʻNew 
Worldʼ.
   In a larger sense, ʻLimited Oxfordiansʼ—those who reject the probability of Edward de Vere being the 
Queenʼs son—apparently ignore a central tenet of Shakespeare Scholarship: Shakespeare protagonists 
are ʻin search of a nameʼ or identity*. They, our Limited friends, also deny the great pillar of Oxfordian 
Scholarship: that the search for a name is not only the protagonistʼs, but the authorʼs as well.  This is his 
argument. This is his confusion. Is the author Edward Tudor Seymour or Edward de Vere; is he Edward 
Tudor Seymour and Edward de Vere.  Why, if he is one and/or the other, is he “needy nothing”  Sonnet 66 ?  
   A handful of individuals positively knew of de Vereʼs Tudor Seymour ancestry, and the Fidessa Sonnets 
1581 hint that his birth was an open secret at court; but his title was as the Earl of Oxford, the ʻadoptedʼ 
son of John de Vere, and therefore he claimed status and heritage within that family as well.
   Consider the significance of the first words of Venus and Adonis, “Even” and “as”. “Even”, more than 
any single word in de Vere, defines the author himself. It means ʻequalʼ*, ʻcapable of being divided into 
two equal partsʼ*—verily—and much besides review Schmidtʼs Lexicon. It is no accident that ʻevenʼ is the first 
word of Venus and Adonis, and the first word attributed to ʻShake-speareʼ 1593 .  Almost synonymous with 
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ʻevenʼ, ʻasʼ means ʻin the same degreeʼ* see glossary  and encompasses “I still all one, ever the same”  
Sonnet 76 . 
I look to Professor Nicholas Royle Univ. of Sussex for support in this; his comments on the ambiguity of ʻasʼ 
in the How to Read guide to Shakespeare p.38, suggest just how much care the author took in his choice 
of words. Those looking for proof of de Vereʼs authorship find it repeatedly by taking similar care in 
understanding them. Thus the first line of V&A likely reads:  Verily ʻthe Seymʼson with royal-figured face,
   We shouldnʼt limit biographical studies of de Vere to the extant legal wrangling over his attainted estate.  
A man who wrote upwards of a million words deserves to have those words considered as well. 
The Jekyll and Hyde characters of Proteus and Valentine Two Gent. of Verona  or the varying ʻmoods of 
Hamlet are suspected to have basis in de Vereʼs life - that they are not merely figurative but also the 
actual paired identities of rash Edward Oxenford, and the regal, self-possessed Edward Tudor Seymour.  
Chris Paulʼs understanding of communications with the Cecils CP p.62  is that they prove de Vere thought 
of himself as the Earl of Oxford, and that they thought of him as such also. Rather, I sense de Vere felt 
entitled to the Oxford estate if he was to be denied the English State. One way or the other, he was 
ʻpresentlyʼ “Nothing” - he was not getting his due.
   To reposition the question: Is Hamlet about the death of John de Vere, hypothetically and probably 
murdered, or is it about the fratricide of Thomas Seymour by Edward Seymour?  Is it about Margery 
Goldingʼs hasty remarriage to Charles Tyrrel, or Elizabethʼs ʻmarriageʼ to Leicester/Cecil, that further 
encumbers Edward de Vereʼs path to being insinuated into the line of succession?  Make no mistake on 
this point: ʻTo be [Latin Sum (that I am) + or, not to beʼ. That is the questionʼ  see glossary.  Amid the action 
and the rich artistic achievement, itʼs possible to miss Hamletʼs most direct concern: the crown of 
Denmark has been usurped - it should have passed to the Prince, not to King Hamletʼs brother Claudius. 

   Paul states: “PT theorists shrug off” CP p.62  documents wherein Edward de Vere identifies himself as 
the ʻdisposessedʼ son of the Earl of Oxford.  I, for one, am not shrugging... not a bit; Iʼm trying to 
understand the logic of a man failing to pursue what appears to have been almost idly misplaced. How 
should we interpret his neglect of estate; and how should we interpret Wm. Cecilʼs neglect of the Oxford 
estate that was his daughter Anneʼs as well? Both men were, after all, trained lawyers. 
   To my ear, de Vere wished to claim ʻSomethingʼ from an otherwise ʻNothingʼ, or empty, title. Oxfordʼs 
letter of 7 May, 1603 CP p.62—6 weeks after the death of the Queen (his only sympathetic patron), and 
on the day that James Vl of Scotland arrived in London amid a (well orchestrated) tumult of 
enthusiastic support—reminded his (ex) brother-in-law Robert Cecil of his legal right to Waltham Forest 
and Havering Park, today called Epping Forest and Havering, directly NE of Hackney, London. This has 
deep significance. Oxford, having been politically discarded to the dustbin of history by the 
accession of James l, was requesting an honorable retreat to a Royal Forest. He was not appealing 
to Robert ʻthe kingmakerʼ for a lucrative franchise! These forests were of little real, taxable, value to the 
English State, but were notable in being subject to a distinct ʻForest Lawʼ, independent of English 
Common Law. Established by William the Conqueror, Royal Forests protected ʻthe venison and the vertʼ, 
i.e. Red Deer and their native environment, but one can hardly miss the intended association with Venusʼ 
Son or Hart, and Vere  see glossary . Review ʻthe Deer Park stanzasʼ V&A ll.229-58  and youʼll find the 
intended explication of the Forest of Arden in As You Like It.  In both examples de Vere refers to a 
figurative retreat from the world of ʻCommodityʼ in dejection and surrender. 
   This lends some plausibility to the notion that Oxford may not have died in 1604, but ʻdropped outʼ. 
James l appears to have been favorably disposed to ʻGreat Oxfordʼ, but the continuing control of the Privy 
Council by Robert Cecil, and the ascendency of Henry Howard  1540-1614  - once Oxfordʼs vigorous 
antagonist, and upon whose slanders de Vereʼs historic reputation largely rests - likely made any 
appearance at Court unendurable.
   
   Paul thinks ʻPrince Tudorʼ is contradictory to the sense of letters written by Edward de Vere. He believes  
the great manʼs honor is at stake if he made blood claims to the de Vere family that were not true; there 
must be “duplicity” CP p.62  in these oftʼ quoted lines: 
       “I hoope, truthe ys subiect to noo prescription, for truthe ys truthe thoughe never so owlde and tyme  
       cannot make that falsse whiche was once trwe.  and thoughe thys threscore yeares boothe my father   
       and my selfe have bene disposessed therof...”
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However, by substitution from the glossary it takes on the quality of pointed ribbing more than duplicity:
       ~ I hope Vere is not subject to exemptions, Vere is Vere, though ʻnot E. Verʼ/Elizabeth likewise old,
       and Cecil cannot make that false which was irrevocably true.  and though these threescore years
       both my father and my self have been dispossessed thereof...  Compare  “I am that I am”, with ~ Vere is Vere ~
Yes, I believe ʻShake-speareʼ is a good man who aims at truth, but we cannot ignore the likelihood of 
wordplay and Sophistry in his argument. I can only reiterate that Oxford had received all of his 
entitlements - portions of the Oxford patrimony and the thousand pound annuity - in the name of Edward 
de Vere. Previous de Vere claims had been partly honored; there was no other likely to yield fruit.
   Likewise, I prefer a contextual reading of the letter from de Vere to Burghley of 20? June 1583  CP p.63  
that concerns the ʻbludʻ relations and ʻnearer consanguiniteʼ - almost certainly of de Vereʼs former friends 
Henry Howard and Charles Arundell - that had separated from him amid scandals and ʻMuch Ado About 
[Seymour/de Vereʼ] 1580-81, see SbAN, Mark Anderson p.166-69 , while the more distant Lord Lumley remained 
constant. The salient fact: Edward de Vere was related to nearly every noble family in England either 
through the de Vere line or the Tudor-Seymour line and often both. This letter is about the generality of de 
Vereʼs noble ancestry—one that survives varying political alliances. It is a reminder of the heritage Lord 
Burghley lacks. Written at the time of his reconciliation with Anne Cecil and Wm. Cecil, I detect in this 
solicitation for Lord Lumley an advertisement of Oxfordʼs submissiveness to Cecil, and a renewed 
amenability to Cecil ʻdesignsʼ.   
   Lord Lumley, by the way, was an excellent associate for Oxford during this time of surrender. Though a 
Catholic, and imprisoned awhile for suspected complicity in the Ridolfi Plot 1569-72  - his covert role in the 
Northern Rebellion has been confirmed , he was afterwards the docile and retiring Steward of Oxford University 
1559-1609 , a connoisseur of portraiture, and reputed to have collected the largest library in England; his 
7000 volumes, mostly in Latin, became the foundation of the British Library. 

   In summary, I believe Christopher Paul is right to disbelieve the hypothesis that Elizabeth l is the mother 
of Henry Wriothesley, 3rd Earl of Southampton. Paul Streitz may not have reviewed with adequate care 
the Countess Southamptonʼs letters imploring Elizabeth to spare her sons life. He should also review 
V&A l.203-4, which clearly states that de Vere is an ʻonly childʼ, and that if not for him, she had died 
ʻunkindʼ.  Christopher Paul, however, likely misreads Oxfords letters, and misunderstands his oblique 
methods of asserting an uncertain identity. If there is any merit at all to the Oxfordian position on Shake-
speare scholarship it will focus on such a ʻvariableʼ individual, and must certainly be compatible with the 
contextual emphasis presented here.  In light of the political and autobiographical content of Venus and 
Adonis, I would urge Christopher to reconsider his position that denies Edward de Vere ʻto beʼ the natural 
son of Princess Elizabeth. Finally, I would say Streitz has presented so much thoughtful and provocative 
material, that it should be regarded as a foundation for further consideration, not discarded entirely for 
what is a forgivable shortcoming—that is, succumbing to the purposed deception and concealment of 
Oxfordʼs wordplay.

Notes & footnotes:
Again, my assumption is that de Vere considered most of the ambiguity conceivable in his words, even if we cannot be certain of his 
emphasis; he is not superficial.
He asserted claim to what the law should have given expectation of at the time Wm. Cecil devised his placement in the de Vere 
family in early April, 1550.
  
[  Venus and Adonis digresses in the ʻHorse of Stateʼ section  ll.259-324, this article beginning p.84 . This is de Vereʼs tour de force 
of indeterminacy, with three lines of meaning in play at the same time. One thread explains de Vereʼs reasoning behind his affair 
with Mary; it is similar to his reasoning for the Anne Vavasor affair in 1580-81, i.e. to purify the royal family with Old Faith nobility* 
(?). These lines characterize the love object of de Vereʼs horse as a ʻbreeding jennetʼ who may be supposed to be a thoroughbred - 
the healthy and young Plantagenet scion, Countess Southampton*. Such a description fails to suggest Queen Elizabeth as 
Wriothesleyʼs mother, but does not affect the idea that de Vere believes himself to be his father. ]

*  Though de Vere may varnish the rationale of Henry Wriothesleyʼs and Henry Vereʼs illegitimate creation, cynics today will suspect 
both were accidents.
*  The illicit relationship between the Countess Southampton and Oxford, couched in equine terms, keeps their affair separate from 
the narrative of Elizabeth and Oxford, and of the figurative wedlock of State and his Mother Church.  As I have stated elsewhere, the 
persuasions and sexual advances by Venus towards Adonis are red herrings meant to distract censors.
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*  I say ʻopportunisticʼ because of the facility with which they changed allegiance and faith, though it may be best to remove
Sir Thomas Smith from that list. He appears to have been more steadfast than the others, and hence, he profited less.         
 
Machinery was placed that allowed the few to advance from obscurity to extraordinary wealth in a single step... cloaked in an 
avowed piety, it was practically irresistible. It should be axiomatic: when the expedient for self-promotion and self-aggrandizement 
exists, some will take advantage. Edward Seymour was master of the political Courts that apportioned English wealth as he saw fit; 
and, as it happened, two distinct Protestant family clads, the Anglican Cecils, and the Puritan Dudleys, developed with the authority 
to advance themselves above all others.  William Cecil neatly mapped the clad of Dudley/Grey in a memorandum (date) reviewing 
the advisability of an Elizabeth/Dudley marriage.  Edward Seymour, John Dudley, Anthony Denny, Richard Rich, etc.    
    
   Paul is relying on disarticulated paleontological fragments to assemble his Oxford skeleton. 
Venus and Adonis is the diagram heʼs looking for.   
   Such a contingency should be considered through the eyes of Seymour or Cecil; it would have been an Opportunity to be nurtured 
by the agency of Time.
  
 this was a time when it did not serve to make unequivocal expressions of conviction. 
   
* John de Vere, 16th earl of Oxford, gave their ages both as 14 in 1562, which is correct?

Historical Preface 3: Red and White   Introduction only, 4/17/12   
   
   There is a recurring use of ʻred and whiteʼ symbolism in Venus and Adonis that was noted by Burghleyʼs 
tattlers almost from the date of publication in 1593. The red cross on a white field—the emblem of 
St. George, patron Saint of England—promulgates English answers to English problems, and rejects 
ʻStrangeʼ or foreign interference. ʻStrangeʼ, of course, cuts both ways, and may be applied equally to the 
heavy tariff due Papal influence and direction, or the continental infection by Protestantism. 
   De Vere, as a moderate conservative, staunchly defends the thousand year history of British 
Christianity for itʼs continuity rather than itʼs content. Notwithstanding his loathing of the ʻleadenʼ trappings 
of piety, he venerates the sacrifice of Catholic martyrs  see More and Fisher . Though by Puritan standards he 
appears to take a casual attitude towards religious devotion, it was still a daily feature of life in the 16th 
century. This would be no matter if sectarian busybodies were not intent on conformity. Unfortunately, 
thousands of Catholic recusants languished in English prisons.
   A practical solution was needed—an ʻEnglishʼ, ʻred and whiteʼ solution. Oxford repeatedly refers to the 
example of the Tudor Rose that had been the resolution to the Plantagenet struggles of Yorkists and 
Lancastrians; the Tudor Rose retained the distinction of the white rose within the red. The Protestant 
usurpers, however, co-opted the ʻred and whiteʼ symbolism from the occultist, Hermetical writings of 
ʻParacelsusʼ to signify a unity—an exclusive, homogeneous faith—represented by the blending of the 
colors to a rosy hue.
   ʻParacelsusʼ—the brilliant but exotic Philippus von Hohenheim 1493-1541 —was a Swiss-German 
physician, scientist, philosopher, and successor to ʻChristian Rosenkreuzʼ, the legendary founder of the 
Rosicrucian Brotherhood. It should be noted here that ʻParacelsusʼ may, in fact, be identical with Rosenkreuz, and 
that the Rosy Cross is closely associated with Protestantism. ʻParacelsusʼ was an ardent self-promoter; his 
important contributions in medicine and surgery brought him wide celebrity, only to be exiled for ʻheresyʼ, 
then resurrected, and so on. 
   Somehow, ʻParacelsusʼ caught the fancy of John Dee 1527-1608 , an English mathematician and 
scientist, with alchemist leanings.  Dee, in turn, brought Rosicrucian ideas to Elizabethʼs Court, as he 
soon became an important advisor to the Queen; his knowledge of celestial navigation was an important 
step to the English ambition of Maritime Superiority and Empire. To his discredit, his patrons were 
Burghley and Leicester who were also taken with the Germanʼs ʻrevelatoryʼ style. Dee enjoyed the 
intellectual circle of Sir Phillip Sidney as well... perhaps youʼll see where this is heading.
   I doubt Edward de Vere would accept ʻesoteric scienceʼ—essentially Renaissance ʻNew Ageʼ 
spiritualism—uncritically, and he is irreconcilably antagonistic towards the ʻProtestant Usurpersʼ though not 
necessarily on doctrinal grounds . Judging by what is known of the parties involved, I suggest de Vereʼs use of 
this color symbolism is a response to ʻParacelsusʼ and his revolutionary expressions, and a response to 
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the credulity of Burghley et al (including Mom, perhaps). Vere employs the ʻred and whiteʼ symbolism for 
straightforward and rational purposes—to evoke his descent, to contest esotericism, and place himself 
opposite the Cecil/Dudley group.
   The importance of this idea is demonstrated by the introduction of our hero and author as “Rose cheekt 
Adonis” V&A l.3 . A simple statement of his plight!  He is: ʻrose-checkedʼ or Tudor checked; he is censured 
by Protestants, curbed by credulous Cecil/Dudley Opportunists, etc.  Now recall Hamlet. 
Who are the witless sycophants useless in disputation against our Prince? Rosencrantz and 
Guildenstern, that is, ʻRosenkreuzʼ and Golden (gilden, gilded;  alt.: pun  gulled: ʻfooledʼ, ʻdeceivedʼ) Rear, 
i.e. foolish-ass?. I wonder if Guildenstern is not modeled on the aforementioned alchemist John Dee... 
I mean, honestly, his ʻfriendʼ and continental traveling companion Edward Kelly told Dee that the angel 
Uriel had commanded the two to share their wives; who do you suppose got the better deal, and who is 
the fool? Wouldnʼt Dee be just the sort who might be gulled into carrying his own death warrant  see Hamlet 
V ii 38-58 , particularly the warrant of spiritual death that the Reformation context might entail? Another 
possible connection is the interest in Hermeticism by Tyco Brahe at the Danish Court. Peregrine Bertie, 
de Vereʼs brother-in-law, apparently befriended Brahe during his embassy there.
  
 ʻParacelsusʼ took an interest in alchemy and developed unique notions of three ʻPrimal Elementsʼ: 
Mercury, Sulfur, and Salt, that are manifested in corporal, spiritual, and animated forms; these three 
substances are not to be confused with the elements as we know them today, and appear to replace -
in Paracelsusʼ mind - the four ʻClassical Elementsʼ: earth, water, air, and fire. From Sulfur is derived 
a fundamental ʻRed Stoneʼ, and from Salt, a fundamental ʻWhite Stoneʼ; and by the mysterious agency of 
ʻMercuryʼ working upon the two is produced the ʻPhilosopherʼs Stoneʼ. Somehow associated with this 
Stone are the ʻGolden Wordsʼ of great philosophers. 
   I mention this only because de Vere seems to want to link himself and the Tudor family to Hermetic 
philosophy.  This, I posit, was to introduce to the Cecil/Dudley clique ʻParacelsusʼ as prophet of Tudor 
qualification and fitness. Judging by prophecies in Cymbeline, we have grounds for suspecting de Vereʼs 
methods.   

   What remains are differing views of dialectical resolution. For the English Protestants, a rosy blend of ʻred and 
whiteʼ is exclusively Protestant. For Oxford the distinction of white within red is retained and acceptable. Likewise, Sol 
and Luna (Sun and Moon) maintain unique identities in Venus and Adonis, contrary to Paracelsusʼ whim. Yet, there 
are also points of agreement.  
   De Vere aims to be the ʻgoldenʼ philosopher... and to suggest a solution to sectarian division based on the Red and 
White solution to The Wars of the Roses.
   Compare the use of the metonyms earth, air, fire, and water in V&A, with classical associations of wet and dry, 
warm and cold. Compare the ʻPower of Godʼ, the idea of an ultimate and unifying ʻsyllableʼ element - ʻthe Wordʼ - with 
ʻAetherʼ, the ʻQuinta Essentiaʼ (ʻfifth elementʼ) of Paracelsusʼ, not elemental gold, but a ʻgoldenʼ wisdom or 
reconciliation of (seemingly) opposing principles. Note: this simple formula is also expressed in Hindu, Buddhist, and 
Tao philosophy, The Gospel According to John, Boethius and the scholastics, as well as medieval Christian Neo-
Platonism; in the Renaissance, this ʻneutralʼ position was a cornerstone of Rosicrucian, and (highly evolved) of 
modern scientific thought. Sir Thomas Smith, de Vereʼs foster father appears in the Parliamentary Record as a 
ʻneutralʼ - either between Catholic and Protestant belief, or not strongly religious - yet another example of his 
profound effect on the little bastard.
A complete discussion of the influence of ʻParacelsusʼ on Burghley and Leicester is beyond the scope of this essay .

William Cecil, 1st Lord Burghley:
   There are several formative events in the life of William Cecil prior to his tenure as Lord Secretary to 
Elizabeth and Lord Treasurer of England.  First, the sad case of Bishop John Fisher, patron of St. Johnʼs 
College, Cambridge in 1535, during Cecilʼs first year there.  Fisherʼs support of Sir Thomas Moreʼs 
objections to the Act of Supremacy and the divorce of Henry Vlll from Catherine of Aragon, Mary Tudorʼs 
mother, caused his name to be expunged from the school record, and his monumental tomb in 
Cambridge to be destroyed (...did I mention he was also beheaded?). This is of primary importance to our 
discussion because William and Robert Cecil will use the ʻFisher Ignominyʼ as a model for the 
displacement of Edward de Vere from history*.
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   Secondly, as mentioned above, Lord Admiral Thomas Seymourʼs (uncle to Edward Vl, r. 1547-1553) 
proposal of marriage to the Princess Elizabeth, and their subsequent sexual intrigues of 1547-8 (even 
while he was married to the dowager Queen Catherine Parr) presented a crisis in which Cecilʼs 
assistance likely spared her young life.  Finally, there is Wm. Cecilʼs harrowing avoidance of the 
headsman in the turbulent days of the accession of Mary Tudor (1553), in which he was allied with the 
Duke of Northumberland in support of Protestant Lady Jane Greyʼs (Dudleyʼs) right to the throne.  These 
events, as we will see in a careful review of Venus and Adonis, will change the course of English history. 
It is worth remembering them.
    From Stephen Alfordʼs “Burghley, William Cecil At The Court of Elizabeth l”  (Yale University Press).
*   The ʻcondemnation of memoryʼ termed Damnatio Memoriae in Latin, was an official punishment in ancient Rome, usually for 

treason against the state.  The examples of the Roman consul Sejanus, who attempted to usurp the emperorship of Tiberius 
  (AD 31), and of Marin Falier, fifty-fifth Doge of Venice (1334-35) would have been known to Cecil.        
 
Robert Dudley, Earl of Leicester:
   I cannot begin to touch the subject of the enigmatic Leicester. There is enough ambiguous material in 
the primary historical documents to form wildly conflicting assessments. A few historians, no doubt 
seduced by the appealing myth of his unfulfilled love for Elizabeth, have set little store by the accusations 
of avarice, murder, and usurpation made in Leicesterʼs Commonwealth 1584 (?). Others - Edward de Vere 
among them (if you will accept V&A as historical reference) - readily agree with this indictment.
If you donʼt believe what de Vere has to say about him in Venus and Adonis or The Rape of Lucrece, 
review the better biographies. 
   Dudley is an incongruous character. He is, without question, ruthless in his appropriation of wealth. Yet 
he appears to have been capable of affection towards certain individuals. He is earnest in his letters on 
governmental matters, yet this assiduity might well be contrived. His demeanor with the Queen is 
patronizing and his calculations are transparent. De Vere finds him credulous, simple, and a clodpate.
Our author has strong personal reasons to dislike him.

Consequences:

   Shakespeareʼs works have a general subject matter—a broad application, or universality—that 
we are all familiar with. He intended it to be so.  But they also carry specific and personal 
concerns that are the impetus for the general—pars pro toto. He intended this also. As they say, 
writers write about what they know.  So why, do you suppose, are many partisans so upset about 
the notion of de Vere authorship? The Oxfordian position adds a layer of meaning to the authors 
literary work, but does not detract, or render false, a general reading. The worst that may happen 
is that the meaning of ambiguous passages will be decided one way or another.
 
   Regardless of the precise nature of Time, we cannot ignore itʼs effect. Yet that appears to be the desire 
of some enthusiasts of literature who import text from another time without context!  Space-Time is the 
governing principle of our existence. It is simply absurd to marginalize what individuates events.
   What limits do we impose on our comprehension by removing the universal dimensions from art? 
Time is real*; and for anything we really know, it cannot be replayed. That singular fact is represented by 
the word context. Historical context is expansive. It helps free us from the conceits of the present, and 
increases our understanding of change.  Each artist is distinct in space and time. The greater our 
knowledge of the artistʼs life, the greater our appreciation of his art—no exceptions!  Accepting this may 
help avoid ascribing our values to the artist—a good thing if such are unwarranted. At the risk of stating 
the obvious, some art is unintelligible without a thorough understanding of the artistʼs historical context. 
Venus and Adonis is an example of this.
   The ultimate compliment to an artist is that he expresses enduring Truth, but we should understand the 
Art before we analogize across time. The danger of misunderstanding Venus and Adonis is that it will be 
seen to address the languid subject of unreturned lust, rather than the heavy obligations and sacrifice of 
family love—even, as we shall see, where the family extends to an entire nation. History bears on the 
interpretation of this poem, and so bears on itʼs relevance to the modern reader.      
*for our purposes.
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   There are important ramifications to this interpretation of Venus and Adonis. The following is a cursory 
list that will be amended as I advance:
- Edward de Vere wrote under the pen names B. Griffin, John Lyly and William Shake-speare (and others 

as well). This has profound significance for Shakespeare studies. It means that Oxford is not ʻa 
derivative polisherʼ, but a great literary innovator.  

- De Vere occupies a place in the history of the English Renaissance closely analogous to Dante 
Alighieriʼs place in the Italian Renaissance. Both were manifest polymaths, both were political exiles, 
both sought and achieved a dramatic advance in the expressiveness of their respective tongues.

  Both believed in reform of the existing Christian Church.  
- De Vere should be regarded as the classic instance of Damnatio Memoriae, a punishment whereby a 

persons name was never again to be mentioned, and that his memory was to be erased from history. 
- De Vere is not a generalist. He did not compose ʻskeletonsʼ for critics to hang their politics on; 
  he had his own very specific ideas and opinions. He did, however, take a dialectical approach to  
  argumentation, which gives latitude for contrary opinion.
- De Vere becomes a poster-child for education. As with Wolfgang Mozart, an exemplary education 

makes the most of inborn genius. Consider how we might all have benefited from such private tutors as 
Sir Thomas Smith, Laurence Nowell, and Arthur Golding.  De Vere has an encyclopedic knowledge of 
the English language that stems from Nowellʼs studies of Early English and Smithʼs lexicographic 
interests.  Coupled with Goldingʼs and Sturmiusʼ knowledge of Latin, and you have the makings of... 

  a Lyly, or a Shake-speare.  A subset of this consequence is that there are no ʻthrow away linesʻ in 
  de Vere (other than the odd courtly pleasantry); no matter how insignificant seeming, he is not 
  wasting his breath or your time.  
- De Vere wrote many of his works with a personal, and therefore political, sub-text. Clearly some of his 

works are pervasively so: Hamlet, The Tempest, Cymbeline, and the Sonnets, for example. At the very 
least, he embodies the spirit of the Italian Rinascimento; and brings from the classics to English literary 
art the hidden substance of political criticism and social commentary (? see Latin text: Ovidʼs Metamorphosis, 
with English commentary, 1997; consult Peter Dirkse).

- What we know as Shake-speare includes early and middle period (1569?-90), relatively unrefined plays, 
and late (1590-1604) masterpieces, but is missing what may be collaborative, early middle period 
(1576-85?) works ascribed to John Lyly. The intense Euphuistic elegance of the Lylyan productions 
indicates a phase that soon faded under the criticism of Philip Sydney and others.

- De Vere was not an explosive literary phenomenon.  As an artist, he developed methodically from 1562, 
until at least 1604.  He is boyish as the Golding translator of the Metamophosis 1564-67, he is desperate, 
literal, and poetically portentous in Fidessa, as the imprisoned B. Griffin 3-6/1581, highly refined and 
mannerist as the courtly John Lyly, and wide-ranging from youthful and optimistic, to aging and bitter 
under the catch-all William Shake-speare.  De Vere appears to be Proteus, yet he will insist 

  his core is not ambis, but unchanging and ever faithful. 
- The orthodox chronology of Shake-speareʼs plays is entirely wrong. This is to be expected - 
   the eighteenth century author Edward Malone, upon whose logic modern chronologies are based, was  
   forthcoming of his own reservations and doubts. There is, as yet, no authority on this subject.
- Sir Francis Bacon, a first cousin to Anne and Robert Cecil, appears to have been included in the same 

intellectual circles as Edward de Vere.  Proximity to ʻour fountainheadʼ accounts for, and is the likely 
source of important philosophic similarities between them. The writing styles of the two great men differ 
greatly, and it is hard to imagine either being the author of the others works; read Baconʼs Essays - and 
if you have any lingering doubts - The New Atlantis, and compare with anything in Lyly or Shake-speare.

- Edward de Vere, the 17th Earl of Oxford is not the legitimate son of John de Vere, the 16th Earl, but the 
natural son of Sir Thomas Seymour and Princess Elizabeth Tudor.

- De Vere has a ʻjazzʼ ethic—recurring themes are always freshly reiterated. 

From the text of Venus and Adonis, we gather these significant details:
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- De Vere believes his illegitimate birth is the cause of weakness in the Tudor Monarchy and the 
weakening of the Roman Catholic Church in England. He repeats the phrase “Oh woeful day”, 
signifying, oddly as it sounds, ʻOh wolf-ful dayʼ, from the name fragments “Oxford, Wolf, De”, or some 
such foolʼrie.  

- De Vere believes he is the current heir to the English throne—bastardy be damned—and will spare no 
opportunity to tell us so. Had Elizabeth been allowed to marry Thomas Seymour as she wished, he 
would not have been illegitimate. 

- De Vere loves the memory of Thomas More and John Fisher: men who died for high principles. Their 
refusal to be disingenuous, or to seek opportunity or advantage, even when faced with the imminent 
threat of execution, was heroic. De Vereʼs admiration for them allows us a reasonable confidence 

  in his own integrity.
- De Vere and Queen Elizabeth regard Protestantism as irresolute, uncertain, or vacillatory, and not the 

immutable ʻrockʼ that Christianity was intended to be. The contraposed factions of Cecil and Dudley are 
personifications of the weakness de Vere perceived in polymorphous faith. Cecil as ʻTimeʼ embodies the 
gradual wearing of one faith to another; Dudley is the ʻquickʼ shifting of ʻLoveʼ. 

- There is much conflict between De Vere and the Queen over her submission to the blackmail and 
coercion of the Cecil/Dudley coalition. He believes she is selfishly concerned with her own reputation 
and monarchy to the detriment of himself and the Nation.

- The Thomas Howard, Duke of Norfolk, affair, is a turning point in de Vereʼs life. From it, he will learn the 
utter ruthlessness of the usurpers. It is the catalyst that will bring about John Lyly and Will Shake-
speare, instead of the wished for Edward Vll 1548-1604 (?).

- De Vere rebels by producing a child by a young Plantagenet, likely Mary Browne Wriothesly, Countess 
of Southampton. He will become Henry Wriothesley, the 3rd Earl of Southampton,  see l.863-64 : “There 
lives a son that suckʼd an earthly mother, May (Mary) lend thee light, as thou dost lend to other.”

  “Parliament passed an Act in 1571 excluding all but “the natural issue of Her Majestyʼs body” from   
  succession”  see The Monument, Hank Whittemore, 2005, Introduction xxxv .
- De Vere courts the Catholic Church in Rome, and possibly the political support of Catholic forces on the 

Continent. This, he says, is justifiable retaliation for his displacement. 
- The Queen ʻincarceratesʼ de Vere in the artistic persona of John Lyly. ~ l.361
- Queen Elizabeth was able to weaken the hold of the Cecil/Dudley overlords by playing their respective 

factions against each other. This suggests the reason for Robert Devereuxʼs quick rise to prominence 
after the death of Leicester: Philip Sidney (Dudleyʼs nephew) had been groomed as Dudleyʼs successor, 
but of course he died before his uncle;  Essex, as step-son to Leicester, was the needed political 
counterweight to Robert Cecil - the two become a second generation of usurpers.  The lack of tact or 
respect shown by Essex towards the Queen - he drew his sword against the Queen for chri-sake - 
indicates he felt he held a privileged and unassailable position.

- De Vere may well have contributed to the writing of the King James Bible. It has been suggested that he  
  could have worked on the project following his retreat from London in 1604; but such an intrigue is not 
  necessary. As Philip Sydney reworked the Psalms, de Vere may have re-translated the Bible throughout 
  his decades in semi-isolation in Hackney. It may have been an incidental addition to his other output, or 
  indeed, he may have regarded it as his most substantial work. This is completely speculative, but it 
  should be easy to determine; I think he would have left his wordplay signatures within the work.

The origin of De Vereʼs Contribution to the English Language: The French Connection 
  
   The enrichment of our English Language by Edward de Vere is astonishing. His appropriation of words 
from Latin, French, etc. mark the beginning of the methodical introductions that have made English the 
Lingua Franca of scientific and technical advance. Careful study of de Vereʼs wordplay shows he 
perceived words as flexible and ʻplayableʼ etymons unencumbered by strict orthography. Further, he 
imported to England Renaissance innovations in dramatic and literary forms that broadened international 
and classical influences to what had been the provincial character of English Literature. This was a rare 
and daring feat, particularly if you sense the near isolation in which ʻShake-speareʼ would have 
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had to write to leave no trail of letters among like-minded linguistic revolutionaries. Perhaps an 
untutored genius might achieve this; but let me frame the story a little differently.
   To begin, many cultures that have grown self-aware fret that other cultures are, or once were, finer. 
Quintilian deplored the excess ornament of Augustan Latin and leaned backward to the elegance of 
Cicero, who leaned backward to the ʻbrevitasʼ of Demosthenesʼ Greek. Similarly, Sperone degli Speroni, 
in his Diálogo de la Lengua, approved of Danteʼs and Petrarchʼs efforts to improve the 14th century Italian 
vernacular with an eye to Latin models. Frenchman Joachim du Balley extended Speroniʼs argument with 
his Défense et Illustration de la Langue Française 1548 , which, according to Ignacio Navarette, 
suggested:
$ “... a conception of literature as a supersystem involving both the classical literatures
$  and the vernaculars, and the enrichment of the vernacular by the adoption of classical 
$ genres.”      ʻStrategies of Appropriation in Speroni and Du Balleyʼ , Comparative Literature, V.41, No.2, 1989
This work lamented the (then 1548 ) inadequacy of the French language for the full range of poetic 
expression, and encouraged itʼs systematic improvement by the appropriation of classical examples. 
Without servility, du Balley encouraged “intercanonic plundering” whereby Latin words might be adopted, 
Latin grammar emulated, and classical genres adapted to vernacular French. The Défense became the 
defining essay of the group of French poets known as ʻthe Brigadeʼ, or ʻLa Pléiadeʼ: chiefly Pierre 
Ronsard, du Balley, and Jean Antoine de Baïf.  It is useful to note that ʻLa Pleiadeʼ was a humanist group
—spiritual descendants of Erasmus and Marguerite of Navarre, preferring reform from within the Catholic 
Church to schism. 
   ʻLa Pléiadeʼ was a loose affiliation with a nominal membership of seven, but there were many 
associates and adherents. Two associates of particular note, Nicholas Denisot 1515-59  and Charles 
Utenhove, will interest us here. Nicholas was a tutor of French language who quietly advertised his 
sympathy with Protestant reforms and sought employment in England. He was hired by the Lord 
Protector Edward Seymour and his wife Anne née Stanhope  to help educate their children. He made a 
remarkable success of the Seymourʼs daughters, Anne, Margaret, and Jane, whose poetical works were 
circulated about the literary communities of Europe. This would place du Balleyʼs Défense within armʼs 
length of young de Vere, who was allied with his first cousin (the Seymour girlʼs younger brother) Lord 
Edward Seymour 1548-74 , in the early 1570ʼs. What fascinates about Denisot and ʻLa Péiadeʼ is their 
moonlighting; several are known to have engaged in espionage for the French King while ostensibly 
tutoring—Denisot is credited with the plan by which Francis, Duc de Guise, captured Calais from the 
English in 1558  Margaret of France, Duchess of Savoy 1523-74, Winifred Stephens, 1911 .  
   Like Denisot, Charles Utenhove was another infiltrator of influential English families and a tutor and 
promoter of precocious young women. His most famous student was the poetess Camille Morel, whose 
parentʼs literary salons were closely associated with du Balley and Ronsard. He urged communication 
between Camille and Mildred Cooke Cecil, Lady Burghley , and he “include[d] copies of Camilleʼs poems 
in a manuscript collection that he presented to William Cecil”. “One of Camilleʼs compositions was 
included in a collection of poems ... to commemorate” Queen Elizabethʼs visit to Cambridge University in 
1564 Early Modern Women and Transnational Communities of Letters, Julie D. Campbell, Anne R. Larsen .  It is difficult to 
determine Utenhoveʼs authority in his extensive embassies of 1567-8; but he is known to have attempted 
to persuade William Cecil of the benefits (to England) of assisting William of Orange in the Low Countries, 
and to have travelled in the company of Thomas Radclyffe, 3rd Earl of Sussex 1525-83 , both, of course, 
key figures in de Vereʼs life. While he seems to have been a trusted agent by Protestants, his intimacy 
with Catholic sympathizers like Ronsard, Denisot, and Radclyffe, advises ambiguity or uncertainty.
   From these connections I suggest the likelihood that Anne Cecil, de Vereʼs wife to be, and indeed 
Oxford and Rutland, must certainly have known the Défense, and that, with a self-conscious sense of the 
inferiority of vernacular English to French, Italian, and Latin, de Vere might well appropriate for himself an 
established ethos for what would become his singular achievement. 
   
   Pierre Ronsard, chief of the Pléiade Poets, continued as an agent of the French Monarchy as late as 
1581 when he received £2000 from Mary Stuart Queen of Scots  ostensibly for having dedicated a book of 
poetry to her. This surely was a transfer of funds to assist Ronsard in facilitating a joint Scottish, French, 
and Spanish military force that planned to ʻspringʼ her from prison.
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   Therefore the influence of ʻLa Pléiadeʼ poets was profound, yet an (almost) incidental effect of political 
intrigues of the Reformation. While scholars generally regard Shakespeareʼs achievements as borrowings 
and derivations, Oxfordians often make a ʻfountainheadʼ of him. This ʻFrench Connectionʼ with du Balley, 
Ronsard et al, robs from de Vere some intellectual property rights, yet confirms the obvious rational for his 
extraordinary literary invention ... or appropriation, if you will.   
       

Venus and Adonis
I have assumed a framework of allegory and polysemic substitution. The obvious supra-theme is Tudor 
Succession and de Vereʼs autobiography; my choice among several or many possibilities relies on this 
context. Literal substitutions are favored rather than metaphoric. De Vere relied heavily on Latin 
foundations. I have tried to maintain the flavor of surname wordplay and fragmentation.

1  # Even as the sun with purple-colourʼd face
       ~ Verily ʻthe Seymʼ, the Son with royal colourʼd form ~
2# Had taʼen his last leave of the weeping morn,
      ~ had made his parting at the mourning ʻSon-riseʼ, ~
3# Rose-cheekʼd Adonis hied him to the chase;
      ~ Tudor-clan Lord, hastened into hiding; ~
4# Hunting he lovʼd, but love he laughed to scorn;
      ~ Pursuit he lovʼd, other than a-Mor he utterly disdained; ~
5#         Sick-thoughted Venus makes amain unto him,
 !  ~ [With] infected thinking, Elizabeth works mad[e]ness unto him, ~
6#      And like a bold-facʼd suitor gins to woo him.
          -  ~ And like a confident ʻde Seam[er]ʼ ʻTuʼ [w]ou him. ~

7# “Thrice fairer than myself,” thus she began,
        ~ “In three attributes more beautiful than myself,” she began, ~
8# “The fieldʼs chief flower, sweet above compare,
      ~ The Arms Rose, Being above compare,-        
9# Stain to all nymphs, more lovely than a man,
        ~ Eclipse of all royalty, More ʻa-mourʼ than a Vere, ~       
10# More white and red than doves or roses are,
        ~ More English than Tu-dʼors [ore] Roses R[egius], ~
11#         Nature, that made thee with herself at strife,
               ~ Nature, with your creation contending with her own ingenuity, ~             
12#         Saith that the world hath ending with thy life.
 #  ~ Saith England achieves consummation in your being. ~
13# Vouchsafe, thou wonder, to alight thy steed,
       ~ Condescend, Tu One-dʼOr, to renounce your estate, ~
14# And rein his proud head to the saddle-bow;
       ~ And govern [Englandʼs] prideful ʻLionʼ to the Cecil-ass; ~   
15# If thou wilt deign this favour, for thy meed
       ~ If you will submit to this condescension, for your reward ~
16   # A thousand honey secrets shalt thou know:
       ~ A thousand shamed secrets you shall know [of] ~
17#      Here come and sit, where never serpent hisses, 
            ~ Heir, come and sit where the ʻNot-everʼ Elizabeth contemns, ~
18#      And being set, Iʼll smother thee with kisses;
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            ~ And Princely raised, Iʼll suffocate you with bonds/obligations; ~

19# ʻAnd yet not cloy thy lips with loathʼd satiety,
      ~ And Still not choke-off your wordʼs [meaning] with unwilling sufficiency, ~
20# But rather famish them amid their plenty, 
       ~ But rather starve them [by incomprehensibility] amid their own perfection, ~     
21      # Making them red and pale with fresh variety,
       ~ Dividing them Lancaster and York with new Vere-iety, ~
22# Ten kisses short as one, one long as twenty:
       ~ Ten crowns brief as york, one long as Lancaster: ~
23# A summerʼs day will seem an hour but short,
       ~ A ʻVere deʼ will ʻSeymʼ an ʻo u rʼ short, ~
24# Being wasted in such time-beguiling sport.ʼ
       ~ Sum-thing lost in an altered, Cecil dispossessed mutation.ʼ ~

25$ With this she seizeth on his sweating palm,
        ~ With this she claims his Su-dʼor glory, ~
26$ The precedent of pith and livelihood,
       ~ The precedent of essence and derivation, ~
27$ And trembling in her passion, calls it balm,
       ~ And Shaking [her son] in her emotional suffering, calls it restorative ~
28$ Earthʼs sovereign salve to do a goddess good:
        ~ A temporal monarchʼs remedy to effect the goddessʼ redemption: ~
29$ Being so enragʼd, desire doth lend her force
       ~ Sum Seym-Ore enthronʼd, ʻby the fatherʼ doth provide her strength ~
30$ Courageously to pluck him from his horse.
       ~ With a brave heart, to remove him from his estate. ~

31$ Over one arm the lusty courserʼs rein,
       ~ Oʼer Vere, Elizabeth loosely controls the reins of the gallant English State, ~
32$ Under her other was the tender boy,
       ~ Under the Queenʼs tight control was de Vere (as proffered security), ~  Key line.
33$ Who blushʼd and pouted in a dull disdain,
       ~ Who ʻturned redʼ (towards Catholicism/conservatism) and sullen in a muted ʻdisʼ-Dane ~
34$ With leaden appetite, unapt to toy;
       ~ With [Jane] Greyʼs [lack of] desire, disinclined to trifle; ~
35$       She red and hot as coals of glowing fire,
   $ ~ She of Lancaster and ʻThe Seymʼ heart ʻConsuming Fairʼ, ~
36$       He red for shame, but frosty in desire.
  # ~ He Lancaster for Seymour ʻtreasonʼ, but sunless by ʻdeʼ father. ~#

1  $ Even as the sun with purple-colourʼd face  
         [Even (Latin  Vērō: ʻeven, indeedʼ, ʻin truth, really, indeedʼ, ʻcertainly, to be sureʼ Cassellʼs , see equation, 
Othello l.1 87  even = very;  Latin wordplay  ʻēvĕnĭo: ʻresult, issue, consequenceʼ Cassellʼs ;  alt.: wordplay  multiple 
of Two, ʻTuʼ;  alt.: ʻat the same moment, the very timeʼ*;  alt.: equally, ʻparallel, of the same heightʼ*, ʻof an 
equal weightʼ*, ʻthe very sameʼ, [serves] ʻto denote identity of persons or thingsʼ*, ʻequallyʼ*, equal to all: 
the royal son (not diminished by questions of legitimacy), equal or superior to the queen, ʻprecisely, 
exactlyʼ*, usually coupled with other ʻde Vere metonymsʼ  see glossary terms with asterisk, so as to emphasize 
the authors literary signature, e.g. as, the sun, very, so — indicates ʻthe very sameʼ as de Vere;  alt.: 
Even: an extension of the foundation trope/metonym ʻever/E. Verʼ, that signifies the direct royal line 
descending from Henry Vlll, i.e. Edward Vl, Elizabeth l (whose personal motto was ʻEver the Sameʼ), 
Edward de Vere, etc.,  see explanation l.154 “even where I list to sport me” = ʻthe very same where I list to sport meʼ ;  alt.: 
ʻwithout a flaw or blemish, pureʼ*, ʻextricated from difficultiesʼ*;  alt.: ʻcapable of being divided into two 
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equal partsʼ*;  alt.: ʻfiguratively  fair, honestʼ*;  alt.: metonym  Venus + the Evening Star/Evenstar, here 
ʻbehavingʼ, or ʻactingʼ “as the sun”: though Venus is the brightest ʻstarʼ in the heavens, it is insignificant 
compared to the sun/son - thus a figurative reasoning for the English monarchy being patrilineal  see pg. 64, 
explication of l.191) as (Latin, Law  as, asse: ʻa whole, a unitʼ; ʻespecially in terms relating to inheritance, haeres 
ex asse: ʻsole heirʼ Cassellʼs ;  alt.: ʻin the same degree, of the same qualityʼ;  alt.: behaving or acting in the 
manner of something) the sun (wordplay son  see ʻkeyʼ Sonnet 76, l.13   here indicates Edward Vl,  son of 
Henry Vlll,  and the son of Elizabeth, Edward Tudor Seymour/ʻde Vereʼ; probably also refers to Aeneas, 
mythologic founder of Rome and Britain, son of Aphrodite and Prince Anchises of Troy ; this extends to 
Aeneas leaving of Troy with the Morning Star rising in the east) with purple (heraldry  purpure: ʻImperial 
Purpleʼ = ʻblood redʼ;  alt.: ʻroyalʼ, purple referring to the royal shade of red; according to English 
Sumptuary Laws, purple was permitted to be worn only by the Queen and her children—this may identify 
ʻAdonisʼ as the son of the Queen;  alt.: ʻthe colour of the violetʼ*, ʻemblem of faithfulnessʼ  see note 
Shakespeare, Craig & Bevington 1973, pg. 933 ; alt.: ʻred, used of bloodʼ*, the color of blood) -colourʼd (= tincture: 
heraldry  any of the conventional colors (including the metals and stains, and often the furs) used in coats 
of armsʼ;  alt.: ʻcharacter or general natureʼ; ʻimparted qualityʼ;  alt.: ʻmisrepresent by distortion or 
exaggerationʼ) face (Latin  aspectare: ʻappearanceʼ; ʻoppositeʼ, facing, reverse; signa convertĕre: to turn 
oneʼs standard, or ensign about;  alt.: ʻappearanceʼ*, perhaps indicating a likeness to the Queen as noted 
in Fidessa, Sonnet...;  alt.: ʻveneerʼ, clothed in a different material from the essential structure?)]
~ Equally ʻThe Seymʼ, the Son with royal co-loreʼd (co-bridled) form ~
~ Verily ʻthe Seymʼ, the Son with royal ʻtincturedʼ form ~
~ ʻSole Issueʼ, the Son with royal ʻtincturedʼ form ~
~ At the very moment the son with royal face ~
~ Equal and The Same, the Son with royal face ~
     
      Venus and Adonis begins with the Roman Mythology of Ovidʼs Metamorphoses and Virgilʼs Aeneid. 
Adonis is likened to Aeneas, the son of Prince Anchises of Troy and the goddess Aphrodite (Venus), who 
escaped from burning Troy with some family and friends, sailing from the East with the rising of the 
Morning Star (Venus/Lucifer)  Aeneid bk. 2  801. Aeneas is reputed to have founded Rome and, by way of his 
grandson Brutus, to have been the forefather of the legendary kings of Britain; this is the connection de 
Vere wishes to establish.  From the first two lines of V&A we learn that Adonis is to be thought of in 
heroic, if not god-like, terms. Vere also plants the notion that Adonis is like, and perhaps equally, the ʻsonʼ 
of Venus. If The Rape of Lucrece is understood to be a companion poem to Venus and Adonis, and that it 
stands antecedent, the sudden appearance of Brutus R of L 1734  at the close of Lucrece makes sense. 
A genealogy is recorded. We are reminded of the direct line from Venus, Aeneas (and Adonis?), to Rome, 
and ultimately to Brutus and the origin of the British Monarchy. 
   Shake-speare chose a loose retelling of Ovidʼs tale from the Metamorphoses Bk. 10.  Anthony Mortimer 
Prof. Em. University of Fribourg  has demonstrated an ad hoc borrowing and myth creating from a range of 
Classical sources rather than close adherence to the original. From this adaptation, Edward de Vere will 
be inferred the son of Englandʼs Elizabeth l.  He has been cast out from his rightful place as heir to her 
throne, and with his lost identity is lost the hope of immediate reconciliation between Traditional 
Christianity and the Protestant Reformation.

Beroe is the daughter of Adonis and Aphrodite; this is the probable source of Berowne, lead in LLL.
Dido and Aeneas have a year long affair at the behest of Juno. He leaves after being reminded of his destiny by Mercury.
Aphrodite asked Jupiter to make Aeneas immortal. Aeneas was anointed with ambrosia and nectar to cleanse him of his mortal parts.

   Though he was born the ʻnaturalʼ son of Princess Elizabeth, he was adopted into the family of John de 
Vere, 16th Earl of Oxford. It is evident he was addressed as de Vere and Oxford, and that his social 
standing depended on that name. However, the relationship of mother to child is never far from his 
thoughts nor from Venus and Adonis:
                             ʻthis was thy fatherʼs guise -             l.1177

     ʻHere was thy fatherʼs bed, here in my breast;         l. 1183
     Thou art the next of blood, and ʼtis thy right:
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     Lo, in this hollow cradle take thy rest,
     My throbbing heart shall rock thee day and night:
          There shall not be one minute in an hour
          Wherein I will not kiss my sweet loveʼs flowʼr.ʼ
The political narrative plays on the expectations of the reader. Oneʼs first conception is that the ʻflowʼrʼ is 
Venusʼ child. Not so! ʻThy fatherʼ is her child, and ʻmy sweet loveʼs flowʼrʼ is her grandchild, Henry 
Wriothesley, who will be, she professes, more dear to her than her own child. Of course, treasonous 
calamity ensued. The ʻsweet flowʼrʼ found himself condemned to death 1601 with Robert Devereux for 
attempting to topple grandmamma. 

   With wordplay on Even and morn l.2 , Venus, as the Evenstar and Morning Star, is figured as ʻequal to 
the Sunʼ; yet this is a coloring of the face that may ʻuphold a false appearance, to lie with effronteryʼ*. The 
Queen had been compared to  ʻthe Moonʼ (metonym) , ostensibly for her impressive effects, yet a pale light 
in contrast to the Sun. The author further diminishes the moonʼs ʻreflected lightʼ to the level of the planet 
Venus  and even more so at l.492 . Elizabeth Tudor, as Venus, is less than she appears to be.
   ʻEvenʼ is an important metonym for Edward de Vere and describes his divided life. It is one of several 
key tropes that tie together the principals of the Tudor family: Henry Vlll, Edward Vl, Elizabeth, Edward de 
Vere, and Henry Wriothesley.  “Still, all one, ever the same” are among figurative terms used in a like 
manner  see introduction pg.12, Shakespeareʼs Key, l.5 ; also so, each, yet, variations on every, every variation on 
vary and very, fair, etc. ʻPurple-colourʼd faceʼ probably refers to his princely status as, according to the 
ʻSumptuary Lawsʼ of 1574, only Elizabeth or her child was legally sanctioned to wear purple. 

   Another plausible meaning reflects on Edward Vl, son of Henry Vlll and Elizabethʼs half brother. It may 
be that purple-colourʼd is a figurative and perhaps depreciative reference to the boy king who never 
asserted the kind of religious and political integrity attributed to him. Edward Vl did not come of age to 
become royal in deed, but merely occupied the seat of royalty in a regency; he is ʻby exaggerationʼ 
purple. In fact, he was easily manipulated by the powerful personalities of the Privy Council around him. 
The same political faction that controlled the Regency of Edward Vl will continue during the reign of 
Elizabeth to control the Queen and her ʻwould-be heirʼ.  De Vere says elsewhere of another “good King 
Edward”, “Woe to the land thatʼs governed by a child!” Richard 3, ll iii 11 .  V&A, as a tale of Englandʼs woe, 
springs from young Edward Tudor Seymour (de Vere) who did not have “virtuous uncles to protect his 
grace”  ibid. 21.
   There is an interesting possibility, if one considers the political daring of the Seymour family: it may have 
been known that Edward Vl was not truly the son of the festering, irascible, and somewhat ridiculous 
Henry Vlll. Edward de Vere knew from experience the power of ʻbastardyʼ, or the implication of it, to 
reduce oneʼs social standing. His supposed half-sister Katherine brought a legal suit against him in 1563 
for this very reason. The Queen reminded him of it publicly... an ʻinside jokeʼ perhaps, and a pretty good 
one, considering the impeachable legitimacy of both.
* Had Edward Vl survived, he would have been Edward de Vereʼs nearest male relative. As we shall see, Edward de Vere has no 
great affection for his royal uncle and namesake, Edward Vl.  By l.175, the author will begin to couple this young kingʼs reputation 
with that of a man he truly despises, Robert Dudley. (?)
- The three siblings by Hyperion (Henry Vlll): Sol (Edward Vl), Aurora (Mary l) and Luna (Elizabeth) ?   
- De Vere as Actaeon.  He has seen ʻDianaʼ naked, and is hunted to death.

2$ Had taʼen his last leave of the weeping morn,
         [Had taʼen (taken: contracting to ʻtaʼenʼ effects the iambic meter and emphasizes the word ʻlastʼ; 
his last (ʻfinalʼ,  alt.: ʻthe proximate before the presentʼ) leave (parturition, Latin  partŭrĭre: ʻto have the 
pains of labourʼ Cassellʼs , ʻthe action of giving birthʼ;  alt.: ʻa courteous form of bidding farewellʼ*;  alt.: ʻto 
depart, to dieʼ*) of the weeping (wordplay  teary ʻpulled apartʼ, or ʻshedding tearsʼ see glossary eyes, 
ʻexuding liquidʼ, ʻdewyʼ archaic ʻmourning forʼ) morn (= the birth of ʻMoreʼ see Sonnet 33.9 = Edward de Vere;  
alt.: the morning star, daystar = Venus, probable reference to the saddened and bereaved Elizabeth/
Venus;  alt.: pun  mourn: denoting Venusʼ/Elizabethʼs bereavement at the death of her brother and 
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separation from her child;  alt.: morn = Aurora: dawn, goddess of the dawn, with possible reference to the 
beginning of an age),]    
~ had taken his last parting of mourning Venus, ~
~ had made his final quittance of the teary birth of ʻMourʼ
~ had taken his final departure of the bereaved, ~
       Edward Vl succeeded Henry Vlll February 20th, 1547 at age 9, and died July 6th, 1553.  His father 
left England a ʻPope-lessʼ Catholic state; Edward introduced Protestant practices to religious observance, 
largely instituted by the governing Regency Council.  With his death at age 15, there ensued a struggle 
for succession.  The de facto leader of the Council, John Dudley, placed his daughter-in-law Jane Grey 
Dudley on the throne.  Her reign lasted a long week.  She was ousted by conservative forces supporting 
Henryʼs elder daughter Mary Tudor.  The Regencyʼs Protestant reforms were quickly reversed in a severe 
Catholic Counter-Reformation purge called the ʻMarian Persecutionsʼ; and so Venus and Adonis begins at 
the outset of the pro-Spanish monarchy of ʻBloody Maryʻ and her husband, Philip ll of Spain.  
   Protestant leaning royalty with an immediate claim to the throne, i.e. Elizabeth Tudor and Katherine 
Grey, were subject to a liberal ʻhouse arrestʼ - termed ʻthe chaseʻ in l.3 - and were suspected of complicity 
in all subversions and intrigues.  Elizabeth was imprisoned in the Tower in 1553 for supposed involvement 
in the Wyatt Rebellion.  Edward de Vere, as ʻmale issueʻ of a daughter of Henry Vlll, would have been a 
locus of the Queens mistrust if, in fact, she knew of his existence.  Edward was likely hidden in the 
household of John de Vere1, 16th Earl of Oxford and Lord Great Chamberlain, because of Oxfordʼs 
proximity to ʻthe crownʼ.  The office of Lord Great Chamberlain was among the highest of hereditary titles, 
and passed to the 17th Earl upon Johnʼs death in 1562.  Without legitimate male royal children, Edward 
de Vereʼs accession to the throne might easily be managed.  
   In the estimation of many in the 16th century, only a male could rule England. Rather than merely a 
quaint chauvinism, this preference for males had substance.  Mary l was encumbered by a powerful and 
assertive husband; many feared England would become a client of Catholic Spain. Jane Grey Dudley, 
married to a son of John Dudley, was a puppet of the treacherous Duke and his secretary, William Cecil.  
Mary, Queen of Scots, was swayed by various unhealthful males who brought her up short.  Elizabeth l, 
was widely rumored to be under the influence, or control of Robert Dudley, Earl of Leicester, and William 
Cecil.  Many yearned for a return to the blissful and benign temperance(!) of Henry Vlll - at least he was 
ʻhis own manʼ.
   An interesting question arises from this well founded construct; when did the Seymour child become 
Edward de Vere.  April 12th, 1550, noted years later by Lord Burghley2 as Edwards birthday, is supported 
by a single but convincing warrant. A gilded chalice was sent as a gift from Edward Vl for a christening on 
April 17th, and indicates the probable time period when the young kingʼs council became aware of de 
Vereʼs existence. Yet, this date is clearly at odds with the narrative of Venus and Adonis; but rather than 
wish away a substantive objection to the Prince Tudor theory, letʼs agree the record may have been 
adapted by William Cecil to agree with the contrivance of de Vere descent necessary to protect the 
reputation and material value of the Princess Elizabeth. 
   At any rate, we can be certain that by mid-April, England was notified of this young person of interest.  
With Edward Vl on the throne, there was great promise of a secure transition to Protestantism; yet, the 
kingʼs health and royal succession were the concerns of the age.  Perhaps Cecil or Katherine Brandon 
foresaw some usefulness - particularly, that by protecting the child they would curry favor with Princess 
Elizabeth.  There is no question that everyone who did help Elizabeth benefited greatly...  It is even (just) 
possible that they acted out of kindness.  

The purpose of the first two lines is to fix the date of Venus & Adonis at about the time of Edward Vlʼs death, and also 
to note the family connection.  Henry Vlll, ʻThe Lionʼ, is a source of legitimacy to Edward de Vere, and he frequently 
alludes to him in his plays; of special interest to us is the character of Posthumous Leonatus (posthumously of the 
Lion), the obligatory de Vere surrogate in Cymbeline.  Because Elizabeth l was herself alternately legitimized and 
illegitimized, de Vere found footing for aspirations of royal succession; as it turns out, the de facto rulers of England in 
the reign of Elizabeth, William Cecil and Robert Dudley, fed these aspirations for decades.   
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1 John de Vere, the Catholic ʻking-makerʼ whoʼs forces backed Maryʼs accession.    
2 Wm. Cecil correspondence 1567?



 
3$ Rose-cheekʼd Adonis hied him to the chase;
         [Rose- (symbol of the several branches of the Royal family, red = Lancaster Plantagenets, white = 
York Plantagenets, red and white = Tudor = combined elements of the Lancastrian and Yorkist, plus a 
healthy addition of Welsh blood; ROSE = R[egius, Regina], Oxford, Wriosthe[ley];  alt.: = esoteric 
Protestantism, from the writings of ʻParacelsusʼ - for my reading of the complex wordplay of ʻRoseʼ as a 
blended ʻred and whiteʼ as opposed to ʻred and whiteʼ held distinct, see Historical Preface 3  p. 31 ;  alt.: 
symbol of Love; red and white roses together symbolize Unity ) cheekʼd (Latin wordplay  gĕna and gĕno: 
ʻcheekʼ and ʻbeget, bear, bring forthʼ , therefore “Rose begottenʼ;  alt.: cheek = check: arrest, restrain, 
control, limit, circumscribe, constrain, ʻimpertinent talk or behaviourʼ;  alt.: word play  Cheek, Check and Sir 
John Cheke, brother-in-law to William Cecil = unfaithful to principle, unprincipled adherents - Cheek is an 
antonym to More: ʻfaithful to principleʼ, Sir Thomas More remained ʻof free conscienceʼ while under arrest, 
while Sir John Cheke betrayed his faith when arrested during the Marian Persecutions;  alt.: reference to 
Sir John Cheke, whom de Vere credits with the design of usurping Princess Elizabethʼs monarchy by 
blackmail - with Protestant/Opportunist implications; Cheek was brother-in-law to William Cecil;  alt.: from 
“Rose Cheekʼd Adonis” V&A l.3 we may surmise that John Cheke engineered the plan of hiding young 
Edward de Vereʼs Tudor parent; he is ʻTudor checkʼdʼ, i.e. ʻcurb[ed]ʼ or ʻrestrain[ed]ʼ, or ʻcheckedʼ by 
Rosicrucian Protestants;  alt.: metonym for ʻallegiantʼ; this suggests the kiss of the Eucharist, the kiss of 
revelation and betrayal of Christ, and the [in]fidelity of Sir John Cheke) Adonis (Elizabethʼs illegitimate 
son: Edward de Vere) hied him (hied him: ʻwent quickly himselfʼ,  alt. pun ʻhide himʼ, i.e. de Vere is hidden 
from succession-conspirators) to the chase (ʻhuntʼ - this is the story of Edward de Vereʼs hunt/search/
avoidance/pursuit of himself - and of his being pursued by others.  He is a man in search of his rightful 
name while simultaneously avoiding being named);]
~ Tudor-checked (constrained) deVere, hastened into hiding; ~
~ The flower of the house of Tudor, de Vere, hides his identity before his pursuers; ~ 
      Venus and Adonis, as a dialogue between Queen Elizabeth and Edward (de Vere) Seymour, relies 
heavily on the characterization of Adonis from Greek mythology. The significance of this “Earthʼs Lord” is 
Persephone-like, and of course, he is closely associated with that goddess of rebirth. Adonis is an ever 
youthful “vegetation spirit”, or deity of ʻgreenʼ; by extension he is a god of beauty, and of desire for 
restoration. The seasonal changes of winter, spring, and summer figure prominently in the poem as the 
death and renewal of the ʻEnglish Estateʼ (“the estate is green and yet ungovernʼd” Richard 3, ll ii 127 ) under 
a continuing Tudor dynasty.  Adonisʼ and Englandʼs dispositions are tied to the calendar. Winter is the 
season of decay under the usurpation of ʻstrangeʼ overlords; these are frequently referred to as time and 
[quick, or false] love.  Spring and summer are the surety of fair bud and full-blown rose. Thus would be 
restored divine order under the Tudorʼs—Edward Tudor Seymour and his son, Henry Wriothesley 
Seymour.
    More on Adonis: “Annual festivals called ʻAdoniaʼ were held a Byblos and at various places in Greece.” 
Britannica Micro V.1 97, Adonis .  These ceremonies were “intended as a charm to promote the growth of 
vegetation; throwing garden pots and images into the water was supposed to procure rain.ʼ ibid .  Perhaps 
de Vere did not read Britannica as avidly as we do, but he makes use of that information. Water can be a 
restorative, but is uncertain, ebbing and flowing, and apt to produce rein as it is reign. 
   There is no question, de Vere has a thorough understanding of mythology and effortlessly finds 
classical parallels with his own life. In the preceding paragraphs I have underlined significant words and 
metonyms  see glossary . These ʻkey wordsʼ, in time, will be appreciated as the existential core of Shake-
speare.

    The infidelity of Sir John Cheke (William Cecilʼs brother-in-law, tutor to Edward Vl, and later private 
secretary to the young king) in the face of the Marian persecutions, becomes symbolic of the weakness of 
character inhering in the Protestant usurpers Cecil and Leicester.  Cheke berated Cecil for bending to 
Mary Tudorʼs demands for Catholic conformity in letters sent from the Continent while he was in religious 
exile.  After being captured by English spies and carted back to England in chains, he bowed to demands 
for a public recanting of his Protestantism before the Queen and Court; it was that or else burn at the 
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stake.  Adonis will prove ever very E.Ver-like, in that he will refuse coerced religious and political 
commitment.
   Review The Rape of Lucrece l.386: [Her lily hand her rosy cheek lies under,].  Look at all that beautiful 
metonymy; check out the glossary on pg.11 ! 

    I repeat this important literary note concerning de Vereʼs/Lylyʼs use of Venus, Adonis, Mars, etc.; 
this is the spark that ignites the fire: 
         “Lylyʼs third and by far his most frequent and important use of Allegory consists in his bold 
introduction to the stage of a new form, personal and political, by which real people in the Court-life 
around him are represented under some known mythological figure, or simply under the cloak of a 
classical name.”  The Complete Works of John Lyly, John Lyly and R. Warwick Bond V2, 256, Clarendon Press 1902.  
               
4$ Hunting he lovʼd, but love he laughed to scorn;
         [Hunting (ʻto chaseʼ*, ʻto pursueʼ*, the serious game of pursuit/avoidance with life and death 
consequences) he (Vere) lovʼd (the contracted form of ʻloveʼ indicates the author is not denoting the 
metonym see glossary;  alt.: Hunting he lovʼd = ʻthe Prosecution of the offendersʼ, i.e. Cecil and Dudley), but  
(ʻotherwise thanʼ) love (metonym ʻTender affectionʼ: the bond of ʻa-moreʼ between the Tudors, all being 
used as ʻnegotiable tenderʼ; Love is a likely metonym for the means, or agency whereby Robert Dudley, 
Elizabethʼs Master of the Horse, manipulates the Monarchy. He and William Cecil were the prime 
beneficiaries of de Vereʼs concealed identity; Dudley has been thought to be the ʻloveʼ of Elizabethʼs life, 
but it is characterized at line 38 as ʻquickʼ, or unstable, love—therefore but love = ʻotherwise than loveʼ, or 
lust;  alt.: ʻcommitment / acquiescenceʼ) he laughed (laugh: ʻto derideʼ*) to scorn (ʻcontempt, disdainʼ*, 
derision, i.e. he laughed at contemptuously).]
~ Pursuit he loved, lust he utterly disdained; ~
~ The pursuit he lovʼd, but ʻotherwise loveʼ/ʻmaterial affectionʼ he utterly disdained; ~
~ The hunt he loved, but ʻLoveʼ (the ʻMaster of the Horseʼ), he showed utter contempt for; ~

       Look to the Sonnet series ostensively by B. Griffin, Fidessa, More Chaste Than Kind  1581, publ. 1596, 
for de Vereʼs true feelings on the vanity that holds Elizabeth and the Tudors in bondage.  B. Griffin, 
by the way, is a punning pseudonym based on Be: ʻof an Oxʼ + Griffin: mythological protector of England, 
i.e. Oxford-Griffin.  Fidessa is a womanʼs name based on Latin  Fides: denoting a plurality of faith, or 
indeterminate faith. I posit she represents the Queen. The speaker is de Vere who, as he writes, 
languishes in the Tower of London for the crime of getting one of the Queenʼs Ladies with child. 
    A note on ʻGriffinʼsʼ style: without the curious and oblique grammar due to the use of 
metonyms, the meaning is straightforward to the point of prose. 
   ʻShakespeareʼ that appears to be co-authored (see Timon)— in which a simpler hand and the 
ʻShakespearianʼ can be seen side by side—are likely the preliminary draft and finished forms 
within the same work. This suggests ʻde Vereʼ did not compose in the ʻShakespearianʼ style, but 
insinuated metonymy and wordplay after the outline had been ʻroughed inʼ. This would suggest 
that several of the plays are unfinished.
   
Here is Sonnet XXXIII :

        He that would fain Fidessaʼs image see,                       
               My face of force may be his looking-glass      force, (L) fortis: ʻstrongʼ; [Beau]fort
               There is she portrayed and her cruelty,
               Which as a wonder through the world must pass.
        But were I dead, she would not be betrayed;
               Itʼs I, that ʻgainst my will shall make it known.
               Her cruelty by me must be bewrayed,
               Or I must hide my head and live alone.
        Iʼll pluck my silver hairs from out my head,
               And wash away the wrinkles of my face;
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               Closely immured Iʼll live as I were dead,
               Before she suffer but the least disgrace.
        How can I hide that is already known?
        I have been seen and have no face but one.

Important metonyms and emergent words are underlined. 
   We can draw the following conclusions from this poem:
- That de Vere is enough like Elizabeth in appearance that people spot the family tie.
- That he knows he is more a liability than an asset at this moment in 1581.
- That Elizabeth is aging, and de Vere may be distinguished by his youthful hair and smooth skin.
- That he would not reveal her secret, and thereby cause disgrace.
- That her maternity is an open secret—so who are ʻweʼ kidding, anyway?         
     
5$      Sick-thoughted Venus makes amain unto him,
         [Sick (ʻused of any irregular, distempered and corrupted stateʼ, infected state, probably used in the 
sense of archaic  distemper: ʻpolitical disorderʼ, )-thoughted (thought: ʻthe act and operation of thinking, 
the forming of ideasʼ;  sick-thoughted: politically disordered thinking) Venus makes (ʻto cause, to 
performʼ*) amain (Latin wordplay  āmens: ʻmad, insaneʼ;  alt.: ʻwith full forceʼ*; alt.: from French  main = hand 
see glossary, ʻofficeʼ, ʻpower, control, possessionʼ(Ety.o-l),  alt.: ʻhastensʼ, ʻswiftlyʼ*) unto (ʻmotion towards a 
place or state or work proposed, a point or limit reachedʼ*) him,] 
~ [With] infected thinking, Elizabeth brings derangement unto him, ~
~ With longing thoughts, Elizabeth hastens to him, ~

6$      And like a bold-facʼd suitor gins to woo him.
         [And like (ʻequalʼ*, metonym  corresponding to even, as  see glossary  alt.: ʻsimilar, resemblingʼ* 
indicating: similar but not identical to) a bold (ʻhigh courageʼ*)-facʼd (face: ʻappearanceʼ*, ʻsurfaceʼ*, bold-
facʼd: superficially courageous) suitor (Latin  sŭtŭra: ʻseam, sutureʼ Cassellʼs ; wordplay  Seam[er], Summer, 
Seymour, etc;  alt.: ʻpetitionerʼ, ʻwooerʼ, ʻa follower on an important personʼ, ʻan advisor, assistantʼ;  alt.: 
perhaps wordplay on sweet  see glossary) gins (wordplay,  Latin  gens: ʻa clan, a number of families connected 
by a common descentʼ Cassellʼs;  alt.: begins; ʻbeʼ may have been dropped with purpose to date this event 
prior to accession, i.e. prior to the designation ʻRʼ  see glossary are) to woo (woo: ʻseek the favor, or support 
ofʼ;  alt.: wordplay ʻTu[dor] wombʼ) him. ]         
~ And like a confident suitor, she begins to petition him. ~
~ And with the superficial appearance of a courageous petitioner, proceeds to seek his support. ~

7# “Thrice fairer than myself,” thus she began,
       ~ “In three attributes more beautiful than myself,” she began, ~
8# “The fieldʼs chief flower, sweet above compare,
     ~ The Arms Rose, Being above compare,!        
9# Stain to all nymphs, more lovely than a man,
       ~ Eclipse of all royalty, more ʻa-mourʼ than a Vere, ~       
10# More white and red than doves or roses are,
       ~ More English than Tu-dʼors [ore] Roses R[egius], ~
11#         Nature, that made thee with herself at strife,
               ~ Nature, with your creation contending with her own ingenuity, ~             
12#         Saith that the world hath ending with thy life.
 # ~ Saith England achieves consummation in your being. ~

7$ “Thrice fairer than myself,” thus she began,
         [“Thrice (ʻthree timesʼ;  alt.: used by way of general amplification;  alt.: alluding to a triple character 
inhering in something or someone) fairer (fair:  The Just Heirs - a lexical ʻtrickʼ used by de Vere: 
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Fair = Fair Air = The Rightful Heir; in a single word, all that is highest and best: ʻbeing as a thing ought to 
be, in order, in a good stateʼ*, ʻbeautifulʼ*, ʻpureʼ*, ʻfineʼ*, ʻhonorable, equitableʼ*, ʻfavourable, auspiciousʼ*, 
ʻkindʼ*, ʻaccomplished, such as would be desired or lovedʼ*; i.e. the Tudor monarchy; Elizabeth, Edward 
de Vere, Henry Wriothesley.  Fair is synonymous with, and rhymes with, Vere. In addition: ʻin accordance 
with the rules or standards; legitimateʼ; ʻwithout cheating or trying to achieve unjust advantageʼ. De Vere 
is a strong believer in bloodlines and ʻthe thoroughbredʼ;  alt. “Thrice fairer - In three ways more aptly 
termed ʻthe Just Heirʼ than is the case with other Tudor heirs  enumerated V&A, l.8-10,  l.8 :  ʻthe most 
elevatedʼ = the direct descendant of Henry Vlll, rather than by Margaret Tudor/James lV the Stuart Line of 
Scotland, or by Mary Tudor/Charles Brandon, the Grey and Clifford Lines,  l.9 : ʻ the most beautifulʼ = that he is 
the ʻmale flowerʼ rather than female of that direct line, l.10 : and the most faithful = that he is True Faith 
rather than Reformed, and particularly, that he proposes to resolve Englandʼs religious conflict by 
conciliation - i.e. more beautiful by this Trinity) than myself ,” (de Vere compares himself favorably to 
Elizabeth - in her own words of course) thus she began (?),]
~ “In three attributes more beautiful than myself,” she began, ~
       At the time, the Protestant Reformation was dissolving an age old balance of power between the 
Monarchy and the authority of the Roman Church. This is a critical point: as the Earl of Oxford, de Vere 
derived his political strength from the pro-Catholic old aristocracy who in turn received land and other 
distributions from the Church; with this wealth they effected a broad range of public/private interests and 
checked the absolute power of the King.  As Edward Tudor Seymour, with an eye to accession, his 
strength would be enhanced by the unity of secular government and the ʻAnglicanʼ Church, with tenuous 
support from the Aristocracy.  Wm. Cecil, however, could only profit by the Privy Councilʼs manipulation of 
the monarchy, i.e. Elizabeth and then her successor.  I place de Vere and William Cecil at the center of 
this struggle for the essential character of England, monarchic or republic.  As we will see, de Vere was 
weakened by an ambivalence caused by his uncertain persona, but strengthened by a superior intellect.  
Cecilʼs position was strengthened: by his adroit handling of perceived threats to Englandʼs security, 
through parliamentary dialectic, with effective use of propaganda and terror, and by his mysterious and 
uniquely influential political role   see The Renaissance, the Reformation, and the Rise of Nations, Lecture 25, Andrew C. 
Fix, The Teaching Co.. Make no mistake, Cecil is a remarkable, if unscrupulous, man.
   “Thrice fairer may also mean ʻmore beautiful as a Trinitarianʼ, i.e. a holy knight committed to freeing the 
religiously enslaved.  De Vere might identify himself as a warrior against the forced religious conversion of 
the English from Catholicism to Protestantism. The Trinitarian order began in the 12th century under the 
leadership of Felix de Valois (with probable Lancastrian associations), and was in the throes of 
reorganization in the 1590ʼs.  This would not necessarily identify de Vere as a Catholic, but only as an 
opponent of religious tyranny.

8$ “The fieldʼs chief flower, sweet above compare,
         [“The fieldʼs (field: ʻthe surface of a shieldʼ*, or ʻof an heraldic escutcheonʼ*, here refers to the field 
of the Royal Coat of Arms of Henry Vll showing six roses gules (red) with white centers—Edward de Vere 
imagines himself to be the sixth (omitting Jane Grey?) and ʻchiefʼ flower of that field ?; the language of 
heraldry occurs frequently in V&A) chief (ʻprincipalʼ*, highest ʻranking*, ʻoptimum developmentʼ*) flower 
(Tudor rose;  alt.: ʻone who is the ornament of his classʼ*, likely referring to the the ʻrose gulesʼ 
surrounding the ʻrose argentʼ of the House of Tudor; these predominate over the six fleur-de-lis of the 
ʻfieldʼ) sweet (ʻkindʼ*, child;  alt.: evoking the second half of the  Old French  phrase Honi soit or Hony soyt = 
Shamed is he, perhaps corrupted to Shamed am I ; these are the first two words of the motto of the Order 
of the Garter.  See honey;  alt.: ʻexactlyʻ, ʻemphaticallyʼ*;  alt.: related to honey/Old French Honi: ʻto 
dishonour, to disgraceʼ (Cassellʼs Fr. Dict.) , sweet = shamed child) above (ʻin or to a higher placeʼ*, 
comparatively higherʼ*;  metonyms  like, as, even are always used to compare de Vere with the Monarch - 
here it is made clear he compares favorably) compare (ʻsuperior to the general equalityʼ*, ʻbeyond 
comparisonʼ),].
~ The Arms Rose, Being above compare,
~ The Tudor Rose, the [royal] child being, beyond compare, ~
 
9$ Stain to all nymphs, more lovely than a man,
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         [Stain (ʻeclipsingʼ, ʻovershadowing/over-coloringʼ;  alt.: ʻdamage or bring disgrace to the reputation 
of someone or somethingʼ*, ) to all (metonym  all family members directly descended from Henry Vll) 
nymphs, (nymph: ʻan immature form of an insect... ʼ, ʻinsect stage between larva and adultʼ (ety.o-l) , here 
a punning reference to de Vere as the child of the ʻvirgin queenʼ, or unmated queen bee/ʼbeʼ, i.e. the 
ʻVirgin Queen Elizabethʼ;  alt.: perhaps referring to the Pleiads, or nymphs; the seven children of Atlas and  
Pleione, of whom Maia, the mother of Hermes is eldest;  alt.: ʻbeautiful and maidenly mythological spirits 
of natureʼ), more (surname fragment  ʻMoreʼ form Seymour, de Vere, as an actual and spiritual descendent of 
Henry V, also refers to Thomas More, an archetype of principle, virtue, and courage) lovely (Latin wordplay  
amor, correctly vĕnustus: (Venus) ʻcharming, lovely, gracefulʼ Cassellʼs ;  alt.: ʻthe manner or degreeʼ of love,  
alt.: ʻattractive*ʼ;  alt.: ʻloving, tenderʼ*) than a man (Old English wer: ʻmanʼ;  alt.: indirect pun? ʻbeingʼ: ref. to 
Elizabeth as ʻbeeʼ;  
alt.: ʻservantʼ*),]
~ Eclipse T[u] [Roi]-All beings, More a-Mour than a Vere, ~
~ Eclipse to Royal Beings, more a Mour than a Vere, ~
    ~ Eclipsing royal Maia and her siblings, more ʻa-moreʼ than a man, ~
     ~ Dishonored yet coming before all/royal children, [with] a ʻMoreʼ manner of love than that [of] a manʼs, ~
     ~ Eclipsing even mythological paradigms of beauty, with greater virtue and principle than mere man, ~
       Is there significance in the plurality of nymphs? Does this mean there are additional royal claimants 
descended directly from Elizabeth? Probably not; de Vereʼs senior claim, being male, and the absence of 
legitimate offspring of Elizabeth argue that he is not speaking of any half-brothers or sisters. Likely this 
refers to the Stuart and Suffolk families by the siblings of Henry Vlll.

   Perhaps the example of Sir Thomas More is here recalled by de Vere.  More, it may be said, died for 
Elizabeth, and for the ʻsoul of Englandʼ. He is a Christ figure proximate to the queen. Here is Sonnet LX 
from B. Griffinʼs Fidessa  from the Tower of London, 1581 :
       
        O let me sigh, weep, wail, and cry no more;
        Or let me sigh, weep, wail, cry more and more!
        Yea, let me sigh, weep, wail, cry evermore,
        For she doth pity my complaints no more
        Than cruel pagan or the savage Moor;
        But still doth add unto my torments more,
        Which grievous are to me by so much more
        As she inflicts them and doth wish them more.
        O let thy mercy, merciless, be never more!
        So shall sweet death to me be welcome, more
        Than is to hungry beasts the grassy moor,
        As she that to affliction adds yet more,
        Becomes more cruel by still adding more!
        Weary am I to speak of this word “more;”
        Yet never weary she, to plague me more!

Moor, of course, is de Vereʼs metonym for the counterexample to Sir Thomas More, Sir Francis 
Walsingham, as well as the second surname syllable of Seymour.   Walsingham slavishly aped and 
implemented Dudleyʼs political will. He apparently showed no reserve in this, nor attempted to correct the 
abuses of power by Protestant usurpers against the English people. 
   
10$ More white and red than doves or roses are,
         [More (from the motto of Henry V, “Une sans plus” = ʻOne without moreʼ, which contains two 
prominent metonyms; ʻOneʼ = the Monarch, more = ʻgreaterʼ, ʻsomething additionalʼ, ʻto a greater degreeʼ 
embodied in de Vere and Th. More see glossary ;  alt.: pun  ʻmore oreʼ = ʻMoreʼ golden, ʻto a greater 
degreeʼ*; figurative  the highest flowering of righteousness exampled by Sir Thomas More) white and red 
(the colors of St. George, patron saint of England, also the colors of the houses of Lancaster and York 
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that combine in the Tudor rose; likewise, ʻred and whiteʼ suggests relaxation of the Elizabethan Religious 
Settlement of 1559 to allow the coexistence of Protestantism and Catholicism within a tolerant and benign 
English State) than doves (dove: ʻthe bird Columba; sacred to Venus*ʼ, probably a conflation of Latin  duo:  
ʻtwoʼ Cassellʼs , contracted to do + ve  Latin  or: ʻintroducing a synonym or explanation of a preceding wordʼ 
+ s: ʻdenoting pluralsʼ, hence Two-ors;  alt.: represents the dove that Noah sent from the Ark**ʼ, alt.: 
Christian heraldic symbol of the Holy Spirit and the role of the Holy Spirit in the endurance of suffering in 
martyrdom  New Advent Catholic Encyclopedia ) or (heraldry  golden, dʼor) roses (symbol of the Royal family 
(with several branches), red = Lancaster Plantagenets, white = York Plantagenets, red and white = Tudor 
= combined elements of the Lancastrian and Yorkist;  alt.: symbol of Love; red and white roses together 
symbolize Unity) are (= R: regina, regius),] 
~ More English than Tu-dʼors [or] Roses R[egius], ~
~ More English than golden Tudors or Roses Royal, ~
     ~ ʻMoreʼ [the greatness] of King Henry V and Saint George than golden Columba or the Royal Rose, ~
      ~ As Saints Thomas More and George, more taintless than Columba or the Royal Rose, ~ 
     Repeatedly in V& A, I detect references to royal heraldry. I suspect dozens of apparent metaphors 
allude to the history of the English Monarchy through the symbols of royal ʻcoats of armsʼ and mottos. 
King Henry Vʼs motto “Une sans plus” / ʻOne without moreʼ, suggests the greatness of that King will not 
be equalled; but de Vere emphasizes “Une et plus”(?) / ʻOne and moreʼ: that ʻMoreʼ will continue in the 
Tudor line from Elizabeth to Edward (de Vere) to Henry (Wriothesley).
   I have been inclined to attribute the idea of ʻwhite and redʼ religious tolerance to de Vere, as an outgrowth of the political 
compromise of Yorkist and Lancastrian Plantagenets supposed to be manifest in the Tudors; but here, the author may be noting 
the religious solution comes from Thomas More.

11$      Nature, that made thee with herself at strife,
         [Nature (nature = natural = archaic  ʻillegitimateʼ, de Vere regards himself as illegitimate in legal 
terms, but in his naturalistic view, truthful and honest - veristic;  alt.: ʻthe physical and moral constitution of 
manʼ*, ʻindividual constitution, personal characterʼ*, an admission of a conflict in temperament by 
Elizabeth, but of course, the author makes the judgement; alt.: ʻdenoting spontaneous growth and 
formationʼ*, i.e. natural: ʻgenuine, not artificialʼ*;  alt.: ʻthe world around us as created and creating by fixed 
and eternal lawsʼ*,), that (demonstrative pronoun indicating Nature) made (ʻto create, to begetʼ*) thee, 
with herself () at strife (ʻcontention, contestʼ*),]
~ Nature, that conceived thee with Nature at strife, ~
~ Your illegitimate begetting, with [the idea of] illegitimacy in contention, ~
~ At fault is my nature, that begot you with my own [better] nature at odds, ~
~ Nature, with your creation, contended with her own creative ingenuity, ~
     Cecil took pains to ʻlegitimizeʼ Vere as Oxford.  Why?  The aim of Wm. Cecilʼs stewardship of Edward 
de Vere was to promote something ʻgoldenʼ in Lord Oxford. Either his ancient title (but there were other 
nobles of similar heritage and surely more tractable) or his secret status as the illegitimate son of 
Princess, then Queen, Elizabeth. The marriage of Cecilʼs daughter Ann to de Vere in 1571 would appear 
to have satisfied his longing for this ʻsomethingʼ of value, yet there were years of disaffection 1572-82  
between Ann, William, and Edward caused by mutual distrust. The story continues in 1591 with the active 
pursuit by Cecil of Henry Wriothesley, for the hand of de Vereʼs ʻfirstborn daughterʼ Elizabeth. Vere did not 
believe Elizabeth to be his own daughter, but he did believe that Henry was his son by Mary Browne 
Wriothesley. Cecil knew that Elizabeth was not Vereʼs daughter, yet undoubtedly knew that Henry was 
Vereʼs son. Since Cecil persisted in the claim that Elizabeth was truly de Vereʼs by the famous ʻbed-trickʼ, 
insistence on the marriage would be a tacit acquiescence to incest. Not by any compunction on Cecilʼs 
part, de Vere might wag his finger; it would never do!  This is the genuine ʻPrince Tudor dilemmaʼ. Two 
years of gamesmanship between Vere and Cecil produced a settlement whereby Wriothesley paid a 
penalty of £5000 to Cecil to extricate himself from the marriage arrangement. Cecil subsequently 
betrothed grand daughter Elizabeth to William Stanley, a direct descendent of Henry Vll through the 
Clifford line who became, shortly, the 6th Earl of Derby.  Williamʼs elder brother Ferdinando had a senior 
claim to the throne, but died under mysterious circumstances 6 months after succeeding his father Henry 
Stanley, 9 September, 1593; the claim then passed to his eldest daughter Ann, b. 1580. I suspect 
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Burghley of hoping to by-pass the claims of Ferdinandoʼs three daughters in favor of William Stanley; yet, 
the fickle Strangeʼs were passed over for a Stuart instead.

   I can find no logical objection to de Vereʼs claim that he is an heir to the throne of England. This 
assertion is made so frequently in V&A that it can hardly be an extravagant metaphor. V&A ll.97-114 
clearly indicates Lord Admiral Thomas Seymour was de Vereʼs father, and that must confirm Mary 
Seymour as his half-sister. The apparent disagreement with an ambiguous and fragmentary historical 
record is not enough to overrule de Vereʼs insistence. I believe Oxford to be a true and honest man. 
Christopher Paul, in his essay The Prince Tudor Dilemma  The Oxfordian v.5 2002 , notes that Mary 
Seymourʼs inheritance was restored January 22, 1550, and that shortly thereafter she disappears from 
history. Does this mean Mary died? That would certainly be convenient. My perception, however, is that 
Cecil contrived to expropriate the estates of Thomas Seymour and Katherine Parr (held in abeyance by 
attainder) from the crown, and to John Dudley, Duke of Northumberland. If Mary Seymour no longer 
existed, there would be no one to make a claim on the estates. All interested parties would be ʻon the 
takeʼ. Placing Mary and Edward in the home of John de Vere, an enemy of the new Protestant Order, and 
a man who could be disposed of with no loss, was simple enough. This subject is discussed more 
completely in the introduction  pp.28-37 .

   One can only wonder how early Edward Seymour, John Cheke, William Cecil, and Katherine Brandon, 
dowager Duchess of Suffolk, became aware of Elizabethʼs embarrassment. By late summer 1547(?) the 
Princess wrote a grateful and affectionate letter to Cecil. Though this is not proof of the beginning date of 
their friendship, it may assign such a date that does not disagree with the proposition of Edward Tudor 
Seymourʼs and Mary Seymourʼs birth in the summer of 1548.

12$      Saith that the world hath ending with thy life.
         [Saith that (= Nature see l.11 ) the world (ʻthe whole sphere of any individual existence; that which 
is the all to a particular beingʼ*;  alt.: the ʻworldʼ of England, as de Vere would have it, e.g. “Britain is a 
world by itself” Cymbaline lll i 13 ) hath ending (end: ʻto consummate, to achieve, to decideʼ*) with thy life 
(apparently he is ʻthe be all and end allʼ - de Vere, in the persona of Venus ascribes a Christ-like 
significance to himself).]
~ Says Nature, the world (England) achieves consummation in your being. ~
~ Saying that my discrete existence has ended with your birth. ~
      There is no denying Edward de Vere thought very highly of himself.

13# Vouchsafe, thou wonder, to alight thy steed,
       ~ Condescend, child of One, to renounce your estate, ~
14# And rein his proud head to the saddle-bow;
       ~ And compel Englandʼs noble monarch to the leadership of the over-reaching Cecil; ~   
15# If thou wilt deign this favour, for thy meed
       ~ If you will submit to this condescension, for your reward ~
16   # A thousand honey secrets shalt thou know:
       ~ A thousand shamed secrets you shall know [of] ~
17#      Here come and sit, where never serpent hisses, 
            ~ Heir, come and sit where the ʻNot-ever faithfulʼ serpent [Elizabeth] contemns, ~
18#      And being set, Iʼll smother thee with kisses;
            ~ And Som[er]set, Iʼll suffocate you with bonds/obligations; ~

13$ ʻVouchsafe, thou wonder, to alight thy steed,
        [Vouchsafe (ʻto condescend, to deignʼ*, ʻto grant in condescensionʼ*,  alt.: ʻEntrustʼ: ʻassign the 
responsibility for doing something to someoneʼ), thou wonder (pun  One-de-R, one-dor, first among Two-
dor/Tudor;  alt.: de + one = derived from one, child of One  see Sonnet 76 ;  alt.:  metonym  = de Vere, there 
are/be several;  alt.: ʻwondrous personʼ - perhaps self-mocking in his predicament - sounds like Vere can 
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spot a sucker-bet coming) to alight (ʻdescend fromʼ, ʻdismountʼ) thy steed, (pun, and a central metaphor of V&A  
steed = stead: ʻthe place or role that someone or something should have or fillʼ, figuratively  steed = state, 
the English State; alt.: steed: horse, ʻa frame or structure on which something is mounted or supportedʼ; 
Leicester was officially ʻMaster of the Horseʼ),]
~ Condescend, child of One, to renounce your estate, ~ 
      De Vere, the ʻOne-dorʼ/One-dʼor is positioned as the ʻnaturalʼ successor to Elizabeth ʻTwo-dorʼ; as she 
is, so will he be, master of the English State. This clever pun leaves very little doubt of subject: the pre-
eminent Tudor. William Cecil would have liked nothing better than to have his son-in-law and daughter 
Anne on the throne. Here and throughout V&A, the relationship of the monarch to England will be 
analogized as the relationship of the master and horse; but the ʻsteedʼ or state is contested—to negotiate 
a settlement he must first quit his claim. De Vere is being asked to grant his estate in exchange for the 
vague considerations that follow in the lines below.  This condescension is, perhaps, warned-off by 
flattery (i.e. ʻthou wonderʼ).  Vouchsafe is a key legal term meaning ʻto warrant the secure confermentʼ; 
and that is exactly what is going to be asked of him in the next line.
        
14$ And rein his proud head to the saddle-bow;
        [And rein (compel, constrain, ʻrestrainʼ*, ʻaffixʼ, ʻbindʼ,  pun reign) his proud (ʻnobleʼ) head 
(ʻmonarchʼ, ʻhead of stateʼ) to the saddle-bow; (saddle-bow = Wm. Cecil, who described himself as 
Elizabethʼs pack-horse; the weight of governance is to be born by the saddle-bow, ie. the butt - not the 
head.  Though de Vere didnʼt quite say it, I know he means Cecil is a butt-head; but Iʼll be moderate and 
say ʻhis grasp exceeds his reachʼ);] 
~ And compel Englandʼs noble monarch to the leadership of the over-reaching Cecil; ~    Key line.
      The conceit of ʻPack-horse Cecilʼ smacks of false modesty. De Vere, true to his name, preferred to 
dispense with humility altogether V&A l.13.  Interestingly, Cosimo di Medici also had himself painted as an 
ass-riding servant of state. The politically astute—and thereby stupendously wealthy—Medici of Florence 
may have been a model for Burghleyʼs own social ascent.
              
15$ If thou wilt deign this favour, for thy meed
        [If thou wilt (ʻto have a mind, to desireʼ*, probably not intended to signify metonym ʻwillʼ see glossary ) 
deign (ʻdeem worthyʼ, ʻcondescendʼ) this favour (ʻshow of supportʼ; he means ʻfavourʼ depreciatively, i.e. 
a paltry, unsubstantial, ʻbadgeʼ of support/approval, that secures the Queens reputation, and her place on 
the throne), for thy meed (ʻrewardʼ,  alt. possible pun  mead: ʻan alcoholic drink of fermented honey and 
waterʼ, referring to the ʻaltered stateʼ of honey found in l.16)]
~ If you will submit to this condescension, for your reward ~
      Elizabeth leaves no doubt that de Vere is in a subservient role; ostensibly she makes an offer, but she 
dictates the conditions. As the poem progresses, we will see that he is never permitted to counteroffer. 
The underlying question is whether the favour she requests is to be freely given as an act of love—a gift 
from son to wronged mother, that is, his sacrifice to protect her reputation—or rather, granted by him 
under duress.  Lady Faulconbridge King John I i 253  might admit of her adultery with ʻCoeur-de-lionʼ and 
attain a peculiar, honored distinction; but Elizabeth Tudor faced political ruin by way of a lesser sin. Her 
youth considered, she was ʻmore sinned against than sinningʼ Lear lll ii 60.  
   If fully disclosed, how would her subjects have responded?  Elizabethʼs involvement with Seymour 
might be judged rape, or it might be construed as conspiracy. Disclosure was an avenue congested with 
the traffic of William Cecilʼs ʻVirgin Queenʼ myth making, and she appears, as apt as anyone, to be ʻtakenʼ 
with ʻGlorianaʼ.  

   As the illegitimate son of the Queen and an intellectual comet, de Vere had the natural favor of his 
mother.  His meed, as suggested obliquely in l.16, might be insufficient inducement or reward for a young 
man with great expectations—but for a lame and dejected poet advancing through middle-age... ?  
Enduring fame might well have been ample consolation.  To be, or not to be see glossary , that is the 
question that evolved over two decades. It didnʼt spring forth in a flash of poetic inspiration; but crept 
forward by turns from the Ridolfi Plot of 1569 to the death of Ann Cecil de Vere in 1588.  Oxford played 
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real-life chess with Leicester/Burghley, perhaps believing he could match, with sharper wit, their 
ʻpossessionʼ of his motherʼs “being” and of his. It seems to me he was hobbled by honest emotions that 
left him disadvantaged against ruthless opponents.
   Should de Vere relinquish his proud estate? This was a condescension and an indignity. Besides, even 
discrete claimants of solid royal pedigree were often ʻdisposed ofʼ. Powerful political players (particularly 
Leicester) were suspected of poisoning or otherwise causing the deaths of those who thwarted their 
ambition. The Queen had no legitimate children. Tudor pretenders of the Brandon-Clifford (Suffolk) line 
were ʻStrangeʼ/unknown but suspected Catholics; those of the Brandon-Grey (Suffolk) were either dead or 
illegitimate.  The claimant of the Guise-Stuart line was a fearsome Catholic (see notes on succession at 
l.191). Oxford might be discrete or ʻanswer answerlessʼ but therein lay his fatal shortcoming; his disdain 
for Leicester/Bughley was palpable in his writings, his political and religious inclinations were obvious,
and his mother/the Queen was working out very nicely.  As the Earl of Oxford and Lord Great 
Chamberlain, he was a ʻmanageableʼ successor to the Queen only if an assured Protestant. 
It is no wonder that Cecil successfully ʻplayedʼ de Vere for so many years; de Vere, at times, played upon 
Cecilʼs aspirations as well. There was another option. De Vere might have escaped to the ʻContinentʼ and 
assembled a military force able to return to England and seize the crown as Henry, Earl of Richmond, had 
done in 1485.  This may well have been his intent in the abortive escape to Netherlands in 1574.

             
16$ A thousand honey secrets shalt thou know:
        [A thousand (ʻused to denote any great numberʼ*;  alt.: allusion  no doubt a reference to the Queenʼs 
1586 ʻsettlementʼ of one thousand pounds on de Vere for unspecified employment, or for partial 
compensation for that portion of his estate not restored to him upon reaching his majority) honey 
(shamed, the shamed/dishonored ʻsweetnessʼ often coupled with Be[e]ʼ, pun  shamed + be, being, sweet, 
derived from ʻHoni soit qui mal y penseʼ = Shamed be who evil there thinks (finds): E. Vere is the 
ʻShamed Beeʼ because he thinks, nay, knows of evil there - usually coupled with indirect references to 
Oxford and royalty, eg. “That is all one, my fair, sweet, honey monarch”  Armado, Loveʼs Lavourʼs Lost V ii 530 ;  
alt.: ʻa general term of endearmentʼ*, i.e. ʻmy childʼ; alt.: ʻsweetʼ*, perhaps used depreciatively in the sense 
of ʻsugared overʼ see Hamlet lll iv 93  alt.: ʻgentle, mild, meekʼ, ʻpleasing to any senseʼ) secrets (Latin  
sēcrētus: secret, separation, ʻseparate, aloneʼ, ʻto distinguishʼ Cassellʼs ;  alt.: ʻmysteryʼ;  alt.: ʻconcealedʼ*, 
ʻprivateʼ*, ʻacting or done underhandʼ*) shalt thou know:]
~ A thousand shamed mysteries you shall know [of] ~
~ A thousand in underhanded royal settlement/ʻhush moneyʼ shall you receive: ~
       The thousand pound annuity, understood to be ʻquid pro quoʼ, suggests that, no later than 1593 (the 
year V&A was published,) the author had come to accept the probable loss of his royal inheritance.  An 
enforced anonymity would supplant the name and office he felt was due to him.
   De Vere will argue later, in The Rape of Lucrece that he, as Brutus, has had to play the role of 
a “seely-jeering idiot” l.1812  to avoid being ʻrubbed-outʼ by the Leicester/Burghley profiteers (usurpers).

17$    Here come and sit, where never serpent hisses,
            [Here (heir, ʻLatin  heres, hered: heirʼ) come and sit (to be seated: to be invested, anointed, 
enthroned, installed; ambiguously a request or a command), where never (ʻNot Ever-[faithful]ʼ used to 
refer to Elizabeth as unfaithful to her motto: Semper Eadem = Ever the same, i.e. that, in contrast to 
Edward de Vere, she is not ʻalways the sameʼ, or ever faithful;  alt.: may also be used to refer to the 
author under one of his pseudonyms, i.e. when he is not E. Vere.) serpent (= sly or treacherous, recalling 
the corrupter or Eden) hisses (hiss: ʻexpress disapprovalʼ, express contempt or disapprobationʼ*, eg. ʻwill 
hiss me to my graveʼ Winters Tale, I,ii,189),]
   The author slyly notes that, although he is not credited, he is E.Ver present; and who is the serpent that 
does hiss?  Elizabeth, but also Shake-speare, Lyly, Griffin!  Further, he hints that our knowledge of evil 
canʼt be fulfilled without vitiating the Myth of Elizabeth.
~ Heir come and sit, where the ʻNot ever-faithfulʼ serpent [Elizabeth] contemns, ~
~ Come and sit here, where the treacherous ʻnot E.Vereʼ wonʼt berate us. ~
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      Edward is invited to sit with Elizabeth. Apparently unambiguously, no serpent is present; but if, as I 
suggest, metonymy determines the consistent use of never as denoting Elizabeth or a de Vere 
pseudonym, there is a serpent. Who then, of the two, is the despoiler of Paradise? Here it is implied that 
guile, or perhaps conspiracy, between Thomas Seymour and Princess Elizabeth is responsible for the 
loss ot their earthly ʻGardenʼ. 
   Lines 361-62 of The Rape of Lucrece clarify the connotation of serpent:
      ...
      Thus treason works ere traitors be espied.
      Who sees the lurking serpent steps aside: 
         But she, sound sleeping, fearing no such thing,
         Lies at the mercy of his mortal sting. 

18$    And being set, Iʼll smother thee with kisses;
            [And being (Latin wordplay  sum ;  alt.: ʻlife, existenceʼ*;  alt.: the Royal/True self, be is coupled 
with ʻareʼ, ʻamʼ; nearly synonymous with essential or veracious existence = the Monarch, a Prince or 
Princely scion of the Virgin Queen Bee; also related to ʻHoney Beeʼ/Honi Soit see glossary and l.16 above  ;  
alt.: an ʻOxford beingʼ, where a false name may be the truest expression of an essence: ʻbeʼ is a punning 
derivation from the Greek* boeios, meaning ʻof an oxʼ, also late Latin bovinus, and Latin bos, bov, ʻoxʼ 
Websterʼs Third New International Dictionary 1981, see etymology of ʻbewitʻ or ʻbewetʼ, ʻbeefʼ, ʻBoeotiaʼ, etc.) set (to seat, 
invest, anoint, enthrone, install;  alt.: permanent disposition henceforward, ʻto plantʼ*;  alt.: ʻto raiseʼ*, ʻto 
place with a certain purposeʼ*; alt.: ʻa game, a matchʼ*), Iʼll smother (ʻto suffocate, to stifleʼ*, metaphorically 
ʻto suppress, to crush, to destroyʼ*, murder) you with kisses (kiss: a bond, or commitment;  alt.: ʻto meet, 
to joinʼ*, ʻto submit toʼ*,  alt.: the bond of fealty/fidelity, strongly tied the act of self-betrayal/self-revelation;  
alt.: ʻto submit tamelyʼ* );]
~ And Somer Set, Iʼll suffocate you with bonds/obligations; ~

19# ʻAnd yet not cloy thy lips with loathʼd satiety,
      ~ And E. Ver-Not, your wordʼs [meaning] will not be choked-off with unwilling sufficiency, ~
20# But rather famish them amid their plenty, 
       ~ But rather starved [by incomprehensibility] amid their own perfection, ~     
21      # Making them red and pale with fresh variety,
       ~ Dividing them Lancaster and York with new Vere-iety, ~
22# Ten kisses short as one, one long as twenty:
       ~ Ten crowns brief as york, one long as Lancaster: ~
23# A summerʼs day will seem an hour but short,
       ~ A ʻSomerʼs Deʼ will ʻSeymʼ an ʻo u rʼ short, ~
24# Being wasted in such time-beguiling sport.ʼ
       ~ Sum-thing lost in an altered, Cecil dispossessing mutation.ʼ ~     Key Line

19$ ʻAnd yet not cloy thy lips with loathʼd satiety,
         [ʻAnd yet (metonym  = E. Ver, ʻstill, to this time, now as formerlyʼ*, ʻafter allʼ*, despite contrary 
appearances) not (possibly linked with yet, not cloy, i.e. yet-not: not E. Vere ) cloy (ʻto satiate, to surfeitʼ*, 
ʻchoke, stop upʼ refers to smother l.18) thy lips (ʻwordsʼ) with loathʼd (loath: ʻreluctant, unwillingʼ; OE 
ʻhostile, spitefulʼ) satiety (ʻsatisfaction of a desire or appetite, sufficiencyʼ, Latin ʻenoughʼ; this ʻsufficiencyʼ 
connotes independence),]
~ And yet, Vere, your wordʼs meaning will not be choked-off with unwilling [over] sufficiency, ~
~  And E. Vere not, choke thy words with unwilling desire, ~               

20$ But rather famish them amid their plenty,
        [But (ʻotherwise thanʼ l.445, variant of ʼnot howeverʼ*, Never see glossary ;  alt.: possible pun butt: 
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ʻa cask containing two hogsheadsʼ* ) rather (ʻmore correctly speakingʼ*) famish (ME  ʻstarveʼ, ʻto distress 
with hungerʼ*, ʻdie of inattentionʼ) them amid (ʻin the midst ofʼ*) their (i.e. their own) plenty (ʻsufficiencyʼ, 
ME  ʻfullness, perfectionʼ),]
~ But rather starved [by incomprehensibility] amid their own perfection, ~   
~ Or otherwise, more correctly speaking, starve them in the midst of their own perfection, ~
      Lines 18-20 indicate de Vere is to be smothered, choked, and starved in the proffered arrangement; 
some deal, huh?
       
21$ Making them red and pale with fresh variety, 
        [Making (make: ʻchange, disguiseʼ, ʻto represent, to pretend to beʼ*) red (= Lancastrian, the de Vere 
Earls of Oxford were among the strongest supporters of the Lancaster branch of the Plantagenet family in 
the War of the Roses, alt.: possibly  Catholic; alt.: ʻstained or covered with bloodʼ*; alt.: [with] 
ʻembarrassmentʼ, ʻdangerous, forbiddenʼ) and pale (used as a verb  = fence: ʻdefence, guardʼ* defend, 
enclose, fence in; alt.: Yorkist, possibly Protestant, i.e. ʻseem less impressiveʼ; alt.: red and pale = Tudor, 
see Rape of Lucr. l.63 “the red should fence the white”) with fresh (ʻnot previously known or usedʼ; related to 
Dutch ʻversʼ) variety (ʻquality of being different, diverseʼ; from L. ʻvariusʼ: ʻchangingʼ,ʼ diverseʼ.  Also 
suggests the pronunciation of authors name - ʻvairʼ -  and no ʻvereʼ-iation of it may go un-punned  see 
Sonnet 76 l.2).]
~ Employing them for Tudor political ends by changing or varying their identity, ~
~ Representing Tudor as Lancaster, and enclosing with new Vere-iety, ~
~ Making them Lancastrian and Catholic, and guarding them within a new Vere-state/condition, ~
      Making red/ʻBecoming Redʼ l.21 was entailed in changing Vereʼs identity from Seymour/Tudor to 
de Vere.  In placing Edward at the head of the conservative nobility, his loyalty and self-interest were 
allied with the Catholic Church and the Lancastrian Plantagenets; one can hardly miss de Vereʼs 
proclamation in Henry Vl,  lll ii 101-07  “while life upholds this arm, This arm upholds the house of Lancaster”. 
These words were of the ʻmouthpieceʼ John de Vere, 13th Earl of Oxford 1442-1513 , but I believe we can 
take them as proxies for those of the 17th Earl because he tells as much: “Can Oxford, that did ever 
fence (ʻdefendʼ*) the right, Now buckler(ʻshieldʼ*) falsehood with a pedigree?” ibid. 98-9 . 
   Conversely, the monarchy served itself best with a Protestant church subservient to the crown.  De 
Vereʼs was certainly a case of divided loyalty! Whether by inclination or perceived obligation, he assumed 
higher ideals - above sectarian division and political facility. The secular capacity to accommodate, if not 
unify, underpins the greatness of his work; it is also why he is so difficult to classify. Everyone wants to 
claim him, of course, yet it is hardly likely that a man who characterized sober Protestants as ʻdarkʼ/ʻNightʼ 
The Rape of Lucrece l.764  would be a Protestant ideologue.  As a free-spirited Renaissance classicist, a great 
lover and patron of the arts, contrary and nonconformist, he was a misfit among the severe Puritans or 
even Lutherans/Anglicans typified by self-serious poets like Sidney, Greville, and Spenser. We have the 
testimony of Orazio Cuoco  see The Venetian Inquisition Inquiry Regarding Orazio Cuoco (1577) by Dr. Noemi Magri  that 
de Vere allowed each among his many household members to live and worship according to their own 
conscience.   

    Marjorie Garber, the great scholar of things de Vere, has aptly noted that “all of Shake-speareʼs tragic 
heroes are in search of names” (even “amid their plenty” V&A l.20). Edward de Vere is the “changeling boy”  
Midsummer Nights Dream ll,i,120, fought over by “Faerie (ʻdiminutive spiritsʼ*) Queens and Kings”.
   The phrase ʻfresh varietyʼ implies there has been previous ʻchangeʼ.  If we assume the authors vantage 
is the early 1590ʼs, this would not be his first ʻalterationʼ of status or identity. True enough: born Seymour, 
he became de Vere, yet was ever a Tudor.  Pseudonyms strictly for authorship, such as Arthur Golding, 
and John Lily, were used (it has been suggested), to avoid the ʻtaintʼ of vulgarity to the name of one who 
might someday be King; but the final one, ʻShake-speareʼ, was imposed by ʻauthorityʼ  see Sonnet 66, l.9   as 
the punitive sentence of Damnatio Memoriae.  
   The alterations of name, and the changes of status experienced by Vere, gave him varying roles to play. 
This may, at least partially, account for his reputation for fickle-headedness. The author has taken pains, 
notably in Hamlet, Lear, and The Rape of Lucrece, to explain the contrivance of such inconstancy; yet his 
facility with apparent change must be reconciled with his distaste of ʻCorambisʼ/Polonius - the spying 
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counselor William Cecil.  Reflecting on himself and Lord Burghley, Vere distinguishes between his own 
variety, i.e. the abrupt changes of persona, and his father-in-laws two-hearted duplicity.  
  Singular fidelity to core principles are at the heart of de Vereʼs esteem of Sir Thomas More; yet, it is 
plausible that he had high regard for men of constancy and devotion without discriminating between those 
who will and will not disguise their true sentiments. No doubt, he held life dearer than did More. 
   Time, literally and as a metonym for Cecil, was the waster of his life. Oxfordʼs time was lost either 
flouting, or slavishly adhering to the rules Cecil set down. Weʼll see, as the poem progresses, that he 
would rue his sojourn with the Lotus Eaters, i.e. playing the role of an influential courtier - as he was given 
to believe he was. These were the early ʻLyly yearsʼ of Euphues ~1578-80. Then he became a renegade 
aristocrat and openly flirted with Catholicism and Ann Vavasor (1580-81). Finally (1582-88) he achieved 
some semblance of marriage with wife Anne born Cecil. 
   De Vere may have been a great humanist scholar. He may have ʻinventedʼ the modern existentialist  
Harold Bloom ; but he was grudgingly reactive to his father-in-lawʼs agenda. For good reason, Vere was 
jealous of Burghleyʼs political talents, and like many sons, resented the admiration that occasions 
jealousy. Only with his wifeʼs untimely death was our artist liberated from the Cecil treadmill.
  What did de Vere lack of being a second Marcus Aurelius? Nothing - he certainly thought of himself as 
such; he grasped the idea of the Philosopher-Prince, fully absorbed it, and became that formʼs 
fountainhead.  In an obvious way, the deVere canon is his portfolio; he intended to lay before the Queen 
and Protestant usurpers evidence of superior ʻnaturalʼ legitimacy. In every way, he examined and 
enlarged manʼs essence and the statecraft that seeks to govern it. The workaday responsibilities of 
governance might not have suited de Vere, but as a prince of philosophers - a fearless free agent of self-
exploration - he bettered the mark. I would be remiss, however, to neglect mention of our evolving social 
contract. Though de Vere had a liberal view by medieval standards, he still believed in a natural hierarchy 
that is pre-enlightenment.

   22$ Ten kisses short as one, one long as twenty:
! [Ten kisses (kiss: slang  gold coin or bullion ʻcrownʼ, or ʻsovereignʼ, with wordplay on material 
value of the Monarchy;  alt.: ʻto meet, to joinʼ*, ʻto submit toʼ*, the bond of fealty/fidelity, strongly tied the 
act of self-betrayal/self-revelation, ʻto submit tamelyʼ*;  alt.: a bond, loyalty, commitment) short 
(impermanent, fleeting) as one (metonym = the first and highest ranked), one (i.e. the other ʻoneʼ, i.e. Ed. 
de Vere) long (enduring, ʻnot for a short timeʼ*) as twenty: ]
~ Ten crowns brief as york, one long as Lancaster: ~ ?
~ Ten [fleeting] commitments in the span of one, one enduring as twenty: ~
~ Ten brief/impermanent affiliations as one [Tudor], one [de Vere] whose bond lasts [long] as twenty: ~
      The first reading plays on the meaning of ʻkissʼ as implied in lines 517,519, and 522. There youʼll find 
a sophisticated joke on English coinage based on the Queenʼs titles—half crown, crown, and sovereign.
      The word one is used throughout the poem to indicate the first position in the English hierarchy, 
whether it is the monarch or the heir presumptive, playfully termed wind, meaning ʻheir currentʼ.  I sense 
one, one = ʻone, and the other oneʼ; this is a comparison between the obligations/affiliations of Edward 
Tudor Seymour relative to Edward de Vere. The Tudors, and their Leicester/Burghley overlords craft 
fleeting relationships; the nobility and itʼs Catholic adherents, cement enduring bonds. 
   This reading suggests that shifting alliances and Machiavellian political contrivance are the game of the 
Seymour brothers (see l.23--24), Thomas and Edward, John Dudley, and their parasites, Cecil, Cheke, 
Rich, et al.  Ultimately, they derive their methods from the protean Henry Vlll, whose inability to hold on to 
chief councilors, his religion, or his wives was atrocious. This is the real Henry Tudor legacy.
Edward de Vere intends to improve on that performance with stead-fast, stalwart support of his monarch;
if he ever mounts the steed  see Introduction-glossary, he is resolved to ever-fixed constancy.
 
23$    A summerʼs day will seem an hour but short,
              A sommers day will seeme an houre but short,    1593
! [A summerʼs (summer = wordplay  Seymour and Ver-ano, see notes below for origin of ʻDay Verʼ 
wordplay) day (word play  Summerʼs day = Vere de see note below ; refers chiefly to the Ed. de Vere who has 
matured from his youthful Prima-Vere (Spring) days, and is father to the male heir, Henry Wriothesley; 
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also may refer to Thomas Seymour, Oxfordʼs father, contrasting Thomasʼ (and de Vereʼs) lightsome 
disposition with that of Edward Seymour, Duke of Somerset  = Summerʼs Night see glossary day, and Sonnet 
XVlll ) will (ʻcommand, authorityʼ*;  alt.: ʻthe faculty of the mind by which we desire and purposeʼ*;  alt.: ʻa 
testamentʼ*, a legal Will) seem (wordplay Seym + [our];  alt.: pun  seam, hem;  alt.: pun  same metonym  
E.Vere;    alt.: ʻsutureʼ*, ʻstitch up a wound or incisionʼ, a line of junction between two bones?;  alt.: ʻbeing 
in appearanceʼ*, ʻto be only in appearance and not reallyʼ*) an hour (= our: the last three letters of de 
Vereʼs fatherʼs name;  alt.: pun  hour = our ʻtime in generalʼ*, ʻthe point of time marked by the clockʼ*, alt. 
pun hour = our: ʻused by a monarch to refer to something belonging to or associated with himselfʼ) but 
(ʻotherwise thanʼ) short  (truncated, ʻshorten by cutting off the topʼ, ʻlacking or deficient inʼ),]
~ A ʻVere deʼ will hem ʻSeymʼ an ʻo u rʼ short, ~
~ A de Vere inheritance, ʻSeymʼ, only an ʻourʼ short, ~
~ A Seymourʼs time will be cut to an hours length, ~
~ The Seymour father will be an ʻourʼ short, ~
~ A Seymourʼs God will end an ʻourʼ short, ~
      The favored transposition inverts the de Vere name, playing on Latin viridis and French ver  meaning 
ʻgreenʼ, and ʻdayʼ is a homonym for ʻdeʼ giving us the probable pronunciation used by the author; 
wordplay on ʻSeymʼ and ʻhour/ourʼ is more obvious. De Vere was clever man, no doubt. I confess I missed 
the exact meaning of this simple statement through many readings. The general subject of this stanza is 
divided identity and pitfalls ensuing. Line 23 may be the only instance where the de Vere and Seymour 
names are mentioned together.
   Iʼm not sure how the author derived ʻSummerʼ, but Iʼll hazard a guess. From Italian, we have inverno 
(ʻnot greenʼ) = winter, primavera (ʻfirst greenʼ) = spring, estate = summer, autunno = autumn. Since estate 
does not play on the Vere name, he may have chosen Spanish verano = summer, instead. Iʼm unaware of 
precedents for Italian figurative use of Ver for Summer, but it is a logical progression; look for it in Italian 
poetry.
   Further wordplay is indicated in the third reading where the Seymour name is eliminated in an hours 
time; this suggests Edward Seymourʼs hand in the protection of Princess Elizabeth.  The fourth reading 
denies the Seymour name; the fifth would remind of the imminent loss of elements of Catholic worship.
          
24$    Being wasted in such time-beguiling sport.ʼ
$ [Being (the Royal/True self, be is coupled with are, am; nearly synonymous with essential or 
veracious existence, i.e. the Monarch;  alt.: ʻa lifeʼ;  alt.: ʻof an oxʼ, an ʻOxford beingʼ see glossary) wasted 
(ʻto expend unnecessarilyʼ*, ʻto wear awayʼ*) in such (metonym  ʻof that or the like kind or degreeʼ*, ʻof the 
like kindʼ*, ʻof the same kindʼ*, alternate, see Sonnet 105:  “all alike my songs and praises be, To one, of one, 
still such, and ever so”  see glossary for all underlined metonyms ;  alt.: ʻso great, very greatʼ* ʻof the like kindʼ*, ʻof 
the same kindʼ*) time (= Wm. Cecil) beguiling (beguile: ME ʻdeceiveʼ, ʻdeprive by fraudʼ) sport (botanical 
term  also bud sport, chance sport: ʻa part of a plant that shows morphological differences from the rest of 
the plantʼ, mutation showing morphologic change;  alt.: ʻpastime, entertainmentʼ, diversion, distraction, 
contest, competition, match).ʼ]
~ A royal life lost in an altered, Cecil dispossessing mutation.ʼ ~     Key Line
~ A royal life worn away in ʻthe sameʼ Cecil-deceiving contest.ʼ ~
                                                                                 

25$ With this she seizeth on his sweating palm,
        ~ With this she assumes his living glory, ~
26$ The precedent of pith and livelihood,
       ~ The sign of essence and derivation, ~
27$ And trembling in her passion, calls it balm,
       ~ And shaking aside [her son] in her emotional suffering, calls it restorative ~
28$ Earthʼs sovereign salve to do a goddess good:
        ~ A temporal monarchʼs remedy to effect the goddessʼ redemption: ~
29$ Being so enragʼd, desire doth lend her force
       ~ A Prince so Leicenʼd, ʻby the fatherʼ doth provide her strength ~
30$ Courageously to pluck him from his horse.
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       ~ With a brave heart, to remove him from his estate. ~

25$ With this she seizeth on his sweating palm,
         [With this she seizeth (seize: ʻto take hold of forciblyʼ, ʻto claimʼ as oneʼs ownʼ) on his sweating 
(sweat: ʻto toil, to labourʼ* ʻto emit, to exude, to shedʼ*;  alt.: ʻemblem of toil and labourʼ*, ʻto toil, to 
labourʼ*;  alt.: ʻto emit, to exude, to shedʼ*;  alt.: pun?  sweeting: sweet + ʻkind, family;  alt.: ʻconsidered as 
the chief specific in the venereal diseaseʼ*, perhaps as an oblique reference to ʻbastardyʼ) palm (ʻa tree of 
the order Palma; the emblem of glory and superiorityʼ*, alt.: ʻthe inner part of the handʼ*, ʻhandʼ may 
denote ʻoffice or incumbent dutyʼ*; alt.: sweating palm = ʻmoist handʼ [that] “argues fruitfulness and liberal 
heart” Othello lll iv 38 ),]
~ With this she forcibly assumes his warm, moist glory, ~
~ With this she claims his glorious office ~
      Of ʻThe Classical Elementsʼ, warmth and moisture - here denoted as sweat - signify ʻAirʼ; ʻAirʼ is 
wordplay on heir. 
   
26$ The precedent of pith and livelihood,
         [The precedent (ʻceremonial rank by acknowledged or legal rightʼ;  alt.: ʻpresage, signʼ*;  alt.: 
ʻexampleʼ*) of pith (ʻessenceʼ, ʻstrength, forceʼ*, ʻof forceful characterʼ) and livelihood (ʻliveliness, 
animation, spiritʼ*; OE  ʻway of lifeʼ),]
~ The sign of essence and derivation, ~
~ The acknowledged right of strength and spirit, ~
~ The legal right to ceremonial rank that is his essence and spirit, ~
   
27$ And trembling in her passion, calls it balm,
        [And trembling (tremble: ʻto shake involuntarilyʼ, as ʻin most cases of fearʼ*, therefore shake: ʻto lay 
aside, to discontinueʼ*, eg. “three winters have from the forests shook three summersʼ pride” Sonnet 104 4 ,
alt.: ʻstate of extreme apprehensionʼ) in her passion (ʻsufferingʼ, ʻbarely controllable emotionʼ), calls it 
balm (ʻhaving a comforting, soothing, or restorative effectʼ),]
~ And involuntarily laying aside [her son] in her emotional suffering, calls it restorative ~

28$ Earthʼs sovereign salve to do a goddess good:
        [Earthʼs (= heirʼs, perhaps by ʻsyntactic paradigm levelingʼ, the author has shifted ʻthʼ to ʻsʼ?;  
alt.: this earth, as distinct from heaven;  alt.: perhaps referring to Maia, daughter of Atlas and Pleione, 
mother of Hermes and Apollo; this association will recur in the Horse State ll.259-324 ) sovereign (ʻprincely, 
royalʼ*, ʻsupreme, paramount, excellentʼ*, ʻsupremely medicinal and efficaciousʼ*) salve (ʻmedicinal 
substance applied to woundsʼ*, remedy; alt.: ʻsoothing for an uneasy conscienceʼ, means of ʻsalvationʼ: 
ʻredemptionʼ*) to do (ʻeffectʼ*) a goddess (ʻa female deityʼ*, Elizabeth is characterized in literature of the 
period as Venus, Diana, Astraea, and Iris  source: The Rainbow Bridge, Lee & Fraser ) good (Maia: Latin  Bona 
Dea = Good Goddess, ʻMountain Oureiasʼ, mountain nymph, perhaps referring to the protection of the 
Queenʼs/goddessʼ reputation of virginity) : ]
~ A temporal monarchʼs remedy to effect the redemption of a ʻgoddessʼ: ~ 
~ Mayʼs Queenʼs salvation, to effect the Bona Dea/ the Good Goddess: ~
      De Vere is the Earthʼs sovereign (?), Elizabeth, a goddess. The author may give the honest 
assessment that she is more symbolic monarch than genuine. This, of course, alludes to her Leicester/
Burghley overseers; it would be fascinating to know whether such influence was achieved by direct threat 
or by seduction. Did they puff-up her imagination and secure her commitment with ʻVirgin Queenʼ myths? 
    
29$    Being so enragʼd, desire doth lend her force
        [Being (Monarchy;  alt.: ʻof an oxʼ = Royal Ox  see glossary ) so (ʻin the same degree, asʼ*, equally, alt.: 
it follows, it proceeds: refers to royal progeny) enragʼd (pun  en-ragged: entered in the state of the 
ʻRagged Boughʼ; Leicenʼd, wordplay on Leicester see l. 37 , i.e. subject to the Dudley family;  alt.: en-ragʼd 
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= en: ʻprefix  expressing entry into the specified state or locationʼ  + rag: ʻfigurative  the remnants of 
somethingʼ, ʻarchaic  the smallest scrap of cloth or clothingʼ, therefore synonymous with ʻattaintedʼ, 
ʻimpoverishedʼ; alt.: wordplay  ʻrebuke severelyʼ;  alt.: enraged: ʻin a state of vehement desire or passionʼ;  
alt.: ʻME  in the sense of madnessʼ, ʻfrom a variant of Latin rabiesʼ) desire  (desert, or deserving;  alt.: pun 
ʻof the sireʼ - perhaps referring to Elizabethʼs father Henry Vlll; alt.: ʻun-sireʻ - to un-father, to remove the 
father; alt.: the removal of the [male parent or bull kept for breeding]) doth lend (ʻto give for temporary 
useʼ*, ʻto giveʼ*, ʻto grantʼ*, ʻto endow withʼ*) her force (ʻstrengthʼ*, ʻpowerʼ*, ʻvalidityʼ*)]
~ Monarchy equally attainted by Dudley, ʻdeserving by the fatherʼ does endow her with power ~
~ So rebuked, Oxfordʼs fatherless condition grants her the [legal] power ~
~ The Sovereign, so reproved as a father-less child, is endowed with the authority~
~ Being in such a state of passion, as with her father (Henry Vlll), endowʼs her with the strength ~
      These divergent meanings of the word ʻdesireʼ focus on the particular case of Vere, whose nominal 
father, John deVere, 16th Earl of Oxford, was the subject of attainder and probably extra-judicial murder. 
If ʻof the fatherʼ is the intended meaning, ʻdesireʼ may cut other ways: ʻof Thomas Seymourʼ for 
de Vere, and ʻof Henry Tudorʼ for Elizabeth. At any rate, ʻdesireʼ might place young Edward in a direct line 
of succession to the throne and give Leicester and Cecil control to administer and profit by Oxfordʼs 
estate.
   It is important to examine whether Edward Vlʼs will, outlining the succession, intended only the male 
heirs of Henry Vlllʼs daughters to succeed.  Did John Dudley coerce changes to allow daughters of the 
Suffolk and Stuart lines direct accession, or did he, perhaps posthumously, modify the document.  If 
Edward Vl did not approve the changes, Edward ʻde Vereʼ would be the only male heir to the throne.  This 
position would be reinforced by the view that the union of Thomas Seymour and Elizabeth Tudor 
constituted a natural marriage.  A further consideration: was there a secret marriage between the two 
following the death of Katherine Parr - as occurred with Edward Seymour 1539-1621 , 1st Earl of Hertford 
(2nd Creation) and Catherine Grey 1540-68 ? Claimants to the throne were required to submit all proposals 
of marriage to the monarch for approval. The Seymour/Grey marriage 27 Nov. 1560? resulted in the legal 
delegitimizing of their children.     

30$    Courageously to pluck him from his horse.
        [Courageously (courageous from Old French  ʻcorageʼ: ʻwith heartʼ, with Spirit, ʻbraveʼ* + ous: ʻfull ofʼ + 
ly: ʻin what mannerʼ, i.e. in the manner of bravery  ʻdenoting the heart as the seat of feelingsʼ,   see glossary 
Heart;  alt.: ʻnot deterred by danger or painʼ;  alt.: ʻheart, mind, dispositionʼ*, ʻdesireʼ*, perhaps connoting 
the rashness or audacity of ʻLionheartʼ/Henry Vlll, that it was achieved by Cecilʼs design, and perhaps with 
the naive acquiescence of young de Vere/Heart himself - thus ʻin a manner full of heartʼ) to pluck (ʻto pull 
offʼ*, ʻto take awayʼ*) him from his horse (horse = metaphor for his estate/state).]
~ With a brave heart, to remove him from his estate. ~
~ Rashly to remove him from his state. ~
      Edward de Vere, the ʻrightfulʼ master of the English State becomes allegorized as Adonis, the master 
of his horse. ʻSpiritʼ, of course, is Elizabethʼs metonym for Wm Cecil. I have chosen it here as an 
extension of ʻCorambisʼ, the name de Vere initially chose for Polonius/Cecil in Hamlet. Cecil is ʻfull of 
heartʻ having two.     

31$ Over one arm the lusty courserʼs rein,
       ~ Oʼer Vere, Elizabeth loosely controls the reins of the gallant English State, ~
32$ Under her other was the tender boy,
       ~ Under the Queenʼs tight control was de Vere (as proffered security), ~  Key line.
33$ Who blushʼd and pouted in a dull disdain,
       ~ Who ʻturned redʼ (towards Catholicism/conservatism) and sullen in a muted ʻdisʼ-Dane ~
34$ With leaden appetite, unapt to toy;
       ~ With [Jane] Greyʼs [lack of] desire, disinclined to trifle; ~
35$       She red and hot as coals of glowing fire,
   $ ~ She of Lancaster and ʻThe Seymʼ heart ʻConsuming Fairʼ, ~
36$       He red for shame, but frosty in desire.
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  # ~ He Lancaster for Seymour ʻtreasonʼ, but sunless by ʻdeʼ father. ~#

31$ Over one arm the lusty courserʼs rein,
        [Over (word play ʻover Vereʼ = instead of Vere;  alt.: O-Ver = Oxford-Vere  see glossary ʻOʼ;  alt.: over 
Oxford-Vere) one (metonym  The first in rank, the highest ranking; synonymous with Royal family and here 
specifically: the Queen) arm (ʻreachʼ compass, purview, dominion alt.: ʻa branch or division of a company 
or organizationʼ;  alt.: ʻembraceʼ*) the lusty (lust: ʻcarnal appetite, indulgence of sensual desireʼ*, 
ʻinordinate desiresʼ*;  alt.: ʻnear the sense of gallantʼ*, ʻstout, vigorousʼ*) courserʼs (ʻa swift horseʼ, 
therefore, the active ʻstateʼ of England, see l.29 ; alt.: ʻa person who hunts animals such as hares with 
greyhounds using sight therefore eyes rather than scentʼ, possibly referring to Robert Dudley, Master of the 
Horse) rein (pun ʻreignʼ;  alt. rein: ʻthe power to direct and controlʼ),]   
~ Oʼer Vere, Elizabeth loosely controls the reins of the gallant English State, ~
~ Above the Queenʼs reach, the grasping Dudleyʼs reign, ~
~ Instead of Vere, by another faction the state is reigned, ~   
      Elizabeth takes the reign of state over Vere.  The image is of reins laid loosely over Venusʼ arm, 
suggesting the courser/state is tractable - so much so, that her apparent control of the ʻhorseʻ may be the 
control of another.  Note the rein lays over her arm, but not within her grasp; as in l.28, the authors views 
Englandʼs queen as a ceremonial monarch. The real power lay with ʻthe lusty courserʼ from the second 
reading; in such cases of perfect indeterminacy, Iʼm confident that both meanings are intended.    
   Lines 31 and 32 may signify Leicester is over the Queens reach, she over Vere.

32$ Under her other was the tender boy,
        [Under (ʻDenoting a state of being oppressed, or overwhelmed byʼ*) her other (opposite of ʻthe 
sameʼ metonym ) was the tender (ʻan offer for acceptanceʼ*, mid 16th cent. ʻa legal term meaning: ʻformally 
offer a plea, or evidence, or money to discharge a debtʼ) boy (ʻa male childʼ*;  alt.: tender boy: a male 
child as ʻpaymentʼ or security  see l.127 ),]
~ Under the Queenʼs tight control was de Vere as proffered security, ~  Key line.  
      This over/under dichotomy, with l.31, suggests the Queenʼs control of de Vere is real, but her control 
of the state is not.

33$ Who blushʼd and pouted in a dull disdain,
        [Who blushed (blush: a personʼs face or skin becomes red and hot as a result of strong emotionʼ, 
ʻembarrassed angerʼ; alt.: ʻturn redʼ = turn towards conservative religion and politics for support) and 
pouted (pout: ʻto look sullenʼ* or annoyed; some historians perpetuate the accusation of ʻpetulanceʼ in de 
Vere without curiosity as to whether his anger was justified or tactical) in a dull (ʻinactiveʼ/ʻpassiveʼ;  alt.: 
ʻspiritless, lifelessʼ*;  alt.: ʻunfeeling, insensibleʼ*;  alt.: ʻslowʼ*;  alt.: ʻtedious, irksomeʼ;  alt.: ʻawkward, 
stupidʼ;  alt.: ʻgloomy, melancholyʼ*;  alt.: ʻnot bright, dimʼ*;  alt.: Boeotian, bovine) disdain (ʻcontempt, 
aversionʼ*, ʻto show contemptʼ*;  alt.: ʻto think unworthy, to scorn, to treat with contempt),]
~ Who ʻflushedʼ red in annoyance, feeling passive contempt, ~
~ Who ʻturned redʼ (towards Catholicism/conservatism) and sullen in a lifeless ʻRich Daneʼ, ~
      There may be the suggestion that de Vere gravitated to Catholicism as a reaction to constraints by his 
chaperons from the Burghley/Leicester factions.
    It may be recalled that de Vere (purportedly) spent his childhood in the home of Sir Thomas Smith who candidly 
disapproved of Elizabeth. With Smithʼs influence or without, Oxford maintained a wary ambivalence towards his 
Queen. It is curious that Smith attained the position of Principal Secretary (i.e. Secretary of State) in her council, 
despite what appears to have been mutual antipathy.  No doubt, Smithʼs close friendship with Sir John Cheke and 
William Cecil assured his rise despite the objections of the monarch.

34$ With leaden appetite, unapt to toy;
        [With leaden (leaden: ʻthe color of lead, grey ʼ;  alt.: ʻmelancholyʼ*;  alt.: ʻdull, heavy or slowʼ, ) 
appetite (ʻdesireʼ, hunger, bent, ambitionʼ, i.e. thirst = indicates desire in generalʼ*; grey appetite: Grey 
ambition, the aspiration of Sir Henry Grey to wrest the English monarchy from the Tudors was not shared 
by their daughter, Lady Jane) unapt (ʻwithout the tendency or inclinationʼ) to toy (ʻto trifleʼ*, ʻa futile 
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thingʼ*, a nothingnessʼ*, ʻa follyʼ* ;  alt.: ʻto treat someone or something without seriousness or respectʼ, 
perhaps from Old French ʻmock, deceiveʼ);]
~ With [Jane] Greyʼs [lack of] desire, disinclined to trifle; ~
      On the death of Henry Vlll, Princess Elizabeth and Jane Grey, daughter of Henry Grey, Marquis of Dorset, 
eldest child of the Suffolk Line of descent from Henry Vll, were placed in the care of Elizabethʼs step-
mother, the dowager queen, Katherine Parr.  Elizabeth and Jane were companions for 18 months 
(1547-48).  During this time Katherine married Lord Admiral Thomas Seymour, an ever active conspirator.  
In addition to impregnating his wife and the 15 year old Princess, Thomas gave assurance to Janeʼs 
father, that in exchange for a large but unspecified sum (2000 pounds due as an advance), he would 
secure marriage between his nephew, young Edward Vl, and Lady Jane Grey.  
   But it was a later such ʻtenderingʼ of her life that de Vere refers to here - the infamous family alliance 
between the Greyʼs and Dudleyʼs that was cemented by the marriage of Jane and Guildford, May 21st, 
1553. The young Lady, ranked 1st (arguably) in the royal line of succession set down by Edward Vlʼs 
ʻdeclaracionʼ of June 21, 1553, was thus ʻpurchasedʼ by John Dudley, Duke of Northumberland. 
It is historically significant that de Vere here compares himself directly to her, noting he is, as she was 
ʻunapt to toyʼ.  Does this mean he is disinclined to accept the crown; or that he rejects the machinations of 
factions who hunger for it?  How do we account for his cavalier attitude?
    Thousands of lives and fortunes rested on this decision. The fate of Anglicanism, Puritanism, and 
Catholicism in England all depended on the Monarchʼs inclination. A tolerant humanist King might avoid 
compromising the faith of at least a million subjects; in fact, examples of religious forbearance in the 
Netherlands and Poland were before him.  De Vere must have felt a great moral responsibility to patiently 
accommodate Cecil (as the lesser of two evils) in the hope of a future opportunity to liberalize the 
Act of Conformity.
   I wonder if de Vere didnʼt err in not consistently ʻtoyingʼ with his father-in-law from the early 1570ʼs?  He 
could have played the role of puppet to the Burghley/Leicester puppet masters, and on succession 
worked his own will; but of course, Burghley already had a proven puppet. Elizabeth was a shared asset 
between Cecil and Leicester. To remove her would have upset the Anglican/Puritan entente and tipped 
the balance of power decisively in Burghleyʼs favor. 
   Perhaps de Vere foresaw that if he produced a male heir with Ann Cecil, he would cease to be useful to 
Time and Opportunity (Cecil and Dudley) and might be extinguished.

   There may be another ʻtenderingʼ of Lady Jane betwixt the two mentioned. Thomas Seymourʼs brother, Lord 
Protector Edward Seymour appears to have arranged with Janeʼs father to wed his son Edward, Earl of Hertford, to 
Jane, before the Protectorʼs execution in Jan. 1552.  Queen Mary contested the Guildford-Lady Jane marriage on the 
grounds she had been ʻbetrothed by a binding promiseʼ - probably to Lord Hertford.
   At the risk of discursiveness, this l.34 might also signal in Jane Grey, a weaker commitment to Protestant reforms 
than is commonly reported.  How reliable are historical sources in recording the aggressive shift of the conservative 
royalty, particularly Edward Vl, Jane Grey, and Elizabeth l, towards a religious position that effectively undermines 
support from the conservative aristocracy.  An essential line of research will be to determine the degree of false 
reporting undertaken by William Camden at the behest of William Cecil (1595-?).
- quote from Stephen Alford on Elizabethʼs treatment of Catholic associates.
- research Jane Greyʼs Protestant credentials. 
     
35$    She red and hot as coals of glowing fire,
$ [She red (the color of the Lancastrian rose, conservative leaning, Catholic/old faith; alt.:  
conciliatory) and hot (ʻardent, fieryʼ*, passionateʼ*,  alt.: homonym/pun, see glossary  hart, heart,  alt.: 
ʻvehement, impetuousʼ*, ʻamorous, lustfulʼ*) as coals (? Latin  cŏălesco: ʻto grow together, to become one 
in growthʼ Cassellʼs ;  alt.: figurative?  ʻinsultsʼ*) of glowing fire (metonym  ʻConsuming Fairʼ: the razing of the 
ʻRightful Heirsʼ = Tudor Monarchy; alt.: coals of glowing fire: the hottest state of partially spent fuel),]   
~ She of Lancaster and ʻThe Seymʼ heart ʻConsuming Fairʼ, ~
~ She Lancastrian and desperately so, with [Fair] consuming heat,
~ She Catholic and fervently so, with consuming heat, ~
      Elizabethʼs passion for the crown is contrasted with Jane Greyʼs ʻleaden appetiteʼ l.34 . Though Jane 
was reluctant but resigned to her fate, Elizabeth ardently pursued whatever means to attain and maintain 
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sovereignty - even bending on matters of faith. De Vere implies thereʼs a price to pay for faithless 
ambition.
   I can only venture the meaning of red. Red harkens to Lancastrian dominance in the Tudor Rose - 
which we understand to be the ʻresolutionʼ whereby rot within the monarchy is purged and the bloodline 
renewed; Richard lll razed, and Elizabeth of York raised. It refers to conservative religious practice as 
understood by the English for centuries. It is the observance of mass as performed for Henry Vlll.  
Likewise, removing Popery from England is not seen as a warrant for sustained attack on tradition, 
reinterpretation of scripture, or the desecration of religious art in churches.  Oxford is fundamentally 
conservative.
   Incidentally, Edward Reynolds reported to Robert Cecil personal letter  on the mysterious (or perhaps, 
not so mysterious) use of coded language, particularly the emphasis on “Red and White”, at the time of 
the first publication of Venus and Adonis  in 1593. Source: Stritmatter?

   I believe hot means other than ʻamorous, lustfulʼ*.  This follows from assuming the intended meaning of each 
important key adjective is other than the meaning obvious in the allegory of Venus and Adonis.  Seepage of meaning 
across the lines of distinction between the allegory and narrative may be the source of sexual readings of this word.
   Almost without exception, de Vereʼs works resolve themselves by preserving an underlying goodness and strength 
inhering in benign government and laws, even at the expense of great or tragic personal loss. ?
   
36$    He red for shame, but frosty in desire.
$ [He red (as in l.35  red = Catholic, by way of Lancastrian allegiance) for shame (from Sham: 
ʻfalsely present something as the truthʼ, ʻpretend to beʼ   ʻperhaps a northern English dialect variant of the 
noun SHAMEʼ  see l. 76 ; by way of his motherʼs shame, for the taint of his illegitimacy; does not imply that 
there is shame in being Oxford, but that he is Oxford for Elizabethʼs shame), but frosty (frost: chilled or 
killed by the harmful cold of ʻtimeʼ = Wm. Cecil Sonnet 5 l.7 ;  alt.: ʻ[emotionally] cold, dullʼ*, colorless, 
faithless; in contradistinction to the leaden/ʻdullʼ appetite of l.34) in desire (= of the Sire, refers to the royal 
grandfather, Henry Vlll;  alt.  de: ʻdenoting removal or reversalʼ + sire: ʻa father or other male forebearʼ;  
alt.: ʻto cool, to abate the ardor ofʼ*).]
~ He Lancaster for Seymour ʻtreasonʼ, but sunless by ʻdeʼ father. ~
~ He Catholic by his disgraced mother but faithless/Protestant by his father. ~
~ He Catholic in his false persona (de Vere), but faithless by way of the ʻfatherʼ (Seymour or Tudor). ~
      Oxford has divided loyalty. He seeks identity and support in the nobility of his ʻfalseʼ de Vere name; 
but he appears to acknowledge Protestant or ʻfaithlessʼ sympathy as well, by way of Thomas Seymour (?) 
or, perhaps, Henry Vlll.
  
37$ The studded bridle on a ragged bough
       ~ The ceremonial reins of power on a branch/scion of the Dudley family ~
38 $ Nimbly she fastens: - O, how quick is love ! -
       ~ To Leicester, lightly and indifferently she fastens: - Oxford, how unstable is A-More! ~
39$ The steed is stalled up, and even now
       ~ The state is constrained, and likewise, ʻequallyʼ (de Vere) now  ~
40

41

42

37$ The studded bridle on a ragged bough
$ [The studded (stud: if referring to de Vere  ceremonial, ornamented bridle, ʻadorned with shining 
knobsʼ*; alt.: if referring to R.Dudley  ʻprop-supportedʼ, unable to stand on itʼs own) bridle (ʻheadgear use to 
control a horseʼ/ʻthe stateʼ; Dudley was the queenʼs ʻMaster of the Horse”, with wide ranging authority in 
the queenʼs household) on a ragged (ʻrentʼ*, ʻhaving a rough, or uneven edgeʼ, ʻlacking finish, 
smoothnessʼ) bough ( ʻbranchʼ*;  alt.: ragged bough: this is a symbol of the Dudley family, i.e. ʼthe bear 
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and ragged staffʼ as seen in the dedication of the Arthur Golding translation of Ovidʼs Metamorphosis; this 
emblem was also carved by the sons of John Dudley into the stone walls of their prison cell in the Tower 
of London as they awaited execution in the wake of the Lady Jane Grey affair)]
~ The ceremonial reins of [Vereʼs] power (the ʻsword of stateʼ) on a branch/scion of the Dudley family ~
      This line asserts (with l.38) that Elizabeth bestowed the ʻreinsʼ of government on Robert Dudley.  
Beyond the family allusion (ragged bough = ragged staff), our poet suggests the ornamental bridle is in 
Dudleyʼs hands, but does not mention the workaday bridle befitting ʻPackhorseʼ Cecil.  Additionally, the 
studded/ornamented bridle is juxtaposed to ragged, denoting a ʻlack of finishʼ or ʻrentʼ (beheaded?). If 
William Shakespeare of Stratford on Avon had presumed to make such a judgement, he would have 
disappeared in the prisons of London. 
   The opportunistic and ruthlessly ambitious Dudley was ʻstuddedʼ, i.e. ʻprop supportedʼ by Oxfordʼs 
ʻtenderʼ.  Dudley applied this leverage to gain effective control of Elizabeth and great wealth from the 
lands formerly in the estate of John de Vere. The inheritance of Edward de Vere was placed under 
Dudleyʼs executorship upon that 16th Earlʼs death/murder in 1562, and he retained much of it in 
de Vereʼs majority.  
 
38$ Nimbly she fastens: - O, how quick is love ! - 
        [Nimbly (ʻin a manner enlivening the spiritsʼ*, i.e. animating or enriching Cecil/Dudley;  alt.: ʻwith light 
and easy motionʼ*, by extension  lightly: ʻindifferentlyʼ*, ʻwithout oppressionʼ*, ʻreadilyʼ*) she fastens: (fasten: 
ʻfix or hold in placeʼ) - O (Oxford see final stanza of A Loverʼs Complaint,  probable word play on Elizabeths 
signature ʻRʼ: Regina, she refers to de Vere as ʻOʼ: Oxford l.445 ; another precedent for this is in a 
prophecy cited by Gloucester  “which says that G of Edwards heirs the murderer shall be”  Richard 3  
l i 39-40), how quick (ʻswiftʼ*, ʻlasting or taking a short timeʼ, ʻhastyʼ; alt.: OE ʻalive, animated, alertʼ; alt.: 
shifting, unstable) is love (= the alliance or bond between R. Dudley and Elizabeth/Venus)! - ]
~ To Leicester, lightly and indifferently she fastens (herself): - Oxford, how unstable is Love  ! -
      Elizabeth hastily cedes control of England to Dudley.$

39$ The steed is stalled up, and even now
        [The steed (= stead: Vereʼs place, ʻstateʼ, estate) is stalled (ʻpenned, confined, restrainedʼ,  alt.: 
ʻstopped from making progressʼ) up, and even (= Elizabeth Tudor/Venus: the Evenstar;  alt.: even: ʻthe 
very sameʼ; similar metonyms: ever, never - not ever, an ever, nor ever - forever, the same, still  see 
Introduction, Methods, Sonnet 76) now (ʻthings being so,under these circumstancesʼ*)]
~ The state is constrained, and likewise, ʻequallyʼ (de Vere) now  ~
    
40$ To tie the rider she begins to prove:
        [To tie (ʻrestrict, limit, bindʼ) the rider (ʻone who breaks in horsesʼ*, here indicating one who teaches 
management or governance of the ʻhorseʼ/State, i.e. the would be ʻgovernorʼ = Vere) she begins (be + 
gin?) to prove (ʻto try, to bring to the testʼ*, ʻto evince or establish as a truthʼ*, ʻdemonstrate, test or 
establish the genuineness or validityʼ):]
~ To restrict the [would be] ruler, she begins to try: ~
    
41$    Backward she pushʼd him, as she would be thrust,
            [Backward (ʻcontrary to natural progressʼ) she pushʼd him, as she would (ʻpast of WILL, i.e. by 
the agency of Wm. Cecil  see glossary ;  alt.: will: ʻpleased, contentedʼ, ʻconsenting, voluntaryʼ) be (the 
Royal/ʻtrue selfʼ) thrust (ʻpushed suddenly or violentlyʼ, ʻmoved forciblyʼ),]
~ Contrary to progress she pushed him, as the Queen - by the ʻwillʼ of Cecil - would be forced, ~
      I have coupled the meaning of she and be as there is some redundancy; one might find the right 
emphasis or clarification in separating them.
   The narrator comments that Elizabeth forces Vere retrogressively (i.e. away from his object, the crown), 
as she consents to be forced.  Management and leadership are highly specialized; a few are well suited 
to them, but most are not. Some who are not suited, are pleased to submit to the talents of those who 
are; Elizabeth is said to be among these. Others who are not, resent submission and rebel; de Vere may 
be among those. Oxford is ʻthe man with the planʼ - but that does not mean he is the one to implement it.  
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42$    And governʼd him in strength, though not in lust.
            [And governʼd (govern: ʻcontrol, regulate, ruleʼ) him in strength (ʻforce, weight, energyʼ*), 
though not in lust (ʻsexual desireʼ, ʻa passionate desire for somethingʼ).]
~ And controlled Vereʼs [political] strength, but not his passionate desire. ~
      Itʼs easy to see how one might stray into thinking there was an incestuous relationship between 
Elizabeth and de Vere. I believe this confusion is an artifact of the sexual motif in the allegory, which must   
be consciously separated and held distinct from the narrative.  
   This may be the authorʼs declaration that we are not to think ʻthat wayʼ about their relationship.

43$ So soon was she along as he was down,
        [So (ʻin the same degreeʼ* see glossary ;  alt.: it follows, it proceeds; refers to royal progeny) soon 
(ʻshortly, quickly, before long*, immediately) was she along (ʻat oneʼs lengthʼ*, lying flat, esp. face 
downwardʼ, prone) as (ʻin the same degree, of the same qualityʼ*) he was down (ʻfrom a higher to a lower 
placeʼ*, into a weaker or worse position, or conditionʼ),]
~ Likewise quickly was she prone, and he overmastered just the same,   
      Ironically, as de Vere was the ʻtenderʼ by which Cecil/Dudley could dominate Elizabeth, he was also 
her currency to bargain with.  She either sold short of his true value, or sold without a thought to his gain 
or loss; she ʻleft money on the tableʼ as they say nowadays.

44$ Each leaning on their elbows and their hips:
        [Each (possible metonym  ʻeveryʼ*, ʻused of a definite and limited numberʼ*, here, Elizabeth and 
de Vere) leaning (ʻto be in a bending posture, to be about to fallʼ*;  alt.: lean: ʻto incline, to tendʼ*, ʻto bow, 
to submitʼ*, ʻto dependʼ, ʻto make to restʼ*;  alt.: ʻbareʼ*, ʻbarren, sterileʼ*, ʻpoor, insignificantʼ*) on their 
elbows (figurative  “out at elbow” = ʻin bad circumstanceʼ*;  alt.: ʻʻthe next joint of the arm [above the 
hand]ʼ*) and their hips (hip: “to have on the hip”: figurative  ʻto lay or have hold of, to have at advantageʼ*;  
alt.: ʻthe next joint of the leg above the kneeʼ;  alt.: botanical term  ʻthe fruit of a roseʼ):]
~ Both Elizabeth and Edward in submission, inclining to circumstance and at disadvantage: 
~ Both depending on their submission and their Tudor warrant: ~
~ Both Elizabeth and E. Vere prostrate [ʻcrawlingʼ even lower than their hands and knees] and at   
   disadvantage: ~

45$ Now doth she stroke his cheek, now doth he frown,
        [Now doth she stroke (ʻthe agency of any hostile and pernicious powerʼ*, ʻblowʼ*, ʻcut or thrust 
made with a weaponʼ*;  alt.: ʻsoothe, placateʼ**, ʻgently reassure to gain cooperationʼ) his cheek (figurative  
that on which one may seal a bond, i.e. degree of allegiance, by commitment or mere submission to an 
idea - either of support, dissent, or inconstancy, indecision; alt.: a Protestant Reformer, possibly a 
depreciated one; a ʻforced allegiantʼ to Marian Catholicism - referring to Sir John Cheke; alt.: Catholic 
recusancy, alt.: ʻimpertinent, impudentʼ;), now doth he frown (ʻto look stern and surlyʼ*, ʻexpress 
disapproval, displeasureʼ)]
~ Now she placates Vere, inducing (Protestant) allegiance/commitment, now he expresses disapproval ~  
~ Now she pressures for his allegiance, now he regards her angrily, ~
      Sir John Cheke is the holotype for the individual who has lost his religious, and thereby - in the 
context of late 16th century England - political integrity.  He was Wm. Cecilʼs brother-in-law who took 
refuge on the Continent in 1553, during the ʻMarian persecutionʼ of Protestants.  From exile, Cheke wrote 
moving letters to Cecil, admonishing him for yielding his religious principles in exchange for political 
advancement in Maryʼs government.  Cheke was hauled back from Europe bound in a cart, and thrown in 
the Tower.  He was given a choice: either burn at the stake, or recant his Protestantism before her Court; 
he recanted.
   The recurrence of the word ʻcheekʼ is a reminder to the courtly audience and Wm. Cecil in particular, of 
the self-compromise entailed in ʻforced allegianceʼ, either by the Marian Persecutions or by the Act of 
Uniformity (1559) and other acts of the Elizabethan Religious Settlement (1558-63).  As the poem 
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proceeds we will see these Protestant Reformers characterized as inconstant, and Catholics, such as Sir 
Thomas More and Stephen Gardiner, as committed and unwavering.  Adopting More as his example, 
de Vere will withdraw from Court, dispossess himself of his estate, and spend the last twenty years of his 
life in relative seclusion. Incidentally, we also owe to seclusion the poetry of Geoffrey Chaucer, who was 
politically disenfranchised in his later years.  
      
46$ And ʻgins to chide, but soon she stops his lips;
        [And ʻgins to chide (ʻscold, rebukeʼ;  alt.: ʻto be noisy aboutʼ*, ʻto proclaim aloudʼ*), but soon she 
stops (ʻobtain the required pitchʼ from a stringed instrument or the pipe of an organ;  alt.: ʻprevent or 
dissuade from continuing an activity or achieving an aimʼ; alt.: OE  ʻblock up (an aperture)ʼ; alt.: obtaining 
the required pitch on a stringed instrument by pressing at the appropriate point) his lips;]
~ And begins to self-proclaim, but straightaway she tunes his language; ~
~ And begins to admonish her, but directly she silences his rebuke; ~

47$    And kissing speaks, with lustful language broken,
            [And kissing (kiss: ʻseal a bondʼ, cement a bond) speaks (ʻcommunicate reprovingly or adviseʼ), 
with lustful (ʻpassionateʼ) language broken (ʻdisrupted, dividedʼ),]
~ And sealing their bond with familial reproofs, disrupted by this passionate languageʼ ~

48$    ʻIf thou wilt chide, thy lips shall never open.ʼ
            [ʻIf thou wilt chide (ʻscold, rebukeʼ*, ʻquarrelʼ*;  alt.: ʻproclaimʼ), thy lips (metonym  = speech, 
words; voice, ʻjudgementʼ*, ʻvote, suffrageʼ*, as used by Coriolanus , the means of the kiss: the bond of 
fidelity; of Elizabeth and Edward = the royal claimants in accord, but unequal in resolve) shall never 
(never: Never Ever (see Fair for explanation of word play), not E.Ver, used to refer to Elizabeth as unfaithful to 
her motto: Semper Eadem = Ever the same, ʻever herselfʼ, or ʻever [faithful to] herselfʼ i.e. that, in contrast 
to Edward de Vere, she is not ʻalways the sameʼ but rather, acts for others . It may also be used to refer to 
himself under one of his pseudonyms, i.e. when he is not E. Vere) open (ʻto disclose, to revealʼ*, 
ʻto unlock, to unfoldʼ*).ʼ]
~ ʻIf you will proclaim, your words shall not [e.ver] be disclosed.ʼ ~
~ ʻIf you will quarrel, [in] your words shall [an] e.ver be heard.ʼ ~
~ ʻIf you will clamor, your speech shall never Elizabeth reveal. ~  (?)
   In this context, I believe she threatens him with censure, permanent isolation, or death.

49$ He burns with bashful shame: she with her tears
        [He burns (ʻpossessed of desire or impatienceʼ*) with bashful (ʻembarrassedʼ, ʻshamefacedʼ*) 
shame (from Sham: ʻfalsely present something as the truthʼ, ʻpretend to beʼ, i.e. supersession, 
replacement, disorder - ʻperhaps a northern English dialect variant of the noun SHAMEʼ  see glossary honey, 
and l. 76 ; shame would seem redundant when coupled with bashful, unless the intended meaning differed 
from our present use) : she with her tears (= transgressions resulting in blackmail,  tear: ʻto rendʼ*, ʻto 
breakʼ*, additional synonyms  rupture, upheaval, torment, disjoint, rift; alt.: ʻa drop of water secreted by the 
eyeʼ)] 
~ He is consumed by shameful supersession: she with her torment ~
  He is embarrassed by his reduced circumstances, she by her transgressions or pride.

50$ Doth quench the maiden burning of his cheeks:
        [Doth quench (ʻextinguishʼ*, ʻto suppress, to stifleʼ*, ʻto lose zealʼ*) the maiden (ʻthe first of its kindʼ, 
ʻvirginʼ*) burning (burn: ʻmetaphorically  to be inflamed with passions and affectionsʼ*, ʻflame or glow while 
consuming [fuel]ʼ*; alt.: ʻof urgent interest and importanceʼ) of his cheeks (cheek: allegiance, alliance, 
commitment, integrity):]
~ Suppresses the ʻvirgin razingʼ by its allegiants: ~ 
~ Does extinguish the ʻvirgin-razingʼ of his allegiance: ~ 
~ Extinguishes the youthful passion of his commitment: ~ 
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      The first interpretation relies on the transfer of a plurality, such as ʻdrops of rainʼ to the singularity of 
ʻrainʼ (?) . ʻThe relationship between a verb and an indirect objectʼ ʻexpressing a causeʼ may seem 
perfectly clear or needlessly ambiguous; here it is useful to think of ʻofʼ as ʻbyʼ.

   (?) De Vere blames the loss of his ʻwillʼ on Elizabethʼs tearful pleading, with a likely allusion to the threatened 
execution (by burning at the stake) of Sir John Chekeʼ V&A l.45 .

51$ Then with her windy sighs and golden hairs
        [Then with her windy (wind: pun air current, i.e. currant heir;  alt.: ʻempty, pompous talkʼ, 
ʻmeaningless rhetoricʼ, windy: ʻusing or expressed in many words that sound impressive but mean littleʼ, 
ʻempty, meaninglessʼ, alt.: windy/winding: pun  ʻcoil aboutʼ, ʻwrap, bindʼ, ʻa length of something wound or 
arranged in a spiral or sequence of ringsʼ, ʻthings that wind or are wound around somethingʼ, as is the 
case with plant tendrils and helical coils, springs - perhaps in the sense of staves of wooden pipe, tightly 
bound with iron windings by ʻpipe coopersʼ) sighs (pun = from ME size/assize: ʻsettled portion, allowanceʼ*, 
ʻordinance fixing a rate of paymentʼ*, ordinance regulating weights and measures; possible alt.: wind ʻdis-
eyesʼ: possible ref. to reducing influence of Robert Dudley?: i.e. current heir removes Dudley) and golden 
(allusion to second syllable of Tu-dor, French  dʼor: of gold, doré: golden Cassellʼs French Dict.;  alt.: 
ʻresembling gold in color and brightnessʼ*, ʻprecious, excellentʼ*, alt.: ʻornamented with goldʼ*, ʻresembling 
gold in color and brightnessʼ*;  alt.: the Monarchy ʻconsisting of goldʼ*, referring to the material value of 
the Crown  see glossary:  tender, love) hairs (connoting ʻa great numberʼ, ʻdenoting exactness of estimationʼ*;  
golden hairs: probable metonym  the material heirs - Wm. Cecil, R. Dudley, ;  alt.: may allude to Midas by de 
Vere/Lyly 1591 - the golden beard of Midas/Cecil becomes blackmail-tender; possible metonym  heirʼs = hairs: 
the collective body of individual strands or allegiants of the head, i.e. the current heir as Vere sees 
himself;  alt.: the ʻpreciousʼ* status and value of the crown)]
~ Then, with an allowance settled to the current heirs, and Tu-dʼor heirs ~
~ Then with her valueless size/assizes, and Midas heirs ~
~ Then with her assize [of the] current heir, and [de facto] Cecil/Midas heirs ~
      A good rule of thumb in reading Shake-speare, is to pay closer attention to language that seems 
awkward. Ben Jonson noted how natural his designs and lines, ʻso richly spun, and woven so fitʼ**;
if they appear otherwise they need a second look. “Windy sighs” sounds odd to me. It stands proud.  
I think these words are related to the obscure phrase “mortal coil” Hamlet lll i 67 , and an extension of the 
metonyms spring, green and verity (Vere), and kiss (bond). 
    “Golden hairs” is a similar example.  A current heir, Edward Tu-dʼor Seymour, is being expunged, and a 
golden heir or golden heirs see l. 493-96  elevated in his stead. This substitution may dry Elizabethʼs ʻtearsʼ 
of shame, but leaves a tenuous compromise for her would-be Vere successor, and does nothing to 
redress the political and religious wrongs against England.
   Stephen S. Hilliard wrote an essay in 1972 titled Lylyʼs Midas as an Allegory of Tyranny. Let me quote 
the abstract from his essay, and judge for yourself whether Cecil alone, or rather, the Cecil/Leicester 
coalition is the more likely target of Vereʼs political animus: 
          John Lylyʼs Midas is structured in terms of traditional allegorizations of the Ovidian myth that represents 
       Midas as a avaricious and ignorant tyrant.  Lyly is thus concerned with a theme popular in the public theater, 
       but he treats it in an allegorical manner distinctive in its focus on theme rather than character or action. 
       The play first portrays Midasʼs mistaken choice of a private end, the accumulation of wealth for its own sake 
       and as a means of financing lechery and aggression, then suggests the difficulties this causes in the governing 
       of his kingdom.  The episode in which Midas judges the singing contest of Pan and Apollo is not unrelated;
       rather it contributes to the thematic development by depicting allegorically the ignorance of the divine order
       which causes Midasʼs tyranny.  In the last act, the repentant king submits to the divine order in a scene of 
       Lylyʼs invention that underscores the allegorical theme.
       
Though Midas has been interpreted as an allegory of Spainʼs king Philip ll - and though modern 
interpreters rightly judge as reprehensible Spainʼs expropriation of the New World wealth - Philip certainly 
does not violate Renaissance standards of divine order. It is clearly de Vereʼs assessment that Wm. Cecil 
and R. Dudley did; and since these two are of paramount importance in the authorʼs life I cast my vote for 
them. 
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   R. Warwick Bond The Complete Works of John Lyly, 1902 V.3 p.10  was in no doubt of the Court parallels in the 
plays of Lyly, nor was Nicholas J. Halpin Oberonʼs Vision, 1843  before him. In the prefatory essays to the 
plays, Bond makes an effort to identify many characters with particular members of Elizabethʼs Court.  
While I recognize the ʻbroad strokeʼ of allegory, I also notice the author is highly specific, and relies only 
on the intimate familiarity of his courtly audience with the characters to make a positive identification. 
This, I believe, is one of the differences between metaphoric and metonymic allegory. 
**To the Memory of My Beloved Master by Ben Jonson, prefixed to the first folio, 1623

52$ To fan and blow them dry again she seeks:
        [To fan (ʻto blow as with a fanʼ*: ʻan instrument used by ladies to cool themselves by moving the airʼ* 
indirect pun  fan: to beat the air/heir) and blow (ʻextinguish fire with air currentʼ indirect pun current air; ʻto 
drive by a current of airʼ*, alt.: ʻa powerful strokeʼ, ʻviolent application of the hand, or an offensive 
weaponʼ*) them dry (dry: ʻlacking moistureʼ, see l.25;  alt.: ʻbare, unexciting, dullʼ;  alt.: ʻdesiccatedʼ, 
ʻdestitute of moistureʼ*, ʻsapless, not greenʼ*; alt.; ʻthirstyʼ*) again (ʻonce Moreʼ* metonym  referring to 
English Christianity prior to the schism occasioned by Elizabethʼs birth) she seeks (ʻto strive, to 
pursueʼ*): ]
~ To beat and drive the heir-current bare, once ʻMoreʼ, she strives: ~
      Elizabeth seeks to remove content from her son. He had considered himself to be the ʻsecond 
comingʼ of Henry V - “Une sans plus” = ʻOne without moreʼ - but now describes her attempt to ʻwiltʼ him.
Of course, de Vereʼs sap became the life-force—the wealth and status—of Leicester and Burghley.   

53$    He saith she is immodest, blames her ʼ miss;
            [He saith she is immodest (ʻnot keeping due measureʼ, i.e. not modest: not filling up the 
measure, going beyond or falling short of what is required;  alt.: ʻunrestrained of sexualityʼ), blames 
(blame: ʻto censure, to find fault withʼ*) her ʼ miss (ʻoffenseʼ, ʻthe breach or violation of what is judged 
right or naturalʼ;  alt.: ʻto fail, not to observe, not to keepʼ*, ʻto be deficient, to be wantingʼ*;  alt.: the rape, 
as we would call it today, of young Princess Elizabeth);]
~ De Vere says she is not just, he blames her offense; ~
~ De Vere says she is sexually unrestrained, blames her offense [for his ʻbarenessʼ l.52]; ~
      In the context of the Ovidian love poem, this ʻmissʻ is unexplained.
   
54$    What follows more she murders with a kiss.
            [What (ʻthat whichʼ*) follows (ʻto come, or be afterʼ*) more (Edward de Vere, the ʻMoreʼ that 
follows from the motto of Henry V, “Une sans plus” = ʻOne without moreʼ, which contains two prominent 
metonyms; ʻOneʼ = the Monarch, more = ʻgreaterʼ, ʻsomething additionalʼ, ʻto a greater degreeʼ embodied 
in de Vere and Th. More) she murders (murder: metaphorical use  ʻto destroyʼ*) with a kiss (ʻbond, 
compact, covenantʼ).]
~ That which is to be after de Vere, she destroys with a bond. ~

55$ Even as an empty eagle, sharp by fast,
        [Even (the very same, [serves] ʻto denote identity of persons or thingsʼ*, ʻequallyʼ*, precisely, 
exactlyʼ*; usually coupled with other de Vere metonyms eg. as, the sun, very, so; indicates the very same 
as de Vere  see glossary: as, ever, one, the same, so ) as (ʻin the quality ofʼ*) an empty (ʻstate of containing 
nothingʼ*, nothing = without identity, without office, = nullius: Latin  ʻof no oneʼ, bastard) eagle (ʻJoveʼs bird, 
the Roman eagleʼ Cymbeline lV,ii,348 ; the chief god, Jupiter, is a falconer; his minion is an eagle;  alt.: 
reference  the Greek myth of Jove and Ganymede  see Metamorphoses, Ovid, Bk. X, l.157-233 ;  alt.: heraldic 
symbol of queen Mary l, perhaps referring to Cecilʼs continuity from Mary to Elizabeth), sharp (ʻvery thin, 
leanʼ,  alt.: ʻeager, keenʼ*,  alt.: nautical  close (?) ) by fast (hunger, lack of sustenance;  alt. nautical  secure, 
clinging limpet-like),]
~ Identical is Vere, as Jove without Ganymede, keen by loss,
~ Tudor-Vere, of the same quality as a destitute vassal, lean with hunger, ~
~ Vere-the-Same, having the quality of Joveʼs ʻNothingʼ vassal, keen with appetite, ~
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~ At that very moment, a character-less minion, clinging limpet-like [to the royal person], ~      
      “Even as” repeats the opening phrase of V&A l.1 , and may indicate Elizabeth or de Vere. I believe the 
author intends to emphasize the equality of the two; he or she “tires” l.56 , he or she shakes/discards “her 
wings” l.57, etc.
   Rejecting Platoʼs demur of pederasty in the Ganymede myth, de Vere accepts the lust for “prettie 
boyes” bk. X l.157  by Jove as analogous to the Queens lust for power - or at least, the appearance 
of power.      - Review myth of Ganymede, Plato, Socrates, Eagle, etc.
   -
56$ Tires with her beak on feathers, flesh and bone,
        [Tires (Tire: ʻto fatigue, to wearyʼ*;  alt.: ʻto tear a preyʼ*;  alt.: ʻto attire, to dress, to adornʼ*) with her 
beak (ʻthe sharp and crooked bill of a bird of preyʼ*; informal  ʻa personʼs noseʼ, ref. Elizabethʼs distinctive 
hooked nose?, note tomb effigy Westminster Abbey) on feathers (feather: that preference, which allows 
advancement, that is to be gained by association with powerful men  see glossary ;  alt.: ʻthe plume of 
birdsʼ*, the light structures that allow flight see Sonnet 78 l.7 , perhaps signifying ornament, Iachimo terms 
Leonatus “The best feather of our wing” Cymbeline l iv 186 ;  see feathʼred V&A l.306 , pun  faith: elements or 
followers who are true to faith?), flesh (ʻanimal substanceʼ*) and bone (ʻhard, whitish tissue making up 
the skeleton of vertebratesʼ; alt.: feathers, flesh and bone: birds, ʻthe animal partʼ*, i.e. not the spiritual 
part (?) ),]
~ Tears with her, bill on ʻByrdsʼ/Recusants, the animal but not spiritual part, ~
~ Tears with her hooked bill on his preference, substance, and marrow, ~                   

57$ Shaking her wings, devouring all in haste,
        [Shaking (ʻto lay aside, to discontinueʼ*, ʻto discard, to cast offʼ*) her wings (ʻemblem of any thing 
that carries the mind upwardsʼ*), devouring (ʻto consume, to destroyʼ*, from Latin devorare: to swallow 
down) all (pars pro toto  Henry Wriothesleyʼs motto ʻall for oneʼ) in haste (ʻswift dispatchʼ*),] 
~ Casting off [her own] higher aspirations, swallowing down her heirs with swift dispatch, ~

58$ Till either gorge be stuffʼd or prey be gone;
        [Till either (ʻone of twoʼ*, ʻeach of twoʼ*, possible ref.  alternate methods of advancing de Vere or 
Wriothesley) gorge (ʻvoiceʼ*,  alt.: ʻthe rear entrance to a fortificationʼ, refers to  the means of accessing the 
throne by the back door, i.e. as Ed. de Vere rather than as Ed. Tudor; alt.: ʻthe throat, the stomachʼ*) be 
stuffʼd (stuff: ʻto make full, to completeʼ*, such that no more may enter) or prey (ʻspoil, bootyʼ*, plunder;  
alt.: ʻone, or something given up to anotherʼ*, alt.:  review l.4  ʻthe huntedʼ; alt.: pun  pray: ʻto entreatʼ*, ʻto 
make petitions to heavenʼ*) be (the Royal/True self, be is coupled with are, am; nearly synonymous with 
essential or veracious existence; the Monarch, an ʻOxford beingʼ) gone (go: ʻto departʼ*, ʻto vanishʼ*, alt. 
be gone: of an Ox, gone  see glossary Be );]
~ Until either the ʻvoice Royalʼ is stopped, or ʻgolden plunder Royalʼ exhausted; ~
~ Until either rear access be blocked, or the spoils are vanished; ~

59$    Even so she kissʼd his brow, his cheek, his chin,
            [Even ( the very same, [serves] ʻto denote identity of persons or thingsʼ*, ʻequallyʼ*, precisely, 
exactlyʼ*; usually coupled with other de Vere metonyms eg. as, the sun, very, so , ʻthe very sameʼ = 
Elizabeth and/or de Vere; from Elizabethʼs motto: ʻEver the sameʼ) so (ʻsimilarlyʼ,ʼas that previously 
mentionedʼ) she kissʼd (kiss: ʻbindʼ) his brow (figurative  ʻmind, thoughtʼ), his cheek (metonym  ʻintellectual 
integrityʼ, ref. to Sir John Cheke), his chin (figurative  ʻvoiceʼ, if the chin is restrained, so is the mouth),]
~ Thus did Elizabeth; she restricts Vereʼs mind, his political and religious expression, his speech, ~
~ Exactly so with Vere, she undentures his mind, his allegiance, his voice, ~
 
60$    And where she ends she doth anew begin.
            [And where she ends (ʻto destroy, to killʼ*, ʻto bring to a closeʼ*) she doth anew (ʻin a new or 
different wayʼ, ʻin a new and other mannerʼ*) begin (be: the Royal/True self, be is coupled with are, am - 
nearly synonymous with essential or veracious existence, + gin: pun  ʻa snare for trapping gameʼ, ʻa snare, 
a springeʼ*) .]
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~ And where she destroys she does, in another manner, ensnare [the Crown]. ~

61$ Forcʼd to content, but never to obey,
        [Forcʼd to content (ʻacquiescing, not grievedʼ*, ʻsatisfied, not demanding moreʼ*,ʻa state of peaceʼ; 
alt.: ʻthe substance of an idea or argumentʼ, i.e. subject, theme ʻforcibly silencedʼ or ʻforced to submitʼ is 
the likely meaning) but never (metonym  Elizabeth, Never = Never Ever (see Fair for explanation of word play), not 
E.Ver, used to refer to Elizabeth as unfaithful to her motto: Semper Eadem = Ever the same, ʻever 
herselfʼ, or ʻever [faithful to] herselfʼ i.e. that, in contrast to Edward de Vere, she is not ʻalways the sameʼ 
but rather, acts for others;  alt.:never + never = never the unfaithful, never the not ever-faithful;  alt.: = not 
E. Ver, i.e. his true self: Edward Tudor Seymour, other than E. Ver,) to obey (ʻto submit, to be ruled by, to 
comply withʼ*),]
~ Forced to acquiescence, ʻotherwise thanʼ Elizabeth to obey, ~
~ Forced to subject, otherwise than Elizabeth/ʻNeverʼ E. Vere to obey, ~
~ Forced to submit, but ʻNot E. Vereʼ (Ed. Tudor) to obey, ~

62$ Panting he lies and breatheth in her face;
        [Panting (pant: ʻshortened breath from excitement, exertion, or agitationʼ) he lies (lie: ʻan 
intentionally false statementʼ, ʻfalsehood uttered for the purpose of deceptionʼ*) and breatheth (breath: 
metonym  ʻsignal, profound communicationʼ, ʻwords, languageʼ*;  alt.: ʻto instill life into somethingʼ;  alt. ʻa 
thing without substance, a trifleʼ*;  alt.: archaic ʻtarnish or taintʼ) in her face;]
~ With attenuated voice, he is false and utters nonsense to her face; ~
~ Agitated, he lies and draws life from her false appearance; ~

63$ She feedeth on the steam as on a prey,
        [She feedeth (feed: ʻderive nourishment fromʼ) on the steam (ʻvapourʼ*, ʻa visible fluid floating in the 
atmosphereʼ*, gaseous, volatile rain/pun reign;  alt.: ʻvacuous, boasting, or pompousʼ speech, ref. to l.62  
breath  ʻwords, languageʼ*) as (ʻin the same degree, of the same qualityʼ*, ʻthough of the same degreeʼ see 
glossary: all, ever, even, one, the same, still, so) on a prey (ʻan animal that is hunted for foodʼ;  alt.: pun  pray: 
ʻto ask earnestly, to entreatʼ*, ),]
~ She feeds on the ʻvolatile reinʼ of Tudor as on prey [that must die for her sustenance (?) ] ~ 
~ Elizabeth consumes the vacuous nonsense de Vere offers, as if an earnest entreaty, ~

64$ And calls it heavenly moisture, air of grace;
        [And calls (call: ʻrefer/describeʼ; she describes in positive terms to inspire or urge him in his forced 
submission) it heavenly (ʻdivineʼ, ʻwonderfulʼ) moisture (ʻdiffused liquid as vaporʼ, precipitation, rain), air 
(ʻheirʼ; ʻdispositionʼ) of grace (ʻthe free and unmerited favor of Godʼ; alt. reference to the Pilgrimage of 
Grace, a Yorkshire based protest to the break with the Roman Catholic Church and the dissolution of the 
monasteries);]
~ And terms it ʻdivine reignʼ, ʻheir of the Pilgrimage of Grace; ~
~ And calls it divine reign, heir of Godʼs favor; ~
     ʻHeir of the Pilgrimage of Graceʼ, would be a strong affirmation of de Vereʼs conservative 
religious views.
 
65$    Wishing her cheeks were gardens full of flowers,
            [Wishing (wish: to desire, pun (?)  of the Sire, refers to the royal grandfather, Henry Vlll) her 
cheeks (= adherents, advocates, defenders, also Protestant reformers) were (word play on Vere - Latin 
ʻWʼ pronounced as ʻVʼ) gardens (likely reference to Stephen Gardiner (1482-1555), Bishop of Winchester, 
i.e. Gardiner [sic] and his gardens) full (ʻhaving in abundanceʼ*;  alt.: ʻcomplete, entire, not defective or 
partialʼ*) of flowers (flower: ʻfinest individualʼ,  alt.: possible pun  ʻfollowersʼ, see glossary  bud ),]
~ Desiring her adherents Vere-like [as] Gardinerʼs faithful followers, ~
~ Wishing her advocates were a profusion of Gardiner-like religious conservatives, ~
      Stephen Gardiner, Bishop of Winchester, was an anti-papal religious conservative; he rejected 
Protestant doctrine and backed Mary Tudorʼs severe Roman Catholicism. In 1528 he negotiated with 
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Pope Clement Vll for the annulment of Henry Vlllʼs marriage to Catherine of Aragon. The ensuing 
disagreement caused Henry to break with Rome, declare himself head of the English Church, and 
allowed him to marry Elizabethʼs mother, Anne Boleyn.
   Elizabeth and de Vere surely held ambivalent views on Gardiner.  Shake-speareʼs play, Henry Vlll, 
portrays him an enemy of Anne Boleyn, Thomas Cromwell, and Archbishop Cranmer (this enmity did not 
extend to Elizabeth Henry Vlll, V, i, l.20-21); but history gives additional complexity. Through the efforts of 
Gardiner and Cromwell, Henry Vlll found the confidence to dissever from the Papacy and assume control 
of the vast lands and wealth formerly in Papal possession. Gardinerʼs unyielding commitment  to the ʻoldʼ 
religion as manifest in his ʻAct of Six Articlesʼ may have engendered in de Vere admiration for the 
Bishopʼs steadfast faith with political flexibility. This will become the corner-stone of de Vereʼs proposal for 
a ʻRed and Whiteʼ compromise to Englandʼs religious disunity. Henry, Elizabeth, and Ed. de Vere all 
evinced a sentimental attachment to Catholic tradition. 

66$    So they were dewʼd with such distilling showers.
            [So (ʻin the same degree, asʼ*, alt.: it follows, it proceeds; refers to royal progeny) they () were 
dewʼd (dewʼd = bedewed: ʻcovered with drops of condensed vaporʼ, pun  the ʻreignʼ/rain of Night;  alt.: 
dewʼd = dueʼd/due: ʻrequired or owed as a legal or moral obligationʼ) with such (metonym  ʻof that or the 
like kind or degreeʼ*, ʻof the like kindʼ*  see glossary ) distilling (distill: ʻto extract the finest and purest parts 
fromʼ, distilling: ʻpurifying to an essenceʼ; alt. word-play  dis: ʻdenoting separationʼ, ʻdenoting expulsionʼ, 
ʻdenoting removal of the thing specifiedʼ, denoting reversal or absence of an action or state, + still: metonym 
= de Vere, as decoded in Sonnet 76 ʻ I, still, all, one, ever, the sameʼ) showers (ʻa short fall of rainʼ*).]
~ The Monarchy equally ʻreinedʼ by Night with Tudor extracting ʻfall of reignʼ. ~
~ So they were owed such ʻdis-Vere-ing rein. ~

67$ Look how a bird lies tangled in a net,
        [Look (ʻregard in a specified wayʼ, consider) how a bird (Catholic recusants who wish for 
deliverance from enforced Protestant observance. Alludes to William Byrd, Gentleman of the Chapel 
Royal and most highly regarded composer of the English Renaissance;  alt.:  ʻused as a term of 
endearmentʼ*, ʻthe young of any fowlʼ*, metaphor  children) lies (ʻto be confined in prisonʼ*) tangled (tangle: 
ʻensnareʼ*, ʻimplicate, to ravelʼ*) in a net (a complex texture = ʻintricacyʼ*;  alt.: a woven fabric or ʻtexture 
used to catch fish, birdsʼ),]
~ Regard how the recusant cannot be truthful ensnared in such intricacy, ~  
~ Do you see how a dear youth is confined, ensnared in a net, ~

68$ So fastʼned in her arms Adonis lies;
        [So (ʻin the same degree, asʼ*, alt.: it follows, it proceeds; refers to royal progeny) fastʼned (fast: 
ʻfirmly fixedʼ*, ʻned = Ned/Edward) in her arms (ʻEnsigns armorial of a familyʼ*,  alt.: ʻwithin her graspʼ;  
alt.: + in armed custody) Adonis lies (lie: confined, ʻsituated, proneʼ;  alt.: ʻuntruthfulʼ);]
~ As firmly fixed is Edward, within her family arms de Vere is [dishonestly] bound; ~
      Take note of contractions; they are always significant. Here fastʼned is an apparent contraction of 
fastened, ostensibly to accommodate the meter. The contracted syllable disappears yet retains its 
meaning. 

69$ Pure shame and awʼd resistance made him fret,
        [Pure (ʻinnocent, guiltlessʼ*) shame (ʻdishonor, disgraceʼ*) and awʼd (awe: ʻfear, wonder, reverenceʼ; 
pun  odd: ʻopposed to evenʼ see glossary , i.e. at odds, ʻto be on terms of enmity and contentionʼ) resistance 
(ʻrefusal to complyʼ, opposition, insubordination, protest) made him fret (ʻto be devoured or consumedʼ, 
ʻhigh anxietyʼ),]
~ Guiltless dishonor and resistance to ʻOddʼ consumed him, ~
      As in line 68, the contraction of awed to awʼd suggests the near homonym odd, i.e. ʻopposed to evenʼ.
Throughout V&A, even is a metonym for the Rightful Tudor Monarchs.
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70$ Which bred more beauty in his angry eyes:
        [Which bred (breed: ʻbegetʼ*, ʻengenderedʼ) more (Edward de Vere, the ʻMoreʼ that follows from the 
motto of Henry V, “Une sans plus” = ʻOne without moreʼ, which contains two prominent metonyms; ʻOneʼ = 
the Monarch, more = ʻgreaterʼ, ʻsomething additionalʼ, ʻto a greater degreeʼ embodied in de Vere and Th. 
More;  alt.: faithful to principle = ʻby Moreʼs exampleʼ) beauty (beauty: ʻtruthʼ) in his angry (ʻprovokedʼ*) 
eyes (ai = grief  see glossary eye , overlords and their spies, i.e. Robert Dudley;  alt.:  eyes: ʻayesʼ, 
ʻexpressing assentʼ;  alt.: archaic or Scottish ʻever, always, stillʼ):]
~ Which begot the truthful righteousness of Prince Hal and Thomas More in his resentment and grief: ~
~ Which engendered righteousness with his forced assent: ~

71$    Rain added to a river bank that is rank
            [Rain (pun  rein: ʻto govern by a bridle, to restrainʼ*, ʻto keep under controlʼ) added (ʻto increase, to 
enrichʼ*;  alt.: ʻto bestow onʼ*) to a river (pun  rive ver = riven Vere, rive: ʻsplit or torn apart violentlyʼ, ʻto 
split, to cleave, to rendʼ*) bank (ʻstock or store of moneyʼ, wealth, estate;  alt.: ʻbase oneʼs hopes or 
confidenceʼ) that is (third person singular present of metonym  be: the Royal/True self) rank (rank: ʻhigh social 
positionʼ,  alt.: ʻroyalʼ, equal to ʻOneʼ;  alt.: the highest of Lords Temporal, the ranking secular member 
of the House of Lords)]
~ Reign bestowed upon a riven Vereʼs hopes/estate, that of Royal blood ~ 
~ Restraint, added to a riven Vere, although he is ʻOneʼ ~ 
~ Reign enriching a divided Vere that is Royal ~

72$    Perforce will force it overflow the bank.
            [Perforce (per: ʻthroughʼ, archaic ʻby means ofʼ + force: ʻstrengthʼ, ʻcoercion or compulsion, esp. 
with the use or threat of violenceʼ;  alt.: ʻby forceʼ, ʻby violenceʼ*, ʻof necessityʼ) will (the will of the queen;  
alt.: ʻinclinationʼ*, ʻcomplyʼ, consentʼ*,ʼ to summonʼ*, ʻto requireʼ*, ʻthe idea of probability passing into that 
of use and customʼ*; alt. William: the christian name of Lord Treasurer William Cecil  see glossary; alt. 
William: the christian [pseudonym] of the poet himselfʼ*) force (ʻto bring about or effect by constraint or 
violenceʼ*, ʻto violateʼ*) it overflow (ʻsuch a quantity as runs overʼ*; alt.: pun  oʼer ver flow = flow over Vere;  
alt.: flow: ʻthe streaming, running of a fluidʼ*; to rise, opposed to ebbʼ*) the bank (= Lord Treasurer: 
William Cecil).]
~ By force of William Cecil, compel the overage/excess to fall [to] Lord Treasurer. ~
~ By coercion - by the Queenʼs ʻWillʻ - oblige those assets to transfer oʼer Vere to the Lord Treasurer. ~  
~ By compulsion of the Will (of William Cecil), violates that rank, and such that exceeds [an amount due  
   Vereʼs reduced social status] falls to Lord Treasurer Wm. Cecil. ~ 
      Here is a fine example of awkward syntax and seeming redundancy that blossom into precise 
historical  explanation.  Will, as with other metonyms, is always used with calculated ambiguity; but here 
in plain view (and to avoid confusion) is the name Will[iam Cecil] just as Oxfordian theory predicts.  As a 
ward of state, Edward de Vere was placed in the household of William Cecil, and the estate of the Earl of 
Oxford under Cecil/Leicester management.  Likewise overflow - lest their be any doubt whose fortune had 
been confiscated by the Treasury our author nominates ʻVerʼ - a sacrosanct syllable in all of de Vereʼs 
works. He would have reconfigured overflow as ʻoʼerflowʼ if a specific reference to ver had not been 
intended.
   Will and ʻWillʼ are different.  Will represents the purpose and determination of William Cecil, which proves to be the 
controlling interest in de Vereʼs life. ʻWillʼ represents the pseudonym William Shake-speare (see Sonnet 136). These 
metonyms belong to an endemic orthography - letʼs call it heterography - that is the rock upon which the canon 
is built  see glossary.

73$ Still she entreats, and prettily entreats,
        [Still (Ever, E. Ver, E. Vere  see glossary: all, as, one, even, ever, the same, so  see Sonnet 76 for a key to Vere 
metonyms) she entreats (ʻask anxiouslyʼ, ʻpleadʼ, to beseechʼ*, ʻto prevail upon by solicitationʼ*) and 
prettily (ʻneatlyʼ*, perhaps with an oblique allusion to neat = ʻan Oxʼ, ʻhorned cattleʼ* + ʻin the manner ofʼ 
see glossary ;  alt.: ʻattractively, appealinglyʼ, ʻin a pleasing mannerʼ* related to OE ʻcleverlyʼ) entreats,]
~  With de Vere she pleads, and in an ʻOxenlyʼ manner she beseeches, ~
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74$ For to a pretty ear she tunes her tale;
        [For to a pretty (ʻappealingʼ, ʻpleasingʼ*;  alt.: ʻneat, fineʼ*, therefore with an oblique allusion to neat = 
ʻan Oxʼ, ʻhorned cattleʼ* see glossary ;  alt.: ʻused as a term of endearment [in] the place of diminutivesʼ*) ear 
(pun heir) she tunes (tune: ʻadjustʼ, ʻadaptʼ) her tale (Latin  tālis, tāle: ʻof such kind, suchʼ;  alt.: Law, 
wordplay  tail: ʻlimitation of ownershipʼ;  alt.: ʻimaginative fictionʼ, ʻlieʼ; alt.: [a narrative of] ʻthings not much 
to the credit of a personʼ*);]
~ For to an Oxʼs ear she adjusts her fiction; ~
~ For to a ʻdearʼ heir she adapts her discreditable story; ~

75$ Still is he sullen, still he lours and frets,
        [Still (ʻeverʼ, E. Vere) is (third person singular present of metonym  be: the Royal/True self) he sullen (ʻsad, 
melancholyʼ;  alt.: ʻbad-tempered and sulkyʼ, ʻmorose, peevish, waspishʼ*), still (yet and always E. Vere) 
he lours (lour: ʻlowerʼ, ʻreduce in estimation or valueʼ) and frets (fret: ʻgradually wear awayʼ),]
~ Ever Royal is he, bad-tempered and sulky, ever he diminishes and wears away, ~
~ He is a sulky Vere, a reduced Vere, gradually wearing away, ~

76$ ʻTwixt crimson shame and anger ashy-pale:
        [ʻTwixt (ʻbetweenʼ, implying the ʻidea of hinderanceʼ*, it is difficult to determine whether ʻheʼ/deVere is 
sullen between his own displacement and restraint, that of Elizabeth, or both) crimson (ʻrich red, inclining 
to purpleʼ, royal; i.e. Lancastrian, or Catholic;  alt.: ʻdeep embarrassmentʼ;  alt.: ʻred with angerʼ) shame 
(from Sham: ʻfalsely present something as the truthʼ, ʻpretend to beʼ - ʻperhaps a northern English dialect 
variant of the noun SHAMEʼ  see glossary honey, and l. 76) and anger (ʻemotion of the mind at an injuryʼ*, 
ʻstrong feeling of hostilityʼ, discontent) ashy (ash: in Western Christian tradition, ash marks repentance for 
oneʼs sins and faults, + y: characterized by) -pale (ʻused of things wanting lustre and brightness; as of the 
moonʼ*;  alt.: ʻan enclosureʼ*, imprisonment;  alt.: ʻsynonymous to whiteʼ;  ashy-pale: ʻash-colored, paleʼ, 
ʻvery pale from shock or fearʼ;  alt.: ashy-: ʻash-colouredʼ*;  alt.: ʼfrom the wood of a tree, the ʻLinnaean 
Fraxinus excelsior; used for the lance made of itʼ* + pale: ʻan enclosureʼ*, therefore ʻSpeare-colored/
enclosedʼ, or ʻSpeare-impaledʼ allusion to pseudonym Shakespeare?):]
~ Between [Elizabethʼs] shame and his displeasure at the constraint of her repentance: ~
~ Between his Lancastrian shame of a pretended identity, and anger at Yorkist ʻSpeare impalersʼ: ~
~ As a bulwark between shamed royalty, and the discontent of corrupted Yorkist usurpers: ~
      This is ambiguous language!  I believe a viable solution must accommodate all words without 
assuming the relative significance of any.
      The figurative use of red and white recur in Venus and Adonis, and reach back to de Vereʼs translation 
of Ovidʼs Metamorphosis, likely under Sir Arthur Goldingʼs tutelage (1563-67). The red rose (of the House 
of Lancaster) with a smaller white rose in its center (symbolizing the House of York) identifies the House 
of Tudor.  Near red and near white, as they are used here, extend and deepen this significance to related 
ideas; for example, the crimson and ash-gray may suggest corruption of the Tudor Rose by the Houses of 
Dudley and Cecil.
   This line refers to de Vereʼs position, caught between the shame of Elizabethʼs lost chastity (or de 
Vereʼs false identity from it) and the resignation following upon her spent emotion, i.e. anger grown ashy-
cold.  Alternately, his position ʻtwixtʼ may indicate a more active role as a bulwark against the oppression 
of blackmailers.
 
77$    Being red, she loves him best; and being white,
            [Being (the Royal/True self, be is coupled with are, am + ing: indicating materials or verbal action; 
nearly synonymous with essential or veracious existence; both the Queen and de Vere are ʻred and whiteʼ  
- who is spoken of here?) red (= Lancastrian, Catholic; denotes immutable, righteous), she loves him 
best (metonym = de Vere; alt.: most deeply, ʻwhat is in oneʼs powerʼ*, i.e. to the extent one may); and 
being (the Royal/True self) white (= Yorkist, Protestant; denotes inconstant, grasping, usurping; 
hearkening back to Elizabethʼs grand-mother, Elizabeth of York),]
~ Being Royal Lancaster, she loves him as her child; and being Royal Protestant,,
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~ As a Lancastrian Prince, she loves him most deeply; and as a Yorkist Prince, ~
      The repetition of being in l.77 appears to indicate a difference between the two. In the first instance, 
being likely refers to Vere, the ʻpretty earʼ of l.74-76; and the second instance refers to ʻherʼ, i.e. Elizabeth, 
of l.78.
    
78$    Her best is betterʼd with a more delight. 
            [Her best ( = Edward de Vere see glossary , the Queenʼs son, may imply she has other children, 
compare ʻHer bestʼ with ʻMy bestʼ) is betterʼd (ʻimprovedʼ*;  alt.: ʻovercome or defeatʼ, ʻto surpassʼ*) with 
a more (ʻadditionalʼ*;  alt.: ʻa greater thing, a greater quantity or degreeʼ*;  alt.: Edward de Vere, the ʻMoreʼ  
that follows from the motto of Henry V, “Une sans plus” = ʻOne without moreʼ, which contains two 
prominent metonyms; ʻOneʼ = the Monarch, more = ʻgreaterʼ, ʻsomething additionalʼ, ʻto a greater degreeʼ 
embodied in de Vere and Th. More;  alt.: faithful to principle = ʻby Moreʼs exampleʼ, Sir Thomas More: the 
principled Humanist scholar and statesman who was executed in 1535 for refusing to recognize Henry Vlll 
as head of the English Church) delight (Latin delectare: ʻto charmʼ;  alt. wordplay  de: ʻdenoting removal or 
reversalʼ + light: ʻillumination of mind, mental sightʼ*, ʻany luminous body; the sun, a starʼ*, therefore 
ʻcompletely illuminatedʼ or ʻcompletely luminousʼ, referring to metonyms  sun/son;  alt.: de: ʻdenoting 
removal or reversalʼ + light: ʻillumination of mind, mental sightʼ*, referring to reason, truth, and religious 
belief).]
~ Her child is defeated with anti-Catholic darkness. ~
~ Her child is defeated with a reversal of Moreʼs enlightenment. ~
      Lines 77-78 suggest that Vere has the Tudor claim and ʻTrue Religionʼ as well.  I suspect the authors 
inclination to Catholicism is a conservative sentimentality toward tradition, and not support for specific 
doctrinal issues.  Judging by the entirety of the de Vere canon, including Lyly and Shakespeare, he is a 
confirmed secularist/Humanist.
   Religions oppressed assume a mantle of righteousness. Tudor England oppressed Catholics - or we might say 
religious conservatism - thereby forfeiting that nobility and virtue intrinsic to religious tolerance.
  
79$ Look how he can, she cannot choose but love;
        [Look (ʻwitnessʼ;  alt.: ʻto strive to see, to seekʼ*) how he can (ʻis ableʼ), she cannot (ʻis not ableʼ) 
choose (ʻchoose the scheme/path ofʼ) but love (but love = otherwise than love, i.e. Robert Dudley, Earl 
of Leicester);]
~ Seek how he may, [he sees that] Elizabeth cannot choose otherwise than the way of Dudley; 
~ Witness that Vere can, but Elizabeth cannot choose other than the scheme Dudley compels. ~
      Though historians vacillate on the depth of love between Elizabeth and Dudley, de Vere indicates her 
love is not given freely.  ʻRobinʼ Dudley, with William Cecil are the prime beneficiaries of Elizabethʼs 
monarchy.  No other persons assume so much power and wealth directly from the queen; none, other 
than Dudley contends as her lifeʼs ʻtrue loveʼ.
   There is more than adequate evidence to posit his attraction to Elizabeth was mercenary.  That she 
rejected his proposal of marriage because of ʻlow birthʼ, yet actively sought to marry him to Mary Stuart, 
the next in line of succession, suggests rejection founded in mistrust... but there is a more likely reason. 
A marriage between Dudley and Elizabeth would most certainly tip the ʻbalance of powerʼ towards Dudley 
and away from Cecil; it is not reasonable to believe Cecil would permit this
   An obvious solution to the mysteries of the Elizabethan age is that Dudley and Cecil maintained control 
of the Queen by their secret knowledge and manipulation of Edward de Vereʼs true identity.  Only a 
handful of close associates could have known of this ʻsword of Damoclesʼ over the heads of Elizabeth 
and her son.    

80$ And by her fair immortal hand she swears,
        [And by her fair (The Just Heirs - a lexical ʻtrickʼ frequently used by de Vere: Fair = Fair Air = The 
Rightful Heir; in a single word, all that is highest and best: ʻbeing as a thing ought to be, in order, in a 
good stateʼ*, ʻbeautifulʼ*, ʻpureʼ*, ʻfineʼ*, ʻhonorable, equitableʼ*, ʻfavourable, auspiciousʼ*, ʻkindʼ*, 
ʻaccomplished, such as would be desired or lovedʼ*; i.e. the Tudor monarchy; Elizabeth, Edward de Vere, 
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Henry Wriothesley  see glossary  ʻlegitimateʼ; ʻjustʼ) immortal (ʻliving for everʼ*) hand (ʻofficeʼ, ʻpower, 
control, possessionʼ(Ety.o-l)) she swears,
~ And by her legitimate, everlasting office, she swears, ~

81$ From his soft bosom never to remove,
        [From his soft (ʻsympatheticʼ, ʻcompassionateʼ, ʻconciliatoryʼ, ʻagreeableʼ) bosom (ʻthe seat of the 
heartʼ) never (not E. Vere, i.e. never is the metonym signifying Edward Tudor Seymour or Elizabeth) to 
remove (),
~ From his sympathetic heart, not E.Vere to remove, ~

82$ Till he take truce with her contending tears,
        [Till he take truce (truce: ʻan agreement among enemies to stop fightingʼ, ʻfrom OE  treowa: belief, 
trustʼ) with her contending (contend: ʻto quarrel, to fightʼ*;  alt.: ʻto vieʼ*) tears (tear: wound, injury, ʻa hole 
or split in something caused by it having been pulled apart forcefullyʼ;  alt.: ʻdrawn by violenceʼ* adapted from 
vb. ;  alt.: a thing ʻpulled in pieces, rentʼ* adapted from vb. ;  alt.: transgression, sin, offense, misdeed),]
~ Until he ends his war with the her opposing wounds, ~
~ Until he comes to peace with Burghley and Leicester,
      The Cecil/Dudley alliance was ʻat oddsʼ with the ʻevenʼ Queen and Vere; Cecil and Dudley were often 
in conflict with each other as well. The contending partners are the ʻtears/wounds to the Monarchy, 
capitalizing on the transgressions of Elizabeth. The Wm. Cecil and Rob. Dudley fracture would evolve into 
the R. Cecil/Essex fracture; an added complication in the latter was that by the mid 1590ʻs Essex allied 
himself with de Vere and his son, Henry Wriothesley, 3rd E. of Southampton, against Cecil.  
   
83$    Which long have rainʼd, making her cheeks all wet;
            [Which long have rainʼd (rain: pun  ʻreinʼ, ʻto govern (as) by a bridle, to restrainʼ*), making her 
cheeks (= confederates, allegiants; alt.: Protestant  reformers) all wet (ʻenfeebledʼ, ʻloss of integrity or 
forcefulnessʼ; the etymologic record is weak for the phrase ʻall wetʼ, but there should be little doubt that its 
use in the narrative is metaphoric);
~ Which long have reined, making her allegiants weakened; ~
~ Who long have reined, weakening her faithful confederates; ~
~ Which have long ʻheld swayʼ, enfeebling her ʻReformersʼ; ~
      The meaning of the phrase ʻall wetʼ probably derives from the general tendency of wood and paper, 
clay, and other materials, to weaken, become malleable, rot, etc. with exposure to water.

84$    And one sweet kiss shall pay this comptless debt.
            [And one (metonym = the first or highest ranked) sweet (ʻkindʼ*, child;  alt.: suggesting the second 
half of the Old French phrase Honi soit or Hony soyt = Shamed is he, perhaps corrupted to Shamed am 
I ; these are the first two words of the motto of the Order of the Garter  See honey ;  alt.: ʻpleasantʼ, 
ʻharmoniousʼ) kiss (ʻbondʼ; this kiss/bond may possibly have been the marriage of Edward de Vere to 
young Ann Cecil.) shall pay this comptless (compt: ʻaccount, reckoningʼ*, comptless: account-less, 
without account, ʻincalculableʼ) debt (i.e. ʻdebt of lifeʼ owed by Elizabeth to Wm. Cecil, Katherine Brandon, 
Sir Anthony Denny, etc.)
 ~ And only the Monarchʼs shameful agreement shall pay this incalculable debt. ~
      While Edward Seymour and his secretary William Cecil were occupied in Scotland in autumn 1547, 
Thomas Seymour was back in London getting young girls ʻin troubleʼ. Though Cecil was a man of great 
managerial energy, the first efforts to protect Elizabeth were likely initiated by Catherine Parr and 
Katherine Brandon; Cecilʼs talents extended to taking full credit for the efforts of those in his compass.           
   
85$ Upon this promise did he raise his chin,
        [Upon this promise (ʻdeclaration, assuranceʼ) did he raise (ʻascendʼ*, ʻincreaseʼ*;  alt.: ʻto be ready 
for combatʼ*) his chin (chin up: ʻcheerful in difficult circumstancesʼ, ʻaccept misfortune courageously(?)),]
~ Upon this pledge he brightened, ~
~ Upon this assurance was raised his courage, ~
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86$ Like a dive-dapper peering through a wave,
        [Like a dive (ʻmove quickly or suddenly in a specified directionʼ;  alt.: ʻplunge head first into waterʼ/
under water, where water: ʻan emblem of falsenessʼ*) -dapper (oblique pun  ʻ(typically of a man) neat and trim 
in dress, appearance, or bearingʼ, neat: ʻan Oxʼ, ʻhorned cattleʼ*, therefore an Ox in appearance;  alt.: = 
probably the widespread Little Grebe of Europe, Africa, and Asia) peering (peer: ʻan equalʼ*;  alt.:
ʻa noblemanʼ*, + ing: ʻdenoting verbal actionʼ; alt.: ʻdenoting material usedʼ, i.e. materially;  alt.: ʻto come in 
sight, to appearʼ*, ʻto look narrowly, to pryʼ*) through (ʻdenoting instrumentalityʼ*,  alt.: ʻdenoting way or 
passage from end to endʼ*) a wave (ʻmove loosely one way and the otherʼ*, ʻto be uncertain, to fluctuate, 
to waverʼ*, along with the idea of tidal motion and changes of state, probably extending the significance of 
water as an unstable ʻelementʼ),]
~ In the manner of a quick, false change to ʻNeat/Oxʼ appearance, materially a nobleman or an ʻequalʼ, 
   in passage through uncertain changes of state,
~ Like the shy Dive-dapper (Little Grebe) looking keenly through the swelling sea, ~
      The Little Grebe Tachybaptus tends to avoid flight when alarmed, but rather dives and swims from a perceived 
threat. The Grebes, with some 22 species are an ancient Order (Podicipediformes) of waterbirds only recently 
determined to be related to flamingos, not ducks, as playfully implied in the following line.

87$ Who, being lookʼd on, ducks as quickly in;      
        [Who, being (metonym  the Royal/True self, be is coupled with are, am; nearly synonymous with 
essential or veracious existence; the Monarch, an ʻOxford beingʼ  see glossary ) lookʼd (look: notice, regard) 
on (lookʼd on: ʻto expectʼ*, to be expected), ducks (ʻduckʼ: ʻdiveʼ* see dive l.86 , seek shelter) as (ʻin the 
same degree, of the same qualityʼ*, though of the same degree; refers to the ʻevenʼ, ʻequalityʼ of Elizabeth 
and de Vere quickly (ʻwithout delayʼ*) in; ]
~ Who, although with princely expectations, conceals Royal ambition within; ~
      De Vere notes that concealment of his true disposition is an effective strategy; obviously he aims to 
survive.
   
88$ So offers he to give what she did crave;
        [So (ʻin the same mannerʼ* i.e. evasively;  alt.: ʻin the same degree, asʼ*, alt.: it follows, it proceeds; 
refers to royal progeny) offers he to give what she did crave (ʻbeg for”, OE  ʻdemand, claim as a rightʼ);]
~ To Elizabeth, Vere offers to give what she claims is her right; ~
~ In the same evasive manner, Vere offers to give what she pleads is her right. ~

89$    But when her lips were ready for his pay,
           [But () when her lips (ʻorgans of speechʼ*, means of kissing as the affirmation of a bond or as an 
act of betrayal;  alt.: her lips: her lips and those of her surrogates Cecil/Dudley act in tandem - she cannot 
act autonomously) were ready (ʻbeing at the point, nearʼ*, ʻapt, willing, disposedʼ*) for his pay (ʻto have 
requitalʼ*, ʻmake appropriate return for a favor or serviceʼ),]
~ However, when her proxy (Cecil/Dudley) voices were ready for his requital, ~
~ But at the moment she (and her surrogates Cecil/Leicester) anticipated his bond, ~
~ But as she was poised and willing for confirmation of his allegiance ~
      
90$    He winks, and turns his lips another way.
            [He winks (ʻsignals a secret communicationʼ) and turns his lips (speech, voice, ʻthe means of 
affirming his bondʼ, kiss;  alt.: his lips: Vere is an independent bondsman) another (ʻa new, a secondʼ*, 
a ʻdifferentʼ*) way (ʻdirectionʼ*;  alt.: ʻa place of passage, or anything made for passengersʼ*).]
~ He signals evasiveness with a wink, and looks to commend his self-interest elsewhere. ~

                                                                             *  *  *  *
Stanza 16
91! ~ Not-Ever did accomplice in Seymourʼs fervor ~!
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92$ ~ More desire ʻSayʼ written, than she for this alteration. ~
93- ~ The remedy she ʻSeesʼ, but assistance she cannot get. ~
94- ~ She is washed by the Sea, but E.Ver—her sin—must consume: ~
95-      ~ ʻOxfordʼ, have compassionʼ, she cried, ʻdur-hearted child! ~
96     -      ~ ʻTis only your bond I plead; why, art Tu de-Moré? ~

91$ Never did passenger in summerʼs heat
        [Never (Never the same, Not Ever-Faithful (see Fair for explanation of word play), not E.Ver, used to refer to 
Elizabeth as unfaithful to her motto: Semper Eadem = Ever the same, i.e. that, in contrast to Edward de 
Vere, she is not ʻalways the sameʼ, or ever faithful;  alt.: used to refer to himself under one of his 
pseudonyms, i.e. when he is not E. Vere?) did (do: ʻto actʼ*, ʻto performʼ*, ʻto serve [as]ʼ*) passenger 
(verb : accessory, to be carried along; an innocent party, ʻa traveler on a public or private conveyance other 
than the driver, pilot, or crewʼ, an accomplice, a patsy, dupe, gull) in summerʼs (metonym  Sommer FQ 1593, 
Seymour; Thomas Seymour, Ed. de Vereʼs father) heat (ʻfervorʼ, ʻthirstʼ*, hunger, ʻpassion, ardorʼ*, 
ʻinflamed lasciviousness, rapaciousnessʼ)]
~ Not-Ever did accomplice in Seymourʼs fervor ~
~ [Not ever the Same] Elizabeth did, [as a] gull in Seymourʼs conspiracy ~
~ Elizabeth did, a gull/dupe in Seymourʼs conspiracy ~
~ Elizabeth did, allowing herself to be carried along in Seymourʼs design ~

92$ More thirst for drink than she for this good turn.
        [More (= Sir Thomas More, i.e. honest faith and principle;  alt.: more: more + ore, i.e. more golden) 
thirst (ʻdesireʼ) for (Latin  ʻto say, to speakʼ) drink (wordplay  draft, draught, draw: ʻrough copy of writingʼ;  
alt.: metaphor  relief;  alt.: ʻto swallow, to devour, to consumeʼ*) than she for this good turn (Latin  
convertĕre: transf. ʻto change, alterʼ;  alt.: reverse, ʻa change with respect to directionʼ*, ʻchangeʼ*;  alt.: 
good turn: ʻthe thing requiredʼ*) .
~ More desire ʻSayʼ written, than she for this alteration. ~
~ [Have] Moreʼs hunger for relief than did Elizabeth for this good change.
~ More desire relief than she for this transformation. ~
      I suspect clever wordplay between this “More” and “sees” (= Seymour) in the following line, much as 
was noted in l.23, but, as yet, am too thick to get it. Perhaps ʻMourʼs desire for “this good turn”, seen to be 
ʻSeyʼ in the following line. At any rate, the remedy for her dilemma appears to be marriage—“this good 
turn”—to Seymour.
   If my position is correct, consistency see introduction  prescribes that the metonym More, once used as an 
active dramatis personae will continue so. The glossary indicates two meanings for More: the ʻheirʼ to the 
qualities of Henry V or Sir Thomas More, and of ʻmour/moreʼ, usually looking for itʼs ʻSey/seeʼ mate. 
   De Vereʼs high opinion of More allows that he may have contributed to the Sir Thomas More manuscript 
as hand ʻDʼ. Multiple authorship is not improbable for many of the Shake-speare plays in early, unpublished (and 
hypothetical) manuscripts; but artistic homogeneity and de Vereʼs long seclusion argue for thorough, if not complete 
rewriting of most of the plays by this single author.

93$ Her help she sees, but help she cannot get;
        [Her help (ʻremedyʼ*;  alt.: ʻassistanceʼ;  alt.: ʻhe who, or that which gives assistanceʼ*) she sees 
(seat: situate, conduct, direct;  possible ref.  Holy See: ʻthe Papacy or the Papal Courtʼ, ʻThe See of Romeʼ, 
or perhaps the Habsburg Monarchy of Maximillian ll), but (ʻotherwise thanʼ  see l.445, variant of Never  see 
glossary ) help (ʻhe who...  gives assistanceʼ*) she cannot get (ʻinduce or prevail uponʼ);]
~ The remedy she ʻSeysʼ, but assistance she cannot get. ~
~ Her assistants she emplaces, and but for this assistance, she cannot prevail; ~
~ Her aides she seats, and but for their assistance she cannot beget; ~
~ The remedy she sees in Habsburg alliance, but may not obtain it; ~
      Wordplay on ʻseesʼ suggests she emplaces certain advisors or assistants, or accepts the protection of 
sympathetic assistants, in her pregnancy. See note at l.92.
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   The Habsburg monarchs Maximillian ll (r.1564-76) and Rudolf ll (r.1576-1611) held tolerant religious views, and though nominally 
Catholic, dabbled in Protestant studies. They were obvious examples for young de Vere, especially in the years of the Norfolk crisis.

94$ She bathes in water, yet her fire must burn:
        [She bathes (bathe: Latin  lăvare: ʻto washʼ, ʻ[of the sea] to be washed, wetted, to be soaked, 
stainedʼ;  alt.: ʻimmerseʼ) in water (ʻemblem of falsenessʼ*, denoting tidal change, changes of state, and 
inconstancy;  alt.: symbolic of opposed elements that normally extinguish each other;  alt.: = ablution: ʻa 
ceremonial act of washing parts of the body or sacred containersʼ, i.e. ʻpurification by using liquidsʼ;  alt.: = 
holy water: believed by Catholics to ward off evil; High Church Anglicans also accept idea of sanctified 
water, though with little emphasis on its miraculous power), yet (= Ed. de Vere) her fire (ʻmanifested sinʼ;  
alt.:  = Consuming Fair  see glossary  Fair, i.e. the burning or razing of the Rightful Heirs, i.e. the Tudor 
Monarchy  see l.35 ;  alt.:  metonym  Fair ire: just anger, righteous anger) must burn (burn: ʻbe consumed in 
fireʼ):
~ She is washed by the Sea, but E.Ver—her sin—must consume: ~
~ She is Sea-stained by purifying water, but her consuming sin (Vere), must perdure: ~
~ She seeks protection by immersing herself in sanctified water; but de Vere, the very manifestation of  
   her sin must persist: ~

95$    ʻO, pity,ʼ ʻgan she cry, ʻflint-hearted boy!
           [ʻO (Oxford see final stanza of A Loverʼs Complaint,  probable word play on Elizabeths signature ʻRʼ: 
Regina, she  refers to de Vere as ʻOʼ = Oxford  l.445), pity (i.e. have ʻcompassionʼ*, ʻa cause for regret or 
disappointment;  alt.: ʻan exclamation not only of distress, but of regretful surpriseʼ*),ʼ ʻgan she cry, ʻflint 
(Latin  dūro: ʻhard, to be hard or callousʼ, surname fragment  [Tu]dur;  alt.: ʻa piece of flint used with steel to 
produce an igniting sparkʼ)-hearted (the True Heart = the very essenceʼ* = the essence of Vere; ʻthe 
inmost and most vital part, the coreʻ, soul, spirit  See lines 231, 426   ʻSupposed to be the prompter of will and 
inclinationʼ*;  flint-hearted: ʻhard-heartedʼ*, with unyielding heart;  stalwart;  alt.: courageous heart igniting 
the ʻWillʼ, or courage, igniter of fire in l.94) boy (ʻa male child or young manʼ)! ]
~ ʻOxfordʼ, have compassionʼ, she cried, ʻdur-hearted child! ~

96$    ʻTis but a kiss I beg; why art thou coy?
           [ʻTis but (ʻotherwise thanʼ;  alt.: ʻonlyʼ) a kiss (ʻto touch each other, to meet, to joinʼ*, form a bond 
or alliance, unite, amalgamate) I beg (ʻto seek by petitionʼ*); why art thou coy (demure: OF demoré; alt.: 
ʻquiet, still (esp. in behavior)ʼ, ʻreluctant about details, esp. about something regarded as sensitiveʼ;  alt.: 
ʻdisdainful, contemptuous, inaccessible to loveʼ*)? ]
~ ʻTis only your bond I plead; why art Tu de-Moré? ~
~ Itʼs only your [everlasting] bondage I require, why are you elusive? ~
~ Itʼs other than allegiance I seek; why, are you not Still  metonym: see glossary ? ~

$                                                        *  *  *  *$ $ $
Stanza 17
97$ ~ I have been enticed—the Same as I beseech you now— ~
98$ ~ Precisely by the Lord Admiral and ʻSeyʼ-ful God-oʼWar, ~
99$ ~ Whose sinewy neck in battle never did bow, ~
100$ ~ Who overtops [kings] where he heirs in the E.Ver clash; ~$
101$      ~ Nevertheless has [Seymour] been my captive and my slave, ~$     
102$      ~ And entreated for that which Tu unasked shall have. ~

97$ ʻI have been wooʼd, as I entreat thee now,
        [ʻI have been (from be: the Royal/True self;  alt.: ʻtitle given to kings and queensʼ*, ʻapplied to the 
princess of France (probably as supposed to be heiress of her dead father)ʼ*) wooʼd (surname fragment  St. Maur-des-
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bois: ʻSt. Maur of the Woodʼ,  alt.: woo: ʻto solicit, to seek to gain [persons] or to obtain [things]ʼ;  alt.: pun  
wood: forest, referring to Forest Law), as (ʻin the same degree, of the same qualityʼ*) I entreat (ʻto 
beseechʼ*) thee now,]
~ I have been ʻdes Boisʼ—the Same as I beseech you now— ~
      This wooing—by Seymour, of Elizabeth—is for political alliance rather than sexual passion (though in 
the case of Seymour, lust is nearly certain); it is of the same nature as Elizabethʼs present wooing 
of de Vere. 

98$ Even by the stern and direful god of war,
        [Even (= Elizabeth, even: ʻserving to denote identity of persons or thingsʼ*, ʻthe very same asʼ 
eg. l.97-98 ʻI have been wooʼd... myself, by the stern...ʼ;  alt.: = Even as: ʻin the same degree, of the same 
qualityʼ*, ʻthough of the same degreeʼ see glossary: all, ever, even, one, the same, still, so , probably adapted from 
and operating as reflexive pronouns as in the Italian se stesso: ʻhimselfʼ, il stesso: ʻthe sameʼ, and 
Spanish su mismo: ʻhimselfʼ, and lo mismo: ʻthe sameʼ - which nicely quantifies all elements of the key 
line: “Why write I still all one, ever the same” Sonnet 76 l.5) by the stern (wordplay  transf. ruler, Lord Admiral, 
ʻthe steering gear of a shipʼ, as well as ʻthe hind part of a shipʼ; from Old Norse stjorn: 'steering', Old Frisian 
stiarne: 'rudder'; hence ʻsternʼ = helm, guide;  alt.: ʻstrict and severeʼ, using extreme measures or terms;  
alt.: ʻhard-hearted, pitilessʼ*;  alt.: posterior, lesser, back-end, ʻsteerageʼ*, sternageʼ*;  alt.: ʻpersons 
buttocksʼ, ʻan assʼ) and direful (French wordplay  dire: say + ful; 'say' thus the God-'o-War is 'Sey-ful', 
'characterized by Sey', 'perfect Sey', 'entirely Sey', etc.;  alt.: Latin  dirus: ʻfearful, threateningʼ;  alt.: 
ʻdreadful, dismalʼ) god of war, (wordplay  God-oʼ-War may play on Man-o'-war: a 'battle ship of the line' 
developed by Sir John Hawkins (1532-95, cousin of Francis Drake) in the early 1570's; as in “God of 
fight” (see l.114) = Thomas Seymour, Lord High Admiral, Master-General of the Ordnance, brother to 
Queen Jane Seymour, and to the ʻLord Protectorʼ of England, Edward Seymour),]
~ Precisely by the Lord Admiral and ʻSeyʼ-ful God-oʼ-War, ~
~ Equally by the admiral and ʻSay-mostʼ God-oʼ-War, ~
      R. Warwick Bond notes innovations in the use of classical figures by John Lyly (i.e. Ed. de Vere): 
     ʻHe substitutes, for abstractions, recognized mythological personages to represent the qualities required: thus for   
     Wantonness, he gives us Venus; for Love, Cupid; for Chastity or Virginity, Diana; for Cruelty or Devastation,
     Neptune; for Bounty or Pity, Ceres; for Poetry and Music, Apollo; for Rudeness, Pan; and, in The Woman [in the
     Moon], for Melancholy, Pride of Place, Strife, Chicanery, Fickleness, and Mirth, we have Saturn, Jupiter, Mars,
     Mercury, Luna, and Joculus respectively.ʼ  The Complete Works of John Lyly, by John Lyly and R. Warwick Bond, 
     essay: Lyly as a Playwright, V.2, pg. 255, Clarendon Press,1902.
   And further:
     ʻ... by far his most frequent and important use of Allegory consists in his bold introduction to the stage of a new
     form, personal and political, by which real people in the Court-life around him are represented under some known
     mythological figure, or simply under the cloak of a classical name.ʼ ibid.

99$ Whose sinewy neck in battle neʼer did bow,
        [Whose sinewy (ʻtough fibrous tissue connecting muscle to bone, or bone to boneʼ) 
neck (literally ;  alt.: figuratively  ʻthe charge ofʼ, i.e. responsibility, culpability) in battle (ʻfight, encounter 
between opposite armiesʼ*) neʼer (note avoidance of important metonym never) did bow (ʻto incline, to 
bend downʼ*),]
~ Whose sinewy neck in battle never did bow, ~
      Sir Thomas Seymour, was the brother of Jane Seymour, third wife of Henry Vlll, and Edward 
Seymour, Duke of Somerset, Lord Protector during the minority of Edward Vl.  Henry Vlll made him 
Master General of the Ordnance in 1544, Lord Warden of Cinque Ports (ʻFive Portsʼ i.e. the ports nearest 
the European Continent in eastern Kent) in 1545, and was named Lord Admiral following Henryʼs death in 
Feb. 1547.  He was entrusted with the defense of Englandʼs coast from foreign invasion.
   Thomas was an ambitious and unprincipled man.  In Feb. 1549 he was charged with 33 counts of 
Treason and bowed to the headsman March 20th, 1549.  
   
100$ Who conquers where he comes in every jar;
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        [Who conquers (Latin wordplay  sŭpĕrare: over R[egius], ʻovertop, to go aboveʼ;  alt.: ʻwins love or 
admirationʼ;  alt.: ʻsexual conquestʼ ] where he comes (Latin wordplay  comae: ʻhair of the headʼ, hence, 
heir of the ruler;  alt.: ʻto draw near, to approachʼ*, ʻanywhere he is presentʼ;  alt. ʻreach sexual orgasmʼ, 
apparently used in this context from late Elizabethan era  check etymology ) in every (every = E. Ver y(the) = 
ʻthe Vereʼ;  alt.: ever + y - suffix  forming adjectives) jar (MF jarre: ʻliquid measureʼ, ʻearthen water vesselʼ;  
alt.: from ʻa damaging shock, crisisʼ, ʻto clash, to quarrelʼ*);
~ Who overtops [kings] where he heirs in the E.Ver clash; ~ 
~ Who makes his conquest by coitus in the Vere crisis; ~

101$    Yet hath he been my captive and my slave,
            [Yet (stillʼ*, ʻto this time, now as formerlyʼ*, ʻafter allʼ*;  alt.: ʻnevertheless = metonym never: used to 
refer to Elizabeth as unfaithful to her motto: Semper Eadem + the + less: ʻsmaller, contrary to largerʼ*, ʻnot 
so much, opposed to moreʼ*, i.e. ʻElizabeth, by this action diminishedʼ, or ʻAs a result, Not Ever, the lessʼ) 
hath he been (past of BE, i.e. royal captive) my captive (ʻone vanquished and subduedʼ* ʻone ensnared 
by beautyʼ*,  alt.: LME: ʻseized, takenʼ ) and my slave (ʻbond servantʼ),
~ Nevertheless has [Seymour] been ensnared by me and has been my bond servant ~

102$    And beggʼd for that which thou unaskʼd shalt have.
            [And beggʼd (beg: ʻentreatʼ) for that (the crown of England; in Seymourʼs case by marriage with 
Elizabeth) which thou unaskʼd (ʻnot sought by entreatyʼ*, obtained by inheritance or right;  alt.: not 
wanted, not desired) shalt have .]
~ And entreated for that which Tu unasked shall have. ~      
     Thomas Seymour coveted the English Monarchy, or at least, the power of the monarchy; his greatest 
opportunity was in marrying either of the daughters of Henry Vlll.  Seymour twice petitioned the Privy 
Council for Elizabethʼs hand in marriage; it is likely she also wanted this union.   
   Edward Vlʼs will specified that only male heirs of Jane or Katherine Grey, Mary, or Elizabeth Tudor, and 
(?) would have right to the throne.  The will was altered, probably by John Dudley, Duke of 
Northumberland, and Lead Council or Lord Protector in the final days of Edwards life.
   Edward de Vere would be the legal monarch of England if it could be proved that Thomas Seymour had 
married Elizabeth, or that the Lord High Chamberlain (Earl of Oxford) was by some means the next in the 
line of succession.

Stanza 18
103- ~ Before my rites hath he hung his spear, ~
104$ ~ His battered [red] shield, his unrestrained arms, ~
105$ ~ And for my claim has learned to hazard and solicit, ~
106- ~ To trifle and play in love, to feign sincerity and earnestness, ~
107-      ~ Laying aside his martial task and Admiralʼs pennant, ~
108-      ~ Making my title his battleground, his tent my bed. ~

103$ ʻOver my altars hath he hung his lance,
        [Over (indicating precedence, i.e. before;  alt.: ʻOverʼ, ʻOʼer Vereʼ) my altars (ʻthe place where 
sacrifices and prayers are offeredʼ*, possible ref. to Protestant, reformist politics; alt.: ʻthe rites of 
marriageʼ;  alt.: likely sexual ref. a womanʼs genitals) hath he hung (ʻto dwell, to lie, to be attachedʼ*, ʻto 
totter, to rock, to waverʼ*) his lance (ʻspearʼ*, weaponry; alt.: likely sexual ref.  penis),]
~ Before my rites hath he hung his spear, ~
~ Before the rites of marriage he has lain, ~

104$ His battʼred shield, his uncontrolled crest,
        [His battʼred (i.e. battered and red) shield (ʻarmorʼ; alt.: heraldry  ʻa stylized representation of a shield 
used for displaying a coat of armsʼ; alt.: pos. sexual ref.  the foreskin of the penis), his uncontrolled 
(ʻunchecked, unrestrained; and hence, irresistibleʼ*) crest (ʻthe top of somethingʼ,  alt.: ʻarmor 
ornamentationʼ; alt.: heraldry  a distinctive device borne above the shield of a coat of armsʼ; 
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alt.: pos. sexual ref.  ʻthe penile glansʼ, the head of the penis),] 
~ His battered [red] shield, his unrestrained arms, ~
~ His battered, red foreskin, his unrestrained ambition, ~
~ His red and battered foreskin, his unruly sexuality, ~   
      The ʻbattered shieldʼ indicates a seasoned instrument of whatever stripe.  Seymour was given 
command of the English army in the Netherlands in 1543 Col. Ency. 6th/2008  and made Lord High Admiral 
on Henry Vlllʼs death in 1547; at that time he was also given the title Baron Seymour of Sudeley.  His 
sexual history is extensive.
   The allusion to his ʻuncontrolled crestʼ may well refer to his mercurial extravagances, an ill-advised 
entrusting of responsibilities, and lightly bestowed nobility; but again, given the inclinations of our favorite 
author, it likely takes direct aim at his casual ethical/moral attitude. It may also refer to the loss of his 
head/ʻcrestʼ.

105$ And for my sake hath learnʼd to sport and dance,
        [And for my sake (OE  sacu: ʻa cause at law, crime, guiltʼ; ʻaffair, accusationʼ;  alt.: ʻpurposeʼ; 
ʻcause, interestʼ) hath learnʼd (ʻgain knowledge or skillʼ*) to sport (ʻa game of hazardʼ*, i.e. danger or 
risk) and dance (ʻTo wait on a person without being admittedʼ*),]
~ And for my claim has learned to hazard and solicit, ~

106$ To toy, to wanton, dally, smile and jest,
        [To toy (ʻto trifle, to dally amorouslyʼ*, ʻtreat someone without due seriousness, esp. in a 
superficially amorous wayʼ), to wanton (ʻto play, to dallyʼ*), dally (ʻhave a casual romantic or sexual 
liaison with someoneʼ), smile (ʻto have a look of joy or kindness or slight scornʼ*, I opt for suggested insincerity 
because all verbs of l.106 appear to be so) and jest (ʻto act or speak in sport, not to be in earnestʼ*),]
~ To trifle and play and be casual in love, to feign sincerity and earnestness, ~

107$    Scorning his churlish drum and ensign red,
           [Scorning (OF  escorner: ʻdeprive of horns, hence, deprive of honor, disgraceʼ;  alt.: ʻto refuse or 
lay asideʼ*) his churlish (ʻrough, brutalʼ*, harsh, quarrelsome, ill-tempered) drum (ʻinstrument of military 
musicʼ*) and ensign (ʻbanner, standardʼ*) red (= Lancastrian/Tudor or Catholic allegiance),]
~ Laying aside his martial task and Admiralʼs pennant, ~

108$    Making my arms his field, his tent my bed.
           [Making my arms (sexual embrace,  alt.: ʻto furnish with anything that will add strength or 
securityʼ*) his field (ʻthe ground where war is wagedʼ*), his tent (Latin  contŭbernĭum: ʻcompanionship, 
intimacyʼ; ʻa sharing in the same tent, comradeshipʼ; ʻthe living together of slaves as man and wife, hence 
concubinageʼ Cassellʼs ;  alt.: ʻthe portable lodge of soldiersʼ*) my bed (ʻa symbol of matrimonyʼ*).]
~ Making my title his battleground, his tent my bed. ~
~ Making my embrace his field of battle, his pavilion my bed. ~
    
Stanza 19
109$ ~ ʻThus he, that overlord, I controlled, ~
110- ~ Guiding him to the Tower in Catholic/Lancastrian confinement: ~
111- ~ [The] Strong-tempered blade his stronger strength obeyed, ~
112- ~ Still was he submissive to my quiet contempt. ~

109$ ʻThus he that overrulʼd I overswayed,
        [Thus he that overrulʼd (rule: ʻhave a powerful and restricting influence on a personʼs lifeʼ) 
I overswayed (sway: ʻcontrolling influenceʼ;  alt.: ʻto move slowly or rhythmically, from side to sideʼ),]
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   The repeated over calls attention to itself, and likely hints at Edward de Vereʼs parentage.
ʻOverrulʼdʼ suggests the rape/seduction of Elizabeth and conception/ʻruleʼ of Vere, i.e. Over Vere ruled, or 
ʻoʼer Vere rulʼdʼ; and ʻoverswayedʼ, or ʻoʼer Vere swayedʼ may suggest either the rhythmic motion of coitus 
(subverting the meaning by inverting the grammar/syntax), or ʻI swayed over Vereʼ, i.e. ʻI swayed/tottered/
wobbled (carrying de Vere to term).
~ ʻThus he that [is] overlord, I controlled, ~
~ Thus he that OʼVere fathered, I OʼVere controlled, ~
      Here is a straightforward record of the events following the death of Henry Vlll. It does not falsify the 
narrative of Venus and Adonis or the conclusion that de Vere is his grandson.
   According to the terms of Henryʼs will, a council of sixteen advisors would rule England until his son 
reached eighteen(?). Edward Seymour, senior uncle to the young King, seduced the other Council 
members to authorize him to head the group as ʻLord Protectorʼ.  Edwardʼs other uncle, Thomas 
Seymour, was elevated to a lesser position as Lord High Admiral of the English navy—an exalted title to 
be sure—but Thomas was looking to share power more equally with his brother. Furthermore, Edward 
Seymour had appropriated the title and estate of Duke of Somerset for himself; Thomas was granted the 
Barony of Sudeley.
   Thomas Seymour secretly married Henry Vlllʼs widow, Catherine Parr, who had for years harbored a 
romantic interest in him. Princess Elizabeth was placed in the home[s] of the dowager Queen and the 
Lord Admiral, leaving little separation between the Princess and her unscrupulous stepfather.  
Even before this event, it had occurred to Thomas that a political coup might be engineered through a 
marriage alliance between Elizabeth and himself.  Thomas, aged 39 and Elizabeth, aged 14 may seem 
an unlikely pair, and yet Venus and Adonis and its companion narrative, The Rape of Lucrece are not to 
be denied; flirtations led to sexual intercourse, and Edward Tudor-Seymour (ʻde Vereʼ) was probably 
conceived December of ʼ47 or January ʼ48. Further research may permit weaker speculation; the Princess 
and Thomas may have had contact in early December of 1548 (?) 
   Elizabethʼs governess (since 1537) Katherine Champernowne, had suspected a strong mutual 
attraction between Thomas and Elizabeth for months, and advised her of the dangers to her reputation; 
she was too late. By May of 1548, ʻKateʼ and Catherine Parr became suspicious enough of the Princessʼ 
situation that they intervened in the affair.  Elizabeth and certain attendants were sent to the home of Sir 
Anthony Denny (Henry Vlllʼs Chief Gentleman of the Privy Chamber) and his wife Joan Champernowne 
(probably Katherineʼs elder sister).  Meanwhile, Catherine Parr, had become pregnant at about the same 
time as Elizabeth; she delivered a female child, Mary Seymour, on August 30th, 1548 (who was lost to 
history at age 2, but lived on as Mary de Vere, twin sister to Edward de Vere). Catherine died days after 
giving birth to her and, with this fortuitous event, left a grieving widower to again seek solace in the 
prospect of marriage to young Elizabeth. ʻKatʼ Ashley appears to have been the chaperon-matchmaker 
between Thomas and Elizabeth, and the plan progressed so far as a petition to the Privy Council for 
marriage between the two; this was quickly denied, but their is the possibility of a private marriage 
ceremony in the fall of ʼ48. The Parliamentary Proceedings against Sir Thomas Seymour in his trial for 
High Treason contains the following article:

$ Article 21. It is objected, and laid unto your charge, That you first married the Queen (Katherine Parr) 
$ privately, and did dissemble and keep close (secret) the same; insomuch, that a good space after 
$ you had married her, you made labour to the Kingʼs Majesty, and obtained a letter in his Majestyʼs hand, 
$ to move and require the said Queen to bear you her favor towards marriage: by which colouring, not only 
$ your evil and dissembling nature may be known, but also it is to be feared, that at this present you did 
$ intend to use the same practice in the marriage of the Lady Elizabethʼs Grace.

   In December, 1548, ʻKateʼ made a journey to London to meet with Lord Protector Edward Seymour, 
Duke of Somerset, on an urgent matter concerning his brother, Thomas, and Princess Elizabeth.  She 
also met privately with Lady Cheke (the kingʼs secretary, John Chekeʼs wife) and Lady Tyrwhitt (a Lady of 
Catherine Parrʼs privy chamber). They commanded Ashley to divulge the matter to Ann Stanhope, 
Duchess of Somerset, by many accounts a rancorous and unforgiving woman. We can assume there was 
discussion between these principals and the Lord Protectorʼs promising young personal secretary, William 
Cecil.
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   On January 21st 1549, Sir Anthony Denny and William Paulet, Lord St. John, arrived a Hatfield to arrest 
ʻKateʼ Ashley and Thomas Parry, Elizabethʼs accounting officer.  It is recorded that Denny, Paulet, Ashley, 
Parry, and Elizabeth, ʻdinedʼ at Hatfield before Ashley and Parry were conducted to the Tower of London 
for questioning.  Historians have suspected that Denny and Paulet advanced a unified ʻargumentʼ to the 
others at this supper - full agreement in their ʻstoriesʼ would be the best hope of withstanding intense 
scrutiny.  ʻKateʼ Ashley and Thomas Parry made ʻconfessionsʼ, but to nothing deemed treasonous.  
She was released from the Tower 13 days prior to the execution of Thomas Seymour Jan. 29, 1549 .
   Elizabeth herself was questioned at Hatfield by Sir Robert Tyrwhitt. He, as Master of the Horse in 
Catherine Parrʼs household, knew details of the relationship between Seymour and Elizabeth.  However 
he was not able to obtain a written account or confession from Elizabeth of the birth of a child, but only 
confirmation of the ʻflirtationsʼ as already divulged by Ashley and Parry.
   As I see it, there would have been no need to submit these three to inquiry if all members of the Privy 
Council had been fully informed of the Seymour/Tudor affair, and the disposition of the infant. Further, it 
appears that the Lord Protector and his closest circle were resolved on the need to observe some form of 
Henry Vlllʼs Devise[s] for Succession and the need to have ʻsecondsʼ for young Edward Vl.

   Katherine Ashley attended on Elizabeth throughout the reignʼs of Edward Vl, and Mary l, except for 
Elizabethʼs term of imprisonment following the Wyatt Rebellion and three months in 1555 that Kate spent 
in Fleet Prison. This internment was because of incriminating ʻseditiousʼ letters concerning some 
undisclosed intrigue, found in a ʻcasketʼ unearthed in Somerset House. During Elizabethʼs reign, 
ʻKateʼ was elevated to the office of Chief Gentlewoman of the Privy Chamber.  It is said the Queen was 
greatly distressed and grieved at her death July 18, 1565.
      
110$ Leading him prisoner in a red-rose chain:
   [Leading (ʻprecedingʼ, alt.: ʻdirectingʼ) him prisoner (to prison in the Tower) in a red-rose 
(ʻLancastrianʼ, de Vere (apparently) considered himself the spiritual descendant of Henry V, the highest 
flowering of the House of Lancaster) chain (ʻforce that binds or restrictsʼ;  alt.: red-rose chain: Catholic/
Lancastrian chain; if Thomas Seymour and Elizabeth were sympathetic to the ʻOld Faithʼ of Henry Vlll, 
it would explain an additional motive for a hypothetical conspiracy between the two): ]
~ Preceding Seymour to the Tower in Catholic/Lancastrian confinement: ~

111$ Strong-temperʼd steel his stronger strength obeyed,
        [Strong (Latin  fortis;  alt.: pun ?  Strange (pronounced Strahng): the Stanley family, Earls of Derby)-
tempered (ʻthe state of a metal as to its hardnessʼ*;  alt.: ʻdisposition, constitution, temperamentʼ*; Strong-
temperʼd hypothetical : strengthened or encouraged by support from Edward Stanley, 3rd Earl of Derby (?) ) 
steel (ʻthe hardened steel blade of the headsmanʼs axeʼ) his stronger (strong: ʻpowerful, mightyʼ* + er: 
more, greater;  alt.: ʻsupplied with forcesʼ*) strength (ʻpower, authorityʼ*;  alt.; ʻpower of resisting, 
fastnessʼ*) obeyed (obey: ʻbow toʼ, ʻwas obedient toʼ),]
~ [The] Strong-tempered blade his stronger strength obeyed, ~
~ The hardened blade of the headsmanʼs ax mastered Seymourʼs great strength, ~
~ The Strange[ly]-disposed ax his more powerful strength surrendered to, ~
      This is amphiboly in action: Thomas Seymour was a man of substantial physical strength, and the ax, 
of course, is insensible and immotile; history tells who obeyed and what was obeyed.
 
112$ Yet was he servile to my coy disdain.
        [Yet (ʻalsoʼ;  alt.: pun  ʻnevertheless, stillʼ* = ʻby infidelity reducedʼ, generally referring to Elizabethʼs 
failure to be constant, or, ʻNot Ever the Same, thereby diminishedʼ;  alt.: ʻstill, to this time, now as 
formerlyʼ*, ʻafter allʼ*, despite contrary appearances) was he servile (ʻslavishʼ*) to my coy (ʻquiet/still/
shyʼ, ʻevasiveʼ) disdain (ʻaversionʼ*, ʻrefusal, rejectionʼ;  alt.: dis-stain: ).]
~ Still was he submissive to my quiet contempt. ~
~ Yet he was obedient to my evasive refusal. ~
~ Faithful he was, [and] obedient to my evasive denial of guilt.
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      Elizabeth was brought to the Tower (date) as were Katherine Ashley, Thomas Parry, and likely, 
Battista Castiglione, for questioning in regard rumors of Elizabethʼs pregnancy.  Famously, she handled 
herself with imperious dignity, though her inquisitors asserted she was disdainfully evasive and, no doubt, 
guilty.

113$    O, be not proud, nor brag not of thy might,
            [O (Oh = Oxford see final stanza of A Loverʼs Complaint,  probable word play on Elizabethʼs signature ʻRʼ: 
Regina, she  refers to de Vere as ʻOhʼ 1593 printing : Oxford), be (the Royal/True self, be is coupled with 
are, am; nearly synonymous with essential or veracious existence; the Monarch, an ʻOxford beingʼ) not 
proud (ʻfull of self-esteem, elated, haughtyʼ*, ʻsatisfaction in oneʼs achievementsʼ), nor brag (ʻboastʼ*; alt.: 
[at times] evidently used in a good sense, = to talk with pride, to be justly proudʼ*) not of thy might 
(ʻstrength, forceʼ*),]
~ Oxford, Royal not proud, nor unjustly claiming of thy strength, ~

114$    For mastʼring her that foilʼd the god of fight!
            [For mastʼring (ʻto be master ofʼ* i.e. chief, head, leader, teacherʼ*, ʻgain control of, overcomeʼ;  
alt.: Greek  mastos = mastʼ = ʻbreastʼ: figurative place where one holds guilt for ʻmistakes or wrongdoingʼ see 
“stuffʼd bosom”  Macbeth V iii 44  + ring: ʻsurround someone or something, for protection or containmentʼ) her 
that foilʼd (foil: ʻprevent something considered wrong or undesirable from happeningʼ, ʻto make 
inefficacious, to undoʼ*) the god of fight (ʻMars, Lord High Admiral, Thomas Seymourʼ)! ]
~ For containing the guilt of Elizabeth who undid the Lord Admiral! ~
~ For being master of Elizabeth, who thwarted of the Lord Admiral! ~
 
115$ ʻTouch but my lips with those fair lips of thine, -
        [ʻTouch (ʻthe act of touching, a contact sought and performed; either for an injurious purposeʼ*, 
a ʻhitʼ*, a strike) but (ʻotherwise thanʼ*) my lips (alt.: Touch but my lips: make only this pledge, or, warrant 
only this bond) with those fair (The Just Heir - a lexical ʻtrickʼ frequently used by de Vere: Fair = Fair Air = 
The Rightful Heir ;  alt.: ʻbeing as a thing ought to be, in order, in a good stateʼ*, ʻbeautiful, truthfulʼ) lips 
(ʻwords of accordʼ) of thine, - ]
~ Contest ʻother thanʼ my pledge with those Princely words of yours, ~
~ Make only this pledge with those truthful, accordant words of yours, - ~

116$ Though mine be not so fair, yet are they red -
        [Though mine (the material value of the Monarchy, i.e. the attainted person of the Crown) be (the 
Royal/True self, be is coupled with are, am; nearly synonymous with essential or veracious existence; the 
Monarch, an ʻOxford beingʼ) not so (ʻin the same degree, asʼ*, alt.: it follows, it proceeds; refers to royal 
progeny) fair (The Just Heir - a lexical ʻtrickʼ frequently used by de Vere: Fair = Fair Air = The Rightful 
Heir), yet (ʻstill, to this time, now as formerlyʼ*, ʻafter allʼ*, despite contrary appearances) are (R = ʻTo be 
royalʼ, from Latin Regina: ʻQueenʼ, Regius: ʻRoyalʼ, Rex: ʻKingʼ. The Royal plural of Oxfordʼs ʻto beʼ) they 
red (royal, Lancastrian, Catholic) -]
~ Though attainted, a Monarch not in the same degree a fair heir, after all [is she] Regina 
    and Lancastrian - ~
~ Though materially Monarch, [and thus] not justly legitimate, despite contrary appearances Queen and  
   Catholic - ~ 
~ Though mine be not so truthful, yet are they the royal - ~
      Edward Vlʼs ʻDeviseʼ for the succession of the crown clearly intended to access only male progeny of 
the Royal Family. That appears to be the basis for this comparative language in l.115-16.  Elizabeth may 
be ʻFaerieʼ/Fairy (i.e. having the quality of ʻfairʼ), yet Edward is ʻfairʼ incarnate; Elizabeth may be royal, but 
Edward is the requisite male heir.  As previously mentioned, de Vere is not ʻbigʼ on the quibbling 
differences between legitimate and illegitimate children. Review: The Will of King Edward the Sixth, and his Devise for 
the Succession of the Crown, June 21, 1553, Primary Source Documents, tudorhistory.org .  
   The metonym mine, as with or (ore), puns on the poor investments made by Cecil, Leicester, Pembroke, 
and others with capital derived from royal license or franchise. De Vere, of course, also lost heavily on 
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such investments. Mine is likely a direct reference to the exclusive royal prerogative for the mining of 
precious metals by the Mines Royal Co. 1568  and the Mineral and Battery Co. 1568 .   
    
117$ The kiss shall be thine own as well as mine.
        [The kiss (bond, settlement; specifically, this kiss is an implicit abdication of his rightful estate - an 
act of self-betrayal) shall be (the Royal/True self) thine own as (ʻin the same degree, of the same 
qualityʼ*, ʻthough of the same degreeʼ see glossary) well (ʻa deep narrow pit of waterʼ* see l.245 refers to ʻthe 
pitsʼ in the Tower of London;  alt.: ʻspringʼ = from Latin  Primo Vere, from Italian  Primavera, i.e. ʻthe first Vereʼ) 
as (see above) mine (the material value of the Monarchy).]
~ This bond-Royal must follow as your own [position], equally a deep narrow ʻpitʼ-prison as of ʻgoldenʼ 
material value. ~
~ The ʻsettlementʼ shall be your own as well as mine. ~
      Elizabeth is disingenuous in suggesting some parity or equity in this agreement; she takes the estate 
for her self and for her Cecil/Leicester overlords, and Vere is left with uncertainty. There must have been 
promises and placations to the effect that future political maneuvers would bring the Earl of Oxford to the 
throne.

118$ What seest thou in the ground?  hold up thy head:
        [What seest (possible pun  ceased;  alt.: do [you] see) thou (i.e. of yours) in the ground (see metonyms  
mines, ore;  alt.: ʻspace occupied or to be occupiedʼ*, ʻmatter, questionʼ*, ʻcause, motive, reasonʼ*)? hold 
up thy head (complete clause: ʻexpressing confidence and courageʼ*): ]
~ What do you see that is yours in material valuation?  Raise your eyes: 
~ How do you interpret this ambiguity (well and mine)?  Raise your eyes:
~ What, ʻceased youʼ imprisoned or appeased ? Be not dejected:
~ What [has been] seized in this occupation/usurpation? show courage: ~

119$    Look in mine eye-balls, there thy beauty lies;
            [Look in mine (the material value of the Monarchy;  alt.: a pit or ʻmine-shaftʼ of hellish torture,  
compare ll.119, 247 ) eye (ai = grief  see glossary eye , overlords and their spies, i.e. Robert Dudley) -balls (ʻthe 
ensign of sovereignty, the apple or globeʼ*;  alt.: ʻa bulletʼ*;  alt.:  ʻthe apple of the eyeʼ*, i.e. where may be 
found a reflected image), there thy beauty (=Truth;  alt.: estate) lies (ʻmay be found - but dishonestlyʼ); ]
~ Look in the rich pits of the Dudley ʻgriefʼ Monarchyʼ, there your truth lies [corrupted];
~ Look closely to Dudley, there lies usurped your estate; ~
       De Vere may find only an ill-defined reflection of his estate in the eyes of Elizabeth.  Rob. Dudley was 
pet-named ʻEyesʼ by Elizabeth; I believe this was a reference to his unofficial position as house spy for 
the Dudley-Cecil coalition. Officially he was Master of the Horse which put him very close to her every 
activity.
   Dudley was often referred to as the de facto monarch—ʻthe king who was notʼ—because of his 
influence in treasury and policy matters; this power was used for his (and Cecilʼs) personal gain, and the 
consequent impoverishment of England.  De Vere felt this usurped authority was rightfully his, based on 
legal warrant and merit. In addition, the estate of John de Vere, 16th Earl of Oxford, was placed under 
Dudleyʼs administration upon Oxfordʼs death in 1562.  These properties and dispensations were to be 
restored to the 17th Earl as he reached majority, though little of it was; no doubt, Cecil/Dudley felt little 
urgency in this as Edward was not truly heir to the Oxford earldom.

120$    Then why not lips on lips, since eyes in eyes?
            [Then why not lips on lips (ʻkissʼ, ʻsignify a bondʼ;  alt. lips on lips: seal an agreement), since 
eyes  (eyes: overlords and their spies, i.e. Robert Dudley; often interpreted to mean ʻadvisorsʼ, but I 
suspect refers to spies, i.e. Dudley and Walsingham associates) in eyes (possible pun  ayes; alt.: eyes in 
eyes: Elizabeth, called eyes, nevertheless is the subject of Dudley spies)? ]
~ Then why not our [secret] bond, since we acknowledge the surveillance of Cecil/Leicester? ~
~ Then why ʻnot boundʼ on ʻboundʼ, since ʻgrief in griefʼ  or ʻseen in seenʼ?
~ Then why should we not signify our pledge with a kiss, since ʻeyesʼ will not take his eyes from us? ~
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      The Cecil/Dudley alliance employed hundreds of agents under spymaster Frances Walsingham; but 
Dudley was the ʻdickʼ in the household of Elizabeth.  The association between the Queen and Leicester 
has not been, and may never be, perfectly understood.  As Cecil played the role of Privy Sage but 
discretely inverted the master/servant relationship, Dudley deftly played the role of lover, intimate, and 
ʻmanʼ to the Queen while keeping an ʻeyeʼ on her.  Elizabeth was the goose of the ʻgolden eggʼ proverb, 
and as we know, ʻthe masters eye fattens the horseʼ.

121$ ʻArt thou ashamʼd to kiss? then wink again,
        [ʻArt thou ashamʼd (shame, from Sham: ʻfalsely present something as the truthʼ, ʻpretend to beʼ,  
alt.: ʻdisgracedʼ*) to kiss (a bond, or commitment;  alt.: ʻto meet, to joinʼ*, ʻto submit toʼ*, the bond of 
fealty/fidelity, strongly tied the act of self-betrayal/self-revelation;  alt.: ʻto submit tamelyʼ*)? then wink (ʻto 
shut the eyes or to have them shut so as not to seeʼ*;  alt.: ʻa significant lookʼ*) again (ʻin oneʼs turnʼ*;   
alt.: ʻonce moreʼ*;  alt.: ʻin returnʼ*, in response, ʻin consequence of itʼ*),]
~ Are you dishonored to affirm this bond, then ignore [this] grief ʻOnce Moreʼ, ~
~ Are you falsely presented, [unable] to kiss? then close your eyes in response,

122$ And I will wink; so shall the day seem night;
        [And I (Elizabeth) will wink (shut the eyes, shut my eyes); so (ʻin the same degree, asʼ*, alt.: it 
follows, it proceeds: refers to royal progeny;  alt. pun  sew: ʻjoin, fasten, or repairʼ) shall the day (ʻtimeʼ*, 
ʻlifeʼ*, youth) seem (wordplay  Seym[our], wordplay  appear, ʻto have the appearance of beingʼ*;  alt.: vb. 
seam: ʻjoin with a seamʼ, ʻsutureʼ*) night (ʻthe time of darkness between sunset and sunriseʼ*, the period 
of the English state between the concealment of de Vere, and his yearned for return — the ʻLeicester/
Burghley Commonwealthʼ;  alt.: = metonym  Moor, blackness, referring to ascendency of Francis 
Walsingham;  alt.: ʻNight a dreary and hateful timeʼ*, eg. ʻugly nightʼ Venus 1041, ʻmother of dread and fearʼ 
Lucrece 117, ʻhatefulʼ Lucr. 771, ʻhideous nightʼ Sonn. 12, ʻghastly nightʼ Sonn. 27, etc., and many more 
associations with age and death); ]
~ And I will ignore it [Once More]; ʻthe same that followsʼ shall be — ʻdeʼ ʻSeymʼ Moor; 
~ And I will ignore it in mine; so shall the [merry] Vere seam [hideous] Puritan; ~
~ And I will close mine; in like pretense shall our light become dark; ~

123$ Love keeps his revels where there are but twain;
        [Love (Love God = Cupid Roman/ Eros Greek = Dudley = desire: I am disconcerted that there appears to be two 
sobriquets - Love & Eyes -  for Leicester;  this may be because he fills two roles, suitor and spy ; the ʻloveʼ referred to is the 
god of desire from which Latin cupiditas - cupidity: ʻgreed for money or possessionsʼ) keeps (ʻguardʼ*;  alt.: 
ʻretain possession of, seizeʼ) his (masculine pronoun identifies the subject as other than Love: Venus, ) 
revels (from Old French reveler:  ʻrise up in rebellionʼ from Latin rebellare  ʻto rebelʼ;  alt.: ʻmerry-makingʼ;  alt.: 
*the Court of Revels) where there are (metonym  = R = ʻTo be royalʼ, from Latin Regius: ʻRoyalʼ, and Regina: 
ʻQueenʼ) but (ʻotherwise thanʼ see l.445 , variant of Never see glossary ) twain (ʻtwoʼ*, but specifically One 
divided into two parts, i.e. ʻparted, separatedʼ*);]
~The Love God Dudley guards his rebels where there the monarch is but two; ~
~ Dudley retains possession of his rebels where their ʻRegiusʼ, otherwise two, unite in one; ~
      This line probably refers to Dudleyʼs isolation of the Queen and her son from potential allies; but it 
also suggests restriction of the Clifford and Stuart claimants to the margin.
   The Court of Revels was the office of State censorship as it pertained to the ʻSportsʼ of Dancing, 
Masking, and Comedies (plays). From 1579-1610 the position was held by Edmund Tilney under the 
directorship of Cecil and Dudley. Interestingly, John Lyly sought the office for a decade (~ 1590) with no 
success - one can only wonder whether as an agent for Cecil, or as a counter-agent for de Vere. De Vere 
claimed to suspect his personal secretary (Lyly) to be an informer for Cecil; and this suspicion is 
confirmed by extant letters from Lyly to Cecil that communicate information of de Vereʼs whereabouts. 

124$ Be bold to play, our sport is not in sight:
        [Be (= the Royal/True self) bold (ʻof high courage, daring; in a good senseʼ*, ʻconfident, trustingʼ*) 
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to play (ʻto practice illusionʼ*, metaphorically  ʻto actʼ*;  alt.: ʻto contend in a game, for gainʼ*, alt.: write plays/
write dissident plays), our (pluralis majestatis  the royal ʻOURʼ, signifying ʻmyʼ;  alt.: surname fragment  ʻourʼ 
belongs to ʻseemʼ l.122 ;  alt.: presenting the royal response to hour: the discrete and separate assaults of 
Time/Cecil?) sport (= child-morph, botany  bud sport, a part of a plant showing morphological variation 
from the rest of the plant due to mutation;  alt.: ʻplay-actingʼ) is (see glossary variant of BE, indicating the ʻthe 
royal personʼ) not in sight (clause  ʻwill not suffer their censorshipʼ):]
~ Be confident to act, ʻOre childʼ is concealed: ~
~ Be confident to act, ʻMyʼ Prince is hidden: ~
~ Be bold to state your dissident position, our particular ʻsportʼ canʼt be deciphered: ~
      If we ignore the ʻroyal Weʼ (in this case ʻourʼ), it is implied that a child already exists between Venus 
and Adonis - the Queen and de Vere. However, the first appearance of the “purple flower” that symbolizes 
the heir to the throne, is at line 1168. Therefore, I will (tentatively) assume “our child” means ʻmy childʼ.           
   The second reading suggests Elizabeth may support de Vereʼs dissent. She appears to be a party to his 
subtle but active resistance; however, it is just as likely that she encouraged his artistic endeavors as a 
form of displacement activity.

125$    These blue-veinʼd violets whereon we lean
            [These blue-veined (blue-veined = blue blood: ʻof noble birthʼ; ʻthe black circle round the eyes 
caused by much weeping or sorrowʼ*;  alt.: ʻlight amidst darknessʼ*) violets (symbolic of faithfulness, 
humility) whereon (ʻon whichʼ*) we lean (= v.  grow lean;  alt.: ʻdependʼ*)]
~ These noble truths, on which we look to support us ~
~ This weeping nobility upon whose [tentative] support we grow lean ~

126$    Never can blab, nor know not what we mean.
            [Never (ʻNever an E. Vereʼ, ʻNot E. Vereʼ, ʻan E. Vereʼ;  alt.: ʻNever the Sameʼ = Elizabeth ʻRʼ  
see glossary ) can blab (ʻreveal secrets by indiscrete talkʼ, Never can blab: i.e. Shake-speare, Lyly, or Griffin 
can speak openly, in print, of these matters, but E. Vere cannot), nor know not (double negative 
reinforces third meaning for ʻNeverʼ=ʻan E. Vereʼ, yet all may apply) what we mean (ʻto signify, to 
indicateʼ*, ʻto have in mind, to intendʼ*).]
~ Not E. Ver [faithful] can reveal, nor may the meaning be understood. ~
~ [Are secrets] an E. Vere pseudonym may reveal, that our meaning will be understood. ~
   The ambiguousness of the double negative needs further research.  The use of double negatives was 
not disapproved of until about 1600; but the ever experimental de Vere would likely have come to his own 
conclusions as to its usefulness or impropriety. I allow it could go either way.  Here it achieves allegorical 
consistency and clever disguise. 

127$ ʻThe tender spring upon thy tempting lip
         [ ʻThe tender (material value, ʻto offer, to presentʼ*, ʻevidence or money to discharge a debtʼ) spring 
(nominative from Italian Primavera (spring season), Latin Primus Ver = ʻPrime Vereʼ) upon (ʻused, in 
consequence, to express the ground or occasion of anything doneʼ*) thy tempting (tempt: ʻprovoke, 
defyʼ*) lip (words, ʻas organs of speechʼ*, giving a sign of contempt or disregard)]-
~ ʻThe negotiable currency of the Vere person, in consequence of your defiance and provocations ~
~ ʻThe material Vere, by your provoking words
~ ʻThe youthful Vere as negotiable legal tender [or political gambit], by your defiant words ~
     Vere, who is the legal tender, provokes ill-consequence by refusing the alliance. In these words, 
The tender spring, the author encapsulates his position. He is the currency by which Elizabethʼs debt of 
life is to be discharged.

128$ Shows thee unripe; yet mayst thou well be tasted:
$ [ Shows (ʻnot to conceal, to betrayʼ*) thee unripe; (immature, unready); yet (ʻstillʼ, ʻeverʼ) mayst 
thou well (ʻmuch, greatlyʼ*) be tasted: (ʻtestedʼ): ]
~ Betrays your unreadiness; yet Vere, you may greatly be tested: ~
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129$    Make use of time, let not advantage slip;
$ [ Make use of time (time = Wm. Cecil, time appears as Cecilʼs sobriquet throughout the works of 
de Vere / Shakespeare), let not advantage (ʻsuperiorityʼ*, ʻfavorable opportunityʼ*, alt.: metonym for the 
Cecil/Leicester alliance or, like ʻOpportunityʼ in The Rape of Lucrece, Leicester alone) slip (ʻpass 
unnoticedʼ*; alt.: ʻto commit an offenceʼ* ); ]
~ Make use of Wm. Cecil, donʼt lose opportunity for advancement. ~ 
~ Make use of Wm. Cecil, allow not Leicester to commit offence; ~  
   Time is code for Wm. Cecil, a man of spider-like patience, and an avid collector of clocks.  Assuming 
V&A was written in 1592-3, he was aged ~72 at the time of this composition and in declining health.  
To advance in Elizabethan government required the assiduous cultivation of Cecilʼs goodwill, assuming 
his principles and perhaps surrendering oneʼs own.  He was a master of appearances and took great 
pains to modulate the tone of his counsel to the Queen. Nothing of importance evaded his scrutiny, 
involvement, and control, and yet nothing violated the appearance of his discrete subservience to her.  
I suspect Cecil crafted Dudleyʼs role as the intimate/mole/manager in Elizabethʼs household, and further, 
that he hatched the beautiful myth of ʻthe Virgin Queenʼ.  As Polonius in Hamlet, de Vere characterized 
Cecil with an indulgent depreciation - until he kills him off as a spy.  We are about to see (beginning at 
l.133) a more severe assessment.
 
130$   Beauty within itself should not be wasted:
$ [ Beauty (ʻdivine orderʼ, ʻTruthʼ,  code for de Vere) within itself (ʻheretofore hidden/unrevealedʼ) 
should not be (= the Royal/True self see glossary ) wasted (waste: ʻexpend unnecessarilyʼ*, ʻto destroy, to 
ruin, to desolateʼ*): ]
~ This unrevealed Verity, should not be destroyed: ~
~ This Truth, hidden within itself should not be lost: ~

131$   Fair flowers that are not gathʼred in their prime
$ [ Fair (The Just Heirs - a lexical ʻtrickʼ frequently used by de Vere: Fair = Fair Air = The Rightful 
Heir; in a single word, all that is highest and best: ʻbeing as a thing ought to be, in order, in a good stateʼ*, 
ʻbeautifulʼ*, ʻpureʼ*, ʻfineʼ*, ʻhonorable, equitableʼ*, ʻfavourable, auspiciousʼ*, ʻkindʼ*) flowers (Vere flowers 
= True flowers, the beautiful flowering: the perfect maturity, optimum development of Vere/Fair; alt.: Fair: 
code for ʻhigh churchʼ) that are (Regius: ʻRoyalʼ) not gathʼred (gathʼred = gathered: ʻbrought together, 
convened, assembled in a bodyʼ + red: royal, under the ʻred roseʼ of Lancaster/Catholicism) in their 
prime (prime: ʻhighestʼ; Latin  primus: highest, most excellent, of first importance;  alt.: in their prime: at 
their height;  alt.: wordplay on Italian  primavera: spring).]
~ The true flowering of the Royal family, if not gathered in its prime ~
~ The beautiful flowering of the House of Lancaster, if not gathered in its Spring ~ 
   ʻSeize the dayʼ, suggests the author. If the ʻprimusʼ of Lancaster is not elevated now while he is at his 
zenith, he will be like flowers that...  

132$   Rot and consume themselves in little time.
$ [ Rot (ʻto bring to corruptionʼ*;  alt.: ʻwitherʼ*) and consume (ʻwasteʼ*;  alt.: Latin  con: altogether + 
sumere: take up) themselves in little time. (Little Time: the little Cecil, Robert Cecil, Elizabethʼs 
“Pygmy”).]
~ Wither and waste themselves in the grasp of Robert Cecil. ~
~ Are corrupted and subsume themselves in [the hell of] Robert Cecil. ~
   That they ʻconsume themselvesʼ hints that inner faults or weaknesses are exploited to bring about self-
destruction.   
     The elegant contrivance of rhetorical antithesis pervades Lylyʼs Euphues, his plays, and the plays of 
Shake-speare. The structure of drama allowed Edward de Vere to assume the voice of several characters 
to fully develop and reveal his own antithetical thoughts.  That we are often in doubt as to the authors true 
feelings is a testament to his balanced, dialectical approach to analysis.
   I distinguish de Vereʼs thoughts from those that properly belong only to a character, because I believe 
the integration of the two has given the author his distinctive style. In doing so, Vere has elevated many 
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characters to rare philosophic heights.  To read his works, one would think England was a nation of 
philosophers: philosopher Kings and philosopher fools, philosopher earls, soldiers, gravediggers, 
innkeepers, etc.  All have become equally expressive as himself.

   I suspect Oxford was deeply stung by Sydneyʼs An Apology for Poetry (pub. 1595, but likely known to 
de Vere prior to 1586 and perhaps even addressed to him). The decline of mannerist courtly rhetoric as 
one progresses from Loveʼs Labourʼs Lost  to Macbeth betrays his sheepish retreat from the excesses he 
popularized in the early 1580ʻs, and which Sydney castigated in the ʻApologyʼ. After a false start with 
backhanded praise for “stately speeches and well-sounding phrases, climbing to the height of Senecaʼs 
style”, Sir Philip says whatʼs really on his mind: “and so obtain the very end of poesy, yet in truth is very 
defectious...” see glossary  using a smattering of de Vereʼs ʻnauseatingʼ metonyms to drive home his point. 
   Sydney wished to promote an instructive but completely artificial construct for poetry termed ʻmimesisʼ 
by Aristotle. This was a vein de Vere had followed as ʻLylyʼ; now it was turned against him in its specifics, 
leaving him to cast about for a new, more direct, more truthful, manner of expression. The ʻOxfordianʼ 
dating of the Shakespeare canon is strongly supported by the competitive discourse between these two 
gentlemen. 
                                                                      * * * *
      As I understand it, lines 133-36 is de Vereʼs considered assessment of William and Robert Cecil, but 
heavily weighted to the former; there were few in Elizabethan England who knew the Cecils as well as he.    
Elizabeth will carry the lines for the both of them. If oblique, yet is it still a Vere rant against his offenders.

133       ʻWere I hard-favorʼd, foul, or wrinkled old,
        [ ʻWere I hard (ʻharsh, rough, evil, disagreeableʼ*) favorʼd (regard, consideration, esteem;  hard 
favored: ʻof repulsive features, ill-looking, uglyʼ*;  alt.: ʻungenerousʼ;  alt.: ), foul (ʻoffensiveʼ, ʻwickedʼ, 
ʻunfairʼ, i.e. ʻthe opposite of fair and often joined to it in contradistinctionʼ*, see l.131), or wrinkled old. ]
~ ʻWere I (Vere), evilly regarded, offensive, or old and wrinkled, ~
~ ʻWere I ungenerous, wicked, or old and wrinkled, ~

134       Il-nurturʼd, crooked, churlish, harsh in voice,
        [ Il-nurturʼd (ʻPoorly raisedʼ, ʻbrought-upʼ), crooked (ʻperverse,falseʼ*, ʻmalignantʼ*, ʻbentʼ, 
ʻdishonestʼ), churlish (ʻrough, rude, brutalʼ*, ʻmean-spiritedʼ, ʻsurlyʼ), harsh in voice.]
~ Poorly brought-up, dishonest, rude, harsh in voice, ~

135       Oʼer worn, despised, rheumatic, and cold,
        [ Oʼer worn (worn out, ʻwastedʼ, ʻexhaustedʼ), despised, rheumatic, and cold,  
(ʻlacking-affectionʼ, ʻunemotionalʼ),]
~ Worn out, despised, rheumatic, and cold-hearted,~

136       Thick-sighted, barren, lean, and lacking juice,
        [ Thick-sighted (ʻshort-sighted, purblindʼ*, ʻpoor-sightedʼ, lacking perspicacity), barren (ʻbleak, 
lifelessʼ),lean (ʻoffering little rewardʼ), and lacking juice (and ʻlacking vitalityʼ, lacking creative faculties, 
withered),]
~ Without perspicacity, lifeless, ungrateful, and lacking vitality, ~

137       Then mightst thou pause, for then I were not for thee,
        [ Then mightst thou pause (ʻhesitateʼ, ʻa stop made and time taken for considerationʼ*), for then I 
were not for (ʻin support of or in favor ofʼ, ʻsiding withʼ*, ʻin behalf or advantage ofʼ*, ʻat the service ofʼ*) 
thee,]
~ Then might you hesitate, for then I could not be your advocate, ~

138       But having no defects, why dost abhor me ?
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        [ But (ʻotherwise thanʼ*) having no defects (ʻfault, imperfectionʼ*, ʻdeficiencyʼ*),why dost abhor 
(ʻdisgustʼ, ʻto detest to extremityʼ*; alt.: pun  a boar , entire clause  ʻwhy are you the ʻOxford Boarʼ, i.e. why are 
you not more familial) me? ].  
~ But having no such defects as these mentioned, why do you act the Oxford Boar with me? ~
   Gods must, after all, stand up for bastards. Lear I,ii, 22 para.. Edward de Vere is the ʻnaturalʼ son of 
Thomas Seymour and the Princess Elizabeth Tudor, and not a child of John de Vere and the ʻblue boarʼ 
Earls of Oxford.       
   De Vereʼs father-in-law, Wm. Cecil, said of him, “he has more of understanding in him than one would think...”; 
to my ear this is grudging admission of a superior intellect. If Vere peppered his speech with such clever word play 
as this, one would come away from conversation rehashing all that had just been said.

139$ ʻThou canst not see one wrinkle in my brow,
        [Thou canst not see (ʻto perceive mentally, to discover, to understand, to observeʼ*;  alt.: ʻthe seat of 
the pope or of an archbishopʼ*) one (metonym = the first or highest ranked, the Monarch herself or the heir 
presumptive) wrinkle (ME  ʻcurvatureʼ, ʻsinuous shapeʼ, ʻirregularity/deviationʼ, ʻminor difficultyʼ) in my 
brow (ʻthe arch of hair over the eyeʼ*, possibly effects secondary pun  ʻheir over the eyeʼ;   alt.: ʻmindʼ, ʻintellectʼ;  
alt.: crown?),]
~ You cannot see One Deviation in my crown, ~ 
~ You cannot see a Monarch doubled in my heir, ~
~ You cannot see a royal failing in my heir, ~
      The secondary pun needs verification.

140$ Mine eyes are grey and bright and quick in turning;
        [Mine (the material value of the Monarchy—literally mine, precious ore, i.e. the attainted person of 
the Crown;  alt.: probably indicates things that are not physically of Elizabethʼs person, i.e. that are 
extraneous; note that l.141-43 repeat My, not Mine) eyes (metonym Robt. Dudley and the Walsingham/
Puritan spies) are grey (Grey: the opportunist adherents of the Suffolk line of the Tudor family; Henry 
Grey and John Dudley advanced Lady Jane Greyʼs accession over Elizabethʼs; alt.: classical ref.  Pallas 
Athenaʼs eyes are described variously as silver, gray, blue-green; though these classical references may 
be crossovers, they more directly apply to the allegory, not the narrative), and bright (ʻcheerful, gayʼ*, 
may refer to the contrived gaiety of John Dudley as he belatedly expressed delight at the accession of 
Mary Tudor as noted below; alt.: ʻgleamingʼ, as Homer described “bright-eyed Athena”; perhaps the 
author avoids the word ʻbeautyʼ, as it denotes truth), and quick (ʻnimbleʼ*) in turning (ʻʼto change or alter 
from one purpose or effect to anotherʼ*, likely reference to John Dudleyʼs sudden reversal, from support of 
Jane Grey to Mary Tudor in Cambridge on July 20th, 1553: [upon receiving word from the governing 
council of their recognition of Mary, he threw his cap in the air and ʻso laughed that the tears ran down his 
cheeks for griefʼ;  alt.: classical ref.  Athena eluded rape by Hephaestus in Greek mythology);] 
~ Mine guardsmen R[egents] are Grey/Suffolk, and ʻluminousʼ, and inconstant in turning; ~
~ [But] covetous Leicester ʻet alʼ are Grey/Suffolk-supporters, cheerful and nimble in altering purpose; ~   
       It appears that de Vere enjoys dredging up ʻold historyʼ to vilify or imprecate his current enemies; this 
is the problem with people who have long memories—like my wife.  If this reading is valid, the author has 
inserted material on Robert Dudleyʼs inconstancy to contrast with the ʻyearly increaseʼ l.141—the ʻRich-
mondeʼ of his own fidelity.
   Meanwhile, the allegory attributes to Venus the character of the Greek goddess Athena, the 
ʻandrogynousʼ god of war strategy and wisdom (and the spear). This supposed analogy with Elizabeth 
may use the conceits of wise Athena (or chaste Diana) to distinguish the real from the enhanced Queen, 
who is revealed in the narrative. 
   Incidentally, Freud noted Athena was a god divested of power.     

141$ My beauty as the spring doth yearly grow,
        [ My (i.e. of Elizabethʼs person, see l.142-43 ) beauty (surname derived  Beau-fort;  alt.: ʻdivine orderʼ, 
ʻTruthʼ;  alt.: ʻassemblage of graces to please the eye and mindʼ*) as (ʻin the same degree, of the same 
qualityʼ*) the spring (pun  ʻthe Vernal seasonʼ*, the Vere season;  alt.: ʻfountain, source; in a proper and in 
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a metaphorical senseʼ*;  alt.: ʻthe beginning, the first and freshest part of any state or timeʼ*;  alt.: ʻa young 
shootʼ*) doth yearly (wordplay  yarely: ʻeasily manageableʼ, ʻprepared, readyʼ see The Tempest l i 6 ;  alt.:  poss. 
secondary pun  ʻevery yearʼ*, the ver year) grow (ʻto become greater, to increase in stature or degreeʼ*),]
~ My Beau[fort] Grace, in my child, does yearly renew,
~ My Truth, the same as Vere, does become more manageable, ~
~ My Verity, in the same measure as the Vernal season, does every year become greater, ~ 
~ The beauty of my truth, in the same degree as Vere does E.Ver increase, ~
      I assume there are intimations of Vere in words like beauty, spring, and year; but how important to the 
author is the transposition from metonym or emergent word to Vere synonym, eg. Spring = Vernal 
Season?
 
142$ My flesh is soft and plump, my marrow burning,
        [My flesh (ʻanimal substanceʼ*, ʻdenoting relationshipʼ*;  alt.: ʻcarnalityʼ, ʻserving as the emblem of 
human frailty in general, and of sensuality in particularʼ*) is soft (ʻmild, gentle, delicate, tenderʼ*, weak, 
impressionable) and plump (ʻfull, roundʼ*, Venusʼ self described youth and attractiveness, conferring 
ʻinnocenceʼ), my marrow (ʻsoft substance in the cavities of bonesʼ, often signifies strength and vitality) 
burning (ʻpossessed by desire, emotionʼ, ʻbeing consumed by desireʼ;  alt.: ʻon fireʼ),]
~ My temporal flesh is tender and full [again], my vitality inflamed, ~
~ My weakness is full sensuality, my strength consumed by desire, ~
~ My full carnal desire is a weakness, my vitality is consumed by emotion, ~

143$    My smooth moist hand, were it with thy hand felt,
           [My smooth (ʻʻbland, mild, gentle, insinuativeʼ*, ʻeasy and elegantʼ*) moist (ʻmoderately wet, 
dampʼ*, tender, generally opposed to hard and rough, living—not dead;  alt.: see note at l.25-26 “... his 
sweating palm / The precedent of pith and livelihood”; moisture denoting ʻstrength or forceʼ, ʻliveliness, 
spiritʼ) hand (ʻofficeʼ, ʻcontrol, possessionʼ(Ety.o-l),  alt.: ʻthe emblem of power, agency, actionʼ*), were it 
with thy hand (i.e. hand in hand: ʻconjointly, together, or in union and concordʼ*, the reassurance of 
anotherʼs assistance) felt (ʻto perceive by the touchʼ*, ʻto perceive by the mindʼ*),]
~ My bland, ʻtenderʼ possession, were it to feel the reassurance of your strength, ~
~ My easy, spirited office, if clasped in union with yours, ~

144$    Would in thy palm dissolve, or seem to melt.
            [Would (pun  wood: indicating descent from Plantagenets; Plantagenet badge: ʻWoodstockʼ or 
ʻstump of woodʼ (?) ) in thy palm (ʻa symbol of triumph or victoryʼ, ʻthe emblem of glory and superiorityʼ*; 
alt.: ʻconceal in the hand, as in a theft or trickʼ) dissolve (ʻdisappearʼ, ʻdeteriorateʼ, ʻdegenerateʼ,ʼ lose 
integrity and become incorporate in something elseʼ), or (likely pun  ore: ʻa vein of goldʼ) seem (surname 
fragments  or + seem = Seym + Ore;  alt.: ʻoutwardly appearʼ;  alt.: = seam: ʻan underground layer, as of ore 
or coalʼ, also = vein: ʻa fracture in rock containing a deposit of minerals or ore and typically having an 
extensive course undergroundʼ) to melt (ʻleave or disappear unobtrusivelyʼ).]
~ Would in your triumph vanish, [in your] ʻOre Seymʼ to dissolve.
~ The Plantagenet incorporate in your office degenerating, [an] ore seam to disappear. ~ 
~ Would in your triumph suffer dissolution, a gold vein [that would] quietly disappear. ~

  The stanzas ~145-56 are circumspect, and may be read to describe Dudleyʼs and Cecilʼs effect 
on de Vere and the Queen.

145$ ʻBid me discourse, I will enchant thine ear,
        [ʻBid (ʻcommand or order to do somethingʼ) me discourse (wordplay  ʻchange courseʼ;  alt.: dis-horse, 
dismount;  alt.: ʻspeak or write authoritativelyʼ, ʻdebateʼ, ʻreasonʼ;  alt.: Med. Latin  discurrerre  dis: ʻawayʼ + 
currere: ʻto runʼ, to run away), I will (ʻintend, desireʼ; alt: the ʻRoyal Willʼ) enchant (ʻto charmʼ*, ʻto bewitch, 
to subdue by charmsʼ*, likely synonymous with  charm: ME  delude, ʻmockʼ;  alt. Latin  incantare: in- ʻinʼ + 
cantare ʻsingʼ) thine ear (ʻheirʼ),] 
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~ Enjoin me to dismount, I shall ʻbe-witchʼ your heir, ~
~ Command me to ʻun-courseʼ myself (reveal my secret), and I shall subdue by charms your/our heir, ~          

146$ Or like a fairy, trip upon the green,
        [Or (wordplay  ore, gold; surname fragment  Tudʼor) like (ʻequal toʼ) a fairy (wordplay  fare + y,   ; alt.: ʻa 
diminutive spirit, of the same nature as the elvesʼ*, relating to the Queen, who had been lately 
characterized as the ʻFaerie Queenʼ; this may refer to Elizabeth as the small or limited ʻSpiritʼ: an 
ʻaffectionateʼ name given to Wm. Cecil;  alt.: ʻsmall imaginary beings of human form with magical 
powersʼ), trip (ʻstumble, to fall, to offendʼ*, ʻmake a mistakeʼ, ʻwalk or dance with quick light stepsʼ) upon 
the green (French  ʻVerʼ = Vere),]
~ ʻOreʼ like a ʻfare-yʼ, dance upon the Vere, ~
~ Or (bid me), like a faerie [queen], stumble on the Vere, ~
~ As golden a Faerie, stumble on the Vere, ~
      Edmund Spenserʼs Faerie Queen had given Elizabeth two important sobriquets, Faerie Queen of 
course, and Gloriana. 

147$ Or like a nymph, with long dishevelled hair,
        [Or like (ʻequal toʼ;  alt. ore-like: gold like) a nymph (a trope for the child of the bee: a punning 
reference to the ʻvirgin queenʼ bee/ʼbeʼ, i.e. the ʻVirgin Queen Elizabethʼ  see glossary  bee ;  alt.: ʻa 
mythological spirit of natureʼ, ʻa diminutive spiritʼ*, used to denote a person of more than human powerʼ*;  
alt.: by metamorphoses, a nymph is ʻto beʼ), with long (long: ʻlasting a great amount of timeʼ) dishevelled 
(ʻdisorderedʼ, Old French  deschevele: de/dis: denoting negation or reversal + schevele: hair) hair 
(pun  heir),]
~ ʻOreʼ (bid me), like a ʻbee-childʼ with long disinʼheirʼited heir, ~
~ Golden, like a ʻbeeʼ-child, with a too long disordered heredity/estate, ~
~ Ore-like, a changeling, with long disordered heir, ~
      I think it probable that “Or like” may change its meaning from line 146 to 147. This prompts the 
question of consistency. Does a metonym always signify precisely the same thing. Love for example, 
seems to wander with modifiers like but, his, my, quick, etc.

148$ Dance on the sands, and yet no footing seen.
        [Dance (perhaps a reference to the ʻdanceʼ of bees prior to entering the hive;  alt.: ʻto triumph, to 
exultʼ*; alt.: ʻmove rhythmicallyʼ, ʻsparkle brightlyʼ) on (ʻthat by which a thing is supportedʼ* ʻhence denoting 
the ground or occasion of any thing doneʼ*) the sands (sand: ʻan expanse of sandʼ, ʻunits of 
immeasurable numberʼ only weakly cohering, ʻthe contents of hour glassesʼ*, i.e. the Sands of Time;  
alt.: metaphor ʻthe mass of such grains covering the shore of the sea, or forming (treacherous) shelves; 
alt.: the fragmented and incoherent grains that have fallen from the rock of St. Peter), and yet (pun  
nevertheless = ʻby infidelity reducedʼ, generally referring to Elizabethʼs failure to be constant, or, ʻNot Ever 
the Same, thereby diminishedʼ;  alt.: ʻstill, to this time, now as formerlyʼ*, ʻafter allʼ*, despite contrary 
appearances) no footing (ʻfoundationʼ, ʻa secure grip with oneʼs feetʼ;  alt.: ʻfootprintʼ) seen (pun ? 
(artificial) past participle of see: Holy See, the Rock of St. Peter, 1st Bishop of Rome) .
~ Sparkle brightly on the [quick] sands of Time, and Verily no secure foundation See (Seat). ~
~ Triumph over shifting Protestants and Truth, no ʻRockʼ invested. ~
      Sand, as the multiplex Protestant grains falling away from the ʻRockʼ of St. Peter, is a theme reiterated 
in the idea of quick = unstable, or incoherent, not well founded (as in quicksand) see l.38 . Specifically, the 
author refers to the contradictory and disharmonious factions of the Protestant movement—Leicesterʼs 
Puritan/English Calvinist party, and Cecilʼs more conciliatory Ecclesia Anglicana. This would become the 
Anglican Church or ʻVia Mediaʼ, the Middle Way between the perceived extremes of Roman Catholicism 
and Augustinian Calvinists
       
149$    Love is a spirit all compact of fire,
            [Love (capitalized  Love: the love of Venus;  alt.: Robert Dudley, as the uncertain object of 
Elizabethʼs romantic affection, figures greatly in Love.  As the term is used in tennis, Leicesterʼs love 
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effects ʻNothing, zero, nilʼ) is (ʻthird person present singular of Be = the Royal/True self, be is coupled with 
are, am; nearly synonymous with essential or veracious existence;  alt. Love is: in effect, ʻPrinceʼ Dudley) 
a spirit (= Wm. Cecil, pet name used by Elizabeth; alt.: ʻthat which pervades and tempers the whole 
mind, or the whole state and nature of a thingʼ*, ʻan essence thought to govern vital phenomenonʼ Wm. 
Cecilʼs pet name derives from these meanings) all (ʻTudorʼ = Elizabeth l, Ed. de Vere, Henry Wriothesley) compact 
(archaic ʻcomposedʼ, ʻmade ofʼ,  alt.: ʻIn an ill sense = plot, confederacyʼ*, ʻcontract, accordʼ*) of fire 
(= Consuming Fair, i.e. devouring the Rightful Heirs, the destructive force ʻof flameʼ*, ʻany thing burning, a 
conflagrationʼ*; alt.: ʻfervent or passionate emotion or enthusiasmʼ)
~ Elizabeth is a ʻshadowʼ Monarch consuming fair, ~
~ Leicester is a Cecil Monarch, a confederacy ʻconsuming Fairʼ,
~ ʻTender affectionʼ is [in essence] a Cecil monarchy, a confederacy of consuming Fair, ~ 

150$    Not gross to sink, but light, and will aspire.
            [Not gross (ʻbig, large, bulkyʼ*,ʻcoarse, rude, baseʼ*, ʻenormous, unseemlyʼ*, ʻdull, stupidʼ*, ʻeasily 
discernible, palpableʼ*, ʻentire without fine detailʼ, ʻvulgarʼ; Robert Dudley was more than 6ʼ in height, 
heavy, and by de Vereʼs estimation, possessed of all the above mentioned qualities) to sink (ʻdisappear 
and not be seen againʼ, ʻfailʼ, ʻto fall, to perishʼ* alt.: ʻa drain to carry off filthy waterʼ*), but light (ʻof little 
weightʼ, ʻof no moment, of little value, slight, unimportantʼ*), and will  (= William Cecil, the ʻwillʼ behind the 
edifice of the Elizabethan monarchy) aspire (ʻhigh desireʼ*, ʻdesire ambitiouslyʼ*; alt.: ʻrise highʼ, ʻto riseʼ*, 
ʻto ascend, to mountʼ*;  alt.: Latin  aspirare = from ad: ʻtoʼ + spirare: ʻbreatheʼ (see glossary breath = ʻa brief 
momentʼ, ʻa slight movement of airʼ, ʻgive an impression of somethingʼ see l. 61) ).]
~ Not course so as to fail, but unsubstantial, and by Will arises. ~
~ Not big, coarse, stupid, vulgar [and such that one would expect] to fail and perish, but rather, 
inconsequential, and only by force of ʻwillʼ rises higher. ~
~ Not coarse and stupid such as you would expect to fall under the weight of his vulgarity, but of little 
importance, and [only] by Williamʼs [design] rises. ~ 
     
151$ ʻWitness this primrose bank whereon I lie,
        [ʻWitness (ʻobserveʼ, ʻbeholdʼ; ʻevidenceʼ) this primrose (seductively pleasant, yet perilous; 
primrose: sensual, hedonistic (ety.-o-l), “from primrose path of dalliance” Hamlet l iii 50 ;  alt.: = Primus Rose: 
ʻfirst/highestʼ+Tudor, the ranking royal;  alt.: ) bank (ʻwhere valuables may be safely keptʼ, ʻplace of 
securityʼ, alt. = Wm. Cecil: Lord Treasurer of England;  alt. bank: strand, shore, perhaps a reference to 
The Strand where Burghley and Leicester built homes in London, and de Vere maintained apartments at 
the Savoy) whereon (ʻon whichʼ) I lie (lay: ʻassume a prone or horizontal positionʼ;  alt.: ʻmake an 
intentionally false statementʼ;  alt.: seat, lean;  alt.: play, risk, hazard;  alt. lay: poeticize, sing),]
~ Behold this seductive shore on ʻWitchʼ I repose, ~
~ Behold this hedonistic Strand on which I sing, 
~ Behold this sensualist-Tudor prison on which I equivocate, ~
~ As evidence, note the sensual armory wherein the Tudor Rose is detained, ~

152$ These forceless flowers like sturdy trees support me;
        [These forceless (ʻwithout mental or moral strengthʼ, powerless, without organized armed support) 
flowers (flower: ʻseed-bearingʼ, an important distinction is made between the attractive petals, and the 
seed - the true substance of the flower;  alt.: possible pun  ʻfollowerʼ i.e. ʻone who goes behind anotherʼ, 
ʻattendantʼ, ʻservantʼ, ʻpursuerʼ; n. phrase  forceless flowers: ʻamoral seed-bearersʼ, probable ref. to the Cecils 
who have become kingmakers without an army to back their political claim) like (ʻused of persons = 
equalʼ*;  alt.: ʻsimilar, resemblingʼ*) sturdy (ʻstrongly builtʼ; alt.: ME  ʻreckless, violentʼ, ʻintractable, 
obstinateʼ;  alt.: ʻbrutally relying on oneʼs strengthʼ*) trees (tree: ʻa plant with a woody and perennial 
stemʼ*;  alt.: archaic  ʻthe cross of crucifixionʼ, ʻa gallows or gibbetʼ) support (ʻbear the weight ofʼ) me;]
~ These fragile buds, like ʻWoodstockʼ, support me; ~
~ These powerless Cecil/Dudley civil servants , as if ʻWoodstockʼ (Plantagenet), bear my significance; 
~ These amoral Cecils bear my weight with the intractable recklessness of those who crucified Jesus; ~
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153$ Two strengthless doves will draw me through the sky,
        [Two strengthless (ʻweakʼ*; i.e. without: power, courage, greatness, durability, intensity) doves 
(gentle and delicate fruit-eating birds; alt.: from early Christian times connoting gentleness, or denoting 
the ʻHoly Spiritʼ, perhaps to denigrate Cecilʼs pacifism) will (ʻfaculty of the mind by which we desire and 
purposeʼ*; applies to the principle characters of V&A differently: for Wm. Cecil = arbitrary disposal, 
command, authorityʼ*, for Robert Dudley = similar to Cecil but may include ʻcarnal desireʼ*) draw (ʻpull, 
dragʼ, ʻguideʼ;  alt.: hunting term  ʻto trace, to trackʼ, as by scent;  alt.: ʻdisembowelʼ) me through the sky 
(ʻlimitless heavensʼ, clause  draw me through the sky: i.e. track me as Helios proceeds east to west),]
~ Two weak ʻspiritsʼ Will, lead me through the heavens, 
~ Two impotent ʻspiritsʼ [that constitute the] ʻwillʼ, track me as Helios Panoptes (the all seeing sun), ~
~ Two powerless ʻspiritsʼ, will follow me in all things, ~
        The religious differences between Cecil and Dudley are reflected in their differing political 
approaches. Cecil headed the ʻPeace Partyʼ which urged patience, caution, and reason—Vere would say 
guile—in dealing with the Habspburg counter-reformation, while the ʻWar Partyʼ under Dudley and 
Walshingham urged large scale military action as well as assistance to the Low Countries from Frederick 
Chamberlin  .

154$ From morn till night, even where I list to sport me.
        [From morn (Venus/Elizabeth;  alt.: Aurora/Eos, goddess of the dawn, ʻrosy-fingeredʼ and ʻgolden-
armedʼ, opened the gates  of heaven for Sol/Helios to pass each morning;  alt.: the morning star, daystar 
= Venus) till night (ʻDian, the goddess of the moon, called queen of nightʼ*, metonym for Elizabeth l as a 
captive of the Cecil/Dudley/Walsingham spy network), even (metonym = ʻE. Vereʼ  see l.1) where (were see 
glossary  were + heir: ʻman-heirʼ) I list (archaic  ʻdesireʼ*, ʻwant, likeʼ; alt: ʻboundary, limit, barrierʼ*, ʻan 
enclosed ground in which combats are foughtʼ*, ʻbarriers enclosing an area for a jousting tournamentʼ—de 
Vere was a jousting champion) to sport (botany  bud sport, natural mutation from the parent plant;  alt.:  
archaic  ʻamuseʼ, ʻentertainʼ, alt.: ʻa play, or theatrical performanceʼ*) me.]
~ From Aurora to Dian, even where I desire to beget myself. ~
~ From Venus to Diana equally, where I desire (from the father, or fatherless) to ʻmetamorphoseʼ. ~
~ From Seymour, De Vere where I desire to act me. ~
      Elizabeth is characterized as Venus in the morning and Diana at nightʼ, evidently expressing 
regression in her circumstances from ʻDayʼ to ʻNightʼ. 

155$    Is love so light, sweet boy, and may it be
            [Is (perhaps from be: is = the Royal/True self) love (ʻtenderʼ affection/material affection: the bond of 
love between the Tudors based on shared assets, referring to the material valuation of the Royal Person;  
alt.: is love = be love: Royal ʻtenderʼ affection) so (ʻin the same degree, asʼ*, alt.: it follows, it proceeds; 
refers to royal progeny) light (ʻspiritual illumination by divine truthʼ; ʻthat by which it is possible to seeʼ*;  
alt.: ʻof no moment, of little value, slightʼ*, ʻunsubstantialʼ), sweet (ʻkindʼ*, child;  alt.: evoking the second 
half of the Old French phrase Honi soit or Hony soyt = Shamed is he, perhaps corrupted to Shamed am I ) 
boy, and may () it () be () ]
~ Is family love unsubstantial, shamed child, and shall it someday be,
~ Is ʻmaterial affectionʼ equally unsubstantial, ʻshamed Beeʼ, and will it continue so ~
~ Royal valuation [in this way] is Truth, boy child, and shall this Monarchy be

156$    That thou should think it heavy unto thee?
           [That (ʻsuch, or things of such a natureʼ*) thou should think (ʻto be of opinionʼ*, ʻto judge, to form 
an opinionʼ*) it heavy (ʻweightyʼ*, ʻnot easily borneʼ*, ʻoppressive, crushingʼ*, ʻbad, wickedʼ*, ʻannoying, 
wearisomeʼ*, ʻslow, sluggish, dullʼ*, the different significations [of the word heavy] often scarce 
distinguishable, as they afford much scope to quibblingʼ* Alexander Schmidt, Shakespeare Lexicon, pg. 528) unto 
(ʻdenoting toʼ*, ʻcorrespondencyʼ*) thee?]
~ Of such a nature you should judge ʻitʼ a burden to thee? ~

                                                                                 * * * * 
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   Elizabeth charges de Vere with the responsibility of asserting his claim to the throne  l.157-68. Up to this 
point his approach has been directed by Wm. Cecil to Oxford pretensions (by which Ann Cecil would 
become Queen); she now advises Edward to look to his true Tudor claim instead. 
   Again, it must be noted that until the Duke of Norfolk affair, Edward was reacting to the course Cecil 
prescribed; after Norfolk, de Vere evidently realized just how precarious his position was. By nature he 
was an artist, best left to a life of private reflection; what politician or monarch could afford his ruthless 
self-examination? He succeeds circumspectly, however, as a political scientist. Who could have predicted 
the political influence of his artistry would be so enduring... other than Ben Jonson?

   Lines 157-74 foreshadow the argument of the first 17 sonnets of Shakespeareʼs Sonnets. That 
procreation is the first rule of Nature l.171 may be taken as valid by the strength and stability of large 
populations, and immediate extinction without it. Yet there is irony in the idea that one carry on family 
lineage as a biologic or social duty; Elizabeth, after all, is denying these as she denies her own son.
   The Bible tells us to increase (ʻgo forth and multiplyʼ), but it is interesting that the author did not specify 
Godʼs Law as directing us to do so. Instead he maintains consistency by citing Ovidʼs ʻnaturalʼ paganism 
as a source of the same imperative. I suppose de Vere is advancing the ʻNaturalʼ/beautiful in his own 
ʻillegitimateʼ birth, perhaps questioning the relevance of divine sanction in marriage.  Another pertinent 
matter is the deference due to the Privy Council in questions of royal marriage, particularly in light of their 
refusal to allow Elizabeth and Thomas Seymour to marry.  But for the constraint of the Privy Council, 
Elizabeth would not have been in bondage to the Dudley/Cecils, and de Vere would be king.
    
157$ ʻIs thine own heart to thine own face affected?
        [ʻIs thine own (indicating rightful possession, ʻto possessʼ*) heart (the True Heart = the very 
essenceʼ* = the essence of Vere; ʻthe inmost and most vital part, the coreʻ, soul, spirit  See lines 231, 426   
ʻSupposed to be the prompter of will and inclinationʼ*; alt.: possible reference to the twin harts that are the 
heraldic ʻsupportersʼ of Richard ll  r.1377-99  and, therefore, de Vereʼs identity with that deposed King; on 
the question of agnatic-primogeniture, de Vere was the only male direct-descendent of the Tudor family) 
to thine own face (ʻsurfaceʼ*, ʻlook, appearance, formʼ*;  alt.: outward appearance, superficial being, 
implying superficial aspects of ones true self) affected (affect: ʻto love?)? ]
~ Is your own Will to your own [true] identity disposed? ~
~ Is yours (your heart), my own heart (love), to your rightful form in love? ~ 
~ Is your will inclined to your true or false identity? ~

158$ Can thy right hand seize love upon thy left?
         [Can thy right (ʻjust title, just claimʼ*, rightful, ʻthat which is [due] to justice and natural or human 
lawʼ*) hand (ʻsignatureʼ*, identity, office;  alt.: ʻthe emblem of power, agency, actionʼ*) seize (ʻto take, or 
get possession of by forceʼ*) love (Leicester, the ʻLeicester Commonwealthʼ, or Regency;  alt.: ʻTenderʼ 
affection/material affection: the bond of love between the Tudors based on shared assets, referring to the 
material valuation of the Royal Person) upon thy left (ʻon the side opposed to the rightʼ*, alt.: left: Latin 
sĭnister (ʻleft, on the left handʼ; i.e. wrongful claim))? ]
~ Can your true title take forceful possession of the Regency [dependent] upon your false? ~
~ Can your just claim take forceful possession of the ʻtender officeʼ by means of your illegitimate claim? ~

159$ Then woo thyself, be of thyself rejected;
        [Then woo (ʻto seek gain or to obtainʼ*) thyself (yourself, ʻthy own personʼ*), be (the Royal/True self) 
of (ʻfromʼ*) thyself rejected (ʻto refuse with contemptʼ*); ]
~ Then seek to gain [possession of] your own person, ʻthe True selfʼ from ʻthe falseʼ denied; ~

160$ Steal thine own freedom, and complain on theft.
        [Steal (ʻto take clandestinely and without rightʼ*;  alt.: ʻto assume hypocriticallyʼ*, disingenuously 
assume) thine own (ʻproper, belonging to oneʼs selfʼ*) freedom (ʻfranchise, warranted rightʼ*), and 
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complain (ʻpresent an accusationʼ*) on theft (ʻthe act of withdrawing privilyʼ*, may apply reflexively to 
steal ).]
~ Assume what is your own warranted right, and then accuse the usurpers. ~
~ Take [identity] without right and thereby your own freedom, and accuse the usurpers.

161$    Narcissus so himself himself forsook,
           [Narcissus (greek mythology  son of the river-god Cephisus and Liriope  Metamorphosis, Book lll) so 
(ʻin the same degree, asʼ*, alt.: it follows, it proceeds; refers to royal progeny) himself (ʻhis own personʼ*) 
himself (his [other] own person) forsook (forsake: ʻrefuseʼ*, ʻreject, renounceʼ*),]
~ [The Royal child] Narcissus likewise rejected his proper self for the mere image of himself, ~
   Like another royal child, de Vere has fallen for a false identity.  The Queen admonishes him to attend to 
the genuine issue of Tudor monarchy; a de Vere (Oxford) monarchy is an invention of Cecilʼs imagination.
  
162$    And died to kiss his shadow in the brook.
           [And died (die: pine [to death], suffer a mental and physical decline [to death], esp. because of a 
broken heartʼ) to kiss (seal commitment [with]) his shadow (ʻanything unsubstantial or unreal, though 
having the deceptious appearance of realityʼ*, ʻapplied to persons by way of expressing that they have a 
life scarcely worth the nameʼ*) in the brook (ʻa small streamʼ; brook=ford: ʻa shallow place in a streamʼ, 
brook is one of several sobriquets Vere gives himself to avoid the use of ʻOxfordʼ).]  
~ And died for his commitment to the unreality in the ʻFordʼ (likewise for Ed. Tudor as Edward Oxenford).  
      The author asserts, “the Tudor claim is the Beauty and Truth; I am the Tudor heir (not the Oxford heir).  
L.166 suggests the Oxford claim is spurious and does not continue the noble line.  
   Speaking of Brooks, some have suggested that the poem Romeus and Juliet 1562  by Arthur Brooke 
(Arthur = ʻRotherʼ/Ox + Brook = ford, therefore Oxford), an acknowledged source of Romeo and Juliet, 
was written by the precocious 12 year old Edward. If my reckoning is accurate, the author would have 
been 14, not 12.

Review this section for surname wordplay: Tudʼor, Vere (Were), Stewart, Beaufort, Herbert, Plantagenet 
(to ʻbearʼ the yoke), Spring, 

163$ ʻTorches are made to light, jewels to wear,
        [ʻTorches (Latin wordplay  torch: from torquēre, ʻto twistʼ, to turn about;  alt.: To + (??) arch: ʻchief, 
masterʼ*;  alt.: ʻa big wax lightʼ, ʻoften equivalent to candleʼ*) are (R = ʻTo be royalʼ; Latin Regina: ʻQueenʼ, 
Regius: ʻRoyalʼ, Rex: ʻKingʼ) made to light (Latin infinitive  accenděre: ʻto lightʼ Cassellʼs , wordplay  accend;  
alt.: probable wordplay  to light: ʻsee moreʼ/Seymour;  alt.: ʻto kindleʼ*, to ignite), jewels (ʻpersonal ornament 
of gold or precious stonesʼ*) to wear (Latin  durare: ʻto lastʼ, to endure Cassellʼs Latin Dict. , surname fragment  
dur + ʻRʼ;  alt.: ʻto carry appendant to the bodyʼ*),]
~ ʻTuʼ twistedʼ R[egius] made ʻto accendʼ, dʼor to-ʻdurʼ, 
~ Candles are made to be kindled, jewels to be worn, 
      Compare to Ben Jonsonʼs dedicatory poem; Jonsonʼs final line plays on this very idea... 

164$ Dainties to taste, fresh beauty for the use,
        [Dainties (ʻdelicaciesʼ*;  alt.: = tender: Latin  mollis, appears prominently in Cymbeline V.5) to taste 
(Latin  temptare: ʻto taste, to try, to temptʼ Cassellʼs), fresh (ʻunchanging, constantʼ*;  alt.: ʻfull of new life and 
vigourʼ*, syn. green) beauty (ʻgraces to please the eye and mindʼ*) for (wordplay  beauty for: Beaufor[t]) the 
use (Latin  usus, usurpatio, usura  Cassellʼs ;  alt.: ʻthe act of employing a thingʼ*),]
~ Tenderʼs to tempt, green Beau-for[t] the usurpation, ~
~ Delicacies to taste, youthful beauty to beget beauty, ~
~ Delicacies to taste, unchanging truths to be applied, ~  

165$ Herbs for their smell, and sappy plants to bear: 
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        [Herbs (probable wordplay  Henry Herbert 1538-1601 , nephew of Catherine Parr, 1st married to Lady 
Catherine Grey, Jane Greyʼs sister; this was an arranged marriage (never consumated)— a part of the 
dynastic intrigues of the Duke of Northumberland, John Dudley;  alt.: ʻany plant with leaves, seeds, or 
flowers used for flavoringʼ; alt.: ʻany seed bearing plant that does not have a woody stem and dies down 
to the ground after floweringʼ, a reminder of parallels in nature - the primacy of procreation is exemplified 
in such plants that flower and promptly die) for their smell (ʻodorʼ*;  alt.: Latin wordplay  [bad] smell: male 
olēre, male ʻAllʼ heir), and sappy (wordplay  sap: ʻto undermineʼ, sappy: undermined, ʻmake insecure by 
undermining the foundationsʼ;  alt.: green; ʻfull of sapʼ*, i.e. not ʻlean and lacking juiceʼ V&A l.136 ;  alt.: sap: 
metaphor  ʻused [instead of] bloodʼ* perhaps to denote: ʻrelation and consanguinityʼ*, ʻin a state of perfect 
health and vigorʼ*, ʻa young manʼ*, see blood:  ʻlifeʼ*,) plants (= Plantagenet, likely reference to Mary 
Browne Wriothesley, see l. 260 for important ref. to ʻbreeding jennetʼ; alt.: a vegetable, particularly one bearing 
edible fruitʼ*) to bear (wordplay plants to bear: Planta + bear: Latin  gĕnĕtrīx: ʻone who brings forthʼ, Latin 
gĕnĕtīvus: ʻfamily namesʼ;  alt.: ʻto be pregnant withʼ*): ]
~ Herberts for their male (All) heir, and undermined Plantagenets to give birth (to an heir): ~   
~ Herberts for their male All-heir, and undermined Plantagenets to ʻbearʼ [Dudley]: ~
      Lines 163-68 may relate to ll.443-48. At any rate, the author seems to be making perfect ʻsenseʼ 
of a matter.

   I sense there must be more happening in lines 163-65 than I can fathom. Perhaps these ʻupper crustʻ delights - 
jewels, dainties and such—are only figurative. However, apparent significance of the direct objects in lines 163-65 
may well be deepened if each denotes a family surname (?) ; possibly a laundry list of Royal contenders, ending with 
the important ʻbearingʼ by the Countess Wriothesley: (needs review)  Herbs = Herberts, plants = Plantagenet, fresh 
beauty = de Vere (perhaps a Vere ʻcousinʼ or half-sister Mary de Vere), jewels = Golding?, candles = Ashley, etc.

166$ Things growing to themselves are growthʼs abuse.
        [Things growing (grow: ʻto become greater or larger, to increase in bulk, stature, quantity, or 
degreeʼ*) to themselves (ʻthey or them in contradistinction to othersʼ*) are growthʼs (growth: ʻthe 
process of developing or maturing physically, mentally, or spirituallyʼ, the function or discharge of life) 
abuse (ʻto put to a wrong use, misapplyʼ*).]
~ Things becoming ʻTuʼ, [though] already R, is growthʼs misuse. ~ 
~ Things that increase only for their own benefit violate the reason for increase. ~
~ Things that grow only for their own sake are a misuse of life. ~
      This stanza is likely be a condemnation of the Cecil/Dudley coalition that treats the English economy 
as a commercial engine for their sole benefit.
   
167$    Seeds spring from seeds, and beauty breedeth beauty;
           [Seeds (Latin wordplay, surname fragments  semen: ʻSeymʼ-man;  alt.: metaphorical  ʻoffspringʼ*, ʻsonʼ, 
descendantʼ*) spring (metonym from Latin  Primo Vere, from Italian  Primavera  associated with green;  alt.: pun  
ʻthe Vernal seasonʼ*, the Vere season;  alt.: ʻfountain, source; in a proper and in a metaphorical senseʼ*;  
alt.: ʻto issue, to proceed, to originateʼ*) from seeds, and beauty (metonym, surname fragment  Beaufort;  alt.: 
ʻdivine orderʼ, ʻTruthʼ;  alt.: ʻgraces to please the eye and mindʼ*, ʻqualities that please the aesthetic 
sensesʼ, the zenith or the purest expression of a type; alt. = fair: synonymous and perhaps homonymous 
with Vere; frequently used as metonym for the author, e.g. “For slanders mark was ever [E. Ver] yet (met. 
for Ed. Vere=ʻstill, evenʼ, ʻnow as formerlyʼ*, ever) the fair [Vere]” Sonnet 70,2) breedeth (Latin wordplay  
prōcrĕare: ʻforthʼ + ʻcreateʼ; ʻto beget, to produce, to causeʼ*) beauty;]
~ ʻSeym-manʼ Spring from Seym-man, and Beau-for[th] creates beauty; ~
~ Seeds Vere, from [True] seeds, and ʻBeauʼ begets ʻBeauʼ; ~
~ Offspring are the issue of offspring, and aesthetic grace proceeds from the graceful; ~
      This begs the question of illegitimacy: if the line of descent from seed to seed is not disputed, nor is 
the beauty or fineness of the offspring in doubt, where is the disadvantage of bastardy? There are several 
examples in the history of England of illegitimate children being crowned (Mary and Elizabeth were 
formally bastardized by Parliament and the Church), as well as instances of whole families of illegitimate 
offspring being legally though belatedly legitimized. John of Gauntʼs four ʻBeaufortʼ children by his 
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legitimate childrenʼs governess, Katherine Swynford (born de Roet), were legitimized in adulthood; 
Elizabethʼs grand-father, Henry Vll would trace his royal claim through their eldest, John Beaufort.
William the Conqueror was called William the Bastard before he invaded England. The paternal 
legitimacy of Richard ll, Edward lV and Edward V have been reasonably questioned.
   De Vere here touches the heart of his concerns. Because the subject of illegitimacy weighed heavily on 
the Tudor family and hence the author, bastardy is considered ambiguously.  Legitimacy is no guarantee 
of beauty, and illegitimacy is only by conceit a corruption. The reputed physical beauty of Edward de Vere 
and the manifest beauty of his intellect, likewise the beauty of Elizabeth, and likewise of Philip the 
Bastard, belie stereotypes and easy ascriptions. Conversely, the legitimacy of Robert Cecil and Robert 
Dudley does not preclude having attributed to them deformity, dullness, or degeneracy. 
 
168$    Thou wast begot, to get it is thy duty.
           [Thou wast (archaic  second person sing. past of Be, i.e. were; alt. possible pun  waste: ʻdissipation, 
squandering) begot (beget: be: of or by the Bee (Queen/Monarch) + get: ʻto beget, to procreateʼ*, ʻto earn 
by labourʼ*), to get (ʻsucceed in attaining, achievingʼ) it (= be = Bee: from be-get, then get-Bee         
it: personal pronoun  sometimes a reference borne in mind, but not expressed - ʻSomethingʼ -in this case to 
produce beauty = to produce royal issue from l.167 ;  alt.:) is thy duty (ʻthat which is dueʼ*, ʻthat which a 
person 
is bound to doʼ*).]
~ You were obtained by the Bee (Monarch), to obtain the Bee (Monarchy) is that which is due. ~
~ You were brought into existence, to produce beauty is that which is due of you. ~

169$ ʻUpon the earthʼs increase why shouldst thou feed,
        [Upon the earthʼs (ʻthe globe which we inhabitʼ*;  alt.: surname fragment (French)  monde, from 
Richmond;  alt.: ʻthe country, the landʼ*, ʻthe groundʼ*;) increase (ʻproduceʼ*, product; alt.: ʻto grow or 
make greater in size, amount, intensityʼ;  alt.: wordplay  ) why shouldst (shall/should: ʻused in questions 
indicating offers or suggestions ʻdenoting an obligation or compulsion, under a necessity imposed by a 
particular willʼ*, used to indicate obligation, duty, correctness) thou feed (ʻfareʼ;  alt.: ʻconsumeʼ*, ʻto 
indulgeʼ*),]
~ ʻUpon the Rich ʻmondeʼ why shouldst thou feed, ~
~ ʻUpon the heirs ʻMoreʼ why should you ʻfareʼ, ~
~ Of the landʼs harvest, why are you [allowed] to consume, ~

170$ Unless the earth with thy increase be fed?
        [Unless (ʻexceptʼ*) the earth (ʻthe globe which we inhabitʼ*;  alt.: surname fragment (French)  monde, 
from Richmond;  alt.: ʻthe country, the landʼ* = England) with thy increase (ʻprogeny, offspringʼ*;  alt.: 
spring Latin crescĕre: the springing up of plants) be fed (feed: ʻnourishʼ*)?]
~ Unless the ʻmondeʼ with thy Rich-ness be fed? ~
~ Unless the heirs with thy ʻMoreʼ be ʻfaredʼ? ~
~ Unless England with your offspring be nourished? ~
~ Unless the world with your spring be fed? ~

171$ By law of nature thou art bound to breed,
        [By law of nature (ʻthe world around us as created and creating by fixed and eternal lawsʼ*, 
a sense of natural law as opposed to legalist or ecclesiastical law; de Vereʼs familiarity with the classics 
gives him a firm understanding of wide differences between the two, and the tenuousness of manʼs laws - 
his claim to the throne rests largely on ʻnaturalʼ grounds) thou art bound (ʻdestinedʼ*; note  bounden: to be 
obliged) to breed (ʻto beget childrenʼ*),]
~ By natural law you are obliged to beget children, ~

172$ That thine may live, when thou thyself art dead;
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        [That thine (i.e. your progeny) may live, when thou thyself art (possible word play) dead;]
~ That your progeny may live on, when you, yourself ʻRʼ, are dead; ~
      
      The point may be that Momʼs precious son must reconcile himself to the breeding of children for reasons of 
legitimate succession; marriage, notably, is not mentioned.  Unless this matter of succession were ironed out, James 
Vl of Scotland, with his Stuart/Guise blood—if that bloodline can be stated with confidence—or a ʻStrangeʼ Stanley 
would accede upon her death. 

173$    And so in spite of death thou dost survive,
           [And so (ʻin the same degree, asʼ*, alt.: metonym  what follows, that which proceeds—refers to 
royal progeny, i.e. the child that follows: Edward de Vere and Henry Wriothesley) in spite (ʻto thwart and 
disappoint the wishes of anotherʼ*;  alt.: in spite: ʻto the mortification ofʼ*) of death (ʻwithout lifeʼ*;  alt.: 
ʻspiritual deathʼ*) thou dost survive (ʻto outliveʼ*),]
~ And my child, to the defeat of death, you will survive, ~
~ In the same manner, to the mortification of death, you survive, ~

174$    In that thy likeness still is left alive.ʼ
            [In that thy likeness (ʻsemblance, resembling formʼ*) still (metonym   ever, yet, and even stand in 
for Latin semper = E. Vere, and signify his familial relationship to Elizabeth l—her personal motto is 
Semper Eadem (Ever the Same, Ever True); see Son.76 5  “still, all one, ever the same”) is (the Royal/True 
self, BE is conjugated am, are, is) left (leave: ʻto part with, to renounceʼ*;  alt.: ʻto let remain in departingʼ*;  
alt. left: ʻon the side opposite of rightʼ, i.e. on the wrong side) alive.] 
~ In that way your likeness Ever Royal remains alive.ʼ ~
~ Such that your likeness [and mine], de Vere, is left alive.ʼ ~

                                                                                * * * * 
   
   Letʼs follow the progress of three Suns. ʻTitanʼ (Robert Dudley, Earl of Leicester, and his ʻArtist  ̓
creatures: Wm. Shake-speare, John Lyly, etc.) is “The sun” attired in “midday heat”; his 
“burning eye” “hotly overlook[s]” ʻVenusʼ and ʻAdonisʼ (Elizabeth and Edward). Venus 
promises to “cool the heat of this descending sun”. Another sun (ʻheavenlyʼ Edward Vl via his 
ʻDeviseʼ of succession, and his creature Edward de Vere) “that shines from heaven, shines but 
warm” and “doth little harm”; this neutered ʻde Vereʼ is not strong enough to claim the 
throne. There is yet another “eye”—an “earthly sun”—whose “eye darts forth the fire that 
burneth [Venus]”; that ʻsunʼ is Edward Tudor Seymour (the ʻcreatureʼ of Elizabeth Tudor). 
             Original
                     Gloss
By this the love-sick Queen began to sweat,      175
      ~ By this affliction the venereal Queen began to toil, ~   
For where they lay the shadow had forsook them,      176
      ~ Because of eitherʼs sexual conduct, protection [of God] had deserted them, ~
And Titan tiréd in the midday heat,      177
      ~ And ʻThe Artistʼ clothed amid ʻdeʼ passion, ~
With burning eye did hotly over-look them,      178
      ~ With consuming repression, did intensely monitor them, ~
      Wishing Adonis had his team to guide,      179
            ~ Wishing Adonis had his [ʻmuleʼ](Cecil) team to guide— ~
      So he were like him, and by Venusʼ side.      180
            ~ Thus he a Prince, a ʻVereʼ man and Lord, and by Venusʼ side. ~

And now Adonis with a lazy sprite,      181
      ~ And by this time Vere, attended by a slow Spirit (Cecil), ~
And with a heavy, dark, disliking eye,      182
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      ~ And with the gross, dark, hostile watchman (Dudley), ~
His lowring brows ore-whelming his fair sight,      183
      ~ His sheltering brow, blinding his ʻfareʼ sight, ~
Likd misty vapors when they blot the sky,      184
      ~ As it is when ʻwatery heirsʼ efface heaven, ~      
      So wring his cheeks, cries, fie, no more of love,      185
            ~ So obscured by checks, [he] cries, ʻEnough, there will be no [Sey]Mour if Leicester! ~
      The sun doth burn my face I must remove.      186
            ~ The ʻTitanʼ (Dudley) doth consume my identity, I must be gone.ʼ ~

Ay, me, (quoth Venus) young, and so unkind,     187
      ~ ʻMy griefʼ, declared Elizabeth, ʻmy child, and so unfamilial?ʼ  ~
What bare excuses makʼst thou to be gone ?      188
      ~ What ʻDudleyʼ excuses you make for Accession Lost!
Iʼll sigh celestial breath, whose gentle wind,      189
      ~ In lamentation, Iʼll express the divine ʻWordʼ—who is the noble, current heir ~
Shall cool the heat of this descending sun:      190
      ~ [That] shall arrest the razing of this ʻdeʼscendant Son: ~     
      Iʼll make a shadow for thee of my heares,      191
            ~ Iʼll give you protection among my heirs; ~            
      If they burn too, Iʼll quench them with my tears.      192
            ~ If they burn ʻTuʼ, Iʼll extinguish them with my ʻbloodʼ. ~
      
The sun that shines from heaven, shines but warm,      193
      ~ ʻEdward de Vere that emanates from heaven, is a radiance only mild, ~
And lo I lie between that sun, and thee:      194
      ~ And look, I lie, Queen, ʻtween that son and you: ~
The heat I have from thence doth little harm,      195
      ~ The warmth I receive from ʻthatʼ son does ʻLittleʼ (Cecil) injury ~
Thine eye darts forth the fire that burneth me,      196
      ~ [But] your [Tudor Seymour] son-light casts forth the consuming blaze that injures me; ~
      And were I not immortall, life were done,      197
            ~ And were I mortal, our ʻVereʼ family would end ~
      Between this heavenly, and earthly sun.      198
            ~ [With myself] between that ʻheavenlyʼ and this ʻheir-thlyʼ son. ~

Art thou obdurate, flinty, hard as steel ?      199
      ~ Are you hardened (in your opposition), hard as flint, hard as steel, ~
Nay more than flint, for stone at rain relenteth:      200
      ~ No, rather ʻMourʼ than unyielding, for The Holy See at Reign dissolves? ~
Art thou a womanʼs son and canst not feel      201
      ~ Are you my son, and unable to feel ~
What ʻtis to love, how want of love tormenteth ?      202
      ~ What is the consequence to Dudley? how the greed of Dudley does violence to the heir? ~
      O had thy mother borne so hard a mind,      203
            ~ Oxford, had your mother possessed so firm a will, ~
      She had not brought forth thee, but died unkind.      204
         ~ She would not have given you life, but died without child. ~
               
   This essay supposes the real intent of ʻShake-speareʼsʼ non-dramatic poetry is political allegory. 
It begins with the assumption Venus and Adonis is written by Edward de Vere. If you were hoping my 
efforts would give direct proof of that... wait!  As in much of science, indirect proof is not a disappointment. 
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What will soon be evident is that the process I describe is indeed close to the writers own process, and it 
will be treated as such.
   De Vere begins with metonyms used in the manner John Lyly originated for his courtly plays; that is, 
rather than note prominent members of English Court by their proper names, a metonym, usually from 
Latin Mythology, is substituted. These may be historical—some are conceits of Elizabethan literature 
based on the Queenʼs penchant for using nicknames; ʻVenusʼ stands in for Elizabeth, ʻEyesʼ or ʻLoveʼ for 
Dudley, ʻSpiritʻ or ʻTimeʻ for Wm. Cecil.  Others derive from that historical foundation.
   Next, the writer weaves coincident narratives. A tale from antiquity is freely modified to accommodate a 
factual account; the apparent love courtship of ʻVenusʼ and ʻAdonisʼ transposes to political wrangling 
between Elizabeth and her natural son over the right of Succession and the ʻrightʼ of the Reformation. 
These factual accounts are always autobiographical. They are often of significant historical importance—
in some instances, absolutely revolutionary. 
   Students of ʻShake-speareʼ know he is a wordsmith. He has a thorough education in the foundations of 
the English Language; he is fluent in Italian, French, and Latin, and has extensive understanding of 
Spanish, Greek, Hebrew, and Anglo-Saxon. These exotic roots are the raw materials of surprising new
meaning that can learned by a few simple rhetorical ʻtoolsʼ. These tools of transposition are polysemy, 
amphiboly, wordplay, and other forms of indeterminacy. 
   
175$ By this the love-sick queen began to sweat,
        [By ([expressing] ʻthe idea of instrumentalityʼ*, ʻof a means or instrumentʼ*) this the love-sick 
(ʻlanguishing with amorous desireʼ*, quibble  suffering guilt or remorse on account of sexual misconduct;  
alt: love: metonym  Leicester + sick: ʻcorruptedʼ*, infected) queen (Elizabeth, indeed) began (be: the Royal/
True self - nearly synonymous with essential or veracious existence, + gin: pun  ʻa snare for trapping 
gameʼ, ʻa snare, a springeʼ*) to sweat (ʻconsidered as the chief specific in venereal diseaseʼ*, i.e. the 
disease of Venus/love;  alt.: ʻconsidered as a cure of the venereal diseaseʼ*, venereal disease is a likely 
metaphor for Elizabethʼs transgression;  alt.: ʻto toil, to labourʼ*;  alt.: ʻto be or remain in a state of extreme 
anxietyʼ, to fret, to agonize),]
~ By this the Leicester-infected queen began to toil, ~
   alt.: ~ Because of this the guilt-ridden Elizabeth, ʻentrappedʼ, began to agonize, ~
      There are the two pressing questions on Elizabethʼs and de Vereʼs minds—life itself and crown 
succession see ll.168-74—both intimately linked to sexual indiscretion. This fact is confirmed by the terms 
ʻlove-sickʼ, ʻto sweatʼ, and ʻfor where they layʼ l.176 .
   As we attempt to distinguish three ʻSunsʼ in this section, note Venus beginning to sweat; this is the ʻhotʼ 
heat of the ʻeyeʼ of Titan.    
   
176$ For where they lay the shadow had forsook them,
        [For (ʻwith a desire of, in order to come byʼ*) where (= man-heir: see glossary  were Anglo-Saxon were: 
man (see glossary for clever wordplay on werewolf = man-wulf: Wulfhall being the family seat of Seymour family) + here: heir) 
they (Venus/Elizabeth and Adonis/Vere) lay (ʻhave sexual intercourseʼ, ambiguous  either together or in 
separate acts with different partners;  alt.: ʻto beat down, to prostrateʻ*, alt.: ʻto prevent from risingʼ*, [said] 
ʻof spiritsʼ [meaning] to exorciseʼ*) the shadow (ʻshelter, protectionʼ**, a Biblical metaphor for ʻGodʼs 
protectionʼ;  alt.: ʻanything unsubstantial or unreal, though having the deceptious appearance of realityʼ*, 
ʻApplied to persons by way of expressing that they have a life scarcely worth the nameʼ*;  alt.: Dudley/
Cecil: ʻan inseparable attendantʼ;  alt.: ʻominous oppressivenessʼ specifically in the case of Dudley/Cecil but not 
always  ;  alt. ʻthe reflected image...ʼ*, ʻany image or portraitʼ*) had forsook (forsake: ʻabandonʼ, ʻrenounceʼ, 
ʻrefuseʼ) them,]
~ Because of their sexual conduct, protection [of God] had deserted them, ~
         Lines 176-78 present the metaphor of Godʼs ʻshadowʼ, or protection, having deserted Venus and 
Adonis “for where they lay”—meaning Elizabeth with Thomas Seymour, and de Vereʼs resulting bastardy.
   Elizabeth and Edward were both guilty, if guilt is the proper term, of illicit sexual liaisons—Elizabeth less 
so because of her youth, though more so if conspiracy to usurp Edward Vlʼs throne was the motive. 
Today, we would not hold her culpable for having been raped by Sir Thomas Seymour.
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   De Vereʼs case is more uncertain. If he thought Ann Cecil was simply not the stuff of which royalty is 
made, he might find a suitable ʻPlantagenetʼ elsewhere; but perhaps unfaithfulness to her was a 
ʻnecessityʼ. Perhaps she was the only pawn available to avert political catastrophe.  Ann and Edwardʼs 
marriage was likely a desperate arrangement, quid pro quo, for the life of Thomas Howard, Duke of 
Norfolk. Under the dire assault from Protestant usurpers, de Vere defended himself and family with Ann 
as ʻhuman shieldʼ. Ironically, young Oxford may have been the chief architect of this ill-fated plan that 
would lose for him the ʻsafe passageʼ to the crown... O, a kingdom for some Cecil guile! 

177$ And Titan, tiréd in the midday heat,
        [And Titan (= Robert Dudley: ʻany of the older gods who preceded the Olympians; they were the 
children of Uranus/Heaven and Gaia/Earth; Helios, the sun god, is referred to here; Dudley was the 
surviving son of a former generation of ʻgodsʼ—the Lord Protector and Lord President of Edward Vl;  alt.: 
ʻTitianʼ 1488?-1576 , Venetian painter of ʻVenus and Adonisʼ copy no. 5, 1553-54, which was hanging in the 
artists home studio in Venice  during de Vereʼs stay in that city, and until he died of the Plague in August 
1576), tiréd (ʻa shortening of attireʼ: ʻto dressʼ*;  alt.: ʻin need of restʼ, OE  ʻfail, come to an endʼ, ʻphysically 
exhaustedʼ;  alt.: ʻno longer fresh or in good conditionʼ*) in the midday (wordplay/Surname fragment  midday = 
amid ʻdeʼ = mid: amid, ʻin the midst ofʼ* + Latin  de: ʻdown from, away fromʼ, descent from, rightful inheritor;  
this descent is closely tied with ascent and Accession;  alt.: mid: ʻmiddleʼ* + day: surname fragment   
Summerʼs Day Summerʼs Day is a metonym for de Vere throughout the canon = de Seymour = from Seymour, as de 
Vere = from Vere;  alt.: middle day, ʻthe time of day when the sun is highestʼ*;  alt.: between Aurora and 
Dian see l.154 , exposed between the covering darkness of dawn and dusk) heat (ʻfire of passion, ardorʼ*, 
ʻfiery temperʼ*, ʻhaste, pressure, urgencyʼ*, ʻthirstʼ*;  alt.: figurative  ʻlustful, lecherousʼ*;  alt.: ʻvehement, 
furiousʼ*;  alt.: ʻmettleʼ = strength: specialized spelling of Metal mid-16th century ),]
~ And ʻThe Artistʼ clothed in the mid-ʻdeʼ passion, ~
      alt.:  ~ And ʻThe Artistʼ disguised amid descending turmoil, ~
      alt.:  ~ And Leicester, failed amid Accession Lust, ~
      alt.:  ~ And Leicester, clothed in the lust for his [own] ascendancy, ~
      We know de Vere is a complex man; if we follow his process carefully, it will become clear that he 
himself embodies all ʻthree sunsʼ of this syllogism ll. 175-204 . He is also the object of the ʻthree sunsʼ 
portent misidentified and misunderstood by Richard Duke of York , and Edward Earl of March  in Henry the 
Sixth (3) ll.1 20-40 . In both cases, three ʻsunsʼ are resolved into one.
   I identify the three ʻsunsʼ as the ʻsonsʼ of Queen Elizabeth Tudor: ʻThe Artistʼ (Arthur Golding, John Lyly, 
William Shake-speare, etc.), Edward de Vere, and Edward Tudor Seymour. They are, of course, but one 
man.  It appears ʻTitanʻ of line 177 is ʻThe Artistʼ, here Wm. Shake-speare, the writer and observer. He is 
Helios Panoptes—the ʻall seeing eyeʼ. I hope I havenʼt stepped too far beyond de Vereʼs intentions in 
presenting a Frankenstein-like interpretation of ʻThe Artistʼ as a creature of Cecil and Dudley.

  Titian—called ʻThe Sun Amidst Small Starsʼ by his contemporaries—likewise, is privy to the secret 
moments of seduction and humiliation wherein the Queen of Love is spurned by an upstart bastard. This 
symbolism is uniquely appropriate to the relationship of Elizabeth and Edward dissected in Venus and 
Adonis.
   Tiziano (Titian) Vecellio, born about 1488, was lucid and active until his death at perhaps 94 years; this 
may ʻwellʼ be an appealing vignette of an encounter between two great artists. De Vere almost certainly 
drew his poetic sketch (V&A) from details specific to copy no. 5 see above ; afterwards this painting was 
purchased by fellow Venetian painter ʻTintoretoʼ.   

      We may also associate a mythological Titan with Robert Dudley. In the context of l.175-80, he is 
another kind of Helios Panoptes, another ʻall seeing eyeʼ, who corresponds to Dudleyʼs position as Master 
of the Horse in Elizabethʼs Privy Chamber. Dudley was the chief spy within Court, duplicitous in playing 
the roles of ʻwould be loverʼ to a coy queen, and of the guard in her ʻhouse arrestʼ. He kept a watchful 
ʻeyeʼ on the Cecil-Dudley ʻTreasureʼ and helped orchestrate her public image. Giving Robert the status of 
ʻTitanʼ may serve a twofold purpose: it recalls that he is the ʻsunʼ of John Dudley, who seized the power of 
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the English throne from the Somerset Protectorate in 1549, and secondly, warns that Dudley usurpers 
continue with the rising influence of Robert Devereux, his ʻgodsonʼ and possibly his illegitimate son. 
    
   fn: Titianʼs Barberini Painting by Dr Noemi Magri, Great Oxford, Parapress Ltd.,Tunbridge Wells.

178$ With burning eye did hotly overlook them,
        [With (ʻdenoting that which accompanies and modifiesʼ*) burning (burn: ʻto consume with fireʼ*;  alt.: 
ʻto be inflamed with passions and affectionsʼ*;  alt.: ʻto be spoiled, or consumed by fireʼ*;  alt.: ʻintenseʼ, 
ʻdeeply or keenly feltʼ; alt.: burning: ʻurgent interest or importanceʼ;  alt.: destroy) eye (ʻthe organ of sightʼ*, 
used ʻto look on, to observeʼ*; ʻclosely watchʼ, spy) did hotly (hot: ʻin an angered or excited wayʼ;  alt.: 
ʻuncomfortableʼ) overlook (= look oʼer Vere) them,]
~ Bearing consuming grief, did angrily monitor them, ~ (context  Helios = Dudley)   
      alt.:  ~ With an intense vicariousness, looked excitedly over them, ~ (context  Titan = Titian)

179$    Wishing Adonis had his team to guide,
            [Wishing (wish: ʻto desireʼ*) Adonis had his team (ʻhorses, or things serving in their steadʼ*, 
ʻtwo or more animals, esp. horses, harnessed togetherʼ, perhaps denoting Elizabethʼs ʻpack-horsesʼ, 
William and Robert Cecil, or likewise, the ʻteamʼ of dragons Welsh Cecils ;  alt.: Puritans; Dudley was the 
political leader of the Puritans and the ʻWar Partyʼ among Elizabethʼs advisors; Cecilʼs ʻAnglicansʼ and 
ʻPeace Partyʼ opposed them) to guide (ʻto direct in a way or courseʼ*, ʻto lead, to ruleʼ*, ʻto govern, to 
manageʼ*),]
~ Wishing de Vere had his [mule/dragon/Cecil] team to guide, ~
      alt.:  ~ Wishing de Vere had the Puritans to guide,
      Lines 179-80 suggest the idea: that Robert Dudley loved Elizabeth in earnest, that he found the 
company of Court more congenial than that of the Privy Council though he was regular in attendance , or that 
Court allowed him to keep watch on his social and financial advantage—or perhaps all may be true.
     
180$    So he were like him, and by Venusʼ side.
            [So (ʻin the same degree, asʼ*, alt.: it follows, it proceeds; refers to royal progeny: metonym for 
Southampton) he (Dudley) were (wordplay  Vere  Latin ʻVʼ pronounced as ʻWʼ ), eg. “so great fear of my name 
ʻmongst them were spread”  Henry Vl, l,iv, 50;  second person singular past of BE.  alt. were  Anglo-Saxon  
man, from Ovidʼs Metamorphosis, bk.1, l.260 , wordplay suggesting lycanthrope = Anglo-Saxon were: man + 
wulf: family seat of Seymour family, Wulfhall, birthplace of Jane Seymour and perhaps Thomas  Seymour 
word play on Vere Latin ʻWʼ pronounced as ʻVʼ ) like him (= Vere, i.e. of royal birth), and by 
Venusʼ (Elizabethʼs) side.]
~ A Prince he, a ʻVereʼ man like Adonis, and by Elizabethʼs side. ~
      alt.:  ~ A ʻMore-childʼ like Adonis, and by Elizabethʼs side. ~
      alt.:  ~ So he himself, Dudley, were True like Vere, and by Elizabethʼs side. ~
      We will never know for certain who did, and who did not know of Edward de Vereʼs family tie with 
Elizabeth; yet only those who knew the full scope of that secret could possibly assess how this caged 
Queen felt about her keeper, Robert Dudley.  
   William and Robert Cecil, Robert Dudley, Robert Devereux, Edward de Vere himself, Katherine Brandon 
and her son Peregrine Bertie, Mary Vere (Edwards half sister), Thomas Parry, Kat Ashley, Thomas Smith, 
and Arthur Golding undoubtedly had complete knowledge that Princess Elizabeth and the ʻchangelingʼ 
were mother and child.  Others who were also very close to young de Vere—Thomas Howard (Norfolk), 
Thomas Radcliffe (Sussex), John and Margery de Vere (16th Earl and Countess of Oxford), Katherine 
Vere (Edwardʼs supposed elder half sister), Edward Seymour (Hertford) and his wife Lady Catherine 
Grey, possibly Philip Sidney, likely had suspicions but may not have been entrusted with the secret; the 
fewer who knew, the safer and more precious that knowledge would be.  An intriguing question is whether 
Queen Mary Tudor, and investigators in her employ, like Sir Robert Tyrwhitt, were able to ascertain the 
truth of persistent rumors that her sister Elizabeth had a child by Sir Thomas Seymour. My opinion is that 
many in Court knew; de Vere alludes to this in the Fidessa Sonnet XXXlll 13-14  1581 :
            How can I hide that is already known
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           I have been seen and have no face but One.   Fidessa, More Chaste Than Kinde, B.Griffin/E.Vere.
   Of those who undoubtedly knew, we have only Edward de Vereʼs thoughts, deciphered from his poetry 
and plays, to affirm or falsify the guesses of historians concerning her affairs with ʻSweet Robin”.  Line 
180 is important evidence that Dudley was thought to love the Queen, perhaps genuinely, but that she 
kept him at a distance.  Further, he envied the special bond of trust between Elizabeth and her son.
  In addition there are several references to de Vereʼs pseudonymous plays and poetry by other writers 
and members of Court, that suggest more widespread knowledge (?). Vere himself comments on the 
obvious relation in the Fidessa sonnets. Sydney appears to make use of de Vereʼs metonymic glossary to 
lampoon him in An Apology for Poetry probably written 1579-81.
   Gabriel Harvey, on the other hand, appears to have been a close friend of de Vereʼs circa 1576, yet 
wrote poetic diatribe against him after obtaining financial support from the Dudley/Sidney faction in 1580. 
Harvey should hardly have dared to do so had he known all the details—unless de Vere was politically 
weakened by his association with Henry Howard and Charles Arundell circa 1580. Harvey was, of course, 
put up to the attacks by Dudley and was censored for them*.
    A Midsummer Nights Dream (ʻAmid Seymour Nights Dreamʼ) may refer to the historic entente between the 
(formerly adverse) parties concerned with the marriage of the Vere girls, Elizabeth, Bridget, and Susan.  With careful 
study, one might discover that the Titania stands in for the Queen (grandma), Oberon for Titan/Leicester, Puck, and 
the ʻchangelingʼ child for Edward de Vere (why should he not play multiple roles?), Egeus for Wm. Cecil, the 
tradesmen for the ʻless-deservingʼ meddlers of the Cecil/Dudley alliance with special recognition for Bottom as Robert 
Dudley again?... Iʼm sure thereʼs a place for everyone.
*   Shake-speare had the last word by characterizing Dudley as Claudius in Hamlet, and Sidney as Cloten in 
Cymbeline.

181 $ $ And now Adonis, with a lazy spright,
        [And now (ʻat this timeʼ*;  alt.: ʻthings being soʼ*) Adonis, with a lazy (possible wordplay  reference to 
l.176, “for where they lay”—i.e. lay-z[y] suffix forming adjective : the ʻspiritʼ of transgression;  alt.: ʻlanguid, idleʼ, 
ʻindolent, sluggishʼ*;  ʻslowʼ*: dull, slow-witted) spright (= ʻspiritʼ*;  alt.: ʻmood, occasional state of the 
mindʼ*;  alt.: ʻmind, soulʼ*;  alt.: ʻan elf or fairyʼ, rare variant of ʻsprit/spiritʼ; the spirit/essence of ʻFairyʼ, ʻany 
supernatural beingʼ*),
~ And by this time, Vere, attended by a slow Spirit (Cecil), ~
      alt.:  ~ And now Vere, having an idle, ʻFairyʼ spirit, ~
      The author intends ʻspiritʼ, but substitutes ʻsprightʼ; this may be for metrical reasons, but more likely 
because he might avoid suspicion of having alluded to Cecil. Perhaps “lazy spright” refers to the 
unearned or usurped office held by Cecil.  Alternately, since the metonym ʻSpiritʼ was ʻtakenʼ by Cecil, 
de Vere may indicate his own mood or spirit with the variant ʻsprightʼ.
  $                 
182$ !And with a heavy, dark, disliking eye,
        [And with a heavy (ʻof great weightʼ;  alt.: ʻfeeling weighed down by wearinessʼ), dark (ʻvoid of 
lightʼ*,  ʻopposed to fairʼ*(Vere), ʻgloomy, dismal, obscureʼ*; alt.: ʻhidden from knowledgeʼ, ʻconcealedʼ;  alt.: 
dark-skinned), disliking (ʻfinding disagreeableʼ) eye (= Dudley, ʻTitanʼ see l.177 ),
~ And attended by the gross, dark-complected, disagreeable watchman (Dudley), ~
      alt.:  ~ And with a great, concealed dislike of Dudley, ~
      alt.:  ~ And attended by a ... , light opposing, unequal Leicester,

183$ !His louring brows oʼerwhelming his fair sight,
           His lowring browes ore-whelming his faire sight,
       [ His (possible amphiboly  Vereʼs or Leicesterʼs?) louring (lour: ʻto sink, to grow lessʼ*, ʻlowerʼ*) brows 
(ʻpersonʼs foreheadʼ, ʻbridgeʼ; alt.: lowering brows = low brow: ʻnot highly intellectual or culturedʼ;  alt.: pun  
browze: ʻto nibbleʼ*, possible reference to a casual survey of ladies not his wife) oʼerwhelming (from 1593  
ore: ʻgold or yellow, as a heraldic tinctureʼ, wordplay  ore: ʻa vein of goldʼ + whelm: ʻengulf, submerge, or 
bury somethingʼ:  alt.: over: ʻto an unwanted degreeʻ, ʻcompletely, utterlyʼ + whelm: ʻengulf, submerge, or 
bury somethingʼ) his (possible amphiboly, see above) fair (= Rightful Heir, specifically = Vere: ʻtrueʼ, ʻbeautiful/
attractiveʼ;  alt.: wordplay  fare: ʻperform in a specified way in a particular situation or over a particular 
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periodʼ, ʻa journey for which a price is paidʼ; this term is played adverbially or adjectively; it is used 
precisely in the manner of Tender Heir see below = Material Heir;  alt.: of words or speech, ʻfalse, despite 
being initially attractive, speciousʼ) sight (the faculty of seeing;  alt .: ʻa thing seenʼ,ʻappearanceʼ),]
~ His sheltering brow, blinding his far sight, ~
      alt.:  ~ His low-crowned brow, Ore-[over]whelming his fare view, ~
      alt.:  ~ His oppressing [brows] burying that ʻTrue Thingʼ seen, ~
      alt.:  ~ Leicesterʼsʼ lowering brows obscuring his pecuniary view, ~
      alt.:  ~ His low-straying, darkening his True vision, ~
      alt.:  ~ His angered thoughts utterly clouding the appearance of the Rightful Heir, ~
      alt.:  ~ His lowered brow blinding clear understanding of the truth, ~
      “His lowring browes” probably refers back to Adonis, l.181; the crown-ring is set low on his brow, with 
gold obscuring his ʻfareʼ view. 
   ʻFairʼ (wordplay  ʻFareʼ) is ambivalent as a metonym for Vere (recall Vere is to be pronounce Vair), and of 
Elizabeth. It may indicate ʻthe Rightful Heirʼ, or the ʻtender/pecuniary heirʼ. Though it may mean ʻbeautifulʼ, 
it alludes primarily to the French and Latin derived Ver = Truth.  Consider the following: ʻthe life of purity, 
the supreme fairʻ Rape of Lucr. 780 , ʻslanders mark was ever yet the fairʻ Sonnet 70.2; a triple whammy, 3 Vere 
metonyms in one line ;  ʻguileful fair wordsʻ   1 Henry Vl  l i 77   Incidentally, a great passage: l.74-77, take it in!  And on and 
on!  De Vere has a very high regard for the Truth; he is an energetic and consistent proponent of Absolute 
Truth. By omniscience he allows the reader enough information to form judgements of menʼs actions, 
their truth or falsehood, and often the purity of motives. His method is classical and deductive—he 
supplies himself with numerous authoritative examples by which to classify fresh events. If he can be said 
to have advanced the means by which to discover truth, it is by a deeper and more rigorous self-
examination than any that precedes him. He then applies his conclusions to the generality. The great 
jesters and fools and the wise men of the plays, are imbued with mystical powers of understanding. We 
are never in doubt that the wellspring of this wisdom is the authorʼs mind—ʻthe Well-Spring Mindʼ.
   As far as we know, de Vere did not develop a method by which men could share the ʻbenign 
obligationʼ—the glory—of systematizing and integrating knowledge; but I wonder if he might have been an 
important influence on his wifeʼs first cousin, Francis Bacon, and the early empiricist movement. It has 
been recorded that de Vere attended Mary Sidneyʼs literary evenings, the fine-wine-dine gatherings called 
the Wilton Circle at Pembroke House in the 1580-90ʼs. Included were Francis and Anthony Bacon, 
the Wriothesleys, Devereauxs—a good mix of Cecil, Dudley, and de Vere blood—and a fine selection of 
poets.   
   I believe Francis Bacon won the early primaries of the authorship election because his concerns so 
directly mirror those in the works of Shake-speare; but the surviving examples of Baconʼs poetry are, to 
my ear, entirely devoid of the unrestrained playfulness that pervades all of de Vereʼs work.  
   It is hard to imagine the writer of Loveʼs Labourʼs Lost, also writing one of the ʻgreatʼ, plodding, abstruse 
philosophical tomes, but he is on the ʻrightʼ side of the essential philosophical dialectic—the Nature of 
Truth. In that, he presages the rise of empiricism from Francis Bacon, John Locke, David Hume, John Mill
—with a holiday excursion in Charles Pierce and the American Pragmatists (or Pragmaticists)—to what 
we call Science. On this point he is emphatic - ʻthe truth is the truthʼ. It may be hidden. It may be complex. 
It may be unwelcome. Yet, as ʻthe supreme fairʼ, ʻthe truth will outʼ.  The purity of Truth by scrupulous 
adherence to the Scientific Method is of paramount importance in our political world. There is a host of 
modern Opportunists who manufacture ʻtruthʼ in the fashion of Edward Seymour, John and Robert Dudley, 
William and Robert Cecil. 

184$ !Like misty vapours when they blot the sky,
           Likd mistie vapors when they blot the skie,   1593
        [Like (ʻto be pleased withʼ*) misty (= watery: ʻconsisting of waterʼ*, ʻmoist; of the moonʼ*, 
ʻaccompanied by mistʼ, ʻeyesight covered by a haze or filmʼ) vapours (wordplay  water suspended in ʻheirʼ; 
ʻsubstance diffused or suspended in airʼ; alt.: ʻa sudden feeling of faintness or nervousness, or a state of 
depressionʼ) when they blot (ʻto stain, disgraceʼ*, ʻa shameful act that tarnishes an otherwise good 
reputationʼ;  alt.: ʻto efface, to erase, to destroyʼ*, ʻobscureʼ) the sky (ʻheaven, heavenly powerʼ, ʻused in 
the sense of heavenʼ*),]
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~ As it is when watery ʻheirsʼ efface heaven, ~
      alt.:  ~ Like inconstant heirs when they obscure heaven, ~
      alt.:  ~ Like suspended ʻheirsʼ, when they obscure the heavens, ~
      alt.:  ~ Pleased with hazy ʻheirsʼ if they should obscure the heavens, ~   1593
      A key that Iʼm only now beginning to appreciate is the importance of Latin definitions for 
homonyms. To explain, let me refer to Sonnet 33.12 so we may better understand ll.181-84; the term 
ʻregion cloudʼ plays on ʻRegencyʼ (regent: ʻa person appointed to administer a country because the 
monarch is a minor or is absent or incapacitatedʼ). ʻCloudʼ (ʻfigurative  ʻmake or become darkened or 
overshadowedʼ) works well as a metaphor, but de Vere shies from metaphor; so what is the solution? 
I turn to Cassellʼs Latin and note the verb claudo/claudēre (ʻto shut, to closeʼ; ʻto close up a passage or 
place, to make inaccessibleʼ; ʻto conclude, bring to an endʼ; ʻto shut in, shut upʼ), and claudĕo (ʻto limp, 
halt, be lameʼ). The Regency of Cecil-Dudley executes all these ʻservicesʼ for Elizabethʼs monarchy.
   Now the meaning becomes clear. The ʻlazy spiritʼ (Cecil) l.181  and the ʻheavy, dark, disliking 
eyeʼ (Dudley) l.182  are understood to be the ʻmisty vapoursʼ or clouds (Latin derived  ʻclaudsʼ), that ʻblot the 
skyʼ (ʻheavensʼ*) l. 184 .  
 
185$ $   Souring his cheeks cries ʻFie, no more of love!
              So wring his cheekes, cries, fie, no more of love,   1593
            [So (ʻin the same degree, princely, asʼ*,  alt.: it follows, it proceeds; refers to royal progeny) 
wring (ʻto press on, to ply hardʼ*,  alt.: ʻto take with violence, to extort, to force fromʼ*, wrest;  alt. modern edit 
Souring  sour: ʻto embitterʻ*, alt.: ʻexpressing resentment, disappointment, or angerʼ) his cheeks (wordplay  
check: arrest, restrain, control, limit, circumscribe, constrain, betray;  alt.: cheek: unfaithful to principle, 
unprincipled adherents; Cheek is an antonym to More, i.e. ʻfaithful to principle;  alt.: adherents, 
confederates, allegiants) cries ʻFie (ʻexpressing disgust or outrageʼ;  alt.: ʻexpressing impatience rather 
than contempt or disdainʼ*), no more (metonym  = Sir Thomas More: signifying piety, virtue, faith) of love 
(= Dudley; here intentionally confusing: the ambiguity of “this heavenly, and earthly sunne”  l. 198  is 
obscurant - a “mistie vapor” l.184 )! ]    
~ In this manner are pressed his checks, [he] cries, Enough, there will be no [Sey]Mour if Leicester! ~
      alt.:  ~ What follows wrests his checks, cries, Enough, [there is] no Faithful Majesty in Leicester! ~ 1593
      alt.:  ~ Embittering him and his will to comply, cries Enough, [there is] no Faith in Leicester!
      alt.:  ~ Resentment stirs dissent in Vere, he cries ʻFie, there is none of More in Dudley! ~
      This is the moment captured in ʻTitiansʼ painting—Venus clumsily grasping for Adonis as he flees.
   Dudley earned multiple contemporary sobriquets in Court: Eyes, Love, and Titan/ʼthe sunʼ; with such 
proximity to the Queen, why didnʼt he secure a more lasting estate? The probable answer is that he was 
not trusted nor as highly regarded as many historians would like to believe. .
   The disparity between the patrimonies of two great social climbers, Dudley and Cecil, could hardly be 
more marked.  Dudley, despite Herculean efforts to amass material wealth and power, died debt ridden 
(£25,000). His son Robert, Lord Denbigh 1581-84 , died at age three. His other son Robert 1574-1649
(ʻillegitimateʼ by Lady Douglass Sheffield) was never able to gain access to Court and removed himself to 
Italy. Philip Sidney had a hope (from 1584-86) of succeeding Leicester after the death of young Lord 
Denbigh but he too would die before the senior Dudley. This left Robert Devereux, the assumed son of 
Walter Devereux, 1st Earl of Essex, and Lettice Knollys, as ʻheirʼ to Leicester. There is good reason to 
suspect, as was suspected, that the young Devereux was the illegitimate son of Dudley and Knollys; they 
married two years after the death of her first husband. With Essexʼs execution died the last ʻLeicesterʼ heir 
to the secret power behind the throne. 
   The Cecil family hold on its acquisitions was not so tenuous. To this day, Wm. Cecilʼs direct 
descendants maintain the titles of their Elizabethan forebears. Queen Elinoreʼs words to King John surely 
apply here—“Your strong possession much more than your right” King John l i 40 —to de Vereʼs 
dispossessed state, and the enduring obstacle to rightful claim. 
   All parties directly involved, de Vere, Dudley, and Cecil, were acutely concerned with family lineage and 
heritage.  It is fitting that they should have assaulted one another by impeachment of their reputations in 
life, and done their level best to insure those perceptions continued into the future.  I doubt ʻGreat Oxfordʼ 
would have conceived it possible that lovers of literature would, for generations to come, be complicit...
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nay, willfully complicit, in Cecilʼs theft of his artistic legacy.

186$ $   The sun doth burn my face; I must remove.ʼ
            [The sun (Titan/Helios Panoptes, an ever watchful, intrusive, offensive presence = R. Dudley, 
his treasonous fatherʼs son;  alt.: = R. Cecil?) doth burn (ʻconsume by fireʼ) my face (ʻidentityʼ); I must 
remove (ʻtake awayʼ, ʻseparateʼ).ʼ] 
~ The ʻTitanʼ doth consume my identity, I must be gone.ʼ ~ 
      Take note: the ʻsunʼ at midday is a hot ʻburning eyeʼ. The ambiguity of “sun” will resolve itself when we 
discover there is another ʻsunʼ in heaven, and yet another that is a “heavenly, and earthly sun”.  
      As it turned out, the succession documents of Henry Vlll and Edward Vl were manipulated 
successively by the rascally ʻTitansʼ Somerset and Northumberland, and then by latter day rascals 
Leicester and Burghley. They became the enforcers and beneficiaries of the will[s] of the deceased 
monarchs whose wishes might easily be superseded in a new document of succession by Elizabeth R.
  Why didnʼt this happen? Probably because the unstable alliances and religion of Europe constantly threatened the 
Privy councilors. They had no legal claim to the extraordinary power they held. They relied on Elizabethʼs monarchy 
to insinuate themselves and assert power; their leverage applied to an object with a limited life expectancy. If the host 
—Her Majesty—died, the parasites would die also. When she was gone, they would have to rely on their ʻjust 
desertsʼ. We clearly see that James Stuartʼs gratitude to Robert Cecil (for having passed the throne) was short-lived, 
and Cecilʼs influence and prosperity was declining sharply in the years preceding his death in 1612. 

187$ !̒Ay me,ʼ quoth Venus, ʻyoung, and so unkind?
        [ʻAy (= ai: expression of grief, from Metamorpheses, Ovid, bk. 10, l.229 ;  alt.: archaic or Scottish  ʻfor 
everʼ*, ʻever, still, alwaysʼ, yet another invention on E. Vere) me (= Elizabeth, alt.: dative of me, meaning ʻfor 
meʼ; Ay me: E.Ver me),ʼ quoth (ʻrepeat, copyʼ; ME  ʻsay, declareʼ)Venus, ʻyoung (ʻoffspringʼ, ʻyouthʼ), and 
so (ʻin the same degree, princely, asʼ*, alt.: it follows, it proceeds; refers to royal progeny) unkind (kind: 
German  child;  alt.: family, familial, ʻraceʼ*, ʻspeciesʼ*;  therefore  unkind: ʻnot familialʼ, not acting as kin 
should; alt.: ME  ʻnot well born or well bredʼ)? ]
~ ʻMy griefʼ, declared Elizabeth, ʻmy child, and so unfamilial?ʼ  ~
      alt.:  ~ For E. Vere me, declared Elizabeth, ʻmy child, and yet unfilialʼ? ~
   Elizabethʼs motto, ʻEver the sameʼ (see note on Sonnet 76) is invoked in the words “young” and “so” to 
state the ʻequalityʼ of parent and child.  In coupling E. Ver and Elizabeth the author identifies the subject of 
the ambiguous unkind.

188$ $What bare excuses makʼst thou to be gone!
           That bare excuses makʼst thou to be gon?   1593
        [What bare (wordplay  = bear: ʻthe bear and ragged staffʼ symbol of the Dudley family from the Earls of 
Warwick;  alt.: ʻunfurnished with what is necessaryʼ*;  alt.: ʻnakedʼ, ʻunconcealedʼ, revealing;  alt.: shallow, 
ʻwithout additionʼ, ʻmereʼ*, ʻsurprisingly small in numberʼ) excuses (ʻattempt to defend or justifyʼ, fr. Latin 
ʻwithout accusationʼ, fr. French  ʻto free from blameʼ) makʼst thou to be (to be: the Royal/True self, BE is 
conjugated am, are, is; nearly synonymous with essential or veracious existence - to be: is to be that 
which he truly is; the Monarch, an ʻOxford beingʼ) gone! ]
~ What ʻLeicesterʼ excuses you make, for Accession Lost!
      alt.:  ~ That ʻShallowʼ arguments you make to remove yourself! ~
      alt.:  ~ What little justification you make to absent yourself! ~
      Robert Dudley adopted the ʻBear and Ragged Staffʼ symbol for his Dudley family. His brother 
Ambrose, Earl of Warwick, was the rightful holder of that traditional symbol.   
   “To be gone” may refer to de Vereʼs flight to Flanders 1574 (“without the Queenʼs Licenss” Burghley, 8 July, 
1574 ) with his cousin Lord Edward Seymour 1548-1574, 3rd child by the Duke of Somerset of that name, not E, Seymour, 
1st Earl of Hertford 1539-1621 . It should be carefully noted that Oxfordʼs presence on the Continent caused 
much rumor of “one of the next heirs apparent” Ed. Woodshaw, letter, 3 Sept. 1574  and speculation of religious 
persecution being his motive. It is even more noteworthy that both Leicester and Christopher Hatton 
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received him at Dover and apparently detained him, refusing Oxfordʼs condition that he be sworn a 
member of the Privy Council. Even Mary, Queen of Scots, commented on the event.

   De Vere increasingly absented himself from Elizabethʼs Court: following his unsuccessful part in the 
Thomas Howard affair in 1572, from the resulting marriage difficulties and subsequent European travels 
1572-6 , from the Anne Vavasour/ʻLylyanʻ/Fisherʼs Folly period 1579-88 , and more or less permanently in 
ʻthe Grand Shake-speare periodʼ after the death of Ann Cecil.  The author facetiously terms these ʻbare 
excusesʼ, i.e. ʻBear excusesʼ, but they were treacherous political intrigues involving Dudley/Cecil.     

189$ !Iʼll sigh celestial breath, whose gentle wind
        [Iʼll sigh (ʻa deep single respiration indicative of griefʼ*, ʻto lament, to mournʼ*, ʻaudible breath 
expressing sadness, reliefʼ) celestial (ʻheavenlyʼ*, ʻrelating to the sky or heavensʼ, probable ref.  divine right) 
breath (ʻThe Wordʼ see Bible, John 1 ; ʻsignal, profound communicationʼ probably indicating a link between 
the divine Word and the corresponding utterance of the Monarch, ʻwords, languageʼ*, celestial breath 
suggests the annunciation (Christian Theology); alt.: ʻa thing without substance,a trifleʼ*), whose (possible pun  
who is, who as) gentle (ʻwell born, well descended, nobleʼ*) wind (ʻa current of airʼ, word play  wind = 
current heir)]
~ In lamentation, Iʼll express the divine ʻWordʼ, who is the noble, currant heir ~
      alt.:  ~ Iʼll express your heavenly right, whose noble current heir ~
      alt.:  ~ Iʼll lament your ʻannunciationʼ, who is the ranking current heir ~ 

190$ Shall cool the heat of this descending sun:
        [Shall (ʻdenoting an obligation or compulsionʼ*, ʻwill inevitablyʼ Shake. gloss.) cool (ʻcalmʼ, ʻcause to 
become less excitedʼ) the heat (ʻthe intensity of feelingʼ, eg. love, anger, resentment, etc.) of this (i.e. the 
“gentle wind” + ʻnoble heirʼ l.189 ; this: the proximate reference—ʻpronoun used to point to something that 
is present or near in place or time, or to something that is just mentioned or about to be mentionedʼ*, ʻto 
designate things or persons as sufficiently known in their qualities; sometimes in a good, oftener in a bad 
senseʼ*, suggests that the ʻsunsʼ concerning the author are various; ʻthis sunʼ = R. Dudley, son of 
Northumberland, and ʻthat sonʼ = Edward (Vl) Tudor, son of Henry Vlll and Jane Seymour, and Edward 
Tudor-Seymour;) descending (ʻmove downwardʼ, fr. Latin de: ʻdownʼ + scendere: ʻto climbʼ, reference to l.
187, i.e. her ʻunkindʼ child; Latin wordplay  (di) scindĕre  ʻto pull apartʼ Cassellʼs , see ʻtearsʼ l.192 ; alt.: possible 
allusion  the Descension of Christ and parallels with his own descent) sun (= Edward Vl, probably referring 
to the exclamation by ʻAdonisʼ/Oxford at l.186):
~ [That] shall arrest the fire of this descendant Son: ~
      alt.:  ~ Will inevitably reduce the passion of my child: ~
      alt.:  ~ That will reduce the strength of this declining son: ~
   
191$     Iʼll make a shadow for thee of my hairs;$    
            [Iʼll make a shadow (metaphor ʻ= shelterʼ*; alt.: ʻreferring to a position of relative inferiority or 
obscurityʼ, probable ref.  contrive an alternate strategy: the elevation and legal succession of the Lord Great 
Chamberlain, i.e. the Earl of Oxford, to the throne; shadow: fr. Greek skotos: ʻdarknessʼ) for thee (i.e. de 
Vere) of (ʻfromʼ*) my (i.e. Elizabethʼs) hairs (ʻheirsʼ, the heirs of Elizabeth were of lines descending from 
Henry Vll; until 1587, Mary Stuart was an obvious successor);]
~ Iʼll give you protection among my heirs; ~
      alt.:  ~ Iʼll contrive a refuge for you of [less direct] claim; ~
      alt.:  ~ Iʼll contrive to elevate a position of inferiority to the crown among my [more distal] heirs; ~
      Who were the heirs to the throne of England? The will of Henry Vlll allowed the Privy Council to 
accept or deny the claims of his daughters Mary and Elizabeth by means of a Letters Patent; furthermore 
Edward Vl signed 3 documents concerning the bequeathal of his office that differ substantially, because 
—it is suspected—they were being manipulated by John Dudley, Duke of Northumberland, and William 
Cecil. Therefore, any outline is tentative (and moot, from an historical standpoint).  A conflation of the 
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Third Act of Succession (35, Henry Vlll c.1) and Edward Vlʼs ʻDeviseʼ (for the succession) designate the 
following lines of succession in this order:
Tudor - Edward Tudor (d. 7/1553), son of Henry Vlll = Jane (Seymour), no issue. 
        Mary Tudor (d. 11/1558), daughter of Henry Vlll = Katherine of Aragon, no issue. 
        Elizabeth Tudor (d. 3/1603), daughter of Henry Vlll = Ann (Boleyn), no legitimate issue.
   Suffolk - sons of Frances Grey (d. 9/1559), daughter of Charles Brandon = Mary (Tudor) (d. ), none.
                  Jane (Grey) Dudley (d. 2/1554), daughter of Sir Henry Grey = Frances (Grey), no issue.
                  sons of Jane (Grey) Dudley (d. 2/1554), as above, none.
                  sons of Katherine (Grey) Seymour (d. 1/1568) daughter of Sir Henry Grey = Frances         
                     (Brandon), no legitimate issue (children politically bastardized by Parliament; silly, huh?).
                  sons of Mary (Grey) Keyes (d. 4/1578) daughter of Sir Henry Grey = Frances (Grey), no issue.
      Clifford - Margaret (Clifford) Stanley (d. 9/1596), daughter of Henry Clifford = Eleanor (Brandon).
                      Ferdinando Stanley (d. 4/1594), son of Henry Stanley = Margaret (Clifford).
                      Anne Stanley (d. 10/1647), daughter of Ferdinando Stanley = Alice (Spencer).
            Stuart - ??? no  mention?
   Within the likely time of Venus and Adonis, letʼs say 1585-93, the lone legitimate claimant to the throne 
was Lady Margaret (Clifford) Stanley, heiress presumptive from 1578-96. However, the Stanley family 
were ʻStrangeʼ (unknown, indefinite, or foreign) Catholics, known to support dissident groups, and a locus 
for recusant aspirations  Shadowplay, Clare Asquith, pg. 106 PublicAffairs Pub..  Lady Margaretʼs husband, Henry 
Stanley, the 4th Earl of Derby, died in Sept. of 1593, and his title passed to his elder son Ferdinando.  
This 5th Earl died suddenly of what his doctor suspected was mushroom poisoning only 7 months later.  
He had been aggressively pursuing the throne in late 1593 at the instigation of a family friend, Richard 
Hesketh. Both were interrogated, Jesuit Counter-Reformation plotters blamed for the intrigues, and 
Hesketh was executed; but if you ask me, the Cecil ʻmachiavelsʼ should be suspected - ʻthe Hesketh 
Affairʼ is just the sort of thing they would engineer. 
   Ferdinandoʼs brother William then became the 6th Earl of Derby, and in early 1595 was invited to marry 
the eldest daughter of Edward de Vere and Ann (Cecil), Elizabeth de Vere, thus driving a Cecil wedge into 
the most direct surviving line of succession. This action, of course, ignored the queenʼs illegitimate son, 
Edward de Vere who had earned the ever-lasting enmity of William and Robert Cecil, for impeaching the 
chastity of Ann, and treating her as the political pawn that she was. With the death of Ann (Cecil) de Vere 
in 1588, all notions of accessing Edward, by means of the proximity of the [Lord Great Chamberlain] 
Earldom of Oxford, ceased.  Robert Cecil would pass over the Stanley claim and name James Stuart of 
Scotland to succeed upon Elizabethʼs death in March,1603.
   The apparent omission of the Stuart = Tudor claim is really not. In marrying into the Scottish royal 
family, Margaret Tudor forfeited her right to the English throne; and further, Henry Vlll did not like his 
elder sister.
     
192$    If they burn too, Iʼll quench them with my tears.
            [If they (i.e. the ʻlesserʼ heirs from the Suffolk and Clifford descendants of Tudor) burn (ʻto 
consume with fireʼ*, ʻconsume, destroyʼ, alt.: ʻmetaphorically, to be inflamed with passions and 
affectionsʼ*, ʻdesire to possessʼ) too (pun  = two, Two-Tudor = because a female, the second ranking 
Tudor, Queen Elizabeth;  alt.: ʻlikewise, also, at the same timeʼ*), Iʼll quench (ʻextinguishʼ, ʻto suppress, to 
stifle, to checkʼ*, ʻto lose zeal, to become coolʼ*) them (i.e. heirs) with my tears (tear: transgression, 
destruction; tears: noun & verb  ʻa brief spell of erratic behaviourʼ, faults, severances, injuries, blood;  alt.: 
ʻbeing doomed to perditionʼ*, likely refers to the ʻtearersʼ Cecil/Dudley parasites who remain as the 
permanent scars of Elizabethʼs ʻsinʼ;  alt.: ʻpulling apart by forceʼ, ʻto draw by violence, to pullʼ*, ʻto rendʼ*, 
ʻto hurt or destroy in a savage mannerʼ* alt.: ʻverbal attacksʼ, to criticize someone).]
~ If they efface ʻTuʼ, Iʼll extinguish them with my ʻwoundʼ. ~
      alt.:  ~ If the pretenders inflame ʻourselfʼ, Iʼll satisfy them with my [Cecil/Dudley] injuries. ~
      alt.:  ~ If the Cecils also consume [that inferior means of accession], Iʼll subdue them with force. ~

193$ ʻThe sun that shines from heaven shines but warm,
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        [ʻThe sun (= Edward Vl) that (= that sun, the sun probable metonym  Edward Vl) shines (ʻto give light 
by emitting raysʼ*, ʻbright with the expression of a particular emotionʼ) from heaven (likely  signifying he 
has died; but consider that he is buried - is he ʻheavenly interredʼ and therefore below both remaining 
Tudors) shines (shine: ʻto be conspicuousʼ*,  alt.: ʻto illuminateʼ) but (ʻotherwise thanʼ, alt.: ʻonly*) warm 
(of a scent or trail in hunting: ʻfresh or strongʼ, ʻrecently passedʼ; alt.: archaic ʻcharacterized by lively or heated 
disagreementʼ*),]
~ ʻEdward Tudor, conspicuous even from heaven, is a radiance only mild, ~
      alt.:  ~ The son (Edward Vl) that now lights heaven, lights with an indifferent heat, ~
      ʻThe sun thatʼ refers to the deceased Edward Vl, Elizabethʼs half brother. This passage may indicate 
diminished respect for Edwardʼs ʻDeviseʼ of succession—the sense that the document is out of date since 
it might be superseded by the sovereign wishes of Mary l or Elizabeth l, as the next line concludes.
   There may be a religious subtext in this stanza.  The ʻsunʼ, of course, could be the (Christian) 
Son of God, who ʻshines but warmʼ, signifying only a close, approximate, or inauthentic understanding of 
the deity being represented by [Puritan ?] Protestant theology.  This suggestion is reinforced by the 
following line that may also mean the Queen lies as an intermediary between ʻthat Sonʼ and her earthly 
son.

194! And, lo, I lie between that sun and thee:
        [And, lo (ʻlook, behold; a word used to excite attentionʼ*;  alt. low: ʻa great way downʼ*, or at least 
below the exalted ʻnaturalʼ position of de Vere;  note: the 1593 text does not indicate the commas before 
or after “lo”) I lie (ʻbeʼ, ʻremain in a specified stateʼ;  alt.: ʻmake intentionally false statementsʼ, possible 
reference  the queens bastardy is recalled to diminish her claim) between (be: Virgin Queen = Bee + 
ʻtween: ʻbetweenʼ) that (refers to l.190: ) sun (see l.1  that sun, not the sun) and thee 
(de Vere):]
~ And degraded I lie, Queen ʻtween that son and you: ~
      alt.:  ~ And, behold, I [an ʻillegitimateʼ heiress] am between Edward Vlʼ[s ʻdeviseʼ] and you: ~
      alt.:  ~ And below am I positioned, Queen between my deceased brother and you: ~ 
   The adjective use of ʻtheʼ, ʻthisʼ and ʻthatʼ is a source of confusion. Specific suns/sons are like specified 
ʻloveʼ/my love/love are, etc.; de Vere employs grammatical ambiguity to good effect when pronoun 
modifiers consistently indicate different subjects.  Such indeterminacy might foil censors, but I donʼt doubt 
de Vereʼs meaning was clear to his Queen.  It is likely that both Edward Vl and Robert Dudley are to be 
brought to mind in this passage, because both bear equally on the succession issue—the first by ʻletters 
patentʼ (Latin litterae patentes: ʻan open document issued by a monarch or government conferring a patent 
or other rightʼ, in this case his will or ʻdeviseʼ), the second by usurpation.
   ʻ[T]hat sunʼ may be, though I think it less likely, a reminder that Robert Dudley is not the only son of 
John, Duke of Northumberland, to trouble the Tudorʼs line of succession.  In 1553, Guildford Dudley, 
Robertʼs youngest brother was hastily married to Lady Jane Grey, and she and her consort were titular 
monarchs of England for 9 days following the death of Edward Tudor. William Cecil was, as principle 
advisor and secretary to the Duke, a nominal supporter of Lady Jane. This was a significant and useful 
demerit to recall in censuring William.
   Grammatical ambiguity enriches the texture of writing, and may create a sense of depth or mystery to language. 
The degree to which we desire to be understood varies; it is not surprising how often meaning is misconstrued. 
The reader is apt to be sent on imaginative flights of unintended associations. Good writing initiates the consideration 
of related ideas; great writing leaves us breathless at our own powers (with due facetiousness) of associative genius.

195! The heat I have from thence doth little harm,
        [The heat (ʻpressure, urgencyʼ*, compulsion;  alt.: ʻintensity of feelingʼ) I have from thence (ʻfrom 
that placeʼ*, ʻa place or sourceʼ, specifically ʻthat sunʼ = Robert Dudley) doth little (= ʻPygmyʼ, later, ʻElfʼ, 
Elizabethʼs pet names for ʻLittleʼ Robert Cecil;  alt.: = Protestant Churches, referring to the Apostle Simon 
who Jesus chastises Matthew 14:31 for ʻlittle faithʼ see l.200 ;  alt.: ʻbut littleʼ Shakespeare Glossary ) harm (ʻinjury, 
hurt, mischiefʼ*),]
~ The warmth I receive from ʻthatʼ son does Peters Church injury ~
      alt.:  ~ The passion I have from Dudleyʼs ʻloveʼ does ʻPygmyʼ harm, ~  ?
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      Protestant compulsion, by the Elizabethan Religious Settlement 1559 , explicitly violates Jesus 
command of assignment; the Church of Jesus is to be the Church of Peter. The religious authority of that 
church was countermanded by the Act of Supremacy and the Act of Uniformity both 1559 .
   Alternately, this may link Pygmy/Little Time with one of “Little Faith”. The power of the Monarchy, held 
between Cecil (Middle Path) and Dudley (Puritan), may also be suggested. The political authority of 
Elizabeth—what remained from the depredations of usurpers—was in managing their respective factions.
 
196! Thine eye darts forth the fire that burneth me;
        [Thine (addressing Vere) eye (wordplay  sun/son = Helios Panoptes, ʻthe All-Seeing Sunʼ, see l.177 
ʻfig. attributed to heavenly bodies, “eyes of light” = ʻstarsʼ GS ;  alt.: spy, observer; alt.: ʻsomeones opinion 
or attitude toward somethingʼ, related pun aye: yes, approval) darts (ʻshootsʼ, ʻthrowsʼ) forth (ʻfrom a 
starting point and into viewʼ) the fire (metonym fair ire: just anger 
see glossary ʻConsuming Fair/Fareʼ, the destruction of the Tudor Monarchy;  alt.: ʻstrong criticism or 
antagonismʼ) that burneth (burn: ʻconsumesʼ;  alt.: ʻto injure by fire or heatʼ*) me;] 
~ Your sun-light casts forth the consuming blaze that injures me; ~
      alt.:  ~ Your opinion, clear and unconcealed, is the strong criticism that consumes me; ~

197!    And were I not immortal, life were done
            [And were (man-Vere, were: anglo-saxon = man, from Ovidʼs Metamorphosis, bk.1, l.260 ;  alt.: 
wordplay  Vere Latin ʻVʼ pronounced as ʻWʼ? ;  alt.: were: anglo-saxon  Man, recalls Ovidʼs Metamorphosis, bk.1, 
l.260 ;  reference  lycanthropy (?) Anglo-Saxon were: man + wulf: family seat of Seymour family, Wulfhall, 
birthplace of Jane Seymour and perhaps Thomas  Seymour ) I not immortal (indirect pun  ʻliving foreverʼ), 
life (the particular line of descent from parent to child) were (past subjunctive of BE, expressing ʻwhat is 
imagined or wished or possibleʼ;  alt.: word play on Vere  see glossary ) done (ʻcarried outʼ, ʻcompletedʼ)]
~ And were I mortal, our ʻVereʼ family would end ~
     alt.:  ~ And were I not living for E. Ver, our title would end ~
   The repetition of were calls attention to itself... 
      alt.:  ~ And Man [am] I, not immortal; [our] life Were ended,

198!    Between this heavenly and earthly sun.
            [Between (be: Virgin Queen = Bee + ʻtween: ʻbetweenʼ;  alt.: ʻin the interval separating two 
thingsʼ ) this heavenly () and earthly (according to Renaissance supposition of The Classical Elements, 
ʻearthʻ is cold and dry; alt.:  E.Vere) sun (= de Vere, the son who gives Light) .] 
~ [With myself] between that ʻheavenlyʼ and this ʻheir-thlyʼ son. ~
      alt.:  ~ ʻBeeʼ ʻtween this heavenly (Edward) and the heir-ly (Edward) sun. ~
      alt.:  ~ In the span of this ʻheavenly and earthlyʼ son. ~
      Lines 196-98 may indicate a third sun/son using the same terms as the “earthly” son l.177  and the 
“heavenly” l.193 , referencing eye and observation, burning heat and benign warmth, shine and shadow, 
etc. If these are not really suns, but sons, I can make sense of it; in this star system we have but one sun. 
   It is necessary to identify the homonymous sun/son by respective pronouns, this and that.
   Perhaps referring to l.189, the ʻcelestial breathʻ, i.e. the annunciation and incarnation by ʻvirgin birthʼ of a 
heavenly and earthly son. Iʼm not just imagining this—the author is noting parallels between himself and 
Christ. De Vere is, after all, the fellow who twice used the phrase ʻI am that I amʼ, that by conceit is Godʼs 
alone.
   Also note Iago: ʻI am not that I amʼ. 

199$ ʻArt thou obdurate, flinty, hard as steel,
        [Art (ʻthe expression or application of human creative skill and imagination...ʼ;  alt.: variant of ʻRʼ = 
Regina;  alt.: see conjugation of BE ) thou obdurate (hardened in opposition, ʻstubbornly refusing to 
change oneʼs opinion or course of actionʼ, ʻinflexibleʼ*; alt.: ʻhardened in sin, impenitentʼ), flinty (ʻvery hard 
and unyieldingʼ), hard as steel,]
~ Are you hardened in your opposition, hard as flint, hard as steel, ~
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      alt.:  ~ You are Art, enduring, unyielding, hard as steel, ~
      There may be a subtext on the significance of Art in this passage, particularly as an enduring 
expression of grief and suffering; compare with Sonnet 55, and Much Ado V 2 81.  

200$ Nay, more than flint, for stone at rain relenteth?
        [Nay (ʻnoʼ*, ʻused not simply to deny or refuse, but to reprove, to correct, to amplify;*), more 
(Edward de Vere, the ʻMoreʼ that follows from the motto of Henry V, “Une sans plus” = ʻOne without moreʼ, 
which contains two prominent metonyms; ʻOneʼ = the Monarch, more = ʻgreaterʼ, ʻsomething additionalʼ, 
ʻto a greater degreeʼ embodied in de Vere and Th. More;  alt.: faithful to principle = ʻby Moreʼs exampleʼ.  
Sir Thomas More, Saint Thomas More, Lord Chancellor to Henry Vlll: beheaded for opposing the Act of 
Supremacy. It may also combine the two allusions - to Thomas More and Henry V - in a composite such 
as ʻFaithful Majestyʼ;  More: it appears that in referencing a name, de Vere often intends that you repeat 
the word, eg. never = ʻnever E. Verʼ, or ʻnever an E. Vereʼ; here I sense he intends ʻMore-moreʼ, i.e. 
[Thomas] More, more than flintʼ) than (ʻintroducing the second element in a comparisonʼ) flint, for stone 
(= ʻRockʼ, Greek  Petra: Peter, symbolic name given to Simon of Bethsaida by Jesus Matthew 16:13-20 , 
ʻsymbol of hardness and of insensibilityʼ*;  alt.: ʻnonmetallic mineral matter of which rock is madeʼ) at rain 
(= rein or reign) relenteth (ʻto soften, in a physical senseʼ*,  alt.: ʻto give way, to complyʼ*, ʻabandon or 
mitigate a harsh intention or cruel treatment; from ME ʻdissolve, meltʼ)? ]
~ No, rather ʻMoreʼ than unyielding, for The Holy See at Reign dissolves? ~
      alt.:  ~ No, like Sir Thomas More, more than flint, for The Church at rein dissolves? ~
      Again, the name and the proper name fragment of More/Mour is invoked—both as Sir Thomas and as 
ʻOne [Vere] with Moreʼ/Une avec plusʼ  see glossary More  when in need of a shining example of integrity. 
Thomas Moreʼs resolute adherence to his principles, and defiance of an unjust, tyrannical authority is 
juxtaposed with the yielding ʻCheekʼ, i.e. dissembling amorality of the Cecilʼs.  More was a man who 
would not ʻrelent at reinʼ. He embodies the ideas of greatness and courage.  Another Catholic martyr, 
John Fisher, Bishop of Rochester, will also be raised l.526  as an heroic example by which to revile 
Protestant political usurpers.

201$ Art thou a womanʼs son, and canst not feel
        [Art () thou a womanʼs son (a sly and wry query - she addresses her son just as we have resolved 
the issue of ʻThree Sunsʼ ll. 175-98 ), and canst not feel (ʻto be touched and affected by, to sufferʼ*)]
~ Are you my son, and unable to feel ~ 
   Elizabeth asks if any son of hers could be unaware of the significance - the suffering - of Dudleyʼs 
control in their lives (l.200-01).  There may be an intended juxtaposition of the needy yearnings of Leicester 
and the ʻWord of Godʼ.
  
202$ What ʻtis to love? how want of love tormenteth?
        [What ʻtis (it is: i.e. this signifies, this means) to love (metonym = Dudley;  alt.: ʻthat which is 
cherishedʼ*, expressing a fervent attachment to traditional English faith)? how want (ʻdesire to possessʼ, 
ʻgreedʼ, ʻrapacityʼ;  alt.: ʻabsence of a necessary thing or qualityʼ) of love (= Dudley;  alt.: phrase  want of 
love: absence of that which is cherished) tormenteth (torment: ʻsevere physical or mental sufferingʼ, a 
cause of such suffering, from Latin? tormentum: ʻinstrument of tortureʼ, see Italian tormento, see Spanish 
tormenta: wind storm, violent winds see glossary wind)? ]
~ What is the consequence to Dudley? how the greed of Dudley does violence to the heir? ~
      alt.:  ~ What this means to Dudley? how the avariciousness of Dudley is an instrument of torture?
      alt.:  ~ What it means to love [oneʼs faith]? how dispossession of such faith causes suffering? ~

203$      O, had thy mother borne so hard a mind,
            [O (as with word play on Elizabeths signature ʻRʼ: Regina, she  refers to de Vere as ʻOʼ: Oxford), 
had thy mother (= Elizabeth) borne (bear: ʻto be pregnant withʼ*, ʻto deliverʼ*, ʻcarriedʼ, ʻto be possessed 
ofʼ) so (metonym  ʻin the same degree, asʼ*,  alt.: it follows, it proceeds; refers to royal progeny) hard (by the 
example of Th. More  ʻnot easily pierced, not yielding to pressureʼ*, firm, constant; of R. Dudley ʻcausing 
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sufferingʼ, ʻnot showing sympathy or affectionʼ, ʻharsh, rough, evil, disagreeableʼ*) a mind (ʻwill, desire, 
intention, purposeʼ*, ʻthe soul, the mental power; opposed to the bodyʼ*),]
~ Oxford, had your mother possessed so firm a will, ~   that of Sir Thomas More
      alt.:  ~ Oxford, had your mother given birth to a Tudor-firm soul, ~  of de Vere
      alt.:  ~ Oxford, had your mother possessed so evil a purpose, ~   of R. Dudley
   I donʼt suppose any will argue Venus (Elizabeth) doesnʼt know de Vereʼs motherʼs mind; but there 
remains the question: to whose ʻhard mindʻ she refers—her sonʼs or Dudleyʼs (negative connotation), 
or Thomas Moreʼs (positive)? I nominate all. By the negative reference, Elizabeth would not have brought 
forth [a child] (l.204)  of unsympathetic disposition; or, alternately, suffered ill-treatment—a gibe at Dudley—
who was of “so hard a mind” and did die without heir (l.204). By the positive reference, Elizabeth would not 
have been impregnated had she possessed the soul ʻnot easily piercedʼ, and ʻnot yielding to pressureʼ as 
that of Th. More. 
   This is an example of a particular power of amphiboly.  An indeterminate subject or object calls 
possibilities to mind rather than a specific one. Multiple themes may be alluded to without being obvious, 
indiscrete, or losing poetic obliquity. Here, the authorʼs mind, gnawed as it is by regret, is hypersensitive 
to the intended meaning of words. The paths of contingency are well worn—ʻif only thisʼ, or ʻI might have 
done thatʼ—and have ranged freely in his thoughts. An allusion to the cause of remorse presents a field 
already crowded with associations. Today, of course, with the phenomenon of ʻShakespeareʼ before us, 
the weakness of young Elizabeth amounts only to good fortune.

204$      She had not brought forth thee, but died unkind.
           [She (=Elizabeth) had not brought forth (ʻfrom confinement or indistinction into open viewʼ*; see 
Biblical use in Genesis, Tyndale or King James version ?) thee (= de Vere), but died unkind (i.e. without child, 
ʻunnaturalʼ*, [not] ʻas a thing or person ought to beʼ*).]
~ She would not have given you life, but died childless. ~
      The use of unkind in l.204 confirms the supposed meaning in l.187; both refer to childlessness, or 
behavior not exemplifying the unique bond of mother to child. A rumor of the 1550ʻs concerning young 
Elizabeth stated she had given birth to the child of Sir Thomas Seymour, but that the child had been 
destroyed straightaway. Lines 203-4 may refer to that rumor and remind de Vere of what might 
have been.
   I suggest this line does not speak generally, i.e. that a woman—to be called ʻmotherʼ—must bear 
children; rather, it is specific to Elizabeth. She, the Queen, is childless except for her one illegitimate son, 
Edward Tudor Seymour/de Vere. This refutes the notion that Elizabeth was licentious and had several 
children, including Mary Sidney and Robert Devereaux. 

   The differences between the ʻsonsʼ are subtle and purposely ambiguous. The writer has exploited the 
notorious obliquity of poetry to give us ʻcandied wordsʼ; or, has he labored to give us something ʻMoreʼ? 
We should be encouraged by the consistency with which de Vere eschews metaphor. I think he ʻs giving 
us the straight facts if we will only take time to listen... are you listening? “Dost thou hear?” Tempest l.2 106 . 
   To support the above reading, Iʼll conclude this essay referring to a similar passage from Henry the 
Sixth (3) ll.1 21-40 ;  here Edward Earl of March and Richard Duke of York marvel at a portentous rising of the 
Sun, or rather, ʻSonnesʼ:
     Richard.   ...
See how the Morning opes her golden Gates,
How well resembles it the prime of Youth,
Trimmʼd like a Younker, prancing to his Love?    
     Ed.   Dazzle mine eyes, or do I see three Sunnes ?
     Rich. Three glorious Sunnes, each one a perfect Sunne,
Not separated with the racking Clouds,
But severʼd in a pale clear shining Skye.
See, see, they join, embrace, and seem to kiss,
As if they vowʼd some League inviolable,
Now are they but one Lamp, one Light, one Sunne:
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In this, the heaven figures some event.
     Edward.   ʻTis wondrous strange,
The like yet never heard of.
I think it cites us (Brother) to the field,
That we, the Sonnes of brave Plantagenet,
Each one already blazing by our meeds,
Should notwithstanding join our Lights together
And over-shine the Earth, as this the World.
What eʼre it bodes, hence-forward will I bear
Upon my Target three fair shining Sunnes.
     Richard.   Nay, bear three Daughters:
By your leave, I speak it, 
You love the Breeder better than the Male.

   This augury deserves itʼs own small essay; but suffice to say: it falls in the in the category of prophecies 
akin to that which concludes Cymbeline V.5. see my essay: On Cymbeline, Wm. Garmon, and Revelations 12    
devereshakespeare@wordpress.com .
   This portion of Act ll scene 1 is remarkable for the reframing of Richard lllʼs shield. De Vere allows the 
misinterpretation of prophetic ʻsignsʼ by Richard and Edward to create an ʻhistoricalʼ pretext for a fore-
telling of Edward Tudor Seymourʼs (de Vereʼs) coming. 
 
   Take note of the underlined metonyms , including proper name fragments, and italicized emergent 
words—and for goodnessʼ sake, pay special heed to the syllogism that progresses from See to seem to 
some  ll.29-32 , Each One l.36  searching for itʼs companion ʻOurʼ... “our meeds” l.36, “our lights” l.37 ... 
Seym + our. This is the ʻhartʼ of Shake-speare!  Perhaps Iʼm reading ʻTuʼ much into this... well, how about 
line 21?  Letʼs not make the same mistake the York Boys make. The See really belongs with the Mor
[ning], and golden Gates is at least Tu-dʼor.  Such, seemingly, is the nature of ʻourʼ writers mind. 

fn.: Review political opposition of Barons to Richard ll; relate to ʻBarren Landʼ of dedication to Venus and Adonis.

                                                                            *  *  *  *  
205$ ʻWhat am I, that thou shouldst contemn me this?
        [ʻWhat am I (see l.203-04  What am I, that I am despised for not [bearing] so hard a mind as to die 
childless ), that thou (i.e. de Vere) shouldst contemn (ʻto despiseʼ*) me this (ʻpointing to what has 
precededʼ*, i.e. not being unkind/childless)? ]
~ What am I, that you should despise me for this? ~
    Only as the thoughts of the mother do these words have real meaning. No one scorns motherhood but 
the thankless, angry child. Had the author intended to refer to the love of l.202, he would not have 
specified the proximate object. 
   “What am I” suggests the inverse of the question - ʻWhat are youʼ, or more accurately, ʻWhere would 
you be.
   If we apply Or, from l.206, to the end of l.205, we find a plausible reading and consistency with the 
identity of or/ore as an ʻEmergent Wordʼ. As a bonus, we find anaphora in a comfortable triplet.
      What am I, that you should scorn me for this ʻOrʼ/golden contingency (the Monarchy)?
      What great danger abides in the prosecution of my case?
      What were your lips the worse for one betraying bond?
      

206$ Or what great danger dwells upon my suit?
        [Or (ʻgold or yellow, as a heraldic tinctureʼ, wordplay  ore: ʻa vein of goldʼ) what great (ʻof high rank or 
powerʼ*, ʻof a high degreeʼ*, ʻlarge in size or dimensionsʼ*, possible contraction of expression ʻgreat with childʼ) 
danger (ʻperil, hazardʼ*) dwells (ʻabideʼ*, ʻto lie, to depend on, to be in the power ofʼ*) upon my suit (ʻa 
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prosecution at law, an action brought against a personʼ*, ʻpetition, address of entreatyʼ* ʻmade to a person 
in authorityʼ)? ]
~ Or, what great danger abides in the prosecution of my case ? ~
      The great danger was that Protestantism was not ʻThe Rockʼ and therefore not ʻTrue Faithʼ.  Forced 
allegiance to Anglicanism or Puritanism would cause a fall from “everlasting redemption”. The other great 
concern was that de Vere felt the ʻOrʼ rightfully belonged to himself, not the Queen. These questions of 
ll.205-7 are rhetorical since the consequences were profound by Renaissance standards. 
      
207$ What were thy lips the worse for one poor kiss?
        [What were (word play on Vere (Latin ʻWʼ pronounced as ʻVʼ), past subjunctive of BE, expressing ʻwhat is 
imagined or wished or possibleʼ;  alt.: past tense of are = R = Regius, signifying the lost monarchy) thy 
(de Vereʼs) lips (ʻorgans of speechʼ*; the means of the kiss, by which an agreement, relationship, or 
concord is symbolized; with the eyes, a means of expression or indicator of mood) the worse (ʻlessʼ*, 
ʻless worthʼ*) for one (metonym = Elizabeth, signifying her majestyʼs rank; 
also referring to the unity of her interests and those of Edward de Vere - symbolized in her motto: 
ʻEver the Sameʼ) poor (ʻdeficient or lacking inʼ, alt.: ʻused ironically to deprecate something belonging or 
offered by oneselfʼ) kiss (ʻagreement, accordʼ, ʻbondʼ, ʻconcordʼ, ʻcommunionʼ; however, this kiss becomes 
one of betrayal to Christ, and therein lies the dilemma)? ]
~ What Man/Vere, your voice the less for a Monarchʼs betraying kiss?
~ How might your voice be worse for a Monarchʼs betraying kiss? ~
~ What Royal inheritance, your lips the worse for this impoverished Monarchʼs bond? ~ 

208$ Speak, fair; but speak fair words, or else be mute:
        [Speak, fair (metonym = Vere, ʻbeautiful, attractiveʼ, veracious, honest, truthful; alt.: ʻin accordance 
with the rules or standardsʼ, ʻlegitimateʼ, without cheating or trying to achieve unjust advantageʼ); but 
(ʻonlyʼ*) speak fair (ʻfavorableʼ) words (word play  fair words: ʻfalse [words], despite being initially attractive 
or pleasingʼ - perhaps intended to distinguish Vereʼs words from the Puritan/Precise ʻWordʼ, stressed in 
Calvinist theology), or (ʻgold or yellow, as a heraldic tinctureʼ, wordplay  ore: ʻa vein of goldʼ) else (ʻin the 
other caseʼ*, in the contrary caseʼ*) be (the Royal/True self, BE is conjugated am, are, is; nearly 
synonymous with essential or veracious existence; the Monarch) mute (ʻrefrain from speechʼ, ʻmuffleʼ, 
ʻreduce the strength or intensity ofʼ): ]   
~ Speak true, Vere; but speak true to my advantage, or in the contrary case, let there be Royal silence: ~    
   The author argues that Elizabethʼs concern for herself doesnʼt confer concern for him. The Queen 
wishes Vere to ʻtoe the lineʼ; by conforming to the dictates of the Cecil/Dudley coalition, she may remain 
the titular monarch for some (unspecified) time, as noted in l.209.

209$      Give me one kiss, Iʼll give it thee again,
           [Give me (i.e. to Elizabeth) one (metonym = first or highest ranked) kiss (ʻconcordʼ* see l.207), Iʼll 
(Elizabeth) give it thee (E. Vere) again (ʻin oneʼs turnʼ*),]    
~ Grant me this Primacy, Iʼll return it to you, ~
~ Grant me this accord, and Iʼll grant the same in your turn, ~ 
~ Acquiesce in my betrayal, and Iʼll betray you in turn, ~
   As the queenʼs son comes of age in the late 1560ʼs or early 1570ʼs, contention rages between he and 
Elizabeth over the legal and historical precedents of the ʻDevisesʼ of Succession; she argues that ʻAllʼ will 
come ʻin good timeʼ if only he may ʻlet beʼ.  He is worried that all will not come because of ʻbad Timeʼ 
(Wm. Cecil). At the time of composition (probably early 1590ʼs), Vereʼs fears had been proven justified, 
and Williams son, ʻLittle Timeʼ (Robert) was groomed and ready to take his fatherʼs place. 
 
210$      And one for intʼrest, if thou wilt have twain.
           [And one (as l.209  first ranked) for (ʻin the place ofʼ*) intʼrest (ʻconcern, advantageʼ*,ʻshare, 
participationʼ*, ʻright, claimʼ*, ʻpossession, propertyʼ*, all of these pertain to he and his motherʼs shared 
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estate;  the obvious meaning - ʻprofit derived from money lentʼ* applies to the Ovidian V&A, but not the 
political narrative), if thou (E. Vere) wilt (will: ʻto wish, desireʼ;  alt.: ʻto requireʼ*, ʻto order, to bidʼ*) have 
(ʻto sufferʼ*, ʻto hold, to keepʼ*) twain (ʻtwoʼ*),] 
~ And the same again as interest - if you wish to bequeath it, have two.
      
211$ ʻFie lifeless picture, cold and senseless stone,
        [ʻFie (ʻexpressing impatience rather than contempt or disdainʼ*) lifeless (ʻperhaps not the end 
brought on by death, but the end of his lifeless state, the end of his death-like lifeʼ, perhaps denoting the 
missing Tudor-Seymour patrimony;  alt.; ʻlacking vigor, vitality, or excitementʼ) picture (archaic ʻa person or 
thing resembling another closelyʼ), cold (ʻnot affecting the scent - used of a false trackʼ* ;  alt.: ʻlacking 
affection or warmth of feelingʼ, ʻdepressing or dispiritingʼ; alt.: ʻunwelcomeʼ*) and senseless (ʻunfeltʼ*, alt.: 
ʻwithout discernible meaning or purposeʼ) stone (ʻThe Rock of St. Peterʼ = The Holy See;  alt.: ʻsomething 
fixed and unchangeableʼ;  alt.: see Fidessa  “senseless stone”: refers to Elizabeth R - here it refers to her 
ʻlifeless copyʼ; i.e. her bastard son),]
~ Enough of this, heirless pretender, lost and unfelt ʻRockʼ,
~ Enough or this spiritless fantasy, 
~ Fie, a spiritless image, obstinately without affection or purpose, ~
      Additional meaning is probably intended in ll.211-13. The rejection of ʻidolatryʼ by Protestants took a 
disastrous turn in 1548, when art and adornment was ordered by royal injunction to be removed or defaced in 
places of worship.  Here, the language of rejection couples de Vere with the defilement of Art.
   There is probably an inside joke in the phrase “senseless stone”; in Fidessa 55 14  this epithet is applied 
to Elizabeth. Here she describes de Vere as a “picture”, a lifeless ʻcopyʼ (of herself, I suspect), and 
therefore “senseless stone” applies also to him.  

212$ Well-painted idol, image dull and dead,
        [Well (ʻa spring, a fountainʼ*, metonym  de Vere as Spring, Primavera;  alt.: ʻa deep narrow pit of 
waterʼ*) -painted (ʻto colour, to adornʼ*, skillfully painted) idol (ʻa person or thing that is greatly admired, 
loved, or reveredʼ, ʻa person worshipped to adorationʼ), image (ʻrepresentation of the external form of a 
personʼ, but not the essence;  alt.: from Latin  imago: ʻrelated to imitateʼ) dull (vb. ʻto benumb, to stupifyʼ*;  
alt.: ʻlacking brightness, vividnessʼ;  alt.: possible wordplay  delight - de: ʻnoting removal or reversalʼ + light: 
ʻspiritual illumination by divine truthʼ, ʻenlightenmentʼ) and dead (ʻstill as deathʼ*, ʻperfect stillnessʼ*;  alt.: 
ʻcharacterized by a lack of activity or excitementʼ, ʻhaving or displaying no emotion, sympathyʼ),]
~ Falsely named Spring, imitation without ʻLightʼ and ʻUnredeemedʼ, ~
~ Vere-adorned icon, imitation benumbed and ʻStillʼ,
~ [Disguising] a man greatly admired and revered, now appearing witless and emotionless, ~ 

213$ Statue contenting but the eye alone,
        [Statue (ʻan image shaped by a sculptorʼ) contenting (content: ʻthat which is contained, comprised 
in a writingʼ*;  alt.: ʻsatisfyingʼ) but the eye (= Dudley, or generally ʻProtestant Usurpersʼ) alone (ʻsolitary, 
without companyʼ*),]
~ A counterfeit image satisfying only Dudley/Cecil, ~
~ Image of satisfying content except to the Protestant Usurpers, ~ 
~ Sham figure composing for other than Dudley/Cecil only, ~
   Vere is rendered ineffectual. This satisfies no one except the subverting coalition who stand in for the 
Monarchy. Again the author points out, the usurpers have no source of authority but that which is granted 
by the Queen. Yet, he will declare in the following lines, he is himself as she ʻisʼ - Nobody.    

214$ Thing like a man, but of no woman bred!
           Thing like a man, but of no woman bred:   1593 
        [Thing (ʻcreatureʼ) like () a man, but (ʻexceptʼ) of no woman (no woman: a mother who was born 
an illegitimate female child see note below ) bred (breed: ʻto be produced, to have birthʼ*)! ]
~ A creature like a man, except of an illegitimate mother born: ~
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~ A being like a man, but without family or rights of inheritance! ~
       Lines 214-16 establish that de Vereʼs mother is, like himself, a ʻnobodyʼ:
          “At common law, by a legal fiction, an illegitimate child was filius nullius, the child of no one.”  
          Shakespeareʼs Legal Language, B.J. Sokol and Mary Sokol, 2000 
This is significant because it identifies Venus as a metonym for someone or something other than the 
goddess of Roman mythology. Typically, Venus is described as having been born in sea foam, “grown 
from the severed genitalia of Ouranos”; she may have a fantastical conception but she is not a bastard.
   The colon (:) of the 1593 printing has been improved to an exclamation mark in modern editions - and 
rightly so! 

215$      Thou art no man, though of a manʼs complexion,
$ $[Thou art (pun  i.e. he is Art - he exists in his art, but not as a political being) no man (likely reference   
Filius Nullius: ʻthe child of no oneʼ = bastard Dictionary of Shakespeareʼs Legal Language, Sokol & Sokol ; alt.: man: 
Old English  wer,  Latin  vir (vere);  alt.: Nobody, Nothing: common theme from the early period of Catholic 
dissidence, remembered today from the song ʻJohn Nobodyʼ [- that durst not speak], circa 1537) Memorial 
[of the most reverend] Thomas Cranmer, edited by John Strype, 1812 ), though of a manʼs complexion (ʻexternal 
appearanceʼ, ʻthe general aspect or character of somethingʼ, ʻthe color of the skinʼ*, probable ref. l.212 - ʻWell-
painted idolʼ, possible ref. l.1 - [not] ʻpurple-colourʼd faceʼ),]
~ Thou art No Vere, though of a Virʼs Seeming,
~ You are ʻNo Manʼ (ʻchild of no oneʼ), though of a manʼs appearance, ~
~ You are Art but ʻNo Bodyʼ, though of a manʼs appearance, ~
~ You are the leader of the Opposition, though of no distinguishing mark, ~ 

   Clare Asquith has made an excellent introduction to the Cecilʼs (probable) propagandism of the English 
Reformation in her recent book ʻShadowplayʼ, ʻThe Hidden Beliefs and Coded Politics of William Shakespeareʼ, Public 
Affairs Publ.. If her premises are supported by more extensive research, I donʼt doubt that the example of 
the Elizabethan period will become a cautionary tale of the power of politics not to shape but rather to 
concoct history. 
   De Vere references ʻNobodyʼ several times, and ʻNothingʼ many, in the plays; here are examples 
(important wordplay underlined):
Trinculo:  ʻThis is the tune of our catch, played by the picture of Nobodyʻ spkn. by the Jester, Tempest lll,ii, 135-36.
Camillo:  ʻWhy, be so still; hereʼs nobody will steal that from thee: yet for the outside of thy poverty we must 
make an exchange; spkn. by Camillo to Autolycus (Fool), Winters Tale lV,iv, 644-46.       
   A few lines before the latter, we have further word play associating ʻVereʼ with ʻNothingʼ:
Perdita:  ʻAll that you speak shows fair. 
Camillo:  ʻWho have we here?     (Seeing Autolycus)
Weʼll make an instrument of this, omit Nothing may give us aid.  spkn. by Perdita and Camillo, Winters Tale, lV,iv, 
637-39.
    Ms. Asquith states the central truth of de Vereʼs authorship as she outlines the thesis of his dissident 
Catholicism (which was to Vere, I suspect, indefinite, politically opportunistic, and of less importance than 
his philosophic Humanism): 
          [Shakespeares] plays would be seamlessly organic: every detail of the plot material, from first to last, 
       would serve a dual purpose.  Seen from the right angle, they would act in the same way as a pun - 
       perfectly clear, yet perfectly deniable.
    Ms. Asquithʼs argument lends substantial support to essential elements of the true tale of John Lyly and 
William Shake-speare as recorded in Venus and Adonis. She claims to be a Stratfordian, but Iʼm not sure 
thatʼs possible - some things are, some are not. My Lady Oxford probably has the Shake-speare 
manuscripts in her attic and just wonʼt show us.
   The small storm of support for Asquithʼs book, Shadowplay, that circled a low pressure of rash criticism 
by David Womersley, Prof. of English Lit., University of Oxford, was heartening in its insistence on 
reasoned argument. Womersleyʼs enthusiasm for the exclusive scholarly tenor may be worthy, but to my 
ear he has unwarranted confidence in the sophistry and spacious popcorn that supports the foundations 
of a corrupted Elizabethan history. The official record is essentially as recorded by William Camden 
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(publ. 1615) at the instigation of the Cecils. Asquith has presented dissentious data, and has suggested a 
rational, alternate reading. I see little to sniff at. The warrants and claims may have been stronger had she 
referred more to unimpeachable historical orthodoxy - but that is the point isnʼt it? The iconoclast has little 
ʻauthorityʼ on which gather political backing. In time, research will no doubt support a dialectically 
balanced view of the insinuation of Protestantism in England. 
   It is counterintuitive that the relatively stable populace of England leaped into the divisive factions of 
Calvinism or Lutheranism (etc.) as if they evinced some self-evident truth. The very idea smacks of 
sectarian provincialism and ʻManifest Destinyʼ. Such a position would argue against the general conflict of 
European religious wars of the 16th and 17th centuries.  A glance at worldwide demographics clearly 
indicates incremental shifts of religious affiliation unless there is a ʻtop-downʼ mandate—and then all hell 
breaks loose.  Ms. Asquith has at least surveyed the footings of received history and found stones amiss; 
Womersley, on the other hand, failed to raise his assessment of her work to a civil and creditable level. 

216$      For men will kiss even by their own directionʼ.    
            [For (ʻin behalf or advantage ofʼ* i.e. for the sake of) men will () kiss  (ʻa sign of submissionʼ, 
submit tamely to punishmentʼ*) even (metonym = deVere, equal to the Monarch;  alt.: ʻthe very sameʼ, 
ʻat the same timeʼ,) by their own direction (ʻguidanceʼ, ʻinstructionʼ*).ʼ]
~ For the sake of whom, men will ally with Elizabeth and Edward Tudor by their own apprehensionʼ. ~
~ For men will submit to de Vere by their own instructionʼ. ~

      Review: The following section appears to harken back to the events of 1549, in which Elizabeth was 
interrogated by the Privy Council concerning the Seymour Affair. It may link the treatment of Norfolk by 
Elizabeth with the treatment she received at the hands of the Council.
 
217$ This said, impatience chokes her pleading tongue,
        [This said, impatience (im/in: ʻexpressing the situation of something that is or appears to be 
enclosed or surrounded by something elseʼ, close, mantle, pale + patience  Latin patientia: ʻsufferingʼ, 
ʻbearingʼ;  alt.: ʻquickly irritated or provokedʼ, Lat.: ʻnot sufferingʼ, ʻnot bearingʼ) chokes (choke: ʻprevent or 
suppress the occurrence of somethingʼ, ME: ʻcheek, jawʼ, possible ref.  Sir John Cheke) her pleading 
(plead: ʻmake an emotional appealʼ, alt.: legal  ʻto state formally in court whether one is guilty or notʼ, 
ʻinvoke a reason or a point of lawʼ) tongue (ʻspeachʼ;  alt.: ʻa persons style or manner of speakingʼ),]
~ This said, the mantle of motherhood/bearing stifles her declarative voice, ~
~ This said, ʻnot bearingʼ (this child) is her stifled plea, ~

218$ And swelling passion doth provoke a pause;
         [And swelling (swell: ʻa part of the body becoming larger or rounderʼ, ʻto grow biggerʼ*, no doubt 
referring to pregnancy) passion (ʻamorous desireʼ*, ʻsufferingʼ*) doth provoke (ʻstimulate or give rise toʼ, 
ʻto causeʼ*, Lat.: ʻto call forthʼ) a pause (ʻinterrupt actionʼ, Lat.: ʻto stopʼ);]
~ And pregnant desire calls forth her lapse; ~
~ And pregnancy gives rise to a stay; ~ 
      
219$ Red cheeks and fiery eyes blaze forth her wrong;
        [Red (color of the House of Lancaster;  alt.: represents the Catholic Church;  alt.: stalwart courage;  
alt.: flushed red with anger or shame;  alt.: ʻinvolving bloodshedʼ) cheeks (ʻChekes, Protestant allegiantsʼ, 
the Cecil family;  alt.: check: falconry  ʻa false stoop when a hawk abandons its intended quarry and 
pursues anotherʼ;  alt.: check: ʻto examine with a view to rectifying any fault or problem discoveredʼ, 
arrest) and fiery (ʻspiritedʼ*, refer. to Spirit = Wm. Cecil;  alt.: ʻirritable, passionateʼ*, irascible, 
ʻpassionately angryʼ, vehement, intensely desirous) eyes (= Leicester) blaze (ʻto make publicʼ*, late ME: 
ʻto blow out on a trumpetʼ) forth her wrong (ʻnot right, done by mistakeʼ*);]
~ Red arrest and vehement [Puritan] Leicester expose her sin; ~
~  [Wavering] Catholic adherents and ʻSpiritedʼ Leicester exaggerate her disgrace; ~
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220$ Being judge in love, she cannot right her cause:
        [Being () judge (judge: ʻan officer appointed to determine questions of lawʼ*, i.e. Venus of the 
allegory) in love (judge in love: these judges, the aforementioned Calvinist/Puritan Reformers, have 
constrained Elizabeth with (an opportunistic) morality that gives them firm political control over her; de 
Vere, of course, as a classicist of secular disposition, rejects her infatuation with the ʻVirgin Queenʼ myth; 
alt.: this may be a gentle jibe at Elizabeth for exercising her right to determine love among her noble 
subjects; in particular we note her censure of the affair (1580-81) between de Vere and Anne Vavasor, a 
ʻgentlewoman of the Royal Bedchamberʼ, that earned for them both a term in the Tower), she cannot 
right (ʻto do justice toʼ*, ʻredress or rectify a wrong or mistaken actionʼ) her cause (ʻmatter, question, 
affairʼ*, ʻa matter to be resolvedʼ, specifically her illegitimate child):]
~ The Monarch - judge in Love - she cannot redress her agency in the matter: ~
~ [They] Standing in judgement of the Seymour/Elizabeth affair, she cannot redress these improprieties: ~
~ Despite an officious interest in matters of the heart, she cannot rectify her own affair: ~
   If ʻBeing judgeʼ refers to Cheke and Leicester, the first reading makes sense; the second is plausible if 
Elizabeth/Venus herself is judge.
   John Cheke, youʼll recall, died in 9/1557, so references to him to him are symbolic and associative. 
Make no mistake, William Cecil is the object of Vereʼs discontent; he means to weaken our opinion of him 
by his kinship and likeness to the irresolute Cheke. 
   The author chooses to signify Cecil/ Dudley as Cheeks/Eyes for obvious poetic reasons; today he might 
choose Time/Vacuous Space.  
 
221$    And now she weeps, and now she fain would speak,
           [And now she weeps (weep: ʻlament with tearsʼ*), and now she fain (ʻgladly, willinglyʼ*) 
would speak,]
~ By turns she laments, then would willingly express herself, ~

222$    And now her sobs do her intendments break.
           [And now her sobs (sob: ʻa convulsive sighʼ; perhaps humorous  SOBʼs?, consider  ʻthe son and heir 
of a mongrel bitchʼ Lear ll ii 24) do her intendments (intendment: ʻintention, purposeʼ*, ʻthe sense in which 
the law understands or interprets something, such as the intention of a piece of legislationʼ) break (ʻstop 
proceedingsʼ, ʻto kill with griefʼ*).]
~ And now convulsive grief kills her legal right to control law. ~
~ And now her son [of a mongrel bitch] kills her intentions. ~
   
223$ Sometime she shakes her head and then his hand,
        [Sometime (ʻonceʼ*, ʻformerlyʼ*, denoting Attainder: the formal removal of title and property usually 
for political reasons - here, likely referring to the extra-judicial treatment of de Vere and Thomas Howard, 
the 4th Duke of Norfolk;  alt.: possible metonym = Thomas Howard, Duke of Norfolk; alt.: archaic  ʻat one timeʼ, 
ʻformerlyʼ*, ʻonceʼ*, once upon a time;  alt.: may refer to Sir Thomas Smith? who was involved in the 
Thomas Howard investigation further review ) she shakes (ʻto cause to tremble or totterʼ*) her head 
(shakes her head: ʻin sorrow, disapprobation, or denialʼ*) and then his (de Vereʼs) hand (i.e. shakes his 
hand in agreement; alt.: ʻthe emblem of power, agency, actionʼ*),]
~ Attainted, the Monarchy trembles, and therefore his office, ~
~ At the Norfolk affair she evinces disapproval, but then agrees, ~
~ She at times rejects Cecilʼs proffered resolution and then accepts it, ~   
      When the word ʻtimeʼ is found in the Canon, we immediately suspect a reference to members of the 
Cecil family; and this is a point in the historical narrative when a reference to William C. is due.  Further, it 
is not entirely unambiguous to whom the pronoun ʻhisʼ refers. If ʻSometime she shakes her headʼ is to be 
read ʻAt one Time (=Cecil) she shakes her head, ʻhis handʼ may refer to Cecilʼs hand or Vereʼs.  
The repetition of ʻSometimeʼ in l.225, is further cause for suspicion.  ʻTimeʼ appears to be inviolate code; 
as with the word ʻeverʼ, you will not find its use without intended ambiguity.  ʻSometimeʼ may be likewise 
inviolate. 
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   There are several appearances of the word ʻSometimeʼ  in close association; twice in stanza l.223-28, 
twice in stanza l.301-06 (if anon in l.302 is counted, as according to Schmidt) and thrice again in stanza 
ll.685-90.  The use is perfectly natural, yet the repetitions call attention to themselves - they ʻstand proudʼ 
as carpenters say.  I suggest they refer to Thomas Howard, 4th Duke of Norfolk. Thomas was eldest son 
of Henry Howard, Earl of Surrey, an arrogant child of old privilege - accomplished soldier, poet 
extraordinaire, and self-styled ʻPrinceʻ with pretensions to the crown by descent from Edward the 
Confessor.  Surrey was in every way the model for young Edward de Vere and he was (ostensibly) 
Edwards uncle. Well, as you know, those ʻpretensionsʻ would eventually bring him down a peg, leaving his 
son to follow closely in his footsteps. Thomas intrigued his way to the headsmanʼs block with Mary Stuart 
(Queen of Scots) and the Ridolfi Plot, in which de Vere became involved attempting to free Norfolk from 
the Tower and spirit him to Spain.  In a final letter to his children as execution drew near, Thomas signed 
himself ʻSometime Norfolk, now Thomas Howardʼ or ʻOnce upon a time, Norfolkʼ. This ʻSometimeʼ referred 
to his attainder - the legal proceedings whereby he had recently been dispossessed of his title.
   The attempt to liberate Thomas was the turning point in de Vereʼs life, and so, bears consideration. 
The conspiracy to wed Norfolk and Mary Stuart unraveled slowly, beginning Nov., 1569, with questions 
concerning Roberto di Ridolfiʼs transfer of large sums to England from the Continent.  Additional threads 
of the plot were exposed in April and August 1571, until by early September, Norfolk was under suspicion 
and placed in the Tower.  Critical evidence against Thomas was produced/discovered under intense 
interrogation of the Bishop of Ross (Oct. 23 - Nov. 8, 1571), by Burghley, Leicester, and Thomas Smith; 
by early December, the Crown had charged her cousin Norfolk with six offenses related to this ʻtreasonʼ. 
   De Vere had been a likely successor to Elizabeth; as a son-in-law of William Cecil, Lord Burghley, and if 
in full accord with the Burghley plan, his path to the crown should have been unhindered.  It is uncertain 
whether his planned marriage to Cecilʼs daughter Anne was engineered by Cecil and Vere at some earlier 
time, or if Vere concocted the plan - a ʻpact with the devilʼ so to speak - in the later half of 1571 in a vain 
gambit for Norfolkʼs freedom. The precise concurrence of interrogations into Norfolkʼs complicity and 
delays in de Vereʼs marriage with Anne argue strongly for this. The gambit failed, and a month later 
Thomas was tried, and condemned to die.  From Cecilʼs deceit and merciless prosecution of Howard 
proceeded E. Vereʼs lifelong enmity with the Cecils and their permanent rift into opposing political camps.
  This is not ʻside-showʼ material. The cases of Norfolk and Queen of Scots are the most perplexing in 
Elizabethan history.  In both, Elizabeth deliberated for months or years: she persistently argued against 
the executions of either and was unable to bring herself to sign their death warrants.  In both instances, it 
was Burghley who eventually forced her hand. By what means did Burghley gain this power to eliminate 
those with claims to the throne? After all, ʻBloody Maryʼ did not execute her half-sister for likewise 
treasonous ambitions nor was Wm. Cecil eliminated for his support of Jane Grey.
   For hundreds of years, history has denigrated the memory of Norfolk. He is called a traitor - a loser 
against the glorious manifest fate of the Monarchy and Protestantism; but I believe today we can take the 
more agnostic view: that the religious warfare of the European Reformation was by any rational standard 
unchristian, that it was an historical contingency of little positive social merit, and that Thomas Howardʼs 
death was simply political fallout from Burghleyʼs religious persecutions.  
   In any case, l.223 indicates Elizabethʼs indecision - a weighing of unattractive options - as she 
negotiated the treacherous politics of succession, including survival, personal advantage, and ʻpopular 
opinionʼ. The author repeatedly associates her predicament and his own, with that of ʻcousinʼ Norfolk.
   From another tack, there appears to be a pairing of metonyms sun/son, Time/Sometime, etc.?
 
224$ Now gazeth she on him, now on the ground;
        [Now gazeth (gaze: ʻlook steadily and intently, esp. in admiration, thoughtʼ) she on him (Norfolk or 
de Vere;  alt.: possible wordplay  considering the extensive reference to ʻThe Four Classical Elementsʼ, the 
opposite of a cold, dry, Ground, is warm, moist Air - therefore Heir?), now on the ground (ʻland or place 
occupied or possessedʼ*);]
~ Now she considers her heir/air, now the ground; ~
~ At one moment she keeps a steady eye on the Duke (and Queen of Scots), then on her kingdom; ~ 
~ She considers first the admirable merits of her son, then her kingdom; ~
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225$ Sometime her arms infold him like a band:
        [Sometime (ʻonceʼ*, ʻformerlyʼ*;  alt.:  possible metonym = Thomas Howard, Duke of Norfolk; alt.: ʻat one 
timeʼ*, ʻto one Time = William Cecilʼ) her arms (ʻweaponsʼ*, ʻsoldiersʼ*; alt.: ʻensigns armorial of a familyʼ*) 
infold (ʻwrap, encloseʼ*) him (? de Vere, Norfolk,) like (ʻsimilar to, resemblingʼ*) a band (ʻbond, any moral 
obligationʼ*; ʻtieʼ*, ʻfettersʼ*, ʻa chain or manacle used to restrain a prisoner, typically placed around the 
anklesʼ):]
~ Attainted, her embrace impounds him as in fetters: ~
~ To an extent, William Cecil would envelope Vere in the Tudor arms as a [supposed] moral obligation: ~
~ Norfolk is embraced, detained as with a bond: ~
   This may refer to the Dukes detainment in Howard House (1570); but at any rate, the interchangeability 
of de Vere and Norfolk is perfectly plausible since both are attainted and both are involved in the same 
anti-Protestant drama of 1569-72.

226$ She would, he will not in her arms be bound;
        [She would (wordplay  ambiguously as a noun or modal verb: ʻthe faculty by which a person decides 
on and initiates an actionʼ or ʻexpressing the conditional mood, indicating the consequence of an 
imagined eventʼ, probably both are intended;  alt.: ʻpast of Willʼ, perhaps indicating Elizabeths ʻwillʼ has 
been superseded), he will (see this line  would;  alt.: trans. vb. ʻintend, desire, or wish something to happenʼ) 
not (will not: not submit to the ʻWillʼ of Cecil) in her arms (ʻensigns armorial of a familyʼ*) be (the Royal/
True self, BE is conjugated am, are, is; nearly synonymous with essential or veracious existence; the 
Monarch) bound (ʻto confine, to limitʼ*);]
~ Elizabeth would, but de Vere ʻWillsʼ not to be by her ensigns armorial a Monarch ʻLimitedʼ; ~
~ Elizabeth would [have it so, that] de Vere will not within her family crest be included/confined;
~ Elizabeth would, but Cecil would not have de Vere in the Tudor arms; ~
~ Elizabeth would, Vere cannot submit to the ʻWillʼ of Cecil/Dudley and under her ensign be detained; ~
      Key line: Elizabeth decides Vere will not be acknowledged as a Tudor.       
   Edward de Vere twice arranged for Norfolk to flea. In the Fall of 1570, he organized a ship to lie in the 
Thames, ready to spirit the prisoner from Howard House in London, away to Spain.  Again, in November 
of 1571, he planned an escape from the Tower of London; it is not recorded how far the scheme 
advanced.

227$    And when from thence he struggles to be gone,
           [And when (see note l.226) from thence (see note l.226) he struggles (struggle: ʻmake forceful or 
violent efforts to get free of restraint or constrictionʼ) to be (the Royal/True self) gone (wordplay   gin: 
ʻa snare, a springeʼ, artificial past tense, indicating unsnared, or unspringed/un-Spring-ed; ),]
~ And when from such constraint he contends to ʻun-Springʼ the Prince, ~
~ And when from restraint in London he attempts to break free, ~
      There appears to be an occasion when de Vere attempted to separate himself from   

228$    She locks her lily fingers one in one.
           [She locks (ʻto shut up, to confineʼ*) her lily (= John Lyly) fingers (ʻinformersʼ, informants, ) one 
(metonym as noted in Sonnet 76  = ʻfirstʼ, refers to the social rank of monarch and heir ʻapparentʼ; alt.: ʻa single 
person or thingʼ*) in (ʻexpressing the situation of something that is or appears to be enclosed or 
surrounded by something elseʼ, ʻexpressing inclusion or involvementʼ) one (as above).]
~ She confines him with her informant Lyly, one being the other. ~
~ She conjoins, by her Lyly informant, the monarch to the heir and the heir to Lyly. ~
     John Lyly is an immediate antecedent of Shake-speare in the history of the Elizabethan stage.  
Credited with eight or nine plays thought to date from 1579 to 1599, he adapted tales from Latin 
mythology, particularly Ovidʼs Metamorphosis and Heroides, but also histories of Plutarch and Pliny. This 
classical substrate is typically a framework for much original art. The plays are (identifiably) allegories of 
ʻCourt-intrigue and political eventsʼ* but the authorʼs principle innovation was to blend in comedic 
characters from the lower ranks of English life Brittanica.  
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   As Englandʼs ʻmost fashionable writer in the 1580ʼs, Lyly was praised as the creator of “a new English”ʼ,   
the writing style termed Euphuist (based on a Spanish model, specifically the formal and mannered style 
of Antonio de Guevara 1481-1545; see Libro Aureo: The Life of Marcus Aurelius ), so called for the narratives 
Euphues/The Anatomy of Wit and Euphues and his England.  According to the usual references, this style 
is an ʻexcessively elegantʼ and artificial courtly rhetoric; I would describe it as finely poeticized prose. 
Euphuist influence pervades Shakespeareʼs early plays and is best exemplified in Loveʼs Labourʼs Lost.
    Lyly is obviously a very innovative guy, such that R.W. Bond calls him the first ʻregularʼ English 
dramatist, and his works mark the advent of modern drama.  Of special interest to us are the many lines 
and phrases simply lifted, or with slight modification grafted, from Lylyʼs to Shake-speareʼs 
compositions**.  He was also Edward de Vereʼs personal secretary, and stage manager for his acting 
companies.  Lyly was employed by de Vere from perhaps 1577 until 1588? when they had ʻa falling outʼ.  
Extant letters between he and William Cecil indicate that Lyly was almost certainly ʻattachedʼ to de Vere 
as a paid informant.  
   The present reference to Lyly is an important key that clearly aligns Shakespeareʼs Venus and Adonis 
with the private life of de Vere.  It also confirms the supposition that Lyly was not only ʻsecretlyʼ employed 
by Cecil, but that Elizabeth was complicit or acquiescent in the arrangement.
   Another notion concerning Lyly - that his name was used to front the Euphuist Phase of de Vereʼs 
literary work - is also confirmed in l.228.  There should be little doubt that the word ʻinʼ is used precisely in 
the phrase ʻone in oneʼ, meaning that ʻone is not one, but twoʼ, or that ʻone is included in the otherʼ. 
   
   The question remains - why did de Vere drop the pen name J. Lyly, and adopt W. Shake-speare?
I believe that he was deeply stung by Sir Philip Sidneyʼs The Defense of Poesy circa 1582 , an essay that 
was clearly aimed straight at de Vere/Lyly*. To appreciate this likelihood, one must be aware that Sidney 
and Vere were lifelong arch-rivals. You do know that Vere got the girl, right? And that he didnʼt treat her 
right?  Or, was Sidney merely jealous of the success of Euphues?  Perhaps he could not compete with 
the rhetorical gymnastics?  From this so-called ʻDefenseʼ, one can see that artists themselves are the 
most severe censurers of artistic freedom. 
    By current estimation, Sydney wrote in a more natural style than the Euphuists; though less 
ʻmanneredʼ, the ideas do not plumb such depths.  He attained enormous national popularity with what 
appeared an effortless courtly grace, and his style of writing reflects this. Though de Vereʼs unique genius 
engineered a vaulting rhetoric - enriched by complex ambiguity that gives pause to modest intellects - 
emulation of that talent could not come easily.  There is no way around it, certain criticisms found in the 
ʻApologieʼ/Defense were to be taken to heart, and the Shake-speare canon is progressively less affected 
as he advances from Two Gentleman to the 1604 quarto of Hamlet.
   
   To my ear, Euphuism is an individual, inimitable voice, bespeaking a man with too much time on his 
hands and no need for economy of style - thatʼs de Vere, not John Lyly, not Sidney.  Lyly operated two 
theaters, acted as his Lord of Oxfordʼs amanuensis, probably collaborated in Vereʼs compositions, and 
managed ʻTimonʼsʼ finances as well. Sidney, too, has a dense and harried biography.  He was given the 
opportunity to act on the Elizabethan political stage; he was heir apparent to his uncle Robert Dudley and, 
had he survived him, would have inherited his real and political estate.  De Vereʼs lifelong complaint was 
that he was denied all opportunity - his real estate (processed by the Court of Wards, and possibly the 
Court of Augmentation), his rightful status, military command, even freedom of movement.  History (as 
recorded by Camden, Hickes, and others) gave Sidney more than every ounce of credit due; de Vere was 
given none (precisely none). Yet, it would not be hard to believe that he was very influential as an 
unnamed advisor to the Queen - that he was ʻstill, all one, ever the sameʼ within the ʻpaleʼ of a ʻdeer parkʼ 
- just as he is about to tell us ll.229-31 .
   The dates of publication for the plays of John Lyly are 3 to 7 years later than the known or believed 
dates of composition.  Endimion, for example, was composed May-Nov. 1585, performed at Court Feb. 
1586, but not published until 1591. I canʼt help but wonder why we have no specific date of composition 
for a single Shake-speare play. 

*R. Warwick Bond, John Lyly, V2, 245.
**ibid. V1, 165-75.
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***(or at least he contrived to appear so /like Brutus RofL  l.1807/).

229$ ʻFondlingʼ, she saith, ʻsince I have hemmʼd thee here
        [ʻFondlingʼ (wordplay  My dear/deer one who is doted upon, ʻdarlingʼ*,  alt.: quibble on Foundling - 
frequently ʻan infant that has been abandoned by its parents and is discovered and cared for by othersʼ), 
she saith, ʻsince I have hemmʼd (hem: ʻsurround and restrict the space or movement ofʼ, ʻto encloseʼ*;  
alt.: hem wordplay, Latin exclamation  ʻWellʼ Cassellʼs , see glossary for metonymy;  alt.: hem  surname wordplay  
seam, Seym ) thee here (wordplay  heir) ]
~ ʻMy Deerʼ, she says, ʻsince I have confined you hereʼ ~
~ ʻFoundlingʼ, she saith, ʻsince I have ʻSeymedʼ thee heir

230$ Within the circuit of this ivory pale,
        [Within (ʻin the limits ofʼ) the circuit (ʻdiademʼ*, ʻjeweled crown or headbandʼ;  alt.: ʻa judicial region 
formerly administered by traveling judgesʼ, see l.220: ʻjudge in loveʼ; alt.: ʻan established itinerary of 
events or venues used for a particular activity, typically involving public performanceʼ) of this ivory (ʻwhite 
and smooth like ivoryʼ) pale (palisade, a defensible enclosure;  alt.: ʻa boundaryʼ, ʻa particular jurisdictionʼ, 
ʻan enclosureʼ*),]
~ Within the [false] crown of this Lyly palisade, ~ 
~ In the circumscribed [judicial] district of this off-white enclosure, ~

231$ Iʼll be a park, and thou shalt be my deer;
        [Iʼll be a park (ʻground enclosed and stored with beasts of chaseʼ*, deer park: private, exclusive 
hunting grounds maintained on the estates of the nobility and landed gentry), and thou shalt (shall: 
ʻdenoting a futurity thought inevitable and answered for by the speakerʼ*, ʻexpressing an instruction or 
commandʼ) be (the Royal/True self, the Monarch) my deer (deer: ʻquadruped of the genus Cervusʼ, i.e. 
ʻthe huntedʼ; alt.: ʻquibble with dearʼ);]
~ Iʼll be a sanctuary, and you will be the hunted; ~   
     This ʻdeer in a deer parkʼ means house arrest, and aptly characterizes Cecilʼs method. Had de Vere 
been more obstreperous he might have died suddenly ʻof natural causesʼ; but it was Cecils way to keep 
key figures alive and beholden to him for at least as long as they might prove useful.  Both Thomas 
Howard and Mary Stuart were executed when any further purpose could not be envisioned - even by one 
with the prescience and viperous* patience of Burghley.  Elizabethʼs indecision in these family matters no 
doubt bolsters the perception of his patience.
    Allow me to digress somewhat. Vipers may strike unwary prey with adequate speed, but they are not the speed demons Dodge 
publicists suppose. Most species are spider-like ambush hunters - heavy bodied, slow moving.

   The enmity between de Vere and William Cecil evolved from real events; his distrust of Cecil was well-
founded.  Historians have badly fumbled their estimation of Lord Burghley.  He was not the steadfast rock 
upon which the Elizabethan Age was founded, but a man of rapacious aspirations, petty acquisitiveness, 
opportunism, and unflagging self-interest. What seems resolute and inexorable in him, is really just a tad 
more patience than we are accustomed to seeing in many of his ilk.
   This poem may be artful. It may appear fanciful; but it is also an important dissident document by a 
voice of integrity, perspicacity, and proximity to this subject.  De Vere records Burghleyʼs guileful 
manipulation of the English Monarchy to obtain wealth and title.  England itself became slave to him; what 
to another era was deemed the Providential Hand guiding his Will[iam Cecil] and the Nation to 
Protestantism, was nothing but a soulless oppression of Catholic faith. He was a fortuitous blight who 
ostensibly forestalled the day of reckoning for Christian sectarianism in England, but instead established 
an ugly precedent for repression and partisan state murder that would come to a head(!) under Cromwell. 
To consider the profligacy of Cecils great estate homes: Burghley House, Cecil House on the Strand, and 
Theobalds, is to ʻgive the lieʼ to conceits of a ʻpackhorseʼ counselor slavish to the caprice of Elizabeth.  
William Cecil was avaricious and duplicitous - he was Corambus - in his dealings with Oxford and 
England.
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   Can we trust de Vere? It canʼt be said for certain. Some, like Charles Beauclerk Shakespeareʼs Lost Kingdom, 
2010  are apt to be cautious; he thinks that the creator of Iago must have had elements of Iago within 
himself. As the French have said, ʻhe who looks behind doors has stood there himselfʼ. I think otherwise. 
I think one may look behind doors because he has seen men stand there. That is de Vereʼs special talent 
- to see clearly what many donʼt. Two things argue against a perfidious nature: the extent of his artistic 
repentance for the ill-treatment of his wife, not limited to Much Ado about Nothing, Allʼs Well that Ends 
Well, Measure for Measure, Cymbeline, The Winterʼs Tale, The Merry Wiveʼs of Windsor, Hamlet, and 
Othello, and his evident generosity and disinterest in material possessions. Considering the acquisitive 
homes in which he was raised, it is remarkable! De Vere, as Timon of Athens, did in fact give away nearly 
all that he had.   

231a   It has been proposed that Michael Lok is the model for Shylock.  Lok loaned de Vere 3000 pounds to support 
the Frobisher venture of 1577? which, of course, Oxford was unable to repay; but nearer to de Vereʼs heart was his 
father-in-law who bled his estate dry and kept him in penury.  ??? I donʼt remember why this is here!
231b   The imprisonment and execution of Thomas Howard, D. of Norfolk, was a political miscalculation.  But for that 
event, De Vere might have been Cecilʼs man - a devoted son in law, King of England, and husband to his beloved 
daughter Anne.  Instead he remained under suspicion, having earned the Cecil familyʼs hatred for the rest of his life -
and he having a justifiable hatred of the Cecils.    ???? Or this! 

232$ Feed where thou wilt, on mountain or in dale:
        [Feed (ʻto eatʼ, to consumeʼ*, alt.: ʻto supply with food, to nourishʼ*) where (were: Anglo Saxon man + 
heir = man-heir, Vere-heir) thou wilt (ʻsecond person sing. of willʼ, alt. wilt: ʻlose oneʼs energy or vigorʼ, 
thought to be of late 17th cent. origin, but of course, this may be a first use in this contextʼ), on mountain 
(Maia Oureias = Mountain Maia: mother of Hermes;  alt.: wordplay?  mons veneris: the mountain/mons of 
Love see hill l.233, and Loveʼs Labourʼs Lost V i 87-91 ;  alt.: ʻsummitʼ*;  alt.: ʻdenoting anything of great bulk or 
quantityʼ) or in dale (ʻcleft, gapʼ*, perhaps with wordplay on dally: ʻto trifle, to wanton, to playʼ*):]    
~ Nourish the Vere-heir you shall, on cliff or in ford: ~
~ Consume where you wish, on the mons or in the vale: ~
~ Amid plenty you will famish, as Tudor or de Vere.   (see l.20)
~ Appear sustained where you (in fact) waste away, regardless of your status: ~
      The high status of l.232 is perhaps Elizabeth, the highest nobility...  but I trust he does not mean to 
feed   sexually, as some have suggested. The high and low status might be ladies within and without 
Court; hence Elizabeth may invite Edward to live as among the Lotus Eaters - in quiet, sensual oblivion.

233$    Graze on my lips; and if those hills be dry,
           [Graze (possible ref. Grey family, ʻillegitimateʼ children of Katherine Grey, second daughter of 
Charles Brandon and Mary Tudor;  alt.: to feed upon, ʻto feed on grassʼ*;  alt.: wordplay?  = Grayʼs, 
reference to Grayʼs Inn, an association of legal professionals of which Burghley, Oxford, and 
Southampton were members;  alt.: ʻto tendʼ, ʻcare or look afterʼ; alt.: ʻtouch lightly in passingʼ;  alt.: wordplay  
graze, see l.236  grass/grace) on my lips (metonym  ʻto kissʼ*, the means of the kiss: the bond of fidelity in 
familial or Platonic love); and if those hills (hill: ʻan eminenceʼ*, possible wordplay  mons pubis: ʻthe rounded 
mass of fatty tissue lying over the joint of the pubic bonesʼ see Loveʼs Labourʼs Lost V i 87-91, alt.: ʻa moundʼ, 
possible ref. to the mammaries; ʻthe breastʼ as the source of motherly affection?) be (metonym  the Royal/
True self, the Monarch) dry (ʻunemotional, impassiveʼ),]     
~ ʻGreyʼ is my bond; and if those [of the Suffolk Line] be childless, ~
~ Feed at by bond, and if the source-royal is bare, ~
~ Lightly brush my lips in familial accord; and if Royal affection and love is wanting, ~
       Grey family were said to be Wm. Cecilʼs choice for succession rather than heiress presumptive Lady 
Margaret Clifford and her descendants by Henry Stanley, 4th Earl of Derby see Beauclerk pg.374 .
   Greyʼs Inn as the favored source of Common Law precedent, rather than Ecclesiastical Law.
 
234$    Stray lower, where the pleasant fountains lie.
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           [Stray (ʻto wander from a direct course or from companyʼ*;  alt.: ʻmove so as to escape from 
controlʼ, ʻin a moral sense: to deviate from the rightʼ*) lower (ʻa great way downʼ*, ʻless highʼ), where the 
pleasant (ʻdelightfulʼ*, ʻpleasingʼ, ʻsportive, lustfulʼ) fountains (possible ref. Clifford;  , ʻa springʼ* possible word 
play on Italian  Spring = Primavera, spring = sorgente , fountain = fontana ? alt.: fig. desirable women;  alt.: 
ʻa source of a desirable qualityʼ) lie (ʻbe, remainʼ, ʻbe in or assume a horizontal or resting position on a 
supporting surfaceʼ, alt.: ʻengage in sexual intercourseʼ, alt: ʻpresent a false impression, be deceptiveʼ).]
~ Venture to the ʻinferiorʼ/illegitimate, where the delightful Spring conceives. ~
~ Escape to the lower strata, where the delightful Spring deceives. ~

235$ Within this limit is relief enough,
        [Within this limit (ʻpoint beyond which something may not passʼ, ʻconfine, extent, barrierʼ*;  alt.: 
ʻfixed timeʼ, opposed to eternal) is relief (ʻrelease of a sentinel from dutyʼ, successor to the Queen;  alt.: 
law - ʻthe redress of a hardship or grievanceʼ, ʻfeeling of reassurance following release from anxiety or 
distressʼ, ʻcomfortʼ*;  alt.: topographic relief) enough (ʻsufficientʼ),]
~ Within this Time-fixed reach is succession enough,
~ Within this confine is sufficient redress of grievance, ~
      
236$ Sweet bottom-grass and high delightful plain,
           Sweet bottome grasse and high delightfull plaine,   1593
        [Sweet (dear, Royal, by Godʼs grace;  alt.: ʻpleasing to any senseʼ*, ʻkind, gentleʼ*;  alt.: in a bad sense 
ʻfeigning kindness and friendship, smooth, hypocriticalʼ*) bottom- (ʻthe lowest point or partʼ, ʻthe lowest 
rankingʼ, alt.: ʻthe basis or originʼ, alt.: ʻbuttocksʼ, ass, possible ref. to ʻPack-horse Cecilʼ) grass (ʻquibble 
with grace and graze;  alt.: related to green, fr. ver and grow?) and high (ʻof elevated rank or birthʼ) 
delightful (ʻcharmingʼ, ʻhighly pleasingʼ) plain (metonym  Puritan;  alt.: ʻwithout special title or statusʼ, 
ʻbearing no indication as to sourceʼ; alt.: ʻcomplain, emit a mournful or plaintive soundʼ, ʻlamentʼ; alt.: ʻnot 
hairy, smooth),]
~ Pleasing ʻlow reliefʼ and charming ʻhigh reliefʼ, ~
~ Hypocritical ass-grace, and elevated dark Puritans,
      It is difficult to break free of the sexual tone of l.236-37. Because the allegorical reading insists on a 
bawdy interpretation, Iʼm all the more determined to find some surprising ambiguity. The best I can do
is to suggest de Vere is describing facetiously the topography of the Tower of London.  Both he and the 
Queen had ʻdone timeʼ there for reasons of sexual impropriety, so why not ...?  L.229-34 implies a gentle,
oblivious confinement; the specter of the Tower is altogether different. The following stanzas, l.235-58 will 
clarify this threat.

237$ Round rising hillocks, brakes obscure and rough,
        [Round (ʻhaving a curved shape like part of the circumference of a circleʼ; alt.: ʻto become roundʼ; 
alt.: ʻon every side, or in every directionʼ*) rising (ʻascendingʼ*, ʻmove from a lower position to a higher 
oneʼ) hillocks (ʻsmall hillsʼ*, ), brakes (ʻthicketsʼ, impenetrable vales;  alt.: ʻa toothed instrument used for 
crushing flax and hempʼ, a possible name for an instrument of torture) obscure (ʻdarkʼ, undiscovered) 
and rough (ʻwildʼ),]
~ On every side, the ascending [Tower] Hill, the [dungeon] vales dark and wild, ~ 
  
238$ To shelter thee from tempest and from rain:            
        [To shelter (used facetiously ʻprotect or shield from something harmfulʼ) thee from tempest (Timeʼs 
Storm  from Latin  tempestas: ʻseason, weather, stormʼ* from Latin tempus: ʻtime, seasonʼ; ʻA violent 
disturbance of ʻwindʼ and ʻrainʼ, i.e. of ʻcurrent heirʼ and ʻrein/reignʼ; alt.: ʻan uproar or controversyʼ) and 
from rain (pun: ʻreignʼ):]   
~To keep you from Timeʼs Storm and from reign:
~ To protect you from Cecilʼs Storm and from succession: ~    
       Tempest, meaning political upheaval, is Timeʼs/Cecilʼs Storm; it overturns the ship of state. 
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The Tempest obviously plays on this interpretation.

239$    Then be my deer, since I am such a park;
            [Then be (imperative! the Royal/True self, the Monarch, (facetiously) denotes freedom to self-
determine; nearly synonymous with essential or veracious existence) my deer (deer: see l.231), since I 
am such (ʻof that or the like kind or degreeʼ*, ʻof the like kindʼ*, ʻof the same kindʼ*) a park (park: see l.
229-38 - to summarize: Vere has been constrained by a ʻhouse arrestʼ with many limitations; should he 
ʻstrayʼ from the conditions of his arrest, he can fall to more strict imprisonment);]
~ Under that condition shall you self-govern, my captive, since I am likewise ʻim-paledʼ;
~ So shall you be confined, since I am such a prison; ~
      Elizabeth suggests confinement to Royal Forests or Parks. These were notable in being subject to a 
distinct ʻForest Lawʼ, prescribed as independent of English Common Law by several clauses in Magna 
Carta 1215 and more liberally by the Charter of the Forests 1217. Established by William the Conqueror, 
Royal Forests protected ʻthe venison and the vertʼ, i.e. Red Deer and their native environment, but one 
can hardly miss the intended association with Hart and Vere.  The laws of the charter were enforced by 
Verderers Courts held within the forests  see Historical Preface pg.22 with specific discussion pg.29 .

240$    No dog shall rouse thee, though a thousand bark.ʼ
           [ No dog (hunting dogs, ʻto track like a houndʼ*, probably referring to V&A l.3;  dogs were not permitted 
in Royal Forests, Mastiff watchdogs excepted;  alt.: ʻcurʼ probably derogatory , a contemptible man: follower, 
ʻas the dog does his masterʼ*) shall (imperative!) rouse (ʻto raiseʼ*, ʻto excite to actionʼ*) thee, though a 
thousand (ʻa great numberʼ) bark (cry out a warning, make a menacing noise;  alt.: vb ʻto peelʼ, to strip 
honor or glory).ʼ]
~ No hound shall disturb you, though a ʻthousandʼ strips of honor. ~
~ No follower shall raise you (back up), even though a great number clamor.ʼ ~
      Since Norman times deer parks maintained protected herds for the pleasure of the royal hunt. Except 
for the hunt, dogs were not permitted within the pale; this reveals that our subject ʻdeer parkʼ is not for 
hunting but for holding Elizabethʼs ʻdeerʼ captive. The Tower of London would be such a place. However, 
a thousand pound annuity might also serve as de facto enclosure.
      
241$ At this Adonis smiles as in disdain,
        [At this Adonis smiles (sub-specifically smirk: indicating derision or hostility, ʻa look expressive of 
slight scornʼ*) as (ʻin the same degree, of the same qualityʼ*) in disdain (ʻto show contemptʼ*, refusal or 
rejection out of feelings of superiorityʼ),]
~ At this Adonis smiles in scorn equal to her prideful superiority, ~

242$ That in each cheek appears a pretty dimple:
        [That in each cheek (= Cheke, see l.45, dissident?, protestant reformer, catholic recusant; ʻthe side 
of the face below the eye=Dudley) appears (ʻto come into viewʼ; alt.: ʻan appearance in a court of law by 
the accused, a witness, etc.ʼ) a pretty (ʻpleasing, neat, fineʼ*;  alt.: ʻmoderately greatʼ*, tolerable?) dimple 
(ʻa slight depressionʼ):]
~ That the ʻVere checkʼ results in a ʻtolerableʼ ʻpitʼ: ~
~ That to each dissident is presented a fine ʻpitʼ: ~
      The metaphors that follow in l.242-47 - dimple, hollows, tomb, well, pits - all refer to ʻthe pitsʼ, unique 
prison cells that appear to have been used almost exclusively for the torture of Catholic recusants.
Robert Dudley, a paragon of unstable or shifting virtue, and his dog, Frances Walsingham, apparently 
took personal sadistic pleasure in weakening the resistance of priests and political prisoners to inquiry 
and tortured confession.
   The ʻpitʻ here referred to may be the more generous quarters allowed aristocrats and notables.  

243$ Love made those hollows, if himself were slain,
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        [Love (= Dudley; love: ʻa kindness, a favor doneʼ*) made (past part. make: ʻcause (something) to 
exist or come about) those hollows (= ʻthe pitsʼ;  alt.: ʻcavityʼ, ʻexcavated, having a void space withinʼ), if 
himself were slain (ʻmurdered, killed by violenceʼ, ʻput to deathʼ*),]
~ Dudley devised those wells; if he himself was to be put to death, ~
      Did Leicester design these instruments of torture, or perhaps have them installed in the Tower?  
The French appear to have followed English practice in the use of a similar well-shaft prison cell, 
the ʻoublietteʻ (fr.: ʻforgetʼ, where the suspect might be left and forgotten).  

244$ He might be buried in a tomb so simple:
        [He might (ʻexpressing possibilityʼ) be buried (ʻinterredʼ, alt.: ʻdeliberately forgottenʼ) in a tomb 
(ʻa monument erected to enclose, and preserve the memory of the deadʼ; see l.247 pits) so (ʻin the same 
degree, princely, asʼ*, alt.: it follows, it proceeds; refers to royal progeny) simple (undistinguished, ʻplain, 
commonʼ*):]
~ He might be buried in such an undistinguished grave: ~
      De Vere believes one of these cells would be the appropriate and ignominious ʻtombʻ for Robert 
Dudley; the figurative use of ʻthe pitsʼ means ʻhellʼ.
   
245$    Foreknowing well, if there he came to lie,
           [Foreknowing (ʻforeseeingʼ) well (pun   again, ʻthe pitʼ is, in design, a narrow well shaft - 20ʼ deep), 
if there he came to lie (ʻan intentionally false statementʼ, alt.: lie/perjure ʻwillfully tell an untruth when 
giving evidence to a courtʼ, ʻto swear falselyʼ),]
~ Sensible ʻpitʼ, if Leicester came to the Tower to persecute unjustly, ~
      The author is attributing an avenging and prescient justice to this instrument of injustice.  Leicester, 
Walsingham, and Cecil all participated actively in important summary trials or inquisitions at the Tower. 
This line may imply that the prosecution is as free to commit perjury as the defense.

246$    Why, there Love livʼd and there he could not die.
           [Why (donʼt you see?, ʻan expletive... especially when something new is perceived or comes into 
the mindʼ*), there (the prison of the Tower of London) Love (= Dudley) livʼd (Robert Dudley shared an 
apartment cell in Beauchamp Tower with his brothers, from ~ July 20,1553 until Oct. 18, 1554, under a 
sentence of death - to be drawn, hanged, and quartered - in the wake of the Northumberland/Mary Tudor 
struggle for succession; alt.: Dudley was overlord of interrogations regarding religious recusancy) and 
there he could not die (the ʻForeknowing wellʼ (sensible well) of l.245 will not permit Leicesterʼs death in 
the Tower as it would profane the site of martyrdom).]
~ Donʼt you see? There he lived [where others were ʻmartyredʼ] - he was not ʻfitʼ to die there. ~

247$ These lovely caves, these round enchanting pits,
        [These lovely (ʻcharming, attractiveʼ*, this appears to be a facetious lead up to ʻpitsʼ) caves 
(ʻunderground chambersʼ), these round enchanting (enchant: ʻput someone under a spellʼ, alt. Latin - 
incantare, in: ʻinʼ + cantare: ʻsingʼ, ʻto utter or reciteʼ*, persuading to dispraise or divulge) pits (ʻthe pitsʼ, 
historical: individual cells for prisoners of special merit in the dungeon of the Tower of London - they were 
deep cylindrical shafts with standing room only, and no maid service), see l.242),]
~ These wretched cells, these cylindrical, persuasive, ʻPitsʼ, ~

248$ Openʼd their mouths to swallow Venusʼ liking.
        [Openʼd their mouths (mouth: ʻan opening or entrance to a structure that is hollow or almost 
completely enclosed) to swallow (ʻto devour, to engulfʼ) Venusʼ liking (liking: ʻlove, favourʼ*).]
~ Opened their cell hatches to devour those who Elizabeth loved. ~
      This is clear evidence that Elizabeth ʻlovedʼ her Catholic subjects, perhaps no less than her 
Protestant.
 
249$ Being mad before, how doth she now for wits?
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        [Being (the Royal/True self, the Monarch, denotes freedom to self-determine) mad (ʻbeside oneʼs 
self, having lost all self-commandʼ) before (beingʼ + fore: ʻsituated or placed in front), how doth she now 
for wits (wit: ʻmental faculty: understanding, judgement, estimationʼ)? ]
~ Having lost royal self-command earlier, how much less does she conduct/administer now? ~

250$ Struck dead at first, what needs a second striking?
        [Struck (strike: ʻto act not by fair means, but by forceʼ*) dead (figurative inactive, abeyant, suspended; 
alt.: disabled, incapacitated, enfeebled) at first (i.e. Elizabethʼs pregnancy with Edward, that left her 
unalterably under Cecil and Leicester), what needs a second striking (what is the need for a second 
use of force)? ]
~ Forced to abdicate her powers by her first ʻoffenseʼ, is there need of further weakening? ~ 
      Opportunity was rarely wasted by William Cecil; perhaps we should admire such self-serving?  
Without Cecilʼs help, Elizabeth might have lost the political backing to support her claim to the throne.
In the wake of Thomas Seymourʼs conspiracy to control, if not assume, the crown (1548), Elizabeth might 
well have been found complicit.  Did he save her from Seymourʼs fate?; at least we must acknowledge 
that he salvaged her accession.  Her pregnancy, as confirmed in Venus and Adonis, effectively silenced/
nullified her intellectual integrity as she desperately conveyed to Lord Admiral Charles Howard, 1st Earl of 
Nottingham, in the weeks prior to her death in 1603:
     “My Lord, I am tied with a chain of iron about my neck...
      I am tied, I am tied, and the case is altered with me.”     The Monument, Hank Wittemore, pg.558,a.
   Elizabeth would live out her reign of 45 years enfeebled and unable, finally, even to effect her own 
choice of successor.  Admiral Howard conveyed the Queenʼs deathbed wish that “our cousin of Scotland” 
should succeed her; however, Howard had been in such complete agreement with the Cecils throughout 
his political career - and it being known that Robert Cecil had already secretly ceded the monarchy to 
James Vl of Scotland - that I feel we must assume its inauthenticity.  For that matter, we must question 
whether Elizabeth was able to strongly influence any important political decisions against the will 
of the Cecils and Leicester. [eg. important secular compromises that might have avoided the excesses of 
Protestant religious zeal, as noted in Asquithʼs Shadow Play.] 

$ $ $ $ $ $ $ *  *  *  *

251#       Poor queen of love, in thine own law forlorn, 
             ~ Impotent ʻconsort of Leicesterʼ, even within ʻloveʼsʼ jurisdiction forsaken, ~
252#       To love a cheek that smiles at thee in scorn!
           ~ ʻTuʼ desire a ʻCheckʼ that taunts with disdain! ~
253#  Now which way shall she turn? what shall she say?        now: (anagram) won, wonder     turn: (L) evertĕre
      ~ One ʻWitchʼ must she turn? What must she ʻSeyʼ ~
254# #Her words are done, her woes the more increasing;
       ~ Her voice ʻRʼ[egina] ended, her grief ʻThe Mourʼ increasing ~
255# #The time is spent, her object will away,                         object: Something, Nēmo, see: nĕmŏrĭcultrix, nĕmŏrĭvăgus
       ~ Cecil is employed, her ʻNemoʼ son would go, ~
256# #And from her twining arms doth urge releasing.             twining: (wordplay) twinning     arms: ʻensigns armorialʼ
       ~ And from the riving Ensigns, he begs [his] release. ~    
257#       ʻPity,ʼ she cries, ʻsome favour, some remorse!ʼ
             ~ ʻThe Pitʼ she cries, ʻsome-oreʼ favour, ʻSome-More Seyʼ!
258#        Away he springs and hasteth to his horse.                                              syllogism ll.257-8: Two-dʼore = Tudor
            ~ Away he ʻVeresʼ and ʻHastingsʼ ʻTuʼ [secure] his estate/state. ~   Hastings: Anthony Browne, Battle Abbey 

259# But, lo, from forth a copse that neighbours by,
      ~ But look, out of the ʻlesser Woodstockʼ near by, ~
260# A breeding jennet, lusty, young and proud,                                       breeding jennet: (wordplay) ănĭmăl-gĕnista
      ~ A receptive Planta-genet, lively, young, and beautiful, ~
261# Adonisʼ trampling courser doth espy,                                                                                    courser: (Latin) vĕrēdus
      ~ Vereʼs vanquishing estate/state discovers, ~
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262# And forth she rushes, snorts and neighs aloud:
       ~ And from confinement, she eagerly presents herself and greets his advances: ~
263#       The strong-neckʼd steed, being tied unto a tree,                                  see l.99: “sinewy neck” (Th. Seymour)
            ~ The true ʻVereʼ state—a Monarch tied to the Dudley ʻragged staffʼ, ~         
264#       Breaketh his rein, and to her straight goes he.
            ~ Ends his subjection, and goes immediately to her. ~

265# Imperiously he leaps, he neighs, he bounds,
       ~ Proudly he Springs, he signals his situation, overleaps, 
266# And now his woven girths he breaks asunder:
       ~ And now the seat of governance is separated [from the State]: ~
267# The bearing earth with his hard hoof he wounds,                                     bearing: (L) portare     earth: (L) Solŭm
       ~ The [Tu]dʼor Son with his horny shield he wounds, ~
268# Whose hollow womb resounds like heavenʼs thunder;
       ~ Whose empty womb heirs like Godʼsʼ vengeance; ~
269#       The iron bit he crusheth ʻtween his teeth,
           ~ The ʻOre-lessʼ restraint he destroys in open defiance, ~
270#    Controlling what he was controlled with.
           ~ In control [now] of the [procreative] authority that had previously controlled him. ~

271# His ears up-prickʼd; his braided hanging mane                                   mane, (L) mānes: ʻthe spirits of the deadʼ
      ~ His golden heirʼs conceived, the constrained and crestfallen spirits ~        ears, heirs (L) aura, aureus, auris
272# Upon his compassʼd crest now stand on end;
       ~ Of his besieged family now stand restored; ~
273# His nostrils drink the air, and forth again,                                              nos trĭlix (Latin pun): ʻourʼ three threads
       ~ ʻOur three identitiesʼ ʻtake inʼ the heir, and out ʻOnce Moreʼ, ~
274# As from a furnace, vapours doth he send:                as, (L) as: ʻwhole, soleʻ       vapour, (L) văpōro: heat, warmth
       ~ ʻSole Sonʼ, from a smelting furnace, warm heir he sends : ~               (L) semen tepefactum vapore (Cicero)                                 
275#       His eye which scornfully glisters like fire,
            ~ ʻHis-Eye Witchʼ contemptuously flickers as if with righteous anger, ~                ʻEye Witchʼ: Leicester?
276#       Shows his hot courage and his high desire.            desire, (L wordplay) dēsīdĕro: grief of loss, sense of lack
            ~ Shows his rash heart and his elevated ambition. ~

277#    Sometime he trots, as if he told the steps,
       ~ [As] Alias he paces, ʻThe Seymʼ as if he determined the measure, ~
278#    With gentle majesty and modest pride;
       ~ With gracious stateliness, decency, propriety, and dignity ~
279#    Anon he rears upright, curvets and leaps,
       ~ Then [uncontrolled] he rises to attack, leaps crook-backed, and makes a sudden rush, ~
280#    As who should say ʻLo, thus my strength is tried,                                               as, (L) as, assis: sole, unique
      ~ ʻThe Seym Oneʼ who should ʻsayʼ ʻSeeʼ, how my strength is proved, ~ 
281#          And this I do to captivate the eye
           ~ And this I do to restrain the [Leicester] spy ~
282#          Of the fair breeder that is standing by.ʼ
           ~ Of the royal-keeper that is standing by.ʼ ~

283# What recketh he his riderʼs angry stir,
       ~ What does he care for his rulerʼs provoking overthrow, ~
284# His flattering ʻHollaʼ, or his ʻStand, I sayʼ?
      ~ His encouraging ʻCeaseʼ, or his ʻStop that, I sayʼ?~
285# What cares he now for curb or pricking spur?                                            Note: two ʻorʼ, Tudʼor wordplay, ll.285-6
      ~ What concern has he now for bridle-rein, ʻOreʼ driving spur? ~
286# For rich caparisons or trapping gay?
       ~ ʻSayʼ [rather], Rich concealment, ʻOreʼ dissembling trap? ~
287#          He sees his love, and nothing else he sees,      Note: two ʻSeesʼ and 
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             ~ He ʻSeesʼ [Holy] love, and ʻNo Moreʼ otherwise he ʻSeesʼ (ʻseatsʼ), ~                     his love: Holy See
288#          For nothing else with his proud sight agrees.                         Note: two ʻnothing elseʼ (no more, nom Ore)
             ~ For ʻNom oreʼ with his proud ʻSeyʼing agrees.

289# Look when a painter would surpass the life,
       ~ Just as it is when Painter professes to better that which is in life, ~
       ~ Just as it is when the Smith transcends that which is in life, ~
290# In limning out a well-proportioned steed,
       ~ In shaping a ʻpitʼ proportioned state, ~
       ~ In describing thoroughly a well-proportioned horse of state (display-horse), ~
       ~ In delineating fully a well ordered state, ~
291# His art with natureʼs workmanship at strife,
       ~ His (Smithʼs) artifice with natureʼs craft  in contest, ~
       ~ Smithʼs artifice with Oxfordʼs natural craft in contention,
292# As if the dead the living should exceed;
       ~ As if lifeless art should surpass the living object; ~
       ~ As if [our memory] of the dead the survivors should improve upon; ~ 
       ~ As if [our memory] of the dead [empires, nations] the living [present] should exceed; ~ 
293#   #      So did this horse excel a common one
! ~ To the same degree was this state beyond a commonwealth ~
- ~ In the same degree was this state the noblest commonwealth ~
- ~ To such an extent was this state above a ʻcommonerʼs oneʼ ~
294#         In shape, in courage, colour, pace and bone.
- ~ In form, heart, nature, vigor and frame. ~

295# Round-hoofʼd, short-jointed, fetlocks shag and long,
       ~ Encompassed footing, abridged jointure, fettered, confined, and excessively, ~
       ~ Confident/Competent, stalwart, indefatigable, ~
296# Broad breast, full eye, small head and nostril wide,
       ~ Prideful heart, fully eyed, easily managed, enduring, ~
       ~ Muscular, clear-sighted, easily managed, easy breathing, ~
       ~ Fit, perceptive, mild-mannered, of great vitality, ~
297# High crest, short ears, straight legs and passing strong,
       ~ Of exalted name, [yet] lacking heirs, undeviating and unbowed, exceeding the family Strange, ~
       ~ Of noble birth, [yet] lacking heirs, balanced, and exceedingly strong, ~
298# Thin mane, thick tail, broad buttock, tender hide:
      ~ Sparse ancestry, abounding estate, plain ass, hides the material Prince: ~ 
       ~ Attractive, ʻqualityʼ, powerful, cultivated - the superlative horse hides the superlative man/state: ~
299#    #     Look what a horse should have he did not lack,
       ! ~ Reflect upon all a state/man should have, he (this one) lacked nothing, ~
300#         Save a proud rider on so proud a back.
        $ ~ Other than a noble master of so noble a state. ~

301# Sometime he scuds far off and there he stares;
       ~ Alias, he is heir-driven far off, and there he stands rigid;
       ~ Norfolk runs swiftly to distance himself from Time, and there, Eyes watch; ~
       ~ De Vere (fearing a Norfolk-like attainder) runs swiftly to evade Cecil, only to encounter the spies of 
Leicester; ~ (?)
302# Anon he starts at stirring of a feather;
       ~ Anon.ymously he begins stirring a pen;
       ~ Attainted, he (= Norfolk/de Vere) abruptly rises to go at this disturbance of ʻadvantageʼ;
       ~ Sometime De Vere/Norfolk rises at the awakening of dormant faith; ~ 
       ~ Norfolk suddenly sets out at the urging of his wings; ~
303# To bid the wind a base he now prepares,
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       ~ To seek for the current heir a home/base he now makes ready, ~ (?)
304# And wheʼr he run or fly they know not whether;
      ~ And whether he pursues his course, or whether he flees, they know not; ~
       ~ And where he pursues his course, or whether he flees, they know not: ~
305#    For through his mane and tail the high wind sings,
       ~ For by the deified souls of his ancestors and by legal title the highest current heir forewarns 
of conflict, ~
       ~ For by his great name intail[ed], the highest current heir, as recusant Byrd, forewarns, ~
306#    Fanning the hairs, who wave like feathʼred wings.
       ~ Firing the strength of the subjects/adherents, who respond in unison like soldiers in the army of 
          faith. ~
     ~ Impassioning the heirs, who beckon the raising, equally weighted Lancastrian and Catholic armies. ~

307# He looks upon his love and neighs unto her;
       ~ He seeks the mate of his choosing and calls to her; ~
       ~ He looks to the Roman Church and communicates his belonging to her ~
308# She answers him as if she knew his mind:
       ~ She replies to him credulously, not understanding his true intent: ~
       ~ The Church abides by his claim as if she was certain of his will and determination: ~
309# Being proud, as females are, to see him woo her,
       ~ [With] Princely want of modesty, as Regina, [was] to Se-ym-ou-r, ~
       ~ Being reserved/arrogant, as is the Mother Church, to see him seek favor of the See, ~
310# She puts on outward strangeness, seems unkind,
       ~ The Queen feigns ʻforeignʼ extraction, Se[y]ms unfamilial (without ʻmourʼ), ~
       ~ The Church acts estranged and foreign, appears unfamilial, ~
       ~ The Catholic Church seems noncommittal, only appearing to have lost [England] a ʻchildʼ, ~
      The first reading emphasizes the unique wordplay of l.309.
311#         Spurns at his love and scorns the heat he feels,
       $ ~ Treats his devotion with contempt and disdains the ardor he feels, ~
312#         Beating his kind embracements with her heels.
       - ~ Punishing his filial embrace, even as he attends her . ~
       - ~ Indirectly approaching his filial embrace with her commands to follow. ~  
       - ~ Rejecting his familial/obedient acceptance of the Roman Church, he follows ʻat heelʼ.

313# Then, like a melancholy malcontent,
       ~ Then, like a dissatisfied and troublesome rebel, ~
314# He vails his tail that, like a falling plume,
       ~ He lets fall his hereditary estate and title that, like a defeated ensign/standard, ~
315# Cool shadow to his melting buttock lent:
       ~ Lent tranquil relief/shelter to his dwindling strength: ~
       ~ Added the qualities of abated ardor, and a fainter radiance from Christ, to his Lenten ass (Wm. 
          Cecil): ~
316# He stamps and bites the poor flies in his fume.
       ~ He publishes faithless tracts, injuring recusants in his fury. ~
317#    His love, perceiving how he is enragʼd,
       ~ His jennet love, realizing his wrath, ~
       ~ The Roman Church, apprehending his diminished state, ~ (?)
318#    Grew kinder, and his fury was assuagʼd.
       ~ Grew with child, and so was his vengeance also brought to term in her womb. ~
       ~ Grew familial, and his anger was appeased. ~

319# His testy master goeth about to take him;
       ~ His headstrong lord concerns himself with retaking possession of the state. ~
320# When, lo, the unbackʼd breeder, full of fear,
       ~ When, look!, the Virgin Mother [Church], full of mistrust, ~
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321# Jealous of catching, swiftly doth forsake him,
       ~ Fearful of contagion, quickly deserts him, ~
322# With her the horse, and left Adonis there:
      ~ With the maiden church went the state, and left de Vere in that place: ~
323#    As they were mad, unto the wood they hie them,
       ~ ʻThe Seymʼ Man deranged, to the forest they hurry themselves, ~
324#    Out-stripping crows that strive to over-fly them.                                    crows: birds, Byrds, Catholic recusants
       ~ Out pacing The Birds that contend to overtake them. ~      

$ $ $ $ $ $      *  *  *  *  *  
325# All swoln with chafing, down Adonis sits,
        ~ The Tudor Monarchy, inflamed with [external] fire, to a lower level seats Vere, ~ 
326# Banning his boistʼrous and unruly beast:
      ~ Forbidding his Woodstock Nature and unruled State: ~
327# And now the happy season once more fits,
      ~ And now, the chancy ʻSeyʼ son — once ʻMourʻ — suits, ~
328# That love-sick Love by pleading may be blest;
       ~ That infected Love, by persuasion may be turned to advantage; ~

                                                                       *  *  *  *  *
251$    Poor queen of love, in thine own law forlorn,
           [Poor (Latin  infēlix: ʻunfruitful, barrenʼ Cassellʼs ; possible secondary wordplay Baron, Baron Land, 
Baron Stamford;ʻweak, impotentʼ*) queen of love (de Vere derogates her authority - she may censure 
love at court, but that is the extent of her power), in thine own law (even within the scope of her own 
censure) forlorn (ʻruined, made unhappyʼ*;  alt.: ʻlost, not to be foundʼ*;  alt.: ʻabandoned, forsaken, 
outcastʼ*),]
~ Barren queen of love, even within your own jurisdiction forsaken, ~

252$    To love a cheek that smiles at thee in scorn!
           [To love (Latin ămŏr ) a cheek (Latin  gĕna: cheek, wordplay  gĕno: kind, child, family Cassellʼs ; alt.: 
Protestant reformer, Robert Dudley;  alt. wordplay  check, delay: Latin  mŏra, impĕdīmentum  Cassellʼs ,  
wordplay on surname fragment More;  alt.: ʻimpertinent, not showing proper respectʼ, ʻimpudentʼ) that smiles 
(reveals dubious condescension) at thee in scorn (ʻdisdainʼ*)! ]
~ ʻTuʼ Amor the impudent child who smirks at thee with disdain! ~ 
~ To impudent Protestant reformer Robt. Dudley, who condescends with feigned affection, yet disdains! ~

253$ Now which way shall she turn? what shall she say?
        [Now (ʻthings being so, under these circumstancesʼ*;  alt.: anagram  Won, One: the Monarch) which 
(witch = lost soul, ʻsometimes the number, out of which one is asked forth, not exactly limited; but the 
question always intended to have one definitively singled outʼ, denoting loss of authority or the loss of 
ʻShall!ʼ) way (ʻMetaphorically = tendency, character, kindʼ) shall (Royal Authority, Royal Privilege) she 
turn ()? what shall (Royal Authority, Royal Privilege) she say?] 
~ Things being so — with Authority lost — how must she respond? what must she say ~

254$ Her words are done, her woes the more increasing;
        [Her words (ʻspeechʼ*, ʻpronouncementsʼ*, voice) are (= ʻRʼ, ʻto be royalʼ, from Latin Regina: 
ʻQueenʼ, Regius: ʻRoyalʼ, Rex: ʻKingʼ) done (ʻcompletedʼ, ended; alt.: said of negotiations completed - 
ʻindicate that the speaker accepts the terms of an offerʼ), her woes (ʻgreat sorrow or distressʼ, ʻtroublesʼ, 
ʻextreme calamity and griefʼ*) the more (Edward de Vere, the ʻMoreʼ that follows from the motto of Henry 
V, “Une sans plus” = ʻOne without moreʼ, which contains two prominent metonyms; ʻOneʼ: the Monarch, 
and more: ʻgreaterʼ, ʻsomething additionalʼ, ʻto a greater degreeʼ embodied in de Vere and Th. More;  alt.: 
faithful to principle = ʻby Moreʼs exampleʼ;  Sir Thomas More, Saint Thomas More, Lord Chancellor to 
Henry Vlll: beheaded for opposing the Act of Supremacy) increasing (Latin  increscere, ʻfrom in: into + 
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crescere: growʼ; ʻcrease: probably a variant of CREST: heraldry  ʻa distinctive device borne above the shield 
of a coat of armsʼ;  alt.: ʻaugmentingʼ, ʻto make grow, to make more or greaterʼ);]
~ Her royal voice Verily Dʼone, her grief the More increasing ~

255$ The time is spent, her object will away,
        [The time (= William Cecil) is () spent (spend: ʻto bestow, to lend, to employʼ*, ʻto consume, to 
waste, to exhaust, to destroyʼ*), her object (metonym = Ed. de Vere, from Medieval Latin  ʻobjectumʼ: ʻthing 
presented to the mindʼ, suggesting an abstraction?, Latin  ʻobicere: ob- in the way ofʼ + jacere- ʻto throwʼ, 
ʻto express oneʼs disapproval of or disagreement with somethingʼ, archaic  ʻto adduce as a reason against 
somethingʼ; alt.: ʻanything regarded with love or with dislike, inspiring sympathy or antipathyʼ*) will (ʻthe 
faculty by which a person decides on and initiates actionʼ; alt.: probable metonym = Vere) away (fled;  alt.: 
ʻbegoneʼ*),]
~ William Cecil is employed, her subject Will fled ~
~ Transient Time has passed; her regarded volition, too, has departed, ~
      Object as a metonym for Vere seems obscure; yet in reviewing its use throughout the canon (see 
Shakespeare Lexicon, Schmidt: object) it is usually associated with key words/metonyms: every, never, even, 
varied, variable, truth, and eye.

256$ And from her twining arms doth urge releasing.
        [And from her twining (twine: ʻclinging, embracing, winding aroundʼ*, ʻinterlacingʼ, encircling; alt.: 
pun  ʻTuʼ = twin/two) arms (ʻa branch or division of an organizationʼ, armed factions) doth urge (ʻto press, 
to impel, to solicitʼ*, ʻto inciteʼ*, ʻto demand, to requestʼ*) releasing (release: ʻto set free from 
confinementʼ*).]
~ And from the strangling embraces of the twin factions, he begged permission to leave. ~
      There were two factions effectively controlling Elizabeth, the ʻPeace Partyʼ*, essentially an English 
ʻPolitiqueʼ* headed by William Cecil, and the ʻWar Partyʼ led by Robert Dudley, and Francis Walsingham.  
The ʻPeace Partyʼ advocated opportunism and the quiet, patient, subversion of opposing forces; the ʻWar 
Partyʼ pursued a more positive, activist role in Continental politics. Hence, Dudley was willing to commit 
English forces to the conflict in the ʻLow Countriesʼ.
   Permission was needed of the Queen before certain individuals, usually members of the Nobility, were 
allowed to leave England.  If they were under watch by the Walsingham and Cecil spy networks in 
England, it was very difficult to obtain that permission; keeping close observation of likely-dissident 
subjects was more difficult on the Continent. 
a: ʻPeace & War Partiesʼ See Elizabeth and Leicester, Fred. Chamberlin, 1939 - were these terms currant in1593?, 
who uses them today.
b: ʻPolitiqueʼ, the French party of political expedience of Henri lll; they were more accommodating of Protestant 
Huguenots than the Guise arch-Catholics. Teaching Co. ?

257$   ʻPity,ʼ she cries, ʻsome favour, some remorse!ʼ
           [ʻPity,ʼ (ʻan exclamation not only of distress, but of regretful surpriseʼ*;  alt.: pity (excite pity) Latin 
mĭsĕrĭcordĭam  ʻpity, compassion, mercyʼ + commovēre: ʻmove entirely or violentlyʼ Cassellʼs ) she cries, 
ʻsome (wordplay, surname frag.  Seymour, based on ʻSomers deʼ; contrasts with Somerset, Edward Seymour;  
alt.: ʻone, some oneʼ*) favour (favour: ʻkind regard, friendly dispositionʼ*, ʻlenity, charitablenessʼ*, 
ʻpardonʼ*;  alt.: Latin făvĕo: to desire, to be inclined to), some remorse (Latin wordplay re: against, back, 
again Cassellʼs  + Mor + se)
ʻdeep regret or guilt for a wrong committedʼ, ʻcompunction of conscience*, ʻtenderness of heartʼ*)! ]
~ ʻPity,ʼ she cries, ʻSomʼ ʻOurʼ desire, ʻSomʼ ʻMoreʼ affair!
~ ʻPity,ʼ she cries, ʻsome One favour, some One of us kind regard!
~ ʻShow compassionʼ, she cries, ʻsome charity, some conscienceʼ ~
      Elizabeth begs that her son show ʻsomeʼ compassion - not ʻan indeterminate kind, or quantityʼ* of 
compassion, but ʻsome oneʼ compassion; that ʻsome oneʼ is the Queen, not Vere. She, as usual, is 
concerned for herself - not for him, and not for the Nation.
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258$    Away he springs and hasteth to his horse.
           [Away (ʻbegoneʼ*, take leave) he springs (pun and metonym = Vere, probable pun from Italian  primavera: 
figuratively ʻfirst greenʼ, lit.: Spring, possible pun from French vert: green; alt.: ʻto leap, to boundʼ*) and hasteth 
(ʻgoes quicklyʼ, alt.: word play on family name Hastings with Wriothesley association) to his horse 
(= estate).]
~ Taking leave, he ʻVeresʼ and attends to his estate/State. ~
~ Vere takes leave and moves quickly to [secure] his estate/state. ~
      There is much play on Vere and the Seasons. Latin and the Latin-derived languages base the 
seasons on a foundation of ver, or green. Thus, primavera in Italian means ʻfirst greenʼ - we say spring. 
Winter is inverno, in: ʻnotʼ + verno: ʻgreenʼ, therefore ʻnot greenʼ. Summer, in Latin and Italian, is estate, 
which is also played upon where the intended meaning is ʻconditionʼ, ʻstateʼ, ʻinterestʼ, ʻrankʼ, ʻpropertyʼ, 
and ʻpossessionsʼ; and the Seymour family name is never far from summer. However, there is a ʻgreenʼ 
connection in verano, Spanish for ʻfull greenʼ or summer.  I suspect the progression of the seasons is 
correlated to periods of de Vereʼs life, with Summer/Seymour being the closest to his true Estate Italian .
   The relationship of rider to horse probably derives from Philip Sidneyʼs Defense of Poetry; likewise the 
Neapolitan Prince of The Merchant of Venice l ii 38-40  may be a skewered Sidney.   
                                                                           * * * * * 
   The underlying story now pairs this set of individuals who can be transcribed with historical accuracy, 
to a metaphorical characterization (l.258-324) of England.  Note these parallel constructs: one, of de 
Vereʼs attraction to and courtship of Southamptonʼs mother, the other, of the courtship of England and The 
Holy See in Rome. The English State is represented as a proud steed, The Holy See/The Mother Church/
the Counter Reformation under Philip ll of Spain, as a lusty breeding Jennet.  Vere will indicate, without 
modesty, that he represents the state—that it is his place/ʻsteadʼ/steed to be the ʻhopeʼ of England.

259$ But, lo, from forth a copse that neighbours by,
        [But (ʻotherwise thanʼ) lo (ʻlook!ʼ, ʻbehold!ʼ;  alt.: pun  low), from forth (ʻout ofʼ) a copse (ʻa small 
group of treesʼ;  alt.: ʻa low woodʼ*, perhaps distinguishing her lineage from the ʻWoodstockʼ Plantagenets) 
that neigbours (ʻbeing in the vicinityʼ*) by,]
~ But look, out of the ʻlesser Woodstockʼ near by, ~
~ ʻAnything but low, from out a ʻlowʼ Woodstock that lives familiarly [with him],
      The following section, l.259-324, plays on the metaphoric likeness of the noble horse - tractable if 
free-spirited - to the English Nation, to de Vere, and the Lady who becomes the mother of Henry 
Wriothesley. Contrasting with this nobility, is the insubordinate ass, i.e. the pack-horse Cecils.  Here, the 
author does not construe ʻassʼ as bland-eyed idiocy, but the monstrous defiance of ʻpack-horseʼ(!) Richard 
lll  Richard I,iii,122. Compare the ignoble Wm. Cecil, described in lines 133-36, with noble England and her 
splendid aristocracy, in lines 289-300. 
   De Vereʼs virtuosity as a poet is nowhere better evinced than here.  The metaphors of a proud State 
seeking its mate in a proud religion, and the noble man seeking a noble woman, run parallel; the reader is 
always aware that the lines work equally one way or the other.   ???
  
260$ A breeding jennet, lusty, young and proud,
        [A breeding (ʻestrus, oestrusʼ, ʻa recurring period of sexual receptivity and fertility in many female 
mammalsʼ, ʻto produce offspring, typically in a controlled and organized wayʼ, ʻdescent, extractionʼ*; alt.: 
ʻeducation, knowledge, instructionʼ*) jennet (Latin wordplay   gĕnista: ʻthe plant broomʼ, i.e. ănĭmăl-gĕnista 
development of Plantagenet; Henry Wriothesley, 3rd Earl of Southampton, was the son of Mary Browne of 
the Browne family of Betchworth, descended from King John (the royal family used no surname until Plantagenet 
was adopted in 1448) of England; alt.: ʻa small Spanish saddle horse, similar to modern Paso Finoʼ, ʻwith a 
smooth, naturally ambling gait, and good dispositionʼ; alt.: an English girls name), lusty (ʻfull of animal life 
and spiritsʼ, ʻlively and activeʼ, ʻmerryʼ), young (ʻbeing in the first part of lifeʼ*, ʻin the beginningʼ*) and 
proud (ʻgorgeousʼ*, ʻfull of beautyʼ*, ʻfull of self-esteem, haughtyʼ*),]
~ A receptive [fine mannered?] Planta-genet, young, lively, and beautiful, ~
      I hope I can be forgiven for balking at the popular notion that Henry Wriothesley, 3rd Earl 
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of Southampton, is the natural son of Queen Elizabeth by her own son, Edward de Vere. That would 
disagree with V&A l.204; though a bit oblique, yet it states: “O[xford], had thy mother borne so hard a 
minde, She had not brought forth thee, but died unkind.” To my ear, this means he is the Queens only 
child.  Iʼm going to invoke a corollary of Occamʼs Razor and posit that Edward found the grateful, lovely, 
and lonely Mary Browne Wriothesley 1552-1607, a more likely paramour than his mother.  Mary was the 
wife of Henry Wriothesley, 2nd Earl of Southampton, who spent Oct.1571- Jul.1573 in the Tower as an 
accomplice to Thomas Howard, Duke of Norfolk see l.223 ; the 3rd Earl, also Henry, was born Oct. 6 
1573 ...   While it is recorded that women conceived from conjugal visits with certain prisoners in the 
Tower, there seems to have been no leniency in the 2nd Earlʼs incarceration until at least May 1573; 
Southamptonʼs treasonous activities in organizing a popular uprising against the Queen with the Spanish Duke of 
Alba, and as principal co-conspirator in the Ridolfi Plot suggest maximum security.  Further, Shake-speareʼs/de 
Vereʼs intimate connection with the young Henry Wriothesley, as recorded in the Sonnets, argues strongly 
for his being the father.  
   That leaves the question of whether the Countess is his mother; here we have Vereʼs word on the 
matter. Research may reveal how many ʻbreeding Plantagenetʼsʼ (l.260) were available to Oxford, but we 
can say for certain that Mary Browne Wriothesley was among them, and Elizabeth Tudor was not?  
ʻBreeding jennetʼ may refer to the procreative purpose of Maryʼs marriage. Maryʼs husband, the 2nd Earl, 
was convinced that the children were not his but rather of one ʻDonesameʼ—an unusual name and, not 
coincidentally, a conflation of the two de Vere metonyms ʻdoneʼ and ʻsameʼ. Henry Wriothesley Sr. took 
legal action to have them disinherited. The 2nd Earl might know for certain; if his marriage had never 
been consummated, or if he had not had sexual relations with Mary since...  he did will his estate to his 
homosexual lover...    
   The Tudor line may have legitimate matrilineal descent from the House of Lancaster, but bastardy ran 
deep there, back to John of Gaunt and William the Bastard. Henry Vllʼs right to the throne was based on 
possession; no evidence exists to support a patrilineal Plantagenet claim.  (?) 
   If breeding jennet does not pin down an individual within the Plantagenet family, look to the Sonnets; 
here is a plausible reading of Sonnet 18, substituting from my glossary:
      Shall I compare thee to a ʻSomersdayʼ?
       Thou art ʻmourʼ ʻLovelyʼ and ʻmourʼ ʻin-Tempest-uousʼ:
       Rough heirs do shake the darling scions of Mary
       And ʻSomerʼsʼ estate hath All ʻTuʼ, short a da[te]:
       Attainted ʻTuʼ hot, the eye of heaven shines,
       And often is his gold complexion ʻdʼorʼ;
       And the Vere ʻrightʼ, from right, by attainder declines,
       By chance, or Natureʼs changing course, [if] not amended:
       But thy ʻEver Somerʼ shall not fade
       Nor lose possession of that Right thou own,
       Nor shall death brag thou ʻVeerʼ in his protection
       When in E.Ver lines to Cecil thou ʻRiseʼ.
            Southampton, as men can speak, ʻMidasʼ(Dudley) can ʻSeeʼ.
            Southampton, this lives, and this animates thee.               Sonnet XVlll 

As noted in the glossary, Summerʼs Day indicates ʻSeymourʼs deʼ / Somerʼsday (an inversion of Vere-de, 
or Ver-de)—denoting Thomas Seymour (and distinguishing him from his brother, Somerset)—and also 
Edward Tudor Seymour/de Vere as the maturing or aging tender Spring.  The child, Henry Wriothesley, 
3rd Earl of Southampton, is the darling bud of May (diminutive of Mary).  So there it is. ʻMay Jennetʼ, I 
think, is Mary Browne Wriothesley, just as history records it; and Edward de Vere believes (though he be 
an infamous skeptic in all questions of fatherhood) that he is the father of her child.  
   Countess Mary Browne Wriothesleyʼs portrait (1566 by Hans Eworth) in Welbeck Abbey shows a face 
that is the spitting image of her probable son Henry (3rd Earl).  This does not, of course, establish 
provenance. There is a likeness to Elizabeth in portraits of the 3rd Earl of Southampton, and thereʼs  
likeness to Elizabeth in Maryʼs portrait. Much portraiture of a particular reign strongly mirrors its Monarch.  
At any rate, Mary is a fine featured, handsome young woman - even of intelligent beauty.  De Vere secured 
a ship to transport Thomas Howard - and it is supposed, Henry Wriothesley (Sr.) and others who were involved - to 
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Spain.  I imagine that in the planning of this, and by active association with Lord Sussex, Mary and Edward came 
together ... ??     

   Rumors of a love affair between Elizabeth Tudor and Edward de Vere are the basis for the supposition 
that Henry Wriothesley (3rd Earl) was their natural son; however, Venus and Adonis indicates a different 
ordering of the Queenʼs life.  She discovered early that illicit sexual love weakened her political position; 
even the sanctioned ʻloveʼ of state marriages was a direct avenue to the loss of strength.  William Cecil, a 
powerful man even among powerful men, insinuated himself as her defender at the moment of the 
Princessʼ dire distress.  Though Edward Seymour as Lord Protector, and John Dudley, Duke of 
Northumberland undoubtedly realized the political expediency of preserving a Protestant heir, their 
varying fortunes amid the turmoil of Edward Vlʼs monarchy and Mary Tudorʼs succession, left only one 
man standing—one consistent thread of support that Elizabeth could rely on: William Cecil... and he 
chose to back Lady Jane Grey Dudley at Edward Vlʼs death.
   With such tenuous protection from a world strewn with dissevered bodies, I would need substantial 
evidence of Elizabethʼs proclivity to self-endangerment before accepting the idea she would produce 
(multiple, for there are said to be others) illegitimate children.  To bolster this skepticism, remember that 
she was under the careful scrutiny of men whose considerable fortunes depended exclusively on the 
security of her Monarchy.  Robert Dudley may have been ʻthe love of her lifeʼ, but he also guarded her as 
one would guard his own purse.  No one had access to the Queenʼs private chambers except under 
careful observation.  Remember also, Henry Wriothesley is ʻthe first heir of my (de Vereʼs) inventionʼ V&A 
dedication l.9 , not of their/our invention. It seems to short-shrift the Queen to omit mention of Elizabethʼs 
part, if indeed she is the mother.
   So what was Edward de Vere doing, sequestered for extended periods with Elizabeth in her rooms?  
I am inclined to believe—in the years following the Papal Bull (1570) authorizing the Queens execution, 
and with the uncertain allegiance of the nobility, i.e. the intrigues of Norfolk, Southampton, Arundel, et al, 
and with threats from both ʻthe Northern Earlsʼ, and the Duke of Alba, and, of course, the hateful 
oppression of Leicester/Burghley spies in her own household(s)—that her son Edward was the only true 
friend she had. She may have been, at times, ungrateful for his companionship. He may have threatened 
to “leave her in the lurch one day” for her ingratitude and a negligible sense of indebtedness.  
Nevertheless, his lifeʼs work can be comfortably viewed as an extended communication to her on the 
nature of statecraft and apologia for his personal failures.

   The Plantagenet family was founded by Geoffrey of Anjou, father of Englandʼs Henry ll in the 12th century.  He wore 
a sprig of Common Broom (Latin: Planta genista) in his hat; and what began as a family nickname became the formal 
surname of Richard Plantagenet, Duke of York, in 1448.  Both the House of Lancaster and the House of York are 
distinct patrilineal lines within the House of Plantagenet.

-Would this scenario in any way affect Vereʼs conception of Henryʼs right of succession.
  
261$ Adonisʼ trampling courser doth espy,
        [Adonisʼ trampling (trample: ʻtread on and crushʼ; ʻto stamp, to pawʼ) courser (ʻa swift horseʼ 
metonym  = the excellent and conformational State of England see ll.294-98 ;  alt.: Adonisʼ animal state or 
nature) doth espy (ʻcatch sight ofʼ, ʻto discoverʼ*;  alt.: ʻto watch, to observeʼ*),]
~ Veres vanquishing estate/state discovers, ~
      The ʻestateʼ weighing on de Vere is overwhelming. The “trampling courser” is best understood as a 
dualistic representation of the parallel experiences of de Vere and his state of England. They are under 
pressure from opposition-supporters in Catholic Continental Europe, Ireland, and Scotland (with French 
Guise support). Therefore I choose to identify as separate but nearly identical, de Vere and State. What 
he does as the ʻHorse of Stateʼ he does in the interest of the State, and vice versa.

  An important concept (perhaps) - the discrete animal nature acting independently from the rational control of the 
mind.  The Philosophy of dualism really ʻtakes offʼ with Thomas Hobbes 1588-1679 and John Locke 1632-1704. 
The dialectic suggested by their opposing views of manʼs fundamental nature is foreshadowed in ʻAdonis Horseʼ 
passages ll.258-324 (review Francis Bacon).
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262$ And forth she rushes, snorts and neighs aloud:
        [And forth (ʻout from a starting point and forwardʼ, ʻout from confinement into viewʼ*) she rushes (ʻto 
move with suddenness and eager impetuosityʼ*), snorts (physical expression ʻof derision, or incredulityʼ) 
and neighs (neigh: horses communicate their presence to the herd by neighing see l.307) aloud:]
~ And from obscure confinement, she eagerly presents herself and greets his advances: ~

263$    The strong-neckʼd steed, being tied unto a tree,
           [The strong-neckʼd (strong-necked: [not easily destroyed or ruined], see neck in Shakespeare Lexicon, 
Schmidt, pg. 762 , often denoting in the canon the crux of oneʼs life; as differentiated from Thomas Seymourʼs 
ʻsinewy neckʼ, possibly signifying that the head is not easily separated from the body) steed (metonym and 
pun  = stead: ʻthe place or role that someone or something should have or fillʼ, this is ʻthe Vere steadʼ = the 
true estate; from Old English stede: ʻplaceʼ, ʻestateʼ, alt.: ʻa horse for state or warʼ*), being (ʻexistenceʼ, ʻthe 
nature or essence of a personʼ) tied (tie: ʻto bind completelyʼ*) unto a tree (tree: the ʻragged staffʼ of the 
Dudley family),]
~ The true [Vere] state—a Monarch tied to the Dudley ʻragged staffʼ, ~
~ The unassailable position, [nevertheless] his person/nature is bound to the will of Dudley, ~
      This line jabs at the Dudley family symbol of a ʻragged staffʼ - that is, a roughly pruned tree limb - to 
which is chained a rearing bear. De Vere has shown the truth of the matter by replacing the Dudley bear 
with the ʻstrong-neckʼd steedʼ of the English State.
   Though his neck is a great concern, the strong ʻHead of Stateʼ is what he wishes to free (and preserve).
               
264$    Breaketh his rein, and to her straight goes he.
           [Breaketh (ʻto rend apart, to crackʼ*) his rein (ʻto govern, to restrainʼ;  alt.: wordplay  reign), and to 
her straight (ʻwithout delayʼ*) goes he.]
~ Ends his subjugation, and goes immediately to her. ~
~ Rends apart the ʻhalter leadʼ, and goes to her. ~
      The English State, in the person of Edward de Vere/Seymour, seizes the initiative and begets an heir. 

265$ Imperiously he leaps, he neighs, he bounds,
        [Imperiously (ʻwith arrogance of commandʼ*, ʻarrogant and domineeringʼ, ʻas one who has assumed 
power or authority without justificationʼ) he leaps (ʻto spring overʼ*; alt.: overleap: ʻomit, ignoreʼ), he 
neighs (horse vocalization used to locate herd mates; young horses may neigh frantically when 
separated from the mother;  alt.: nays/nay: ʻanswers noʼ, ʻnegative answer or voteʼ, refusal), he bounds 
(bound: ʻbarrier, hindranceʼ),]
~ Proudly he Springs, he signals his situation, overleaps,
~ He arrogantly ignores/omits, he refuses, he hinders, ~      
$
266$ And now his woven girths he breaks asunder:
        [And now his woven (a weave of cloth or leather) girths (ʻa band attached to a saddle, used to 
secure it on a horse by being fastened around its bellyʼ) he breaks (ʻto rend apart, to crackʼ*) asunder 
(ʻparted, not togetherʼ, ʻin two piecesʼ):]
~ And now, the seat of governance is separated [from the State]: ~
~ And now his saddleʼs woven girth is torn in two: ~
       
267$ The bearing earth with his hard hoof he wounds,
        [The bearing (bear: ʻto support or carryʼ*, ʻto deliverʼ*, ʻto be pregnant withʼ*) earth (ʻthe substance 
of which the glove and its productions consistʼ*; the substance of which man is made;  alt.: = Maia: 
mother of Mercury, god of language, speech, etc.;  alt.: Adonis, the Earth God;  alt.: Latin  Maius: the 
month of May, may hint at the Christian name Mary, therefore wordplay  bearing earth: heir bearing May;  
alt.: poetic, literary  ʻthe substance of the human bodyʼ, otherwise ʻserving to denote grossness or dulnessʼ*;  
alt.: earthly: ʻresembling earth, cold and lifelessʼ*) with his hard (ʻnot yielding to pressureʼ*) hoof (ʻthe 
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horny substance on the foot of an ungulate animalʼ) he wounds (ʻa breach of the skinʼ*, ʻan injury to living 
tissueʼ, ʻany hurt or painʼ*),]
~ The heir bearing May with his horny shield he wounds, ~
~ The life-giving Maia/Elizabeth with his horny shield he injures, ~
~ The reproductive flesh with his hard horny material he penetrates, ~
      My modest nature demurs at such lines; Iʼm reminded of the punchline Bob (Wiley) tells the gathering 
of clinicians and psychiatrists... ʻYouʼre the one whoʼs drawing all the dirty picturesʼ What About Bob?, 1991, 
Frank Oz dir. , ...    This line likely refers to the myth of Pegasus, a wingéd horse sired by Zeus, who strikes 
the ground with his hooves to bring forth the spring of Mt. Helicon, sacred to the Muses. Spring is one of 
several self-styling metonyms associated with the imagery of ʻgreennessʼ as introduced in the poetry of 
Hildegard von Bingen see p.155 , l.397.
   
   Does de Vere injure his mother Elizabeth by fathering a child with Mrs. Wriothesley, or does he father a 
child incestuously with his mother. Incest is apparently the vilest of Timeʼs/Cecilʼs offenses; I cannot 
reconcile the condemnation of incest in The Rape of Lucrece ll.921-22  if he is himself guilty of “that 
abomination”. 
   Incest would be indicated if de Vere identified himself with Hermes, the Greek god of language (and 
ʻthis, that, and the other thingʼ). Hermes mother, Maia, was the daughter of Atlas and Pleione; she was 
seduced by Zeus, and in secret bore Hermes on Mount Cyllene in Arcadia.  An integrated analysis of the 
Maia myth is needed to resolve the question of Henry Wriothesleyʼs parentage.        
 
268$ Whose hollow womb resounds like heavenʼs thunder;
        [Whose hollow (ʻhaving a void space withinʼ*) womb (ʻthe uterus of a femaleʼ*) resounds (ʻto send 
back sound, to reverberateʼ*, figurative - of fame, reputation: ʻsing praises ofʼ) like heavenʼs (ʻof the 
supreme power, Godʼ*) thunder (ʻexpressing anger, annoyance, or incredulityʼ);]
~ Whose empty womb echos like the sound of Zeusʼ fury; ~
~ Whose vacant womb reverberates as if with Godʼs anger; ~
      This seems to resolve the mystery of l.267. Maiaʼs ʻwoundʼ is that she cannot deliver a legitimate heir. 

269$    The iron bit he crusheth ʻtween his teeth,
           [The iron (ʻstrong, hard metalʼ, figuratively as a symbol or type of firmness, strength, or resistanceʼ, 
metaphorically  ʻhardhearted, unfeeling, rudeʼ*, disrespectful) bit (ʻa mouthpiece, used to control horsesʼ, 
figuratively ʻrestraintʼ) he crusheth (ʻto destroy by pressing or strikingʼ*) ʻtween his teeth (tooth: figuratively  
ʻin open defiance ofʼ*, ʻ= directly to [oneʼs] faceʼ*),]
~ The ʻheartlessʼ restraint he destroys in open defiance, ~
      If the courser represents the State, and de Vere is the displaced rider, the ʻiron bitʼ must be the crime 
of passion manifest in his life.

270$    Controlling what he was controlled with.
           [Controlling (control: ʻto exercise authority, to command, to ruleʼ*, ʻto overpowerʼ*, ʻto check, to 
restrainʼ*, ʻto hinderʼ*) what (i.e. the hindrance/impediment of the Cecil/Dudley coalition) he was 
controlled with.]
~ In control [now] of the [creative/reproductive] authority that had previously controlled him. ~
      Did Vere, in fact, devise this plan to turn the tables on William Cecil and Leicester, using his own 
childʼs right of succession to thwart their ambitions?

271$ His ears up-prickʼd; his braided hanging mane
        [His (see notes at l.273) ears (= heirs, the plural indicating future generations hereby initiated, ears: ʻto 
cultivate, to till, to ploughʼ, with sexual connotation) up-prickʼd (sexual pun  conception, coitus); his 
braided (ʻwovenʼ, interlacedʼ*, alt.: ʻdeceivedʼ*) hanging (ʻattached, adheringʼ, ʻto be suspended by an 
object aboveʼ) mane (hair = heir;  alt.: ʻa personʼs long or thick hairʼ)]
~ His heir is conceived, this constrained and crestfallen heir ~
~ His heir is conceived, his subjected and tethered heir ~ 
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   Braided may refer to de Vereʼs compromised position.  Braiding a horses mane kept the hair from 
becoming entangled in the bridle thus risking loss of control. Married to the daughter of William Cecil, he 
is inextricably linked to this man who uses Edward de Vere as ʻtenderʼ, but whose motivation and 
objectives are entirely different. The irony is exquisite. William Cecil, ever resourceful, will turn the tables 
again in 1593-94, and demand the marriage of de Vereʼs daughter (Cecilʼs grand-child) Elizabeth to 
Henry Wriothesley (3rd Earl), from which Henry will gladly pay 5,000 pounds to deliver himself.

272$ Upon his compassʼd crest now stand on end;
        [Upon his compassʼd (compass: ʻsurround or enclose on all sidesʼ, refers to the ʻpaleʼ of the ʻDeer 
Parkʼ l. 231 ) crest (ʻa distinctive device borne above the shield of a coat of arms... to represent a family or 
corporate bodyʼ) now stand (ʻTo be in a state or conditionʼ*, ʻalmost equivalent to the auxiliary verb TO 
BEʼ*) on end (stand on end: set upright what has fallen, restore);]
~ Of his besieged family now stands restored; ~

273$ His nostrils drink the air, and forth again,
        [His nostrils (nose: ʻused for breathing and smellingʼ, [to] ʻsmell or sniffʼ, ʻinvestigate or pry into 
somethingʼ, ʻdetectʼ; possible quibble  nostra: Latin ours, indicating, perhaps, that his heir is a public glory) 
drink (ʻfiguratively, to take in by any inlet, to inhale, to hear, to seeʼ*) the air (= heir), and forth (ʻout from 
confinement into viewʼ) again,] 
~ The Detective[s]-State ʻtake inʼ the heir, and out, ʻonce moreʼ, ~
      The pronoun ʻhisʼ, which recurs thrice in this stanza  ll.271, 273, 275  is used substantively and 
ambiguously. In line 271, “His ears” (heirs) belong to him. “His nostrils” l.273 (detectives) may be the 
external forces of Leicester and Burghley leveraged against him, or may be his own acuity ʻsmellingʼ 
danger and responding by protecting young Wriothesley. “His eye” l.275  should be Leicester, the powerful 
ʻmoleʼ within the Privy Chamber; therefore, “eye” in this instance probably does not refer to Adonisʼ own 
organ of sight.
   “Nostrils” confuse me. De Vere uses the ʻnoseʼ figuratively to indicate how one may be led (lead 
someone by the nose: ʻcontrol someone totally, esp. by deceiving themʼ) or controlled.

274$ As from a furnace, vapours doth he send:
        [As (ʻin the same degree, of the same qualityʼ*, metonym) from a furnace (ʻa structure for smelting 
metalsʼ, structure for extracting/disintegrating metals from ore, a source of extraordinary heat), vapours 
(pun  = steam, water suspended in the air: water is an ʻemblem of falsenessʼ*, symbolic of Elizabethʼs 
inconstancy; this indicates that what is exhaled is a corruption—probably bearing the name Wriothesley 
—of that inhaled;  alt.: ʻa sudden feeling of faintness or nervousnessʼ; alt.: perhaps signifying valor see 
Henry V IV ii 24 “The vapour of our valour will oʼerturn them” ) doth he send:]
~ As from a smelting furnace, [heir] corruption laden he sends : ~
~ As from [disintegrating] hell, he emanates a sense of dread: ~         

275$    His eye, which scornfully glisters like fire,
           [His eye (observer, the supervisory eye of Leicester?; eye: ʻsightʼ, ʻpower of visionʼ;  alt.: ʻused to 
refer to someoneʼs opinion or attitude toward somethingʼ), which (ʻsometimes the number, out of which 
one is asked forth, not exactly limited; but the question always intended to have one definitively singled 
outʼ*, denoting loss of authority or the loss of ʻShall!ʼ) scornfully (ʻcontemptuouslyʼ, fearsomely) glisters 
(ʻsparklesʼ) like fire (Consuming Fair  see above Fair, i.e. the burning or razing of the Rightful Heirs, i.e. the 
Tudor Monarchy  see l.35 ;  alt.: metonym  Fair ire: just anger, righteous anger;  
alt.: figuratively  ʻto burn with desire or impatienceʼ*),]
~ Leicester, his false rider, ʻa oneʼ who contemptuously flickers as if with righteous anger, ~
   
276$    Shows his hot courage and his high desire.
           [Shows (ʻexhibitsʼ*) his hot (ʻvehement, impetuous, furiousʼ*, rash;  alt.: ʻardent, fieryʼ*) courage 
(ʻheartʼ*, the seat of emotion/feeling, ʻbraveryʼ*) and his high (ʻof elevated rank or birthʼ*, ʻexceeding in 
any way the common measureʼ*) desire (ʻto lust afterʼ*, ambition, aspiration;  alt.: pun of the father).]
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~ Shows his rash heart and his elevated ambition. ~

277$ Sometime he trots, as if he told the steps,
        [Sometime (Seymour-Cecil: apparently a conflation of keyword some = Seymour, Sommer, and time 
= Cecil, perhaps relating to the idea of the Seymour surname being tied to Cecil;  metonym? = Thomas 
Howard, Duke of Norfolk see glossary ; alt.: metonym  a sentence or bill of attainder, ʻthe forfeiture of land and 
civil rights suffered as a consequence of a sentence of death for treason or felonyʼ) he trots (ʻcause a 
horse to trot to show its pacesʼ), as if he told (tell: ʻorder, instruct, or adviseʼ, ʻdecide or determine 
correctly or with certaintyʼ) the steps (ʻmeasure, proceeding, actionʼ*),]
~ Sommer-Time he paces, ʻThe Seymʼ if he determined the measure, ~
~ He leads [the Duke of] Norfolk, as if he determined his proceeding, ~ 

278$ With gentle majesty and modest pride;
        [With gentle (ʻtenderʼ, ʻnot violentʼ*, as opposed to the rough command of Leicester) majesty (ʻtitle 
given to kings and queensʼ) and modest (ʻnot full of pretensionsʼ*, ʻwith decency and proprietyʼ*, ʻkeeping 
just measure and proportionʼ*) pride (ʻthe consciousness of oneʼs own dignityʼ, ʻexuberance of animal 
spirits, mettle, fireʼ*,);] 
~ With gracious stateliness, decency, propriety, and dignity ~
   In these lines, 277-78, the author appears to excuse himself for his failure to help Thomas Howard. 
Here is a quote from A Tudor Tragedy, by Neville Williams, 1964, pg. 230 :
          “It was with some bitterness that the duke told his children that Oxford was ʻtoo negligent 
       of friendsʻ causes, or he might do you more good than any kinsman you haveʼ. But Norfolkʼs 
       trial had a great effect on him [Oxford] and in the following March he pressed his father-in-law 
       to obtain a reprieve for Howard, and later still, when the execution had been carried out, blamed 
       Burghley for failing to prevent it, making his attack the occasion for an unseemly family row.”

279$ Anon he rears upright, curvets and leaps,
        [Anon (ʻsoon, shortlyʼ) he rears (ʻgo on the attackʼ, ʻraiseʼ*, ʻerectʼ*, ʻto place highʼ*;  alt.: ʻbehindʼ, the 
protected and perhaps cowardly ʻhinder part of an armyʼ*, possible sexual wordplay see Hamlet l iii 34 ;  alt.: 
wordplay  he rears = her ears: her heirs, he R ears (?) ) upright (ʻrighteous, just, honestʼ*), curvets (of a 
horse ʻa graceful, energetic leapʼ causing the back to arch) and leaps (ʻmove quickly and suddenlyʼ, ʻmake 
a sudden rush to do somethingʼ),]
~ Then [uncontrolled] he rises to attack, leaps crook-backed, and makes a sudden rush, ~
~ Straightaway he makes a just and righteous display, in an artful rush, ~

280$ As who should say ʻLo, thus my strength is tried,
        [As (Latin, Law  as, asse: ʻa whole, a unitʼ; ʻespecially in terms relating to inheritance, haeres ex asse: 
sole heirʻ Cassellʼs ;  alt.: ʻin the same degree, of the same qualityʼ*) who should say  ʻLo (ʻLook!ʼ;  alt.: 
homonym  low: ʻdepressed below some given or imagined stationʼ*, ʻin reduced circumstancesʼ*), thus my 
strength (ʻthe quality of being strongʼ: physically, mentally, emotionally, and in influence, ʻpower of 
resistingʼ*) is tried (ʻto prove or examine by a testʼ*, ʻsubject someone to trialʼ),]
~ The ʻSoleʼ who should say, ʻSee how reduced... and then my strength is tested, ~ 
~ As one would say, ʻLook, by this my strength is proved ~

281$    And this I do to captivate the eye
           [And this I do to captivate (ʻto keep in prisonʼ*, imprison) the eye (= Leicester, or Leicesterʼs 
spy)]
~ And this I do to restrain/foil Leicesterʼs spying ~
~ And this I do to attract [the attention of] Leicester observer~

282$    Of the fair breeder that is standing by.ʼ
           [Of the fair (ʻlegitimateʼ, ʻjust or appropriate in the circumstancesʼ) breeder (ʻone who begetsʼ*, 
sexually receptive female;  alt.: taken together  fair breeder: = Vere breeder, Vere consort;  alt.: keeper, 
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gamekeeper) that is standing (ʻin the upright posture between motion and restʼ*, ʻopposed to verbs of 
motionʼ*) by (stand by: ʻbe present while something bad is happening but fail to take any action to stop 
itʼ).ʼ]
~ Of the royal-keeper that is standing ready.ʼ ~
~ Of the Vere mother (Elizabeth) that looks on.ʼ ~
~ Of the true/legitimate mistress (Elizabeth or Mary Wriothesley) that presently awaits. ~
~ Of the Vere consort (Mary Wriothesley), who is posted nearby. ~
      This is murky water indeed; but Iʼll vote for the first. The Queen is the ʻVere breederʼ.
   The female/mistress/matriarch has been reduced to ʻbreederʼ!  This may be a reference to Henry Vlllʼs or Edward Vlʼs wills that 
specify that only the male children of the daughters of Henry Vlll may inherit the throne.  ???

283$ What recketh he his riderʼs angry stir,
        [What recketh (ʻto care forʼ*, ʻto pay heedʼ) he () his riderʼs (rider = Monarch; alt. = Cecil/Dudley as 
usurpers or interlopers) angry (ʻprovokedʼ*) stir (ʻto change place; to go or be carried in any mannerʼ*;  
alt.: ʻto be roused, to be excitedʼ*),]
~ What does he care for his rulerʼs provoking overthrow, ~  see l.261-63
      The ʻsteedʼ/stead, and the riderʼs ʻplace/roleʼ should be one and the same; yet there seems to be 
disagreement between the two. One possibility is that dualistic natures - reason and animal passion - 
are conceived for the rider and horse.  Another is that the horseʼs true master has been ʻthrownʼ, or is 
being evaded, and an interloper (Cecil/Dudley) takes his ʻplaceʼ.
   De Vere and the State have two objectives: the begetting of a royal heir, and wresting control of 
England from the grasp of usurpers. Vereʼs animal nature is taking care of the first objective. The second 
requires much more subtlety, and will occur only with the passage of (Little) Time and Eyes.  
   An interesting question: what are the intentions of the nobility if control of Parliament/the Privy Council is 
retaken by religious conservatives; surely they had no intention of returning former Papal lands to the 
Catholic Church. Yet, in Cymbeline, de Vere states that tribute to ʻRomeʼ will be restored. 
   We have reliable evidence* that Edward de Vere advocated religious tolerance. Such benign thinking 
might have hastened the Enlightenment.
* Testimony of Orazio - , an Italian singer who returned with de Vere from Venice (1580-81).

284$ His flattering ʻHollaʼ, or his ʻStand, I sayʼ?
        [His (see comment l.283) flattering (ʻinsincere praise and compliments upon someoneʼ, false 
gentleness when he means to command;  alt.: ʻto gratify or encourage with hopes or favourable 
representationsʼ*) ʻHolla (ʻan order to stop or ceaseʼ), or his ʻStand (ʻStopʼ*;  alt.: restore, related to Still.  
ʻTo be in a state or conditionʼ*, ʻalmost equivalent to the auxiliary verb TO BEʼ*), I sayʼ?]
~ His encouraging ʻCeaseʼ, or his ʻStop that, I sayʼ?~

285$ What cares he now for curb or pricking spur?
        [What cares (ʻfeel concern or interestʼ, ʻattach importance to somethingʼ) he (i.e. the steed) now for 
curb (ʻto bridleʼ*, ʻa strap fastened to the bitʼ in a horses mouthʼ, ʻto restrainʼ) or pricking (ʻfeel a 
sensation as though a sharp point were sticking into oneʼ;  alt.: sexual intercourse?) spur (ʻincitementʼ, 
ʻinstigationʼ*;  alt.: pricking spur: ʻenticement;  alt.: botanical term  bud, outgrowth, or scion of a plant)? ]
~ What concern has he now for constraint or enticing scion? ~

286$ For rich caparisons or trapping gay?
        [For rich (possible ref. = Richard Rich, 1st Baron Rich of Leez, a creature or henchman of councilor 
Thomas Cromwell, solicitor general, and principle witness for the prosecution of Sir Thomas More; alt.: 
ʻopulentʼ*, affected elegance, ʻof expensive materialsʼ) caparisons (ʻhorse clothʼ*, ʻan ornamental 
covering spread over a horseʼs saddle or harnessʼ; or ʻsaddleclothʼ, used under the saddle as an 
insulating pad) or trapping (ʻa horseʼs ornamental harnessʼ, ʻornaments of horse furnitureʼ*, ʻthe outward 
signs or objects of a particular roleʼ;  alt.: wordplay  entrapment) gay (ʻfine, showyʼ*)? ]
~ ʻSayʼ [rather], Rich concealment, ʻOreʼ dissembling trap? ~
~ For Rich dissembling/concealment or falsified outward display? ~
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~ For opulent dress or showy ornament? ~
~ For Rich concealment and entrapments fine? ~
      Richard Rich is for evil as Thomas More is for good. He sought advancement by any opportunistic 
means, and was instrumental in the prosecution of More and Edward Seymour, Duke of Somerset. Rich 
subscribed to the Device that settled the Crown on Protestant Lady Jane (Grey) Dudley (21st June, 
1553), then deftly made an about face to participate enthusiastically (with John de Vere, 16th E. of 
Oxford) in the persecution of Protestant ʻhereticsʼ in Essex, in the reign of Mary l.  Howʼs that for 
flexibility? 
   Rich, Cheke, Cecil, and Dudley are all cut from the same cloth. They are all religious opportunists who 
have histories of professing reformist ideas, yet bend easily to reverses in Protestant fortune.
  
287$    He sees his love, and nothing else he sees,
           [He sees (pun  See = Seat of the Catholic Church in Rome, Sees = seats of English bishops, seat: 
ʻto settleʼ, ʻto fix, to set firmʼ*.; alt.: pun  seize: ʻto rush and lay hold onʼ, ʻto get possession of by forceʼ*, 
ʻtake possession by warrant or legal rightʼ) his love (? there are diverging metaphors beginning here: de 
Vereʼs choice of sexual partners, and his love of Conservatism and the Roman Church), and nothing 
(bastardy? i.e. Protestantism, appears to refer to the ʻneedy Nothingʼ of illegitimacy;  alt.: = the 
disenfranchised Catholics: the Roman Churchʼs presence in England had been effectively dissolved by 
the Acts of Uniformity (1549-58), The Oath of Supremacy and the dismissal of the 14 Sees of Catholic 
bishops (1559), and the ʻThirty-Nine Articlesʼ of Anglican faith (1563) - they became Nothing: ʻnot any 
thingʼ*; alt.: a possible reference to the mild Anne Cecil, whose ʻlow birthʼ made her an unsuitable match 
for Oxford: he claimed that the marriage was not consummated - perhaps until 1581 - and therefore might 
state ʻnothing else he seizedʼ; alt.: permanent disinheritance from position and prosperity because he 
would not ʻplay ballʼ with Cecil) else (ʻbesidesʼ*, ʻotherwiseʼ*) he sees (see above),] 
~ He ʻSeizesʼ love, and Nemo otherwise he ʻSeysʼ,
~ He settles his love (upon the ʻbreeding Jennetʼ/Plantagenet); and the old faith/Roman Church, besides 
he ʻSeesʼ/seats, ~ 
~ He ʻseatsʼ his ʻTrue Faithʼ and [religious] bastardy elsewise he ʻseatsʼ, ~
   From l.287 to l.324 there should probably be parallel transcriptions that explain his seduction of Wriothesleyʼs mother and 
courtship/entreaty of the Church.
      I suspect unusual intent for the word sees because it is proximately repeated. Repetition is a device 
Vere uses to call attention to subjects that are seditious - particularly if they might go unnoticed without 
emphasis. De Vereʼs choice of a mate from among the conservative nobility/royalty, and his preference for 
religious conservatism, are probably a deliberate snub to the Cecils. 
   De Vere takes control of his procreative right, wresting the choice of mate from William Cecil who, as 
Master of the Court of Wards, may have dictated marriage to his daughter Anne. Consider that Cecil 
desired, above all else, to be elevated to the nobility (and beyond), and that the means to do this was to 
have Edward de Vere succeed to the crown. Can it be that Oxford scrupled so far as to deprive Cecil and 
deprive himself of the Monarchy?  
 
288$    For nothing else with his proud sight agrees.
           [For nothing (as in l.287 = disenfranchised Catholics - de Vere gambles his claim to the crown for 
this “Something, Nothing”, rather than yield his conscience) else (ʻother than thisʼ*) with his proud (ʻlofty; 
full of vigour, mettle, or beautyʼ*; alt.: ʻfull of self-esteem, haughtyʼ*, ʻhaving a consciousness of oneʼs own 
dignityʼ) sight (ʻconsiderationʼ, assessment, judgement) agrees (ʻbe in concordʼ*, ʻbe consistent withʼ).]
~ For disenfranchisement otherwise, is his proud choice.  ~
~ For Nothing/ʻOld Faith, and nothing else [and certainly not conciliation with the Cecil/Dudley - the 
proffered alternative] accords with his noble judgement. ~ 

289$ Look when a painter would surpass the life,
        [Look (i.e. ʻSo it isʼ, ʻJust as it isʼ;  alt.: consider) when () a painter (possible reference  William Painter, 
ʻClerk of the Ordnance and Armoryʼ, and author of The Palace of Pleasure 1566 , an English language 
collection of instructive ʻhistoriesʼ;  alt.: ʻartificer, architectʼ, perhaps  smith: ʻdenoting a person skilled in 
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creating something with a specified materialʼ, i.e. a paint smith; possible oblique reference to Sir Thomas 
Smith, whose De Republica Anglorum, the Manner of Governement or Policie of the Realm of England, 
1562-65, published 1583, is a likely foundation of de Vereʼs knowledge of statecraft) would (conditional 
tense  will: desires, aims, intends) surpass (ʻtranscendʼ) the life (ʻlivingʼ,),]
~ Just as it is when Painter professes to better that which is in life, ~
~ Just as it is when the Smith transcends that which is in life, ~
      Perhaps de Vere acknowledges a source. William Painterʼs The Palace of Pleasure includes short 
ʻnovelsʼ on Lucrece, Coriolanus, Timon of Athens, Countess of Salisbury (Edward lll), and Giletta of 
Narbonne (Allʼs Well That Ends Well). Painter intended the collection to be instructive of exemplary 
behavior and statecraft. De Vere points to a different meaning. His concern is with Painterʼs admission of 
guilt in skimming public monies purposed for military weaponry, ammunition, etc. Our author is disquieted 
by that class of Machiavels who regard the management of state economy as the management of 
personal economy.  Wm. Cecil noted, in a private document, the small coterie of client families who 
adhered to Leicester, including “ Sir H. Sydney, Erl Warwyk [Ambrose Dudley], Sir James Croft, Henry 
Dudley, Sir Fran. Jobson... John Dudley... ” Of the English Queenʼs Marriage with a foreign Prince, April, 1566 . Drawn 
up while the seventeen year old de Vere lived in the home of Cecil, Edward was privy to such “honey 
secrets” V&A 16  and the patronage that underpinned the ʻPuritanʼ faction. Cecil acted somewhat differently 
by guilefully herding and culling the Royals and Nobility, yet the lucrative result was the same. 
   The conformation of the ʻHorse of Stateʼ that follows this stanza, from ll.294-98, is complimentary. That 
ʻhorseʼ is the English people; but one curious feature is the “small head” l.296 . The ʻPainterʼ depicts a 
powerfully built, perfectly proportioned beast with the advantage of ʻeasy manageʼ—of not being tiresome 
to control—which a proportionally small head denotes. This docility may suit the ruling clans; however, the 
unruly de Vere will not have thought it a strong attribute of man.
   Though Wm. Painter may be ʻfingeredʼ as the ʻtypeʼ of parasitic administrators, one wonders whether de 
Vere has not ʻdroppedʼ the real target—his foster father, Sir Thomas Smith. The following exerpt from 
Smithʼs De Republica Anglorum, chap. 1: ʻOf the diversities of Common Wealthes or Governementʼ, is 
another likely source for l.289-90:
          To rule is understoode to have the supreme and highest authoritie of commaundement. That part 
       or member of the common wealth is saide to rule which doth controwle, correct all other members of the
       common wealth.  That part which doth rule, define and commaund according to the forme of governement 
       is taken in every common wealth to be just and lawe: As a rule is always to be understoode to be straight, 
       and to which all workes be to be conformed, and by it to be judged... the right rule whereby the Artificer 
       and Architect doe judge the straightnesse of everie worke mans worke, he to be reckoned to make his 
       worke straightest who goeth neerest to the straightnesse of yt.       
I take it that de Vere had a genuine affection for Sir Thomas; otherwise, why not be more direct in his 
criticism. Line 293, awkwardly comparing the enlightened state with the “common one” or commonwealth, 
ʻstands proudʼ. 

290$ In limning out a well-proportioned steed,
        [In limning (ʻdepict or describe in painting or wordsʼ, ʻto draw, to paintʼ*) out (ʻthoroughly, completely, 
fullyʼ*) a well-proportioned (ʻwell shaped, well formedʼ*;  alt.: ʻa spring, a fountainʼ*;  alt.: ʻa deep narrow 
pit of waterʼ*) steed (ʻa horse for state or warʼ*; but may also recall l.263, Vereʼs ʻsteadʼ/state, i.e. place, 
role;  see note l.289  Thomas Smith, with whom young Ed. de Vere lived 1554-62, appears to have 
influenced every aspect of his education  see Shakespeareʼs Tutor: Sir Thomas Smith 1513-1577, Stephanie Hopkins 
Hughes, The Oxfordian, vol.lll, 2000),]
~ In shaping a ʻpitʼ proportioned state, ~
~ In describing thoroughly a well-proportioned horse of state (display-horse), ~
~ In delineating fully a well ordered state, ~
      Perhaps the “well proportioned” state envisioned is suited to forced conformity and likened to the 
“round, enchanting pits” of the Tower of London see V&A ll.242-48 ; consider the “small head”: ʻnot tiring to 
controlʼ V&A l.296 .
   
291$ His art with natureʼs workmanship at strife,
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        [His art (ʻthe power of doing something not taught by natureʼ*, ʻmagicʼ*, ʻcunning, artifice, craftʼ*;  alt.: 
metonym?  = Rʼt, a variant of R: Regius, or Regina  see glossary are: being) with natureʼs (nature = natural 
= archaic  ʻillegitimateʼ;  alt.: ʻthe world around us as created and creating by fixed and eternal lawsʼ*) 
workmanship (ʻskill, mastershipʼ*, natureʼs workmanship = de Vere, the object of ʻillegitimateʼ natureʼs 
craft) at strife (ʻcontention, contestʼ),]
~ His (Smithʼs) artifice with natureʼs craft  in contest, ~
~ Smithʼs artifice with Oxfordʼs natural craft in contention,
      Smithʼs artifice in describing government relies heavily on classical works by Plato and Aristotle.
The author finds fault with Smithʼs idealized abstractions as contrasted with the true state of England, 
circa 1590. Post Armada England was flourishing in a golden age that might well have borne positive 
comparison with the classic periods of Greece and Rome—at least to de Vereʼs trained, though 
biased ear.    

292$ As if the dead the living should exceed;
        [As if the dead (see l.2  likely ref. to Edward Vl, alt.: lifeless, Platonic Form) the living () should 
exceed (ʻto go beyondʼ*, ʻsurpassʼ*);]
~ As if lifeless art should surpass the living object; ~
~ As if [our memory] of the dead the survivors should improve upon; ~ 
~ As if [our memory] of the dead [empires, nations] the living [present] should exceed; ~  
      Thomas Smith believed that monarchies are, in time, replaced by aristocracies, i.e. republics with 
leaders elected from a body of the educated elite. If de Vereʼs Venus and Adonis narrative is 
straightforward, England was undergoing such a transition in the reign of Elizabeth. Cecil and his 
technocrats - including Smith himself - governed through the Privy Council, with little regard for the 
inclinations of the monarch except in matters of the heart. This aristocracy would, in theory and by the 
example of Rome, be replaced by a broader based republic with representation of all subgroups among 
those governed; this is the form of government the USA and UK suppose themselves to have today.  
In truth, today as then, we have over-representation by a lawyer class who purport to represent 
subgroups other than themselves.
   Thomas Smithʼs low opinion of monarchy made him unpopular with his Queen; nonetheless in 1572 she 
granted him 360,000 acres/562.5 sq. miles in East Ulster, Ireland—in thanks for his service to her, or 
because he was of the same privileged cadre as Leicester, Burghley, Walsingham, et al.

293$    So did this horse excel a common one
           [So (ʻAsʼ, ʻIn the same degreeʼ*) did this horse (= the English state) excel (Latin  excellere: 
ʻbeyond noble and exaltedʼ) a common (ʻto be equally participated by allʼ*, ʻpertaining to the people or 
multitude - in contradistinction to what belongs to the nobility or gentryʼ*) one (ʻa particular personʼ*, 
ʻapplied to things as well as to personsʼ*, a likely thrust against Cecilʼs or Dudleyʼs recent climb to the 
nobility)]
~ To the same degree was this state beyond a commonwealth ~
~ In the same degree was this state the noblest commonwealth ~
~ To such an extent was this state above a ʻcommonerʼs oneʼ ~
      Lines 289-93 suggest that Smithʼs idealized view of republican government is artificial. As we see in 
the following lines 294-300, excellent government is governance by the most excellent, not by a host of 
ʻlesser thanʼ most excellent. 

294$    In shape, in courage, colour, pace and bone.
           [In shape (ʻthe external form or appearanceʼ), courage (ʻheart, mind, disposition in generalʼ*), 
colour (ʻcharacter or general natureʼ), pace (rate of advance, distinctive gait) and bone (ʻthe essential 
framework of somethingʼ).]
~ In form, heart, nature, vigor and frame. ~
      Here begins de Vereʼs paean to the English people, and perhaps to himself, with the notable 
exception of a “small head” see notes l.289 .  
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Pay careful attention to the alternate meanings suggested in the following stanza l.295-300.  From 
these parallels de Vere implies a correspondence between the English Commonwealth and the 
Tudor Monarchy. Ultimately, both the State and Church desert Adonis at l. 322.

295$ Round-hoofʼd, short-jointed, fetlocks shag and long,
        [Round (ʻon every side, or in every directionʼ*;  alt.: vb ʻto surround, to encompassʼ, therefore 
surrounded, encompassed)-hoofʼd (ʻsure-footedʼ, the strength of the foot itself derives from the smooth, 
nearly round form of the hoof; an elongated hoof is thought to be brittle;  alt.: ʻused in contempt of the 
human footʼ, therefore Round-hoofʼd = encompassed base, surrounded footing(?) ), short (ʻdeficient, 
inadequateʼ*;  alt.: shortened, abridged)-jointed (sturdy, good endurance, ʻyour short-jointed horses do 
not manage/manege - i.e. the movements of a trained horse - so well as long, but out of manage, the 
short-jointed are the best for travel or fatigueʼ The Sportsmanʼs Dictionary, Henry J. Pye 1785? ;  alt.: joint 
ownership = law  jointure: ʻan estate settled on a wife for the period during which she survives her 
husband, in lien of a dowerʼ, perhaps referring to the queen lacking a consort, or perhaps an allusion to 
the short ʻmarriageʼ of Elizabeth to Thomas Seymour), fetlocks (the joint of a horseʼs leg above the hoof, 
and ʻthe tuft of hair that grows at this jointʼ;  alt.: wordplay  fetʼlocks(?) = fetter-locks = fetter: ʻto shackle, to 
enchainʼ + lock: ʻto shut up, to confine by turning the key; properly and figurativelyʼ*) shag (ʻa thick, 
tangled mass of hairʼ, characteristic hair of a large, powerful horse;  alt.: shag = pun  hairy, therefore ʻheir-yʼ) 
and long (shag and long: denoting a working horse rather than one bred specifically for beauty, alt.: ill-
kept; ʻif the coachman does not keep them clean and tight, they will be subject to the watery sores called 
ʻthe watersʼ Sprtsmns. Dict.;  alt.: ʻnot for a short timeʼ*;  alt.: ʻby the fault of, owing toʼ*;  alt.: ʻextendedʼ*, 
excessive, opposed to short in this line, i.e. long, broad breast = excessive pride),]
~ Encompassed footing, abridged jointure, fettered, confined, and excessively, ~
~ Confident/Competent, stalwart, indefatigable, ~

296$ Broad breast, full eye, small head and nostril wide,
        [Broad (ʻpuffed with prideʼ*) breast (well muscled and fit, ʻThe chest should be wide and deep. A 
narrow chest indicates lack of muscling and area for heart and lungsʼ Horse Conformation Analysis, L.A. Lawrence, 
WSU Ext. Equine Specialist ;  alt.: ʻthe heartʼ*, therefore ʻsupposed to be the prompter of will and inclinationʼ*), 
full (ʻcomplete, entireʼ*, ʻfully, completelyʼ*;  alt.: ʻhaving in abundanceʼ*) eye (clear-sighted, perceptive; ʻit 
may be clearly perceived that you may know if there be any dragon, i.e. a white spot in the bottom [of the 
eye] thereof which makes a horse blind in that eye, or will do it in a short timeʼ Sprtsmns. Dict. ;  alt.: metonym  
= fully eyed, fully watched), small head (not tiring to control, the ʻHead of a horse should be narrow, 
lean, ... neither should it be too long. Every horse that has a large head is apt to rest and loll upon the 
bridle ... and tire the hand of the riderʼ Sprtsmns. Dict.) and nostril wide (unceasing energy, ʻnostrils should 
be long and extended, the wideness of the nostrils does not a little contribute to the easiness of breathingʼ  
Sprtsmns. Dict.),]
~ Prideful heart, fully eyed, easily managed, enduring, ~
~ Muscular, clear-sighted, easily managed, easy breathing, ~
~ Fit, perceptive, mild-mannered, of great vitality, ~

297$ High crest, short ears, straight legs and passing strong,
        [High crest (exalted birth, crest: ʻdistinctive device borne above the shield of a coat of armsʼ; 
not crestfallen: ʻan imperfection or infirmity in a horse, when the upper part of his neck in which his mane 
grows, called the crest, hangs either on the one side or the other, not standing uprightʼ Sprtsmns. Dict.), 
short (ʻdeficient, inadequateʼ*, ʻlacking, or deficient inʼ) ears (ʻsmall alert earsʼ are generally an attribute of 
refined breeds, Cnfrmtn. Anlsis.;  alt.: pun heirs;  short ears = lacking heirs), straight (ʻstraight forward, not by 
a deviating courseʼ*) legs (balance conferring agility and strength, ʻa line dropped from shoulder should 
bisect foreleg, knee, cannon bone, fetlock and drop 2 inches behind heelʼ, i.e. laterally straight legs;  alt.: 
leg: ʻa bow, an obeisance made by drawing one leg backwardʼ;  therefore  straight legs = unbowed: ʻnot 
having submitted to pressure or demandsʼ) and passing (ʻexceedinglyʼ*;  alt.; ʻegregious, excessiveʼ*) 
strong (ʻvigorous, of great physical powerʼ*;  alt.: wordplay  Strange (pronounced Strong) see glossary  lordship of 
the Earls of Derby, probably referring to Ferdinando Stanley, Lord Strange, 5th Earl of Derby), 
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~ Of exalted name, [yet] lacking heirs, undeviating and unbowed, exceeding the family Strange, ~
~ Of noble birth, [yet] lacking heirs, balanced, and exceedingly strong, ~

298$ Thin mane, thick tail, broad buttock, tender hide:
        [Thin mane (conforming to notions of physical attractiveness, i.e. ʻQualityʼ; ʻthe hair hanging down 
on a horseʼs neck, which should be long, thin, and fineʼ Sprtsmns. Dict.;  alt.: ʻthe deified soul of a dead 
ancestor  from Roman mythologyʼ ), thick tail (ʻQualityʼ, ʻThe mane and tail should be full and the hair should 
not be course or roughʼ Cnfrmtn. Anlsis. ;  alt.: ʻlimitation of ownership, esp. of an estate or title limited to a 
person and their heirsʼ), broad (ʻpuffed with prideʼ*;  alt.: ʻplain, evidentʼ*;  alt.: ʻfree, unrestrainedʼ*) 
buttock (ʻstrength and powerʼ, ʻwidth from stifle to stifle; width is associated with strength and powerʼ 
Cnfrmtn. Anlsis. ;  alt.: fat ass), tender (material value; negotiable currency in a political as well as material 
sense; i.e. de Vere) hide (well kept, probably indicating a horse that is not ʻhide-boundʼ, a result of poor 
maintenance - ʻRefinement of the skin results in a thin, pliable skin under which tendons and blood 
vessels can easily be observedʼ Cnfrmtn. Anlsis.; alt. tender: ʻan offer of exchange in discharge of a debtʼ; alt. 
hide: ʻconceal from viewʼ, 
such that the terms of horse conformation, l.295-98, conceal a description of Edward de Vere as payment 
in discharge of Elizabethʼs debt): ]  
~ Sparse ancestry, abounding estate, plain ass, hides the material Prince: ~ 
~ Attractive, ʻqualityʼ, powerful, cultivated - the superlative horse hides the superlative man/state: ~
     

299$    Look what a horse should have he did not lack,
           [Look (= reflect upon, consider) what a horse (= state, estate) should have () he () did not lack 
(ʻto want, not to haveʼ*, ʻto needʼ*),]
~ Reflect upon all a state/man should have, he (this one) lacked nothing, ~
      See comment l.294.

300$    Save a proud rider on so proud a back.
           [Save (ʻexcept, other thanʼ) a proud (ʻnobleʼ) rider (master, alt.: ʻmounted warrior, knightʼ) on so 
proud (ʻnobleʼ) a back (seat of government).]
~ Other than a noble master of so noble a state. ~ 
      Edward would not be the only one to suggest that Elizabethʼs qualities of leadership and character fell 
short of the mythic levels officially recorded, but that is not his focus here.  This is an indictment of her 
ignoble Secretary/Lord Treasurer Burghley, the de facto master of the English State.    

301$ Sometime he scuds far off and there he stares;
        [Sometime (ʻfrom time to timeʼ*, alt.: as in l.223, 225  Sometime = Norfolk, highest ranking 
representative of the conservative, Catholic nobility ) he scuds (scud: ʻto run swiftlyʼ*, ʻthe action of 
moving fast in a straight line when driven by the windʼ, wordplay  wind-driven movement, air/heir-driven) far 
off (far off: ʻa distance of timeʼ*, a distance from Time=Cecil?) and there he (he: Robert Dudley (?), 
pronoun ambiguity, perhaps referring to the staring eyes) stares (stares: ʻto look with fixed eyes wide 
openʼ*;  alt.: ʻto be stiff, to stand on endʼ*; stand: ʻto be for, to side with, to support, to fight forʼ;  alt.: ʻto be 
validʼ*);]
~ Attainted, he is heir-driven far off, and there he stands for [support];
~ Norfolk runs swiftly to distance himself from Time, and there, Eyes watch; ~
~ De Vere (fearing a Norfolk-like attainder) runs swiftly to evade Cecil, only to encounter the spies of 
Leicester; ~ (?)

302$ Anon he starts at stirring of a feather;
$    Anon he starts, at sturring of a feather:      1593
        [Anon (ʻused instead of a repeated sometime/sʼ*) he starts (start: ʻa sudden setting out, a breaking 
forthʼ*, ʻto move suddenly, to rise or go away abruptlyʼ*) at stirring (stir: ʻdisturbʼ, ʻrise or wake from 
sleepʼ, ʻto awakenʼ*, ʻto excite, to raiseʼ*) of a feather (that preference or advantage, which allows 
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advancement, that is derived from association with powerful men from The Holy State and the Profane State, 
Thomas Fuller, 1640 ;  alt.: ʻextremely light and unsubstantialʼ, i.e. [of] an ineffectual thing - the disturbance of 
a feather suggests a very light movement of the air, i.e. ʻlight airʼ = 1-3 knots Beaufort scale; similarly  ʻthe 
plume of birdsʼ, an object of little mass or significanceʼ, may be synonymous with Nothing see l.287-88 ; alt.:  
feather may relate to feathʼred/faith-red/red-faith: metonym  Catholic faith see l.306; alt.: pars pro toto  feather = 
wings = de Vere?);]
~ Attainted, he (= Norfolk/de Vere) abruptly rises to go at this disturbance of ʻadvantageʼ;
~ Sometime De Vere/Norfolk rises at the awakening of dormant faith; ~ 
~ Norfolk suddenly sets out at the urging of his wings; ~
      As we have seen, there are multiple reasons for de Vere to identify himself with Thomas Howard, 
Duke of Norfolk ...  It has been stated that he, like Howard, was promoted as a husband for Mary Queen 
of Scots by the Duke of Alba.
   The stirring of a feather may indicate that Norfolk did not solicit de Vereʼs help in escaping from Howard 
House or the Tower of London, but that Vere instigated the plan. It is known that Vere upbraided Howard 
for submitting to the Queens demand that he present himself in London for questioning after the 
discovery of the Ridolfi Plot (?source). 

303$ To bid the wind a base he now prepares,
        [To bid (ʻaskʼ, ʻinviteʼ*, seek, ʻorder, commandʼ, ʻofferʻ) the wind (pun  ʻair currantʼ = heir currant; 
alt.: used in reference to an influence or tendency that cannot be resistedʼ;  alt.: a symbol or ʻemblem of 
swiftnessʼ*, ʻused to suggest something very fast, unrestrained, or changeableʼ;  alt.: a Protean symbol of 
de Vere) a base (ʻsomething used as a foundation or starting point for further workʼ; alt.: heraldry  ʻthe 
lower third of the fieldʼ; alt. pun  abase: ʻto lower, to degradeʼ* ʻbehave in a way so as to belittle or degrade 
someoneʼ?) he now prepares (ʻto make fit, to make readyʼ*),]
~ To seek for the current heir a home/base he now makes ready, ~ (?)
      In seeking support directly from the Catholic Church in Rome rather than undertaking negotiations 
with Spain or France avoided the indiscretions/misdeeds of ambassadors whose communications were at 
times intercepted.  It must be noted that, as Mary Tudors nephew or as John de Vereʼs son, de Vere 
probably had immediate access to Philip ll of Spain; and we know he was warmly received by Henri lll of 
France.

304$ And wheʼr he run or fly they know not whether;
$    And where he runne, or flie, they know not whether:      1593
        [And wheʼr (ambiguous both whether and where) he run (ʻto perform, to pursue a courseʼ, ʻa passage 
from one place to anotherʼ*) or fly (ʻto fleeʼ) they (must refer to Cecil and Leicester, see l.301) know not 
whether;]
~ And whether he pursues his course, or whether he flees, they know not; ~
~ And where he pursues his course, or whether he flees, they know not: ~ 
   
305$    For through his mane and tail the high wind sings,
!       For through his mane, & taile, the high wind sings,      1593    
           [For (ʻhaving as a reasonʼ) through (ʻdenoting a source, a causeʼ*, ʻby means ofʼ) his mane (from 
Roman Mythology  mane: ʻthe deified souls of dead ancestorsʼ) and (originally &: possibly hinting at an 
abbreviated ʻenʼ or ʻinʼ = ʻn, rather than ʻandʼ, and applied as a prefix ʻforming a verb (added to nouns) 
expressing entry into the specified state or locationʼ; therefore entail) tail (Law  tail: ʻlimitation of 
ownership, esp. of an estate or title to a person and their heirsʼ; from Mid. Eng. tallage) the high (ʻelevated 
rank or birthʼ*) wind (as l.303  ʻcurrent heirʼ) sings (ʻsuch a sound supposed to announce a tempestʼ*, 
i.e. a forewarning of conflict/storm with Cecil;  alt.: ʻcompose poetryʼ;  alt.: ʻto utter melodious sounds... 
used of birds of any kindʼ*),]
~ For by the deified souls of his ancestors and by legal title the highest current heir forewarns 
of conflict, ~
~ For by his great name intail[ed], the highest current heir, as recusant Byrd, forewarns, ~
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306$    Fanning the hairs, who wave like feathʼred wings.
!       Fanning the haires, who wave like feathred wings. 
           [Fanning (fan: ʻincrease the strength of a fire by blowing on it or stirring up the air near itʼ) the 
hairs (metonym = heirs-hairs, the aggregate of individual strands of hair growing on the head of the heir; 
hairs follow the direction of heirs), who wave (ʻto beckonʼ* ʻinstruct someone to move in a particular 
direction by waving oneʼs handʼ) like (ʻwith reference to a person or thing of the same kind as anotherʼ, of 
equal weight or strength) feath (pun, see l.302  ʻfaithʼ) ʻred (possibly denotes  Catholic or Lancastrian/nobility 
support;  alt. feathered: that preference or advantage, which allows advancement, that is derived from 
association with powerful men  from The Holy State and the Profane State, Thomas Fuller, 1640 , raising, elevating, 
lifting; alt.: resting but at the ready, ʻturn an oar so that it passes through the air edgewiseʼ, an oar turned 
edgewise to reduce its driving force, or drag if not pulled) wings (ʻone of two side-bodies of an armyʼ*;  
alt. the means of flight/fleeing, ʻsailsʼ*;  alt.: ).]
Approx.:
~ Firing the strength of the subjects/adherents, who respond in unison like soldiers in the army of faith. ~
~ Impassioning the heirs, who beckon the raising, equally weighted Lancastrian and Catholic armies. ~
      Hairs? Golden hairs, hairs like feathʼred wings? See l.51: the close association of wind and hairs 
needs to be clarified; possible undiscovered metonym. 
   Hairs appear to be the host that follow the heir.

             (44)
307# He looks upon his love and neighs unto her;
       ~ He looks to the Roman Church and communicates his belonging to her ~
308# She answers him as if she knew his mind:
       ~ She declares her will to him, ʻSoleʼ Heir if she could be certain of his intent, ~ 
309# Being proud as females are, to see him woo her,
       ~
       ~ [With] Princely want of modesty, as Regina, [was] to Se-ym-ou-r, ~
       ~ Being reserved/arrogant, as is the Mother Church, to see him seek favor of the See, ~
310# She puts on outward strangeness, seems unkind,
       ~ The Queen feigns ʻforeignʼ extraction, Se[y]ms unfamilial (without ʻmourʼ), ~
       ~ The Church acts estranged and foreign, appears unfamilial, ~
       ~ The Catholic Church seems noncommittal, only appearing to have lost [England] a ʻchildʼ, ~
      The first reading emphasizes the unique wordplay of l.309.
311#         Spurns at his love and scorns the heat he feels,
       $ ~ Treats his devotion with contempt and disdains the ardor he feels, ~
312#         Beating his kind embracements with her heels.
       - ~ Punishing his filial embrace, even as he attends her . ~
       - ~ Indirectly approaching his filial embrace with her commands to follow. ~  
       - ~ Rejecting his familial/obedient acceptance of the Roman Church, he follows ʻat heelʼ.

307$ He looks upon his love and neighs unto her;
        [He looks (ʻto seeʼ*) upon (look upon: ʻseek, inquireʼ*) his love (his love = ʻThe Holy Seeʼ=ʻThe 
Sacred Seatʼ of the Catholic Church;  alt.: Countess Southampton, Mary Browne Wriothesley) and 
neighs (ʻcommunicatesʼ his presence; horses are herd animals that announce their location to other 
horses or people by this loudest of equine utterances The Ultimate Horse Site) unto her (Church);]
~ He looks to the Roman Church and communicates his belonging to her ~

308$ She answers him as if she knew his mind:
        [She (i.e. the Roman Church) answers (ʻthat which is said in return, replyʼ*, [and] ʻmay imply a 
declaration of will and purposeʼ*;  alt.: ʻdischarge or fulfill a responsibility or claimʼ) him (de Vere) as (Latin, 
Law  as, asse: ʻa whole, a unitʼ; ʻespecially in terms relating to inheritance, haeres ex asse: sole heirʼ 
Cassellʼs ; ʻin the same degree, of the same qualityʼ*, ʻthough of the same degreeʼ; specifically, like de Vere 
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and Southampton see glossary) if she knew (ʻbe absolutely certain or sure about somethingʼ) his mind 
(mind: ʻthe will or determination to achieve somethingʼ): ]
Approx.:
~ She declares her will to him, ʻSoleʼ [Heir] if she could be certain of his intent, ~
~ The Church abides by his claim as if she was certain of his will and determination: ~  

309$ Being proud, as females are, to see him woo her,
        [Being (manifesting oneʼs true nature (probably divinely ordained; for de Vere = as = the sole heir, 
the ʻuniqueʼ agnate of Henry Vlll, though descended Elizabeth Tudor); for de Vere = the Royal/True self) 
proud (ʻfull of self-esteem, haughtyʼ*, lack of humility or modesty, implying want of perspicacity,  alt.: ʻcold, 
unkindʼ*), as (ʻin the same degree, of the same qualityʼ*, ʻthough of the same degreeʼ; specifically, like de 
Vere and Southampton see glossary) females (Mother Church of Western Christianity = Roman Catholic 
Churchʼ, ʻpertaining to the sex which produces youngʼ) are (R = Regina), to see (ʻthe place in which a 
cathedral church stands, identified as the seat of authority of a bishop or archbishopʼ = ʻRomeʼ) him woo 
(ʻtry to gain the love of someoneʼ, ʻseek favor, supportʼ) her (see him woo her: wordplay = Se-ym-ou-r),]
~ [With] Princely want of modesty, as Regina, [was] to Se-ym-ou-r, ~
~ Being reserved/arrogant, as is the Mother Church, to see him seek favor of the See, ~
      Run-on phrases and confusing/ambiguous syntax are techniques used by the author to disguise 
meaning. One can hardly miss the wordplay in this line: “Being proud, as females are, to see him woo 
her,” that may transpose to “[With] Princely reserve, as Regina, to Se-ym-ou-r, ...”.  This eagerness to play 
on the surname Seymour is difficult to explain if Edward de Vere is the son of John; what Seymour wooed 
Elizabeth after she became ʻAre/Reginaʼ?

310$ She puts on outward strangeness, seems unkind,
       [She puts on (put on: ʻdecieveʼ, assumes the appearance of, feigns, contrives) outward (ʻapparent, 
ostensible, superficialʼ) strangeness (strange: ʻunfamiliar, alienʼ;  alt.: Sir Nicholas LʼEstrange, Thomas 
Howardʼs chamberlain - how was he involved in the Norfolk tragedy, how connected with Rome with 
respect to Norfolk?; we should predict a betrayal or denial of association, i.e. estrangement; alt.: fickle,
noncommittal possible reference to:  Lords Strange, Henry Stanley, 1531-9/1593, 4th Earl of Derby or 
Ferdinando Stanley, 1559-4/1594, 5th Earl - frequently alluded to in The Tempest See A Tudor Tragedy, Neville 
Williams, pg. 145-47 - LʼEstrange; also Lord Strange), seems (ʻto be only in appearance and not reallyʼ*) unkind 
(see kind l.312: i.e. in error on the issue of transubstantiation of the Eucharist; alt.: ʻdestitute of 
benevolenceʼ*,  alt.: unfilial, [not granting what is] ʻdue from a son or daughterʼ, without child; perhaps an 
allusion to England being formally separated from the old faith),]
~ The Queen feigns ʻforeignʼ extraction, Se[y]ms unfamilial (without ʻmourʼ), ~
~ The Church acts estranged and foreign, appears unfamilial, ~
~ The Catholic Church seems noncommittal, only appearing to have lost [England] a ʻchildʼ, ~
      The first reading emphasizes the unique wordplay of l.309.

311$    Spurns at his love and scorns the heat he feels,
           [Spurns (ʻto treat with contemptʼ*) at his love (his love: metonym see l.307: i.e. traditional Catholic 
faith;  alt.: love: ʻan intense feeling of deep affectionʼ, devotion) and scorns (ʻdisdainʼ*) the heat (ʻfire of 
passion, ardourʼ) he feels (ʻto be affected byʼ*; suggesting pun  fealty/loyalty),]
~ Treats his devotion with contempt and disdains the ardor he feels, ~
      Another reminder: we will not be sidetracked by sexual innuendo; he may fool the censors, but he 
wonʼt fool us.

312$    Beating his kind embracements with her heels.
           [Beating (Beat: ʻdefeat, overcomeʼ, shaping by blows;  alt.: ʻsail into the wind, following a zig-zag 
course with repeated tackingʼ, approach indirectly) his kind (ʻaffectionate, lovingʼ, Old English  ʻnatural, 
nativeʼ, Mid. English  ʻwell born, well bredʼ, whence ʻwell disposed by nature, courteous, gentle, benevolentʼ; 
alt.: each of the elements, bread and wine, of the Eucharist/Communion;  alt.: a child -someoneʼs child, 
Elizabethʼs child, a child of the Court of Wards; but here, a child to whose parent he is well-disposed) 
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embracements (embrace: ʻaccept or support a belief, or theoryʼ) with her heels (heel: ʻapplied to 
persons attended or pursued by othersʼ;  alt.: those who follow behind he follows behind).]
~ Punishing his filial embrace, even as he attends her . ~
~ Indirectly approaching his filial embrace with her commands to follow. ~  
~ Rejecting his familial/obedient acceptance of the Roman Church, he follows ʻat heelʼ.
   This line most directly suggests an incestuous conception of Henry Wriothesley; kind embracements
transcribes comfortably to ʻchildʼs embraceʼ.  However, the intended meaning probably relates to bigger 
fish that de Vere has to fry. He in Englandʼs name, offers a childʼs obedience to the Mother Church but is 
at first rejected. 
 
   Edward de Vere is a an adventurous fellow.  Feeling a kinship with antique Gods, he may have possessed his 
mother in a fit of anti-Burghley/Leicester oneupmanship.  Perhaps Edward and Elizabeth conceived this to be the only 
way to supersede the claims of the Scottish Stuarts... perhaps there was no other way to unbridle the Cecil reins from 
the English monarchy.  A stronger suggestion, however, and one that extends the logic of the History Plays, is that 
Vere would have believed a military action the only effective means to wrest the Crown.  
   As I have mentioned before, it is likely that the rumor of a sexual relationship between de Vere and the Queen is 
founded on their closeness in times of acute distress.  On the other hand, Vereʼs choice of Ovidʼs Adonis - a child of 
an incestuous relationship - does not, prima-facie, preclude the idea as unthinkable.
   Despite his reputation as a fickle and impetuous young man* I consider the great canons of Lyly/Shakespeare to 
indicate patience and unsurpassed capacity for sustained intellectual achievement.  Does this jibe with a man who 
makes rash decisions? 
* based on only a shy handful of contradictory reports.  

             (45)
313# Then, like a melancholy malcontent,
       ~ Then, like a dissatisfied and troublesome rebel, ~
314# He vails his tail that, like a falling plume,
       ~ He lets fall his hereditary estate and title that, like a defeated ensign/standard, ~
315# Cool shadow to his melting buttock lent:                                              buttock, (L) būthysĭa ? : sacrifice of oxen
       ~ Lent tranquil shelter to his dwindling strength: ~
316# He stamps and bites the poor flies in his fume.
       ~ He strikes and mocks the destitute recusants in his fury. ~
317#    His love, perceiving how he is enragʼd,
       ~ His Maiden Love, realizing his wrath, ~
       ~ The Roman Church, apprehending his diminished state, ~ (?)
318#    Grew kinder, and his fury was assuagʼd.
       ~ Grew familial, and his anger was sweetened. ~
       ~ Grew with child, and so was his vengeance also brought to term. ~

313$ Then, like a melancholy malcontent,
        [Then, like a melancholy (melancholy: ʻdissatisfied and complaining or making toubleʼ, ʻdepressed 
in spirits, sadʼ*, deep, pensive, and long-lasting sadnessʼ) malcontent (ʻone who feels unhappy because 
he has not what he wishesʼ*),]
 ~ Then, like a dissatisfied and troublesome rebel, ~

314$ He vails his tail that, like a falling plume,
        [He vails (ʻto lower, let fallʼ) his tail (see l.305  tail: ʻan estate or title limited to a person and their 
heirsʼ) that, like a falling (fall: ʻcaptured or defeatedʼ, ʻdownfall, degradation, loss of greatnessʼ*) plume 
(ʻfeathers which serve to adorn, particularly a tuft of feathers worn as an ornamentʼ*, fig.  ʻensignʼ, heraldic 
ʻshieldʼ,  alt.: ʻa great sense of self-satisfaction about somethingʼ, pride;  alt.: see l. 302  adorned faith/
feathers - Protestants rejected ornament in places of worship and in dress),]
~ He lets fall his hereditary estate and title that, like a defeated ensign/standard, ~

315$ Cool shadow to his melting buttock lent:
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        [Cool (figurative  ʻabated heatʼ*, or ardor;  alt.: ʻmoderately and agreeably coldʼ*) shadow 
(ʻdarknessʼ*, metaphorically  ʻshelterʼ*, relief;  alt.: ʻanything unsubstantial or unrealʼ*, ʻapplied to persons by 
way of expressing that they have a life scarcely worth the nameʼ*; alt.: ʻfainter light caused by the 
interception of the sun/[son]-beamsʼ*; diminished light from Christ - this is the origin of the fair/Catholic, 
dark/Protestant symbolism) to his melting (melt: ʻto be softened to any gentle and tender passionʼ*, ʻto 
waste away, to reduce to nothingʼ*) buttock (ʻthe hindmost part of the bodyʼ*, see l.298  from which is 
judged strength and power, i.e. opposite the head;  alt.: buttock, Latin  būthysĭa ? : ʻsacrifice of oxenʻ  
Cassellʼs ;  alt.: ass, see l.14: ass, referring to anatomical ʻseatʻ may derive from Shake-speareʼs Nick Bottom in Midsummer 
Nightʼs Dream, see Online Etymology, and also Venus and Adonis, see l.14;  Vere satirizes Burghleyʼs self-estimation as 
Elizabethʼs pack-horse/ass) lent (ʻcontribute or add a qualityʼ;  alt.: = Lent, ʻChristian period of fasting, 
abstinence, and penitenceʼ - perhaps a weak allusion to Burghleyʼs aversion to fun and frivolity, and 
inclination to abstinence): ]
~ Lent tranquil relief/shelter to his dwindling strength: ~
~ Added the qualities of abated ardor, and a fainter radiance from Christ, to his Lenten ass (Wm. Cecil): ~
      Iʼm sorry that the very specific meaning of this line completely escapes me.

316$ He stamps and bites the poor flies in his fume.
        [He stamps (ʻto impress, to imprintʼ, a possible allusion to the Protestant/Anglican pamphlets 
published under the name Pasquille Cavilliero?; alt.: ʻcrush or flatten with a heavy blow from oneʼs feetʼ) 
and bites (bite: ʻto hurt, to injureʼ*;  alt.: ʻmockʼ*; ʻdefyʼ*) the poor (ʻindigent, needyʼ*) flies (poor flies = 
Catholic recusants living abroad in continental Europe?, i.e. those who have fled;  alt.: = birds, Byrds) in 
his fume (anger, ʻa passion which deprives the mind of self-controlʼ*).]
~ He strikes and mocks the indigent recusants in his fury. ~ 

317$    His love, perceiving how he is enragʼd,       
           [His love (= the Roman Church), perceiving (perceive: ʻcome to realize or understandʼ) how he is  
enragʼd (enrage: in extreme anger;  alt.: en: + rag: + ʻd: = impoverished),]
~ The Roman Church, apprehending his diminished state, ~ (?)
~ His jennet love, realizing his wrath, ~

318$    Grew kinder, and his fury was assuagʼd.
           [Grew (grow: ʻbecomeʼ*, ʻto become greater or largerʼ*) kinder (see l.312  i.e. with child, inverse of 
unkind=ʻchildlessʼ*), and his fury (Fury: ʻa goddess of vengeanceʼ*, ʻa spirt of punishment, often 
represented as one of three goddesses who executed the curses pronounced upon criminals, and 
tortured the guilty with stings of conscience) was assuagʼd (ʻto allay, appeaseʼ;  alt.: Latin  ad: ʻtoʼ 
expressing change + suavis: ʻsweetʼ ;  alt.: pun?  a-sway-gʼd, as in l.109, denoting the carrying of a child to 
term — here Henry Wriothesley, who he hopes will be his Fury, i.e. vengeance).]
~ Grew with child, and so was his vengeance also brought to term in her womb. ~
~ Grew familial, and his anger was appeased. ~

             (46)
319# His testy master goeth about to take him;
       ~ His headstrong lord concerns himself with retaking possession of the state. ~
320# When, lo, the unbackʼd breeder, full of fear,
       ~ When, look!, the Virgin Mother [Church], full of mistrust, ~
321# Jealous of catching, swiftly doth forsake him,
       ~ Fearful of contagion, quickly deserts him, ~
322# With her the horse, and left Adonis there:
      ~ With the maiden church went the state, and left de Vere in that place: ~
323#    As they were mad, unto the wood they hie them,
       ~ ʻThe Seymʼ Man deranged, to the forest they hurry themselves, ~
324#    Out-stripping crows that strive to over-fly them.                                    crows: birds, Byrds, Catholic recusants
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       ~ Out pacing The Birds that contend to overtake them. ~ 

319$ His testy master goeth about to take him;
        [His testy (ʻeasily angry, fretful, peevishʼ*;  alt.: ʻheadstrong, impetuousʼ) master (ʻrulerʼ*, ʻownerʼ*) 
goeth about (ʻbegin or carry on work at an activity, to busy oneself withʼ) to take (take: ʻto seize, to lay 
hold ofʼ, ʻto catchʼ, ʻto bring out of the power or possession of anotherʼ) him;]
~ His headstrong lord concerns himself with seizing possession of the state. ~
~ De Vere, his fretful owner begins the work of seizing possession of the state.

320$ When, lo, the unbackʼd breeder, full of fear,
        [When, lo (look!), the unbackʼd (i.e. the virgin, with Christian connotation; alt.: ʻnever mounted, not 
taught to bear a riderʼ*) breeder (= Mother Church; alt.: = Spanish Jennetʼ, ʻone who begetsʼ*, ʻfemaleʼ*, 
ʻauthorʼ*), full of fear (ʻapprehension, dreadʼ*, ʻdoubt, mistrustʼ*),]
~ When, look!, the Virgin Mother [Church], full of mistrust, ~
~ When, look!, the maiden/ʻJennetʼ, full of dread, ~
      The parallel metaphors of maiden Mary Wriothesley, the unbackʼd breeder/Jennet, and the 
Virgin/Mother Church continue.
   Further work needed here to assure the ʻbreeding jennetʻ is the same as ʻthe unbackʼd breederʼ.
   
321$ Jealous of catching, swiftly doth forsake him,
        [Jealous (ʻsuspiciously fearfulʼ*) of catching (ʻto seize, to take, to capture, by pursuit or by 
stratagemʼ*, ʻto lay holdʼ*, ʻto attract, to charmʼ*), swiftly doth forsake (ʻto leave, to quitʼ; ʻto desertʼ) him,]
~ Fearful of contagion, quickly deserts him, ~ 
~ Fearful of being taken, quickly deserts him, ~
      We must resolve whether the Jennet is fearful of the state being caught, or of herself being caught.

322$ With her the horse, and left Adonis there:
        [With her (i.e. the maiden/Mother Church) the horse (state), and left Adonis there (ʻin that placeʼ):]
~ With the maiden church went the state, and left de Vere in that place: ~
      At any rate, Lord Adonis is left without his horse/State or the horseʼs mate/Mother Church.
   
323$    As they were mad, unto the wood they hie them,
           [As they were mad (ʻbeside oneʼs self, having lost all self-commandʼ), unto the wood (symbolic 
of retreat from Court and politics  see discussion of lands governed by Forest Law this essay pg. 34,4 ; also  As You Like It; 
the retreat of Nēmo: Latin ʻno man, no one, nobodyʼ, who is Latin wordplay  nĕmŏrĭwăgus: ʻwandering in the 
woodsʼ, or nĕmŏrĭcultrix: ʻdwelling in the woodsʼ,   alt.: indicating descent from Plantagenets; Plantagenet 
badge: ʻWoodstockʼ or ʻstump of woodʼ.) they hie (hurry, ʻto make hasteʼ*) them (themselves),]
~ Having lost all self-command, to the forest/wilderness the maiden and England hurry themselves, ~
  
324$    Out-stripping crows that strive to over-fly them.
           [Out-stripping (ʻto leave behindʼ*) crows (possible reference to The Birds by Aristophanes;
corvi: ʻanonymous tipstersʼ within the Vatican or other closed organizations  etymology? see article by Sarah 
Delaney, Los Angeles Times 5/30/2012 ;  alt.: Corvus sp. referring to the crow or raven; perhaps an epithet for 
Protestants, referring to their funereal garb that contrasts with the luminous style of the Italian 
Renaissance for which de Vere is noted; therefore crows = darkness) that strive (ʻto quarrel, to be in 
contention or disputeʼ*, ʻto emulate, to vieʼ*) to over-fly (ʻto overtake in flyingʼ*) them.]
~ Leaving behind the ʻanonymous tipstersʼ that contend to overtake them. ~
~ Leaving behind the funereal Protestants that contend to overtake them. ~
   This may refer to the Puritan and Anglican factions that are left to vie for dominance in the absence of 
de Vere, the one true heir apparent. Hamletʼs dying breath finalizes this idea: “O, I die, Horatio; 
The potent poison quite oʼer-crows my spirit:”  Hamlet V ii 363-64.
~ That Dudleyʼs conscienceless affectations of love, by persuasion may be turned to advantage; ~
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   There is a possible allusion to The Birds of Aristophanes. The Cecil/Dudley usurpation of England under 
Elizabeth may be figured as an ʻAthensʼ, engulfed in legalist mismanagement. The ʻBirdsʼ, as Catholic 
Recusants propose a ʻCloudCuckoolandʼ/ Bois in order to reestablish an idealized state ... 
                                                                *  *  *  * 

325$ All swoln with chafing, down Adonis sits,
        [All (metonym  all family members directly descended from Henry Vll, i.e. the Tudors;  alt.: ʻentirelyʼ) 
swoln (swell: ʻbecome larger or rounder in sizeʼ, ʻto make tumidʼ*, tumid: ʻof language or literary style  pompous 
or bombasticʼ;  alt.: ʻto make greater in intensityʼ, ʻbe intensely affected or filled with a particular emotionʼ; 
alt.: ʻa person of wealth or high social positionʼ, archaic  ʻsmart, fashionableʼ) with chafing (chafe: ʻto heat, 
to warmʼ*, ʻto inflame, to make furiousʼ*, ʻto fret, to fume, to rageʼ*), down (ʻto or at a lower level of 
intensityʼ) Adonis sits (sit: ʻto be in a situation or conditionʼ, accepts his current condition; alt.: ʻto be or 
remain in a placeʼ, ʻto hold a session, ʻto be engaged in public businessʻ; alt. sit down: archaic  ʻencamp 
outside a city in order to besiege it),]
~ The Tudor Monarchy, inflamed with [external] heat, to a lower level seats Vere, ~ 
~ Inflamed with rage/resentment, de Vere withdraws himself from the public (Court) ~
   
   This ʻincreaseʻ and ʻwarmingʻ may refer to his exemplary education. Credit: Sir Thomas Smith, Lawrence Nowell, 
Arthur Golding, for academic instruction, Thomas Radcliffe (Surrey) for military experience and as a paradigm of 
honor, and I suppose (give the devilʼs their due) William Cecil and Robert Dudley as cautionary tales. ??? 

326$ Banning his boistʼrous and unruly beast:
        [Banning (ban: ʻto curseʼ*;  alt.: ʻofficially or legally prohibitʼ; alt.: ʻsummon by a public proclamationʼ) 
his boistʼrous (ʻwild, intractable, rudely violent, noisy, and tumultuousʼ*;  alt.  bois: wordplay, French  ʻa wood 
or forestʼ, ʻwood, timberʼ Cassellʼs ; ʻrustic, coarseʼ + tʼrous = ous: ʻin the nature ofʼ; likely referring to the 
Plantagenet ʻWoodstocksʼ, specifically Edward of Woodstock, the heroic ʻBlack Princeʼ) and unruly (ʻnot 
submitting to rules, ungovernableʼ*) beast (ʻin contradistinction to manʼ*, perhaps as in Othello l.i.117, 
beastly or ʻanimalʼ sex, carnal entertainment, alt.: Robert Dudley?):]
# Banning his boistʼrous and unruly beast:
      ~ Forbidding his Woodstock Nature and unruled State: ~ 
- ~ Damning his tumultuous and unruled State: ~
         - ~ Repudiating his/the rudely violent and ungovernable Leicester: ~
   The surname Bois, or Boyes, is prominent in Shakespeare, and may refer to the Woodstock 
Plantagenets. Edward of Woodstock, the first Prince of Wales who did not become king may be the 
preferred allusion. He was also the first Knight of the Garter.     

327$ And now the happy season once more fits,
        [And now the happy (ME  Hap: ʻa chance occurrenceʼ + y: ʻforming adjectives, with depreciatory 
referenceʼ; fortunate?, chancy) season (pun  sea/Sey + son... combines well with “once more”;  alt.:
happy season: period of relative happiness) once (ʻone timeʼ*, at one time = Sometime: ref. to attainder) 
more (pun  ʻmourʼ: second syllable of Seymour;  alt.: = Sir Thomas More: referring back to the ʻrockʼ of 
English faith and humanist moderation; alt.: ʻonce againʼ, as before) fits (fit: ʻto be adapted, to serve fitʼ; 
alt.: ʻany irregular and violent affection of the mindʼ*, ʻan attack of mental disorderʼ, convulses, erupts),]
~ And now, the chancy son ʻSeyʼ—at one time ʻmourʼ—suits, ~
~ And now, the chancy son ʻSeyʼ—attainted ʻmourʼ—suffers a violent affection of mind, 
~  And now the golden age of More again erupts (in disorder), ~
      This line may have no deep significance beyond the wordplay on the Seymour surname. However, if 
“happy season” refers to a distinct time in de Vereʼs life, we must turn to alternate meanings of ʻhappyʼ, 
not ʻin a state of felicity, contented and satisfiedʼ*, but rather, in a state of chancy happenstance.  
  Stephen Alford has outlined The Early Elizabethan Polity, William Cecil and the British Succession Crisis, 1558-1569, 
Cambridge University Press, 1998, p. 109-15   the efforts of Wm. Cecil, in 1563, to secure a ʻdevyseʼ for an orderly 
succession (read ʻProtestant successionʼ) of the monarchy—perhaps even a prolonged ʻinterregnumʼ 
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under a ʻGreatʼ or ʻGrand Councilʼ. Of particular interest to Oxfordian revisionists is the make-up of Cecilʼs 
1585 ʻGrand Councilʼ proposed  whose members include “the Lord Great Chamberlain”, Edward de Vere. 
This special Council would supersede the actions of the Privy Council and Parliament. I believe this 
proposal evinces the most promising position in which de Vere was to find himself; note that it occurs in 
the period 1582-88, when he was fathering several ʻCecilʼ grandchildren by wife Anne.

   The urgency of political claims to the crown in the wake of Elizabethʼs illness with small-pox (~ Oct. 
10th, 1562) introduced Robert Dudley and Thomas Howard, Duke of Norfolk, to the Privy Council. Dudley 
was included at the insistence of the Queen; in her first lucid words following delirium brought on by the 
Pox, she requested the Council to designate Lord Robert ʻProtector of the Kingdomʼ in the event of future 
emergency. By this action, it seems, Dudley had insinuated himself as an emotional support for Elizabeth; 
any deepening of the alliance between the two threatened William Cecilʼs dominance of policy and 
finance. Cecil, sensing the balance of power tipping strongly in Dudleyʼs favor, sought to counter-
maneuver with the addition of Norfolk, who carried with him the political weight of the conservative 
nobility.
   Further on the question of succession, Dudley backed Henry Hastings, 3rd Earl of Huntingdon 
(descended from Edward lll).  Norfolk followed Howard of Effingham (The Lord Chamberlain) in Henry 
Vlllʼs designation of the Suffolk (Charles Brandon-Margaret Tudor family) claim, and supported Lady 
Catherine Grey and then her infant son. There were other claimants as well, and more would arise, but 
dispute of the title among the council moderated religious policy; the aspirations of reformists and 
Catholics alike were sustained.  Therein lies the ʻhappy seasonʼ—a period of relative stability when no 
individual Will could dictate political and religious enfranchisement. That season died with Norfolk, June 
2nd, 1572.  If that event wasnʼt conclusive, St. Bartholomewʼs Day was 1573 .  see F. Chamberlin .

328$ That love-sick Love by pleading may be blest;
!    That lovesicke love, by pleading may be blest:
        [That love-sick (ʻmissing the person one loves, so much that one is unable to act normallyʼ, 
ʻlanguishing with amorous desireʼ*;  alt. sick: ʻdiseased, not in healthʼ) Love (metonym?  = Dudley; the 
original printing did not capitalize “love”) by pleading (ʻto speak by way of persuasionʼ*, alt.: to reveal, ʻto 
expose, to declare as in a law-suitʼ*) may be blest (ʻto turn to advantageʼ*);]
~ That Dudleyʼs conscienceless affectations of love, by persuasion may be turned to advantage; ~
     In most instances it can be said that acts of love speak far more meaningfully than words.  Dudley acts 
as the Queens jailer but speaks of his ardent love for her.  This importuning—according to historians, 
wildly successful with Elizabeth—induced her ʻroyal pleadingʼ on his behalf, and thereby, Dudleyʼs 
inclusion in the Privy Council see notes l. 327.  
   I suspect sarcasm in the phrase “lovesicke love”. I believe de Vere and Elizabeth knew well enough that 
Robert Dudley never regarded an emotion on which he wouldnʼt submit a ʻlow-ballʼ bid; ʻtickling 
Commodityʼ King John, ll i 573  and favorable exchange are the objects of his Love.  The sort of ʻsickness in 
loveʼ de Vere refers to is not quaint or charming, but ʻdiseasedʼ*.
   Leicester was banished from the Queens Court for his ʻlove-sickʼ... marriage... !

329$    For lovers say, the heart hath treble wrong
           [For lovers say, the heart (the True Heart = the very essenceʼ* = the constant essence of Vere 
ʻthe seat of loveʼ, ʻthe soulʼ*, the supposed source of emotional or intellectual energy) hath (suffers) 
treble (ʻthreefoldʼ*) wrong (ʻharm, hurt, painʼ*, ʻoffenceʼ*, injustice, ʻanything unjustʼ*)]
~ For lovers say, the heart suffers threefold pain ~
   Any line of distinction between the heart, as ʻthe center of a personʼs thoughts and emotions, especially 
love or compassionʼ Oxford-American Dict., and the soul as the source of ʻemotional or intellectual energy or 
intensity, especially as revealed in a work of art or an artistic performanceʼ ibid., is blurred by the secular 
spirit of the author, and by the divergent purposes of allegory and narrative.  
 
330$    When it is barrʼd the aidance of the tongue.
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           [When it is barrʼd (bar: ʻto depriveʼ) the aidance (ʻassistanceʼ) of the tongue (language, means 
of expression; alt.: of hounds  bark, esp. on finding a sent).]
~ When it is deprived the solace of expression. ~
   Lines 327-30 weigh the voice of Leicester, calculating, grasping and manipulative, against the silence of 
de Vere, concealing desperation and righteous anger as indicated in l.331-36.  Oxford, barred a ʻvoiceʼ 
and no longer able to ʻactʼ freely, warns that he intends to exact harsh retribution (full disclosure, perhaps) 
for that enforced silence.  

331$ An oven that is stoppʼd, or river stayʼd,
        [An oven (ʻa small furnaceʼ;  alt.: o: metonym  Oxford + ven: ʻLatin  veinʼ?, see l. 329: “the heart hath 
treble wrong”) that is stoppʼd (stop: ʻto obstructʼ, to choke), or river (pun  rive: ʻto be splitʼ* + ver: Vere; 
therefore, divided or wounded Vere) stayʼd (stay: ʻcurb, checkʼ, dammed),]
~ An Oxford vein that is obstructed, or riven Vere checked, ~
~ An oven that is obstructed, or a river dammed, ~

332$ Burneth more hotly, swelleth with more rage:
        [Burneth (burn: figuratively  ʻconsume with fireʼ*) more (metonym  mour: derived from second syllable 
of Seymour) hotly (hot: ʻardentʼ, ʻviolent, passionateʼ, ʻvehement, furiousʼ), swelleth (ʻto rise and 
increaseʼ*) with more (metonym  mour: derived from second syllable of Seymour;  alt.: ʻgreaterʼ; alt.: 
figuratively  just, righteous, referring to the principled conduct of Sir Thomas More? and E. Vere) rage 
(ʻviolent anger, furyʼ*):]
~ Burns ʻMourʼ violently, rises with ʻMourʼ fury: ~
   This line reiterates the themes of the first line in this section see l.325, i.e. the idea that consuming fire 
does not diminish, but increases.

333$ So of concealed sorrow may be said;
        [So (ʻit follows, it proceedsʼ; refers to royal progeny, therefore So = metonym  Southampton?;  alt.: 
ʻsuch, this, thatʼ*) of concealed (hidden, unexpressed) sorrow (ʻsadnessʼ*, grievance) may be (the 
Royal/True self, BE is coupled with are, am; nearly synonymous with essential or veracious existence) 
said;]
~ Likewise Southampton, of hidden grief, may be said; ~
~ Of Southampton, hidden grief, may be said; ~
~ Such as this of unexpressed grievance may be said; ~

334$ Free vent of words loveʼs fire doth assuage;
        [Free (ʻnot confined, not restrainedʼ*) vent (ʻLatin  ventus: windʼ;  alt.: ʻutteranceʼ*) of words 
(ʻcommunicationʼ) loveʼs (love = Robert Dudley; alt.: love of faith?) fire (Fair Ire: fair anger, righteous 
anger, or Consuming Fair: the burning or razing of the Rightful Heirs see above Fair, i.e. the Tudor Monarchy  
see l.35  -  refers to the ʻbadgeʼ of Henryʼs Vll and Vlll: ʻFlames of fireʼ;  alt.: ʻto burn with desireʼ*) doth 
assuage (ʻallayʼ*, ʻmake less intenseʼ, soften);]
~ Ungoverned words of current heir, Leicesterʼs burning ire doth weaken; ~
~ Unrestrained utterance of [Vereʼs] words softens Leicesterʼs burning desire; ~

335$    But when the heartʼs attorney once is mute,
           [But when the heartʼs (the True Heart = the very essenceʼ* = the constant essence of Vere;  alt.: 
heart: ʻthe soul, the mind in generalʼ*, ʻthe prompter of will and inclinationʼ*) attorney (appointed or 
assigned ʻsubstitute, proxyʼ*) once (= ʻSometimeʼ, ʻat one timeʼ) is mute (ʻsilent, not speakingʼ*),]
~ But when words, ʻSometime advocateʼ of the Vere essence, is silenced, ~
~ But when the soulʼs proxy once is silent, ~

336$    The client breaks, as desperate in his suit.
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           [The client (ʻa person using the services of a lawyerʼ, figuratively  the heart) breaks (ʻto make a 
disclosureʼ*, ʻto force oneʼs wayʼ*;  alt.: overcome, overpowered), as (being;  alt.: ʻin the same degree, of 
the same qualityʼ*) desperate (ʻhopelessʼ*) in his suit (ʻpetition, address of entreatyʼ*).]
~ Vere is overpowered, being hopeless in his petition. ~
~ That soul makes full disclosure, feeling further entreaty to be hopeless. ~

337$ He sees her coming, and begins to glow,
        [He sees (ʻto perceive mentally, to discover, to understandʼ*) her (Elizabeth) coming (line of 
descent, to come: ʻto be descended fromʼ*), and begins (be: the Royal/True self: nearly synonymous with 
essential or veracious existence, + gin: pun  ʻa snare for trapping gameʼ, ʻa snare, a springeʼ*) to glow (ʻto 
become red with animationʼ*, heated, ʻinflamed with convictionʼ),]
~ He sees her coming, and becomes inflamed with conviction, ~

338$ Even as a dying coal revives with wind,
        [Even (the very same) as (being like) a dying (ʻgradually ceasing to exist or function: in decline and 
about to disappearʼ) coal (ʻglowing emberʼ or charred remnantʼ of Woodstock; possible reference to 
Edward Plantagenet of Woodstock 1330-76,  aka ʻThe Black Princeʼ , the first Prince of Wales not to become 
King) revives (ʻto return to lifeʼ*, reinvigorate, rekindle) with wind (ʻa current of airʼ* = a current heir),]
~ Being the very same as a remnant of Woodstock, rekindles with an ʻheir currentʼ. ~
     
339$ And with his bonnet hides his angry brow;
        [And with his bonnet (vb.  bonnet: tipping of the hat to indicate deference, ʻto take off the bonnet, to 
show courtesyʼ*) hides (ʻmake invisible, to suppress, to keep secretʼ*) his angry (ʻprovokedʼ*) brow 
(ʻforeheadʼ*, aspect, appearanceʼ*);]
~ And with his shows of courtesy and deference, keeps secret his provoked appearance; ~

340$ Looks on the dull earth with disturbed mind,
        [Looks (ʻthink of or regard in a specified wayʼ) on the dull (ʻspiritless, lifelessʼ*) earth (pun  the heirʼs 
estate: heireth = heirʼs;  alt.: ʻthe country, the landʼ*, ʻthe world in which we liveʼ*) with disturbed (disturb: 
ʻexcite from a state of rest, to troubleʼ*) mind (ʻthe soulʼ*, ʻthoughtsʼ*),]
~ Regards his spiritless England with troubled soul, ~

341$    Taking no notice that she is so nigh,
           [Taking no notice (take notice: ʻto mind, to care forʼ) that she is so (ʻit follows, it proceedsʼ; refers 
to royal progeny, therefore So = metonym  Southampton) nigh (nigh: ʻin a manner touching near, coming 
home to the heartʼ*),]
~ Taking no notice that Elizabeth R holds Southampton close to the heart, ~
~ Caring not that Elizabeth is, likewise, troubled with affairs of the heart, ~ 

342$    For all askance he holds her in his eye.
           [For all (all family members directly descended from Henry Vll, i.e. the Tudors;  alt.: ʻentirelyʼ*)
askance (ʻwith a look of indifference or disdainʼ) he holds (hold: ʻto judge, to considerʼ*) her in his (note   
his eye: the spies of Wm. Cecil; her eye: the spies of Dudley) eye (espial, reconnaissance, surveillance).]
~ For the sake of all the (Tudor) family, indifferently he holds her in the Cecil camp. ~
~ For entirely with a (contrived) look of indifference, he judges Elizabeth to be under Dudleyʼs 
surveillance. ~
   This theme will surface again at the close of The Rape of Lucrece.  In l.1807-14, Brutus (analogous to 
de Vere), latent but watchful, will awaken to save the day.

343$ O, what a sight it was, wistly to view,
!    O what a sight it was wistly to view,      1593
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        [O (ʻinterjection expressive of pain, of surpriseʼ*), what a sight (ʻshow, spectacleʼ*) it was, wistly 
(ʻattentively, observingly, with scrutinyʼ*) to view (ʻto surveyʼ*)]
~ Oxford, what a scene it was, attentively considered ~
~ Oh, what a spectacle it was, on close inspection ~

344$ How she came stealing to the wayward boy!
        [How she came stealing (ʻto go, or come furtivelyʼ*, ʻmove somewhere quietly or surreptitiouslyʼ)
to the wayward (late Middle English  ʻturned away from what is right and goodʼ;  alt.: ʻcapricious and 
obstinateʼ*, difficult to control or predict because of unusual or perverse behaviorʼ) boy!]
~ How she came secretly to the ʻawaywardʼ child! ~
~ How she came secretly to child ʻturned awayʼ! ~

345$ To note the fighting conflict of her hue,
!    To note the fighting conflict of her hew,      1593    
        [To note (ʻto observeʼ*, alt.: ʻto set a mark on; in an ill sense, = to dishonor, to stigmatizeʼ*) the 
fighting (ʻviolent struggleʼ) conflict (ʻincompatibility between two opinions, principles, or interestsʼ) of her 
hue (ʻcolorʼ*, ʻcharacter, aspectʼ, old English  ʻform, appearanceʼ;  alt.: hew: ʻcut, to chop, to hackʼ*, tear),]
~ To observe the violent struggle of incompatible interests in her colors, ~
~ To observe the war of her ʻtearʼ, ~

346$ How white and red each other did destroy!
        [How white (referring to the white rose of the House of York, alt.: figuratively  ʻmorally or spiritually 
pure; innocent and untaintedʼ) and red (referring to the red rose of the House of Lancaster, alt.: ʻstained 
or covered with bloodʼ, ʻinvolving blood or violenceʼ, alt.: white and red: = see l.10  the colors of St. George, 
patron saint of England, and the colors of the English national flag since 1/1188, a red cross on a white 
field; alt.: the amalgam of York and Lancaster = Tudor; alt.: innocence and complicity) each other did 
destroy (ʻruinʼ*, unbuild)! ]
~ How England was ruined in civil conflict!
~ How the Tudor Rose, white and red, was undone! ~
   Following the War of the Roses, the claimants to the English Crown resolved themselves in the House 
of Tudor.  De Vere here notes: that resolution is undone with the loss of political unity; that alliance of York 
and Lancaster is destroyed with the corrupted integrity of Elizabeth. The Queen no longer represents a 
single head on the body of state. There now reigns a confused triumvirate of Cecil, Leicester, and 
Elizabeth (no doubt with a healthy admixture of Oxford), each with conflicting ideas.
   It is easy to sympathize with the author; but I remind myself that he is often an apologist for the divine 
right of Monarchy.  From his 16th century perspective, de Vere witnessed opportunistic political 
technocrats shamefully wielding the Queenʼs maiden virtue to raise their own fortunes. These ʻbut-lately- 
titledʼ upstarts are an obvious target for him. We, with an added four centuries, have seen glimpses of 
democratic enlightenment ... well, at the very least, a rise in the tide of general opportunity.  We tend to 
see an evolutionary ladder climbing from primitive clan chieftains to Senate Majority Leaders and beyond. 
Because of this, modern historians are apt to credit Cecil with taking cautious steps towards democratic/
parliamentary/representative government and wresting power from family dynasties, but his intention was 
to vest that dynastic power with his own. Cecilʼs preoccupation with the nobility and heraldry is often 
noted. To a remarkable degree, he succeeded. Ultimately, Williamʼs son Robert was forced to concede 
the throne to the Scottish Stuarts; but unbroken lines of Cecil continue to this day through the earls and 
Marquesses of Salisbury and Exeter. 
**Check associations of white with Whitehall (formerly York-place) in London. 

347$    But now her cheek was pale, and by and by
           [But now (by turns, denoting quick alterations of mood or behavior, ʻone after the otherʼ) her 
cheek (= avowed commitment, apt to bend for advantage, commodity, life, etc.) was pale (ʻsynonymous 
to whiteʼ*, Yorkist; alt.: ʻwanting luster or brightnessʼ*, weak, lacking), and by and by]
~ Only now Elizabethʼs allegiance was with Yorkist (Leicester) usurpers, then ~ 
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~ One moment her commitment was weak and wanting, but a moment later ~
   A dichotomy characterizes the Tudor Rose; attributes entailed in the white and the red are not equally 
beneficial to the family. The white/pale indicates weakness and fickleness. We know that Oxford rued his 
own rash and destructive treatment of Anne (Cecil) de Vere. This is the debility of York inconstancy. The 
red/fire (l.348) of Lancaster characterizes the reason and integrity of Henry V and Hamlet. 
 
348$    It flashed forth fire, as lightning from the sky.
           [It flashed (flash: ʻto burst into sight with a sudden blazeʼ) forth (ʻout; from confinement or 
indistinction into open viewʼ*) fire (= red, Lancastrian), as lightning () from the sky (ʻlightning flash, as 
an attribute of a god such as Jupiter or Thorʼ, the thunderbolt being its ʻdestructive agentʼ).]
~ It flashed Lancastrian and Catholic, as enlightenment from God. ~
~ It burst out with a sudden blaze, like Zeusʻs thunderbolt. ~
   
349 $ Now was she just before him as he sat,
        [Now (ʻAt this timeʼ*, alt.: ʻthings being soʼ, under these circumstancesʼ*) was she just (just: 
ʻconforming to the laws and principles of justice, equitableʼ*, ʻright, trueʼ*, ʻlegitimateʼ*) before 
(ʻin presence ofʼ*) him as (ʻin the same degree, of the same qualityʼ*) he sat (sit: ʻtake no action, choose 
not to become involvedʼ;  alt.: seat, seated: ʻestate, landed propertyʼ*, ʻplace possessed as a propertyʼ*),]
~ Under these circumstances was she equitable, as he chose to take no action, ~
~ At this time she was ranked proximate, and precedent to him, equal he was positioned, ~ 
 

350$ And like a lowly lover down she kneels;
        [And like (ʻresemblingʼ*, ʻequal toʼ*) a lowly (ʻhumbleʼ*, ʻenfeebledʼ*) lover (ʻone lovingʼ, one kindly 
disposedʼ*, alt.: one who has scored zero in tennis or squash, i.e. nothing, nil?) down (ʻfrom a higher to a 
lower placeʼ*, ʻat the bottom, on the groundʼ* ) she kneels (ʻassume a position in which the body is 
supported by a knee or the knees, typically as a sign of reverence or submissionʼ);]
~ And just as one obedient in love, she shows reverence by kneeling; ~ 
~ And much the same as a low born nothing, she submits on her knees; ~
~ And as a low-born Grey-Dudley follower, she submits to obedience; ~
   There are several terms used in l.350-5? that may be derived from tennis?

351$ With one fair hand she heaveth up his hat,
        [With one fair (Ver, Truth = The Just Heirs - a lexical ʻtrickʼ frequently used by de Vere: Fair = Fair 
Air = The Rightful Heir,  alt.: ʻunspotted, pureʼ*, ʻhonorable, equitableʼ*, ʻauspiciousʼ*;) hand (ʻoffice, or 
incumbent dutyʼ*, commission) she heaveth (ʻto raise, to liftʼ*) up (heaveth up: ʻexaltʼ) his hat (ʻused as a 
stake in bettingʼ*, as a symbol of having taken up a challenge, esp. a political race),]
~ With her rightful, Princely office, she raises up his challenge, ~
~ With one honorable/uncorrupted office she raises his challenge, ~

   In l.351-52, de Vere points to the divided office of Elizabeth. On one hand, she has the ʻpureʼ and 
ʻhonorableʼ commission of unfettered monarchy; on the other hand, she is only the mouthpiece for a 
compromised or negotiated monarchy under Burghleyʼs de facto control.

352$ Her other tender hand his fair cheek feels:
        [Her other (ʻthe second of twoʼ*) tender (legal term  ʻformally offer a plea or evidence, or money to 
discharge a debtʼ, beholden, obligated) hand (as l.351 ʻofficeʼ) his fair (ʻclear, pureʼ*, uncompromising;) 
cheek (allegiance, fidelity to religious or political principles) feels (ʻto try, to soundʼ*, to ascertain in a 
discreet manner, anotherʼs opinions or feelings):]
~ Her other ʻexchange officeʼ his Princely allegiance sounds: 
~ Her encumbered second office attempts to sound (for weakness) his uncompromising fidelity: ~
      
353$    His tendʼrer cheek receives her soft handʼs print,
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           [His tendʼrer (as in l.352 tender, but more so;  alt.: ʻrer = rare: ʻextraordinary, mostly in the sense 
of excellentʼ*, therefore, extraordinary value) cheek (unfaithful to principle, unprincipled adherents; Cheek 
is an antonym to More: ʻfaithful to principleʼ;  alt.: = check: arrest, restrain, control, limit;  alt.: allegiance, 
integrity) receives (ʻto obtain or suffer a thing offered or sentʼ*, from Latin  takes back) her soft (ʻeasily 
yielding to pressureʼ*) handʼs (commission, capacity) print (ʻmark made by impressionʼ*),]
~ His more valued constraint receives her weak officeʼs stamp, ~
~ His devotion, more obligated than hers, suffers the impression of her subservient commission, ~

354$    As apt as new-fallʼn snow takes any dint.
           [As apt (ʻinclined, readyʼ) as new-fallʼn snow (ʻwater congealed into soft white flakesʼ*, in this 
case: fickle see glossary: water Yorkist sentiment concealing other motivation;  alt.: ʻsomething that 
resembles snow in color or textureʼ, here: apparent Yorkist sentiment concealing other motivation) takes 
(ʻto choose and make to be oneʼs ownʼ*, ʻto receiveʼ*) any (ʻwhatever it may be,* every, all) dint 
(ʻimpressionʼ*, archaic  ʻa blow or stroke, typically one made with a weapon in fightingʼ).]
~ As readily as a newly recast Yorkist receives any stroke. ~
   A contrast between political opportunists and idealogical fidelity is expressed here.  De Vere has a 
manifest high regard for men like Sir Thomas More who advance by genuinely held beliefs. Without 
naming them specifically, the Sutton/Dudley family is an archetype of the opposite.
   The subject, beginning l.345, is persisting political instability as fallout of The War of the Roses. That  
instability continued to haunt the Tudor dynasty of Reformation England.  John Sutton (1400-87), 1st 
Baron Dudley, a prominent supporter of the House of Lancaster, returned Henry Vʼs body from France in 
1422.  He fought on the Lancastrian side in the Battles of St. Albans (1453) and Blore Heath (1459), but 
abruptly changed his allegiance to the House of York in the Battle of Towton (1461) fighting for Edward, 
Earl of March.  March was crowned Edward lV of England, June 28th, 1461.  Suttonʼs loyalty transferred 
again in 1485, to the Lancastrian Earl of Richmond, in time to benefit from the monarchy of Henry Vll, 
Elizabethʼs grand-father. This 1st Baron Dudley is the ʻnewly mintedʼ Yorkist likely alluded to here as 
“new-fallʼn snow”; that he received blows from both warring parties is noted in that he ʻtakes any dintʼ.  
   Subsequent Dudleyʼs (likewise infamous) were the avaricious Edmund Dudley  b.1462-beheaded 1510 , 
John Dudley, Duke of Northumberland  b.1504-beheaded 1553 , and, if we are to understand de Vere and 
Leicesterʼs Commonwealth correctly, Robert Dudley  b.1533-d.1588 . The effect of l.354 is to link Robert with 
his familyʼs unscrupulous past.  

355$ O, what a war of looks was then between them!
!    Oh, what a war of lookes was then betweene them,      1593
        [O, what a war (ʻcontestʼ*) of looks (spying, scrutiny, inquisition;  alt.: ʻappearance, aspectʼ*, ʻto 
seek, to search forʼ*) was then between (ʻin the space separating two objectsʼ) them!]
~ Oh, what a contest of spying/scrutiny then separated them! ~
     The ʻWar of Eyesʼ suggests a different set of ʻwatchersʼ or spies for Elizabeth and Edward. I have 
suspected that Robert Dudley and his cadre observed the Queen, while Cecil and his had de Vere.  
These distinct magisteria kept exclusive control of the Monarchy from either the Puritan ʻWar Partyʼ, or the 
Anglican ʻPeace Partyʼ. 
   Lines 355-60, can be rearranged in a number of ways; here is one plausible interpretation.

356$ Her eyes petitioners to his eyes suing;
        [Her eyes (= Robert Dudley, the Puritan cabal) petitioners (ʻsolicitorsʼ*) to his (i.e. de Vereʼs) eyes 
(= William Cecil, the ʻAnglicanʼ cabal,) suing (sue: ʻto beg, to entreatʼ*, ʻinstitute legal proceedings against 
a personʼ, ʻto appeal to a person for somethingʼ);]
~ Her (Dudley) shadows, solicitors to his (Cecil) shadows appealing; ~
~ Her warderʼs (Dudleyʼs) agents appeal to him for acquiescence; ~ 

357$ His eyes saw her eyes as they had not seen them;
        [His eyes (ʻopinionʼ*, comprehension, interpretation) saw (ʻto experience, to know, to sufferʼ*, to 
grasp, apprehend, understand) her eyes (pun  ayes: agreements, accords, compacts, promises) as (ʻin 
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the same degree, of the same qualityʼ*, ʻthough of the same degreeʼ) they had not seen (understood) 
them;]
~ His (Cecil) shadows saw her (Dudley) shadows, though the same, as they had not seen them;
~ His comprehension grasped her agreements as he had not understood them [before]; ~

358$ Her eyes wooʼd still, his eyes disdainʼd the wooing:
        [Her eyes (Elizabethʼs loving looks) wooʼd (woo: ʻto solicit, to seek to gain or to obtainʼ*, ʻto solicit in 
loveʼ*) still (metonym  still = ever/E. Vere), his eyes (estimation, ʻopinionʼ*) disdainʼd (disdain: ʻto think 
unworthyʼ*) the wooing (beseeching):]
~ Her (Dudley) shadows solicit Vere, his (Cecil) shadows scorn this solicitation: ~ 
~ Elizabethʼs loving looks entreat E. Vere, he esteems this beseeching unworthy: ~
   Elizabethʼs warders (Dudley et al) coerce his compliance with pressure and threats, while his mother 
appeals with love.

359$    And all this dumb play had his acts made plain,
           [And all (all family members directly descended from Henry Vll, i.e. the Tudors) this dumb play (= 
dumb show?: ʻgestures used to convey a meaning or message without speechʼ, ʻa part of a play acted in 
mime to summarize, supplement, or comment on the main actionʼ; alt.: 
from Dutch and German, in English since 14th cent.** dumb: ʻstupidʼ/play: ʻmanner of actingʼ; the use of play to 
mean dramatic performance/stage play dates from the 14th century) had his acts (act: ʻdeed, actionʼ*; alt.: ʻa 
pretenseʼ; alt.: ʻa written ordinance of a legislative body, a statuteʼ; alt.: ʻa main division of a playʼ) made 
plain (ʻclear, easily understoodʼ*, ʻartless, without disguiseʼ*)]
~ And ʻAllʼ [these] Tudorʼs silent gestures, had his plays made clear,
~ And all these clandestine stratagems had made [the meaning of] his plays easily understood, ~
~ And all these hidden contentions had his plays laid bare, ~
~ And all this concealed struggle for power justified his actions, ~
   This and the following line are, no doubt, keys to understanding de Vereʼs intents and purposes in 
turning to drama in order to express himself. Explain relationship of the following stanza on Lyly.      
**Collins English Dict.

360$    With tears, which, chorus-like, her eyes did rain.
!       With tears which Chorus-like her eyes did rain.      1593
           [With tears (tear: ʻhave great difficulty in choosing betweenʼ; alt.: ʻpull something apart by forceʼ), 
which, chorus (in Greek tragedy ʻa group of performers who comment on the main actionʼ, ʻan interpreterʼ* 
in tragedy) -like (ʻsimilar, resemblingʼ*; chorus-like: explication undertaken by other than the principle 
players), her eyes (ambiguous eyes: all of the meanings indicated in this stanza come together in this line - 
Robert Dudley, his spies, Elizabethʼs ties of motherhood, her prior agreements with Leicester and 
Burghley, etc.) did rain (rain = tears of grief; pun reign: ʻhold royal office, rule as king or queenʼ; pun rein: 
figurative  ʻthe power to direct and control).]
~ With confusion/disintegration/grief, which, by attendant council, her (Dudley) ʻshadowsʼ did rein . ~
~ With grief, which, subordinate council under Leicester commanded. ~ 
   Eyes and more eyes; if it seems confusing, it should be confusing—it was meant to be.

361$ Full gently now she takes him by the hand,
        [Full (ʻcompletely, quiteʼ*, ʻPlaced emphatically before adjectives and adverbsʼ*;  alt.: ʻthe point, or 
state of the greatest fullness or strengthʼ;  alt.: possible homonym  = fool) gently (ʻkindlyʼ*: related to kin, 
natural family, ʻnoblyʼ, ʻwithout reluctanceʼ*) now she takes (ʻto seize, to make a prisonerʼ*, ʻto get 
possession ofʼ*) him (de Vere) by the hand (ʻemblem of power, agency, actionʼ*),]
~ Kindly [as with a child] now she makes de Vere her captive by her powerful office, ~

362$ A lily prisonʼd in a gaol of snow,
        [A lily (referring to John Lyly, the second principle pseudonym of Edward de Vere) prisonʼd 
(imprisoned) in a gaol (ʻjailʼ, from Latin cavea: ʻcageʼ) of snow (ʻwater congealedʼ*, water: ʻemblem of 
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falsenessʼ*;  alt.: snow: ʻemblem of chastityʼ*, perhaps water and snow combined is an emblem of false 
chastity;  alt.: symbolic of opposed elements that normally extinguish each other;  alt.: symbolic  snow = 
Puritanism: Leicester and Francis Walsingham were the principle political proponents of the Puritans, who 
sought to purge the Anglican Church of elaborate rituals, ceremonies, artistic iconography, and hierarchy 
that had been retained from the Roman Catholic Church—red, symbolic of Catholicism is figuratively 
erased by the white of Puritanism; alt.: Yorkist sentiment/methodology = usurper;  alt. snow: figurative 
ʻmislead or charm with elaborate an insincere wordsʼ, ʻdeception or concealment of real motiveʼ),]
~ A [John] Lyly imprisoned in a cage of false chastity, ~
~ A [John] Lyly imprisoned in a cage of Puritan deception, ~
   This should disabuse us of the idea that de Vere assumed pseudonyms because of class 
consciousness; clearly it is because he is constrained by political usurpers who wish to hide his identity 
and have the power to suppress his faction. 

363$ Or ivory in an alabaster band;
        [Or (segment of Tudor; ʻgold or yellow, as a heraldic tinctureʼ, wordplay  ore: ʻa vein of goldʼ) ivory 
(Latin wordplay, homonym w. consonant shift b-v  ĕbur = ever: ʻa hard, creamy-white substance composing the 
main part of the tusks of an elephant; used extensively for symbols of religious significance in the Catholic 
Church; possibly derived from Biblical reference: Solomon “made a great throne of ivory, and overlaid it 
with the best gold” 1 Kings 10:18 ;  alt.:  possible pun  I + Vere + y, y: suffix from Latin -ia, French -ie  denoting a 
state, condition, or quality) in an alabaster (ʻa fine-grained, translucent form of gypsum, typically whiteʼ, 
poetic ʻlike alabaster in whiteness and smoothnessʼ; alt. possible pun from French  a la: in the, according to the 
+ Dutch  basture, French  bastard, Latin  bastardus, taken as signifying the child/offspring of an illegitimate 
marriage, or such offspring with a prostitute) band (ʻa company of personsʼ*; ʻbond, any moral 
obligationʼ*);]
~ [Enduring] Gold clad Ivory (Vereʼs-state), in obligation to a stone soft and pale; ~
~ [Precious and enduring] ore-ivory subordinate to (common and transitory) english alabaster; ~
      Vere may wish to liken his learning and wisdom to that of Solomon(?) : “And all the earth sought to 
Solomon, to hear his wisdom, which God had put in his heart.” 1 Kings 10:24  , or, at least compare himself 
favorably to Cecil/Leicester.
   Ivory and alabaster may also have connotations of hardness.  Both are used for ornamental carving, but 
Ivory is relatively harder (mohs scale 2.5) and much rarer than the gypsum alabaster referred to here 
(mohs scale 1.5-2).  De Vere, of course, is the ivory surrounded (l.364) by the soft, easily worked, less 
enduring alabaster. Gypsum alabaster was extensively mined in the English Midlands from the fifteenth 
century and a major export to the Continent.

364$ So white a friend engirts so white a foe:
        [So (ʻIn such a degreeʼ*;  alt.: ʻit follows, it proceedsʼ; refers to royal progeny, therefore So = metonym  
Vere and Southampton) white (ʻemblem of purity and innocenceʼ*) a friend (white a friend = John Lyly, 
personal secretary to de Vere and stage manager for his acting companies;  alt.: unlikely  the Religious 
Society of Friends was founded in 1647 as an outgrowth of Puritanism, but appears to have been used as 
a metonym for the Puritans in the late 16th century?) engirts (ʻto surround, encompass, encloseʼ;  alt.: 
encircle with a belt or band;  alt.: girts: ʻmake cutting or critical remarksʼ) so white (ʻemblem of 
cowardiceʼ*, see l.362: the cowardly, usurping faction of Cecil/Leicester) a foe (ʻenemyʼ*):]
~ To such a degree an innocent friend encompasses just such a fearful enemy: ~
~ To that extent, Lyly the friend encompasses Lyly the enemy: ~
      As previously noted, John Lyly was a spy in the pay of William Cecil; it would be with a profound 
sense of betrayal that de Vere calls him “a friend”. Lyly had violated the private confidence of Oxford/
Euphues.  His relationship to the author marked a critical passage from the irrepressible enthusiasm of 
early Shake-speare to the misanthropy of his later years.
   With respect to de Vereʼs development as an artist/philosopher, Lyly is to Oxford as Judas is to Jesus; 
without Lyly, the ʻideaʼ of Shake-speare might not have happened.  In discovering Lylyʼs perfidy, de Vere 
was left destitute, and became suspicious of those close to him. A good argument might be made that the 
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purest examples of Shake-speareʼs genius for tragedy are an artifact of his general mistrust.  We may 
posit from the rage of Timon, Hamlet, and Lear, that the author never fully trusted again.     
 
365$    This beauteous combat, wilful and unwilling,
           [This beauteous (ʻvery fair, handsomeʼ*) combat (ʻa single fight, a duelʼ*), wilful (ʻwillingʼ*, ʻacting 
with set purpose; or done by designʼ*, ʻvoluntarily assumedʼ*; alt.: likely ref.  acting on the will of William 
Cecil; alt.: unlikely (because of probable date of composition 1592-93) pun on 3rd pseudonym Will  under the title/
authorship of Will) and unwilling (ʻnot willing, disinclined, reluctantʼ*; alt.: pun  i.e. unwilling to submit to 
the will of William Cecil),]
~ This artistic war, between the forced Will of the Monarchy, and the un-Will-ing, ~
~ This surrogate war, between Lyly and Vere,
~ This fair/Vere duel, both voluntary and reluctant, ~
~ This beautiful clash, between the Will of Cecil (by proxy, Lyly) and the un-Will of Vere, ~ 
   ʻWillʼ and words derived from it, are here used deprecatingly. Behind each appearance is a scarcely 
ambiguous, vituperative anger. See Stephen Alfordʼs summary of Wm. Cecilʼs manipulation of the Royal 
Will  The Early Elizabethan Polity, Cambridge, 1998 .

366$    Showʼd like two silver doves that sit a-billing.
           [Showʼd (ʻappearance, whether false of trueʼ*, ʻa spectacle, a playʼ*) like two (first syllable of 
Tudor; instead of ʻtwo-dʼorʼ golden  we have ʻtwo-sil-vereʼ) silver (silver: ʻdenoting bright and pure 
whitenessʼ, ʻapplied to the pale lustre of the moonʼ*) doves (dove: ʻan emblem of whitenessʼ, ʻSymbol of 
harmlessness and innocenceʼ*, ʻOpposed to the crow and ravenʼ*;  alt.: ʻthe bird Columbaʼ*, ʻsometimes 
said to represent the dove that Noah sent out from the Arkʼ;  alt.: ʻused as a term of endearmentʼ*) that sit 
(ʻto be placed, to dwellʼ*) a-billing (bill: ʻto join billsʼ*, ʻa public advertisement, placardʼ*, ʻspecificationʼ*).]
~ [Only] appeared as tudʼor / ʻtu-sil-vereʼ ʻdearsʼ that are placed under the same billing. ~
~ Produced plays like two bright emissaries of hope that share the same billing. ~
~ Appear as a pair of the usurpers agents that together abide [forcibly] in one name. ~
   Just in case there were any lingering doubts that Edward de Vere used the name of John Lyly as a 
cover, here it is, in red and white.

                                                                                * * * * *

367$ Once more the engine of her thoughts began:
        [Once (ʻat any time, everʼ*;  alt.: ʻformerlyʼ*) more (= Sir Thomas More: as before, signifying 
constancy and fidelity) the engine (ʻany device or contrivanceʼ*, ʻthe original sense was ingenuity, 
cunningʼ, ʻthe product of ingenuity, a plot or snareʼ; alt.: as a seize engine, a machine of war) of her 
thoughts (ʻthe action or process of thinkingʼ, ʻan idea, a conceptionʼ*) began:] 
~ Ever ʻMourʼ, the ingenuity of Elizabethʼs thoughts proceed: ~
~ At one time ʻMoreʼ, her thoughts again turned cunning and disingenuous: ~
   De Vere indicates that Elizabeth manipulates him by dishonest means.

368$ ʻO fairest mover on this mortal round,
!    O fairest mover on this mortall round,      1593 
        [ʻO fairest (fair: ʻclear, unspotted, pureʼ*; alt.: fairest = Vere-est) mover (ʻto cause to change placeʼ*;  
alt.: ʻhe who gives motionʼ*, ʻcauser, that which causesʼ*) on this mortal (ʻpertaining to mankindʼ*, i.e. not 
devine;  alt. mour: syllable + T + all: see glossary  = Tudor) round (earth, endless circuit;  alt.: ʻcircularly, 
turning on the axisʼ*, turning about),]
~ Oxford, most fair heir [and] ʻMour-Vereʼ exchange on this ʻMour-Tudor (all turnʼd round)ʼ, ~
~ ʻOh purist inspiration on this temporal earth, ~
      De Vere moves letters about to hint at his identity.  What do you think? Some kind of anagram? 

369$ Would thou wert as I am, and I a man,
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        [Would (ʻexpressing a wish or regretʼ;  alt.: conditional mood  ʻindicating the consequence of an 
imagined event or situationʼ; alt.: indicating descent from Plantagenets; Plantagenet badge: ʻWoodstockʼ 
or ʻstump of woodʼ?) thou wert (ʻarchaic second person singular past of BEʼ) as (ʻin the same degree, of 
the same qualityʼ*) I am (i.e. the Monarch of England, see glossary  be, to be , and therefore, Queen), and I 
a man (i.e. [but] a man;  alt.: ʻOE  wer: manʼ),]
~ I wish you had been ʻthe sameʼ [ʻNeverʼ] Monarch, and I a were/Vere,
~ Imagine you were the same as I, Regina, and I a man, ~
~ Imagine the state of affairs if you were Monarch and I [but] a man, ~
      This is no commentary on the sexes but only of the difference between himself and Elizabeth, 
surrogating her words for his, of course.            

370$ My heart all whole as thine, thy heart my wound;
        [My heart (ʻsupposed to be the prompter of will and inclinationʼ*, ʻthe heart regarded as the center of 
a personʼs thoughts and emotionsʼ; the ʻgood heartʼ is referred to see Henry V, V ii 163-68 ) all (all family 
members directly descended from Henry Vll, i.e. the Tudors see glossary: as, one, ever, even, the same, still, so) 
whole (ʻuninjured, unhurt, unbroken, soundʼ*; contrasted with the usurpers ʻdivided heartʼ/corambis) as 
thine (i.e. as is yours), thy heart (the True Heart see earth = the very essenceʼ* = the constant essence of 
Vere; ʻthe inmost and most vital part, the coreʼ, the courageous soul, spirit i.e. our hearts thus exchanged, 
your heart would then be) my wound (figuratively  ʻany hurt or painʼ*);]
~ My Tudor ʻWillʼ, uninjured the same as yours, [and] your ʻWillʼ, my suffering; ~
~ My will unbroken, whole as yours is now, your will compromised as is mine ~
   In the first quarto of Hamlet, the character who will in later editions become Polonius, is called 
Corambis. That name is derived from Latin cor: heart + Latin ambis: on both sides, divided, i.e. divided 
heart.  Here in l.370, we find the same idea.  The undivided heart is the source of integrity and legitimacy, 
not oneʼs status by parentʼs ʻlegalʼ marriage. Elizabeth wishes her love, loyalty, and the Monarchy, were 
not set against one another in subjugation to the will of Cecil/Leicester. That is, she wishes the nefarious 
will of legalists could not hold sway over ʻSomethingʼ greater.  
   The sincerity of her wish is questioned in l.367; but even ʻGreat Oxfordʼ cannot shame her choice of self 
interest over the interests of others.  In the plays, many vassals find themselves heroes by subordinating 
their lives to that of the king; yet the king abdicates his god-given right only in defeat or extreme folly. 
   This is the argument they both face: she maintains that she is not free to choose—that her fate is 
determined.  He, on the other hand, presents the History Plays as evidence that the agency of 
ʻfree willʼ acts for the monarch as it does for everyone. (?)
  
371!    For one sweet look thy help I would assure thee,
           [For one (the first in rank, the highest ranking; synonymous with Royal family) sweet (ʻkindʼ*, child;  
alt. = French  soit: evoking the second half of the Old French phrase Honi soit or Hony soyt = Shamed is, 
perhaps corrupted to Shamed am [I] ;  alt.: kind, gentleʼ*, ʻpleasing, delightfulʼ*) look (pun  ʻcasting or 
settling of the eye in a certain directionʼ*, acknowledgement;  alt.: ʻexpression of the eye and 
countenanceʼ*) thy help (ʻremedyʼ*, ʻcureʼ*) I would assure (ʻto make certain and doubtless, to answer 
for, to warrantʼ*) thee,]
~ By ʻOurʼ shamed acknowledgement of ʻkindʼ, I would assure you your remedy, ~
~ For the kind (child) casting out the eye (=Leicester), I would warrant your remedy, ~

372$    Though nothing but my bodyʼs bane would cure thee.ʼ
           [Though (ʻnotwithstanding that, howeverʼ*) nothing (ʻnot any thingʼ*, compare with coded 
language of Sonnet 136, 7-12, with V&A l.371-72 ) but (i.e. and yet) my bodyʼs (the physical ʻmassʼ* of a 
ʻpersonʼ*; alt.: the mass ʻor body of a landʼ*, alt.: ʻarmed forceʼ*) bane (ʻpoisonʼ*, ʻdestruction, ruinʼ*) would 
(conditional mood  ʻindicating the consequence of an imagined event or situationʼ) cure (ʻhealʼ*, ʻremedyʼ) 
thee.ʼ]
~ Notwithstanding that I am unsubstantial, yet the destruction of my person would raise you.ʼ ~
      Recalling the acute irony of Iagoʼs contrast of theft and slander, [my purse], ʻtis something, nothing 
Othello, lll,iii,158 , de Vere gives his critical assessment of the Queenʼs place in government - she is ʻnothingʼ. 
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Though the monarch of England, she is without authority and power; yet, that he might access the throne, 
she must die. 
   Likewise, Sonnet 136, 7-12, reiterates the significance of Nothing, none, one, something, and sweet:
           In things of great receipt with ease we prove
           Among a number one is reckonʼd none:                   8
           Then in the number let me pass untold,
           Though in thy storesʼ account I one must be;          10
           For nothing hold me, so it please thee hold
           That nothing me, a something, sweet, to thee:        12
Taken in the context of the entire Vere canon, such lines have clear explanatory intent. This is a 
ʻkey passageʼ that allows us to apprehend the man himself and why he writes. Letʼs try and decode:
number - the accounting of (significant) persons, eg. see Henry V, lV,vii, l.78, 86, 107, 110; foot-soldiers and                     
   mercenaries donʼt rate. Note l.110: “None else of name”(!) (Ok, so Vere can be an elitist snob).
one - first in rank.
none - ʻno one, nobodyʼ*, ʻnot one, not anyʼ*; as previously noted, of ʻillegitimateʼ birth and Catholic 
  (in Elizabethan England, a ʻbastard faithʼ). Examine the relationship of none/one,to never/ever.
nothing - ʻnot any thingʼ*, Latin Nihil, from de Vereʼs motto  see glossary .
something - ʻa certain thing, or a certain quantityʼ*, ʻexisting, but of uncertain natureʼ*; he may be   
   illegitimate, but he is still and ever a son and father. 
sweet - ʻkindʼ*, oneʼs child.       
One may consider these ideas in isolation to no avail; there is no avoiding describing such lines, and 
many others like it, as enigmatic. It is in relation to all his words and all his ideas that meaning will be 
found. This is an important concept revealed throughout Venus and Adonis, The Rape of Lucrece, and the 
Sonnets - Vere/Lyly/Shake-speare is a package. Make no mistake!  Each play and poem stands well 
indeed on its own, yet there is even more, nay, much more, in the aggregate.                     

373$ ʻGive me my hand,ʼ saith he, ʻwhy dost thou feel it?ʼ
        [ʻGive (ʻfreely transfer the possession ofʼ, ʻpledge or assign as a guaranteeʼ) me my hand (hand: 
ʻoffice or incumbent dutyʼ, ʻin reference to the power to direct somethingʼ, ʻan active role in influencing 
somethingʼ),ʼ saith he, ʻwhy dost thou feel (feel: ʻto be touched and affected by, to suffer, to enjoy, to 
experienceʼ, ʻconsider oneself to be in a particular state or exhibiting particular qualitiesʼ) it?ʼ]
~ ʻGive me my office,ʼ he says, ʻwhy do you avail yourself of it?ʼ ~

374$ ʻGive me my heart,ʼ saith she, ʻand thou shalt have it;
        [ʻGive (ʻto impart, to deliverʼ*;  alt.: ʻto surrenderʼ*;  alt.: ʻto grant, to allowʼ*) me my heart (ʻcourageʼ, 
ʻthe vital part or essenceʼ;  alt.: pun  hart: ʻan adult male dearʼ, see the the ʻdeer parkʼ stanzas, l.229-240 ; alt.: 
ʻSpiritʼ, Elizabethʼs pet name for William Cecil, Lord Burghley),ʼ saith she, ʻand thou shalt (shall: 
ʻexpressing a strong assertion or intentionʼ, ʻexpressing the future tenseʼ) have it (i.e. his hand/ʻofficeʼ see 
l.373 );]
~ ʻImpart to me the [Tudor] essence,ʼ she says, ʻand you shall have your office; ~
~ ʻGive me the [Tudor] heart (I lack)ʼ says she, ʻand you shall have your office; ~
      Elizabeth is compromised. The ʻheartʼ of the Tudor family now rests with Edward de Vere.  
Perhaps she requires de Vereʼs essence or courage to restore her integrity. She has the ʻhandʼ, and he 
the ʻheartʼ; but where has the real political power gone? It has been pocketed, peculated, and 
misappropriated by her ʻSpiritʼ, Lord Treasurer Burghley.  
   
375$ O, give it me, lest thy hard heart do steel it,
        [O, give (ʻto grant, to allowʼ*) it me, lest (ʻfor fear thatʼ*, ʻto avoid the risk ofʼ;  alt.: ʻin caseʼ;  alt. Lest: 
abbr. of Leicester?) thy hard (ʻfirm, solidʼ, ʻunassailableʼ) heart (ʻspiritʼ*, ʻthe soul, the mind in generalʼ*; 
alt. hard heart: constant soul) do (ʻto actʼ, to effectʼ) steel (ʻto harden, to make insensibleʼ*, ʻmentally 
prepare oneself to do or face something difficultʼ;  alt.: wordplay  steal: ʻtake anotherʼs personal property 
without permissionʼ;  alt.: oblique reference to Sir Christopher Hatton, his motto was ʻneither fire, nor 
steelʼ) it (i.e. her ʻofficeʼ),]
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~ Oxford, allow me my soft heart, that your firm resolve will not harden it, ~
~ Oxford, grant me that heart, or we risk that your hard heart may steal it, ~ 
      Elizabeth again pleads for the return of her heart/essence, fearing her sonʼs principled resistance 
(to dishonor and injustice). Though he feigned disinterest, she must have secretly feared he would 
attempt to seize the throne in a Catholic uprising. She appears to have been content to remain a 
figurehead Monarch.
   There may be an reference to Sir Christopher Hatton in the repeated heart and steel from l.370-78. 
Sir Christopher Hatton rose to prominence in Court in 1570, and in the very private letter from Mary Stuart 
to Elizabeth (1584) is named, with Edward de Vere, as among the Queenʼs lovers. Elizabeth made him 
Lord Chancelor in 1576 (?), despite his having little legal education. Heart may be a pun on ʻhartʻ to 
signify stag/adult male deer/ Edward de Vere, in contrast to the ʻgolden hindʼ/Hatton (from Hattonʼs family 
emblem, for which the ship of Francis Drakeʼs circumnavigation is named). His motto was ʻNeither fire, 
nor steelʼ.  
   Apparently Vere did not like him; yet Hatton advocated conciliation between Protestants and Catholics 
as did Vere. 
- Review courtiers named Steel/Steele.
- See Mary Balmanno, Pen and Pencil, 1854.

376$ And being steelʼd, soft sighs can never grave it:
        [And being (manifesting oneʼs true nature (probably divinely ordained); for de Vere = 
the Royal/True self, the Monarch, denotes freedom to self-determine; nearly synonymous with essential 
or veracious existence) steelʼd (steeled: strengthened), soft (weak, ʻfoolish, sillyʼ, ʻmild, gentle, delicate, 
tenderʼ*, ʻsympathetic, lenient, or compassionateʼ;  alt.: indirect pun?  tender: material value; negotiable 
currency in a political as well as material sense; i.e. de Vere, and Elizabeth) sighs (sigh: ʻa deep 
respiration indicative of griefʼ*, feel a deep yearning for someone or something lost, unattainable, or 
distant;  alt. wordplay  soft sighs: weak assize/size, weak settlement, weak ʻordinance fixing a rate of 
paymentʼ) can never (not ever = not E. Vere;  alt.: Elizabeth) grave (ʻto entomb, to buryʼ*;  alt.: affect, ʻto 
engrave, to carveʼ*, ʻto cut a little, to wound slightly, to grazeʼ*) it:]
~ And the Monarchy strengthened, a weak settlement can ʻNot E. Vereʼ entomb it: ~
~ And the Monarchy thus stolen, foolish ʻEyesʼ can [with] Elizabeth wound it: ~
~ And ʻbeingʼ strengthened, weak sentiments can not E.Vere kill it: ~
~ And the Royal Self [once] stolen, so oftʻ his ʻEyesʻ can not E. Vere kill it: ~    
      Iʼm sure a more elegant solution lurks. Review.
   The dedication to Venus and Adonis notes the authors intention to “take advantage of all idle hours, till I 
have honoured you with some graver labour”, which many feel is a hint that a companion piece,  
Lucrece, is already planned (or perhaps even begun). It is likely that the author realized, while composing 
V&A, that a prefatory poem was necessary to fully discover the events leading to Elizabethʼs accession; a 
case can easily be made that where Lucrece ends, Venus begins. Many ʻrecollectionsʼ—associated or 
related ideas—apparently link the two poems. I believe that Venus and Lucrece and Elizabeth Tudor are 
ʻone and the sameʼ; look to l.755-56 of The Rape of Lucrece:
           ʻAnd grave, like water that doth eat in steel,
           Upon my cheeks* what helpless shame I feel,ʼ
Then consider the similarity of language and ideas in V&A, l.375-76 and 379.
   The reader is left in some doubt why Venusʼ wants courage; this ʻshameʼ of Lucrece may be the answer. 
The liaison between Thomas Seymour and Princess Elizabeth is characterized as rape because of her 
youth. Yet, we are apprised of a private sense of guilt. This is because, despite her youth, she fully 
understood the implications of Seymourʼs sexual advances, and how she might thereby gain the throne. 
Therefore she is complicit; to some degree she shares responsibility for the Lord Admiralʼs execution. 
This sense of guilt and ʻhelpless shameʼ, make her an easy target for her blackmailers.
--contrast jane greyʼs desire to refuse the crown to elizabethʼs conspiracy to gain it.
      The Cecils intended we should misconceive ʻthe manʼ de Vere; I doubt they were at all concerned 
about his artistic achievement. What did concern them was that the Cecils and their cohorts were the 
obvious object of much of his criticism.  Oxfordʼs true identity would reveal the blackmailing of the Queen 
and incriminate them for mismanagement of the Exchequer—therefore the attempt to erase him.  
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Oh, and Iʼve forgotten Ann ...  
   Is it true that two wrongs donʼt make a right?  ʻNotorious Machiavelʼ William Cecil—he is much more 
than a councilor—abused a distressed young Elizabeth in the Seymour affair. This does not excuse de 
Vere for cruel behavior towards his wife Ann [Cecil] in the wake of the Norfolk trial—unless, of course, she 
had been deeply involved in the conspiracy to have herself wed into the royal family. However, she was 
only fourteen, the same age as Elizabeth when she was put upon by Sir Thomas!  A page turning, sad, 
and true essay might be written of the parallel tales of Ann and Elizabeth—tales of abuse, bondage, 
retribution, and penance. 

-  Following Maloneʼs chronology of the canon has acquired for de Vere an undeserved reputation for discursiveness 
and derivation.  
-  I suspect the phrase ʻsoft sighsʼ is a pun.  A possible reading is ʻsoftʼs eyesʼ, where Leicester is ʻsoftʼ (foolish) and 
ʻeyesʼ as well.
*  Cheeks is another key word that links the two poems.

377$    Then loveʼs deep groans I never shall regard,
           [Then loveʼs (lust, almost synonymous with Robert Dudley, the uncertain object of Elizabethʼs 
romantic affection, and ʻtender affectionʼ/material affection) deep (ʻcoming from the inmost heart, 
heartfeltʼ*;  alt.: ʻextending far down from the surfaceʼ;  alt.: ʻdark, intenseʼ*) groans (groan: ʻused of a 
woman in laborʼ*;  alt.: ʻbe oppressed byʼ,  alt.: ʻa mournful sound uttered in pain or sorrow, a loud sighʼ*) I 
never (= nor E. Vere) shall (ʻdenoting futurity in general, [with] the notion of certainty and inevitabilityʼ*, 
ʻexpressing a strong assertion or intentionʼ) regard (ʻrespect, accountʼ*, ʻestimationʼ*, esteem),]
~ Then lustʼs heartfelt labor, I, Elizabeth, shall account, ~
~ Then Leicesterʼs deep oppression, I, Elizabeth, shall account, ~
   
378$    Because Adonisʼ heart hath made mine hard.ʼ
           [Because (the cause being, the causal being) Adonisʼ (= my sonʼs) heart (the ʻTrue Heartʼ  see 
earth  = the very essenceʼ* = the constant essence of Vere; ʻthe inmost and most vital part, the coreʼ, the 
courageous soul, spirit;  alt.: pun hart: ʻan adult male dearʼ, see the the ʻdeer parkʼ stanzas, l.229-240) hath made 
mine (i.e. Elizabethʼs ʻheartʼ;  alt.: the material value of the Monarchy, i.e. the ʻattaintedʼ person of the 
Crown redistributed to Cecil, Leicester, Pembroke, Mountjoy, and others; associated with gold, too-dʼor, 
ore) hard (ʻunassailableʼ, firm, stout; ruthless, pitiless).ʼ]
~ Because my sonʼs courage has made gold hard. ~
~ Because my sonʼs courage has made my heart unassailable. ~

379$ ʻFor shame,ʼ he cries, ʻlet go, and let me go;
        [ʻFor (ʻdue toʼ*, ʻas the price ofʼ*) shame,ʼ (ʻthat of which one ought to be ashamedʼ*) he cries (cry: 
ʻlamentʼ*), ʻlet (imperatively  ʻas a form of exhortationʼ*,  alt.: ʻallowʼ*) go (ʻto beʼ*,  alt.: ʻto be in a good or ill 
stateʼ*, alt. let go: relinquish, abdicate, resign), and let me go (go: ʻdepartʼ*, ʻvanishʼ*, alt. let me go: let 
me continue, let me go forth);]
~ ʻAs warranted by your shameʼ he laments, abdicate, and let me continue forth; ~
~ ʻAs is warranted by your shameʼ he laments, ʻlet it be, and let me depart; ~ 

380$ My dayʼs delight is past, my horse is gone,
        [My dayʼs (French  de: ʻOf; out of, made of, composed of, fromʼ Cassellʼs French Dict. , i.e. referring to the 
family, origin, heritage: this is the ʻdeʼ in de Vere; de  see all components and variants of de + Vere, Vere + de, Seym + 
(h)our, and See + more, two + golden (dʼor), two + silver, etc. ʻthe time between the rising and setting of the sunʼ*;  alt.: 
ʻIn the plural, = lifeʼ*, ʻoneʼs time or turnʼ*;  alt.: from ecclesiastical Latin  deite, Latin  Dei genitive of  Deus: ʻof 
Godʼ) delight (wordplay  de: prefix  ʻdown, awayʼ + light: ʻto descend, opposed to mountʼ*, alight, dismount, 
to withdraw from service;  alt.: ʻgreat pleasureʼ from Middle English ʻdelitʼ - the ʻghʼ was added in the 16th century by 
association with ʻlightʼ; alt.: de: ʻdenoting removal or reversalʼ + light: ʻspiritual illumination by divine truthʼ) is 
past (ʻgone, existing no more, lostʼ*; alt. pun passed: accomplished), my horse (= ʻstate, estateʼ, see l.
258-324 to establish intended meaning of ʻhorseʼ) is gone (ʻdeparted, vanishedʼ,),]
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~ My familyʼs removal is accomplished, my estate is gone, ~
~ My birthright is removed, my estate is gone, ~
~ My Godʼs overthrow is accomplished, my estate is vanished, ~
~ My Godʼs divine truth is lost, my state has vanished, ~
~ My Godʼs divine truth is subverted - this has been accomplished; my state has vanished, ~ 

381$ And ʻtis your fault I am bereft him so:
        [And ʻtis your fault (ʻoffense, transgression, crimeʼ*) I am bereft (bereave: ʻto deprive, to strip one 
ofʼ) him (i.e. de Vereʼs God and his state) so (ʻin such a degreeʼ):]
~ And it is your offense that deprives me of God and estate in the manner I now find myself: ~

382$ I pray you hence, and leave me here alone;
        [I pray (ʻto ask earnestly, to entreatʼ*) you hence (ʻawayʼ*, ʻfrom this placeʼ*), and leave (ʻliberty, 
licenseʼ*, ʻpermission, allowance, liberty grantedʼ*;  alt.: ʻabandon, to cede, to commit in departing, to 
surrenderʼ*) me here (wordplay  ʻheirʼ) alone (forsaken, forlorn; alt.: without equal, ʻwithout a parallelʼ*;  alt.: 
wordplay  metonyms  All, One); ]
~ I entreat you to be gone, and grant me heir All, One; ~
~ I entreat you to be gone from this place, and abandon me here forlorn; ~

383$    For all my mind, my thought, my busy care,
           [For all (metonym  all family members directly descended from Henry Vll, i.e. the Tudors) my mind 
(ʻsentiments, disposition, feelingʼ*), my thought (ʻsorrow, melancholyʼ*), my busy (ʻemployed with 
earnestness, activeʼ*) care (ʻwatchful regard and attentionʼ*, ʻanxious concernʼ*),]
~ For all the Tudors, my sentiments, my sorrow, my earnest, anxious concern, ~

384$    Is how to get my palfrey from the mare.ʼ
           [Is how to get my palfrey (ʻa noble horseʼ*;  alt.: Noble England) from (ʻaway from, far fromʼ*) the 
mare (pun from Old English  maere: ʻincubus, a male demon believed to have sexual intercourse with 
sleeping womenʼ;  alt.: Leicester et al;  alt.: ʻthe female of the horseʼ*, likely ref. to Elizabeth Tudor;  alt.: 
French  mer, Italian  mare: sea, ocean; metonym  Holy See).ʼ ]
~ Is how to get my noble ʻstead/steedʼ [by way of] the See.ʼ ~
~ Is how to get my Noble England from the demons. ~
      How literally does the author use the word ʻmareʼ/maere. As with so many lines in V&A, this one works 
on several levels equally; determining de Vereʼs intentions will give us historical values or substitutions.

385$ Thus she replies: ʻThy palfrey, as he should,
        [Thus she replies: ʻThy palfrey (ʻnoble stateʼ, Noble Englandʼ), as (ʻin the same degree, of the 
same qualityʼ*) he should (shall: ʻsuggesting the idea of a previous determinationʼ*, ʻdenoting a futurity 
thought inevitableʼ),]
~ This is her reply: ʻYour noble estate, as it should, ~
~ This is her reply: ʻYour noble estate 

386$ Welcomes the warm approach of sweet desire:
        [Welcomes (ʻreceive with pleasureʼ*) the warm (ʻoftenest used of the temperature of animal lifeʼ*; 
alt.: ʻin a moral sense, = ardent, passionateʼ*) approach (ʻto draw near in time or placeʼ*, alt.: ʻarrival, 
comingʼ*; warm approach: sensible heat of nearness, proximity) of sweet (ʻkindʼ, appears to be a 
metonym for child; alt.: ʻpleasing, lovelyʼ*, ʻdearʼ*, ʻApplied even to heaven and celestial thingsʼ*) desire 
(wordplay  de: ʻdenoting formation fromʼ + sire: ʻthe male parentʼ, ʻa father or other male forebearʼ*, signifies 
ancestry, pedigree; alt.: ʻstrongly wish for or want somethingʼ):]
~ Gives kind reception to the near scion of the dear ʻLionʼ: ~
~ Receives with ardent pleasure the arrival of the child by the father: ~
      ʻSweet desireʼ - successor or descendent - probably refers to Oxfords descent from his grandfather 
Henry Vlll, and not his father Thomas Seymour.  It is very important to note that the heiress presumptive 
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to Elizabeth l, Margaret Clifford Stanley 1540-96, is granddaughter to Henry Vlllʼs younger sister Mary 
Tudor.  Anne Stanley 1580-1647, the great granddaughter of Mary Tudor succeeded Lady Margaret.  
You see how disenfranchised poor Edward de Vere must have felt - being the only grandson of ʻThe Lionʼ 
- yet overlooked for lesser and more distant relations. 

-  Recall the character of Posthumous Leonatus in Cymbeline; he closely parallels Oxford and is 
posthumously ʻof the Lionʼ (i.e. Henry Vlll).
-  Perhaps not inadvertently, there is a hint of the anticipation of Christ (ʻof the fatherʼ) in l.386-88. 
  
387$ Affection is a coal that must be coolʼd;
        [Affection (ʻbent of mind, dispositionʼ*, desire, yearning, coveting, ʻinclination, tendencyʼ*; alt.: 
ʻloveʼ*, devotion, , ʻthe act or process , of affecting or being affectedʼ) is a coal (ʻthe residue of burned 
wood, ignited or charredʼ*, the white-hot fuel of continuing combustion) that must be coolʼd (cool: ʻto 
abate the heat ofʼ*);]
~ Coveting, [however], is a still-hot ember that must be abated; ~
      This is a possible admonition by the queen to have patience—to assume a less willful disposition than 
Henry Vlll, or Thomas Seymour.

388$ Else, sufferʼd, it will set the heart on fire:
        [Else, sufferʼd (suffer: ʻto be affected by, to experienceʼ*), it (perhaps ʻdivine impulseʼ) will set (ʻto 
place in a standing, or any proper and natural postureʼ*; ʻincite, instigateʼ*) the heart (the True Heart  see 
earth  = the very essenceʼ* = the constant essence of Vere; ʻthe inmost and most vital part, the coreʼ, the 
courageous soul, spirit;  alt.: metonym = de Vere, see Hamlet lll,ii,277-89) on fire (figuratively  ʻto burn with desire 
or impatienceʼ*; alt.: ʻheat and light joinedʼ*):]
~ Otherwise, if felt, it will stand de Vere [only] to have him consumed: ~

389$    The sea hath bounds, but deep desire hath none;
           [The sea (wordplay  = See: The Holy See of the Catholic Church in Rome) hath bounds (bound: 
ʻlimit, boundaryʼ*), but deep (ʻdescending farʼ*; alt.: figuratively  ʻcoming from, or dwelling in the inmost 
heart, heartfelt, and therefore intenseʼ*) desire (figuratively  denoting pedigree, lineage, descent; wordplay  
de: prefix  ʻdenoting removal or reversalʼ + sire: ʻfatherʼ*;  alt.: ʻdenoting formation fromʼ + sire:  ʻfatherʼ*, ʻto 
be father toʼ*, ʻa father or other male forebearʼ, probably closely related to delight) hath none (ʻno one, 
nobodyʼ*, see l.372  reference to Vereʼs illegitimacy);]
~ Even the Bishop of Rome is elected, but Vereʼs pedigree is boundless; ~
~ The Holy See has constraint by his elected office, but an ancient royal lineage has none; ~
      De Vere disagrees with prevailing ideas and laws of legitimacy.  He is aware that illegitimacy can be 
settled by action in Parliament or the Privy Council, as it was for Mary and Elizabeth Tudor; therefore 
legitimacy is an artificial designation. He is confident that he is his motherʼs child, and that Henry Vlll is 
granddad. The point is, that his unquestioned descent through Elizabeth is sufficient to constitute  
primogeniture, especially in light of the legal uncertainty of the Privy Councilʼs authority to deny the 
petitioned marriage of Thomas Seymour to Princess Elizabeth.
   To warrant his argument, he invokes the symbolic descent of the Pope from Peter. If that office, 
bestowed merely by election is legitimate, then surely his direct line through the royal family should be 
doubly so—by merit and by birth.

   The sea is a classic metonym for the mate of state—the Bishop of Rome.  Note support from Arielʼs 
song from The Tempest  l,ii, 396-402 :
   Full fathom five thy father lies;                  396
          Of his bones are coral made;
   Those are pearls that were his eyes:        398
          Nothing of him that doth fade
   But doth suffer a sea-change                    400
   Into something rich and strange.
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   Sea-nymphs hourly ring his knell:             402
The underlined words are important terms from the glossary  pg.6.  Of special literary note is the 
metaphoric consistency—and needless to say, beauty—of the language supporting the metonyms.  
Nothing is the ambiguous ʻnihilʻ from de Vereʼs motto, in l.399 clearly linked to that which is apart from his 
soul. That ʻmaterial beingʼ may suffer an enforced change of religious obligation, a sea-change (religious 
Seat-change, or identity change), “Into something” empty or unsubstantial characterized by the infamous 
Sir Richard Rich and the wavering Henry Stanley, Lord Strange.  Sea-nymphs are, perhaps, angels who 
ʻhourlyʼ (ʻin Timeʼ) mark such inconstancy; note, however the wordplay of “Sea-nymphs hourly ring 
(ʻannounceʼ) his knell (ʻa sound that is regarded as a solemn warning of the end of somethingʼ). If any 
great poet is cleverer with words, he must surely have escaped our notice!

   Edward de Vereʼs eldest daughter married Henry Stanleyʼs younger son, William Stanley 1561-1642, the 6th Earl of 
Derby,  Jan. 26 1595, which probably accounts for the numerous references to ʻstrangeʼ in The Tempest.

390$    Therefore no marvel though thy horse be gone.
           [Therefore no marvel (ʻto find something strangeʼ*) though thy horse (metaphor  state, estate) be 
gone (ʻdepartedʼ, absent, ʻlost, hopelessʼ).]
~ Therefore there is nothing strange [in the position of being an unacknowledged heir] though your state 
is departed. ~

391$ ʻHow like a jade he stood, tied to the tree,
        [How like a jade (ʻan inferior or worn-out horseʼ, ʻa term of contempt or pity for a maltreated horseʼ*, 
ʻa term of extreme contempt, when applied to persons, male as well as femaleʼ*) he stood (stand: ʻto be 
on the feet... neither to walk or run, nor to sit or kneel or lieʼ*; motionless), tied (ʻto bind completely, so as 
to hinder from any motionʼ*) to the tree (ʻthe ragged boughʼ of Dudley see l.37,  i.e. to be fettered to the 
Dudley ʻtreeʼ),]
~ How like an abused work horse he stood [motionless], bound by Dudley ʻfettersʼ, ~

392$ Servilely masterʼd with a leathern rein!
        [Servilely (ʻslavishly, meanlyʼ*) masterʼd (ʻone who has possession and power of controlling and 
using; owner, ruler, governorʼ*) with a leathern (ʻmade of leatherʼ*; alt.: leather: vb  ʻto beat or thrash 
someoneʼ; alt.: leathery: ʻhaving a tough, hard textureʼ, perhaps hinting at the advancing age of Wm. Cecil 
or the swarthy complexion of Robert Dudley; alt.: declining, degenerate; at any rate, a comparison of 
“Spring things” and aging, ʻWinter thingsʼ) rein (ʻbridleʼ*, the means to govern or restrain a horse)! ]
~ Slavishly governed with an unyielding bridle! ~ 

393$ But when he saw his love, his youthʼs fair fee,
        [But when he saw (? past of See: as before, referring to the Seat of Catholic Bishops; transitive verb  
seat: ʻfit in positionʼ, in this case, confirming oneʼs faith, see l.?) his love (? his love: Roman Catholic faith, 
opposed to ʻ[her] loveʼ = Rt. Dudley, lust;  alt.: his love: his son?), his youthʼs (ʻearly age, youngʼ*, 
attaining his majority, coming of age, adulthood) fair (ʻhonest, equitableʼ*, ʻin order, in a good stateʼ*) fee 
(ʻpaymentʼ*;  alt.: ʻpropertyʼ*, ʻreward, recompense, paymentʼ*),]
~ But when he regards his [conservative] faith, the just payment of his early age, ~
~ But when he seats his [conservative] faith, his childʼs just payment, ~

394$ He held such petty bondage in disdain;
        [He held (ʻto think, to judge, to considerʼ*) such petty (ʻinconsiderable, triflingʼ*) bondage (ʻwant of 
freedomʼ*, ʻcaptivityʼ*, ʻservitudeʼ*) in disdain (ʻcontemptʼ*);]
~ He judged such inconsiderable servitude contemptible; ~

395$    Throwing the base thong from his bending crest,
           [Throwing (ʻto fling, to castʼ*) the base (ʻmean, vileʼ*) thong (ʻa leather strap: part of a bridleʼ*, 
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see l.392  specifically of leather - probably used depreciatively of Cecil or Dudley) from his bending (bend: 
ʻto bow, to bow downʼ*) crest (ʻhelmetʼ*, ʻthe helmet topping an armorial ensignʼ*, ʻa distinctive device 
borne above the shield of a coat of armsʼ),]
~ Casting away the vile leather bridle from his bowed family shield, ~
   
396$    Enfranchising his mouth, his back, his breast.
           [Enfranchising (enfranchise: ʻto set at libertyʼ*; enfranchisement: ʻrelease from prison or slaveryʼ) 
his mouth (ʻvoiceʼ*), his back (figuratively  ʻthe part of the body which bears burdensʼ*), his breast (ʻthe 
heartʼ*).]
~ Setting at liberty his voice, his back, his heart. ~

                                                                                    * * * * 
   What follows is the ʻOde to Greenʼ, a lengthy passage that extends from l.397 to l.538. The idea of 
viriditas as a spiritual state of ʻsoundnessʼ or ʻfreshnessʼ, has foundations in Latin writers Cicero, Pliny, 
and Apuleius. De Vereʼs inspiration appears to be Abbess Hildegard von Bingen 1098?-1179 , a German 
mystic, theologian, and composer. She was a visionary poet of the ʻgreennessʼ of the Holy Spirit, and in 
our time has become the prophetess of ʻgreenʼ. ʻGreennessʼ, or ʻVertʼ, is central to the authorʼs self 
identification with the seasons: of winter (inverno), spring (primavera), and summer (verano) as used in 
Vereʼs glossary. This important section supports the authorʼs sense of his own fitness—of the special role, 
perhaps divinely enjoined, he is meant to play.
   Hildegard elevates the ʻfive sensesʼ; to her, the ʻlight of Godʼ becomes known and understood by 
manʼs perceptive faculties. Here is one of her poems:

             We are dressed in the scaffold of creation:
          In seeing—to recognize all the world.
          In hearing—to understand.
          In smelling—to discern.
          In tasting—to nurture.
          In touching—to govern.
             In this way, humankind comes to know God,
          For God is the author of all creation.

This, I believe, is the key to the ʻriddle of the sensesʼ that extends from ll.427 to 450. 

397$ ʻWho sees his true-love in her naked bed,
        [Who sees (see l.287-88  seats from Latin ʻsedesʼ ʻfit in positionʼ, ʻto fix, to set firmʼ*, referring here to 
The Holy See of the Bishop of Rome) his true-love (see l.287-88  The Roman Catholic Church) in her 
naked (ʻunprovided, unfurnished, destituteʼ*, mateless; alt.: Schmidt notes the historical use of naked bed 
for this line, which applies to the love poem but not the narrative) bed (ʻas a symbol of matrimonyʼ*, in this 
instance, the marriage of the English State with the Roman Church),]
~ Who recognizes the Roman Church in her mateless state, ~

398$ Teaching the sheets a whiter hue than white,
        [Teaching (teach: ʻto make to learn, to instruct, to informʼ*, ʻto make to know, to tell, to showʼ*) the 
sheets (ʻa broad piece of paper, as it comes from the manufacturerʼ*) a whiter (pure white, devoid of 
color, perhaps without printed words or with the pure Word?) hue (from French hu: ʻoutcryʼ, see dict. hue and 
cry) than white (ʻemblem of purity and innocenceʼ*),]
~ Instructing the pages a purest outpouring of truth and innocence, ~

399$ But, when his glutton eye so full hath fed,
        [But, when his glutton (ʻan excessively greedy eaterʼ*/feeder) eye (= Leicester, Robert Dudley) so 
(see glossary  of royal progeny, Princely—most;  alt.: from French soi: oneself, himself Cassellʼs , or soit: either, 
or Cassellʼs—referring to either de Vere or Southampton) full (ʻfilled, containing all that can be containedʼ*) 
hath fed (ʻto eat away, to consume, to destroyʼ*),]
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~ But, when the voracious Leicester [of the royal lineage] completely has consumed, ~

400$ His other agents aim at like delight?
        [His other agents (ʻthe substitute, deputyʼ*, ʻthe instrument by whose help something is effectedʼ*, 
likely reference to:  Leicesterʼs protege, Sir Francis Walsingham) aim (ʻinten[d]ʼ*, purpose) at like (ʻsimilarʼ*) 
delight (wordplay  de: prefix  ʻdown, awayʼ, ʻdenoting removal or reversalʼ + light: ʻto descend, opposed to 
mountʼ*, dismount, to withdraw from service;  alt.: de: ʻdenoting removal or reversalʼ + light: ʻspiritual 
illumination by divine truthʼ, ʻunderstanding of a problem or mysteryʼ, ʻa person notable or eminentʼ;  alt.: 
possible reference  John Dee + light: contrived truth)? ]
~ His other deputies purpose a similar reversal of Truth? ~
~ His other deputies purpose a similar removal of the eminent Vere? ~ 
      The use of the prefix ʻdeʼ may allude(?), in addition to ʻremoval or reversalʼ, or descent from, to the far-
fetched scholarship of John Dee (1527-1609), advisor to Elizabeth, mathematician, and flakey occultist. 
He claimed that much of his work was dictated to him by angels!  Surely de Vere viewed him as a kook. 
He was of the same usurping Protestant cadre as Cecil, Leicester, Walsingham, Sidney, et al.   
   
401$    Who is so faint, that dares not be so bold,
           [Who is so (see glossary  of royal progeny = Princely;  alt.: metonym  = the same, himself—i.e. de 
Vere, see Sonnet 76, ʻin the same degreeʼ*;  alt.: metonym So = Southampton, i.e. the Tudor Prince for the 
next generation; this follows the pattern of R = Elizabeth, O = Oxford) faint (ʻspiritless, weak-heartedʼ*, 
ʻcold, without zeal, not forward to do oneʼs dutyʼ*), that dares (ʻto challenge or defyʼ*, ʻto have courageʼ*; 
alt.: ʻmayʼ) not (ʻparticiple by which a word or sentence is [made] negativeʼ*; dares not: defies not, may 
not) be (manifesting oneʼs true nature—probably divinely ordained); for de Vere = the Royal/True self, the 
Monarch, denotes freedom to self-determine; nearly synonymous with essential or veracious existence) 
so (as above) bold (ʻimpudentʼ*)]
~ Who is faintly Prince, that dares not ʻBeʼ Princely daring, ~
~ Who is himself weak-hearted, that dares not ʻBeʼ himself bold,
~ Who is so weak-hearted that may not be also impudent, ~
~ Who, to Vere, shrinks from his duty, that will not challenge Vere impudently, ~
~ Who shrinks from his duty to Vere, that will not defy Vere impudently, ~

402$    To touch the fire, the weather being cold?
           [To touch (ʻtest, proofʼ*;  alt.: govern see note on Hildegard von Bingen at beginning of section, p.153 ) the fire 
(Consuming Fair: the burning or razing of the Rightful Heirs; ʻto burn with desire or impatienceʼ* see glossary  
desire ;  alt.: ʻany thing burning, a conflagrationʼ*, ʻheat in generalʼ*, ʻin a moral sense: ardor of temperʼ*), 
the weather (ʻstorm, tempestʼ*, see LLL, lV,ii,34 : “many can brook the weather that love not the wind” ) being (ʻthe 
nature or essence of a personʼ;  alt.: ʻa human beingʼ) cold (ʻinsensible, wanting zeal or passionʼ*, 
ʻunwelcome, disagreeableʼ*, ʻhopeless, comfortlessʼ*)? ]
~ To govern the engulfed heirs, the Tempest [being] insensible?
~ To test [Vereʼs] temper, the human Tempest/ the ʻCecilian Stormʼ being insensible? ~ 

403$ ʻLet me excuse thy courser, gentle boy;
        [ʻLet me excuse (from Latin excusare: ʻto free from blameʼ, ʻattempt to lessen the blame attaching to a 
fault or offenseʼ, ʻto justify, vindicateʼ*, ʻapologize for not doingʼ*) thy courser (ʻhorseʼ*, metonym, see l.13 & 31 
ʻstate, estateʼ), gentle (ʻwell born, well descended, nobleʼ*, alt.: ʻfull of endearing qualitiesʼ*; alt.: ʻkindʼ*, 
extended metonym = child, my child) boy (ʻa male childʼ, alt.: ʻfamiliar term in addressing, or speaking of, 
grown personsʼ*);]
~ Let me justify [the behavior of] your state, noble child; ~

404$ And learn of him, I heartily beseech thee,
        [And learn (ʻto gain knowledge or skill, to receive instructionʼ*) of him, I heartily (ʻwith all the heart, 
fully sincerelyʼ*; heart: ʻthe seat of loveʼ*, ʻsupposed to be the prompter of will and inclinationʼ*) beseech 
(ʻto entreatʼ*) thee,]
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~ And receive instruction of him, with my sincere love I entreat you, ~

405$ To take advantage on presented joy;
        [To take (ʻto seize, to lay hold ofʼ*, ʻto bring out of the power or possession of anotherʼ*, ʻto be 
contented withʼ*, ʻto receive as a thing in any way given or communicatedʼ*, ʻto accept, not to refuseʼ*) 
advantage (ʻprofit, gainʼ*, the motive of the ʻwillʼ and ʻspiritʼ, all used depreciatively to signify the self 
interest of Wm. Cecil and R. Dudley, see l.129 ) on presented (present: ʻofferʼ, in the sense being at the 
command or behest of others, Medieval Latin  praesent: ʻbeing at handʼ) joy (ʻthe state of feeling delight, 
happinessʼ*);]
~ To accept opportunity on ʻthe existence at handʼ; ~
~ To accept profit on offered happiness; ~

406$ Though I were dumb, yet his proceedings teach thee:
        [Though (possible metonym  = Tudor family, ʻnever mindʼ*, ʻit is all the same to meʼ*, see Merry Wives, l.i,
286, or l.202-325 for context) I (reflexive, referring to Though as subject) were (past subjunctive of BE, 
expressing ʻwhat is imagined or wished or possibleʼ;  alt.: word play on Vere (Latin ʻWʼ pronounced as ʻV) 
dumb (ʻdestitute of the power of speechʼ*), yet (pun  nevertheless = ʻby infidelity reducedʼ, generally 
referring to Elizabethʼs failure to be constant, or, ʻNot Ever the Same) his proceedings (ʻdoing, action, 
course takenʼ*; alt.: law  ʻaction taken in a court to settle a disputeʼ) teach (ʻto make to know, to tell, to 
showʼ*; ʻto induce, to prevail onʼ*) thee:]
~ Though I might be without effectual voice, still will his legal settlement prevail:
~ Though I am without the power of speech, verily will his action towards a settlement prevail: ~

407$    O, learn to love; the lesson is but plain,
           [O, learn (ʻto gain knowledge or skill, to receive instructionʼ*) to love (as a verb infinitive = ʻTuʼ Love, 
the active, infinitive love of ʻTuʼdor, perhaps as seen by Dudley/Cecil); the lesson (ʻsomething learnedʼ*; 
alt.: an example, or punishment that serves to warn or encourageʼ; alt.: readings of Scripture as part of a 
sermon, ʻreadings [from the Bible] at morning and evening prayer in the Anglican Churchʼ) is but (ʻno 
more thanʼ;  alt.: ʻotherwise thanʼ*, ʻexcept, other thanʼ) plain (ʻartless, without disguise, honestʼ*;  alt.: 
metonym = Puritans: “If I thought that [he is a kind of puritan], Iʼld beat him like a dog!”, Twelfth Night ll,iii,152 ; 
“Puritan theology was simply Calvinism, ultimately worn thin”  Encycl. of Religion and Ethics, Hastings, Selbie, Gray, 
1908-1927 ;  alt.: ),]
~ Oxford, learn ʻTu loveʼ; the reading is general,
~ Oxford, receive instruction from Dudley, the Scriptural Lesson is simply Puritan/Calvinist, ~
~ Oxford, learn to deceive, the Scriptural Lesson is purely Puritan, ~

408$    And once made perfect, never lost again.ʼ
           [And once (metonym  ʻonesʼ, modified in 16th century to ʻonceʼ; therefore: the Monarchy;  alt.: 
metonym = Vere, ʻat any time, everʼ*, one, wonder, etc.;  alt.: ʻto signify that the matter spoken of is a point 
of fact, for which there is no remedy or which must be profited by as it isʼ*) made (make: ʻto put into the 
suitable form for useʼ; alt.: ʻto represent; to consider as, to pretend to beʼ*; ʻto prove to be, to turn outʼ*) 
perfect (Latin  per: ʻthrough, completelyʼ + facere: ʻdoʼ;  alt.: ʻfaultless, not to be surpassedʼ*, ʻcomplete, 
unqualifiedʼ*, ʻfully answering the purposeʼ*; alt.  made perfect: ʻto fully instructʼ*, brought to perfection in 
the eyes of God—an idea central to Puritans), never (metonym  = Elizabeth: corruption of motto, [N]ever 
the Same;  alt.: = not E. Ver (Seymour), nor E. Ver, an E. Ver) lost (ʻto cease to haveʼ*, ʻto be deprived of, 
to be separated fromʼ*) again (ʻto the previous state; implying not so much repetition of an action as 
restitution to what was beforeʼ*).ʼ ]
~ And ʻOnesʼ done completely, ʻNot E.Vereʼ lost again.ʼ ~
~ And the Monarchy made Puritan/Perfect, the Queen [is] lost again.ʼ
~ And the Prince, completely ʻdoneʼ, ʻNot E.Ver [is] lost again.ʼ 
~ And once/Vere in a form suitably instructed, never E. Vere to be separated from that state. ~ 
~ And Vere corrected, Elizabeth deprived again.ʼ
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409$ ʻI know not love,ʼ quoth he, ʻnor will not know it,
              I know not love (quoth he), nor will not know it,      1593       
        [ʻI know (ʻto recognizeʼ*, ʻto distinguishʼ*) not love (= Robert Dudley),ʼ quoth he, ʻnor will (= Wm. 
Cecil - the will of Wm. Cecil as distinguished from ʻWillʼ, the imposed/assumed name of William Shake-
speare)  not know (as before  ʻto recognizeʼ*) it (Latin  ĭtă: ʻso, thusʼ Cassellʼs ;  alt: the noble name of de 
Vere; hence, the ʻbeingʼ, Venusʼ son named de Vere;  alt.: objectified  = Opportunity, specifically “a boar” as 
indicated in l.410; follow ʻitʼ from l.409 to 414),]
~ ʻI know ʻNot[hing] Loveʼ, quoth he, ʻneither will I own ʻVereʼ,
~ ʻIʼ am not recognized by Dudleyʼ (quoth he), nor by Cecil ʻSoʼ honored, ~
!
410- Unless it be a boar, and then I chase it;
        [Unless (ʻexcept, but forʼ*) it (clarifying l.409  “It” = a scion of de Vere;  alt.: perhaps ʻdivine 
impulseʼ) be (manifesting oneʼs true nature (probably divinely ordained); for de Vere = the Royal/True self, 
the Monarch) a boar (metonym  = Ed. de Vere, signifying the ʻBlue Boarʼ of the de Vere family crest;  alt.: 
Latin  ab: ʻdenotes motion away from a fixed pointʼ Cassellʼs + oar: wordplay  ore), and then I (= Edward 
Tudor) chase (ʻpursuitʼ, ʻfollow afterʼ;  alt.: extending the idea of pursuit to itʼs Latin origin Prosequi: 
ʻprosecuteʼ) it (Latin  ĭtă: ʻso, thusʼ Cassellʼs ;  alt: the noble name of de Vere; hence, the ʻbeingʼ, Venusʼ son 
named de Vere);]
~ Unless ʻitʼ be ʻab-Oreʼ, and then I hunt ʻVereʼ; ~
~ Unless ʻIʼ be named de Vere, and then I follow after [the name]; ~
~ Unless ʻIʼ be distanced from ʻOreʼ, and then I hunt it; ~
~ Unless [my] ʻopportunityʼ is de Vere, and then I hunt it; ~

411- ʻTis much to borrow, and I will not owe it;
        [ʻTis (= “It” is, i.e. the de Vere name) much to borrow (ʻto assume, to adoptʼ*, ʻto receiveʼ*; alt.: 
wordplay  Boar + O), and I (= Ed. Tudor/de Vere) will (ʻintention, desireʼ*, to be disposed to do something; 
alt.: = Wm. Cecil as in l.409) not owe (ʻto be the right owner ofʼ*, ʻto possessʼ*;  alt.: title significance O: Oxford) 
it (Latin  ĭtă: ʻso, thusʼ Cassellʼs ;  alt: the noble name of de Vere; hence, the ʻbeingʼ, Venusʼ son named de 
Vere);]
~ ʻTis much to Boar-O, and I ʻwill notʼ ʻOʼ ʻVereʼ;
~ The de Vere name is much to assume, and I am not disposed to possess “It”; ~
~ The de Vere name is much to assume, and I will [that Will shall] not ʻdoʼ ʻOʼ; ~

412- My love to love is love but to disgrace it;
!    My love to love, is love, but to disgrace it,      1593
        [My love (self love;  alt.: see l.287 & 307  = The Roman Church, the conservative faith) to love (surname 
fragment  ʻTuʼ love - Latin  amore: active, ʻinfinitiveʼ love, ʻa-moreʼ;  alt.: = Dudlley, i.e. to the Puritans/
Calvinists) is love (ʻinclination, propensityʼ*, desire) but (ʻno more than, onlyʼ; alt.: ʻbut thatʼ*) to disgrace 
(ʻa state of being out of favourʼ*, ʻdishonour, shameʼ*, ʻof being exposed to contempt; discreditʼ*; alt.: dis: 
ʻdenoting reversal or absence of an action or stateʼ, Latin dis: ʻseparately, apart, in different directionsʼ + 
grace: ʻin Christian belief   the free and unmerited favor of God, as manifested in the salvation of sinners and 
the bestowal of blessingsʼ) it (Latin  ĭtă: ʻso, thusʼ Cassellʼs ;  alt: the noble name of de Vere; hence, the 
ʻbeingʼ, Venusʼ son named de Vere; alt.: see l. 410  = as before [the] unyielding heart  l.423 , the essence of de 
Vere; likewise: “the precedent of pith and livelihood,”  l.26 );]
~ My love: ʻTuʼ love, is desire only to un-soul [a] ʻNothingʼ; ~
~ Self-love ʻTuʼ Love, is love otherwise than to be absent ʻfavorʼ ???
~ My self love, to Leicester, is desire only to dishonor the de Vere name; ~
~ My Catholic faith, to Leicester, is desire no more than to dishonor the de Vere name; ~
      This reading is consistent with the degree of word play in Venus and Adonis, and of the Lyly/Shake-
speare canon in general. As I have noted in the introduction, it is essential to discern this poemʼs 
consistent and distinctly modified word use; the meaning of ʻloveʼ in l.412 is a good example. There is 
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ample internal evidence that de Vere perfected these meanings as disguise, but that does not mean the 
disguise is easy to strip away.
   The thrust of l.412 is that Leicester is largely responsible for the assault on John de Vere, 16th Earl of 
Oxford, the appropriation of his properties, and the oppression of Edward Tudor Seymour under the 
de Vere name.   

413-    For I have heard it is a life in death,
           [For I have heard (ʻto learn, to be told, to receive information aboutʼ*, understand) it (Latin  ĭtă: 
ʻso, thusʼ Cassellʼs ;  alt: the noble name of de Vere; hence, the ʻbeingʼ, Venusʼ son named de Vere) is a life 
in death,]
~ For I have learned—to assume the Vere identity/life entails the death of my own, ~

414-    That laughs and weeps, and all but with a breath.
           [That laughs (i.e. at good fortune, ʻthe spontaneous sounds and movements of the face and 
body that are the instinctive expressions of lively amusementʼ; alt.: ʻ= to derideʼ*, ʻto appear gayʼ*  see l.4 
“but love he laughʼd to scorn” ) and weeps (i.e. at misfortune, ʻto shed tears; hearkens back to the first stanza  l.
2 “the weeping morn”  alt.: laughs and weeps: expressions of contrary emotions juxtaposed - denoting 
indecision or vacillation, advance and retrogress, elevate or decline), and all (metonym—one of the ʻBig Fiveʼ of 
Sonnet 76   “I still all one, ever the same” = The Tudor Family - Elizabeth l, Edward de Vere, Henry 
Wriothesley  ) but (ʻno more than, onlyʼ; alt.: ʻbut thatʼ*) with a breath (ʻwords, languageʼ*; alt.: ʻa thing 
without substance, a trifleʼ*, the authorʼs use of breath for ʻlanguageʼ generally combines these two ideas 
and is depreciative).]
~ That fortune and misfortune, befalls each Tudor with no more than a trifling word/direction. ~ 

415- ʻWho wears a garment shapeless and unfinishʼd?
        [ʻWho (ʻwhat or which person or peopleʼ) wears (ʻto carry appendant to the bodyʼ*) a garment 
(ʻan article of dressʼ*) shapeless (ʻlacking a distinctive or attractive shapeʼ, ʻformlessʼ*, alt.: ʻdeformed, 
uglyʼ*) and unfinishʼd (ʻincomplete, half doneʼ*)? ]
~ Who [is it that] wears his dress formless and incomplete? ~

416- Who plucks the bud before one leaf put forth?
        [Who (ʻwhat or which person or peopleʼ) plucks (ʻto pull off, to gather, to pickʼ*) the bud 
(ʻunexpanded flowerʼ*, scion initiate) before (be: that is + fore: antecedent) one (key metonym as revealed in 
Sonnet 76, see also l.414, l.228  = first, first or highest social rank  clarified in l.417 as spring + ing) leaf (= petal: ʻeach 
of the segments of the corolla of a flower, which are modified leavesʼ, see l.8 ; alt.: ʻa part of a book 
containing two pagesʼ*;  alt.: ) put forth (ʻout, from confinement or indistinction into open viewʼ*)? ]
~ Who pulls off the scion before on page [is] put forth? ~
~ [Is he not the same as he] who picks the unexpanded flower before the first petal is revealed? ~
~ [Is he] who pulls off the scion (Seymour) who ʻIsʼ antecedent the preeminent Green revealed? ~

417- If springing things be any jot diminishʼd,
        [If springing (spring + ing: = from Italian  primavera, from which are derived common metonyms for 
Vere: first, one, prime, green, very, verily, true, truth, etc.; expressing the ʻrevelationsʼ of Abbess Hildegard 
see intro. to this section, p.153 ;  alt.: spring: ʻthe first and freshest part of any state or timeʼ*, ʻto issue, to 
proceed, to originateʼ*) things (ʻbeingʼ*;  springing things: the early flush of Primavera, before it matures 
to full Verano) be (see glossary  ʻof an oxʼ) any jot (ʻa point, the least quantity imaginableʼ*) diminishʼd 
(diminish: ʻmake someone or something seem less impressive or valuableʼ, discredit, debase; alt.: ʻto take 
from in a hurtful mannerʼ*),]
~ If things Prima-Vere/Oxford, be on the least point debased, ~
~ If the potential/unrealized scions be in the least quantity reduced, ~
   Things be or beings appear to be important metonyms. Elizabeth affirmed her signature with the capital 
letter R, signifying Regina, Latin for queen. The third person plural, i.e. the royal ʻWeʼ, of the verb 
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ʻto beʼ, is are. This would seem to be the origin of a weak pun that may nevertheless be dear to Vere.
“To be or not to be”, and “I am that I amʼ are, not by accident, among the great ringing phrases of the 
canon (and of course, in the case of the latter, the Bible). 
   Somewhere in Vereʼs work there lies a key—perhaps in the ʻLater Autobiographicalʼ (The Complete Works of 
John Lyly, edited by R. Warwick Bond, 1902) poem by Lyly/Vere, The Bee.  Paul Streitz, in his remarkable book
Oxford, Son of Queen Elizabeth l (2001), has theorized that the bee is “a metaphor for industriousness” 
(p.180) , and it may well be; but itʼs original significance is to be found in the metonymy of the verb ʻto beʼ.  
If I may stick my neck out, let me suggest that, as are denotes Regina, be denotes either Bastardus or 
greek  Boeios, ʻof an oxʼ, see glossary; and that all forms of this verb make humorous allusion to the attainted 
royal family. 
    
418- They wither in their prime, prove nothing worth:
        [They (perhaps an abstraction, yet likely referring to the multiplicity of Verish iterations) wither 
(ʻcease to flourish, fall into decay or declineʼ, ʻto pine away, to languishʼ*) in their prime (ʻof first 
importanceʼ, primacy, ʻheight of perfection, flower of lifeʼ*, ʻfrom which another thing may derive or 
proceedʼ, ʻmost suitable or likelyʼ; alt.: ʻthe spring of the yearʼ* referring to l.417 i.e. springing/primavera), prove 
(ʻto be found, to be ascertained, to fall outʼ*, ʻdemonstrate the truth or existence of somethingʼ) nothing 
(Latin Nihil = de Vere, the author again makes the point that amidst a multitude of disguises he has no 
identity, see comments l.372) worth (ʻdesert, meritʼ*, ʻthat which one is worth, substanceʼ*):]
~ They decline [even] in their primacy—are found to be without merit: ~
~ They cease to flourish [even] in their perfection, ultimately without identity or substance: ~

419-    The colt thatʼs backʼd and burdenʼd being young,
           [The colt (ʻa young horseʼ*, ʻa young male horseʼ, note: horse is the principle metaphor for State ;  alt.: 
ʻa young foolish fellowʼ*) thatʼs backʼd (back: ʻto get upon the back of, to mountʼ*, to be ridden; double 
entendre  sexual intercourse;  alt.: ʻto support, to secondʼ) and burdenʼd (burden: ʻto chargeʼ*, ʻto loadʼ*, 
encumber, handicap; figurative  carry a child in the womb;  see Arielʼs Song from The Tempest  l ii 382, 384, 
404 ) being (= the author himself—not the abstraction it sounds  see l.417; alt.: ʻlife, existenceʼ*, with an 
added sense of purpose or destiny, i.e. Princely) young (ʻoffspringʼ)]
~ The fool that has sexual relations and is impregnated when young, ~
~ The youth that is [a] seconded and labored young Prince,
~ The offspring of ʻStateʼ that is dominated and oppressed when young, ~
      De Vere offers an artfully ambiguous metaphor of the Tudor plight; he refers to the similarity of his and 
his motherʼs situations stemming from the same event.

420-    Loseth his pride and never waxeth strong.
           [Loseth his pride (see Sonnet 76 l.1  = the family of ʻThe Lionʼ, Henry Vlll, i.e. the Tudors; alt.: 
ʻexuberance of animal spirits, mettle, fireʼ*, alt.: ʻstate of being at the highest pitchʼ*) and never (= not E. 
Vere, nor ever, other than ever) waxeth (wax: ʻto growʼ*, ʻto becomeʼ*) strong (ʻpowerful, mightyʼ*).]
~ Loses his Tudor family and Elizabeth grows in power. ~
~ Loses his Tudor monarchy, nor E.Ver grows mighty. ~
~ Loses Tudor fire and ʻother thanʼ E. Vere grows strong. ~

421- ʻYou hurt my hand with wringing; let us part,
        [ʻYou (i.e. Elizabeth) hurt (ʻto harm, to injureʼ) my hand (ʻoffice, or incumbent dutyʼ*, commission, 
ʻthe emblem of power, agency, actionʼ*) with wringing (ʻto take with violence, to extort, to force fromʼ*); 
let us part (ʻto divide into pieces or into sharesʼ*),]
~ ʻYou injure my office with this extortion; let us separate, ~

422- And leave this idle theme, this bootless chat:
        [And leave (ʻforsakeʼ*, ʻto desist, to discontinue, to ceaseʼ*) this idle (ʻnot occupied, inactive, doing 
nothingʼ* useless, pun  idol: ʻan image worshipped as Godʼ*) theme (ʻsubject, question, cause, matterʼ*,  
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Latin  thema: ʻpropositionʼ, ʻrelated to tithenai: to set or placeʼ), this bootless (ʻunavailing, uselessʼ*) chat 
(ʻtalk in a friendly and informal wayʼ): ]
~ And forsake this useless proposition, this unavailing chatter: ~

423- Remove your siege from my unyielding heart;
        [Remove (ʻto departʼ*, ʻto change placeʼ* ) your siege (ʻassaults, attacksʼ*; alt.: ʻplace, rankʼ*) from 
my unyielding (ʻnot surrenderingʼ*, disobedient) heart (ʻthe inmost and most vital part, the core, the very 
essenceʼ*, ʻas the motive of activity, i..e. courage, spiritʼ*; alt.: pun  hart metonym = de Vere); ]
~ Quit your assault from my ʻNeverʼ surrendering courage; ~

424- To loveʼs alarms it will not ope the gate:
        [To loveʼs (love =  ʻTenderʼ affection: the bond of Love between the Tudors: all being used as 
negotiable tender. see glossary and l.4) alarms (ʻState of war, hostile attackʼ*) it ( [the] unyielding heart  l.423 , 
the essence of de Vere; likewise: “the precedent of pith and livelihood,”  l.26 ) will (? = the Will of Wm. 
Cecil) not (? negation of previous) ope (open) the gate (figurative  open the gate: that ʻwhich gives 
entranceʼ* to his estate; to capitulate, surrender, abdicate): ]
~ To ʻTender Affectionʼs assault, my unyielding heart will not capitulate: ~

425-    Dismiss your vows, your feigned tears, your flattʼry;
           [Dismiss (ʻto discard from an office or serviceʼ*, ʻto send awayʼ*) your vows (ʻa solemn promiseʼ*, 
ʻa solemn or emphatic declaration or statement of somethingʼ), your feigned (feign: ʻto pretend, 
to dissembleʼ*, alt.: ʻto invent, to imageʼ*) tears (tear: ʻa split in something caused by it having been pulled 
apart forcefullyʼ; alt.: a drop of liquid secreted from a persons eye), your flattʼry (flatter: to gratify or 
encourage with hopes or favourable representationsʼ*, ʻto blandish, to sootheʼ*); ]
~ Repudiate your solemn promises, your invented estrangements, your soothing encouragement of hope; 

426-    For where a heart is hard they make no battʼry.ʼ
           [For where a heart (a True Heart = the very essenceʼ* = the essence of Vere; ʻthe inmost and 
most vital part, the coreʻ, ʻsupposed to be the prompter of will and inclinationʼ*; alt.: pun  hart: ʻa male deer, 
a stagʼ* see l.231) is hard (ʻnot yielding to pressureʼ*, ʻobdurateʼ*, from adv. use  ʻto resentʼ, resentful,) they 
(the aforementioned strategems) make no battʼry (ʻthe crime or tort of unconsented physical contact with 
another person, even where the contact is not violent but merely menacing or offensiveʼ).ʼ ]
~ For where the hart yields not to pressure, these strategies cause no injury.ʼ ~ 
 
427- ʻWhat! canst thou talk?ʼ quoth she, ʻhast thou a tongue?
        [ʻWhat (ʻa word of exclamation, expressing surprise, exultation, or impatienceʼ*)! canst thou talk ?ʼ 
quoth she, ʻhast thou a tongue (ʻvoiceʼ*; alt. for the phrase ʻhast thou a tongueʼ: i.e. ʻhow much do you 
value your tongue?ʼ)? ]
~ What! can you speak? said she, ʻhave you a voice? ~
   According to Sir Walter Scott, cutting out the tongue might be a judicial sentence as late as 1600; 
Francis Tenant was ordered to be so punished prior to his execution for libeling the King of Scotland*. 
This line is probably not a thinly veiled threat against de Vere. He was unlikely to suffer such a 
punishment for a like crime; I believe this is a facetious allusion to de Vereʼs protected status.
* Miscellaneous Prose Works by Sir Walter Scott, p.247.

428- O, would thou hadst not, or I had no hearing!
        [O, would (ʻexpressing a wish or regretʼ) thou hadst not, or I had no hearing (pun = heiring)! ]
~ Oxford, I wish you had not, or I had not borne you! ~

429- Thy mermaidʼs voice hath done me double wrong;
        [Thy mermaidʼs (mermaid: said to enchant by singing to people or Gods;  alt.: Old English  mere: sea, 
wordplay  Sey, Seymour + maid: pun  made;  alt.: possible quibble on See, i.e. Holy See + maid = 
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ʻunmarriedʼ, possible reference to the siren enchantment of the ʻOld Faithʼ) voice (ʻopinion expressed, 
judgementʼ*, ʻhe who, or that which, speaks in the name of anotherʼ*) hath done me double (ʻtwofoldʼ*, 
ʻequivocal, deceitful, falseʼ*;  alt.: relating to Corambis = William Cecil) wrong (ʻany injuryʼ*, ʻoffense, 
trespassʼ*);]
~ Your ʻSey-madeʼ voice has done me twofold offense; ~
~ Your enchanting voice has done me twofold offense; ~

430- I had my load before, now pressʼd with bearing:
        [I (i.e. Elizabeth) had my load (ʻburden, grievous weightʼ*) before (pun  be: ʻof an Oxʼ + fore: 
ʻin frontʼ, ʻbeforehandʼ, ʻin advanceʼ, ʻprecedingʼ), now pressʼd (ʻto act on by weightʼ; alt.: ʻallusion to an 
ancient kind of tortureʼ) with bearing (ʻthe act of producing... offspringʼ): ]
~ I had the burden of Oxford in front, now I am tortured with that birth: ~     Key Line.   

431-    Melodious discord, heavenly tune harsh-sounding,
           [Melodious (pun from Latin  mel: ʻsweetʼ + odiosus: ʻhatefulʼ, or odious: ʻextremely unpleasant, 
repulsiveʼ) discord (ʻdisagreementʼ  from Latin  dis: ʻexpressing negation, reversalʼ + cord: ʻheartʼ), 
heavenly (ʻof heaven, divineʼ, ʻsanctified, holyʼ;  alt.: ʻvery pleasingʼ, ʻsupremely excellentʼ*) tune 
(ʻunexplained alteration of toneʼ, Latin  tonus from Greek  tonos: ʻtension, toneʼ, from teinein: ʻto stretchʼ; 
probable reiteration of the ʻtortureʼ in the previous line: see ʻpressʼdʼ  l.431 ; here it refers to ʻthe rack) 
harsh (ʻrough or jarring to the sensesʼ, ʻrude, repulsiveʼ*) -sounding (harsh-sounding: ʻgrating to the 
earʼ*),]
~ Sweet-hateful disagreement, divine punishment jarring to the heir, ~

432-    Earʼs deep-sweet music, and heartʼs deep-sore wounding.
           [Earʼs ( = Heirʼs) deep (metonym  ʻextending farʼ*, profound, substantial, i.e. not superficial) -sweet 
( = dear: an endearment, hence ʻheartʼ, also punning ʻdeerʼ, ʻhartʼ; sweet is the affectionate family term...? ) 
music (metonym  concordant sound; concord: ʻof one mindʻ  Latin  con = ʻtogetherʼ + cord = ʻheartʼ), and 
heartʼs (heart = ʻthe very essenceʼ*, i.e. the essence of Vere; ʻthe inmost and most vital part, the coreʼ) 
deep-sore (sore = ʻfeeling or causing painʼ, ʻgrievous, heavy, evilʼ) wounding (ʻany hurt or painʼ).
~ Heirʼs substantial family obligation, and affectionʼs profound, grievous pain. ~
~ Heirʼs beloved family accord, yet devotionʼs utter ruin. ~
   See Fidessa Sonnet XXXl for body parts imagery.

433- ʻHad I no eyes but ears, my ears would love
        [ʻHad I (Venus = Elizabeth) no eyes (metonym = Dudley, Protestant overlords, spies) but (ʻonlyʼ) ears 
(metonym = Heirs, sympathetic family), my ears (heirs) would (ʻfaculty of the mind by which we desire and 
purposeʼ* see glossary ) love (ʻtenderʼ affection = cherish ʻTenderʼ)]
~ Had I no Eyes/Puritan Overlords, but only heirs, my heirs would affect/love ʻThe Tenderʼ ~
   Note the dichotomy of seeing: associated with superficiality and covetousness, and hearing: associated 
with the concord of music, wisdom, understanding, and learning.

434- That inward beauty and invisible;
        [That inward (ʻseated in the mindʼ*, ʻnot known to many, confidential, privateʼ*, ʻprivy to oneʼs 
thoughts, familiarʼ*;  alt.: wordplay  in-ward; in: ʻenclosed or surroundedʼ + ward: a person, usually a minor, 
under the care and control of a guardian appointed by their parents or a court) beauty (ʻassemblage of 
graces to please the eye and mindʼ*, wordplay  be: ʻof an oxʼ see above + beauty?) and invisible (ʻnot 
perceptible by the eyesʼ*);]
~ That secret intellectual beauty, not perceived by the spies; ~
~ That esoteric beauty unseen by Eyes/Leicester; ~

435- Or were I deaf, thy outward parts would move
        [Or were (Latin homonym of Vere?; alt.: subjunctive and ʻroyal pluralʼ use of BE) I deaf (transference?  
i.e. had no ears/heirs,  pun ʻwanting the sense of hearing[/heiring]ʼ*, alt.: ʻrefuse to listen or respond to a 
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statement or requestʼ, intransigent), thy outward (ʻexternalʼ*, ʻexotericʼ*, ʻforeignʼ*) parts (ʻthat which is 
bestowed upon one, gift, endowment, qualityʼ*, ʻan element or constituent that belongs to something and 
is essential to its natureʼ; alt.: ʻthe character appropriated in a playʼ*) would move (ʻto affect with regret or 
compassion, to touchʼ*, ʻto make angry, to exasperateʼ*, ʻto trouble, to agitateʼ*)]
~ Or if I were unyielding, your conspicuous gifts would affect ~

436- Each part in me that were but sensible:
        Each (metonym  ʻeveryʼ* = the Vere, alt.: ʻused of a definite and limited numberʼ*) part (ʻa piece or 
quantity taken from the wholeʼ*, referring to the scion or child) in me (i.e. Elizabeth) that were (Latin 
homonym of Vere; alt.: subjunctive and ʻroyal pluralʼ use of BE;  alt.: past forms of BE, perhaps implying a 
former sympathy, now lost; alt.: see subjunctive use of BE) but (ʻonlyʼ*) sensible (ʻcapable of perception, 
endowed with feelingʼ*; alt.: ʻfull of good sense, judiciousʼ*): ]
~ The Vere quantity in/of me, that True judgement: ~
   Following is an argument on the powers invested in the Monarchy by divine right.

437-    Though neither eyes nor ears, to hear nor see,
           [Though neither eyes (metonym  Protestant overlords) nor ears (metonym  heirs), to () hear (law  
ʻlisten to and judge a case or plaintiffʼ, appraise, give a verdict) nor see (ʻdiscern or deduce mentally after 
reflection or from information; understandʼ; alt.: from Latin SEDES  ʻidentified as the seat of authority of a 
bishop or archbishopʼ, as a verb  see = to ʻseatʼ religious authority),]
~ Though having neither Protestant Lords nor heirs, invested with the authority of Justice or Church, ~
   This is the Burghley/Leicester purpose in holding the Monarchy hostage rather than simply usurping 
that office; the queen formally represents the legal and holy authority of the state. With the execution of 
Charles l r.1625-49, these powers were officially transferred to Parliament.
 
438-    Yet should I be in love by touching thee.
           [Yet (metonym  ʻstill, to this time, now as formerlyʼ*, ʻafter allʼ*) should (emphatically) I be (metonym  
lowered, or reduced in rank, as de Vere has been reduced from Regius to Oxford, dispossessed; see Rape 
of Lucrece l.38 wordplay “by our ears our hearts oft tainted be” metonyms underlined) in love (metonym  ʻTenderʼ 
affection/family obligation, resulting in being possessed, but possessing zero, nil, ʻnothingʼ) by touching 
(ʻthe act of touching, a contact sought and performed; either for an injurious purposeʼ*, ʻhandle in order to 
manipulate, alter, or otherwise affect, esp. in an adverse wayʼ;  alt.: implying de Vere is a touchstone = ʻa 
standard or criterion by which something is judged or recognizedʼ, ʻtest, proofʼ) thee.]
~ Still will I be [the monarch] possessed by recognizing you. ~
~ Even still will I be [a queen] displaced by injuring you. ~
Examine BE, taint, etc.

439       ʻSay, that the sense of feeling were bereft me,
        [ʻSay (ʻThe imperative say = suppose; followed by the subjunctiveʼ*, ʻassume something in order to 
work out what its consequences would beʼ), that the sense (ʻmeaning, import, significationʼ, ʻrational 
meaning, reasonʼ; alt.: ʻperception by the mind, apprehensionʼ) of feeling (feel: ʻto be touched and 
affected by, to suffer, to experienceʼ; alt.: touch - ʻhave an effect onʼ ) were (word play on Vere (Latin ʻWʼ 
pronounced as ʻVʼ), eg. “so great fear of my name ʻmongst them were (Vere) spread”  Henry Vl, l,iv, 50;  
second person singular past of BE.) bereft (bereave: ʻto deprive, to strip one ofʼ, ʻto take from, to impair, to 
spoilʼ) me ( = Venus/Elizabeth),]
~ Suppose that the reason of affecting, Vere stripped from me, ~

440$ And that I could not see, nor hear, nor touch,
        [And that I could not see (ʻseatʼ;  alt.: surname fragment  Sey), nor hear (ʻheirʼ; alt.: transmit or hand 
down justice and law), nor touch (ʻeffectʼ),]
~ And that I could not seat faith, hand down law, nor effect [anything], ~
~ And that I could ʻnothingʼ see, not ʻOreʼ heir, not ʻOreʼ effect, ~
~ And that I could not ʻSeyʼ, not ʻOreʼ heir, neither ʻgoldenʼ half-crowns,
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441$ And nothing but the very smell were left me,
        [And nothing (metonym, see glossary  powerless, a non-entity - the quantity of zero, nil) but (metonym  
ʻotherwise thanʼ*) the very (ʻthe Vereʼ, i.e. ʻthe trueʼ) smell (the ʻstandingʼ, nature, ordination [of Majesty] 
ʻto have a smack or tincture ofʼ*, extension  tincture: ʻa slight trace of somethingʼ) were (metonym  Vere) left 
(ʻto let remain in departingʼ) me,]
~ And no quantity otherwise than the tincture of truth, Vere left to me, ~

442$ Yet would my love to thee be still as much;
        [Yet (metonym  ʻstill, to this time, now as formerlyʼ*, ʻafter allʼ*) would my love (metonym  a parents 
love, by extension self-interest) to (ʻDenoting direction, tendency, and applicationʼ*) thee be (metonym  (?) 
an ʻOxford beingʼ, where a false name becomes the truest expression of an essence: ʻbeʼ is a punning 
derivation from the Greek* boeios, meaning ʻof an oxʼ, also late Latin bovinus, and Latin bos, bov, ʻoxʼ 
Websterʼs Third New International Dictionary 1981, see etymology of ʻbewitʻ or ʻbewetʼ, ʻbeefʼ, ʻBoeotiaʼ, etc..  Schmidtʼs Lexicon  
gives abundant evidence of the special place this verb holds in the imagination of Shake-speare.  
De Vere used the sacrosanct phrase ʻI am that I amʼ (Godʼs own self assertion  Genesis 3:14 ) in a letter to 
William Cecil 1576 , in Sonnet 121, and intimations of it throughout the canon) still (metonym  = Ever, E. 
Ver, E. Vere) as (metonym  ʻin the same degree, of the same qualityʼ*, though of the same degree) much 
(ʻa great dealʼ*, ʻgreat in quantity or amountʼ*);]
~ E.Ver Wood, my a-More ʻTuʼ thee be the ʻSameʼ Content ʻMuch(?)ʼ
~ Still would my self-interest be your True-self, E.Ver the Same; ~

443$    For from the stillitory of thy face excelling
           [For (ʻon account of, because ofʼ*) from (ʻindicating the origin, sourceʼ*, ʻdenoting departure, 
separation and privationʼ*) the stillitory (ʻOld English  stille (adjective and adverb), stillan (verb), from a 
base meaning ʻbe fixed, standʼ + suffix  ory: ʻhaving the nature ofʼ, alt.: ʻa place or thing forʼ, see glossary and 
l.442: metonym Still ; see also Stand;  alt.: = distillery: ʻplace for distilling liquorʼ) of thy face (ʻlook, appearance, 
formʼ*; alt.: ʻto opposeʼ*, alt.: ʻto trim, to edgeʼ = ʻto embellish, to give a lustre toʼ*, alt.: ʻto uphold a false 
appearanceʼ*; ʻNares: “a common phrase, originally expressing the confidence or impudence of one who 
with a ten, as a brag, faced, or outfaced one who had really a faced card against him”*; therefore, a 
gambit; hoping for compensating advantage) excelling (excel: ʻsurpassʼ*, i.e. surpassing)]
~ For, from your Ever-fixed ʻnatureʼ is a compensating advantage surpassing ~
~ For by the nature of your standing (as Oxford), your apparent status surpassing ~

444$    Comes breath perfumʼd that breedeth love by smelling.
           [Comes (ʻto be effected, to be brought to bearʼ*) breath (metonym  signal, profound communication) 
perfumʼd (perfume: ʻoriginally denoting pleasant-smelling smoke from a burning substanceʼ, therefore 
possible association  smoke: ʻMetaphorically, = phrases, idle wordsʼ*) that breedeth (breed: ʻto beget, 
properly and figurativelyʼ*, ʻto produceʼ*) love (metonym  ʻTenderʼ affection, and Nothing, zero, nil) by (ʻThe 
idea of instrumentality passing into that of causalityʼ*) smelling (smell: ʻMetaphorically, = to perceive, to 
guess at, to find out by mental sagacityʼ*).]
~ Is derived profound, sweet communication that engenders ʻNothingʼ by discovery. ~

445$ ʻBut, O, what banquet wert thou to the taste,
        [ʻBut (ʻotherwise thanʼ*, a variation on NEVER, i.e. ʻnot everʼ), O (probable word play on Elizabeths 
signature ʻRʼ: Regina, she now refers to de Vere as ʻOʼ: Oxford), what banquet (ʻa rich entertainmentʼ*) 
wert (ʻarchaic second person singular past of BE, may be used here modally to express a lost opportunity;
alt.: variant of metonym  were: Vere) thou to the taste (ʻApplied to the mind, = intellectual relish and 
discernmentʼ*; alt.: ʻa flavor of something extraneousʼ*; alt.: ʻtrial, experiment; proofʼ*),]
~ But, ʻOxfordʼ, what rich entertainment be Vere to the intellect, ~
~ But, as Edward Seymour, what bounty would you have been to the intellect, ~
~ Edward Seymour, what rich entertainment were you to the intellect, ~
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446$ Being nurse and feeder of the other four!
        [Being (metonym  the True self, an ʻOxford beingʼ, where a false name becomes the truest expression 
of an essence  see glossary) nurse (ʻmetaphorically, to feed, to cherish, to fomentʼ*) and feeder (feed: 
ʻto entertain, to indulgeʼ*, ʻto delightʼ*) of (from; alt.: to) the other (ʻfurther; additionalʼ) four! ]
~ True nurturer and indulger of the other senses/capacities! ~

447$ Would they not wish the feast might ever last,
        [Would () they not wish the feast (Latin  Festa, [from] Festus: ʻjoyousʼ/joyousness, rejoicing in ʻa 
plentiful supply of something enjoyableʼ, celebratory observance, ritual observance of proper order) might 
ever (metonym  E. Ver) last (ʻto continue, to endureʼ),]
~ Would they not wish the rejoicing might [by] Ed. Vere endure, ~

448$ And bid Suspicion double-lock the door,
        [And bid (ʻto order, to commandʼ) Suspicion (ʻimagination and apprehension of something illʼ*, ʻfrom 
Latin suspĭcere: ʻmistrustʼ, caution; alt.: ʻa feeling or belief that someone is guilty of an illegal, dishonest, or 
unpleasant actionʼ;  alt.: the positive quality of realistic assessment/appraisal, or advisement;  alt.: ʻto look 
askance atʼ apparently associated with Latin suspīcĭo: ʻa faint idea, imperfect conceptionʼ Cassellʼs , 
ignorance) double (synonymous with surname fragment  Tu = two; couples with ʻdoorʼ this line;  alt.: ʻin twice the 
quantityʼ) -lock (ʻto fasten by turning the keyʼ, alt.: ʻto shut up, to confineʼ; double-lock: ʻto fasten with 
double securityʼ*) the door (surname fragment  dor = dʼor;  alt.: 
pun  dour: ʻrelentlessly severe, stern, or gloomy in manner or appearanceʼ 
= Puritans),]
~ And order Caution Tu-confine the dʼor, ~      
      ★ Prominent use of surname fragments.

449$    Lest Jealousy, that sour unwelcome guest,
           [Lest (ʻto avoid the risk ofʼ + wordplay  Lest = Leicester) Jealousy (jealous: ʻcovetousnessʼ), that 
sour (ʻmorose, sullenʼ*, ʻbitter, hateful, distasteful in any mannerʼ*) unwelcome  (ʻnot gladly receivedʼ*) 
guest (ʻa visitorʼ*, a stranger, from an Indo-European root shared by Latin hostis ʻenemyʼ, originally 
ʻstrangerʼ),]
~ Lest-Leicesterʼs covetousness—a hateful, unwelcome enemy, ~ 
   Again, as in line ?, this may be an indication that the poem was written prior to the death of Robert 
Dudley, Earl of Leicester, in 1588.

450$    Should, by his stealing in, disturb the feast?ʼ
           [Should (ʻreferring to a possible event or situationʼ, here used ironically for a situation that 
presently exists and seems incorrigible), by (ʻa means or instrumentʼ*) his stealing (steal: ʻto conceal, to 
perform secretlyʼ*, additionally ʻto take clandestinely and without rightʼ* ) in (steal in: wordplay  Rob + in = 
Robbin;  alt.: in: ʻto a place and with a certain end and purposeʼ*), disturb (ʻto excite from a state of rest, 
to troubleʼ*, Latin  disturbare, from dis - ʻutterlyʼ + turbare (from turba ʻtumultʼ; tumult: ʻconfusion or 
disorderʼ) the feast (Latin  Festa, [from] Festus: ʻjoyousʼ/joyousness, rejoicing in ʻa plentiful supply of 
something enjoyableʼ, celebratory observance, ritual observance of proper order)? ]
~ Should, by his ʻRobinʼ, disorder proper order? ~
~ Should, by means of his trespass and theft, utterly disorder ordained harmony? ~

451$ Once more the ruby-colourʼd portal openʼd,
        [Once (ʻin past or future times, formerly, in futureʼ*; alt.: ʻat any time, everʼ*) more (m o u r, wordplay 
on the second syllable of Seymour;  alt.: = Edward de Vere, the ʻMoreʼ that follows from the motto of 
Henry V, “Une sans plus” = ʻOne without moreʼ, which contains two prominent metonyms; ʻOneʼ = the 
Monarch, more = ʻgreaterʼ, ʻsomething additionalʼ, ʻto a greater degreeʼ embodied in de Vere and Th. 
More;  alt.: faithful to principle = ʻby Moreʼs exampleʼ.  Sir Thomas More, Saint Thomas More, Lord 
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Chancellor to Henry Vlll: beheaded for opposing the Act of Supremacy) the ruby (Royal gem, of Church 
and State, sanguine/optimistic?) -colourʼd (ʻkindʼ*, ʻcharacter or general natureʼ) portal (ʻdoor, gateʼ* Latin  
portalis, source of words and ʻsuspirationʼ; combined metonym  port: opening + or[e]: golden + all: the 
Tudor family, therefore ʻthe golden Tudor mouthʼ) openʼd (Latin wordplay  volvere: ʻturn around, twist around, 
with play on ʻTurn of Vereʼ, or ʻturnʼd Vereʼ) ,]
~ E.Ver More the noble-colourʼd Dʼor ʻturnʼd Vereʼ, ~
~ Once [Sey]-mour the noble-colored (red) [Tu] dʼor (golden) voice openʼd, ~
~ Ever ʻMourʼ, the noble-charactered dʼor opened, ~

452$ Which to his speech did honey passage yield;
        [Which (metonym  Witch) to his speech did honey (ʻsweetʼ yet carrying portent, sweet but ʻstickingʼ, 
ʻpiercingʼ see Richard lll, lV i 79 ;  alt.: shamed, the shamed/dishonored ʻsweetnessʼ often coupled with Be[e]ʼ, 
pun  shamed + be, being, sweet, derived from ʻHoni soit qui mal y penseʼ = Shamed be who evil there thinks 
(finds), with indirect reference to Oxford and royalty) passage (progress, ʻthe process of transition from 
one state to anotherʼ; ʻthe act or process of moving through, under, over, or past something on the way 
from one place to anotherʼ, removal;  alt.: ʻa section of a written work, speech, etc.ʼ) yield (ʻto grant, to 
allow, to admitʼ, permit);]
~ ʻWitchʼ to his speech did Shamed speech allow; ~
~ Which to his speech did artful but piercing words admit; ~

453$ Like a red morn, that ever yet betokenʼd,
        [Like a red (color of the house of Lancaster;  alt.: represents the Catholic Church;  alt.: stalwart 
courage) morn (morning star: Venus;  alt.: red morn: threat of storm), that ever (= E. Vere) yet 
(= Elizabeth; pun  nevertheless = ʻby infidelity reducedʼ, generally referring to Elizabethʼs inconstancy, or, 
ʻNot Ever the Same, and thereby diminishedʼ) betokenʼd (ʻto foreshow, to signifyʼ*) ]
~ Like a rebirth of Lancaster, that E.Ver ever foreshadowed
~ Like the threat to True/Courageous Faith and True Monarchy, that E. Vere to Elizabeth always 
predicted; ~

454$ Wrack to the seaman, tempest to the field,
        [Wrack (ʻdestruction, ruin, lossʼ*, variant of RACK: ʻa rush or collisionʼ of a cloud ʻdriven before the 
windʼ  see glossary;  alt.: ʻan instrument of tortureʼ;  alt.: ʻa frameworkʼ... ʻfor storing thingsʼ not in use) to the 
seaman (man of the See, i.e. Church hierarchy, bishops, archbishops;  alt.: pun?  see-man?, referring to l.433  
eyes = Robert Dudley &  followers, i.e. Puritan usurpers), tempest (= Timeʼs Storm,  from Latin  tempestas: 
ʻseason, weather, storm, from  tempus: ʻtime, seasonʼ, ʻA violent disturbance of ʻwindʼ and ʻrainʼ, i.e. of 
ʻcurrent heirʼ and ʻrein/reignʼ; alt.: ʻan uproar or controversyʼ) to the field (heraldry  ʻthe surface of a shieldʼ;  
alt.: ʻthe ground where war is wagedʼ),]
~ Ruin to the ʻSeyʼ-man, ʻTimeʼs Stormʼ to the nation, ~
~ Torture of the Bishops, ʻTimeʼs Stormʼ to the nation, ~
~ Displacement of the Bishops, violent disturbance to the Tudors, ~
      Quote passage from de Vereʼs letter to Robert Cecil, “In thys common shypwrake, myne ys aboue all 
the reste. whoo least regarded, thowghe often comforted, of all her followers she hathe lefte to trye my 
fortune amonge the alterationes of tyme, and chaunce, eyther wythe out sayle wherby to take the 
aduantage of any prosperous gale, or wythe [out] anker to ryde tyll the storme be over paste.”

455$    Sorrow to shepherds, woe unto the birds,
           [Sorrow (ʻgriefʼ*; alt.: So + R + O, surname fragments of Southampton + Regius + Oxford; the 
sorrow of these) to shepherds (ʻa member of the clergy who provides spiritual care and guidance for a 
congregationʼ; in a wider context, de Vere adds poets and philosophers: in The Passionate Pilgrim, he 
refers ambiguously to himself by this name - “O, sweet shepherd” l. 167 ;  alt.: ʻone who tends sheepʼ*), 
woe (ʻextreme calamity and griefʼ*) unto the birds (metonym  Catholic recusants who wish for deliverance 
from enforced Protestant observance; alludes to William Byrd, Gentleman of the Chapel Royal and most 
highly regarded composer of the English Renaissance; he appears to have been strongly Catholic from 
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1573-90; his music was a locus for religious dissent, yet he received special dispensation from Elizabeth 
to follow his conscience),]
~ ʻSo-R-Oʼ ʻignominyʼ to Sovereign, grief unto the Recusants, ~
~ Sorrow to [Catholic] clergy, grief unto Catholic Recusants, ~
   William Byrd appears to have led or followed de Vereʼs interest in Catholicism. At any rate, the two were 
closely associated through the 70ʼs and 80ʼs.  Byrd had further taint by association with Sir Thomas Paget 
1544-90, 3rd Baron Paget of Beaudasert, a host of Queen Elizabeth on her yearly Progress, yet a known 
recusant and implicated in the Throckmorten and Babington Plots.

456$    Gusts and foul flaws to herdmen and to herds.
           [Gusts (probably refers to l.445-46  ʻtasteʼ*, i.e. intellectual discernment;  alt.: ʻconception, notion, ideaʼ*, 
here used negatively as ʻa torment of windʻ = ideas contradictory to the rightful heir) and foul (ʻopposite of 
fairʼ*, fair = Fair Heir, ʻi.e. ʻimpure, pollutedʼ*, ʻunsound, corruptedʼ*, ʻwickedʼ*, ʻdisgracefulʼ*) flaws 
(ʻbreach, crack, fissureʼ*;  alt.: ʻa sudden burst of windʼ, a buffeting by wind) to herdman (the Nobility, 
leaders, principals;  alt.: may refer to line 433-34, i.e. legal councillors and advisors, perhaps the Privy 
Council) and to herds (ʻa number of beasts togetherʼ*, ʻapplied to men in contemptʼ*, the afflicted or 
persecuted populace).]
~ Torments and corrupt breaches to the Nobility and the [afflicted] populace. ~
~ Torments and corrupt breaches to legal council and the plaintiffs. ~
   As noted before, the Nobility and the populace of England were both largely Catholic at the time of 
Elizabethʼs accession.

457$ This ill presage advisedly she marketh:
        [This ill (ʻcontrary to goodʼ*, ʻwickedʼ*, ʻnot well, not rightlyʼ*) presage (ʻprognosticʼ*, ʻforeboding, 
presentimentʼ*) advisedly (ʻdeliberatelyʼ*, spoken of ʻadvice, counselʼ*) she marketh (mark: ʻnotice taken, 
observance, noteʼ*;  alt.: ʻbutt, target, aimʼ*): ]
~ This prognostication of disorder she prudently notes: ~
~ This foreboding of evil deliberately she targets: ~

458- Even as the wind is hushʼd before it raineth,
        [Even (metonym  ʻthe very sameʼ) as (metonym  ʻin the same degree, of the same qualityʼ*) the wind 
(metonym  Current Heir, Heir Apparent = Ed. de Vere, by his own estimation) is (see glossary  variant of BE)
hushʼd (hush: ʻto make silent, to stillʼ*) before (metonym  be: ʻof an Oxʼ + fore: ʻsituated or placed in 
frontʼ, i.e. Ox-front; also wordplay on ʻfordʼ in Oxford) it raineth (= reigns),]
~ Verily ʻthe Sameʼ, the current heir is silenced before it reigns, ~
~ Just as the current heir is silent before he reigns, ~
~ Just as the current heir is silenced, Oxford he reigns, ~
   The repetition of the word before in lines 458, 459 and 460 call attention to its status as an ʻemergent 
wordʼ - a word to be given special consideration.

459- Or as the wolf doth grin before he barketh,-
        [Or (segment of Tudor; ʻgold or yellow, as a heraldic tinctureʼ, wordplay  ore: ʻa vein of goldʼ) as 
(metonym  ʻin the same degree, of the same qualityʼ*) the wolf (figurative  ʻa rapacious, ferocious, or 
voracious personʼ; reference to the Seymour family—the wolves of Wulfhall;  alt.: the Cecil/Dudley 
usurpers following the policies of attainder exploited by Edward Seymour) doth grin (ʻto withdraw the lips 
from the teeth... to betray malice, or scorn, or anguishʼ*, ʻbare the teeth in pain or angerʼ) before (Latin 
wordplay  before: ʻsumʼ to the fore;  alt.: ʻin front ofʼ, in advance of;  alt.: metonym  be: ʻof an Oxʼ + fore: 
ʻsituated or place in frontʼ, .e. Ox-front) he barketh (wordplay  embark, em: ʻinʼ + barque: ʻbark, shipʼ, 
possible ref. to Thomas Seymourʼs charge in the Admiralty;  alt.: ʻpeelʼ*, possible reference to the torture 
of removing skin;  alt.: ʻto cry with the voice of a dogʼ*),]
~ Sum-Or, ʻThe Seym Wolfʼ doth grin, Oxford barketh, ~
~ Seymour the Wulf does bare his teeth, Oxford barks, ~ 
~ Golden as the Seymour [who] betrays scorn before he ʻboardsʼ,
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~ Or as the usurper betrays malice before Oxford excoriates them, ~

   The wordplay on barketh might refer to the Medieval punishment for traitors, i.e. stripping the skin from 
the body of the living criminal. This may be an allusion to the execution of Pierre Basile who was flayed 
for shooting with a crossbow and killing Richard l (Coeur de Lion) of England at Chalus-Charbrol, France, 
in 3/1199.
   Another potential reference could be to the Seymour family seat at Wolf Hall, or Wulfhall, in Wiltshire. 
Jane Seymour c.1508-37 was born at Wulfhall, and Thomas Seymour may have been.  Is this the origin of 
the phrase ʻwolfish earlsʼ.

460$ Or as the berry breaks before it staineth,
        [Or as (metonym  ʻin the same degree, of the same qualityʼ*) the berry (probable wordplay  Bury, 
borough: ʻcastle, strongholdʼ, fortified population;  alt.: wordplay?  Vere, very = truthful, berry appears at 
l. 604 as a metonym for ʻtrue faithʼ/Caltholicism - ʻpainted berriesʼ are the false readings, or 
misunderstandings of the Bible by Protestant theologians - and at l. 1104 as the ʻoffered faith of true 
adherentsʼ;  alt.: the body of Christ, from which the wine becomes his blood in the Eucharist) breaks (ʻto 
rend apartʼ*,  alt.: ʻinvalidate through a legal processʼ*) before (metonym be: ʻof an Oxʼ + fore: ʻsituated or 
place in frontʼ, i.e. = Ox-front;  alt.: ʻin front ofʼ, ʻin advance ofʼ) it staineth (stain: ʻeclipseʼ, stains: 
ʻeclipses, over-colors, surpasses, excelsʼ see note on V&A l.9, Craig & Bevington, 1973, pg. 427 ;  alt.: figurative  
ʻdamage or bring disgrace to the reputation or image of someoneʼ),]
~ Sum-Or the stronghold breaches, Oxford it reviles, ~
~ Or as the ʻseed-containing fruitʼ is rent, Oxford surpasses, ~
~ Or as the Sacred Body of Christ is crucified before the Resurrection, ~

461-    Or like the deadly bullet of a gun,
           [Or like the deadly bullet (see figurative use  “quips and sentences and these paper bullets of the brain”  Much Ado 
ll iii 249) of a gun (ʻan instrument from which shot is discharged by fire, a canon, a musketʼ*),]
~ Ore, like the deadly bullet of a gun, ~

462   -    His meaning struck her ere his words begun.
           [His meaning (ʻintention, purposeʼ*, ʻpurportʼ) struck (ʻto make to disappear, to efface, to blotʼ*)
her ere (ʻbeforeʼ) his words (ʻa watch-word, a mottoʼ*, hence the de Vere motto: Vero Nihil Verius = 
Truth, Nothing So True) begun (pun  be: ʻof an Oxʼ + gun: ʻan instrument from which shot is dischargedʼ 
see l.461).]
~ The truth, that is his purpose, struck her even before his words were spoken. ~
~ His purpose strikes/effaces her before his motto [of truth] is discharged. ~ 

463- And at his look she flatly falleth down,
        [And at (ʻas coincidence of time naturally suggests the idea of causalityʼ*) his look (ʻto expectʼ*,
to have expectation;  alt.: ʻexpression of the eye and countenanceʼ*,  alt.: ʻto use the eyeʼ*) she flatly (flat: 
ʻabsolute, downrightʼ*) falleth (ʻto decreaseʼ*, ʻto be degraded or destroyedʼ*) down (ʻfrom a higher to a 
lower placeʼ*),]
~ And because of his expectations, she is absolutely degraded, ~

464- For looks kill love and love by looks reviveth;
        [For (ʻon account of, because ofʼ*) looks (to have expectations) kill (ʻ= destroyʼ*;  alt.: ʻto distress, to 
grieve extremelyʼ*) love (wordplay, metonym  ʻTender Affectionʼ: the bond of love among the Tudors, referring 
to the material valuation of the Royal Person;  kill love: distress ʻTender Affectionʼ by causing resentment 
at having been unfairly treated) and love (as above) by looks (as above) reviveth (ʻto bring again to life, 
to reanimateʼ*),]
~ Because expectations extinguish ʻMaterial Affectionʼ, and that ʻMaterial Affectionʼ by expectations is 
[artificially] reanimated; ~
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465- A smile recures the wounding of a frown;
        [A smile (ʻa look of joy or kindness or slight scornʼ*) recures (ʻto restore to health or soundness, to 
healʼ) the wounding (ʻfiguratively, any hurt or painʼ* see l.1042 ) of a frown (ʻa stern and surly lookʼ*); ]
~ A smile heals the hurt of a disapproving look; ~

466 - But blessed bankrout, that by love so thriveth!
        [But (ʻotherwise thanʼ;  alt.: ʻonlyʼ) blessed (blessedly: ʻholilyʼ*;  alt.: ʻfortunatelyʼ*, happily) bankrout 
(bankrupt: ʻinsolventʼ*, indebted), that (that which) by love (ʻTender Affectionʼ: the bond of love among the 
Tudors, referring to the material valuation of the Royal Person) so (it follows, it proceeds, ʻand then, as 
the next stepʼ refers to royal line or royal progeny;  alt.: ʻthe truthʼ;  alt.: ʻvery muchʼ* = the Vere much?) 
thriveth (thrive: ʻto grow, to increase, to flourishʼ*)! ]
~ But spiritually void is that which by material valuation [of the Tudor family] conciliates/placates! ~

467-    The silly boy, believing she is dead,
           [The silly (archaic  ʻhelpless, defenselessʼ; ʻdeserving of pity or sympathyʼ, ʻinnocentʼ) boy (ʻa male 
childʼ*), believing (believe: ʻto think, to be of opinionʼ*, ʻaccept as trueʼ) she is (wordplay  see glossary: BE) 
dead (oblique metonymy?  ʻstillʼ*,  alt.: figurative  ʻsimilar to deathʼ*, ʻhaving or displaying no emotion, sympathy, 
or sensitivityʼ),]
~ The defenseless young man, thinking she is insensate/insensible, ~
~ The powerless young man, thinking she is unresponsive/inactive, ~

468-    Claps her pale cheek, till clapping makes it red;
           [Claps (clap: ʻto strike with a quick motion, without hurtingʼ*,  alt.: ʻto pledge oneʼs faith by joining 
handsʼ*; pledge: law ʻa thing that is given as security for the fulfillment of a contract or the payment of a 
debt and is liable to forfeiture in the event of failureʼ;  alt.: ʻshow approval of a person or an actionʼ by 
applaudingʼ) her pale (ʻan enclosure - especially of a parkʼ*, suggests detention or containment, with 
Yorkist and Protestant connotations;  alt.: ʻemblem of cowardiceʼ*) cheek (wordplay  cheek: ʻimpertinent talk 
or behaviourʼ;  alt.: check: restrain, control, limit, circumscribe, constrain - imprison;  alt.: reference to Sir 
John Cheke whom de Vere credits with the design of usurping Princess Elizabethʼs monarchy by 
blackmail - denoting Protestant opportunists  see glossary ; pale cheek: enclosure possessors = jail-
keepers), till (ʻto the time whenʼ*) clapping (i.e. pledging; clap: ʻto strike with a quick motion, without 
hurtingʼ, ʻto clap a person on the shoulder was a sign of approbationʼ; to clap hands: ʻto pledge oneʼs faith 
by joining handsʼ*) makes (ʻto causeʼ*, to cause to be;  alt.: ʻto becomeʼ*, to cause to become) it red 
(color of the house of Lancaster;  alt.: represents the Catholic Church;  alt.: stalwart courage); ]
~ Strikes at her cowardly Protestant possessors, and by striking makes her courageously Catholic; ~
~ Concedes acquiescence to her Protestant possessors, and such concession brings courage; ~
~ Pledges support before her cowardice, and so pledging makes her courageous; ~
~ Pledges support before her Protestant/Yorkist repressers, and by pledging brings [a shift toward]  
   Lancastrian/Catholicism; (?) ~

   With reference to the War of the Roses, the author notes that a ʻstrokeʼ is necessary to break the grip
the White have upon the Red.  In the idea expressed by the metonymy of ʻwhiteʼ and ʻredʼ is de Vereʼs 
solution for persistent English religious conflict. Though he has a low opinion of the Protestant
political leadership, a benign toleration of Protestant and Catholic faith will resolve the de facto state of
civil war.

469- And all amazʼd brake off his late intent,
        [And all (metonym  all family members directly descended from Henry Vlll) amazʼd (ʻto put in 
confusion, to put in a state where one does not know what to do or to say or to thinkʼ*) brake (past of 
break: ʻto rend apart, to crackʼ*, to split, ʻto interruptʼ*, ʻto discontinueʼ*;  figurative = schism: ʻthe formal 
separation of a church into two churches or the secession of a group owing to doctrinal and other 
differencesʼ) off (ʻfromʼ*) his late (ʻno longer having the specified statusʼ, ʻformerly, else, onceʼ*, 
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sometime: ʻat other timesʼ*, once upon a time) intent (ʻintention, purpose, designʼ*, ʻmeaning, purport, 
thoughtʼ*, Latin  in: toward + tendere: ʻstretch, tendʼ),]
~ And as [his grandfatherʼs] heir, in confusion and schism, interrupts his former thought, ~

470- For sharply he did think to reprehend her,
        [For (ʻintroducing a reason by a subordinate clauseʼ*, ʻbecause, asʼ*) sharply (ʻin a quick and cutting 
mannerʼ*, see sharpness*: ʻseverity, harshnessʼ*, i.e. with severity or harshness) he did think (ʻto mean, 
to intendʼ*) to reprehend (ʻto reprove, to blameʼ* from Latin reprehendere from re: ʻexpressing intensive 
forceʼ + prehendere: ʻseizeʼ) her, ]
~ As harshly he did intend to reprove her, ~
~ As severely he did mean to rebuke her, ~
~ As quickly he did intend to take possession/seize her, ~

471- Which cunning love did wittily prevent:
        [Which cunning (ʻcraftyʼ*, ʻdexterous and trickish in dissemblingʼ*) love (ʻTender Affectionʼ: the bond 
of love among the Tudors, referring to the material valuation of the Royal Person) did wittily 
(ʻsagaciously, ingeniouslyʼ*) prevent (ʻto frustrate, to disappointʼ*, to hinder by something done before, to 
obviateʼ*):]
~ Which a dissembling ʻfamily affectionʻ did ingeniously frustrate: ~
~ Which crafty Leicester did, by his [secret] knowledge, hinder: ~     (? should be Love)

472 - Fair fall the wit that can so well defend her!
        [Fair (wordplay  fare: ʻperform in a specified way in a particular situation or over a particular periodʼ, ʻa 
journey for which a price is paidʼ; this term is played adverbially or adjectively; it is used precisely in the 
manner of Tender Heir; the ʻJust Heirʼ by a lexical ʻtrickʻ frequently used by de Vere—Fair = Fair Air = Fair 
Heir) fall (ʻbecomesʼ*) the wit (ʻmental sharpness and inventivenessʼ, i.e. genius: ʻthe prevalent character 
or spirit of something such as a nation or ageʼ, from Latin gignere: ʻbegetʼ  see  geniture) that can so (ʻin the 
same degree, asʼ*;  alt.: it follows, it proceeds, refers to royal progeny: a succeeding heir) well (ʻin such a 
state or of such a quality as one would wishʼ*) defend (ʻto maintain by force of by argumentʼ) her! ]
~ The Fair Heir becomes the genius that can, by another heir, maintain her! ~ 

473-    For on the grass she lies as she were slain,
           [For (ʻbecause, asʼ*) on the grass (ʻrelated... ultimately to greenʼ: Old French verd, wordplay from Latin 
veri ) she lies (ʻto be in the power of, to depend onʼ*,  alt.: ʻfalsehood uttered for the purpose of 
deceptionʼ*) as she were (wordplay Vere: Latin ʻWʼ pronounced as ʻVʼ ; see glossary be, are) slain (Old English slean: 
ʻstrike, killʼ, clap see l.468 ),]
~ For on the Truth/Vere/green she depends, as she ʻBe/Areʼ stricken, ~
   -
474-    Till his breath breatheth life in her again.
           [Till (ʻto the time ofʼ*) his breath (metonym  signal, profound communication;  alt.:  possible pun  ʻthe 
air/heir inhaled and ejectedʼ*;  alt.: ʻa thing without substance, a trifleʼ*, Nothing?) breatheth (animate, 
vitalize, vivify, ʻendow with breathʼ*, ) life (ʻthe state in which the soul and body are united; opposed to 
deathʼ*, eternal life?) in her again (ʻonce moreʼ*, i.e. once More  metonym  referring to English Christianity 
prior to the schism occasioned by Elizabethʼs person).]
~ Until his profound words return True Salvation to her, once More. ~

475- He wrings her nose, he strikes her on the cheeks,
        [He wrings (ʻobtain something with difficulty or effortʼ, from Old English wringan, related to wrong, ʻto 
press hard on, to ply hardʼ*) her nose (ʻorgan of smellʼ*: ʻMetaphorically = to perceive, to guess at, to find 
out by mental sagacityʼ*;  alt.: pun  rings her nose: the insertion of a metal ring in the nose of an ox which 
“can give more positive control” of draft cattle), he strikes (ʻto afflict, to punish, to chastiseʼ*;  alt.: ʻto 
make to disappear, to efface, to blotʼ*;  alt.: ʻ naval term, used of sails = to lower, to let downʼ*) her on the 
cheeks (wordplay on CHEEK, CHECK and Sir John Cheke, with Protestant associations  see glossary),]
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~ He wrests control, he punishes her possessors, ~

476- He bends her fingers, holds her pulses hard,
        [He bends (bend: ʻto direct, to turn, to pointʼ, redirect) her fingers (finger: ʻto take thievishly, to 
pilferʼ*, i.e. thieves, pilferers;  alt.: informants/spies, as parts of the hand/office  metonym), holds (ʻto 
containʼ*, ʻto supportʼ*, ʻto preserveʼ*, ʻto keep, to guardʼ*, to harborʼ*) her pulses (pulse: the beating/
striking of the heart  for metonym context, see: 2 Henry lV, ll iv 25 (Mistress Quickly) - pulsidge: “your pulsidge beats 
as extraordinarily as heart would desire”) hard (ʻvery nearʼ*, ʻearnestlyʼ*, ʻstronglyʼ* ʻclosely, tightly, fastʼ*),]
~ He ʻturnsʼ her thievish informants, guards her ʻbeating heartʼ close-by, ~ 
   A probable reference to a Guildenstern/Rosencrantz-like event  see Hamlet, or the murder of the servant 
at age seventeen. ?

477$ He chafes her lips; a thousand ways he seeks
        [He chafes (chafe: ʻto inflame, to make furiousʼ*;  alt.: ʻto fret, to fume, to rageʼ*) her lips (ʻthose who 
show contempt for, those who ʻlaugh at, snap fingers atʼ*); a thousand (probable reference to de Vereʼs 
thousand pound annuity  see Roger Stritmatter, A Law Case in Verse: Venus and Adonis) ways (pun weighs = weights, 
i.e. pounds/English currency; a thousand ways: the cascade of forced obligations that derive from the 
blackmail of Elizabethʼs royal person - the annuity to de Vere is but a minor one) he seeks (ʻto try to gain, 
to strive, to pursue, to solicitʼ*),]
~ He infuriates those who treat her with contempt; a thousand ways he strives ~
~ He infuriates those who treat her with contempt; a thousand pounds he solicits ~
 
478- To mend the hurt that his unkindness marrʼd:
        [To mend (ʻto set right, to correct, to repair what is amissʼ*) the hurt (ʻharm, injury, mischiefʼ*) that 
his unkindness (disinheritance, separation, severance; suffixʼ ʻnessʼ and ʻanceʼ = ʻstate or quality ofʼ) 
marrʼd (ʻinjuriously madeʼ* Shakespeare Lexicon, A. Schmidt, 1874; see note on this “peculiar passage”): )
~ To correct the harm that his disinheritance injuriously made: ~

479 -    He kisses her; and she, by her good will,
           [He kisses (kiss: the bond of fealty or betrayal;  alt.: as in the kiss of peace: ʻa ceremonial kiss 
given or exchanged as a sign of unityʼ;  alt.: ʻto submit tamelyʼ*) her; and she, by (ʻthe idea of 
instrumentality passing into that of causalityʼ*) her good (pun = virtuous possession, ʻproperty, 
possessionʼ*, related to tender, i.e. a material value or currency;  alt.: ʻvirtuous, well disposedʼ*, 
ʻfavourable, propitiousʼ*, ʻfit, properʼ*) will (the will of Oxford  important polysemic metonym, see glossary ),]
~ He expresses his unity; and she, by her possessed will, ~ 
~ He expresses his unity; and she, by her sonʼs resolve/commitment, ~

480$    Will never rise, so he will kiss her still.
           [Will () never (= Not Ever, i.e. Not E. Ver, used to refer to Elizabeth who is unfaithful to her motto: 
Semper Eadem = Ever the Same, i.e. that in contrast to Edward de Vere, she is not E. Ver, or not ʻalways 
the sameʼ;  alt.: unfaithful;  alt.: Will never: William the Unfaithful = Wm. Cecil) rise (ʻto ascendʼ*;  alt.: ʻto 
increaseʼ*;  alt.: ʻto thrive, to be promotedʼ*, advanced), so (= ʻin the same degree, asʼ*,  alt.: it follows, 
it proceeds; refers to royal progeny) he will (ʻfaculty of the mind by which we desire and purposeʼ*  see 
glossary for specific applications) kiss (show fealty) her still (Ever, E. Ver, E. Vere).]
~ Will never [ever faithful] advance, so the royal successors will be forever subordinate. ~
~ William (Cecil), not E. Vere advances, so the royal successors will be forever subordinate. ~ (?)

481$ The night of sorrow now is turnʼd to day:
        [The night (metonym for Elizabeth l, ʻDian, the goddess of the moon, called queen of nightʼ*) of 
sorrow (ʻa state of being sorry, of repenting or pitying somethingʼ*, ʻsadness, griefʼ*;  alt.: So + R + O, 
surname fragments of Southampton + Regius + Oxford—the sorrow of these) now (ʻthings being so, 
under these circumstancesʼ*) is (metonym from BE: ʻof an oxʼ) turnʼd (ʻto change or alter from one purpose 
or effect to anotherʼ*;  alt.: ʻto change, to transformʼ*) to day (Seymour-ʻlightʼ* see glossary): ]
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~ 
~ Elizabeth (the moon goddess), in repentance now, by Oxford is enlighted ~

482$ Her two blue windows faintly she up-heaveth,
        [Her two blue (ʻthe colour of servantsʼ*;  alt.: ʻlight amidst darkness called blueʼ*;  alt.: Schmidts 
suggestion:  ʻveins shining through the skinʼ*) windows (ʻMiddle English: from Old Norse vindauga, from 
vindr: ʻwindʼ + auga: ʻeyeʼ, therefore wind eye consider the two as independent metonyms, see glossary for both ,  alt.: 
the eyes as ʻwindows of the soulʼ) faintly (ʻwithout zeal, not earnestly, not forciblyʼ*) she up-heaveth 
(upheave: ʻto raiseʼ*;  alt.: up-: ʻdenoting confinement or concealmentʼ* + heave: ʻto throw, to cast (in 
seamanʼs language)ʼ*),]
~ Her two ʻservant spiesʼ attending on the current heir, weakly she casts into concealment, ~   (?)

483$ Like the fair sun, when in his fresh array
        [Like (ʻresemblingʼ*, ʻin the same mannerʼ*) the fair (Fair Air = The Rightful Heir, i.e. the Tudors) sun 
(Ed. de Vere/Edward Vll by his own reckoning), when in his fresh (ʻnot yet usedʼ*, ʻunimpaired and 
healthyʼ*, ʻnot yet usedʼ*;  alt.: ʻfull of new life and vigourʼ*;  alt.: ʻholding good, unchanging, constantʼ*) 
array (ʻdress, especially ornamental dressʼ*, perhaps denoting a fresh change of name)]
~ Resembling the rightful heir, when in his new guise ~

484$ He cheers the morn and all the earth relieveth;
        [He (wordplay  ʻsunʼ/son, figuratively the proximate star, but intending Ed. de Vere) cheers (cheer: 
derived from  ʻGood cheer!: courage! be of good heartʼ*, i.e. heartens, gives courage, emboldens) the morn 
(Venus/Elizabeth) and all (all family members directly descended from Henry Vlll) the earth (England, 
ʻthe country, the landʼ*) relieveth (relieve: ʻto help in distress, to free from want, pain, grief, or dangerʼ*,  
alt.: ʻto release from duty, applied to troopsʼ*);]
~ He heartens the Queen and royal family, and the land is freed from grief; ~

485$    And as the bright sun glorifies the sky,
           [And as (ʻin the same degree, of the same qualityʼ*) the bright (ʻshining, luminous, splendidʼ*) sun 
(= de Vere, the son who gives light) glorifies (glorify: ʻto pay praise, to magnify in worshipʼ*) the sky 
(ʻused in the sense of heavenʼ*),]
~ And just as the luminous son makes greater the heavens,

486$    So is her face illuminʼd with her eye;$    
           [So (ʻin the same degree, asʼ*, alt.: it follows, it proceeds; refers to royal progeny) is () her () face 
(ʻto uphold a false appearanceʼ*) illuminʼd (illume: ʻto brightenʼ*,  alt.: ʻto enlighten, spiritually or 
intellectuallyʼ;  alt.: pun  ill-illuminated: poorly lighted) with her eye (overlords and their spies, i.e. Robert 
Dudley, Walsingham, et al);]
~ To the same degree is her surface/appearance [ill-] lighted with her Puritan overlord; ~   (?)

487$ Whose beams upon his hairless face are fixʼd,
        [Whose beams (nautical term  the sides of a ship perpendicular to the direction of travel/motion, i.e. ʻat 
cross purposesʼ, in opposition;  alt.: Biblical allusion, Matt. 7:3  “a beam in oneʼs eye”, i.e. ʻfinding fault that is 
greater in oneself than in the person one is finding fault withʼ) upon (ʻdenoting a design or business in 
which a person is employedʼ*) his hairless (without heirs, refers to Robert Dudleyʼs childless state?) face 
(ʻappearanceʼ rather than true value;  alt.: hairless face, referring to playing cards: a jack = ʻbearing the 
representation of a soldier, page, or knave, normally ranking next below a queenʼ etym.: probable 14th cent. , 
ʻknaveʼ may indicate a male child/prince, or ʻa dishonest or unscrupulous manʼ) are (= Elizabeth, ʻTo be 
royalʼ, from Latin Regina: ʻQueenʼ  see glossary  are, be) fixʼd (fix: ʻto set, to place in generalʼ*, ʻto direct 
steadilyʼ*),]
~ Whose blind submission/obstructive faults upon Dudleyʼs heirless knavery, Elizabeth affixed, ~
~ Whose opposition upon Dudleyʼs heirless knavery Elizabeth affixed, ~ 
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488$ As if from thence they borrowʼd all their shine.
        [As (ʻin the same degree, of the same qualityʼ*;  alt.: ʻas would be the case ifʼ) if from thence (ʻfrom 
that place, from thereʼ*) they (i.e. they, all of them) borrowʼd (borrow: ʻto take upon creditʼ*) all (all family 
members directly descended from Henry Vlll) their shine (ʻto be bright, to glitterʼ*, i.e. excellence, 
dominance).]
~ As if, from Dudley, the royal family had ʻtaken upon creditʼ their excellence. ~

489$ Were never four such lamps together mixʼd,
        [Were (word play on Vere  Latin ʻWʼ pronounced as ʻVʼ , here denoting truth and constancy) never (Never 
Ever (see Fair for explanation of word play), not E.Ver, used to refer to Elizabeth as unfaithful to her motto: 
Semper Eadem = Ever the same, i.e. that, in contrast to Edward de Vere, she is not ʻalways the sameʼ, or 
ʻever faithfulʼ) four (perhaps meaning four eyes, or four pairs of eyes, likely: Elizabeth, de Vere, Cecil, 
and Dudley; there is an indeterminacy of subjects, and the sources and receivers of light) such (ʻof the 
like kind or degreeʼ*) lamps (ʻanything shining, a luminaryʼ*, source of radiant light) together mixʼd (ʻto 
join and blend, to mingleʼ*),]
~ Constancy [and] inconstancy, four ʻlike in kindʼ luminaries commingled, ~

490$ Had not his clouded with his browʼs repine;
        [Had not his clouded (cloud: ʻto overspread with clouds, to darkenʼ*) with his browʼs (pun  ʻthe arch 
of hair/heir over the eyeʼ*, the heir above the Protestant usurpers) repine (ʻvexation, mortificationʼ*);]
~ Had not his [light] been darkened by his prospects/expectations mortification; ~ 
~ Had not his [light] been overshadowed by the degradation of the heir (above the ʻeyeʼ/Dudley); ~

491$    But hers, which through the crystal tears gave light,$    
           [But (ʻotherwise thanʼ, from another source, from elsewhere than) hers, which through (ʻdenoting 
instrumentality, = by means of, byʼ*) the crystal (ʻhighly transparent glass with a high refractive indexʼ, 
denoting the effect of refracted light on location, apparent location, reception of radiance, and figuratively  
bent light  see Perspectiva, by Roger Bacon 1214-94: on optics and refraction ,  alt.: ʻmade of crystalʼ*, denoting 
permanency rather than fluidity, representing the likeness of hardened water) tears (transgressions, 
destruction;  crystal tears: permanent degradation, prescribed destruction) gave light (ʻspiritual 
illumination by divine truthʼ; ʻthat by which it is possible to seeʼ*, with parallels between God and the Poet 
or enlightened statesman),]
~ Hers, however, which by the agency of ʻcrystal transgressionsʼ, bends and divides [spiritual] light,
~ But from elsewhere than the Queen, which by means of the permanent reduction [of the Monarchy] 
gave spiritual illumination, ~  
   The great scientific works of the Medieval Scholastic Roger Bacon were among the inspirations of de 
Vereʼs cousin, Francis Bacon.
$ $ $
492$    Shone like the moon in water seen by night.
           [Shone (pun  shown: ʻappearanceʼ*, ʻdisplay, parade, ostentationʼ*) like (ʻequalʼ*, ʻthe sameʼ* 
ʻresemblingʼ*) the moon (ʻthe satellite which revolves around the earthʼ*, a general metonym for Elizabeth 
l denoting the queens (supposed) influence on earthly objects) in water (ʻemblem of falsenessʼ*, change, 
and impermanence) seen (possible pun  seine or seine net, i.e. caught with a net) by night (ʻDian, the 
goddess of the moon, called queen of nightʼ*, metonym for Elizabeth l; ʻNight herself represented as a 
goddess, drawn by a team of dragonsʼ*).]
~ Made display, resembling the moon in reflected/false light, ʻcaughtʼ by Night. ~
~ Shone [weakly], like the queen by deceit enveloped, [barely] lighting the darkness. ~
   This is a powerful metaphorical assessment of the Queenʼs diminished affect. Her strength is a show. 
She merely resembles, but is not. The authority of the Queen is a false and reflected “lamp” l. 489 , seen 
“by night”, i.e. it has little capacity to illuminate.

493$ ʻO, where am I?ʼ quoth she, ʻin earth or heaven,
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        [ʻO (probable word play on Elizabeths signature ʻRʼ: Regina, she  refers to de Vere as ʻOʼ: Oxford  
see glossary ), where am I?ʼ quoth she, ʻin (ʻdenoting a local or temporal space, within which a person or 
thing is enclosed or containedʼ) earth (ʻthe substance, thought to be an element, of which the globe and 
its productions consistʼ) or (Italian  oro, Latin  aurum: gold  used six times in this stanza;  repetition of or is anaphora ;  
alt.: pun  ore: ʻa naturally occurring solid material from which a metal or valuable mineral can be profitably 
extractedʼ) heaven (ʻa place or state of supreme felicityʼ*),]
~ ʻOxford, where am I?ʼ said she, ʻin earth-ore/earthly gold, heaven, ~
~ ʻOxford, where am I?ʼ said she, [buried alive] ʻin earth, or heaven, ~
   Elizabeth asks rhetorically, ʻwhere am Iʼ, then proceeds to answer her question; she is to be found 
solely in her material valuation. She ʻisʼ a gold mine.

494$ Or in the ocean drenchʼd, or in the fire?
        [Or (Italian  oro, Latin  aurum: gold  see l. 493 ) in the  ocean (ʻthe great seaʼ*, a great body of water: 
ʻemblem of falsenessʼ*, of instability, change, or fluctuation;  alt.: symbolic of opposed elements that 
normally extinguish each other  l.94, 654 ) drenchʼd (ʻto wet thoroughlyʼ*), or (as before) in the fire 
(Consuming Fair  see above Fair, i.e. the burning or razing of the Rightful Heirs, i.e. the Tudor Monarchy  see 
l.35)? ]
~ Ore/gold in treasons drowned, ore in the Tudor consuming fire? ~
~ Or in mendacity immersed, or in the ʻConsuming Fairʼ? ~

495$ What hour is this? or morn or weary even?
        [What hour (pun  our: ʻpertaining to usʼ;  alt.: Time = Cecil) is () this? or (pun  ore: gold see l. 493 ) 
morn (Venus/Elizabeth: Morningstar) or (ore: wealth, material riches) weary (ʻimpatient with the 
continuance of somethingʼ*;  alt.: ore-weary = impatient with the usurpers coercion for wealth) even 
(Venus/Elizabeth = Evenstar)? ]
~ What Timely Assault is this? Gold Morningstar, gold-exhausted Evenstar?

496$ Do I delight to die, or life desire?!
        [Do (ʻto perform, to effectʼ*;  alt.: pun  due: ʻowed, to be paid as a debtʼ*) I delight (de: ʻdenoting 
removal or reversalʼ + light: ʻillumination of mind, mental sightʼ*, referring to reason, truth, and religious 
belief) to die (ʻto lose lifeʼ*, ʻto perish in any manner, to fade, to vanish, to be forgottenʼ*;  alt.: ʻto pine for 
somethingʼ*), or life (pun  ore-life: gold life, i.e. a life of spiritual desolation) desire (ʻto wish forʼ*, ʻto ask, to 
entreat, to requestʼ*; alt.: de: ʻdenoting removal or reversalʼ + sire: ʻa father or other male forebearʼ)? ]
~ Is this my debt? to perish without spiritual illumination, [only] materially valued, without male forebear?
    Line 495 asks “What hour/our is this?”  The possible alternative states, noted in this line, are held in 
common with Elizabeth and Edward. Even the last, “desire”, hints at the [arguable] illegitimacy of both.
 
497   $    But now I livʼd, and life was deathʼs annoy;
           [But (ʻotherwise thanʼ see l.445 , variant of NEVER  see glossary ; alt.: ʻjust nowʼ*) now (ʻat this timeʼ*) I 
livʼd (ʻto pass life or time in a particular mannerʼ*), and life (i.e. that life) was deathʼs (figurative  ʻa 
damaging or destructive state of affairsʼ, ʻstate of being without lifeʼ*, likely the state of servitude referred 
to in l.482) annoy (ʻpain, suffering, griefʼ*, Middle English  ʻbe hateful toʼ); ]
~ Otherwise than now I lived, and [that] life was a destructive and hateful state of affairs; ~

498$    But now I died, and death was lively joy.
           [But (ʻotherwise thanʼ see l.445 , variant of never  see glossary ;  alt.: ʻeven at this instantʼ*) now (ʻat this 
timeʼ*) I died (ʻto lose lifeʼ*, ʻto perish in any manner), and death (ʻstate of being without lifeʼ*) was  lively 
(ʻcoming near to life, strongly resembling [life]ʼ*;  alt.: ʻlivingʼ*) joy (ʻthe state of feeling delight, 
happinessʼ*).]
~ Otherwise than now I perished, and that state of being without life was living happiness. ~

499$ ʻO, thou didst kill me: kill me once again:
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        [ʻO (probable word play on Elizabeths signature ʻRʼ: Regina, she  refers to de Vere as ʻOʼ: Oxford  
see glossary), thou didst kill (ʻto distress, to grieve extremelyʼ*;  alt.: to destroyʼ*) me: kill (as before) me 
once (irrevocable, ʻat any time, everʼ see glossary) again (ʻused to introduce a further point for 
consideration, supporting or contrasting with what has just been saidʼ;  alt.: ʻonce Moreʼ* metonym 
referring to English Christianity prior to the schism occasioned by Elizabethʼs person; again: ʻrelated to 
German entgegen: oppositeʼ): ]
~ Oxford, thou did grieve me: destroy my monarchy forever, once More: ~

500$ Thy eyesʼ shrewd tutor, that hard heart of thine,
        [Thy eyesʼ (eyes: overlords and their spies, i.e. Robert Dudley, Earl of Leicester; son of John 
Dudley, Duke of Northumberland) shrewd (ʻcunning, artfulʼ*;  alt.: ʻmischievousʼ*;  alt.: shrowd 1593 , 
shroud: ʻto cover, to concealʼ*) tutor (ʻone who teaches and instructs, a masterʼ;  alt.: pun Tudor), that 
hard (ʻnot yielding to pressure, opposed to softʼ*) heart (ʻsupposed to be the prompter of will and 
inclinationʼ*;  alt.: the True Heart = the very essenceʼ* = the essence of Vere; ʻthe inmost and most vital 
part, the coreʻ) of thine,]
~ Your overlordʼs artful instructor, that unyielding Vere Will of yours, ~
~ Your overlords conceal Tudor, that unyielding ʻCorʼ of yours, ~

501$ Hath taught them scornful tricks and such disdain
        [Hath taught (teach: ʻto make to know, to tell, to showʼ*) them (“Thy eyes” l.500 , Puritan usurpers) 
scornful (ʻdisdainfulʼ*, ʻderisive, mocking, jeeringʼ*) tricks (ʻartifice, stratagem, deviceʼ*) and such 
(metonyms  ʻused to hint in a general and indefinite manner at persons or things; so: ʻwhat followsʼ, progeny 
+ much: great, ʻto a great degreeʼ*;  alt.: ʻof that or the like kind or degreeʼ*, closely related in meaning to 
even see glossary;  alt.: ʻused to hint in a general and indefinite manner at persons or thingsʼ*, such disdain: 
disrespect of the royal person) disdain (reversal from dignity, from Latin ʻdedignari : de: expressing reversal 
+ dignari: consider worthyʼ)]
~ Has taught the usurpers contemptuous stratagems and [of the royal family] disrespect  ~

502$ That they have murdʼred this poor heart of mine;
        [That they (“Thy eyes”  l.500 , i.e. Puritan usurpers) have murdʼred (murdered red: killed the 
Lancaster House of Plantagenet, murdered True Faith, stalwart courage; wordplay  reddish coat of Red 
Deer Cervus elaphus , hart, heart) this poor (ʻdestitute of riches or even of any propertyʼ*) heart (metonym  = 
dear, deer, hart, all symbols for de Vere;  alt.: ʻthe soul, the mind in generalʼ*, ʻlifeʼ*, ʻthe vital part or 
essence;  alt.: ʻsupposed to be the prompter of will and inclinationʼ*) of mine (pun  source of or/ore/gold, 
also from heraldic  or = gold  see l.493-6, ʻmy propertyʼ*, i.e. the substantive: this poor heart); ]
~ That they have murdered ʻredʼ (faith and courage of) this, my unfortunate ʻmaterial heirʼ; ~

503$    And these mine eyes, true leaders to their queen,
           [And these mine (referring to the locus or source of material wealth) eyes (mine eyes: double 
meaning  Elizabethʼs ʻorgans of sightʼ*, and mining infiltrators/moles; i.e. Robert Dudley, Earl of Leicester; 
son of John Dudley, Duke of Northumberland: refers not only to Leicester himself, but to the entire 
rapacious Puritan political machine), true (ʻin accordance with fact or realityʼ, ʻconformable to factʼ, ʻnot 
mistakenʼ, de facto) leaders (ʻto direct, to governʼ*, ʻto command, to conduct as a chiefʼ*, ʻto prevail onʼ*) 
to their queen (Elizabeth),]
~ And these [Cecil-Dudley] mining/undermining agents, the real commanders of their queen, ~

504$    But for thy piteous lips no more had seen.
           [But (ʻotherwise thanʼ) for (ʻin place ofʼ*) thy piteous (wordplay  punishable with ʻthe pitsʼ, extreme 
privation, death;  alt.: ʻcompassionateʼ;  alt.: ʻmiserable, pitifulʼ*, pitiable) lips (ʻorgans of speechʼ*, 
protests, counterclaims;  alt. agency  kiss: the bond of fealty/fidelity, strongly tied the act of self-betrayal/
self-revelation) no more (surname fragment  = mour;  alt. nom ore: name of gold, dʼor; Edward Tudor 
Seymour, the ʻMoreʼ that follows from the motto of Henry V, “Une sans plus” = ʻOne without more;  alt.: of 
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Sir Thomas More, as a metonym for true faithfulness, fidelity) had (i.e. would have) seen (see: ʻto 
perceive mentally, to discover, to understandʼ*, ʻto experience, to knowʼ*).]
~ If not for thy punishable counterclaim, ʻnom oreʼ had seen. ~
~ Otherwise than your (Vereʼs)  counterclaims, no Mour had Se[y]n.
~ If not for your compassionate words, no resolute Faith would have understood. ~
      One of De Vereʼs signatures—See + More—as with the others, appears in a multitude of styles or 
syllogistic formulations.
   As always, but is ambiguously ʻif notʼ, and ʻotherwise thanʼ; the latter referring to the alternate personas 
under which de Vere expresses himself. With the names of Shake-speare, B. Griffin, etc. the author has a 
retinue of his own ʻallowed foolsʼ. 

505$ ʻLong may they kiss each other, for this cure!
        [ʻLong (ʻa long timeʼ*; alt.: ʻbelongingʼ*) may (ʻexpressing possibilityʼ; alt.: ʻexpressing permissionʼ) 
they (figuratively  de Vereʼs lips together, since the queen is ʻneverʼ, i.e. not ever faithful, and therefore the 
ʻkissʼ of fealty is to itself) kiss (the bond of fealty/fidelity, strongly tied the act of self-betrayal/self-
revelation; alt.: ʻto submit tamelyʼ*) each (ʻeveryʼ*, ʻused of a definite and limited numberʼ*) other 
(ʻbesides that or those mentioned or understoodʼ*), for (ʻin order to come byʼ*) this cure (ʻhealing, 
remedyʼ*, likely related to salve: remedy; alt.: ʻsoothing for an uneasy conscienceʼ, means of ʻsalvationʼ, 
ʻredemptionʼ* see l. 28 )! ]
~ Combined may [mour and Sey see l.504] join each other, for this remedy! ~
~ ʻFor long [time] may they seal a self-concord, to come by this remedy! ~

506$ O, never let their crimson liveries wear!
        [O (= Oxford, probable word play on Elizabeths signature ʻRʼ: Regina; she  refers to de Vere as ʻOʼ: 
Oxford), never (metonym  not E.Ver, never ever, not ever faithful, i.e. unfaithful) let (ʻto suffer, to allowʼ*) 
their (de Vereʼs lips) crimson (ʻa rich deep red inclining to purpleʼ; alt.: royal, referring to the color of 
Lancastrian and Catholic factions) liveries (ʻdelivery, the act of delivering a freehold into the possession 
of its heirʼ*: reference to the possession and property of the crown) wear (ʻto use up, to consume, to 
waste, to destroy by degreesʼ*)! ]
~ Oxford, ʻnever everʼ (Elizabeth) allowed their noble dress to be worn! ~
~ Oxford, [my] inconstant [self] allowed them noble raiment to wear! ~

507$ And as they last, their verdure still endure,
        [And (nearly as an expletive or as a qualifier = but, yet) as (ʻin the same degree, of the same 
qualityʼ*) they () last (ʻto continue, not to endʼ, ʻto remain unimpairedʼ*), their (i.e. the lips: the claimants in 
accord) verdure (ʻthe fresh green colorʼ of lush vegetation, poetic  ʻa condition of freshnessʼ, ʻfreshness, 
life and vigourʼ*: may refer to the green and white livery of the House of Tudor) still (Ever, E. Ver, E. Vere
—a creation of Cecil-Dudley) endure (ʻto bear, to sustain without breaking or yieldingʼ*),]
~ And as long as they persist, ʻtheirʼ Vere hard-fixed endures, ~
~ But her equal continues, the [Tudor] green E. Vere bears onward, ~

508$ To drive infection from the dangerous year!
        [To drive (ʻto propel, to expelʼ*) infection (ʻthe state of being tainted with diseaseʼ*, contamination, 
affliction, corruption) from the dangerous (ʻfull of dangerʼ*) year (age, time)! ]
~ To repel contamination from the dangerous Time! ~

509$    That the star-gazers, having writ on death,
           [That (demonstrative pronoun  referring to l.507-8: i.e. the threat of opposition continuing with de Vere 
on the throne and Tudor succession) the star (ʻInfluencing human fortuneʼ*)-gazers (ʻone who looks 
intentlyʼ*; star-gazer: ʻan astronomer or astrologerʼ, one who assiduously studies fortune, denoting 
ʻsuperstition followersʼ in contrast to the ʻdivine rightʼ that the author claims), having (ʻto possess, to 
ownʼ*) writ (ʻoneʼs power to enforce compliance or submission: oneʼs authority) on death (ʻdeath by 
judicial sentenceʼ*, not necessarily literal: ʻspiritual death, damnationʼ*),]
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~ That the [idle] Astrologers, having power to kill, ~
~ That the fortune tellers, having authority to kill, ~
      Iʼm guessing “the star-gazers” indicate the impressionable followers of John Dee, that is, Cecil, 
Dudley, Sidney, etc.  Many have found it warrantable that Vere himself was taken in by Dee—I doubt it.

510$    May say, the plague is banishʼd by thy breath.
           [May (ʻexpressing possibilityʼ, uncertainty, ʻdenoting opportunity or liberty offeredʼ*) say 
(ʻsupposeʼ*), the plague (ʻvexationʼ*) is (possible metonym  the authorʼs ʻbeingʼ, therefore, the plague is = the 
vexation of de Vereʼs being) banishʼd (banish: ʻto condemn to leave the countryʼ*, ʻto drive away in 
generalʼ*) by (ʻlike with, to indicate the person subject to an activityʼ*) thy (de Vereʼs) breath (ʻlifeʼ*).]
~ May suppose, the vexation is eliminated with [the elimination of] your life. ~

Lines 511-22: ʻFrancʼ talk about money.

511$ ʻPure lips, sweet seals in my soft lips imprinted,
        [Pure (ʻabsolute, perfect, not impaired or adulteratedʼ*; alt.: ʻinnocent, guiltless, chasteʼ*) lips (voice  
as used by Coriolanus , ʻjudgementʼ*, ʻvote, suffrageʼ*, and the means of the kiss: the crown, as coin and 
symbolic headdress;  alt.: act of betrayal;  alt.: the bond of fidelity; of Elizabeth and Edward = the royal 
claimants in accord, but unequal in resolve), sweet (ʻkindʼ*, royal child;  alt.: honey: French  honi: shamed) 
seals (seal: ʻto close, to shutʼ*, to silence;  alt.: ʻproof, testimonyʼ*, ʻto confirm, to ratify*) in my soft 
(ʻeasily yielding to pressure) lips (voice ʻjudgementʼ*, ʻvote, suffrageʼ*, as before) imprinted (ʻa lasting 
impression or effectʼ),]
~ Guiltless speech, childʼs testimony in my yielding mouth impressed, ~

512$ What bargains may I make, still to be sealing?
        [What (indeterminate  ʻinterrogative pronoun used to inquire after quality or kind of thingsʼ*; or ʻused in 
exclamations; substantivelyʼ*) bargains (ʻagreement, contractʼ*) may (ʻexpressing possibilityʼ, uncertainty) 
I make (ʻ[denoting] the performance of the respective actionʼ*), still (Ever, E. Ver, E. Vere, Edward Tudor 
Seymour in ʻquietusʼ , i.e. ʻever-stillʼ) to be (the Royal/True self = ʻSomeʼ, Latin Sum: ʻsmall Latinʼ fragment 
Ben Jonson) sealing (ʻto close, to shutʼ*, to silence, here suggesting an unfavorable negotiation)? ]
~ What uncertain agreements may I make, E. Vere (ʻSomeʼ/Sum) silencing? ~

513$ To sell myself I can be well contented,
        [To sell (to give in exchange for something) myself (Elizabeth; To sell myself: ʻsold to slaveryʼ*, 
bondage, self-betray, to lose oneself) I can (ʻto be ableʼ*) be (the Royal/True self) well (metonym ʻSpringʼ*, 
i.e. de Vere;  alt.: ʻa deep narrow pit of waterʼ*, see pit: l.242-49, and water: glossary) contented 
(wordplay  content: ʻthe things that are held or included in somethingʼ used as a verb),]
~ To sell myself [in slavery], I may be [of] ʻSpringʼ content, ~

514$ So thou wilt buy and pay and use good dealing;
        [So (ʻin the same degree, asʼ*;  alt.: metonym  of Tudor Succession, or Tudor descent, i.e. ʻwhat 
follows, that which proceedsʼ; see glossary  of royal progeny: Elizabeth, Oxford, and Southampton) thou 
(Vere) wilt (archaic  second person singular of WILL: ʻthe faculty of the mind by which we desire and 
purposeʼ*) buy (ʻto acquire, to procure, to gainʼ*; “buy and pay and use” implies the expression ʻbought 
and soldʼ = ʻbetrayedʼ*) and pay (ʻto suffer in requital (i.e. to suffer in returning), to fulfill as a punishmentʼ*) and 
use (ʻutility, advantage, profitʼ*;  alt.: ʻpresent possession, usufructʼ*, usufruct: Roman Law  ʻthe right to enjoy 
the use and advantages of anotherʼs property short of the destruction or waste of its substanceʼ) good 
(goods: ʻsaleable commodityʼ, ʻproperty, possessionʼ*, ʻadvantage, benefit, welfareʼ*) dealing (deal: ʻtake 
part in commercial trading of a particular commodityʼ;  alt.: ʻproceeding, manner of actingʼ*);]
~ Your child you will buy and pay and profit [as by] commercial trading; ~ 
~ Do as you will with your child, betray and profit by goods dealing; ~

515$    Which purchase if thou make, for fear of slips,
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           [Which (wordplay  WITCH, also WHO, and WHOM = Tudors, or Ones; in particular; ʻinformation 
specifying one or more people or things from a definite setʼ (of All, Tudor). The three ʻWitches, Which Isʼ, 
or ʻWhich Areʼ(Regius) ʻreferring to [previous] sentencesʼ*) purchase (ʻacquisition... ʼ*) if thou make (ʻto 
effect, to performʼ*, ʻto completeʼ*), for fear (ʻdoubt, mistrustʼ*) of slips (slip: ʻescape, desertionʼ*, i.e. 
failure to meet obligations  see dict.: escape clause )]
~ Witch acquisition—if you complete [it]—by the expectation of failure to meet obligations, ~

516$    Set thy seal-manual on my wax-red lips.
           [Set (ʻto fix, to determine, to appointʼ*, ʻto place in a standing, or any proper and natural postureʼ*) 
thy seal (ʻto close, to shutʼ*, figuratively  silence)-manual (ʻof or done with the handsʼ, seal-manual: likely pun  
finger-to-the-lips hand signal, signifying secret knowledge or the need for silence ; manual seal = signet: 
ʻsmall seal... to give authentication to an official documentʼ* + possible indirect pun  cygnet: ʻyoung swanʼ  see 
King John V vii 21: Prince Henry refers to King John, “I am the cygnet to this pale faint swan” , the white swan was the royal 
supporter of Henrys lV and V, and the relationship of Elizabeth and Vere is played upon) on my wax (soft, 
yielding; impressionable;  alt.: ʻthe substance which bees form into cells for the reception of their honeyʼ, 
with indirect wordplay on be/bees and honey from French Honnir  honi: shamed)-red (color of the House of 
Lancaster;  alt.: represents the Catholic Church;  alt.: stalwart courage) lips (voice as used by Coriolanus , 
ʻjudgementʼ*, ʻvote, suffrageʼ*, the means of the kiss: the bond of fidelity).]
~ Press your silencing hand to my Lancaster-yielding voice. ~
~ Affix your princely seal on my usurped authority. ~
      Honi soit qui mal y pense = ʻDishonored is he who evil there thinksʼ, or ʻShamed is he who evil there 
findsʼ, is the motto of The Most Noble Order of the Garter, arguably the honor most coveted by Edward de 
Vere—though not of his ʻprotean twinʼ, Edward Tudor Seymour.
   The use of honey appears to refer to disgraced royalty, whereas sweet is applied without taint?

517$ ʻA thousand kisses buys my heart from me;
        [A thousand (probably refers to the one-thousand pound annuity de Vere began receiving in 1586;  
alt.: ʻoften used to denote any great numberʼ*, or so a Stratfordian would think) kisses (wordplay  kiss: 
ʻtouchʼ of the lips, with wordplay on ʻTushʼ—a half-crown coin; further wordplay follows ll.519, 522 , where 
ʻcrownsʼ and ʻsovereignsʼ are used interchangeably for ʻgoldʼ; the upshot of this beautiful syllogism is Two-
dʼor;  alt.:  
a bond, commitment, obligation) buys (buy: secure, obtain;  alt.: probably  ʻbetrayʼ) my (Elizabethʼs) heart 
(metonym  hart: deer, dear, child;  alt.: ʻconsidered as the motive of activityʼ*, Action) from me;]
~ ʻA thousand betrayals buys my ʻWill-childʼ from me; ~
~ ʻA thousand crowns buys my ʻDeer-Hartʼ from me; ~
~ ʻA thousand sovereigns buys my child from me; ~     
      Roger Stritmatter has covered the subject of de Vereʼs annuity in his essay: Venus And Adonis And 
The Authorship Question.  I would like to comment on the mention of Edwardʼs “love affair with [Queen 
Elizabeth]” p.338 . This supposition is likely an artifact of rumors current in the Court of Elizabeth in 
1571-74, and of the conflation of an Ovid-based love poem and an independent political narrative. 
I repeat an earlier note: no substantive word or idea from the love poem should be construed to transfer 
to the narrative. While this is difficult to prove, I believe Venus and Adonis is the warrant for assuming it. 
If de Vere had committed incest with his mother, it would violate his reprehension of incest  A Law Case in 
Verse, Roger Stritmatter, 2004, Tennessee Law Review Vol. 72: pp.336-9.

518$ And pay them at thy leisure, one by one.
        [And pay (ʻpayment, the giving [of] something in compensationʼ*) them at thy leisure (ʻpleasure, 
likingʼ*;  alt.: ʻfreedom from hurry, contrary to hasteʼ*), one (a Prince; the first in rank, the highest ranking; 
synonymous with Royal family) by (pun  buy) one (as before).]
~ And pay them at thy pleasure, [to] One by One. ~
~ And exchange them at Oneʼs pleasure—Prince, buys Prince.
      The five stanzas from ll. 493-522 are fascinating. As always, indeterminacy rules. The reader can 
clearly spot that the subject concerns Elizabeth and her son equally. Yet by giving the words to ʻVenusʼ we 
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understand that de Vere is not quibbling about the precise sum being settled, as much as the weight of 
the question itself; the separation of mother and child is bargained for—and the separation of man from 
inheritance.  
   Assuming the use of metonyms, I see that the transfer is ʻto a Prince, by a Princeʼ.

519$ What is ten hundred touches unto thee?
        [What (ʻused to inquire after quality or kind of thingsʼ*) is ten hundred touches (touch: slang gold 
coin; Tush, Tosh, Tusheroon: derived from Lingua Franca for half-crown piece (2 shillings/6 pence), term 
used in commerce throughout the Mediterranean in the Renaissance—here with wordplay on noble titles, 
or half-crowns, as opposed to full crowns; ʻtouchʼ and ʻkissʼ are apparently synonymous as terms of 
betrayal;  alt.: sovereign = wordplay  So-Vere-reign = crown: gold coin equal to one English Pound, but 
used principally as gold bullion) unto thee? ]
~ What is one thousand ʻhalf-crownsʼ unto thee? ~
~ What is one thousand sovereigns unto thee? ~
      The use of ʻtouchesʼ here is critical. Intending to signify the ʻhalf-crownʼ gold coin, we thereby 
understand that de Vere is bargaining for full payment. He slyly jokes that a thousand half-crowns is only 
adequate for half a crown; it will require double that amount to compensate for the full crown in question.

520$ Are they not quickly told and quickly gone?
        [Are (R: regnant, reigning; ʻTo be royalʼ, from Latin Regius: ʻRoyalʼ, Regina: ʻQueenʼ, Rex: ʻKingʼ) they 
not quickly (quick: metonym  applying to Leicester; ephemeral, passing, unstable) told (wordplay  toll: OE 
ʻdenoting a charge, tax, or dutyʼ, exacted ) and quickly (as before) gone (go: ʻto vanishʼ*, ʻto give up for 
lostʼ*)? ]
~ Royal they are not, [by] ʻLeicesterʼs Commonwealthʼ exacted and [to] Leicester gone?
~ Are they not quickly used for assigned purposes and quickly paid out? ~
      It has been noted that de Vereʼs annuity was apparently free of obligations; this implies otherwise.
   
521$    Say, for non-payment that the debt should double,
           [Say (), for non-payment (failure to ʻaccedeʼ, not realize ʻrightful accessionʼ) that the debt () 
should () double (Two),]
~ Let us say, for failure [to Accede], that the debt [of the Crown] should be ʻTuʼ [halves], ~ 

522$    Is twenty hundred kisses such a trouble?ʼ
           [Is () twenty hundred () kisses (wordplay  crown: = two ʻTushesʼ or half-crowns referred to l.519;  
alt.: gold, pieces of gold, sovereigns) such (ʻof that or the like kind or degreeʼ*, ʻof the like kindʼ*, ʻof the 
same kindʼ*, see Sonnet 105:  “all alike my songs and praises be, To one, of one, still such, and ever so”  see 
glossary for all underlined metonyms) a trouble (ʻdisturbanceʼ*, ʻpain, laborʼ*;  alt.: from Latin turbĭdus: ʻconfusedʼ, 
hence  confusion, agitation)? ]
~ Is two thousand crowns of the same ʻfamily confusionʼ?
~ Is two thousand betrayals a like disturbance of ʻdegreeʼ?
      Much play on touch & kiss, crown & half-crown. Take note of ʻdoubleʼ l.521 looking for its golden 
ʻcrownʼ—Tu searching for dʼor . 
   Though the lines shown here belong ostensibly to ʻVenusʼ, they express ʻthe sameʼ concerns troubling 
ʻAdonisʼ and, in fact, the author.

523$ ʻFair queen,ʼ quoth he, ʻif any love you owe me, 
        [ʻFair (wordplay  fare: ʻperform in a specified way in a particular situation or over a particular periodʼ, ʻa 
journey for which a price is paidʼ, this term is played adverbially or adjectively; it is used precisely in the 
manner of tender see below) queen, quoth he, ʻif (ʻin the caseʼ, in the presence of) any (ʻsomeʼ) love 
(metonym ʻProtectorʼ Robert Dudley;  alt.: ʻtender attachmentʼ) you owe (ʻto be the rightful owner ofʼ*, ʻto 
have, to possessʼ*) me,]
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~ ʻFare Queen,ʼ quoth he, ʻif any love you owe me, ~
~ Entailed Queen,ʼ quoth he, ʻin the case of Leicester you own me, ~
        
524$ Measure my strangeness with my unripe years:
        [Measure (ʻto pass overʼ*, to tramp;  alt.: ʻto ascertain the extent or degree ofʼ*) my strangeness 
(strange: wordplay  unfamiliar, i.e. not of the same family; when used reflexively, refers to Elizabethʼs 
refusal to acknowledge her son;  alt.: ʻnot knowingʼ*, ʻunknownʼ*, ʻestrangedʼ*, ʻnot oneʼs own, belonging 
to anotherʼ*) with my unripe (green, fresh; not senescent, not deteriorating with age;  alt.: ʻnot ripe, not 
matureʼ*) years (ʻequivalent to ageʼ*, Old English gē(a)r, related to Greek hōra: ʻseasonʼ, indirect pun Seys-
son ?;  alt.; wordplay  yare: ʻactive, brisk, nimbleʼ*?) : ]
~ Measure my un-familiarity with my green ʻSeysʼ-son: ~
~ Measure my Roman inclination with my green ʻSeysʼ-son: ~

525$ Before I know myself, seek not to know me:
        [Before (= be: what is + fore: antecedent) I know (ʻto distinguishʼ*; ʻto recognize, to perceive to beʼ*) 
myself (ʻmy own personʼ*, my name), seek not to know me: ]
~ Before I know my name, seek not to know my mind: ~

526$ No fisher but the ungrown fry forbears:
        [No fisher (alt.: probable wordplay  St. John Fisher, Bishop of Rochester, professor at Cambridge Univ., 
helped direct patronage of Margaret Beaufort to the founding of Christʼs and St. Johnʼs Colleges;  alt.: 
possible reference  Christ as ʻfisherʼ) but (ʻotherwise thanʼ*) the  ungrown (ʻnot yet full-grown, young) fry 
(ʻsmall fishʼ) forbears (forbear: ʻpatiently restrain an impulse to do something, refrainʼ* ;  alt.: wordplay  
forebear: ʻan ancestor, fore + bear, variant of obsolete beer ʻsomeone who existsʼ ;  alt.: wordplay  fore: 
before + Bear: emblem  Dudley family, therefore ʻbefore the Bearʼ): ]
~ No [John] Fisher, otherwise the undeveloped child is antecedent: ~
~ I am no [Bishop] Fisher, but this young votary refrains: ~
      Venus and Adonis is filled with evocations of (St.) John Fisher 1469-1535 , Bishop of Rochester. An 
interesting essay would relate the extant sermons of this steadfast cleric to the natural imagery of de 
Vereʼs poem. Though the surname fragment More pervades V&A and recalls Sir Thomas More (and, of 
course, Sir Thomas Seymour), etc., stylistically, Vere follows Fisher.
   As with Thomas More, Fisher was executed for objecting to the dissolution of Henry Vlllʼs first marriage. 
   Compare with John 21:18; the young go by their own direction, the old stretch their hands to beg for the 
direction of others?

527$      The mellow plum doth fall, the green sticks fast,
           [The mellow (ʻsoft with ripeness; full ripeʼ*) plum (probably refers to Italian Plum Prunus cocomilia,  
of S. Italy, the Balkans, Turkey, from which comes the dried ʻpruneʼ;  alt.: probable reference to William Cecil, 
Church Reformer see ll.133-38 ) doth fall (ʻabscise, fall offʼ, fall away from;  alt.: ʻthe act of dropping from a 
higher to a lower place), the green (ʻVer-deʼ , inversion of de Vere; E.Ver, wordplay on French vert = 
green, and Latin veritas = Truth; probably alluding to prophetic writings of Hildegard von Bingen 1098-1179) 
sticks (ʻto adhere; in a moral senseʼ*) fast (ʻfirm, confirmedʼ*, ʻclose, firmly fixedʼ*),]
~ The withered prune doth fall away, the Vere adheres firm, ~
      See the introduction to the ʻOde to Greenʼ, between ll. 397-98.
                    
528$      Or being early pluckʼd is sour to taste.
           [Or (surname fragment  Ore, signifying ʻgoldenʼ) being (manifesting oneʼs true nature (probably 
divinely ordained); for de Vere = the Royal/True self, the Monarch, denotes freedom to self-determine; 
nearly synonymous with essential or veracious existence; a ʻTudor Seymour beingʼ, hence ʻbeing-dʼorʼ) 
early (wordplay  heirly) pluckʼd (ʻto pull offʼ*, ʻto pull, to tug, to tearʼ*, to remove) is sour (ʻbitter, hateful, 
distasteful in any mannerʼ*; alt.: wordplay  sore: ʻgrievous, heavy, evilʼ*) to taste (ʻa moral senseʼ*).]
~ Golden Being, heirly removed, is bitter to the moral sense. ~
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529$ ʻLook, the worldʼs comforter, with weary gait,
        [Look (exclamation  ʻused to call attention to what one is going to sayʼ, de Vere uses this as a strong 
advisory of the words that follow), the worldʼs (wordplay  Richmond: French  riche: ʻrich, abundant, preciousʼ  
Cassellʼs  + monde: ʻworld, mankind, men, handsʼ Cassellʼs ) comforter (wordplay  Latin  com: ʻexpressing 
intensive force  + Latin fortis: ʻstrongʼ, relating to proper name ʻStrangeʼ and Beaufort), with weary (wordplay  
Vere-y) gait (ʻthe manner of walkingʼ*;  alt.: ʻthe paces of an animal, esp. a horse or a dogʼ, ʻto move in a 
distinctive lateral gaitʼ, a trained or prescribed movement), ]
~ Look closely here: the [Rich]Mondʼs ʻStrangeʼ Son, with Vere-y manner , ~
      “Look” is rhetorical counsel in which the writer advises the reader to take special care understanding 
the words that follow.
 
530$ His dayʼs hot task hath ended in the west;
        [His dayʼs (Latin  Dei  pl. Deus, with wordplay on de and day;  alt.: Latin  de: ʻfromʼ, expressing 
derivation, or descent) hot (wordplay  ʻkeen in desireʼ*, ʻardent, fieryʼ*, ʻviolent, passionateʼ*, ʻvehement, 
furiousʼ*) task (ʻto impose a business toʼ*, ʻhence = to put to the proof, to test, to tryʼ;  alt.: hot task = 
reproof: ʻreprimand or censureʼ) hath ended () in the west (probable reference  England, west of Rome, see 
Cymbeline V.5 ); ]        
~ His ʻDeiʼsʼ fiery proof has ended in the West; ~
~ His Christian Godʼs censure of sin hath [been] ended in Britain; ~

531$ The owl, nightʼs herald, shrieks, “Tis very late;”
        [The owl (according to a Medieval legend ʻa bakerʼs daughter, who grudged bread to our Saviour, 
was transformed by him into an owlʼ*), nightʼs (metonym  the time of Protestant darkness, or loss of light) 
herald (ʻproclaimer, harbingerʼ*), shrieks (shriek: ʻa sharp outcry, a screamʼ*), “Tis very (the Truth) late 
(ʻthat was, formerʼ*); ]
~ The begrudger of Light, the proclaimer of Protestant Darkness, screams, ʻIt is The Truth that wasʼ ~

532$ The sheep are gone to fold, birds to their nest,
        [The sheep (ʻa person regarded as a protected follower of God [with biblical allusion to Luke 15:6, 
by the same allusion: a sinner];  alt.: ʻa person who is too easily influenced or led;  alt.: ʻsymbol of 
harmlessnessʼ*) are (metonym  [R]egius, here [R]egina—Queen) gone (go: ʻto proceed, to have its course 
regulatedʼ*, henceforth confined;  alt. ʻto pass away, to vanish, to come to an endʼ*, gone: ʻpastʼ, ʻfinished, 
consumedʼ) to fold (ʻto enclose, to wrapʼ*, to fence, to enclose within a pen), birds (Wm. Byrd[s]: Catholic 
Recusants) to their nest (hidden enclave, abode),]
~ The gentle Crown is henceforth confined, the Recusants to their retreat, ~
~ The sinning Queen is past and impaled, the Recusants to their refuge, ~

533$          And coal-black clouds that shadow heavenʼs light,
             [And coal (indirect proper name fragment  ʻthe residue of burned woodʼ*[stock]) -black (ʻthe colour of 
nightʼ*; ʻevil, wicked, horribleʼ*, “the badge of hell” LLL lV.3 254 ) clouds (cloud: ʻto overspread with clouds, 
to darkenʼ*) that shadow (ʻto hideʼ*) heavenʼs (ʻthe supreme power, Godʼ*) light (ʻillumination of mind, 
mental sightʼ*; ʻthat by which it is possible to seeʼ*)
~ And charred remains of Wood[stock] in evil Night that hides Godʼs illumination, ~            

534$      Do summon us to part and bid good night.
                [Do summon (ʻto give notice to appearʼ*, implying Venus and Adonis are under some authority;  
summons: ʻa call, warning, citationʼ*, summoner: ʻpersons employed to warn offenders to appear in 
courtʼ*) us to part (ʻto separateʼ*) and bid (ʻto order, to commandʼ*) good () night (Good Night: that 
spiritual darkness which has been forcibly imposed in l.533).] 
~ Do order us to separate and forcibly impose Protestant Night. ~  
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      Here begins a concession of faith. Adonis states that the loss of his true family name in exchange for 
a “ten hundred touches” l.519  means that he concedes the right of determination for the Old Christian 
Faith. What had been Good Dei (Latin pl. Deus, with wordplay on de and day) must now be overthrown for 
what will henceforth be named Good Night. With the following agreement we begin to understand the 
significance of the name Adonis (hebrew  Lord) and itʼsʼ relation to Summerʼs Day and surname fragment 
ʻdeʼ.
   Three repetitions of ʻgood nightʼ ll.534-37 , call attention to themselves; I suspect we are to disagree with 
the adjective good as applied to a night  “that shadow[s] heavenʼs light,” l.533 . This stanza and the next 
play on day and night, more and moor — day and more are good, night and moor are evil. So stands in 
for More, that is, the positive iteration of Moor; this wordplay is much used in Othello, The Merchant of 
Venice, Titus Andronicus, and particularly de Vereʼs (B. Griffinʼs) Fidessa: More Chaste Than KInd, 1581, 
Sonnet 60 . 

535$ ʻNow let me say “Good night,” and so say you;
            Now let me say goodnight, and so say you,     1593
       [Now (henceforward, ʻforming a connection between the preceding and subsequent propositionsʼ*; 
alt.: ʻthings being so, under these circumstancesʼ*) let (ʻto suffer, to allowʼ*;  alt.: ʻa form of concessionʼ*) 
me say (surname fragment  Sey[mour]) “goodnight,” (wordplay  refer rhetorically to Night in a positive sense) 
and so (metonym  Tudor progeny;  alt.: the same, in this way, thus, such, ʻimplying the sense of a word or 
sentence going before or followingʼ*, what more follows; equally, even, ʻin the same degree; asʼ*;  alt.: 
furthermore, moreover, more;  alt.: ʻsimilarlyʼ, likewise) say (as above) you;]
~ Henceforward, let me refer to ʻGood Nightʼ, and likewise shall you say, ~
~ Things being so, suffer me to ʻSeyʼ Night is good, and More Say you, ~
      Four repetitions of say/says ll.535-37 and their association with ʻsoʼ deserve a second look. Professor 
Nicholas Royle Univ. of Sussex  is correct to emphasize the ʻloadedʼ or extraordinary meaning of a few key 
words in Shake-speare. Say like See is a surname fragment used by the writer to ʻauthorizeʼ his works.
He invariably constructs an informal syllogism around these proper name segments, often allowing a 
related term to stand in for a missing ʻfrag-mateʼ; for example gold may stand in for dʼor in the 
construction of Tu-dor.
   Iʼve struggled with the word so. It frequently denotes ʻwhat More followsʼ or ʻthat which followsʼ, i.e. 
Tudor progeny, and therefore succession is the subject. Elizabeth Tudor (by Thomas Seymour) begat 
Edward de Vere who begat (probably through Mary Browne Wriothesley) Henry Wriothesley.  
 
536$ If you will say so, you shall have a kiss.ʼ
           If you will say so, you shall have a kiss;     1593
        [If you will (ʻfaculty of the mind by which we desire and purposeʼ*;  alt.: proper name wordplay  Will[iam] 
with reference to force anonymity) say (surname fragment  ʻSeyʼ) so (metonym Tudor progeny), you shall 
(ʻdenoting futurityʼ*) have a kiss (Ore, dʼor, gold (coins): sovereign = English Pound (gold bullion); 
therefore a bond, commitment, obligation).ʼ ]
~ If you purpose ʻSey Mourʼ to call Night Day, you shall have my bond. ~
       
537$ ʻGoodnight,ʼ quoth she, and, ere he says ʻAdieu,ʼ
            Goodnight (quoth she) and ere he says adue,     1593
        [ʻGoodnight,ʼ (wordplay  refer rhetorically to Night in a positive sense) quoth she, and ere (wordplay  
heir, a reminder that their agreement includes the acknowledgement of his Tudor status) he says 
ʻAdieu,ʼ (ʻOld French  à  ʻtoʼ + Dieu  ʻGodʼ),]
~ ʻ[Then] Night be Lightʼ (quoth she), ʻand Heirʼ, (he ʻSeysʼ) ʻto Godʼ, ~
~ ʻ[Then] Darkness be Goodʼ (quoth she), ʻand Heirʼ (he says) ʻin Godʼs eyesʼ, ~ 
        
538$ The honey fee of parting tendʼred is:
           The honey fee of parting tendred is,     1593
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        [The honey (shamed, the shamed/dishonored ʻsweetnessʼ often coupled with Be[e]ʼ, pun  shamed + 
be, being, sweet) fee (ʻrecompense, paymentʼ*;  alt.: ʻa landed propertyʼ*, referring to the English 
monarchy and England) of parting (ʻa portion assigned, a shareʼ*) tendred (tender: ʻto offer, to presentʼ*;  
alt.: material value; negotiable currency—the medium of exchange, in a political as well as material 
sense; here tendʼred: tendered red, i.e. offered Lancaster) is (metonym  ʻto beʼ, manifesting oneʼs true 
nature (probably divinely ordained)), ]
~ The shamed cost of [self]-separation is paid: ~
~ The shamed cost of accepting this offer is separation from being Lancaster, ~

539$      Her arms do lend his neck a sweet embrace;
             [Her arms (strong ambiguity  ʻweapons and ammunition; armamentsʼ;  alt.: ʻdistinctive emblems or 
devices, originally borne on shields in battle and now forming  the heraldic insignia of families) do lend 
(ʻto bestow on, to endow withʼ*;  alt.: ʻto afford, to grant, to admit to use for anotherʼs benefitʼ*) his neck 
(figurative  ʻused to express submission by receiving a yoke or any token of servilityʼ*;  alt.: ʻthe part of the 
body which connects the head and the trunkʼ*, frequently used to signify the tenuous connection that the 
neck holds to life, implying execution by hanging or be-heading) a sweet (ʻkindʼ*, child;  alt.: i.e. being: 
evoking the second half of the Old French phrase Honi soit or Hony soyt = shamed is he, shamed being, 
Shamed Bee) embrace (ʻused to refer to something that is regarded as surrounding or holding someone 
securelyʼ); ]
~ The Queenʼs heraldic sign does give his life a familial ʻcorporationʼ, ~ 

540$      Incorporate then they seem; face grows to face.
             [Incorporate (ʻmade one bodyʼ;  alt.: ʻembodied, closely unitedʼ*; despite scary figurative 
implications  Latin: (con)iungĕre, copulare , I believe this relates back to the financial settlement of ll.517-22) 
then () they seem (surname fragments  ʻSeymʼ + Two-dʼOr from incorporate), face (ʻvisageʼ*, true identity)
grows (ʻto becomeʼ*;  alt.: ʻto proceed, to advance to a stateʼ) to (wordplay  two) face (ʻlook, appearanceʼ*; 
to face = two-faced, two-headed, ʻJanus-headedʼ).]
~ United then they appear, true identity becomes two-faced. ~
~ United Tu-dʼor then, they Seym[ore]; true identity becomes ʻTuʼ-faced. ~

541$ Till breathless, he disjoinʼd, and backward drew

This stanza employs words associated with the cultivation of plants: till[age], draw, moisture, well, drouth, 
thirsty, plenty, dearth, earth.
        [Till (until, ʻto the time ofʼ*;  alt.:  Latin wordplay  verso:  till, ʻto turn about, twist roundʼ Cassellʼs , Latin  
versus:  ʻturn of earthʼ, plough, turn over) breathless (ʻbeing out of breathʼ*, choking; wordplay  airless: 
heirless), he disjoinʼd (ʻto part, to sunderʼ*;  alt.: to part, to rid oneʼs selfʼ*, unyoke), and backward (back, 
Latin  retro movēre:  ʻto make to go backwardsʼ Cassellʼs + ward: ʻone under care of a guardianʼ*) drew (ʻto 
pull alongʼ*, probable reference  draught oxen: ʻused to draw a cart or ploughʼ*),]
~ Until Vere, heirless choked, true-self denied, returned to ʻwardshipʼ as draft ox. ~ 
      This suggests a reversal of tillage, returning the turned earth to itʼs former state.

542$ The heavenly moisture, that sweet coral mouth,
        [The heavenly (of God, ʻsanctified, holyʼ*) moisture (wordplay  rain/reign?), that sweet (ʻkindʼ*, child;  
alt.: evoking the second half of the Old French phrase Honi soit or Hony soyt = shamed is he, shamed 
being, Shamed Bee) coral (wordplay  core: heart + All: metonym  the Tudor family) mouth (voice, 
ʻjudgementʼ*, ʻvote, suffrageʼ),]
~ The sanctified reign, that innocent voice of Tudor Hart, ~

543$ Whose precious taste her thirsty lips well knew,
        [Whose precious (ʻof great price, valuableʼ*; exquisite, rare, of great worthʼ*) taste (cultivation?) 
her thirsty (ʻto have a vehement desireʼ*;  alt.: dry, parched) lips (seals of contract;  alt.: as above  mouth = 
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voice, ʻjudgementʼ*, ʻvote, suffrageʼ* as used by Coriolanus ;  alt.: the means of the kiss: the bond of fidelity 
between Elizabeth and Edward = the royal claimants in accord, but unequal in resolve) well (metonym  
Spring, i.e. de Vere) knew (),]
~ Whose exquisite sense her parched seal [as] ʻSpringʼ knew, ~

544$ Whereon they surfeit, yet complain on drouth:
        [Whereon (ʻon whichʼ; wordplay  ʻon witchʼ = ʻa male socererʼ) they (the Queenʼs lips) surfeit (sicken 
with excess; ʻto feed to excess, to cloyʼ*), yet (metonym  Elizabeth, pun  nevertheless = by infidelity 
reduced, generally referring to Elizabethʼs inconstancy, or, ʻNot Ever the Same, and thereby diminishedʼ;  
alt.: ʻstill, to this time, now as formerlyʼ*, ʻafter allʼ*, despite contrary appearances) complain (ʻto lamentʼ*;  
alt.: ʻto present an accusationʼ*) on drouth (ʻwant of drinkʼ*, ʻdryness, aridityʼ*): ]
~ On ʻWitchʼ they sicken with excess, Elizabeth nevertheless complaining on scarcity: ~

545$      He with her plenty pressʼd, she faint with dearth,
             [He with her plenty (ʻabundanceʼ*, weight) pressʼd (ʻallusion to an ancient kind of tortureʼ*, 
Common Law  Peine forte et dure , i.e. crushing), she faint (ʻweak, feebleʼ*;  alt.: ʻspiritless, weak-heartedʼ* 
see l.542 ) with dearth (ʻscarcityʼ*, ʻwant in generalʼ*),]
~ He with her weight tortured, she weak and spiritless with want, ~

546$      Their lips together glued, fall to earth.
             [Their lips (seals of contract) together glued (figurative  glue: ʻto joinʼ*), fall (ʻthe act of dropping 
from a higher to a lower placeʼ*) to earth (wordplay  Richmond: former title of Welsh Tudorʼs; fall to earth: 
reduced from Monarchy to Aristocracy).]
~ Their contract sealed, together they decline to ʻRichmondʼ. ~

547$ Now quick desire hath caught the yielding prey,
        [Now (ʻby this timeʼ*) quick (the agency of R. Dudley, signifying cunning, crafty, guileful, yet 
unstable) desire (wordplay  de: prefix  ʻdenoting removal or reversalʼ + sire: ʻfatherʼ*) hath caught (catch: ʻto 
seize, to take, to captureʼ*) the yielding (ʻto produce, to give in return for labour or as profitʼ*; ʻto bear, to 
bring forthʼ*) prey (ʻone given up to anotherʼ*; ʻspoilʼ*, prize),]
~ At this Time, Leicesterʼs ʻDeiʼ reversal hath seized the fruitful prize, ~

548$ And glutton-like she feeds, yet never filleth;
           And gluttonlike she feeds, yet never filleth,     1593
        [And glutton (ʻa gourmandʼ*;  alt.: pig  Boar, de Vere , wolf  Seymour Wulfs, ox  Oxford, cormorant  see 
Loveʼs Labourʼs Lost l i 4 , all possible substitutions for Oxford)-like (ʻused of persons = equalʼ*, to be 
compared or likened with what precedes;  alt.: ʻa thing of the same quality or worthʼ;  alt.: wordplay  ʻto be 
pleased withʼ*) she feeds (ʻto consumeʼ; ʻto nourish [oneself]ʼ*), yet (metonym  Elizabeth, pun  nevertheless 
= by infidelity reduced, generally referring to Elizabethʼs inconstancy) never (metonym  ʻNot Everʼ, ʻNever 
Everʼ see Fair for explanation of word play , refers to his proper Tudor Seymour self, or one of his pseudonyms) 
filleth (ʻas much as is enough to satisfy desireʼ*); ]
~ And Boar-like she consumes, Elizabeth [but] ʻNot Everʼ satisfied; ~
~ And like the Boar she nourishes, Elizabeth but ʻNot Everʼ satisfies; ~

549$ Her lips are conquerors, his lips obey,
        [Her lips (seals of contract;  alt.: as above  mouth = voice, ʻjudgementʼ*, ʻvote, suffrageʼ* as used by 
Coriolanus ;  alt.: the means of the kiss: the bond of fidelity between Elizabeth and Edward = the royal 
claimants in accord, but unequal in resolve) are (= R = regnant, ʻTo be royalʼ,  Latin Regina: ʻQueenʼ, 
Regius: ʻRoyalʼ, Rex: ʻKingʼ; the Royal plural of Oxfordʼs ʻto beʼ, i.e. ʻwe areʼ; Elizabeth, of course, signed 
her name Elizabeth R, see rare) conquerors (conquer: ʻto vanquish, to overcomeʼ*; conqueror: ʻvictorʼ*; 
ʻone that subduesʼ* ), his lips (seals of contract, as above) obey (ʻto submit, to be ruled by, to comply 
with),]
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~ Her Royal Seal conquers, his sealed compact [is to] obey, ~

550$ Paying what ransom the insulter willeth;
        [Paying (ʻto renderʼ*) what ransom (ʻprice paid for the redemption of a prisonerʼ*) the insulter 
(insult: Latin  insultare  ʻto exult, to triumph as a victorious enemyʼ*) willeth (will: ʻcommand, authorityʼ* ); ]
~ Rendering what indemnity the victor commands; ~

551$      Whose vulture thought doth pitch the price so high,
             [Whose vulture (ʻemblem of voracityʼ*;  alt.: ʻemblem of internal torments, in allusion to the 
fable of Prometheusʼ*; confusion with eagle?;  alt.: preying on carrion) thought (ʻan idea, a fancy, an 
expectationʼ*, denoting caprice) doth pitch (ʻto setʼ;  alt.: wordplay  ʻvery darkʼ*, like pitch: ʻsticky resinous 
black or dark brown substanceʼ, a bituminous resin used for caulking the planks of boats, with repugnant 
associations of ʻpitchyʼ Black Night) the price (ʻthe sum paid for a thing) so (metonym  Tudor progeny, a 
ʻSeym-childʼ, a ʻMore-childʼ; de Vere or Wriothesley; denoting Tudor Succession or Tudor descent;  alt.: 
the same, equally, even, ʻin the same degree; asʼ*;  alt.: ʻsimilarlyʼ) high (ʻto an elevated placeʼ*),]
~ Whose Death Preying set the black sum [precisely] at Tudor height, ~

552$      That she will draw his lips rich treasure dry:
             [That she will (ʻfaculty of the mind by which we desire and purposeʼ*;  alt.: ʻarbitrary disposal, 
command, authorityʼ*) draw (ʻdisembowelʼ, remove the vital or essential material) his lips (seals of 
contract; figurative  ʻa thing regarded as a confirmation or guarantee of somethingʼ;  alt.: as above  mouth = 
voice, ʻjudgementʼ*, ʻvote, suffrageʼ*) rich (proper name fragment  Rich[mond]) treasure (ʻtreasuryʼ*;  alt.: 
ʻanything very much valuedʼ*) dry (ʻdestitute of moistureʼ*, refers to de Vere metonym: Spring;  alt.: 
ʻsapless, not greenʼ*, surname wordplay  Ver = green, and refers to de Vere attribute of ʻgreennessʼ, 
verdure): ]
~ That she grants authority to drain his Trustʼs precious treasury empty: ~

553$ And having felt the sweetness of the spoil,
        [And having felt (ʻto try, to soundʼ*) the sweetness (ʻkindʼ*, ʻRoyal Beingʼ, child;  alt.: evoking the 
second half of the Old French phrase Honi soit or Hony soyt = shamed is he, shamed being) of the spoil 
(ʻthat which is taken from the enemy and carried home in triumphʼ*; alt.: ʻravage, destruction, havocʼ*, 
plunder, ʻbootyʼ*),]
~ And having tried the ʻRoyal Beingʼ that is the plunder, ~

554$ With blindfold fury she begins to forage;
        [With blindfold (ʻblindʼ, reference to the Furies eyes being filled with blood, or their heads veiled in 
mourning) fury (Erinyes: Greek mythology  the Furies of the Underworld who punish anyone who has sworn 
a false oath; daughters of Night or Darkness; ghosts of the murdered; referred to in Greek as Eumenides: 
the ʻKind Onesʼ, and Semnai Theai: ʻVenerable Goddessesʼ Britannica ) she begins (wordplay?  be: the 
Royal/True self—nearly synonymous with essential or veracious existence, + gin: pun  ʻa snare for 
trapping gameʼ, ʻa snare, a springeʼ*, i.e. royal trap) to forage (ʻthe act of preying, ravage, destructive 
rageʼ*); ]
~ With sightless Furies she ensnares the Crown in destructive rage; ~
~ Like a sightless Fury she begins to ravage; ~

555$ Her face doth reek and smoke, her blood doth boil,
        [Her face (identity; outward appearance, superficial being, apparent disposition?) doth reek (ʻto 
emit vapour, to steamʼ*;  the emission or change of state of boiling waterʼ*) and smoke (ʻthe sooty 
exhalation from burning thingsʼ*, ʻvisible suspension of carbon or other particles in air, typically one 
emitted from a burning substanceʼ), her blood (ʻserving to denote relation and consanguinityʼ*, ʻhence, 
noble birth, high extractionʼ*) doth boil (ʻheat a liquid to a temperature at which it bubbles and turns to 
vaporʼ),]
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~ Her identity doth change: Reign to vapor, Wood to smoke, her nobility doth ʻdis-stillʼ, ~ 
      This line plays on the change of state of the figurative identities for Elizabeth: Vapour as suspended 
ʻreignʼ, and smoke as suspended ʻwoodʼ, i.e. bois, Woodstock, or Pantagenet.
 
556$ And careless lust stirs up a desperate courage;
        [And careless (ʻheedless, regardlessʼ*; ʻshowing no interest or effortʼ) lust (desire; ʻcarnal appetite, 
indulgence of sensual desireʼ) stirs (ʻto excite, to raiseʼ*) up () a desperate (ʻhopelessʼ; despaired of, 
irremediable, not to be savedʼ*) courage (ʻheart, mind, disposition in generalʼ*, ʻhence = desireʼ); ]
~ And heedless sensual indulgence excites a hopeless desire; ~

557$      Planting oblivion, beating reason back,
        [Planting (plant: ʻto engenderʼ;  alt.: the action of being Plant[agenet]-ed) oblivion (ʻthe state of 
being forgotten, of no more living in the memory of menʼ), beating (ʻto turn some way, to driveʼ*) reason 
(ʻthe rational faculty, the power of the mind by which it distinguishes truth from falsehoodʼ*) back (ʻturning 
or returning from a place or personʼ*),]
~ Engendering Oblivion to Pantagenets, driving righteousness away, ~

558$      Forgetting shameʼs pure blush and honourʼs wrack.
             [Forgetting (forget: ʻnot to respect, to neglectʼ*) shameʼs (ʻdishonour, disgraceʼ*;  alt.: ʻthe state 
of being ashamed, the sensation which makes to blushʼ*) pure (ʻfree from mixture, unalloyedʼ*) blush (ʻto 
redden in the faceʼ*) and honourʼs (ʻhigh rank, dignity, distinctionʼ*;  alt.: ʻgood name, high reputation, 
renownʼ*) wrack (ʻdestruction, ruinʼ*).]
~ Neglecting disgraceʼs unalloyed Red and reputationʼs ruin. ~

559$ Hot, faint, and weary, with her hard embracing,
        [Hot (ʻextremely warm, burningʼ*), faint (Weak, feebleʼ*;  alt.: ʻlanguid, exhaustedʼ*), and weary 
(ʻtired, impatient of the continuance of somethingʼ*;  alt.: wordplay  Vere-y: being characterized as Vere) 
with her hard (ʻharsh, rough, difficult to be borne, evil, disagreeableʼ*) embracing (ʻto surround, to 
encompassʼ*),]
~ Burning, exhausted, and impatient, with her harsh confinement, ~

560$ Like a wild bird being tamʼd with too much handling,
        [Like a wild (ʻnot tame, not domesticʼ*) bird (allusion  Catholic recusants who wish for deliverance 
from enforced Protestant observance; alludes to William Byrd, Gentleman of the Chapel Royal) being 
(manifesting oneʼs true nature (probably divinely ordained); for de Vere = the Royal/True self, the 
Monarch) tamʼd (ʻsubduedʼ*;  alt.: ʻineffectual, impotentʼ*) with too (surname fragment  ʻTuʼ: as always, 
searching for itʼs double dʻorʼ mate see ll.561-2 ) much (adjective and pronoun wordplay  more + ʻto a great 
extentʼ, ʻmanyʼ) handling (ʻto manage, to wieldʼ*),]
~ Like a Free Recusant, a true nature, overcome with ʻTuʼ ʻMourʼ manage, ~

561$ Or as the fleet-foot roe thatʼs tirʼd with chasing,
        [Or (surname fragment  Ore, dʼor: gold, of gold) as (ʻin the same degree, of the same qualityʼ*, being of 
the same quality, ʻthough of the same degreeʼ; specifically, like de Vere and Southampton see glossary ) the 
fleet (ʻswiftʼ*;  alt.: ʻthe prison for insolvent debtors in London, originally built 1197)-footed (ʻraised, levied, 
under armsʼ*) roe (Western Roe Deer Cervus capreolus;  alt.: ʻthe spawn of fishes; possible allusion to 
Matthew 4:19 “I will make you fishers of men”) thatʼs tirʼd (ʻto fatigue, to wearyʼ*) with chasing (the 
chase: ʻhunting as a sportʼ + ing, i.e. the action of being hunted),]
~ Golden, as the Captive Dear thatʼs exhausted with the chase, ~
~ Golden, as the cornered deer thatʼs exhausted with the chase, ~

562$ Or like the froward infant stillʼd with dandling,
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        [Or (surname fragment  Ore, dʼor: gold, of gold) like (ʻthe sameʼ*) the froward (ʻnot willing to obey or 
comply, refractoryʼ*) infant (ʻa young childʼ, in this case, precisely ʻ) stillʼd (E. Ver-stilled, E. Ver silenced, 
the containment of Elizabethʼs child Edward Tudor Seymour in the name of Edward de Vere) with 
dandling (ʻmove something lightly up and downʼ, here referring to title or social status),]
~ Golden, [precisely] the same unmanageable child made ʻEverʼ with light movement, ~

563$      He now obeys, and now no more resisteth,
             [He now (ʻby this timeʼ*) obeys (likely wordplay  ʻOʼ [at] bay;  alt.: ʻto submit, to be ruled by, to 
comply withʼ*), and now (ʻthings being soʼ, replacement for so that is more specific to de Vere than all 
progeny?) no more (adjective and pronoun wordplay  ʻno Mourʼ) resisteth (ʻto withstand, to oppose, go strive 
againstʼ*),]
~ He now submits, and no longer ʻMourʼ nor opposes, ~
~ By this Time, he obeys, and by this Time no “Moreʼ resists, ~

564$      While she takes all she can, not all she listeth.
             [While (ʻat the same time thatʼ implying a contrast) she takes (take: ʻto be contented withʼ; ʻto 
acquiesce in, to put up withʼ*) all (metonym  The Monarchy; all family members directly descended from 
Henry Vll, i.e. the Tudors) she can, not all (as before) she listeth (ʻto desireʼ*; to please, to chooseʼ*).]
~ While she acquiesces to the Monarchy offered her, not that Monarchy she would choose. ~

565$ What wax so frozen but dissolves with tempʼring,
        [What wax (figurative  ʻthe substance which bees form into cells for the reception of their honeyʼ*; 
plays on Elizabeth as Queen Bee and de Vere as her ʻbee-childʼ) so (the same, equally, even, ʻin the 
same degree; asʼ*; ʻsimilarlyʼ; a ʻSeym-childʼ, a ʻMore-childʼ; de Vere or Wriothesley; denoting Tudor 
Succession, or Tudor descent;  ʻwhat follows, that which proceedsʼ) frozen (ʻto be congealed by coldʼ*) 
but dissolves (ʻto loose, to undoʼ; ʻto meltʼ*) with tempʼring (ʻto bring to a proper or desired state or 
qualityʼ*),]
~ What ʻMore-childʼ handiwork of the Queen so congealed but can be brought to desired state, ~

566$ And yields at last to very light impression?
        [And yields (ʻto deliver, to render, to give up, to surrenderʼ*) at last (ʻbeyond which or whom there is 
no moreʼ*) to very (wordplay  Vere, de Vere + y: suffix  ʻdenoting a state, condition, or qualityʼ; name given to 
child of Elizabeth Tudor by Sir Thomas Seymour) light (ʻof little weight, opposed to heavyʼ;  alt.: ʻof no 
moment, of little value, unimportantʼ*) impression (ʻthe mark or figure made [by applied pressure]ʼ*)? ]
~ And surrenders ʻMore Stateʼ to a lesser ʻVereʼ mark? ~ 

567$ Things out of hope are compassʼd oft with ventʼring,
        [Things (thing: ʻwhatever isʼ*, ʻbeing, creatureʼ*) out (ʻwithoutʼ*; ʻabsence and separationʼ*, 
ʻbeyondʼ*) of hope (ʻthe object of an agreeable expectationʼ*) are (R = regnant, reigning; ʻTo be royalʼ,  
Latin Regina: ʻQueenʼ, Regius: ʻRoyalʼ, Rex: ʻKingʼ) compassʼd (compass: ʻreachʼ*) oft (ʻfrequentlyʼ*) with 
ventʼring (venture: ʻto try the chance, to run all hazardsʼ*),]
~ What ʻEverʼ, though beyond the expectation of accession [yet may be] often reached by enterprise, ~

568$ Chiefly in love, whose leave exceeds commission:
        [Chiefly (ʻprincipallyʼ*) in love (in love: by the example of ʻloveʼ, i.e. lust, almost synonymous with 
Robert Dudley), whose leave (ʻliberty, licenseʼ*) exceeds (ʻto go beyondʼ*) commission (ʻa warrant by 
which any trust is held, or power exercisedʼ*): ]
~ Principally by the example of Leicester, whose license goes beyond his warrant: ~

569$      Affection faints not like a pale-facʼd coward,
             [Affection (ʻbent of mind, dispositionʼ;  alt.: ʻnatural instinct, on which the disposition dependsʼ*) 
faints (faint: ʻto lose courage, to be dispiritedʼ*) not like () a pale (ʻan enclosureʼ, as of a ʻDear Parkʼ)-
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faced (face: ʻto meet in front, to opposeʼ*;  alt.: ʻto edgeʼ, to be hemmed by) coward (ʻdestitute of 
courage, basely timidʼ*),]
~ Instinct is not affrighted like the enclosure-confronted coward, ~

570$      But then woos best when most his choice is froward.
             [But then woos (ʻto solicit, to seek to gain or to obtainʼ*) best (metonym  Edward de Vere, the 
Queenʼs son) when most (that ʻOneʼ beyond more, i.e. beyond ʻmourʼ) his choice (ʻto choose, to selectʼ*; 
to indicate preference) is froward (ʻnot willing to obey or comply, refractoryʼ*).]
~ But then seeks to obtain ʻVereʼ when his preferred ʻMourʼ is non-compliant. ~-

571$ When he did frown, O, had she then gave over,
$    When he did frowne, O had she then gave over,     1593
        [When he did frown (ʻa stern and surly lookʼ*; ʻto regard angrilyʼ*), O (metonym  Oxford), had she then 
gave over (give over: ʻto cease, to discontinue, to quit a businessʼ*),]
~ When he did regard with anger—if only ʻOxfordʼ she had then removed— ~

572$ Such nectar from his lips she had not suckʼd.
        [Such (ʻof that or the like kind or degreeʼ*, ʻof the like kindʼ*, ʻof the same kindʼ*) nectar (ʻthe drink of 
the godsʼ*; having the power to make immortal) from his lips (seals of contract;  alt.: as above  mouth = 
voice, ʻjudgementʼ*, ʻvote, suffrageʼ*) she had not suckʼd (ʻto draw in with the mouthʼ*;  alt.: ʻto draw in, to 
draw outʼ*).]
~ The [forbidden] heavenly liquor of his covenant she would not have tasted. ~
~ This heavenly judgement by his seal she would not have taken in. ~

573$ Foul words and frowns must not repel a lover;
        [Foul (ʻtroubled, stormyʼ*;  alt.: ʻdisgraceful, derogatory, detractiveʼ*) words and frowns (ʻa stern and 
surly lookʼ*) must not repel (ʻto turn away from a love-suitʼ*;  alt.: Latin wordplay  āmŏvēre, dissolvēre: ʻto 
put to flightʼ, ʻto releaseʼ*) a lover (ʻone loving, one kindly disposedʼ*); ]
~ Troubled words and looks [it appears] do not turn away one who loves; ~

574$ What though the rose have prickles, yet ʻtis pluckʼd:
              What though the rose have prickles, yet ʻtis pluckʼd?     1593
        [What though the rose (symbol of the Royal family (with several branches), red = Lancaster 
Plantagenets, white = York Plantagenets, red and white = Tudor) have prickles (ʻthe thorn of the roseʼ*), 
yet (wordplay  nevertheless = ʻby infidelity reducedʼ, generally referring to Elizabethʼs inconstancy, or Vereʼs 
reduced position) ʻtis pluckʼd (ʻto get, to obtain, to winʼ*): ]
~ Even though the [Tudor] Rose bears vexations, Never(the less) it is seized? ~ 

575$      Were beauty under twenty locks kept fast,
             [Were (man-Vere, were: anglo-saxon = man, from Ovidʼs Metamorphosis, bk.1, l.260? ) beauty 
(ʻdivine orderʼ, ʻTruthʼ;  alt.: surname metonym  Beau[fort]) under () twenty (a number of peculiar 
significance: probably a multiple of the sum of £1000 that was de Vereʼs settlement for a ʻhalf-crownʼ; 
possibly refers to the great annuity suggested (1562) for Leicester as ʻLord Protectorʼ should Elizabeth 
die? ) locks (wordplay  ʻcurls?ʼ, hairs/heirs;  alt.: ʻan instrument to fasten doors or chestsʼ*) kept (ʻto guardʼ*;  
alt.: ʻto hold, to hold upʼ*) fast (strongly, ʻtightlyʼ; ʻfirmly, immovably, unchangeablyʼ*),]
~ Were ʻBeau[ty]ʼ, held by twenty heirs guarded ʻfortʼ[tly], ~

576$      Yet love breaks through and picks them all at last.
             [Yet (pun  nevertheless = ʻby infidelity reducedʼ, generally referring to Elizabethʼs inconstancy, or, 
ʻNot Ever the Same, and thereby diminishedʼ) love (lust, almost synonymous with Robert Dudley) breaks 
(ʻto burst through, to open by violenceʼ*) through (ʻdenoting a medium passedʼ*) and picks (ʻto gather, to 
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take upʼ*;  alt.: ʻto open and hence to steal from, to stealʼ*) them all (The Crown, The Monarchy; all family 
members directly descended from Henry Vll, i.e. the Tudors) at last (ʻin the end, finallyʼ*).]
~  Never-theless, Leicester breaks open and gathers them, All Tudors, in the end. ~

577$ For pity now she can no more detain him;
! For pity now she can no more detain him,   1593
        [For pity (ʻout of compassionʼ, ʻan exclamation not only of distress, but of regretful surpriseʼ*) now 
(ʻthings being soʼ, replacement for so that is more specific to de Vere than all progeny?) she can no 
more (as the opposite of ever/E.Ver, no [longer] Mour but, rather, Ever) detain (Latin  dētĭnĕo = de: ʻaway, 
asideʼ + tenere: ʻto holdʼ) him; ]
~ Out of compassion and things being so, she can hold him aside as E.Vere; ~ 

578$ The poor fool prays her that he may depart:
        [The poor (ʻweak, impotentʼ*; ʻlittle, insignificant, worthlessʼ*; ʻof a bad quality, mean, beggarlyʼ*) fool 
(ʻone who acts or thinks absurdlyʼ;  alt.: ʻa term of endearment and pityʼ) prays her (ʻto ask earnestly, to 
entreatʼ*;  alt.: wordplay  ʻpraise herʼ, possible reference to Aeneas Greek ʻto praiseʼ ) that he may (ʻdenoting 
subjective abilityʼ*) depart (Latin  dispertire: ʻto separate, divideʼ Cassellʼs ): ]
~ The impotent dear (de Vere) entreats her that he may divide: ~
~ The dear beggar (Elizabeth) (praise her), that he might become two: ~

579$ She is resolvʼd no longer to restrain him;
        [She is resolvʼd (Latin   decernĕre: to determine, to settle Cassellʼs , possible wordplay  to settle the heir) 
no longer (wordplay longer than ʻnot at this timeʼ, i.e. never) to restrain (Latin  restringĕre: to bind back, 
bind tightʼ Cassellʼs , ʻre- ʻbackʼ + stringĕre  ʻto tie, pull tightʼ) him; ]
~ She is no longer determined to restrain him; ~
~ She is determined to no longer restrain him; ~

580$ Bids him farewell, and look well to her heart,
        [Bids (ʻto order, to commandʼ*) him farewell (metonyms  fare + well; fare: wordplay  ʻperform in a 
specified way in a particular situation or over a particular periodʼ, ʻa journey for which a price is paidʼ; this 
term is played adverbially or adjectively; it is used precisely in the manner of Tender Heir;  well: spring = 
Edward de Vere, Latin  Primo Vere, Italian  Primavera  associated with green ;  alt.: ʻa spring, a fountainʼ*), and 
look (ʻto appear, to have a particular exteriorʼ*) well (spring = Edward de Vere, Latin  Primo Vere) to her 
(wordplay?  heir) heart (pun hart, venison, i.e. Venusʼ Son, derived from English Forest Law protecting the 
ʻvenison and vertʼ see Historical Preface 2, p.37, this essay ),]
~ Commands him to be valued at Primo Vere, and to appear Spring to heir Venusʼ Son, ~

581$      The which, by Cupidʼs bow she doth protest,
             [The which (wit[ch], or Wit Which: creatures who appear other than who they are, ʻsorcerers who 
can change their identityʼ*), by Cupidʼs (Classical Mythology  Cupid: son of Venus and Mars; the enemy of 
chastity, opposed to Diana) bow (ʻto bend in token of submissionʼ*;  alt.: figurative  Cupidʼs arrows carry the 
impulse or ʻstingʼ of love) she doth protest (Latin  adseverare, confirmare: ʻto state positivelyʼ Cassellʼs ; to 
assure, to avow, to pronounce;  alt.: Latin  recusare: ʻto [declare] against a thingʼ Cassellʼs ; to object, to 
deny),]
~ The ʻWitchʼ, by Venusʼ Sonʼs submission she doth pronounce, ~
~ The Creature, by Venusʼ Sonʼs sting, she doth pronounce, ~

582$      He carries thence incaged in his breast.
             [He carries (ʻto convey, to importʼ*) thence (ʻfrom this, out of this; from that source, for that 
reasonʼ*) incaged (ʻconfined in any mannerʼ*) in his breast (ʻthe heartʼ*).]
~ He signifies from that moment immured in his heart. ~
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583$ ʻSweet boy,ʼ she says, ʻthis night Iʼll waste in sorrow,
        [ʻSweet (ʻkindʼ*, ʻRoyal Beingʼ, child;  alt.: evoking the second half of the Old French phrase Honi soit 
or Hony soyt = shamed is he, shamed being, Shamed Bee, perhaps corrupted to Shamed am I ) boy (from 
French  bois: ʻa wood or forestʼ Cassellʼs ;  refers to Plantagenet ʻWoodstockʼ exiled “from out the companies 
of men” Fidessa Vl 4 , see Forest Law, p.35 this essay ),ʼ she says (), ʻthis night (the period of Christian disunity 
1517 forward , and Tudor confinement 1558-1603 , ʻa dreary and hateful timeʼ*; ʻrepresented as the nurse of 
crimeʼ*; ʻNight herself represented as a goddess, drawn by a team of dragonsʼ*, therefore a figurative 
description of Elizabeth controlled by a Welsh ʻjuntaʼ) Iʼll waste (ʻto expend unnecessarily, to squander, to 
dissipateʼ*) in sorrow (Tudor confinement: So + R + O, surname fragments of Southampton + Regius + 
Oxford; the sorrow of these),] 
~ ʻShamed Woodstock,ʼ she says, ʻthis hateful Time Iʼll squander in Our Tudor Confinement, ~

584$ For my sick heart commands mine eyes to watch.
        [For my sick (ʻused of any irregular, distempered, and corrupted stateʼ*) heart (pun hart, venison, i.e. 
Venusʼ Son, derived from English Forest Law protecting the ʻvenison and vertʼ see Historical Preface 2, p.37, this 
essay) commands (ʻto have at oneʼs disposal and serviceʼ*) mine (the material value of the Monarchy, i.e. 
the ʻattaintedʼ person of the Crown redistributed to Cecil, Leicester, Pembroke, Mountjoy, and others) 
eyes (Protestant Overlords and their spies, i.e. Robert Dudley, Earl of Leicester, son of John Dudley, 
Duke of Northumberland) to watch (ʻto keep guard, to act as a sentinelʼ*).] 
~ For my corrupted son has (at his service) the Overlords of Crown Matter to guard him. ~

585$ Tell me, loveʼs master, shall we meet to-morrow?
        [Tell (ʻto count, to numberʼ*, to account for) me, loveʼs (ʻlustʼ*, Robert Dudley, Earl of Leicester) 
master (ʻcommanderʼ*), shall (ʻshouldʼ*, ʻoughtʼ*) we meet (ʻanswer the purposeʼ*) to-morrow (metonym, 
surname frag.  ʻTuʼ + ʻMourʼ + ʻOʼ)? ]
~ Account for me, Leicesterʼs commander, shall we answer the purpose [of] Tudor-Seymour-Oxford? ~

586$ Say, shall we? shall we? wilt thou make the match?ʼ
        [Say (surname frag.  ʻSeyʼ[mour];  alt.: ʻspeakʼ*), shall () we? shall we ()? wilt () thou make () the 
match ()? ]

587$      He tells her, no; to-morrow he intends
           [He tells her, no; to-morrow (metonym, surname frag.  ʻTuʼ + ʻMourʼ + ʻOʼ) he intends (ʻto purposeʼ*)]
~ He tells her, no, Tudor-Seymour-Oxford he purposes ~

588$      To hunt the boar with certain of his friends.
           [To (surname frag.  ʻTuʼ) hunt (ʻgame killed in the chaseʼ*) the boar (metonym  Oxford, the title and 
estate) with certain (Latin  quīdam: ʻa certain person or thingʼ, something of a [friend], ʻa kind of [friend];  
alt.: ʻʻassuredʼ*; ʻreliableʼ*) of his friends (ʻnear relations, especially parentsʼ*, may refer to supposed 
ʻfamilyʼ of de Vere).]
~ ʻTuʼ kill the Vere with Some Kind of friends. ~        Tudor-Seymourʼs (Adonisʼ) companions: de Vere, Shakespeare
~ ʻTuʼ kill the de Vere title with his assured relations. ~

   Here is the Heart of Venus and Adonis and of All Shakespeare. If Edward ʻde Vereʼ is the rumored child of 
Princess Elizabeth Tudor and Sir Thomas Seymour, an allegory of opposed identities may be easily inferred from the 
five stanzas ll. 589-618 of Venus and Adonis. What seems (by the apparent context of the ʻlove poemʼ) to be rejected 
ʻloveʼ is more richly described by the playful particularizing of Latin Ămŏr, i.e. A-More... not ʻMoreʼ... ʻthwarted Moreʼ... . 
Youʼll find it useful to examine the word more elsewhere in the canon; it is consistently used metonymically for the 
raw, ʻuncuredʼ Werewulf Man-King —ʻThe Boarʼsʼ Seymour birthright  see  As You Like It lll.2 343-414 .
   In his years of increasing isolation ʻfrom the company of menʼ, letʼs say from 1577-1604, de Vere developed an 
engaging method or ʻprocessʼ to memorialize his suppressed ʻbeingʼ. The keys to this process are metonymy and 
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surname fragments; de Vere called them ʻnicknamesʼ see Hamlet lll.1 151 . By this metonymy, he might name his mother 
ʻVenusʼ or ʻThe Moonʼ; she might be Gertrude in Hamlet, or Lear in King Lear. The writer called himself Adonis or 
Prince Hamlet or Romeo, etc.—he is the protagonist in his artistic works—but he also created opposing roles to 
further delineate that ʻprincipalʼ. In his Art as in his life, imposed identities might oppose his natural ʻbeingʼ as surely 
as might an antagonist. Thus, while Othello represents Edward Tudor-Seymour, Iago is likely his destructive alter-ego 
Edward de Vere; and Roderigo, I suggest, stands in for the writerʼs pseudonyms John Lyly or Will. Shakespeare.

   Sonnet 76 is the key to Shakespeareʼs Sonnets, just as the five stanzas below are the key to Venus and Adonis. 
Note this short passage from 76 which admits his theme is himself: 
     $ O, know, sweet love, I always write of you,$ $ sweet, soit: (French)  ʻbe heʼ, from the motto of the Garter
        ~ O[xford], know [this], Be He A-More, I always write of you, ~
$ And you and love are still my argument:  
        ~ And you and a More R[egius] Ever my theme, ~
# # # # # # # Sonnet 76  9-10
“I Always write of you”? ʻShakespeareʼ is hardly exaggerating! This process or invention truly pervades the canon; the 
key words indicate that all the plays and poems have been modified from their sources to produce analogs of the 
writers life. ʻShakespeareʼ, then, is an early expression of Existential ideas; here is a manʼs struggle for ʻAuthenticityʼ.
He may seem an ʻOxʼ yoked to a ʻTrembling Javelinʼ, but he wishes to be More—to be who he really is.
   Edward Tudor-Seymour had every right to be preoccupied with his identity. History will record his birth as the 
peculiar crux of the English Reformation. He may well have been born ʻlegitimateʼ see Hamlet lll.1 146-49 , yet his name 
was changed in infancy, perhaps to cleanse the young Princessʼ record, but most probably to create a ʻfulcrumʼ by 
which a de facto Regency of Protestant Reformers could maneuver political weight... and to appropriate wealth. 
Close examination of Venus and Adonis  see my essay The Puzzling Life of Edward de Vere  will reveal that Edward Seymour 
(Somerset) and John Dudley, likely advised by John Cheke and William Cecil, contrived this ʻspecial attainderʼ. So we 
have a motive for de Vereʼs change of identity, and we have the weapon; letʼs hear from an eyewitness to this ʻextra-
judicial punishmentʼ—by any other name Usurpation: 

               Original 
        ~ Transposition ~
589# $̒The boar!ʼ quoth she; whereat a sudden pale,               boar: (Latin) verrēs     sudden: hasty, (wordplay) Hastings family
       ~ ʻThe Vere!ʼ quoth she; at which a ʻHastyʼ[ngs] palisade, ~
590# Like lawn being spread upon the blushing rose,
       ~ Like Green Nature encased the Tudor Rose, ~
591# Usurps her cheek; she trembles at his tale,          cheek (latin wordplay) geno: clan       trembles: shakes       tail: limitation
        ~ Seizes her clan; she ʻShakesʼ at his limitation, ~
592# And on his neck her yoking arms she throws:            
       ~ And on his life her Oxʼs ʻEnsign Armorialʼ she imposes: ~
593#      She sinketh down, still hanging by his neck, # # # # # still: (wordplay) content
- ~ She slips down, E. Ver ʻcontentʼ clinging to his (yoked) life, ~
594#      He on her belly falls, she on her back.
- ~ He by her womb falls, she by her sex. ~

595# Now is she—in the very lists of love,
       ~ Now ʻOneʼ is she in the Vere-y defenses of a More, ~
596# Her champion mounted for the hot encounter:
       ~ Her defender positioned for the Heart[ʼs] Struggle: ~
597# All is imaginary she doth prove,                                   Key Line##                [Roi]All: The Monarchy
       ~ The Monarchy is a fiction, she doth manifest, ~
598       #He will not manage her, although he mount her;                              
      ~ He purposes not to govern her, although he betters her; ~
599#      That worse than Tantalusʼ is her annoy,   # # # # tantalus: (Latin) ʻso littleʼ, ʻsuch a smallʼ                                     
- ~ That worse than little Seem-ore is her suffering, ~
600-      To clip Elysium and to lack her joy.                                                
# ~ ʻTuʼ cut free of the ʻRoyal Enclosureʼ, yet ʻTuʼ mangle her delight, ~

601       Even so poor birds, deceived with painted grapes,
       ~ Verily ʻThe Sameʼ, pitiable recusants tempted with artifice, ~
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602   # Do surfeit by the eye and pine the maw;
       ~ Do glut by ap-peer-ance, and starve [by] the ʻMoreʼ; ~
603# Even so she languisheth in her mishaps
       ~ Verily Seym-ore, she is enfeebled by her ill-fortune ~
604# As those poor birds that helpless berries saw.
       ~ The Sameʼ [as] those pitiable recusants that unavailing ʻprotectionʼ had seen. ~
605#      The warm effect which she in him finds missing
            ~ The Worm Creature Witch she perceives in him [to be] absent ~
606#      She seeks to kindle with continual kissing.
            ~ She seeks to inspirit with everlasting quittance. ~

607# But all in vain, good queen, it will not be,
       ~ But [the] crown in vain, possessed Queen, The Creature Will-not Be, ~
608# She hath assayed as much as may be proved:
       ~ She hath put to trial ʻThe Sameʼ Ore More than ʻVerʼ ʻSumʼ[mĕr] obtained: ~
609# Her pleading hath deserved a greater fee;
       ~ Her request hath warranted a greater recompense; ~
610# Sheʼs Love, she loves, and yet she is not loved.
       ~ She is [the Queen] Amor, she Un-Mores, and is still a-More. ~
611#      “Fie, Fie,” he says, “you crush me, let me go;
            ~ “Fie, Fie,” he Seys, “you extract me, leave me Be; ~
612#      You have no reason to withhold me so.”
            ~ You have not shown fairness ʻTuʼ restrain me from [myself].”

613# “Thou hadst been gone,” quoth she, “sweet boy, ere this,       
      ~ “Thou hadst been Cedar/Sey-dʼor,” quoth she, “shamed ʻBois-heirʼ [ere] this,
614# But that thou toldʼst me thou wouldst hunt the boar.                                 boar: (Latin) verrēs
        ~ But that thou toldʼst me thou wouldst kill the Ver[rēs]. ~
615# O, be advised: thou knowʼst not what it is
       ~ Oxford, ʻBeʼ ʻTuʼ ʻSeeʻ :  thou knowʼst not what ʻisʼ is, ~
616# With javelinʼs point a churlish swine to gore,
       ~ With ʻSpeareʼ-End a surly Boar [to] ʻTuʼ transfigure, ~
617#      Whose tushes never sheathed he whetteth still,
            ~ Whose half-crowns Not E.Ver worn, he frets E.Ver,  ~
618#      Like to a mortal butcher bent to kill.
            ~ Seeming ʻTuʼ A-More Crown killer intent ʻTuʼ destroy. ~

What a scheme! If one could execute attainder by judicial process, why not by emotional blackmail? 
Edward Tudor-Seymour lays the blame for the disaster of political and religious overthrow in the lap of his 
mother, Elizabeth Tudor.

Justification:
589$ ʻThe boar!ʼ quoth she; whereat a sudden pale,
        [ʻThe boar (Latin  verrēs ;  metonym  de Vere)! quoth she; whereat (ʻat whichʼ*) a sudden (ʻquick, 
hastyʼ*, quick may relate to Hastings (wordplay  ʻhastyʼ) and Dudley families;  alt.: Latin  sŭbĭtus: sudden, 
ʻhastyʼ; ʻimprovisedʼ Cassellʼs ) pale (ʻan enclosure, especially of a parkʼ*),]
~ ʻThe Vere!ʼ quoth she; at which a ʻHastyʼ[ngs] palisade, ~- -
 $ $ $ The key words: hasty, quick, and sudden appear to relate to the political alliance between Francis 
Hastings, 2nd Earl of Huntingdon 1514-61 and John Dudley 1504-53 . The Hastings family were among the few 
remaining Plantagenet descendants who survived into the late Tudor period; they became the principle prop of the 
ʻRegion Cloudʼ (Regency see Sonnet 33 12 ) that governed Elizabeth. Francisʼ son, Henry Hastings, 3rd Earl 1535-95  was 
a ʻreliableʼ and flexible supporter of both Protestant and Catholic Monarchs; Elizabeth is said to have distrusted him. 
This ʻsudden paleʼ or ʻHastings Enclosureʼ probably refers to a Cecil/Dudley/Hastings control of the Monarchy, and 
hence, of ʻde Vereʼ.
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   Henry Hastings was among the small group of noble youths who were classmates of the precocious Edward Vl; Sir 
John Cheke was their master/tutor.

590$ Like lawn being spread upon the blushing rose,
        [Like (ʻequalʼ*,  alt.: ʻsimilar, resemblingʼ*) lawn (ʻfine linenʼ*;  alt.: green, ʻmid 16th century: alteration 
of dialect laund ʻglade, pasture,ʼ from Old French launde ʻwooded district, heathʼ) being (manifesting oneʼs 
true nature  probably divinely ordained ; life, soul) spread (ʻto apply a substance to an object or surface in an 
even layer; to cover a substance in such a wayʼ) upon (ʻplaced before that by which a thing is borne or 
supported; hence, denoting chargeʼ*, injunction, mandate) the blushing (ʻred colour suffusing the 
cheeksʼ*; red color suffusing a white background) rose (symbol of the Royal family (with several branches), 
red = Lancaster Plantagenets, white = York Plantagenets, red and white = Tudor = combined elements of 
the Lancastrian and Yorkist),]
~ Like Green Nature encasing the Tudor Rose, ~
- - -      Green Nature is the displacement of Tudor-Seymour by de Vere imposture. Alternately, if lawn 
denotes linen, we understand whiteness covers the red rose—York over Lancaster.

591$ Usurps her cheek; she trembles at his tale,
        [Usurps (usurp: ʻto seize or take or assume falsely or against rightʼ*, Latin  ūsurpare: ʻto take 
possession of, acquireʼ;  alt.: ʻto make use of, to use, to bring into useʼ Cassellʼs) her cheek (Latin  gĕna: 
ʻcheekʼ, wordplay  gĕno: ʻa clan, a number of families connected by a common descentʼ Cassellʼs ; alt.: 
wordplay  check: arrest, restrain, control, limit, circumscribe, constrain, betray;  alt.: concept and proper name 
metonym  refers to Sir John Cheke; i.e. unfaithful to principle, unprincipled adherents; see Latin cicatrix: scar, 
wound; Italian cicatrice: scar ); she trembles (ʻto shake involuntarily, to quakeʼ*, probable reference to the 
name Shakespeare; hence, with Oxford see l.592, Edward Tudor-Seymour is yoked: ʻa wooden cross-piece 
that is fastened over the necks of two animals and attached to the plow or cart that they are to pull) at his 
tale (wordplay, legal  tail: ʻlimitation of ownershipʼ),] 
~ Seizes her clan; she ʻShakesʼ at his limitation, ~
~ Seizes her wound; she quakes at his exclusion, ~
- - - Trembling is used in an active sense; Venus ʻshakesʼ or threatens toward  Adonisʼ attainder. 
In de Vereʼs scheme, this “tremble” probably finds itʼs companion at l.616 with “javelinʼs point”—thus ʻShake-speareʼ.
             
592$ And on his neck her yoking arms she throws:
          [And on his neck (account for, or take responsibility for, with oneʼs life; ʻto lay to the charge ofʼ*) 
her yoking (yoke: ʻto put under a yoke: metaphorically ʻto bring into bondage, to subdueʼ*) arms (ʻensigns 
armorial of a familyʼ*, here referring to the noble but lesser title of the de Vere Earls of Oxford) she 
throws (throw: ʻto inflict on, to lay onʼ*): ]
~ And on his life her Oxʼs ʻEnsign Armorialʼ she imposes: ~
$ $ $ Adonis is ʻyokedʼ to Oxfordʼs ensign armorial and to ʻShakesʼ.

593$      She sinketh down, still hanging by his neck,
               [She sinketh (ʻto fall, to perishʼ*; ʻto go down, to descendʼ*) down (ʻfrom a higher to a lower 
placeʼ*), still (wordplay  content: meaning ʻthe things that are held or included in somethingʼ and also 
ʻsatisfied with a certain level of achievementʼ;  alt.: metonym, Sonnet 76  E. Ver-stilled, All silent) hanging (ʻto 
be suspended, to be supported by an object aboveʼ*; alt.: ʻto cling toʼ*) by his neck (ʻby the ruin ofʼ*, 
figurative  by tenuous life),]
~ She slips down, E. Ver ʻcontentʼ clinging to his (yoked) life, ~
$ $ $ Venus/Elizabeth falls down, her content also yoked to his encumbered life.

594$      He on her belly falls, she on her back.
               [He on (ʻdenoting the ground or occasion of any thing doneʼ*, by such means) her belly 
(ʻswellʼ*, probable reference to Elizabethʼs pregnancy by Seymour) falls (ʻdownfall, degradation, loss of 
greatnessʼ*); she on her back (figurative  the sex act, see Othello 1.1.118 ;  alt.: ʻthe part of the body which 
bears burdensʼ*, perhaps by political burden).]
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~ He by her womb falls, she by her sex. ~
$ $ $ Adonis/Tudor-Seymour loses position by his birth, Venus/Elizabeth by political and sexual intrigue.

595$ Now is she in the very lists of love,
           [Now (anagram  Won, wordplay  One;  alt.: ʻby this timeʼ*) is she in the very (Vere) lists (list: ʻto 
desireʼ*, ʻlustʼ*;  alt.: ʻbarriers enclosing an area for a jousting tournamentʼ;  alt.: ʻcatalogueʼ*, number;  alt.: 
ʻouter edgeʼ*; ʻboundary, limit, barrierʼ*; ) of love (lust, almost synonymous with Robert Dudley, the 
uncertain and deceptive object of Elizabethʼs romantic affection;  alt.: the ʻtender affectionʼ/material 
affection, or bond of love between the Tudors based on shared assets, referring to the material valuation 
of the ʻRoyal Personʼ),]
~ Now One is she in the Vere-y defenses of a More, ~
~ [By this] is she within the Vere-y position of A-More, ~- - - - - -
- - - At this point the ʻsleight of contextʼ becomes most evident. What appears to be explicit reference to 
sexual intercourse shifts easily to political intercourse; but notice: “the very lists of love” would be a metaphorical 
description of the sex act, while ʻthe Vere-y barriers of A-Moreʼ is literal. The first interpretation may seem more 
obvious to a reader accustomed to figurative or transferred meaning, but—allowing for the metonyms fundamental to 
ʻShakespeareʼ—the political significance of Seymour confined within Vere is more concrete. This trick of context 
continues in 596 only to be entirely dispelled in the ʻkey lineʼ at 597. How unfortunate for the writer that his finely 
crafted deception is only too successful and the readership is deceived.
   This is de Vereʼs ʻprocessʼ as suggested in Othello l.3 128-75 see my essay “Mangled Matter...” and perhaps also the 
ʻinventionʼ noted in the dedication to Venus and Adonis... though his invention is almost certainly a veiled reference to 
his son Henry Wriothesley, 3rd Earl of Southampton, as well.

596$ Her champion mounted for the hot encounter:
           [Her champion (ʻhe who fights for a person or a causeʼ*) mounted (ʻto place on or furnish with a 
horseʼ*, note ll. 258-326 allegorizing the ʻhorseʼ of state, and the rider as his head) for the hot (ʻburningʼ, 
consuming; alt.: ʻfieryʼ, French fier: pride, wordplay  the ʻpride of the Lionʼ—the Tudor family;  alt.: wordplay  
heart, hart  see glossary ) encounter (ʻcombatʼ*, ʻa confrontation or unpleasant struggleʼ,  Latin  ʻin: in + 
contra: againstʼ ): ]
~ Her defender positioned for the Heart[ʼs] Struggle: ~
~ Her protector positioned for the fiery combat: ~
$ $ $
597$ All is imaginary she doth prove,                    Key Line
           [All ([Roi]All, Royal = The Crown, The Monarchy; all family members directly descended from 
Henry Vll) is (third person singular present of BE; manifesting oneʼs true nature) imaginary (ʻnot real, 
delusiveʼ*) she doth prove (ʻto evince, to showʼ*),] 
~ The Monarchy is a fiction, she doth manifest, ~       
      $ $ $ Key Line.  The Monarchy is an illusion; ʻAllʼ that appears invested in the Monarchy is a finely 
crafted myth. This line is the midpoint of Venus and Adonis and has great significance; the five stanzas that 
frame this line explain the crux of the writers life and his Art.

598       $He will not manage her, although he mount her;
           [He will (the intent or purpose of Oxford, the will to effect: the royal purpose, their intent or choice, 
the royal prerogative) not manage (ʻto handle, to wieldʼ*;  alt.: ʻto administer, to control, to governʼ*) her, 
although he mount (ʻto raise aloft, to lift on highʼ*) her; ]
~ He purposes not to govern her, although he betters her; ~
$ $ $ Though ʻThe Sonʼ overtops her by agnatic ʻrightʼ, Edward does not seek to overthrow his queen.

599$      That worse than Tantalusʼ is her annoy,
                [That () worse than Tantalusʼ (greek mythology  Tantalus of Phrygia was condemned by the gods 
to be surrounded by fruit and water yet they should be forever withdrawn as he reached for them;  alt.: 
Latin tantalus: ʻsuch a smallʼ) is her annoy (ʻpain, suffering, griefʼ*),]
~ That worse than Tantalusʼ is her suffering, ~
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600$      To clip Elysium and to lack her joy.
                [To (wordplay  ʻTuʼ) clip (ʻembraceʼ*;  alt. ʻto curtail, diminishʼ*) Elysium (ʻParadiseʼ* = Latin from 
Greek  Paradeisos: ʻroyal (enclosed) parkʼ,; ʻthe abode of the blessedʼ Cassellʼs ; the afterlife of the gods and 
righteous) and (and yet) to lack (ʻto want, not to haveʼ*;  alt.: Latin verb infinitive roots  lac: ʻto tear, to mangleʼ) 
her joy (ʻdelight or happinessʼ*).]
~ ʻTuʼ cut free of the ʻRoyal Enclosureʼ, yet ʻTuʼ mangle her delight, ~
~ To cut free of the ʻRoyal Parkʼ yet to want her delight. ~

$ $ $ $ $ $ $ 101

601       Even so poor birds, deceived with painted grapes,
           [Even (Latin  vērō: ʻeven, indeedʼ, ʻin truth, really, verily, indeedʼ, ʻcertainly, to be sureʼ, Cassellʼs) so 
(metonym  Some-Ore, Southampton-Oxford, Seymour-Oxford, etc. = the same, equally, even, ʻin the same 
degree; asʼ*; ʻsimilarlyʼ) poor (pitiable, ʻa term of compassion = moving pityʼ*;  alt.: ʻa term of modesty, 
used in speaking of things pertaining to oneselfʼ*) birds (= Catholic recusants;  alludes to William Byrd, 
Gentleman of the Chapel Royal and most highly regarded composer of the English Renaissance), 
deceived (ʻto mislead the mind, to cause to errʼ; to tempt) with painted (ʻartificial, counterfeit, unrealʼ*) 
grapes (fruit, food for birds; perhaps analogous to ʻbreadʼ for man; see Temptation of Christ  Matthew, Mark, 
Luke),] $ $
~ Verily ʻThe Sameʼ, pitiable recusants, tempted with artifice, ~
$ $ $ This stanza links the ʻenclosureʼ of the Tudor Monarchy—the supplanting of the ʻRoyal Willʼ—with 
the displacement of traditional faith from England. ʻBirdsʼ almost certainly signifies Catholic recusants who refused to 
submit to forced Protestantism; the metonym is a reference to William Byrd, a close friend of de Vereʼs who received 
special dispensation to (discretely) practice his religion.
   ʻVereʼ promoted himself as a Prince capable of healing the tear between Catholic and Protestant positions. 
Cymbeline presents a young protagonist, Posthumous Leonatus (Edward Tudor-Seymour disguised), who espouses 
the independence of England from Rome, but nonetheless advocates restoring the ʻdecimaeʻ or tithing due to Rome 
as if England were a client state.  

602   $ Do surfeit by the eye and pine the maw;
           [Do surfeit (to desire no more, having already taken in to excess) by the eye (Protestant 
Overlords and their spies, from John Dudleyʼs title: Primus inter pares = wordplay  peers, equals, ʻeyesʼ  
see glossary  ʻfirst among peersʼ: Elizabethʼs pet name for Robert Dudley, Earl of Leicester, son of John 
Dudley, Duke of Northumberland;  alt.: wordplay?  Lʼ eye-estre: the one engaged in eyeing) and pine (ʻto 
starveʼ;  alt.: ʻto wear awayʼ, to languishʼ*) the maw (consonant wordplay, surname fragment  ʻMoreʼ;  alt.: 
ʻstomachʼ*); ]
~ Do glut by ap-peer-ance, and starve [by] the ʻMoreʼ; ~
~ Do glut by ʻThe Keeperʼ, and starve [by] the ʻMoreʼ; ~
$ $ $ ʻThe Eyeʼ—Leicester—channeled great financial resources to his political allies. Will. Cecil noted in 
memoranda of 1566: “He (Leicester) shall study nothing but to enhance his own particular friends to wealth, to office, 
to lands, and to offend others.” Cecil listed Dudleyʼs clients:
Sir H[enry] Sidney,$ Apleyard, $ Middlemore,$ ii Christmas,
Erl Warwyk,$ $ Horssey,$$ Colshill,$ $ Fostar,
Sir Hames Croft,$ $ Layghton,$ Wyseman,$ Ellyss,
Henry Dudley,$ $ Moonex. $ Killigrew,$$ Middleton.
Sir Fran. Jobson,$$ $ $ John Dudley,
This only includes those of real political influence; but the network of spies and informers being paid or coerced by 
Dudley and Walsingham left few whom de Vere could trust. Line 602 suggests even those who were inclined toward 
Vereʼs religious tolerance could be bought.
   Though a locus of dissident support, Tudor-Seymour/de Vere had little to offer. He was profligate. We know he had 
ʻfriendsʼ who prospered by his patronage, but who quickly turned to R. Dudley or Cecil when the money ran out. 
Though generous in gifts to artists, he was is not known to have had available the sums needed to wield political 
power. $ $ $

603$ Even so she languisheth in her mishaps
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           [Even (Latin  vērō: ʻeven, indeedʼ, ʻin truth, really, verily, indeedʼ, ʻcertainly, to be sureʼ, Cassellʼs) so 
(metonym  Seymour-Oxford; the same, equally, even, ʻin the same degree; asʼ*) she languisheth (ʻbecome 
faint, feeble, or illʼ) in her mishap (ʻill chance, misfortuneʼ*)]
~ Verily Seym-ore, she is enfeebled by her ill-fortune ~
~ Verily [as] Southampton-Oxford, she grows feeble in her misfortune ~
- - - The Queen herself must defer to the hand of William Cecil for money; he came to control the Will of 
the Nation through itʼs pursestrings. Cecil was offered the Lord Treasurership in 1572 when Robert Dudley declined 
to accept the newly vacant position. Cecil had proved himself fastidious in money matters even on a grand scale; 
Dudley was perennially “far in debt” Cecil memorandum 1566 .

604$ As those poor birds that helpless berries saw.
           [As (ʻin the same degree, of the same qualityʼ*) those poor (ʻmoving pityʼ*, pitiable) birds (metonym  
Catholic recusants; alludes to William Byrd, Gentleman of the Chapel Royal and most highly regarded 
composer of the English Renaissance) that helpless (ʻreceiving no aid, wanting supportʼ*) berries 
(metaphor  fruit of plant or wood; food for birds; perhaps analogous to ʻbreadʼ for man; see Temptation of 
Christ  Matthew, Mark, Luke ;  alt.: possible wordplay  Bury, borough: ʻcastle, strongholdʼ, fortified population) saw 
(wordplay  had Seyʼn).]
~ ʻThe Sameʼ [as] those pitiable recusants that unavailing ʻprotectionʼ had seen. ~
$ $ $ De Vere and the Queen, again, are “All One, the Same”. The writer is candid of their helplessness.

605$      The warm effect which she in him finds missing
                [The warm (wordplay  worm: Latin  vermis) effect (the artifact, the creation; ʻthat which is 
produced by an agent or causeʼ*, here the creation of Ver ) which (wordplay  witch: ʻa male sorcererʼ*, see 
Macbeth l.1 1-5 , ʻ... who practices sorceryʼ*, indirect wordplay?  ʻsource-ryʼ: the corruption of the source?) she 
in him finds (ʻto see, to perceiveʼ*) missing (ʻabsentʼ;  alt.: miss: ʻmisbehavior, offenceʼ*; i.e. offending)
~ The Worm Creature Witch she perceives in him [to be] absent ~
~ The Worm Creature, which she perceives in him [to be] offending ~
$ $ $ Playing on Latin Vermis  as he had in Hamlet  lV.3 19-24 , the Vere/Vermis is the ultimate avenger of 
political and religious usurpers: “Your fat king and your lean [legal wordplay  lien] beggar is but variable service—two 
dishes, but to one table.”

606$      She seeks to kindle with continual kissing.
                [She seeks (ʻto strive, to solicitʼ*) to kindle (ʻto inflame, to inciteʼ*;  alt.: ʻto bring forthʼ*) with 
continual (ʻuninterruptedʼ) kissing (Ore, dʼor, gold (coins): sovereign = English Pound (gold bullion); 
therefore a payment, bond, contract, commitment, obligation;;  alt.: = crown five shillings, perhaps = gold, 
with reference to Christʼs betrayal and Oxfordʼs annuity; therefore ʻselling outʼ, or ʻselling oneʼs soulʼ;).]
~ She seeks to inspirit with everlasting quittance. ~
~ She strives to make familial with uninterrupted hush money. ~
$ $ $ Elizabeth seeks to maintain her son as ʻRegency Counterweightʼ by financial support. See my 
essay: “V&A ll. 511-22  ʻFrancʼ Talk About Money”;  devereshakespeare.wordpress.com$                       
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607$ But all in vain, good queen, it will not be,
           [But all (noun fragment [Roi]all, French Roial, Latin Regalis: Royal, The Crown, The Monarchy; the Will 
of the Monarchy) in vain (ʻanswering no purposeʼ*), good (ʻproperty, possessionʼ*) queen (Regina), it 
(ʻpersonal pronoun of the neuter genderʼ*, referring to the creature ʻItʼ as an asexual being, or with no 
functioning sexuality) will (ʻcommand, authorityʼ*;  alt.: ʻdiminutive of Williamʼ*, possible ref. to pseudonym 
William Shakespeare) not be (Latin  sum[mer], Some heir),]
~ But [the] crown in vain, possessed Queen, The Creature [without Will] Will-not Be, ~
~ But [your] crown in vain, possessed Queen, the Creature Will-not Be, ~ $

608$ She hath assayed as much as may be proved:
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        [She hath assayed (assay: ʻto try, attemptʼ*, examine, inquire into, scrutinize, investigate; put to trial) 
as (surname fragment  ʻThe Sameʼ, Seymour identity) much (more + ʻto a great extentʼ, ʻmanyʼ) as (surname 
fragment  ʻThe Sameʼ, Seymour identity) may (Spring: Latin  Ver) be (Latin  Sum) proved (ʻthe state of 
having been tried and having stood the testʼ*): ]
~ She hath put to trial ʻThe Sameʼ Ore More than ʻVerʼ ʻSumʼ[mĕr] obtained: ~ ?
~ She hath put to trial No More Than ʻVerʼ Summer proved: ~
- - - Edward de Vere is less effective than would be Edward Tudor-Seymour. By executing attainder, the 
ʻRegion Cloudʼ has weakened the Will of the Crown.

609$ Her pleading hath deserved a greater fee;
           [Her pleading (ʻto argue, to speak by way of persuasionʼ*) hath deserved (ʻto be worthy of, to 
meritʼ*, warranted;  alt.: Latin  dēservĭre: ʻto serve wellʼ, ʻto be a slave toʼ* Cassellʼs ) a greater (great: ʻlarge 
in size or dimensionsʼ*) fee (ʻreward, recompense, paymentʼ*); ]
~ Her request hath warranted a greater recompense; ~
~ Her statement of innocence hath ʻDay-servedʼ a greater reward; ~

610$ Sheʼs Love, she loves, and yet she is not loved.
           [Sheʼs Love (Latin wordplay ămare: ʻto loveʼ Cassellʼs ; possible wordplay am-are + R[egius] or R
[egina] ), she loves (Latin wordplay  a-more-s: un-Mores, i.e. removes ʻMoreʼ), and yet (ʻnow as formerlyʼ*) 
she is not loved (Latin wordplay  a-mored: divorced?, separated from ʻMoreʼ).]
~ She is [the Queen] AMor, she Un-Mores, and is still a More. ~
~ She is Am-are (Am-R), she a-More-S, and now as formerly, she is not a-More-d. ~ 
~ She is A-mare, she Un-Mores, and, now as formerly, she is not Un-More-d. ~
    - - - This is obviously a riddle. Elizabeth is Venus, the Queen of Love. She un-Mores herself by retaining 
her Tudor name and maintaining her maidenhood; she un-Mores her son by imposing de Vere name; but she is still 
(by content) a Seymour, not having remarried after the execution of Thomas Seymour see Hamlet lll.1 146-49 .

611$      “Fie, Fie,” he says, “you crush me, let me go;
                [ʻFie (ʻexpressing impatience rather than contempt or disdainʼ*), Fie,” he Seys (wordplay), “you 
crush (ʻto destroy by pressingʼ*, extract) me, let (ʻto suffer, to allowʼ*) me go (ʻto beʼ, ʻto be accepted as 
currentʼ*); ]
~ “Fie, Fie,” he Seys, “you extract me, leave me Be; ~

612$      You have no reason to withhold me so.”
                [You have no reason (ʻequity, fairness, justiceʼ*;  alt.: Latin  reus: ʻdefendantʼ, ʻparty in a law suitʼ 
Cassellʼs + son) to (surname fragment  Tu) withhold (ʻto hinder, to restrainʼ*) me so (from French soi: ʻoneself, 
himselfʼ Cassellʼs , i.e. Seymour-Oxford ; or soit: ʻeither, orʼ Cassellʼs—referring to either de Vere or 
Southampton, in the same manner that R = Elizabeth, and O = Oxford).” ]
~ You have not shown fairness ʻTuʼ restrain me from myself.” ~
~ You have no defendantʼs son [before you] ʻTuʼ restrain me  ʻS-Oʼ.
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613$ “Thou hadst been gone,” quoth she, “sweet boy, ere this,
           [“Thou hadst been gone (Latin wordplay  cēdĕre: ʻto go, to proceedʼ Cassellʼs ),” quoth she, “sweet 
(honey French  honi: ʻshamedʼ Cassellʼs ;  alt.: French wordplay  honeybee = Honi soit: Shamed be  from the motto 
of the Order of the Garter ) boy (proper name fragment  Bois, from Woodstock, Plantagenet), ere (wordplay  heir) 
this,]
~ “Thou hadst been Cedar/Sey-dʼor,” quoth she, “shamed ʻBois-heirʼ [ere] this, ~
~ “Thou hadst ʻBee-nʼ ʻSey-dʼheirʼ,” quoth she, “shamed ʻBoisʼ Heir [before] this, ~

614$ But that thou toldʼst me thou wouldst hunt the boar.
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           [But that thou toldʼst me thou would (Wood) hunt (ʻpursueʼ*, ʻthe game killed in the chaseʼ*, 
hence: to pursue with the intent to ʻkillʼ) the boar (Vere; the [blue] boar (Latin verrēs)  being the symbol of 
the de Vere family).]
~ But that thou toldʼst me thou wouldst kill the Ver[rēs]. ~
~ But that thou had informed me ʻthou Woodʼ pursue the Vere. ~

615$ O, be advised: thou knowʼst not what it is
           [O (initial metonym  Oxford), be (Latin  sum, esse) advised (Latin wordplay  ad: to, toward, ʻTuʼ + visere: 
ʻto seeʼ): thou knowʼst not what it (Latin  is) is ]
~ Oxford, ʻBeʼ ʻTuʼ ʻSeeʼ: thou knowʼst not what ʻisʼ is, ~

616$ With javelinʼs point a churlish swine to gore,
           [With javelinʼs (ʻa light spearʼ) point (ʻthe sharp end of an instrumentʼ*, hence ʻshake-spearʼ as the 
murder weapon of ʻThe Boarʼ) a churlish (ʻrude in a mean-spirited and surly wayʼ) swine (Latin  sūs, sŭis) 
to (surname fragment  Tu) gore (Latin wordplay  transfīgĕre: ʻto pierce throughʼ Cassellʼs , and transfĭgūro: 
ʻtransform, transfigureʼ Cassellʼs ),]
~ With ʻSpeareʼ-End a surly Verrēs ʻTuʼ transfigure, ~
$ $ $ Note that Adonis/Tudor-Seymour is armed with a “javelinʼs point” l.616  when he attempts to kill the 
“churlish” Boar/Vere. Hence we find this structure: Seymourʼs shaking-spear proves no match against the ʻhalf 
crownsʼ of the Boar. 

617$      Whose tushes never sheathed he whetteth still,
                [Whose tushes (tush: lingua franca  ʻhalf-crownʼ gold coin; wordplay ʻhalf crown compensation for 
the ʻfull crownʼ, the Monarchy) never (metonym  not E.Ver, the true Seymour identity of ʻEdward de Vereʼ) 
sheathed (sheathe: ʻto put in a scabbardʼ*) he whetteth (whet: ʻto rub for the purpose of sharpeningʼ*, to 
shape and wear(-down) a blade, fret) still (wordplay  content: ʻsatisfiedʼ, ʻmeek submission, resignationʼ, ʻto 
acquiesce, to consentʼ, or ʻthe things that are held or included in somethingʼ).]
~ Whose half-crowns Not E.Ver worn, he frets E.Ver, ~
~ Whose half-crowns Not E.Ver sheathed, he lessens content, ~ 
$ $ $ See my essay: “Frank Talk About Money, V&A 511-22, devereshakespeare.wordpress.com , for a 
full discussion of the ʻhalf-crownʼ of de Vereʼs annuity.

618$      Like to a mortal butcher bent to kill.
                [Like (ʻthe sameʼ*;  alt.: ʻsimilar, resemblingʼ* ) to (surname wordplay  ʻTuʼ) a mortal (ʻAll-killingʼ, 
regicidal) butcher (ʻa murdererʼ*) bent (intent, ʻinclination, a leaning or bias of the mindʼ*) to (ʻTuʼ) kill (ʻto 
destroyʼ*;  alt.: Latin verb infinitives, wordplay  ʻto commit suicideʼ).]
~ ʻThe Sameʼ ʻTuʼ a More, tʼ[he] [Roi]All killer intent ʻTuʼ destroy (himself). ~
~ The Seym[ore]-Tu[dʼore] Royal butcher intent ʻTuʼ Mors (voluntaria). ~
~ Like ʻTuʼ a Man(Vir) ʻAll” killer intent ʻTuʼ kill. ~
- - - In accepting the annuity rather than take action against the Region-C, ʻde Vereʼ commits suicide 
(by inaction). This is the same discussion found in Hamlet lll.1 86-8 .
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619$ “On his bow back he hath a battle set
           [“On (ʻdenoting the ground or occasion of any thing doneʼ*) his bow (bent, as the ʻinstrument to 
shoot arrowsʼ*;  alt.: bent, as to ʻbend in token of submissionʼ*) back () he hath a battle (ʻan array similar 
to an army drawn upʼ*) set (ʻto raiseʼ*;  alt.: ʻto place with a certain purpose, to arrangeʼ*)]
~ Because of his oppression he hath an army raised ~

620$ Of bristly pikes that ever threat his foes;
           [Of bristly (horrid: Latin  horrēre: bristle; Latin wordplay  Ore + Heir) pikes (ʻa sort of lanceʼ*) that ever 
(E.Ver) threat (ʻto menace, to threatenʼ*) his foes (foe: ʻenemyʼ*); ]
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~ Of Ore-Heir Spears that E.Ver threaten his enemies; ~
~ Of Ore-self Spears, that E.Ver threaten his enemies; ~

621$ His eyes like glowworms shine when he doth fret;
           [His eyes (Protestant Overlords and their spies, from John Dudleyʼs title: Primus inter pares = 
wordplay peers/eyes  ʻfirst among peersʼ) like glowworms (Lampyridae: bioluminescent beetles that ʻglowʼ to 
warn predators of mild toxicity, or to attract prey) shine (ʻto be conspicuousʼ* at night) when he doth fret 
(ʻto wear awayʼ*; wordplay  Were/Vere); ]
~ His Overlords like glow-worms are visible only when he Veers (into darkness); ~

622$ His snout digs sepulchers whereʼer he goes;
           [His snout (ʻthe nose of a swineʼ*) digs (unearth, un-heirs; ʻto turn up the earthʼ*, overturns the 
Heirs) sepulchers (ʻa grave, a tombʼ*) whereʼer (ʻwherE.Verʼ) he goes (); ]
~ The Boar un-heirs tombs wherever he goes; ~

623$      Being moved, he strikes whateʼer is in his way,
                [Being (Latin  sum + thing) moved (Latin wordplay  se mŏvēre, pronounced sā mŏ-wār-(ĕ), i.e. 
Seymour : ʻto move oneselfʼ, oneself is moved), he strikes (ʻto use oneʼs weapons, to be active in fight or 
on any occasion of employing forceʼ*; to be ready for fight;  alt.: ʻto efface, to blotʼ*, erase) whateʼer 
(whatever, without wordplay what E.Ver) is in his way (ʻpassageʼ*; ʻa pathʼ*),]
~ [Being] Some-thing Seymour, he sets upon whatever is in his path, ~

624$      And whom he strikes his crookéd tushes slay.
     $    [And whom he strikes (ʻto use oneʼs weapons, to be active in fight or on any occasion of 
employing forceʼ*; to be ready for fight;  alt.: ʻto efface, to blotʼ*, erase) his crookéd (ʻfalseʼ*) tushes 
(English Pound, gold coins, gold half-crowns; ʻTushesʼ, ʻToshesʼ: Lingua Franca meaning gold half-crown;  
alt.: ʻthe long pointed tooth of the boarʼ*) slay (ʻto kill, to put to deathʼ*).]
~ And whom he strikes his false half-crowns kill. ~
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625$ “His brawny sides, with hairy bristles armed,
           [“His brawny (ʻphysically strong, muscularʼ;  alt.: wordplay  ʻmeat from a pigʼs or calfʼs head that is 
cooked and pressed into a pot with jellyʼ,) sides (side or flank: ʻthe right or left side of a body of people 
such as an armyʼ;  alt.: the ʻframe of the bodyʼ*;  alt.: wordplay  asides: a remark not intended to be heard 
by everyone presentʼ ? ), with hairy (wordplay  Harry: English coins, ʻpieces of the value of ten shillingsʼ*) 
bristles (wordplay  Bristols: gold crown pieces from the Bristol Mint; Wm. Sharington and Sir Thomas 
Seymour were accused of ʻclippingʼ gold crowns) armed (),]
~ His pig-headed flanks, with Harry Bristols defended, ~      
$ “Hairy bristles”, or Harry Bristols are ten-shilling gold coins issued by the Bristol Mint. One of the  
charges against Sir Thomas Seymour made during his trial for treason was that he had been debasing 
coinage in collusion with William Sharington. Sharington was a member of the household of Queen 
Catherine Parr and had been appointed ʻunder-treasurerʼ or Master of the Bristol Mint in 1546. Seymour 
and Sharington were accused of issuing underweight gold coins and of minting more coins than were 
ordered. The overage was shared by Sharington and Seymour. Seymourʼs stated aim was to lay aside 
£10,000 to fund a force of 10,000 men to topple the Regency of his brother Edward, Duke of Somerset.
   This appears to be an accusation of embezzlement against the Dudleys. Though ʻthe Boarʼ represents 
the de Vere family, Edward de Vere was a creature of the Regencies of Somerset and Northumberland. 
With wordplay on Bear and Boar as emblems of the Dudley and de Vere families (respectively), a false de 
Vere identity is conjoined with the Dudley family as inimical to the true identity of Edward Tudor-Seymour: 
the verb bear with itʼs past bore represent the burden our writer would like to shed. Therefore, this line 
probably indicates the corrupted coinage or the overage of the Bristol Mint was later being diverted to the 
hands of Robert Dudley, and Edward ʻde Vereʼ was the cover or security for that theft. This idea comes to 
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a head at l.660 in which Elizabeth states that allowing the [Sey]Mour identity would likely be her sonʼs 
death. The threat must be Dudley.

626$ Are better proof than thy spearʼs point can enter;     
           [Are (R = Regius: Royal) better (ʻsuperiorʼ*) proof (test, reference to ʻany of various preliminary 
impressions of coins struck as specimensʼ;  alt.: , protection: ʻ[something] able to withstand something 
damaging; resistantʼ) than thy spearʼs (wordplay  [Shake]speareʼs identity) point (ʻstate, situation, 
predicamentʼ*;  alt.: ʻsubject, matter, question) can enter (ʻpierceʼ*); ]
~ Are More protection than thy spearʼs point can enter; ~

627$ His short thick neck cannot be easily harmed;     
           [His short thick (ʻnot thin or slenderʼ*) neck (ʻthe part of a personʼs or animalʼs body connecting 
the head to the rest of the bodyʼ, here denoting that part severed at the execution of the writerʼs father, Sir 
Thomas Seymour) cannot be easily harmed (Latin  laedĕre: ʻstrikeʼ, to be struck; to be harmed, ʻhurt, 
injuredʼ Cassellʼs ); ]
~ His short thick neck cannot be easily struck [off]; ~$
$ Anne Boleyn is quoted as having said: “The executioner is, I believe, very expert, and my neck is 
very slender” in the hours before her execution. As the discussion from line 623 has been de Vereʼs 
Seymour blood, I suggest l. 627 reinforces Edwardʼs and Elizabethʼs sameness (ʻSeym-nessʼ) in being 
the offspring of parents accused of treason. 

628$ Being ireful, on the lion he will venter:     
           [Being (Latin wordplay  Sum -thing) ireful (Latin  īra: ʻwrath, angerʼ, hence wrathful), on the lion 
(The House of Tudor) he will () venter (wordplay  to make ʻa small aperture or passage for airʼ/ heir;  
probable reference to the de Vere title being a backdoor accession to the Tudor throne): ]
~ Some-thing wrathful, by the Tudor [crest] he will accede: ~

629$      The thorny brambles and embracing bushes,          
                [The thorny (ʻcausing distress, difficulty, troubleʼ, dangerous) brambles (ʻblackberry bush, and 
in general a rough prickly shrubʼ*) and embracing (embrace: ʻgraspʼ; ʻengulfʼ) bushes (figuratively  cover 
for all kinds of nefarious activities;  alt.: ʻthick shrubʼ*),]
~ The mantling of brambles and bushes, ~
$ I know little of heraldry, but this appears to be a reference to the Cecil coat of arms that shows a  
Mantling of vines surrounding the Helm and flowing down around the Escutcheon. This line probably 
reminds that the bearers were not entitled to Supporters; hence, the plants “part” as the Boar passes. 
Later arms for the Cecil family included Supporters.

630$      As fearful of him, part, through whom he rushes.          
                [As (ʻas ifʼ*, i.e. seeming to be) fearful (ʻfilled with fearʼ*) of him, part (ʻto separateʼ*), through 
whom (referring to persons, likely to the Cecils, perhaps Dudley; Schmidt 1874 errs ascribing this example 
ʻTo animals or thingsʼ*) he rushes (ʻto attackʼ; additionally: ʻto move with suddenness and eager 
impetuosityʼ*).]
~ Seeming fearful of him, part, through whom he charges. ~
$ $ $ $ $ $ $
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631$ “Alas, he nought esteems that face of thine,
           [“Alas (ʻexpressive of sorrow or pityʼ*), he nought (ʻnothingʼ*) esteems (ʻto prize, to rate highʼ*) 
that face (ʻformʼ, ʻfrontʼ, presentation;  alt.: ʻto opposeʼ*, opposition) of thine,]
~ “Alas, he at Nothing rates that form of thine, ~
~ “Alas, he does nothing regard that opposition of thine, ~
$ Here is the opposition of de Vere and Tudor-Seymour; see essay on Othello 1-64 on the 
antagonism of Iago and Othello.
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632$ To which loveʼs eyes pays tributary gazes;
         [To (surname fragment  Tu) which (wordplay  witch) loveʼs (aʼMourʼs) eyes (metonym  spies) pays (ʻto 
offer, to renderʼ*) tributary (ʻsubordinateʼ;  alt.: ʻpaying tribute, subjectʼ*; ʻone that pays tribute, a vassalʼ;  
alt.: Latin  stipendiarius: ʻannual payʼ for military service or servitude  Cassellʼs ;  alt.: ʻpunishmentʼ, in 
servitude) gazes (ʻexamination, investigationʼ; ʻto look intentlyʼ*); ]
~ Tu, which a Mourʼs peers gives subordinate looks; ~
~ Tu which a Mourʼs spies gives punishing examinations; ~ 

633$ Nor thy soft hands, sweet lips and crystal eyne,
         [Nor (neith-Or;  alt.: Latin  neve: metonym wordplay  never?) thy soft (Latin  mollis: ʻtenderʼ*, offer, 
offering;  alt.: not hard, not Latin  dur ) hands (), sweet (ʻlovely, charmingʼ*;  alt.: ʻkind, gentleʼ*, Latin  
mollis ;  alt.: ʻdearʼ*) lips (Latin  ōs, ōris, ore: lips, ʻmouth, as the organ of speechʼ; Latin wordplay  ore: gold) 
and crystal (ʻbrightʼ*, Latin  inlūmĭnare: ʻilluminateʼ, ʻto make clearʼ Cassellʼs ;  alt.: Late Old English  ʻdenoting 
ice or a mineral resembling itʼ;  alt.: ʻfine glassʼ*) eyne (ʻeyesʼ*),]
~ NʼOre thy [legal] tender offices, charming voice and illuminating eyes, ~
$  

634$ Whose full perfection all the world amazes; 
         [Whose full () perfection () all () the world () amazes (); ]
~ Whose full perfection [Roi]-All, the world amazes; ~
       
635$      But having thee at vantage—wondrous dread!—
            [But (ʻhoweverʼ*) having thee at vantage (advantage: ʻcondition favorable to successʼ*;  alt.: 
ʻprofit, gainʼ*)—wondrous (wordplay won: One + drous, dross: ʻsomething regarded as worthlessʼ) dread 
(terror, ʻgreat fearʼ*)!—]
~ However, having thee at service — Great-Nothing Terror! — ~

636$      Would root these beauties as he roots the mead.
            [Would (?) root (unearth: wordplay  un-heir, un-heireth; alt.: Latin  versus: overturn the earth) 
these beauties (French beau: ʻbeautiful, fine, fair, glorious, noble, lofty, seemly, becomingʼ Cassellʼs French) 
as (ʻthe Same as) he roots (ʻto turn up the ground, to dig as swine doʼ*) the mead (wordplay  meed: 
ʻdeserved praise, merit, worthʼ*;  alt.: ʻreward, recompenseʼ*).]
~ Would unearth these beauties the same as he overturns deserving. ~
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637$ “O, let him keep his loathsome cabin still;
         [“O (ʻOʼ: self, as in Latin O: ʻwith nominative or accusative, calling attention to a person or thingʼ 
Cassellʼs , specifically himself), let him keep his loathsome (ʻhateful, odious, detestableʼ*) cabin (ʻconfine 
in a small placeʼ) still (metonym  ʻsilent; calm and quietʼ*, also ʻalways, ever, constantlyʼ*; hence ʻE.Ver 
the Silentʼ);]
~ O, let him keep his hateful confinement E.Ver silent; ~

638$ Beauty hath nought to do with such foul fiends.
         [Beauty (surname fragment  Beaufort, French  beau: ʻbeautiful, fine, fair, glorious, noble, lofty, seemly, 
becomingʼ Cassellʼs ; + ty: suffix  ʻforming nouns denoting quality or condition, such as beauty, royaltyʼ;) 
hath nought (ʻnothingʼ*;  alt.: ʻlost, ruinedʼ*) to do (surname fragment  Tudo[r]) with such (Latin  tantus: 
ʻso muchʼ, ʻof that or the like kind or degreeʼ*, ʻof the like kindʼ*, ʻof the same kindʼ*) foul (ʻimpure, 
pollutedʼ*;  alt.: ʻtroubled, stormyʼ*) fiends (fiend: ʻdevilʼ*).]
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~ Beauty hath nothing to do with such impure devils. ~
~ Beauty hath ruined Tudor with these kinds of impure devils. ~

639$ Come not within his danger by thy will;
         [Come not within his danger (ʻhazardʼ*, ʻput something at risk of being lostʼ; from arabic az-zahr: 
ʻchance, luckʼ) by thy will (testament: ʻa personʼs willʼ, related to testimonial; likely referring to his Art 
under the name of Will. Shakespeare);]
~ Come not within his hazard by thy testament; ~

640$ They that thrive well take counsel of their friends.
         [They that thrive () well (wordplay  spring: Latin  ver: metonym  spring, de Vere) take counsel (Latin  
consilium: ʻconsultation, adviceʼ;  alt.: ʻprivity to anotherʼs secret thoughtsʼ*) of their friends (Latin  
fămĭlĭāris: ʻa familiar friendʼ; ʻbelonging to a familyʼ Cassellʼs ).]
~ They that [would] thrive Vere-ily take [secret] counsel of their familiars. ~

641$      When thou didst name the boar, not to dissemble,
            [When thou didst name (ʻto mention by nameʼ) the boar (metonym  de Vere), not to (surname 
fragment  Tu[dor]) dissemble (ʻto assume a false appearanceʼ; ʻconceal oneʼs true motives, feelings, or 
beliefsʼ),]
~ When thou didst mention de Vere, rather than Tu[dor] appearance, ~

642$      I feared thy fortune, and my joints did tremble.
            [I feared (Latin wordplay  vĕrēri: ʻto be afraid or anxiousʼ) thy fortune (ʻestate, possessions, 
wealthʼ*), and my joints (law  ʻapplied or regarded togetherʼ; jointure, joint tenancy: ʻtwo or more persons 
holding property togetherʼ, ʻthe joint holding of property by husband and wife for lifeʼ; alt.: Latin  artus: 
ʻjointsʼ, wordplay artis: ʻArtʼ) did tremble (ʻto shake involuntarilyʼ*;  alt.: wordplay, surname fragment  Shake-
[speare] ).]
~ I Vered thy estate, and my possessions did Shake. ~
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643$ “Didst thou not mark my face? Was it not white?
         [“Didst thou not (wordplay  naught: ʻnothingʼ; Latin  nulla rēs: ʻnothingʼ, no matter) mark (ʻto make a 
sign or incision on, to stain, to stampʼ*;  alt.: ʻto observeʼ*) my face (ʻlook, appearance, formʼ*)? Was it 
not (wordplay  naught: ʻnothingʼ) white (Latin wordplay  canus: hoary, ʻwhitish-greyʼ Cassellʼs ; wordplay  canis, 
lupus: ʻa wolfʼ)? ]
~ “Didst thou Nothing stain my form? Was it naught Hoar? ~

644$ Sawʼst thou not signs of fear lurk in mine eye?
         [Sawʼst () thou not (wordplay  naught: ʻnothingʼ; Latin  nulla rēs: ʻnothingʼ, no matter) signs (sign: 
ʻdistinguishing markʼ*) of fear (Latin wordplay  vĕrēri: ʻto be afraid or anxiousʼ) lurk (ʻto lie hidden and in 
waitʼ*) in mine (our: wordplay  ore) eye (Protestant Overlords and their spies, from John Dudleyʼs title: 
Primus inter pares = wordplay peers/eyes  ʻfirst among peersʼ: Elizabethʼs pet name for Robert Dudley, Earl of 
Leicester, son of John Dudley, Duke of Northumberland;  alt. mine eyes: wordplay  gold/ore seeking 
overlords; Judas-like betrayers)? ]
~ Saw you ʻNihilʼ signs of Vere lying hidden in Ore spies? ~

645$ Grew I not faint, and fell I not downright?
         [Grew (ʻto becomeʼ*) I not (naught Latin  nĭhil: ʻnothingʼ, from de Vereʼs motto) faint (Latn  
intermŏrĭor: ʻto faintʼ;  alt.: ʻto die off, perish suddenlyʼ Cassellʼs ) and fell (ʻthe act of dropping from a higher 
to a lower placeʼ*) I not (naught Latin  nĭhil: ʻnothingʼ) downright (ʻdirectly, plainlyʼ*)? ]
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~ Grew I Nihil, and fell I Nihil directly? ~

646$ Within my bosom, whereon thou dost lie,
         [Within my bosom (ʻthat part of the body which contains the heartʼ*;  alt.: ʻthe receptacle of 
secretsʼ*), whereon (ʻon whichʼ) thou dost (surname fragment  Tu[do]r: ) lie (ʻfalsehood uttered for the 
purpose of deceptionʼ*; ʻbelieʼ),]
~ Within my heart, on which thou [Tu]Do[r] belie, ~

647$      My boding heart pants, beats, and takes no rest,
            [My boding (ʻto be ominous in a bad senseʼ*; ʻto portend, to foreshowʼ*) heart (wordplay  hart: 
venison, i.e. Venusʼ Son;  alt.: metonym, wordplay  Art) pants (ʻto have the breast heaving and the heart 
palpitatingʼ*), beats (ʻto turn some way, to driveʼ*), and takes (ʻto have recourse toʼ*;  alt.: Latin  sūmĕre: 
ʻto takeʼ) no rest (Latin  requĭescĕre: ʻto rest in the graveʼ*),]
~ My portentous Soul heaves, turns, and allows [itself] no grave, ~

648$      But like an earthquake shakes thee on my breast.
            [But like an earthquake (wordplay  terrae motus: ʻearth movementʼ, hence Heirʼs Movement;  
alt.: Latin  terrae motus; tremĕre, tremulare: ʻto trembleʼ; Spanish  temblor: ʻearthquakeʼ ) shakes (surname 
fragment  Shake [+ spear], i.e. cause to tremble;  alt.: ʻto unsettle in any manner, as to cause to waver, to 
troubleʼ* see l.642 ) thee on my breast (i.e. from infancy; from my breast).]
~ But like a Heirʼs Motion, ʻshakesʼ thee from my breast. ~
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649$ “For where love reigns, disturbing jealousy
         [“For (Latin  for: ʻto say, to speakʼ) where love (metonym  amor: ) reigns (Latin  regnum: reign, ʻof a 
kingʼ), disturbing (Latin  mōtus: ʻa motion, movementʼ) jealousy (Latin  invĭdēre: ʻto look upon with the evil 
eyeʼ Cassellʼs )]
~ ʻSayʼ where a ʻMoreʼ is king, disordering invidiousness ~

650$ Doth call himself affectionʼs sentinel;
         [Doth call (ʻto nameʼ*) himself affectionʼs (affection: ʻloveʼ*) sentinel (ʻone who watches or keeps 
guardʼ*);]
~ Doth name himself a-Moreʼs watchman; ~

651$ Gives false alarms, suggesteth mutiny,
         [Gives false (Latin  falsus, non verus: ʻnot trueʼ, wordplay  non-Vere;  alt.: subditus: ʻforgedʼ) alarms 
(Latin  terrēre: ʻterrorʼ), suggesteth () mutiny (Latin  seditio: ʻseditionʼ),]
~ Gives non-Vere terror, suggests sedition, ~

652$ And in a peaceful hour doth cry ʻKill, kill!
         [And in a peaceful () hour (wordplay  ore: surname fragment  or, [Tud]or) doth cry (ʻto demand 
eagerlyʼ) ʻKill, kill! (Latin  intĕrĭmĕre: ʻto take away out of the midstʼ; ʻto destroy, to annihilateʼ; ʻto slay, to 
murderʼ Cassellʼs ; possible wordplay  inter: ʻbetween, amid, amongʼ + French  mer: ʻseaʼ;  alt.: possible 
wordplay  intermarry: ʻto marry across families, castes, tribesʼ),]
~ And in a peaceful Ore doth demand ʻMurder, murder! ~
~ And in a peaceful Ore doth demand ʻIntermarry, intermarry! ~
     Note this wordplay on ʻkillʼ, intĕrĭmĕre: ʻto take away out of the midstʼ, ʻto slay, to annihilateʼ, is similar 
to that of ʻdrownedʼ, Latin summergĕre: ʻto drown, to plunge underʼ in Hamlet (lV.7 182).
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653$      Distempering gentle love in his desire,
            [Distempering (distemper: ʻpolitical disorderʼ, Latin  dis: ʻthoroughlyʼ + temperare: ʻmingleʼ, ʻto mix 
in the wrong propostionsʼ) gentle (Latin  ingĕnŭus: ʻnative, not foreignʼ; ʻfree-born, of free birthʼ, i.e. not 
slave) love (Latin wordplay  ămŏr) in his desire (wordplay  de: ʻdown fromʼ + sire: ʻa male forebearʼ),]
~ Displacing a free-born More out his birthright, ~

654$      As air and water do abate the fire.
            [As (metonym  the Same as) air (Latin  aër; aura: air in motion; wordplay  heir) and water (metonym, 
Latin  aqua: spring, well; ʻa medicinal springʼ) do (“the name of action”; metonym  the verb in Tu[do]r) abate 
(ʻto beat down, to overthrowʼ*) the fire (ʻtheophany of Godʼ; a visible manifestation of Godʼs Glory, his 
wrath or judgement; synonymous  light).]
~ [The Seym] as heir and Spring do overthrow glorious light. ~
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655$ “This sour informer, this bate-breeding spy,
         [“This sour (Latin  ămārus: ʻbitterʼ; wordplay  amores: ʻdisagreeable, unpleasantʼ, amor, amore: ʻloveʼ) 
informer (ʻdenunciator, accuserʼ*;  alt.: ʻto form, to shapeʼ*), this bate-breeding (ʻoccasioning quarrelsʼ*;  
breeding: sowing: Latin ) spy (Latin  spĕcŭlātor: ʻa scout, a spyʼ; possible wordplay on English speculator: 
ʻinvest in [a] venture with hope of gain but with risk of lossʼ; here a pejorative term),]
~ “This bitter accuser, this discord sowing speculator, ~
 
656$ This canker that eats up loveʼs tender spring.
         [This canker (ʻa worm that preys upon blossomsʼ*, larvae of Geometrid moths) that eats (Latin  
rodĕre: ʻto eat awayʼ; to wear away) up loveʼs (Latin  ămŏr: ʻloveʼ) tender (ʻa thing offeredʼ*, ʻa token 
representing moneyʼ*, exchange) spring (Latin  Vēr: ʻspringʼ).]
~ This bud-worm that eats up aʼMoreʼs Ver[e] exchange. ~
$ This “canker” is an obvious reference to the ʻde Vereʼ vermis who consumes the Tudor-Seymour 
rose-blossum. This appears to anticipate Freudʼs id, ego, and super-ego (ʻthe Itʼ, ʻthe Iʼ, and ʻthe Over-Iʼ) 
construct by which a Seymour super-ego affects the ʻde Vereʼ ego.

657$ This carrytale, dissentious jealousy,
         [This carrytale (wordplay  ʻtale-bearerʼ, tail-bearer;  carrytail = carry: ʻto bearʼ + tail: ʻlimitation of 
ownershipʼ), dissentious (ʻapt to breed discord, seditiousʼ*; dis: in opposition, ʻin different directionsʼ + 
Latin  sentĭo: ʻto feelʼ, ʻto perceiveʼ, ʻto thinkʼ) jealousy (OF jalos: ʻavariciousʼ;  alt.: ʻsuspicion, 
apprehensionʼ*),]
~ This encumbrance-bearer, seditious greed, ~
~ This estate limiter, seditious suspicion, ~

658$ That sometime true news, sometime false doth bring,
         [That sometime (Latin  alias ... alias: ʻsometimes this ... sometimes thatʼ Cassellʼs ) true (Latin  verus; 
verax: ʻtruthfulʼ) news (Latin  res: ʻmatterʼ), sometime (Latin  alias) false () doth bring (ʻto cause someone 
or something to be in or change to a particular state or conditionʼ),]
~ That alias Ver[e] Matter, alias False Matter doth cause, ~
$ Is this amphiboly? Is alias Vere Matter 

659$      Knocks at my heart, and whispers in mine ear
            [Knocks (ʻto strike, to beatʼ*) at my heart (transferred  ʻthe soul, the mind in generalʼ*), and 
whispers (of words spoken ʻin secret and by stealthʼ*) in mine (Latin  aurifodina: ʻgold mineʼ) ear (wordplay  
heir),]
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~ Strikes at my soul, and secrets in golden heir ~

660$      That if I love thee I thy death should fear.
            [That if I love (amor) thee I thy death () should fear ().]
~ That if I aʼMour thee, I thy death should fear. ~
! If Adonis is to signify de Vere, the Boar must be someone else. Therefore Adonis is likely 
Someone or Something else — I think Tudor Seymour — and he must confront de Vere (the Boar), his 
other self (alter ego).  
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661$ “And more than so, presenteth to mine eye
         [And more (surname fragment  mour , wordplay on the second syllable of Seymour) than so (Seym-
Ore; the same, equally, even, ʻin the same degree), presenteth () to mine (Latin  metallum: ʻquarry, mineʼ, 
return or income from investment; hence aurifodina: ʻgoldmine, ore, aurum; the material value of the 
Monarchy) eye (Protestant Overlords and their spies, from John Dudleyʼs title: Primus inter pares = 
wordplay peers/eyes  ʻfirst among peersʼ)]
~ “And More than Seymour, presenteth to revenue peers ~

$
662$ The picture of an angry chafing boar
         [The picture (ʻimageʼ; appearance) of an angry (Latin  īrātus: ʻragingʼ, boiling, seething; transferred  
mare: sea) chafing (wordplay  ʻto fret, to rageʼ*; fret: ʻto corrode, to eat or wear awayʼ*) boar (Latin verres: 
patrimony of Earls of Oxford)]
~ The appearance of a Se[a]thing Wasting Vere ~

663$ Under whose sharp fangs on his back doth lie
         [Under (ʻbeneathʼ*, ʻdenoting a state of being oppressed or overwhelmedʼ*) whose sharp (ʻharsh, 
severe, afflicting, painfulʼ*) fangs (ʻa large, sharp tooth, esp. a canine tooth of a dog or wolfʼ; alt.: Late Old 
English  ʻdenoting booty or spoilsʼ;  alt.: ʻthe sense trap or snare is recorded from the mid 16th c.ʼ) on his 
back (? with his back to the earth; down but facing his enemy—not in retreat) doth lie (ʻto be in a posture 
of defenseʼ*)] 
~ Under whose harsh tusks in defense doth lie ~
       
664$ An image like thyself, all stained with gore;
         [An image (portrait; ʻa picture or statue, or any figure, representing a particular personʼ*) like 
(ʻequal to, ) thyself, all (metonym  Roi-All) stained (ʻfull of disgraceʼ*;  alt.: ʻto disfigure, to defaceʼ*;  alt.: ʻto 
pervert, to corruptʼ*) with gore (wordplay Old English  gor: ʻdung, dirtʼ;  alt.: Latin  transfīgĕre: ʻto pierce a 
person throughʼ Cassellʼs , wordplay  transfigure);]
~ A portrait like thyself, [Roi]-All disgraced in marred [Tu]-Ore; ~ 
~ A portrait like thyself, every aspect disgraced in befouled blood; ~
   This stanza may introduce the young Rose-ly (Wriothesley) children.

665$      Whose blood upon the fresh flowers being shed
             [Whose blood (ʻancestry, name, stockʼ) upon the fresh (ʻuntouchedʼ*) flowers (metonym  flower 
= rose) being (ʻlife, existenceʼ*, transferred = identity) shed (ʻlose hair as a result of molting, disease, or 
ageʼ;  alt. ʻthe casting off of skin, to be replaced by another that has grown underneathʼ)]
~ Whose name upon the young roses [true] identity lost ~

666$      Doth make them droop with grief and hang the head.
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             [Doth make them droop (Old Norse  drupa: ʻhang the headʼ;  alt. ʻdripʼ, weep) with grief 
(ʻsorrowʼ*) and hang (ʻsuspendʼ*) the head (ʻchief, leader, commanderʼ*).]
~ Doth make them weep with sorrow, and suspend sovereignty. ~
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667$ “What should I do, seeing thee so indeed,
~ “What should I do, Seeing thee Seym-Ore in truth, ~
668$ That tremble at thʼ imagination?
~ That Shake at things only conceived? ~
669$ The thought of it doth make my faint heart bleed,
~ The thought of it doth make my weak essence lose consanguinity, ~
670$ And fear doth teach it divination:
~ And Fair doth teach it prophecy: ~
671$      I prophesy thy death, my living sorrow,
     ~ I predict thy death, my own Fortuneʼs Repentance, ~
672$      If thou encounter with the boar tomorrow.
     ~ If Tu meet[s] with the Boar, Tu[dor]-[Sey]More-O[xford]. ~

667$ “What should I do, seeing thee so indeed,
          [“What should I do (surname fragment  [Tu]do[r] ), seeing (surname fragment + ing  See +  ing) thee so 
(metonym  Some-Ore;  alt.: ʻin the same mannerʼ*; ʻin the same degreeʼ*;  alt.: ʻused with reference to a 
manner or degree or quantity not expressly mentionedʼ*) indeed (wordplay  in: ʻexpressing a state or 
conditionʼ + deed: ʻtitle deedʼ, ʻlegal deed or document constituting evidence of a right, esp. to ownership 
of propertyʼ; alt.: ʻin truth, to be sureʼ*),]
~ “What should I do, Seeing thee The Same by legal title , ~

668$ That tremble at thʼ imagination?
          [That tremble (ʻto shake involuntarilyʼ*) at (ʻon occasion ofʼ*; ʻsuggests the idea of causalityʼ*) thʼ 
imagination (ʻthe faculty of the mind by which it conceives and forms ideas of things not present to the 
eyeʼ*)? ]
~ That Shake at things only conceived? ~

669$ The thought of it doth make my faint heart bleed,
         [The thought of it doth make my faint (OFr. feint: ʻweak, softʼ; OFr. feindre: ʻhesitate, falter, show 
weaknessʼ) heart (ʻthe inmost and most vital part, the core, the very essenceʼ*) bleed (ʻto be let bloodʼ* 
figuratively  for identity or name to be taken, ʻserving to denote relation and consanguinityʼ*; ),]
~ The thought of it doth make my weak essence lose consanguinity, ~

670$ And fear doth teach it divination:
         [And fear (Latin wordplay  věrēri: ʻto fearʼ) doth teach (ʻshowʼ*) it (Latin  ĭtă: ʻso, thusʼ Cassellʼs) 
divination (ʻprophecyʼ*): ]
~ And Vere doth teach Seym-Our prophecy: ~

671$      I prophesy thy death, my living sorrow,
            [I prophesy (ʻto foretell future events, to predictʼ*) thy death, my living (ʻproperty, possession, 
fortuneʼ*) sorrow (ʻa state of being sorry, of repenting or pitying somethingʼ*;  alt.: metonym  S-ore-O),]
~ I predict thy death, my own Fortuneʼs Repentance, ~

672$      If thou encounter with the boar tomorrow.
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            [If thou (wordplay, silent ʻhʼ  Tu) encounter (ʻmeetʼ*) with the boar (heraldry  symbol of the de Vere 
family and identity; the Boar will lovingly murder Adonis) tomorrow (metonym  Tu-Mour-O).]
~ If Tu meet[s] with the Boar, Tu[dor]-[Sey]More-O[xford]. ~
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673$ “But if thou needs wilt hunt, be ruled by me;
         [“But if thou (Tu) needs (ʻindispensably, absolutelyʼ*, cannot be dissuaded;  alt.: ʻa thing that is 
wanted or requiredʼ, a thing one cannot be without) wilt (will: ʻthe faculty of the mind by which we desire 
and purposeʼ*) hunt (ʻseekʼ, ʻcontend forʼ;  alt.: ʻchaseʼ*, with intent to kill, destroy), be ruled (ordered: 
arranged; rule: ʻto governʼ; hence ʻbe governed by meʼ) by me; ]
~ “But if [you] Tu elements will seek, be governed by me; ~
~ “But if ʻTuʼ absolutely willʼt seek, be ordered by me; ~

674$ Uncouple at the timorous flying hare,
         [Uncouple (ʻdisconnectʼ, separateʼ;  alt.: ʻto loose hounds from their couples, to set looseʼ*) at 
(ʻserving to mark a point of place or timeʼ*) the timorous (ʻfearfulʼ, ʻtimidʼ*;  alt.: Latin  tĭmŏr: ʻfear, dreadʼ; 
ʻtransf.  ʻan object exciting fearʼ) flying (fly: ʻto fleeʼ;  alt.: ʻto move rapidlyʼ*) hare (wordplay  heir;  alt.: hare: 
order Lagomorpha, rabbits, hares, pikas;  alt.: ),]
~ Separate at the fearful fleeing Heir, ~

675$ Or at the fox which lives by subtlety,
         [Or (metonym, surname fragment  Or, Ore, [Tud]or;  alt.: orat: third pers. sing. ʻto beg, pleadʼ) at (ʻserving to 
point out a mark aimed atʼ*) the fox (nickname, metonym  William Cecil) which (as l. 676) lives (ʻto remain in 
lifeʼ*, to survive;  alt.: ʻto pass life or time in a particular mannerʼ*) by subtlety (ʻcunning; stratagemʼ*;  alt.: 
ʻfalse appearance, deception, illusionʼ*),]
~ Ore to the Fox-Witch, [which] thrives by deception, ~
     $ Two Orʼs produce one of the writerʼs favorite anaphora; here two orʼs plays on Tu-dʼOr.
The interpretation of ʻwhichʼ as wordplay on the metonym ʻWitchʼ holds in some instances (see Macbeth), 
but maybe not in all (?).

676$ Or at the roe which no encounter dare.
         [Or (anaphora, metonym  as l.675) at the roe (anagram for metonym  Ore; roe: small Eurasian deer 
Capreolus capreolus; related to venison and Venusʼ Son) which (metonym  witch: perhaps alludes to 
accusations of witchcraft in the trial of Ann Boleyn) no encounter (OFr. encontre: ʻto meet as adversariesʼ) 
dare (OE durran: ʻto be bold, courageousʼ, wordplay  dur in Tudur;  alt.: Latin indurare: ʻto make hardʼ, to 
withstand).]
~ Ore to the Roe-Witch [which] no adversary oppose. ~
~ Plead [with] the Roe which no adversary oppose. ~
$ Roe may refer to Elizabeth as the supple and Tender Queen who will not oppose her servant-
ministers.$

677$      Pursue these fearful creatures oʼer the downs,
            [Pursue (Latin wordplay  prosecutus, past participle of prosequi: ) these fearful (wordplay  fair-ful;  
alt.: Latin wordplay?  fĕrē: ʻalmost, nearlyʼ + ful) creatures (creature, Latin  creatura: ʻsomething createdʼ; alt.: 
ʻa living beingʼ*;  alt.: ʻa servant, dependentʼ*) oʼer (wordplay  Ore, syllable of [Tud]-or) the downs (wordplay, 
surname fragment  ʻmoorʼ, More, mour; ʻa tract of naked, hilly landʼ*),]
~ Follow upon these full fair Creations-Ore, the Moors, ~

678$      And on thy well-breathed horse keep with thy hounds.
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            [And on thy well (metonym  spring: Latin Ver )-breathed (wordplay  breath: air) horse (ʻmountʼ, 
estate; root  kurs) keep () with thy hounds (dog: ʻterm of reproachʼ*; curs;  alt.: ʻto attend with 
molestationʼ*).]
~ And on thy Vere-heired estate practice with thy dogs ~
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679$ “And when thou hast on foot the purblind hare,
         [“And when thou (surname frag.  Tu) hast on foot (ʻflyingʼ*, fleeing) the purblind (wordplay  half-
blinded, half concealed;  alt.: ʻpartially blind; blind in one eyeʼ; ʻhaving impaired or defective visionʼ;  alt.: 
ʻfigurative  ʻslow or unable to understand, dim-wittedʼ;  alt.: ) hare (wordplay  heir),]
~ And when Tu hast in flight the half-concealed heir, ~

680$ Mark the poor wretch, to overshoot his troubles,
         [Mark (ʻto take notice ofʼ) the poor (ʻmoving pityʼ*) wretch (OE wrecca: ʻstranger, exileʼ), to 
overshoot (oʼer + throw;  alt.: ʻto fly beyondʼ*) his troubles (ʻaffliction, sufferingʼ*),]
~ Note the pitiable exile, to Oʼer throw his troubles, ~
~ Note the pitiable exile, to aim above his troubles, ~

681$ How he outruns the wind, and with what care
      [How he outruns (ʻto leave behindʼ*) the wind (wordplay  ʻa current of airʼ*; current heir), and with 
what care (ʻwatchful regardʼ*, wariness)]
~ How he leaves behind the current heir, and with what wariness ~

682$ He cranks and crosses with a thousand doubles.
        [He cranks (ʻspinʼ; abrupt change of direction, from the weaverʼs tool: ʻhandle for turning a revolving 
axisʼ, hence ʻa dodgeʼ or dog-legged path) and crosses (ʻcontrary, athwart; with reference to winds in 
sailingʼ;  alt.: ʻpassing in different directions, zig-zagʼ*) with a thousand (metonym  the magical figure of de 
Vereʼs annuity: £1,000) doubles (wordplay doubloons: gold 2 escudo Spanish coin ~1535-1833 , similar to 
French and Prussian ʻpieces dʼorʼ).]
~ He spins and tacks with a thousand dʼOrs. ~
~ He spins and tacks with a thousand doubloons. ~

683$      The many musits through the which he goes
             [The many musits (probable wordplay  musit / muset / musette: referring to the various notes or 
stops on the chanter of the musette or bagpipe; thus musits suggests multiple voices;  alt.: ʻa hole for 
creeping throughʼ;  alt.: “the opening in a fence or thicket through which  a hare or other beast is 
accustomed to pass” Nares ;  alt.: wordplay  muset, muse: inspiration or imaginative impulse + et: ʻsuffix 
forming nouns, often denoting peopleʼ) through the which (metonym  witch: alterations of being) he goes 
(ʻto pass away, to vanishʼ*)]
~ The many voices through the Witch he passes ~

684$      Are like a labyrinth to amaze his foes.
             [Are (R[egius]) like a labyrinth (ʻmazeʼ, figurative  ʻconfusing state of affairsʼ) to amaze (ʻto put in 
confusionʼ) his foes (OE gefa: ʻadversary in a blood feudʼ;  alt.: foe: ʻenemyʼ*).]
~ R[egius], like a maze to confuse his foes. ~ $
!
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This stanza discusses the degree of freedom allowed by English Forest Law to different animals; the Hare (heir) is 
free, the Coney (rabbit) is maintained in entitled warrens, and the deer are confined to the royal ʻdeer parksʼ.
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685$ “Sometime he runs among a flock of sheep,
        [“Sometime (Latin  alias: ʻdistributively, one, another, aliud est maledicere, aliud accusareʼ;  alt.: ʻNot 
E.Verʼ, but Some-Time) he runs (ʻto pass, to goʼ*;  alt.: ʻto move by leaps or quick stepsʼ*) among  (OE 
onmang: ʻmingle in a crowdʼ) a flock (ʻa crowd, a companyʼ) of sheep (ʻthe type of timidityʼ;  alt.: figuratively  
ʻthose who belong to the followers of Christʼ),]
~ “[As] One, he passes in an assembly of faithful, ~

686$ To make the cunning hounds mistake their smell,
        [To (?) make (ʻto effect, to causeʼ*) the cunning (ʻknowing, well instructedʼ*;  alt.: ʻskillfully deceitfulʼ) 
hounds (ʻdog used for the chaseʼ*, the rache or running hound ) mistake (ʻto take one person or thing for 
anotherʼ*) their smell (metaphorically  ʻtinctureʼ*, color, stripe, kind, type;  alt.: ʻodor, aromaʼ),]
~ To cause the crafty persecutors to mistake their prey, ~
       
687$ And sometime where earth-delving conies keep,
        [And sometime (Latin  ʻaliasʼ) where earth (Latin  solum: ʻground, foundationʼ)-delving (delve: ʻto 
digʼ; mine) conies (coney: Anglo-French  conis, Latin  cuniculus: ʻlong-eared rabbitʼ, Oryctologus cuniculus; 
rabbit refers to the young of the coney, the coney being adult; ) keep (ʻto occupy, to inhabitʼ*; refers to 
rabbit warren, OF garenne: ʻgame parkʼ),]
~ And [as] Another, where the flesh-mining warrens shelter, ~ 

688$ To stop the loud pursuers in their yell;
        [To stop (ʻthat by which the sounds of wind instruments are regulatedʼ*) the loud (ʻhigh sounding, 
striking the ear with great forceʼ*) pursuers (ʻsuch as follow in hostilityʼ*, ʻto follow with hostile intentʼ) in 
their yell (summons: ʻan authoritative or urgent call for someone to be present or do somethingʼ;  alt.: 
baying of large hounds); ]
~ To silence the loud pursuers from their summons; ~

689$      And sometime sorteth with a herd of deer:
$ [And sometime () sorteth (sort: ʻassociate, to consortʼ) with a herd (Latin  hērēdis: ʻan heir, 
heiressʼ) of deer (OE  deor, deʼor): ]
~ And [yet] Another consorts with an heir of deʼOre: ~

690$      Danger deviseth shifts; wit waits on fear.
$ [Danger (ʻperilʼ*) deviseth (devise: ʻcontriveʼ*) shifts (ʻchangeʼ*;  alt.: ʻexpedient, stratagem, 
trickʼ*); wit () waits (wait: ʻwatch with hostile intentʼ) on fear (wordplay  Fair).]
~ Peril contrives Vere-iation; wit attends on fear. ~

$ $ $ $ $ $ $ 116

691$ “For there his smell with others being mingled,
        [“For there (ʻmultifariously employed to point to, and single out, persons and thingsʼ*) his smell 
(wordplay  O-dʼOr) with others being (amphiboly  ʻotherʼs beingʼ; i.e. with the being of others) mingled (ʻto 
be mixed and joinedʼ*),]
~ “For there his O-dʼor with otherʼs being joined, ~
   $ His longstanding duality, Oxford and Tudor-Seymour, is further mixed with ʻotherʼs beingʼ.

692$ The hot scent-snuffing hounds are driven to doubt,
        [The hot (green: Latin vĭrĭdĭtās;  alt.: ʻrecentʼ, hunting term  fresh, new;  alt.: ʻa strong smell or acrid 
tasteʼ*) scent (ʻthe smell of gameʼ*)-snuffing (ʻto inhaleʼ*;  alt.: ʻto take offenceʼ*) hounds (ʻa term of 
reproachʼ*; ʻa dog used in the chaseʼ*) are (metonym  R[egius]) driven (drive: hunting term  ʻto compel or urge 
forward, to propelʼ*) to doubt (ʻto question, to hesitateʼ, ʻto be afraidʼ),]
~ The Green-Scent snuffing dogs R compelled to doubt, ~
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693$ Ceasing their clamorous cry till they have singled
        [Ceasing (cease: ʻto make an end ofʼ*) their clamorous (ʻloudʼ*) cry (ʻbarking, howlingʼ*) till they 
have singled (single: ʻto isolate, to separateʼ*)]
~ Leaving-off their loud cry till they have isolated, ~

694$ With much ado the cold fault cleanly out.
        [With much (Latin  magnus: ʻgreatʼ) ado (Northern ME + surname fragments  ʻto do, to dealʼ*; i.e. ʻconflictʼ, 
ʻtrouble or difficultyʼ ) the cold (ʻchasteʼ*) fault (ʻwant, defaultʼ*, ʻfailure to fulfill an obligationʼ;  alt.: 
ʻoffense, transgression, crimeʼ*) cleanly (ʻquite, entirelyʼ*;  alt.: ʻin a clean manner, without a stainʼ*) out 
(ʻthoroughly, completelyʼ*).]
~ With great To-do, the want of chastity entirely without. ~

695$      Then do they spend their mouths; echo replies,
!   [Then do () they spend () their mouths (); echo () replies ().]

696$      As if another chase were in the skies.
$    [As (metonym  ʻthe same [as]ʼ) if another () chase () were () in the skies (sky, OE  sceo, Old 
Saxon  scio: ʻcloud, region of the cloudsʼ).]
!      
$ $ $ $ $ $ $ 117

697$ “By this, poor Wat, far off upon a hill,
        [“By this, poor Wat (ʻhareʼ, wordplay  heir), far off upon a hill (),]
698$ Stands on his hinder legs with listening ear,
699$ To hearken if his foes pursue him still:
700$ Anon their loud alarums he doth hear;
701$      And now his grief may be comparèd well
702$      To one sore sick that hears the passing bell.

$ $ $ $ $ $ $ 118

703$ “Then shalt thou see the dew-bedabbled wretch
704$ Turn, and return, indenting with the way; 
705$ Each envious brier his weary legs do scratch,
706$ Each shadow makes him stop, each murmur stay;
707$      For misery is trodden on by many
708$      And being low, never relieved by any.

$ $ $ $ $ $ $ 119

709$ “Lie quietly and hear a little more;
710$ Nay, do not struggle, for thou shalt not rise.
711$ To make thee hate the hunting of the boar,
712$ Unlike myself thou hearʼst me moralize,
713$      Applying this to that, and so to so;!
714$      For love can comment upon every woe.
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715$ “Where did I leave? “No matter where,” quoth he;
716$ “Leave me, and then the story aptly ends.
717$ The night is spent.” “Why, what of that? quoth she.
718$ “I am,” quoth he, “expected of my friends;
719$      And now ʻtis dark and going I shall fall.”
720$      “In night,” quoth she, ʻDesire sees best of all.

721$ “But if thou fall, O, then imagine this,
722$ The earth, in love with thee, thy footing trips,
723$ And all is but to rob thee of a kiss. 
724$ Rich preys make true men thieves; so do thy lips
725$      Make modest Dian cloudy and forlorn,
726$      Lest she should steal a kiss and die forsworn.

727$ “Now of this dark night I perceive the reason:
728$ Cynthia for shame obscures her silver shine,
729$ Till forging nature be condemned of treason,
730$ For stealing molds from heaven that were divine,
731$      Wherin she framed thee, in high heavenʼs despite,
732$      To shame the sun by day and her by night.

733$ “And therefore hath she bribed the destinies
734$ To cross the curious workmanship of nature,
735$ To mingle beauty with infirmities
736$ And pure perfection with impure defeature,
737$      Making it subject to the tyranny
738$      Of mad mischances and much misery;

739$ “As burning fevers, agues pale and faint,
740$ Life-poisoning pestilence and frenzies wood,
741$ The marrow-eating sickness whose attaint
742$ Disorder breeds by heating of the blood,
743$      Surfeits, imposthumes, grief and damned despair,
744$      Swear natureʼs death for framing thee so fair.

745$ “And not the least of all these maladies
746$ But in one minuteʼs fight brings beauty under:
747$ Both favor, savor, hue and qualities,
748$ Whereat thʼ impartial gazer late did wonder,
749$      Are on the sudden wasted, thawed and done,
750$      As mountain snow melts with the midday sun.

751$ “Therefore, despite of fruitless chastity,
752$ Love-lacking vestals and self-loving nuns,
753$ That on the earth would breed a scarcity
754$ And barren dearth of daughters and of sons,
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755$      Be prodigal: the lamp that burns by night
756$      Dries up his oil to lend the world his light.

757$ “What!is thy body but a swallowing grave,
        [“What is thy body (Latin  corpus, corpse) but (ʻthanʼ) a swallowing (swallow: ʻto devourʼ*, Latin  de: 
ʻcoming from, an originʼ  + vŏro: ʻswallow upʼ Cassellʼs ) grave (ʻa sepulchreʼ*),]
~ What is thy body than an [Origin] swallowing tomb, ~

758$ Seeming to bury that posterity
        [Seeming (surname fragment  Seym + ing: ʻsuffix  denoting material used for or associated with a 
process, etcʼ*) to (surname fragment  Tu) bury (ʻto concealʼ*) that posterity (Latin  postĕrus: ʻsubsequent, 
following, afterʼ, what is more;  alt.: Latin  postĕritās: ʻfuture generationsʼ*; ʻoffspringʼ Cassellʼs )]
~ Seym-ing Tu conceal, that More ~
~ Seym-ing Tu conceal, that offspring ~

759$ Which by the rights of time thou needs must have,
        [Which (wordplay  Witch: creatures called forth, ʻwit whichʼ; i.e. male and female sorcerers who can 
change their identity) by (ʻserving to denote the instrumentality of personsʼ*) the rights (ʻto satisfy 
[someone]ʼ*,  alt.: ʻsatisfaction by combatʼ*, therefore: demands) of time (metonym  Cecil power, the 
agency of the Cecil ʻRegencyʼ) thou needs (need: ʻindigence, distress, extremityʼ*;  alt.: ʻto be requisite, 
to be necessaryʼ*) must have (ʻto be under an obligationʼ*),]
~ Witch, enchanted by the demands of Cecil thou in distress must be obligated, ~

760$ If thou destroy them not in dark obscurity?
        [If thou destroy (ʻruin, bring to nothingʼ*) them (offspring see l.758 ) not in dark (ʻopposed to fairʼ*,  
alt.: ʻvoid of lightʼ*) obscurity (Latin  obscūrus: ʻcoveredʼ; ʻsecretʼ; ʻindistinctʼ Cassellʼs )? ]
~ If thou bring them not to Nothing in Fair-less Night? ~ 

761$      If so, the world will hold thee in disdain,
             [If so (metonym  Seym-Ore;  alt.: metonym Done, surname fragment  Dʼo + nē  Latin  ʻverily, trulyʼ 
Cassellʼs ), the world (wordplay  earth: heirs) will hold (ʻto think, to judge, to considerʼ*) thee in disdain 
(ʻcontemptʼ*),]
~ If Done, the heirs will judge thee in contempt, ~

762$      Sith in thy pride so fair a hope is slain.
             [Sith () in thy pride (the ʻTudor[-Seymour] Lionsʼ; ʻa group of lions forming a social unitʼ) so 
(metonym  Seym-Ore) fair (metonym  fair heirs; just heirs: Latin  iustus heres (?);  also  sole heir:  heres ex asse  
Cassellʼs ) a hope (ʻthe object of an agreeable expectationʼ*) is slain (ʻto annihilate, to destroy, to ruinʼ*).]
~ Since in the thy [Tudor-]Seymour Pride the just heir is destroyed. ~

763$ “So in thyself thyself art made away,
        [“So (= Seym-Ore: metonym  Seymour; contraction, like R for R[egius], O for O[xford];  alt.: The 
Same: ʻin the same degree, asʼ*;  alt.: Latin wordplay eō, go, I go; EO = Edward Oxenford) in (ʻon account 
ofʼ*) thyself (ʻthy own personʼ*) thyself (yourself [being]) art (ʻthe power of doing something not taught by 
natureʼ*;  alt.: ʻartificeʼ*;  alt.: ʻthe various branches of creative activity, such as painting, music 
literature...ʼ) made (ʻto moveʼ, remove, have stolen) away (make away: ʻto make away with, to destroyʼ*, 
to have stolen away, to make absent),]
~ “Seym-Ore, because of thy own person, thy person-artificial stolen away, ~ 
~ “The Same, in yourself is your [true] self stolen away, ~ 
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~  “Seym-Ore, within yourself, your own person is stolen away, ~     

764$ A mischief worse than civil homebred strife,
        [A mischief (ʻevil done on purpose, harm, injuryʼ*;  alt.: ʻfatal event, misfortuneʼ*) worse than civil 
(ʻrelating to the community of the citizens of a stateʼ*) homebred (ʻtaking place in oneʼs own countryʼ*) 
strife (ʻdiscord, contention, contest, combat, fightʼ*),]
~ An injury worse than Civil War, ~

765$ Or theirs whose desperate hands themselves do slay,
        [Or (surname fragment  Seym-Our; TudʼOr ;  alt.: ore: gold, the prize of power) theirs (plural, indicating 
two or more ʻOreʼ) whose desperate (ʻreckless of disgrace and dangerʼ*, reference to Sir Thomas 
Seymour;  alt.: Latin  de:  ʻfollowing from, afterʼ  + Latin  spēratus: ʻhoped forʼ Cassellʼs ;  alt.: ʻdeprived of 
hopeʼ) hands () themselves do () slay (ʻto killʼ*),]
~ Ore tʼ heirs, whose reckless hands themselves dʼO slay, ~
~ Tu-dʼOr and Seym-Or, whose accession (expectation) follows after offices, themselves ʻdoʼ kill, ~
$ A classic example of Multiple Significance in poetry. Amphiboly and Indeterminacy allows layers 
of meaning...

766$ Or butcher sire that reaves his son of life.
        [Or (surname fragment  Ore, from Tudʼor) butcher (ʻone that kills animals...ʼ*, refers to Lord Admiral 
Seymour killing Thomasʼ line of Seymour ʻWolvesʼ and Tudor ʻLionsʼ) sire (ʻfatherʼ*) that reaves (ʻto 
bereave, to depriveʼ*) his son of life (ʻthe inmost part, essence, substanceʼ*;  alt.: ʻreality, nature, 
naturalnessʼ*).]
~ Ore-butcher father that deprives his son of essence. ~

767$      Foul cankering rust the hidden treasure frets,
             [Foul (ʻunsound, diseased, corruptedʼ*;  alt.: ʻwicked proceeding, ill dealingʼ*) cankering (ʻa 
corroding evilʼ*) rust (ʻthe ox[ide] forming a rough coat on the surface of metalsʼ*, decay) the hidden 
(hide: ʻto concealʼ*;  alt.: wordplay  ʻthe skin of an animalʼ*; may refer to the re-skinning of the ʻLion-Wolfʼ 
with the hide of a Boar) treasure (wordplay  trey-sure; trey: ʻa thing having three of somethingʼ + sure: 
surety, ʻa person who takes responsibility for anotherʼs performance of an undertakingʼ*) frets (ʻto 
corrode, to eat, or wear awayʼ*),]
~ Corrupt, corroding, evil decay the concealed Trey-Sure [V]eres, ~ 
    $ The Treasure is Trey-Sure; Elizabeth R, Oxford, and Southampton are the three direct 
descendants of Henry Vlll.

768$      But gold thatʼs put to use more gold begets.”
             [But (ʻonlyʼ*, Onely) gold (metonym  Ore, Latin  aurum) thatʼs put to (surname fragment  Tu) use 
(ʻthe act of employing a thingʼ*) more (surname fragment  [Seym-]mour) gold (Ore) begets (ʻto procreateʼ*; 
ʻengendersʼ).”]
~ Only Ore thatʼs put Tu use Mour Ore engenders. ~

# # # # # # *  *  *  *

Three Caveats:
   Edward de Vere wrote to his brother-in-law Robert Cecil: “I hope truth is subject to no 
prescription, for truth is truth... ”  The great author is referring to the events and realities that are 
the substrate of all understanding. He trusts that honest men will not contest the verity of reason.  
This is the essence of his argument, and he holds his life to example the simple truth that lies 
beneath sophisticated untruth. This is why he earns special status as an early existentialist.
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   The Elizabethan Age was illusory. De Vere and his art had become a figment of the illusion, and 
so his genius is preoccupied with an examination of contrivance, deception, and misbelief. 
Though many philosophers have disclaimed absolute notions of truth, the reader always has a 
sense that the author of the Lyly/Shake-speare canon is searching for the most restrictive limits of 
convenient dishonesty and Pragmatic ʻTruthʼ.
 
   Readers may take offense at my interpretation of de Vereʼs regard for the Old Faith 
(Catholicism), and his suspicion of Protestants.  There is abundant internal evidence of religious 
liberality if not agnosticism within the de Vere canon as well as legal testimony to that effect.1 
This will be rationalized at several points within the text of this essay.  I have no religious 
affiliation, being a confirmed skeptic from childhood; please donʼt infer pro-Catholic or religious 
sentiments in my analysis.

   It would take a team of historical lexicographers and dispassionate historians to do justice to 
this subject and I apologize for the gross inadequacy of my knowledge in both disciplines. Yet, 
I believe there is enough substance in my reasoning for others to make a more informed study.

    A reasonable interpretation of this cryptic political allegory can be made with the use of better 
dictionaries and with some knowledge of the affectionate names Queen Elizabeth assigned to her 
courtiers and councilors. I have consistently referred to Alexander Schmidtʼs Shakespeare Lexicon and 
Quotation Dictionary. Produced by Dover Publications, my copy is the republication of the revised and 
enlarged edition of 1902. Definitions from Schmidtʼs Lexicon are noted with apostrophes (space-saving 
quotation marks) followed by an asterisk ( ʻ ʼ* ). Schmidt gives a straightforward definition of the words as 
used in the Ovidian love poem, but the political narrative is quite different. In that narrative, every word 
must be reconsidered, weighing alternate standard use and with occasional interpolations as needed to 
arrive at a plausible coherency.    
   I have chosen The New Oxford American Dictionary, 2nd Edition, Oxford University Press, 2005, to 
extend the possibilities. Where the Shake-speare enthusiast becomes pleasantly mired in Schmidtʼs 
quotations, he can step forward to a concise modern dictionary for a clear overview. This is important 
because modern use is heavily influenced by de Vere. Furthermore, etymology governs polysemy, yet 
Schmidt makes little note of it in his Lexicon. Why didnʼt I go all the way and use the Oxford English 
Dictionary? The time I can devote to this project is limited; Iʼll have to leave that (considerable) 
enlargement and potential improvement to my retirement.  Oxford American—aptly named—quotes are 
designated thus: ( ʻ ʼ ).
   If there are no marks surrounding a definition, they are my own and should be regarded askance.

Glossary:  Words in this glossary are ranked as Metonyms, Key Words, or Emergent Words. 
Metonyms, having an historical basis, are clearly of greatest importance. ʻKey Wordsʼ are terms of signal 
value that derive from Metonyms. ʻEmergent Wordsʼ follow from the others; that is, if context is 
determined by Metonymy, then the authorʼs intended meaning for an ʻEmergent Wordʼ among two or 
more polysemic possibilities will clearly be specified. If you donʼt find a word in one category, check the 
others. 
Question: is the syntax also modeled on Latin?

“In a way, all of Shakespeareʼs tragic heroes are in search of names — in search of their own 
hidden names, which will also be their deaths. They seek reputation, public name, but ultimately 
they all seek private names as well.”     Shakespeare After All , Marjorie Garber, 2004, Anchor Books
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Metonyms:

Metonyms are the historical core of my thesis. Many were recorded in the literature of the 
Elizabethan Period. The first definitive use of these metonyms is in the works of John Lyly; Lylyʼs 
biographer R. Warwick Bond described this innovation as his most significant literary 
achievement.

metonym: n. ʻa word, name, or expression used as a substitute for something else with which it is closely 
associatedʼ.

Surname Metonyms (Surname fragments might be any part of these). These are the writers signatures. 
It is clear ʻEdward de Vereʼ would not put this untrue name on his artistic works, and he was not permitted 
to use his true name: Edward Tudor-Seymour. Therefore he manipulated fragments of his several names 
into the text to claim authorship and indicate the significance of each name relative to the others:
Tudor: too, two, or, ore, gold, golden, do, done, hart, venison, ...... 
Seymour/Somerset/Somerʼs Day: summer, some, see, seem, seeming, our, hour, Caesar/Seize R...
de Vere: ever, every, verily, verity, truth, true, green, worm, spring, well, fair, day, de(light, etc)... 
Oxford: O, Oh, Ox, neat, aurochs/Or-ox, Sycorax (Psyche + Aurochs = mind [of] Great Ox, gold ox)...
Richmond  (Tudor Earls of Richmond): rich, earth, world, ʻmondeʼ, heart...
Are: R[egius], royal, be, is, are, were, will be... 
Plantagenet/Woodstock: jennet, wood, stock, would, forest, french ʻboisʼ, boys...
Beaufort (Plantagenet family through John of Gaunt): beautiful, fine, fair, lofty, noble, strong, Strange, foreign...   
Shakespeare:
Lyly:

    Why did de Vere contrive so many metonyms to identify himself? By the convergence of literary 
and historical evidence we may positively answer: because he is a man of multiple identities. 
Different names identify different titles — and these effect varying capacities, functions, license, 
and warrant.
   There is no doubt, ʻde Vereʼ wished to remain anonymous to certain individuals and to be 
revealed to others. He loved himself. He loved his lineage and family history; but, Truth to tell, he 
did not verily own a name. He loved his artistic achievement, yet he was not free to possess it. 
There is no question that the thrust of de Vereʼs argument is ʻI am that I amʼ—I am that Sum see 
essay: Small Latine, and Lesse Greeke , and ultimately, ʻI will not be deniedʼ. If de Vere is unable to say 
candidly who he is, he is never in doubt ʻwhatʼ may be said of him: that his heart is steadfast, that 
his love is still a fixed star, that his faith does not bend with the remover.
   Consider the dying moment of Prince Hamlet: 
       Hamlet                   Horatio, I am dead;
                       Thou livʼst; report me and my cause aright
                       To the unsatisfied.    Hamlet V ii 349-51
Horatio [Latin  Oratio: ʻdiscourse, prayerʼ, modified with Latin  Hortatio: ʻexhortationʼ], that is, the ʻliving wordʼ is the 
only enduring testament to his life and his cause. Only words can testify ʻrightlyʼ to the ʻuninformedʼ.
# # # # #
   The Plays and Poems of ʻShake-speareʼ appear to be poetic expressions of the Counterpoint 
musical form or technique, identified during the 1580ʼs and 90ʼs with composer and de Vere 
associate William Byrd.  Wm. Shakespeare, John Lyly, Edward de Vere, Edward Tudor Seymour, 
and probably other names, represent his multiplex identity.  The author expressed his own—or the 
general—ambivalence on religious and political ideas in several voices within each work. Much 
research remains to ascertain why and when he uses specific metonyms, and to determine the 
degree of internal consistency.  

   An understanding of the following words is essential to the meaning ofVenus and Adonis. Metonyms 
marked with an asterisk* apply more directly to de Vere himself and function almost as pronouns.
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There are three divisions below, where two might suffice; there will be much shifting within these artificial 
divisions before the lists are comfortable.

   Following the practice of John Lyly, Venus and Adonis are metonyms specific to this poem. Venus 
represents Elizabeth R, Queen of England; she is the “queen of love” l.251 ; i.e. the Queen aʼMour or the 
ʻspouseʼ of (Thomas) Seymour. Adonis is her son and her ʻloveʼ Edward Tudor-Seymour. He is Venusʼ 
ʻdearʼ in the normal sense.  ʻAdonisʼ will die hunting his alter ego—the a-Boarʼd Edward de Vere—with a 
shaking spear. Therefore Adonis, the Boar, and the Trembling Weapon are three identities of a single 
person.
   The reader will come to see that ʻShakespeareʼ is liberal with metonyms; they may 
— In King Lear,  Elizabeth R (Lear)  has divided her kingdom unwisely between Cecil (Goneril)  and Dudley 
(Regan) , but has passed over the ʻTrue-Vereʼ child Edward (Cordelia)  for a Seeming want of Amor.
— Macbeth
— Hamlet

Though the writer purposely leads us to assume the poemʼs context is sexual love between them, the key 
line l.597   advises this is all imaginary.
all other words in this glossary have the same significance throughout Shakespeare

Adonis represents her son Edward by Sir Thomas Seymour. 
Venus = Elizabeth Tudor, Queen Elizabeth l of England, ʻThe Virgin Queenʼ ; mother of the man we call 
Edward de Vere, but who is more properly Edward Tudor Seymour. From Roman mythology: goddess of 
love, beauty, fertility.  From a complex etymologic root: vener: ʻsexual loveʼ, venerari: ʻto honor, to try to 
pleaseʼ, venia: ʻgrace, favorʼ, venenum: ʻpoison, venomʼ, vanas: ʻloveliness, longing, desireʼ.
Adonis* = Edward Tudor-Seymour ; from Hebrew  Adonai, adonay: meaning ʻlordʼ, ʻGodʼ, originally in a 
religious sense, but here: Edward Tudor-Seymour, alias Edward de Vere, 17th Earl of Oxford, son of Sir 
Thomas Seymour and Elizabeth Tudor. From Roman mythology: the son of King Theias by a god-
compelled, incestuous union with the kingʼs own daughter Myrrha. There may be a half-joking suggestion 
of divine direction in the name Adonis.

barren = Baron; refers to the title of Wm. Cecil, 1st Baron Burghley;  
— alt. likewise refers to Lord Burghleyʼs Stamford estate south of the River Welland, in the civil parish of 
Stamford Baron St. Martin, hence the pun: “never after [heir] so barren a land”  V&A Dedication l.6 .
bear = Dudley family see Winterʼs Tale lll iii 58 ; refers to family crest—ʻthe bear and ragged staffʼ.
— alt.: past  bore wordplay Boar; bore, borne, are outgrowths of Dudley influence on the Monarchy; i.e. Bear 
causes Boar = Dudley causes de Vere (in the case of the 17th Earl of Oxford only).  
birds = Catholic recusants;  alludes to William Byrd, Gentleman of the Chapel Royal and most highly 
regarded composer of the English Renaissance. He appears to have been strongly Catholic from 
1573-90. His music was a locus for religious dissent, yet he received special dispensation from Elizabeth 
to follow his conscience; perhaps de Vere would apply this liberality to all religious dissidents. Byrd 
appears to have been a close friend of de Vereʼs and lived in the same household (at ʻFisherʼs Follyʼ) for a 
time (?) . Many of de Vereʼs closest associates were recusants.
boy, boys = from French  bois: ʻa wood or forestʼ Cassellʼs ; refers to Plantagenet ʻWoodstockʼ exiled “from 
out the companies of men” Fidessa Vl 4 , see Forest Law, p.35 this essay . The sons of Sir Rowland de Boys are 
likewise ʻof the forestʼ As You Like It ;  
— alt. boy = heir.
day* = ʻDeʼ ; Latin  ʻdown fromʼ;  ʻcoming fromʼ, ʻmade fromʼ Cassellʼs Latin Dict. ;  French  de: ʻOf; out of, made 
of, composed of, fromʼ Cassellʼs French Dict. , i.e. referring to the family, origin, heritage: this is the ʻdeʼ in de 
Vere; de  see all components and variants of de + Vere, Verde, Seym + (h)our, and See + more, two + golden (dʼor), two + silver, 
etc. ;  
— alt. “summerʼs day”: wordplay  derived from Edward Seymour, Duke of Somerset, dour Protestant ʻLord 
Protectorʼ, in contrast to his ebullient brother, Thomas Seymour/Somerʼs-day, i.e. Seymour ʻlightʼ (of 
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Thomas Seymour), in contrast to Somerset/Seymour ʻNightʼ (of Edward Seymour), by extension 
Catholicism v. Protestantism;  
— alt.: of God, Godʼs  from Latin:  Deus, Dei ; ;  possible pun  Day = (Seymour), Night: see less.
do = surname fragment  do, doing, due, duty; see Macbeth l.4 21-27.
dʼor = ʻdorʼ ; see  gold, golden, gold complexion; surname wordplay  second syllable of Tudor; frequently 
played on port, door, window, etc. 
E.O., Latin  ĕō = comparative ʻthe moreʼ; wordplay Edward Oxenford as ʻThe Moreʼ; anagram wordplay Romeo: 
ʻMore-the-Moreʼ.
ever* = E. Vere, Edward de Vere : see glossary: as, one, even, the same, so ; E.Ver, the predominant 
metonym indicating Edward de Vere as the lesser of two ʻtitlesʻ — the Earldom of Oxford see Sonnet 76, 
below . 
even = Latin  Vērō:  ʻeven, indeedʼ, ʻin truth, really, indeedʼ, ʻcertainly, to be sureʼ, ʻjustlyʼ Cassellʼs Latin Dict. .
eye = wordplay from Ovid   ai = grief, ʻthe wail of mourningʼ (?) . 
eyes = Protestant Overlords and their spies, from John Dudleyʼs title: Primus inter pares = wordplay peers/
eyes  ʻfirst among peersʼ: Elizabethʼs pet name for Robert Dudley, Earl of Leicester, son of John Dudley, 
Duke of Northumberland. Refers not only to Leicester himself, but to the entire rapacious and tyrannical 
Puritan political machine;  
— alt.: wordplay  the ʻgriefʼ, the ʻaiʼ or eye of Elizabeth and Vere, taken from the story of Phoebus and 
Hyacinth in Ovidʼs Metamorphoses Bk. 10, l.229 ; in that tale, a “Lillye” “of purple hew” betokens the memory 
of Hyacinth and prophesies the coming of “a valeant Prince” to “leave his name uppon the leaves for men 
to reede and see”;  also  the covetous ʻeyesʻ of Dudley connote ignorance and deception. Compare with 
hearing, ears.  
eyes, her eyes: the spies of Robert Dudley—principally Robert himself.
eyes, his eyes: the spies of Wm. Cecil—John Lyly, Ann Cecil, & Co.
fair* = ʻlegitimateʼ, ʻjustʼ, ʻtrueʼ, synonymous and perhaps homonymous with Vere; frequently used as 
metonym for the author, e.g. “For slanders mark was ever [E. Ver] yet (met. for Ed. Vere= ʻstill, evenʼ, 
ʻnow as formerlyʼ*, ever) the fair [Vere]” Sonnet 70  2 ;  alt.: ʻin accordance with the rules or standards; 
legitimateʼ; ʻwithout cheating or trying to achieve unjust advantageʼ;  De Vere is a strong believer in 
bloodlines and ʻthe thoroughbredʼ;  
— alt.: wordplay  fare: ʻperform in a specified way in a particular situation or over a particular periodʼ, ʻa 
journey for which a price is paidʼ; this term is played adverbially or adjectively; it is used precisely in the 
manner of Tender Heir see below = Material Heir;  
— alt. Latin  fěro: to bear, bring, carry.
— alt.: beautiful by divine right, derived from French beau: surname fragment  Beaufort;   
— alt.: Ver, Truth = the Just Heirs: a lexical ʻtrickʼ frequently used by de Vere: Fair = Fair Air = The Rightful 
Heir; in a single word: fair-fare, i.e. just but bound; fair: all that is highest and best and just; ʻbeing as a 
thing ought to be, in order, in a good stateʼ*, equal to the Monarch, ʻbeautifulʼ*, ʻpureʼ*, ʻfineʼ*, ʻhonorable, 
equitableʼ*, ʻfavourable, auspiciousʼ*, ʻkindʼ*, ʻaccomplished, such as would be desired or lovedʼ*, i.e. the 
Tudor monarchy; Elizabeth, Edward de Vere, Henry Wriothesley;  
— alt. Latin  ferre: to be pregnant; to endure, suffer, bear, to cause, to bring about  see Hamlet 3.1 57 ;    
— alt.: possible wordplay  Fair vs. Fairy = ʻJustʼ vs. ʻDiminutive Spiritʼ*:  i.e. rightful as opposed to 
unsubstantial.
fisher = Bishop John Fisher ; a reminder to Wm. Cecil of his old friend (Saint) John Fisher, Bishop of 
Rochester, and the glory and Truth of constancy (to the ʻOld Faithʼ). Fisher is a famous example of 
ʻDamnatio Memoriaeʼ; the erasing of Fisherʼs memory from public and Cambridge records was attendant 
on his death sentence. De Vere was given the same treatment as Fisher; fisher = l.526  “No fisher but the 
ungrown fry forbears”: reference to John Fisher (since 1886 beatification, ʻSaintʼ), beheaded for opposing 
divorce of Henry Vlll form Katherine of Aragon. More generally refers to St. Peterʼs ʻfishing assignmentʼ 
and the Roman Catholic Church.
green* = ʻVer-deʼ , inversion of de Vere; E.Ver, wordplay on French  vert = green, Latin  viridis = green, and 
Latin wordplay  veritas = Truth; likely alluding to prophetic writings of Hildegard von Bingen 1098-1179, see l.397.
hear = Latin  auris: ʻthe earʼ; ʻthe hearingʼ Cassellʼs; 
— alt.: surname fragment  aurĕus: ʻgoldenʼ, Ore;
— alt.: Latin  aura: ʻairʼ, ʻbreathʼ, ʻwindʼ  Cassellʼs .   
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hour = surname fragment  hour/our accompanied by seem, some, seym wordplay;  Latin  verni temporis: 
season (wordplay, proper name fragment  Sey-son); the discrete or separate assaults of Time/Cecil;  
— alt.: the elements of the ʻRoyal Willʼ—that which is ʻoursʼ to Elizabeth and de Vere—assumed by Cecil/
Dudley;  
— alt.: homonym of second syllable of Seymour, and subject to wordplay;  alt.: ʻOurʼ, the royal plural (?) 
see Tempest l ii 174 , perhaps approximating the sound of are, ʻRʼ, and representing the royal response to 
these assaults.
hourly = ʻevery hourʼ*;  
— alt.: continual, perpetual;  see hour.
less = Leicester, signifies unsubstantial, superficial; contrasts with more/Seymour;  alt.: ʻsmaller, contrary 
to larger or biggerʼ*; ʻof an inferior degree, contrary to greaterʼ*; ʻnot so much, opposed to moreʼ*. 
lion = Henry Vlll , de Vereʼs grandfather, Elizabethʼs father;
— alt.: the Tudor family.
little time = Robert Cecil , son of Wm. Cecil, i.e. Time.
Mars = Thomas Seymour , Lord Admiral under Henry Vlll.  Identified as the father of Edward de Vere.
May = Mary Browne Wriothesley ;  ʻexpressing possibilityʼ, potential, ʻdenoting opportunity or liberty 
offeredʼ* personified in Mary, mother of Christ, and Mary Browne Wriothesley, mother of Henry 
Wriothesley, 3rd Earl of Southampton.  She is immortalized in Sonnet XVlll l.3: “Rough winds do shake 
the darling buds of May”, and “And winking marybuds begin, To ope their golden eyes.” Cymbeline ll iii 23-4 ; 
her lover and the father of her children was named as one ʻDonesameʼ (conflation of de Vere metonyms: done, 
one, same,  derived from Mulmutius Donebant/Dunwallow in Holinshedʼs Chronicles) by the 2nd Earl; 
— alt. Queen Mary l (?);  
— alt.: = de Vere, Spring, Primo Ver.
moon = Elizabeth Tudor; ʻthe satellite that revolves around the earthʼ*; a general metonym for Elizabeth l 
denoting the queens (supposed) influence on earthly objects.
Moor, The Moor* = More, sometimes recorded historically as the nickname of Francis Walsingham, 
ʻPrinciple Secretaryʼ to Elizabeth l, spymaster and ʻnotary of shameʼ see Lucrece ll.764-805, Fidessa, More Chaste 
Than Kind, by B. Griffin/de Vere, Titus Andronicus and Othello, by Wm. Shake-speare/de Vere .
More, more = Edward de Vere; surname fragment  mour , wordplay on the second syllable of Seymour;  
— alt.: = Edward de Vere, the ʻMoreʼ that follows from the motto of Henry V, “Une sans plus” = ʻOne 
without moreʼ, which contains two prominent metonyms; ʻOneʼ = the Monarch, more = ʻgreaterʼ, 
ʻsomething additionalʼ, ʻto a greater degreeʼ embodied in de Vere and Th. More;  
— alt.: faithful to principle = ʻby Moreʼs exampleʼ.  Sir Thomas More, Saint Thomas More, Lord Chancellor 
to Henry Vlll: beheaded for opposing the Act of Supremacy. It may also combine the two allusions — to 
Thomas More and Henry V—in a composite such as ʻFaithful Majestyʼ. De Vere contrasts the characters 
of Thomas More and The Moor /Francis Walsingham in Sonnet 60 of Fidessa by B. Griffin/de Vere, and 
elsewhere.  More and John Fisher are examples that de Vere wishes to follow... even while retaining his 
head;  
— alt.: as with the use of fair = ʻfair airʼ = fair heir, more may also signify ʻmore oreʼ = combining syllables 
of Seymour and Tudor, meaning ʻmore goldenʼ, exampled by Henry V. 
most = Latin, surname fragment  summum: ʻat the mostʼ Cassellʼs , ʻno More thanʼ.
— alt.: that One beyond more (beyond ʻmourʼ); 
— alt.: Supreme Power, God Eternal.
much = more, ʻmourʼ, likely reference to Much Hadham, Hertfordshire, birthplace of Edmund Tudor.
no more = wordplay  as the opposite of ever/E.Ver, no [longer] ʻMourʼ but, rather, ʻEverʼ;  
— alt.: nom ore, name [of] gold  see Winterʼs Tale l ii 64 ;   
O, Oh = Oxford, Ore see final stanza of A Loverʼs Complaint, similar wordplay to Elizabethʼs signature ʻRʼ: 
Regina, she refers to de Vere as ʻOʼ: Oxford. As in Latin O: ʻwith nominative or accusative, calling attention 
to a person or thingʼ Cassellʼs , specifically himself; see l.445 ; another precedent for this is in a prophecy 
cited by Gloucester  “which says that G of Edwards heirs the murderer shall be”  Richard 3  l i 39-40 .
— alt.: an exclamation of self-address;
or, ore = surname fragment  Tudor; or: ʻgold or yellow, as a heraldic tinctureʼ, 
— alt.:  wordplay  ore: ʻa vein of goldʼ.
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ragged bough/staff = Dudley Family, co-usurpers—ʻstrumpeters of maiden virtueʼ  see Sonnet 66.  This is, 
collectively, John Dudley, Robert Dudley, Guildford Dudley, Henry Sidney, Philip Sidney, Robert Devereux; 
the injured maidens [R]: Lady Jane Grey, Elizabeth Tudor. 
Richmond = Riche Monde: wordplay  Richmond: French  riche: rich, abundant, precious  Cassellʼs + monde: 
world, mankind, men, hands  Cassellʼs ;  
— alt.: French  richement: ʻrichly, splendidlyʼ Cassellʼs.
Rome = anagram  More; surprising to me, de Vere is not above the use of anagrams.
rough bear = Robert Devereux, Robert Dudley; conflation of the ʻbear and ragged staffʼ, symbol of the 
Dudley family;  
— alt.: reference to Robert Devereux, Earl of Essex, who is ʻroughlyʼ Dudley; Robert Dudley died in 1588, 
leaving Essex his political heir. 
same* = wordplay, surname fragment  Seymour, the first four letters of Seymour, e.g. “ever the same” Sonnet 76 
l.5 = E.Ver the Seym;  
— alt.: ʻidentical, not anotherʼ*, ʻthe oneʼ*, probably adapted from and operating as reflexive pronouns as 
in the Italian se stesso: ʻhimselfʼ, il stesso: ʻthe sameʼ, and Spanish su mismo: ʻhimselfʼ, and lo mismo: 
ʻthe sameʼ—which nicely identifies all elements of the key line: “Why write I still all one, ever the same” 
Sonnet 76 l.5 ; always denotes some quality, quantity, or character that is identical with de Vere/Seymour, 
the Queen, or Southampton.
seaman = ʻSee the Manʼ, Ecce Homo. ʻWereʼ in ʻPassionʼ.
season = wordplay  Sey-son: Latin   tempus, tempestas, hora; see also opportunity, hour. Closely related to 
winter: Latin  tempus hibernum, also Italian  inverno; spring: Latin  ver, primo vere, tempus vere; summer: Latin 
summa aestate, also Spanish verano  see glossary  estate ; see Time.
see, sea, his love = syllable of Seymour;  
— alt.: Holy See, The Seat of the Roman Catholic Church  see ʻSea-sorrowʼ = Sey-sorrow Tempest l ii 170 . 
seem = Seym[our], wordplay  appear, ʻto have the appearance of beingʼ*;  
— alt.: ʻto be only in appearance and not reallyʼ*, see same.
severed = proper name fragments  Sey(mour) + Ver(e) + Ed(ward)
so* = Seym-Ore; the same, equally, even, ʻin the same degree; asʼ*; ʻsimilarlyʼ; a Seym-child, a More-
child; de Vere or Wriothesley; denoting Tudor Succession, or Tudor descent;  ʻwhat follows, that which 
proceedsʼ see glossary  of royal progeny, Princely—most;  
— alt.: from French soi: ʻoneself, himselfʼ Cassellʼs , or soit: ʻeither, orʼ Cassellʼs—referring to either de Vere or 
Southampton, in the same manner that R = Elizabeth, and O = Oxford;  
— alt.: ʻin the same degree, princely, asʼ*.
some = wordplay, surname frag.  Seym[our], So-me , based on ʻSomers deʼ; contrasts with Somerset, Edward 
Seymour, de Vereʼs uncle.
sometime = Latin  ălĭus, ălĭās, alias ; ʻonceʼ, at one time; ʻone person at one time, another at anotherʼ;  
— alt.: Seymour family as the source of Cecil power; 
— alt.: subjects who have unjustly suffered legal attainder by the Cecil/Leicester vultures, e.g. Thomas 
Howard, Duke of Norfolk. De Vereʼs sympathy is influenced by the de facto attainder of his own estate.
sorrow = So + R + O, surname fragments of Southampton + Regius + Oxford; the sorrow of these.
stir, stirring, stirred = proper noun fragment  [Leice] +ster: to be changed by Leicester from a higher to a 
lower place; ʻto change place; to go or be carried away in any mannerʼ*;  alt.: to be ʻquickenedʼ; ʻto be in 
motion, to be enlivenedʼ*.
strange = Stanley and Stuart families—the ʻLords Strangeʼ and the ʻForeignʼ Scottish branches of the 
Tudor family; by extension  all that is outside the natural order, especially without agnatic primogeniture.
— alt.: Latin  ʻperegrinusʼ, ʻexternusʼ, ʻalienusʼ; 
— alt.: wordplay  ʻStrongʼ pronunciation of the Stanley Lords Strange , probable reference to the legitimized 
bastardy of the Beaufort branch of Plantagenet family;  
— alt.: wordplay  unfamiliar, i.e. not of the same family; when used reflexively, refers to Elizabethʼs refusal 
to acknowledge her son;  
— alt.: ʻnot knowingʼ*, ʻunknownʼ*, ʻestrangedʼ*, ʻnot oneʼs own, belonging to anotherʼ*; refers to the 
indeterminate religious inclinations of Henry Stanley (9/1531-9/1593), 4th Earl of Derby, and his wife, the 
disgraced Lady Margaret Stanley, born Clifford, Countess of Derby, heiress presumptive to Queen Elizabeth 
until the Countessʼ death in 1596.  May also allude to the family in general; symbolizing inconstancy and 
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irresolution.  His own supposed illegitimacy aside, de Vere regards the Clifford line as having a lesser 
claim to the crown because of their descent from Henry Vlllʼs younger sister Mary Tudor, and because of 
the familyʼs wavering politics.  Ed. de Vereʼs eldest daughter Elizabeth married Henry Stanleyʼs second 
son.The Stuart Family of Scotland are ʻStrangeʼ in the sense of ʻforeignʼ.
summer* = Somer/Seymour, derived from Somerset, Edward Seymour; closely related to winter: Latin  
tempus hibernum, also Italian  inverno; spring: Latin  ver, primo vere, tempus vere; summer: Latin summa 
aestate, also Spanish verano  see glossary  estate .
summerʼs day = Somerʼs de = de Seymour = de Vere = Verde = green: refers chiefly to the Ed. de Vere 
who has matured from his youthful Prima-Vere (Spring) days, and is father to a male heir, Henry 
Wriothesley.  Also refer to Thomas Seymour, Edwards father, to contrast Thomasʼ (and de Vereʼs) 
lightsome disposition with that of his brother, Edward Seymour, Duke of Somerset  = Summerʼs Night see 
day and Sonnet XVlll .
Time, time = “O time, thou tutor both to good and bad,” Lucrece l.995 ; ʻbadʼ time is associated with William 
Cecil, Baron Lord Burghley, chief councilor to Elizabeth Tudor, father-in-law to de Vere; ʻgoodʼ time = de 
Vere. This ʻconcept-metonymʼ Time, also signified by specific duration—whether an instant, a moment, an 
hour, a day—is opposed to what is everlasting or eternal, indicated by the metonyms “Still all one, ever 
the same” Sonnet 76 , always, every, forever, for aye, etc., see Lucrece ll.925-1001. 
tomorrow = Tu + More + O; surname fragments of Tudor + Mour + O see Macbeth 5.5. 19 , see sorrow.
too, two = surname fragment Tu;  syllable of Tudor.
vere* = Latin  vere: truly, really, actually, rightly; in fact, real, true;  alt.: wordplay  vair (heraldry), Latin Varius:  
ʻvariegated, manifold, diversifiedʼ Cassellʼs . 
very = wordplay  Vere, de Vere + y: suffix  ʻdenoting a state, condition, or qualityʼ; name given to child of 
Elizabeth Tudor by Sir Thomas Seymour.
well = spring, metonym  = de Vere;  alt.: ʻa spring, a fountainʼ*.
wear = Vere, Latin wordplay  vĭr: ʻa manʼ; variation of were.
were = Latin wordplay  vĭr: ʻa manʼ, emphatically  ʻa man of courage, a man of characterʼ Cassellʼs ; therefore:
 man-Vere, were: anglo-saxon = man; “The man Shakespeare” (letter from Mary Sidney)  clearly means Vere-
Shakespeare. 
— alt.: a ʻWulf-man, from Ovidʼs Metamorphosis, bk.1, l.260?,   lycanthropy? Anglo-Saxon were: man + wulf: 
family seat of Seymour family, Wulfhall, birthplace of Jane Seymour and perhaps Thomas  Seymour. De 
Vere is the ʻWereʼ/man who might have been—“that were/Vere divine” V&A 730 ; 
— alt.: past subjunctive of BE, expressing ʻwhat is imagined or wished or possibleʼ;  
— alt.: word play on Vere (Latin ʻWʼ pronounced as ʻVʼ; as a Latinist, de Vere was apparently aware of 
what we now call the First Germanic Sound Shift, or Grimmʼs Law, and plays freely with the substitution of 
w, wh, and v), eg. “so great fear of my name ʻmongst them were spread”  Henry Vl, l,iv, 50;  
— alt.: second person singular past of BE.
which, witch, also who, and whom = Tudors = Ones = creatures called forth, ʻwit whichʼ; ʻinformation 
specifying one or more people or things from a definite setʼ (of All, Tudor). The three ʻWitchesʼ = male and 
female sorcerers who can change their identity; wordplay  Which Isʼ, or ʻWhich Areʼ(Regius); see Macbeth l i 
1-5 .  
woe = Wolf;  ʻgriefʼ*, ʻlamentationʼ*, metonym fragment: wolf, representing the ʻWolvish Earlsʼ of the 
Seymour family — the source of Englandʼs Woes  see Romeo and Juliet 4.5 49-54 ; possible fragment of 
several emergent words: world, wonder, wood, words, would, etc.;  
— alt.: dolor: wordplay  dull ore; false or unrefined gold; less than Tudʼor, Tudor.
— alt.: wordplay woo (?) ; 
wolf = Seymour family;  figurative  ʻa rapacious, ferocious, or voracious personʼ; reference to the Seymour 
family — the wolves of Wulfhall;  
— alt.: the Cecil/Dudley usurpers following the policies of attainder exploited by Edward Seymour.

Latin roots  ver, vir.  Here is a list of Latin words (vowels accented) that circumscribe the character 
and life of ʻVereʼ as an enforced morphological variation of his true self; these are the recurring themes in 
Venus and Adonis, and indeed, in all of ʻShake-speareʼ:
vĕr = spring$ $ $ vērax = truthful$ $ $ verber = a whip, scourge; a stroke
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verbum = a word$ $ vērē = from verus, see below$ vĕrēcundia = feeling of shame
vĕrēdus = a swift horse $ $ verna = a slave $$ $ verno = to be spring-like, grow green
vermis = worm$ $ $ vernīlĭtās = servility$ $ vernus = of spring, spring-like
verrēs = a boar$ $ $ verso = to turn about$ $ versābĭlis = changeable
versĭcŏlor = changing color$ versĭfĭco = to write verse$ versĭpellis = changing form$
versus = a line, esp. of poetry$ versus = a turning$ $ vērus = true, real, genuine

vĭr = a man, a male person$ vĭrectum = turf$ $ $ vĭrĕo = to be green, fresh, youthful                           
vĭresco = to become green$ vĭrĭdans = green$ $ vĭrĭdis = green
vĭrĭdĭtās = greenness$ $ vĭrĭlis = of a man, manly$$ virtus = manliness, manly excellence                                

To understand the significance of the ʻhorsey sectionʻ ll.258-326 , consider the vere in veredus.  The 
relationship of the “tender spring” l.127  to “summer” l.91, is the immaturity of ver to mature summa 
aestate, ʻsummerʼs estateʼ; think of it as the relationship between the ʻestatesʼ of Vere and Seymour. The 
long piece I call ʻOde to Greenʼ ll. 397-538  is best understood in terms of viriditas and abbess Hildegard 
von Bingen, the ʻProphetess of Greenʼ. What is the cause of ʻSummerʼsʼ untimely demise ere it “half be 
done”?  Verres, ʻthe Boarʼ, of course. This is not rocket science nor metaphor... simply polysemy. Befriend 
your dictionary! $
                         
Key words:   
The following are key words - metonyms for principle character tropes, and artifacts of the political 
narrative:
adore = a +dʼor
ai = expression of grief from Metamorphoses, Ovid, bk.10, l.229 ; related terms: ai, grief, woe ;  See Greek 
mythology Thersites and Ajax, Hyacinthus.
air = of The Four Elements see Classical Elements, also Paracelsus Monarchia.
all = noun fragment [Roi]all, French Roial, Latin Regalis: Royal, The Crown, The Monarchy; all family members 
directly descended from Henry Vll, i.e. the Tudors see glossary: as, one, ever, even, the same, still, so ;  
— alt.: used by Marguerite of Navarre to describe the Trinity, possibly adopted for the Royal Family as 
well: Elizabeth, de Vere, and Southampton.
all my best = Henry Wriothesley; first of four known sons of de Vere.
all one* = ʻthe sameʼ*, equal to ʻOneʼ = equal to the Monarch; ostensibly a family unit.
are = R = regnant, reigning; ʻto be royalʼ,  Latin Regina: ʻQueenʼ, Regius: ʻRoyalʼ, Rex: ʻKingʼ; the Royal 
plural of Oxfordʼs ʻto beʼ, i.e. ʻwe areʼ; Elizabeth, of course, signed her name Elizabeth R, see rare.
as = Latin, Law  as, asse: ʻa whole, a unitʼ; ʻespecially in terms relating to inheritance, haeres ex asse: sole 
heirʼ Cassellʼs ;  as = the sole heir, the ʻuniqueʼ agnate of Henry Vlll, though descended Elizabeth Tudor;  
— alt.: surname fragment  ʻThe Sameʼ, ʻThe Seymʼ, the Seymour.
— alt.: ʻin the same degree, of the same qualityʼ*, being of the same quality, ʻthough of the same degreeʼ; 
specifically, like de Vere and Southampton see glossary: all, ever, even, equally, one, the same, still, so , probably 
adapted from and operating as reflexive pronouns, as in the Italian se stesso: ʻhimselfʼ, il stesso: ʻthe 
sameʼ, and Spanish su mismo: ʻhimselfʼ, and lo mismo: ʻthe sameʻ — which nicely quantifies all elements 
of the key line: “Why write I still all one, ever the same” Sonnet 76 l.5 — “tanto monta, monta tanto, 
Ferdinand como Isabel” = ʻSo muchʼ the one, the other ʻso muchʼ, Ferdinand like Isabelʼ: Senor Montanto 
in Much Ado about Nothing, is referring to the motto of Ferdinand and Isabella of Spain. That expression 
was replaced by “Plus Ultra” = ʻMore beyondʼ, derived from the motto of Charles V (Habsburg), as 
identifying Catholic kings of Spain; perhaps de Vereʼs claim to the throne of England is alluded to see 
glossary more ;  
— alt.: ʻused to indicate that something happens during the time when something is taking placeʼ;  
— alt.: ʻused to indicate by comparison the way that something happens or is doneʼ;  
— alt.: ʻbecause, sinceʼ;  alt.: ʻused to refer to the function or character that someone or something hasʼ.  
be, bee = a punning reference to the ʻvirgin queenʼ bee/ʼbeʼ, i.e. the ʻVirgin Queen Elizabethʼ;  nymph l.9, 
147  is a trope for the child of the bee. Likely derives from Senecaʼs Letter to Lucillius that comments on 
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translation and imitation thus: bees consume materials, digest them, and produce something entirely 
different. 
be, being* = Latin sum: to be Cassellʼs ; surname fragment, metonym Seymour, summer, etc.; manifesting oneʼs 
true nature (probably divinely ordained); for de Vere = as = the sole heir, the ʻuniqueʼ agnate of Henry Vlll, 
though a child of Elizabeth Tudor; the Royal/True self, the Monarch; denotes freedom to self-determine; 
nearly synonymous with essential or veracious existence; a ʻTudor Seymour beingʼ, where a false name 
may be the truest expression of an essence (?) ; 
— alt.: BE, conjugated am, are, is; ʻbeʼ may be a pun derived from the Greek* boeios, meaning ʻof an oxʼ, 
also late Latin bovinus, and Latin bos, bov, ʻoxʼ Websterʼs Third New International Dictionary 1981, see etymology of 
ʻbewitʻ or ʻbewetʼ, ʻbeefʼ, ʻBoeotiaʼ, etc..  Schmidtʼs Lexicon gives abundant evidence of the special place this verb 
holds in the imagination of Shake-speare and Lyly.  De Vere used the phrase ʻI am that I amʼ (Godʼs own 
self assertion  Genesis 3:14 ) in a letter to William Cecil 1576, in Sonnet 121, and intimations of it throughout 
the canon. For metonym associations with king, yet: see Richard ll, IV i 162-76 .  ;  
— alt.: May also denote ʻBʼ: Bastard, with persistent questions of the nature of illegitimacy  See glossary 
were .
beauty = surname fragment  Beaufort, French  beau: ʻbeautiful, fine, fair, glorious, noble, lofty, seemly, 
becomingʼ Cassellʼs ; + ty: suffix  ʻforming nouns denoting quality or condition, such as beauty, 
royaltyʼ;$
— alt.: ʻdivine orderʼ, ʻTruthʼ;  alt.: the constitution or ʻassemblage of graces to please the eye and mindʼ*, 
ʻqualities that please the aesthetic sensesʼ, the zenith or the purest expression of a type;   
— alt.: wordplay  be: ʻof an oxʼ see above + beauty ?
beget = wordplay  be: of or by the Bee (Queen/Monarch) + get: ʻto beget, to procreateʼ*, ʻto earn by 
labourʼ*.
best, her best = metonym  Edward de Vere, the Queenʼs son.
best, my best = de Vereʼs output: his progeny and his art; de Vereʼs eldest son, Henry Wriothesley, 3rd 
Earl of Southampton, “the first heir of [his] invention”  see dedication to V&A. Refers also to Oxfordʼs art, which 
he rightly characterizes as ʻinventionʼ, i.e. his consequence or outcome.
between = be: Virgin Queen = Bee + ʻtween: ʻbetweenʼ.
boar, abhor* = Latin verres: patrimony of Earls of Oxford; generally: Edward de Vere, identified by the de 
Vere family symbol, the Blue Boar; the boar becomes the personification of de Vereʼs vengeful, self-
destructive nature.
bristle = Latin horrēre: bristle, Latin wordplay Our heir.
burden = the grief and encumbrance of Leicester by de Vereʼs birth; the weakening of the English 
Monarchy ensuing from Elizabethʼs impregnation by Thomas Seymour  see Arielʼs Song, The Tempest l ii 380 .
but = ʻotherwise thanʼ see l.445  variant of Never  see glossary ;  
— alt.: ʻwithoutʼ;  
— alt.: ʻexceptʼ;  alt.: wordplay only/onely: related to the monarch see one, wonder .
cheek = wordplay  check: arrest, restrain, control, limit, circumscribe, constrain, betray; reference to Sir 
John Cheke, tutor to Edward Vl, Henry Hastings, Robert Dudley, etc.; John Cheke was the informant who, 
fearing being implicated in Sir Thomas Seymourʼs conspiracy to seize control of Edward Vl, advised Lady 
Somerset and the Lord Protector of the plan; Cheke is therefore the Judas betrayer of de Vereʼs father. 
= Latin  gĕna: ʻcheekʼ, wordplay  gĕno, gens: ʻa clan, a number of families connected by a common descentʼ 
Cassellʼs ;
— alt.: concept and proper name metonym  unfaithful to principle, unprincipled adherents; cheek is an antonym 
to More, i.e. ʻfaithful to principleʼ; reference to Sir John Cheke, whom de Vere credits with the design of 
usurping Princess Elizabethʼs accession by blackmail—with Protestant/Opportunist see Lucrece ll.874-917 
associations. Cheek was brother-in-law to William Cecil (see time); he was a Cambridge scholar, and tutor 
to Edward Vl.  From V&A  l.3  “Rose Cheekʼd Adonis” we surmise that John Cheke engineered the idea of 
hiding young Edwardʼs Tudor parent; de Vere, therefore, is ʻProtestant checkʼd, i.e. ʻRose curb[ed]ʼ or 
ʻRose restrain[ed]ʼ see Historical Preface 3  for a more complete review of ʻred and whiteʼ symbolism. ʻCheekʼ is used as a 
verb in l.3 ;  
— alt.: cheque/check: a negotiable instrument.
deer = wordplay  dear, ʻbearing a high priceʼ; ʻvaluableʼ, ʻpreciousʼ; ʻbelovedʼ, ʻcherishedʼ.   
delight = de: Latin poet. ʻofʼ + lĭcēre: ʻto be of valueʼ; therefore ʻof valueʼ, ʻtenderʼ.
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— alt.: de: prefix  ʻdenoting formation fromʼ + light: ʻillumination of mind, mental sightʼ*, derived from 
surname wordplay on See More/Seymour, referring to reason, truth, and religious belief, related to sun/
son metonyms;  
— alt.: French  de: ʻOf; out of, made of, composed of, fromʼ  Cassellʼs French Dict. , i.e. referring to the family, 
origin, heritage + light: ʻto descend, opposed to mountʼ*, dismount, to withdraw from service — therefore, 
the dismount of heritage;  
— alt.: wordplay de Vere = of Truth, or removal from Truth, therefore  delight = of Light, or removal from Light.
desire*, desiring = wordplay  de: prefix  ʻdenoting removal or reversalʼ + sire: ʻfatherʼ*;  
— alt.: ʻdenoting formation fromʼ + sire:  ʻfatherʼ*, ʻto be father toʼ*, ʻa father or other male forebearʼ; i.e. of 
the Sire, refers to the royal grandfather, Henry Vlll, or Thomas Seymour, probably closely related to 
delight.
ears = associated with Heirs; 
— alt.: denotes wisdom, eg. being enchanted with music and poetry, and perhaps learning.
earth = Latin  sŏlum: ʻfoundationʼ, ʻthe lowest part of anythingʼ; ʻground, earth, landʼ Cassellʼs ; probable 
wordplay on sōlus: ʻsole, onlyʼ, and sōl: ʻsunʼ.
— alt.: the natural ʻstuffʼ of Vir / Man; refers to Tudor-Seymour parentage. 
— alt.: pun  the heirʼs estate  anagram of heart: heireth = heirʼs, i.e. belonging to the heir, of the heirʼs; 
— alt.: one of ʻthe four elementsʼ see Classical Elements, also Paracelsus Monarchia ;  
— alt.: wordplay heireth:  she who heirs/errs;  
— alt.: possibly derived from Indo-European root meaning ʻmanʼ (?) .
even* = Latin  vērō: ʻeven, indeedʼ, ʻin truth, really, verilyʼ, ʻcertainly, to be sureʼ, Cassellʼs ;  
— alt.: Latin wordplay  ʻēvĕnĭo: result, issue, consequenceʼ Cassellʼs ;  
— alt.: wordplay  multiple of Two, ʻTuʼ;  
— alt.: ʻat the same moment, the very timeʼ*;  
— alt.: equally, ʻparallel, of the same heightʼ*, ʻof an equal weightʼ*, ʻthe very sameʼ, [serves] ʻto denote 
identity of persons or thingsʼ*, ʻequallyʼ*, equal to all: the royal son (not diminished by questions of 
legitimacy), equal or superior to the queen, ʻprecisely, exactlyʼ*, usually coupled with other ʻde Vere 
metonymsʼ  see glossary terms with asterisk, so as to emphasize the authors literary signature, e.g. as, the sun, 
very, so—indicates ʻthe very sameʼ as de Vere;  
— alt.: Even: an extension of the foundation trope/metonym ʻever/E. Verʼ, that signifies the direct royal 
line descending from Henry Vlll, i.e. Edward Vl, Elizabeth l (whose personal motto was ʻEver the Sameʼ), 
Edward de Vere, etc.,  see explanation l.154 “even where I list to sport me” = ʻthe very same where I list to sport meʼ ;  
— alt.: ʻwithout a flaw or blemish, pureʼ*, ʻextricated from difficultiesʼ*;  
— alt.: ʻcapable of being divided into two equal partsʼ*;  alt.: ʻfiguratively  fair, honestʼ*;  
— alt.: metonym  Venus + the Evening Star/Evenstar, here ʻbehavingʼ, or ʻactingʼ “as the sun”: though 
Venus is the brightest ʻstarʼ in the heavens, it is insignificant compared to the sun/son—thus a figurative 
reasoning for the English monarchy being patrilineal  see pg. 64, explication of l.191
— alt.: not ʻat oddsʼ*, working towards the same purpose; usually coupled with other de Vere metonyms 
e.g. as, the sun, very, so.
ere = wordplay heir;  
— alt.: wordplay  before; used when Latin  sum is not to be placed ʻfore another word.
estate = Italian  aestate: summer—refers to the ʻestate of Englandʼ and equivalent to the Monarchy wordplay 
on summer and Seymour; Wm. Cecil referred to the Privy Council as the ʻprivy council of estateʼ; Thomas 
Smith “used the image of the ʻcloath of estateʼ to reinforce the personal power of the English monarch”  
see The Early Elizabethan Polity 1558-1569, Stephen Alford p.112.  
every* = every = E. Ver y(the) = ʻthe Vereʼ, see all components and variants of de + Vere and Seym + our;   
— alt.: ever + y  (suffix forming adjectives).
fire* = Consuming Fair: the burning or razing of the Rightful Heirs; ʻto burn with desire or impatienceʼ*, see 
glossary  desire;  alt.: Fair Ire: fair anger, righteous anger see above Fair, i.e. the Tudor Monarchy;  alt.: ʻheat 
and light joinedʼ*;  alt.: see l.35  refers to the ʻbadgeʼ of Henryʼs Vll and Vlll: ʻFlames of fireʼ;  Note  fire: one of 
The Four Elements see Classical Elements, also Paracelsusʼ Monarchia.
flower* = ʻone who is the ornament of his classʼ*; the class is royal, and de Vere is itʼs highest ornament.
golden = signifying ʻor, oreʼ, the second syllable of Tudor; the Monarchy, valued in gold, ʻconsisting of 
goldʼ*, referring to the material value of the Crown  see glossary:  tender, love, ore.
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— Latin  aurĕus: ʻgoldenʼ Cassellʼs ; frequent wordplay with (L) aura: ʻair breathed or blowingʼ and (L) auris: 
ʻthe earʼ.
hand = ʻofficeʼ, ʻpower, control, possessionʼ (Ety.o-l).
hart, heart* = pun venison, i.e. Venusʼ Son, derived from English Forest Law protecting the ʻvenison and 
vertʼ see Historical Preface 2, p.37, this essay ; the True Heart  see earth  = the very essenceʼ* = the constant 
essence of Vere; ʻthe inmost and most vital part, the coreʼ, the courageous soul, spirit, See lines 231, 426 ;  
heart defined Henry V, V ii 163-5 ;  ʻSupposed to be the prompter of will and inclinationʼ*; 
— alt.: possible reference to the twin harts that are the heraldic ʻsupportersʼ of Richard ll  r.1377-99  and, 
therefore, de Vereʼs identity with that deposed King. On the question of agnatic-primogeniture, de Vere 
was the only male direct-descendent of the Tudor family.
here = heir, ʻLatin  heres, hered: heirʼ.
honey = shamed, the shamed/dishonored ʻsweetnessʼ often coupled with Be[e]ʼ,  pun  shamed + be, being, 
sweet, derived from ʻHoni soit qui mal y penseʼ = Shamed be who evil there thinks (finds), with indirect 
reference to Oxford and royalty, e.g. “That is all one, my fair, sweet, honey monarch”  Armado, Loveʼs Lavourʼs 
Lost V ii 530 ;  
— alt.: ʻa general term of endearmentʼ*, i.e. ʻmy childʼ; alt.: ʻsweetʼ*, perhaps used depreciatively in the 
sense of ʻsugared overʼ see Hamlet lll iv 93  alt.: ʻgentle, mild, meekʼ, ʻpleasing to any senseʼ the shamed/
dishonored ʻsweetness of the Be[e]ʼ, pun  be, being, sweet, usually coupled with indirect references to 
Oxford and royalty, eg. “That is all one, my fair, sweet, honey monarch”  Armado, Loveʼs Lavourʼs Lost V ii 530 ;  
— alt.: ʻa general term of endearmentʼ*, i.e. ʻmy childʼ;  
— alt.: derived from ʻHoni soit qui mal y penseʼ = Shamed be who evil there thinks (finds).
honor = shamed Or, shamed gold (?).
horse, steed, courser, palfry = Latin  věrēdus: ʻswift horseʼ; the state/estate of Edward de Vere, i.e. 
England.
kind = German  child;  
— alt.: family, familial, ʻraceʼ*, ʻspeciesʼ*; ʻwhat is bred in the bone, quality, natureʼ*; 
— alt.: ʻkeeping to nature, naturalʼ*; ʻnot degenerate and corrupt, but such as a thing or person ought to 
beʼ*; 
— alt.: ʻbenevolent, gentle, friendlyʼʼ*; 
— alt.: full of tenderness, affectionateʼ*, refers to love.
kiss = Ore, dʼor, gold (coins): sovereign = English Pound (gold bullion); therefore a payment, bond, 
contract, commitment, obligation;  
— alt.: = crown five shillings, perhaps = gold, referring to Christʼs betrayal and Oxfordʼs annuity; therefore 
ʻselling outʼ, or ʻselling oneʼs soulʼ;
— alt.: ʻto meet, to joinʼ*, ʻto submit toʼ*, the bond of fealty/fidelity, strongly tied the act of self-betrayal/self-
revelation;  
— alt.: ʻto submit tamelyʼ*.
light* = ʻspiritual illumination by divine truthʼ; ʻthat by which it is possible to seeʼ*, with parallels between 
God, and the Poet or enlightened statesman.
lightning = Latin wordplay  fulgor: ʻlightningʼ; transferred: ʻbrightness, gloryʼ, ʻglitteringʼ, auro.
Lily, lily = John Lyly, personal secretary to Edward de Vere, spy, possible co-author of works by 
John Lyly.  Though de Vere and Lyly had a working relationship in the London theater, and may at one 
time have been friends, Oxford makes it clear that he is ʻgaoledʼ within the Lyly persona  see l.362.
lion = Henry Vlll, granddad; highly regarded by de Vere. 
lips, mouth = seals of contract;  
— alt.: as above  mouth = voice, ʻjudgementʼ*, ʻvote, suffrageʼ* as used by Coriolanus ;  
— alt.: the means of the kiss:  the bond of fidelity between Elizabeth and Edward = the royal claimants in 
accord, but unequal in resolve.
lips, her lips = indicate the ʻWillʼ and ʻvoiceʼ of Cecil/Leicester in the mouthpiece of Elizabeth.
little, little time = short duration; opposed to eternal, ever; denotes Robert Cecil, Principal Secretary to 
Elizabeth l and James l, spymaster, younger son of Wm. Cecil, brother-in-law to Edward de Vere.
long = with something added; with the addition of...
love = see specific forms below; this is the most confusing and polymorphous idea in V&A (and in life); 
there is considerable implied discussion of agape, eros, lust, and cupidity 
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— alt.: lust, almost synonymous with Robert Dudley, the uncertain and deceptive object of Elizabethʼs 
romantic affection;  
— alt.: the ʻtender affectionʼ/material affection, or bond of love between the Tudors based on shared 
assets, referring to the material valuation of the Royal Person. Members of the Royal Family are used as 
negotiable tender — the result being Nothing, i.e. that they are stripped of all significant power. 
— alt.: as the term is used in tennis, ʻloveʼ effects ʻNothing, zero, nilʼ.  
Beware of confusion: ʻloveʼ may be capitalized at the beginning of a line. When Elizabeth/Venus speaks 
of love she is unable to discern ʻEternal Loveʼ from ʻcarnal lustʼ.
Love = metonym  Venus, ʻa personified figure of loveʼ defined l.610 ; however De Vere/Adonis identifies and 
corrects the misuse of ʻloveʼ when ʻLoveʼ is intended V&A ll.769-810 . There is probably justification for the 
cautious distinctions of ʻloveʼ and ʻLove. I suspect they are rooted in Elizabethʼs sentimentalism regarding 
Dudley; de Vere/Adonis says ʻMore I could tell, but more I dare not say (Sey); The text is old...ʼ see V&A 
805-6 .
love, quick love = the unsure, unstable bond between Queen Elizabeth and Robert Dudley. 
love, his love = The Roman Church  see l. 307.
love, my love, my true love = a parents love, love of family, by extension self-interest; alt.: my child, 
Henry Wriothesley, 3rd Earl of Southampton.
mine = ore, aurum; the material value of the Monarchy, i.e. the ʻattaintedʼ person and office of the Crown; 
their should be no doubt that it properly belongs to our author, but has been appropriated by Cecil, 
Leicester, Pembroke, Mountjoy, and others. 
— alt.: possibly a facetious reference to Cecilʼs lack of business sense; his wealth came by direct license 
or franchise from the Queen, but his investments proved ill-considered—as in the Mines Royal Co. and 
Mineral and Battery Co. see The Cecils , David Loades, 2007, The National Archives, p.124-25 .
mine eye = gold/ore seeking overlords; Judas-like betrayers.
moan, moaning* = Latin one, alone, all one;  
— alt.: possible metonym/surname fragment  Henry V, Henry of Monmouth.
morn = the birth of ʻMoreʼ = Edward de Vere.
morning, morn = wordplay  the birth of ʻMourʼ, Venus/Elizabeth, ʻgoddess of Mourningʼ;  
— alt.: Aurora/Eos, goddess of the dawn, ʻrosy-fingeredʼ and ʻgolden-armedʼ, golden gates Henry the Sixth 
(3) ll.1 , opened the gates  of heaven for Sol/Helios to pass each morning; 
— alt.: the morning star, daystar: Venus. Probable reference to the saddened or bereaved Elizabeth/
Venus;  
— alt.: rebirth of Sir Thomas More, Henry V, etc.
mortal = mankind, Vir-kind.
much = Latin multus: ʻmany personsʼ, ʻmany thingsʼ; comparative Latin plūs: ʻmoreʼ, plūrēs: ʻseveralʼ, 
plūrĭmus: ʻmost, very manyʼ Cassellʼs ;  
— alt.: ʻto a great extentʼ, ʻmanyʼ.
music = metonym  concordant sound; concord: ʻof one mindʻ Latin  con = ʻtogetherʼ + cord = ʻheartʼ; refers to 
the like-mindedness or agreement of Elizabeth and de Vere, as opposed to the ʻCorambisʼ (Latin  cor = 
ʻheartʼ + ambis = ʻtwoʼ or ʻdividedʼ), as had been used by Vere to name Wm. Cecil. 
never* = ʻNot Everʼ, ʻNever Everʼ see Fair for explanation of word play , refers to his proper Tudor-Seymour self, 
or one of his pseudonyms, i.e. when he is not  E. Vere; see Hamlet V ii 238-55 for de Vereʼs intentions in 
the dissociation of his true Tudor self from his false Vere self;  
— alt.: not E.Ver, used to refer to Elizabeth as unfaithful to her motto: Semper Eadem = Ever the same, 
ʻever herselfʼ, or ʻever [faithful to] herselfʼ, i.e. that, in contrast to Edward de Vere, she is not ʻalways the 
sameʼ, but rather, acts unfaithfully and defers to the will of others.  
night = the period of Christian disunity 1517 forward , and Tudor confinement 1558-1603 , ʻa dreary and 
hateful timeʼ*; ʻrepresented as the nurse of crimeʼ*; ʻNight herself represented as a goddess, drawn by a 
team of dragonsʼ*, therefore a figurative description of Elizabeth controlled by a Welsh ʻjuntaʼ, (very 
occasionally thereʼs a bad Welsh apple); 
— alt.: ʻthe time of darkness between sunset and sunriseʼ*, the period of the English state between the 
concealment of de Vere, and his yearned for return—the ʻLeicester/Burghley Commonwealthʼ;  
— alt.:ʻDian, the goddess of the moon, called queen of nightʼ*, metonym for Elizabeth l as a captive of the 
Cecil/Dudley/Walsingham spy network. 
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nothing* = Latin  filius nullius, ʻthe child of no oneʼ Shakespeareʼs Legal Language, Sokol & Sokol; Vere as he 
perceives himself to be—ʻwithout identityʼ;  alt.: from the Vere family motto: Vero Nihil Verius; de Vere is 
ʻneedy Nothingʼ  see Sonnet 66.
once* = ʻat any time, everʼ*;  
— alt.: ʻused to signify that the matter spoken of is a point of fact, for which there is no remedyʼ, 
irrevocable, ʻat any time, everʼ;
— alt.: ʻMiddle English ones: genitive (ʻindicating possession or close associationʼ) of oneʼ. 
one*  = Latin Prīmōris, subst. Primores: ʻfirst, foremost; first in rank, most distinguishedʼ Cassellʼs ;
a Prince; the first in rank, the highest ranking; synonymous with the head of the Royal family: “reckoned 
one the wisest prince that there had reigned” Henry 8, ll iv 48 ;  
— alt.: ʻof the same valueʼ*. see glossary: all, as, even, ever, the same, so, still .
— alt.: ʻsomeʼ; ʻsomebodyʼ*
pale = ʻof things wanting luster and brightness; as of the moonʼ*, including connotation of ashen: 
pale gray, i.e. pale Grey, often used in association with Yorkist and Protestant references; 
— alt.: ʻfeeble and unimpressiveʼ, suggesting that de Vereʼs quarrel with Protestantism is not doctrinal but 
ad hominem, i.e. it is pale in color, and enclosing, by the examples of Dudley, Cecil, Grey, Rich, etc.;  
— alt.: ʻenclosureʼ, enclosed by a fence.
palfrey = ʻalteration of late Latin paraveredus: riding horse—i.e. de Vereʼs horse of state.
pride = the Tudor family; the direct line of descent from Henry Vlll; 
proper = Latin wordplay  prŏpĕro: ʻto hastenʼ, to quicken; alludes to Hastings alliance with John Dudley. See 
glossary quick, sudden, hasty.
quick = Hasty[ngs], unstable, moving, rapidly shifting, as quicksand—ʻaffording an unsolid footingʼ, 
transitory; = Hastings/Dudley Alliance: ʻexpedientʼ.
rare = wordplay  R + are, double R (two-dʼR, Tu-dʼR). 
red = color of the House of Lancaster;  
— alt.: represents the Catholic Church;  
— alt.: stalwart courage.
red and white = the colors of St. George, patron saint of England; also the colors of the houses of 
Lancaster and York that combine in the Tudor rose. With the precedent of St. George, ʻred and whiteʼ 
denote the benign and natural state of England. Likewise, ʻred and whiteʼ may suggest relaxation of the 
Elizabethan Religious Settlement of 1559 to allow the coexistence of Protestantism and Catholicism.
rich = Sir Richard Rich (7/1496-6/1567), Lord Chancellor to Edward Vl and evil, or at least amoral 
counterpoint to Th. More;  
— alt.: religiously accommodating in the manner of Sir Richard Rich; i.e. variously Catholic, Episcopal 
Protestant, Puritan.
rose = symbol of the Royal family (with several branches), red = Lancaster Plantagenets, white = York 
Plantagenets, red and white = Tudor = combined elements of the Lancastrian and Yorkist, plus a healthy 
addition of Welsh blood;  
— alt.: = esoteric Protestantism, from the Rosicrucian writings of ʻParacelsusʼ—for my reading of the 
complex wordplay of ʻRoseʼ as a blended ʻred and whiteʼ as opposed to ʻredʼ and ʻwhiteʼ held distinct, see 
Historical Preface 3  p. 44 ; 
— alt.: symbol of Love; red and white roses together symbolize Unity.
short = ʻdeficient, inadequateʼ*, missing, without, lacking; 
— alt.: often key to wordplay; in the nature of instruction: modify the specified word by subtraction. 
— alt.: shortened, abridged.
spirit, saddle bow = Wm. Cecil. Saddle bow is Cecil, Ragged bough is Leicester.
spring* = metonym  Edward de Vere, Latin  Primo Vere, Italian  Primavera  associated with green;  
— alt.: pun  ʻthe Vernal seasonʼ*, the Vere season;  
— alt.: ʻfountain, source; in a proper and in a metaphorical senseʼ*;  
— alt.: ʻthe beginning, the first and freshest part of any state or timeʼ*, the first Vere; Vere the First;  
— alt.: ʻa young shootʼ*,  
— alt.: a trap used to ensnare wild game;  
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— alt.: referring to the marriage of the 15th Earl of Oxfordʼs 2nd son Aubrey to Margaret Spring 1536 , an 
expedient, to gain for the de Veres a financial boost in exchange for the social elevation of the Spring 
family of Lavenham; therefore a metonym for shameful mercenary social demotion(?) See Tender .   
still = not moving, contrasts with vigorous movement of Seymour = Latin  se movere; E. Ver-stilled, E. Ver 
silenced, the containment of Elizabethʼs child Edward Tudor-Seymour in the name of Edward de Vere see 
glossary: all, as, one, even, ever, the same, so . 
stranger = from French etranger: foreign, probable reference to the ʻStranger Churchesʼ, promoted by 
William Cecil and Catherine (Brandon) Willoughby, dowager Duchess of Suffolk; these were to be 
Protestant ʻexampleʼ churches on which a domestic form might be modeled. De Vere, as a religious 
ʻneutralʼ is opposed to foreign solutions. An English solution might be ʻred and whiteʼ: liberalized Christian 
doctrine under the influence of Renaissance Humanism, but perhaps with minimal Papal interference.
such* = Latin  tantus: ʻso muchʼ, ʻof that or the like kind or degreeʼ*, ʻof the like kindʼ*, ʻof the same kindʼ*, 
see Sonnet 105:  “all alike my songs and praises be, To one, of one, still such, and ever so”  see glossary for all 
underlined metonyms ;  
— alt.: ʻso great, very greatʼ*;  
— alt.: Seymourʼs ʻlike kindʼ or child.
sun, son* = Edward Tudor-Seymour, the son who gives Light  l.751-56 ;  the royal son  see l.856 , “The sun 
ariseth in his majesty”, Ed. de Vere/Edward Vll by his own reckoning; often to distinguish Tudor-Seymour 
from de Vere, the two Ver gentleman;  
— alt.: Elizabeth R, the ʻlightʼ of the Monarchy; homonymous with ʻSonʼ: the Sun and Son R = ʻthe Seymʼ. 
— alt.: perhaps also Edward Vl.
sweet = ʻkindʼ*, ʻRoyal Beingʼ, child;  
— alt.: evoking the second half of the Old French phrase Honi soit or Hony soyt = shamed is he, shamed 
being, Shamed Bee, perhaps corrupted to Shamed am I ; these are the first two words of the motto of the 
Order of the Garter.  See honey.
sweet love = love for Henry Wriothesley; love for oneʼs child;
— alt.: ʻlove of beingʼ, ʻshamed loveʼ (?) .
tail, tale = Latin  tālis, tāle: ʻof such kind, suchʼ;  
— alt.: Law, wordplay  tail: ʻlimitation of ownershipʼ;  
— alt.: ʻimaginative fictionʼ, ʻlieʼ; [a narrative of] ʻthings not much to the credit of a personʼ*
tempest = Timeʼs Storm,  Latin  tempestas: ʻseason, weather, stormʼ*; ʻA violent disturbance of ʻwindʼ and 
ʻrainʼ, i.e. of ʻcurrent heirʼ and ʻrein/reignʼ; 
— alt.: Latin tempestas: ʻseasonʼ wordplay, proper name fragment  Sey-son = Seymours son;  
— alt.: Latin  tempus: ʻtime, seasonʼ. ;  
— alt.: ʻan uproar or controversyʼ.
tender* = material value see l.538 ; negotiable currency—the medium of exchange, in a political as well as 
material sense; de Vere is the Tender Heir = Material Heir, Mollis Aer Cym. V.v., the ʻfactual matterʼ. 
thing = ʻmatter, affair, circumstance, fact, action, storyʼ*; 
— alt.: ʻwhatever isʼ*; 
— alt.: ʻbeing, creatureʼ*.
thunder = Latin wordplay  frăgor: ʻa breakingʼ, hence ʻa noise of breaking, crack, crashʼ; the breaking or 
tearing of surname fragment ʻOreʼ.
touch = English Pound, gold coins, gold half-crowns; ʻTushesʼ, ʻToshesʼ: Lingua Franca meaning gold 
half-crown; very important word by which the agreement to succeed John de Vere as the Earl of Oxford 
also signifies the quitclaim by Edward Tudor Seymour of any Tudor title or the acknowledgement of his 
relation to Elizabeth Tudor; this ʻtushʼ, as a variant of ʻtuskʼ, is the ʻmurder weaponʼ of Edward Tudor 
Seymour.
truth* = Latin  Veritas, verity, veritable, variation; de Vere used the Latin ver and vir roots extensively; see 
note at head of this section.
— alt.: from the Vere family motto: Vero Nihil Verius.
true time = Vereʼs ʻBeingʼ or ascendancy, opposed to [false] Time, i.e. Wm. Cecil.
water = ʻemblem of falsenessʼ*, symbolic of opposed elements that normally extinguish each other  l.94, 
654 ; also Lucrece, Sonnets 109,154—notably, both water and fire occur in final line;  alt.: one of The Four 
Elements see Classical Elements, also Paracelsusʼ Monarchia ;  
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— alt.: promotes the growth of ʻVerʼ (green); ironically Water (Elizabeth) suppressed the ʻVereʼ. 
where = were heir Anglo-Saxon were + heir, Latin  vir + heir: man-heir?
which = wordplay  witch: ʻa male sorcererʼ*, ʻ... who practices sorceryʼ*, with indirect wordplay on ʻsource-
ryʼ: the corruption of the ʻsource: Spring, originʼ by a spell that has been cast; 
— alt.: creature called forth = ʻwit whichʼ; ʻsometimes the number, out of which one is asked forth, not 
exactly limited; but the question always intended to have one definitively singled outʼ, denoting loss of 
authority or the loss of ʻShall!ʼ.
white, pale = Yorkist associations, ʻemblem of cowardiceʼ*;
— alt.: ʻemblem of purity and innocenceʼ* (?) .
will = ʻa testamentʼ; ʻa legal document containing instructions as to what should be done with oneʼs 
money and property after oneʼs deathʼ.
will, would = ʻfaculty of the mind by which we desire and purposeʼ*; may be ambiguous: ʻgood willʼ and 
ʻbad willʼ; applies to the principle characters of V&A differently: for Wm. Cecil = ʻarbitrary disposal, 
command, authorityʼ*, for Robert Dudley = similar to Cecil but may include ʻcarnal desireʼ*, for de Vere = 
ʻgood willʼ* = ʻwillingness, good intentionʼ*. The ʻwillʼ is the subject of concentrated wordplay in the canon,  
see sonnets 134,135,136, 143. 
Will, ʻWillʼ = the will of the queen and her son Oxford; this ʻWillʼ of the Tudors is the lost capacity to effect: 
the royal purpose, their intent or choice, the royal prerogative. As noted in sonnet 135, the queen may or 
may not “wish”, but her ʻwillʼ is surmounted by others: apparently de Vere, Wriothesley, Cecil, etc. 
will, good will l.479, the will of Oxford.
will, thy will = l.480 (?) ; 
will not = (?) .
wind, windy* = Edward de Vere, Current Heir, Heir Apparent by his own estimation, ʻtender airʼ, Latin  
mollis aer: gentle wind  see Cymbeline 5.5 435-58 .  
— alt.: the windʼs mate: Latin  mulier = woman, the Roman Church see Cymbeline 5.5 435-58 ;
— alt.: Reference  East wind: Godʼs judgement, South wind: Quietness, North wind: Deliverance, West 
wind: Restoration from various Biblical sources.
wonder* = pun  one-dʼor, one-de-R, first among Two-dʼor/Tudor;  
— alt.:  de + one = derived from one, child of One  see Sonnet 76 ;  alt.:  metonym  = de Vere, there are/be 
several;  
— alt.: ʻwondrous personʼ - perhaps self-mocking in his predicament... sounds like Vere can spot a 
sucker-bet coming.
world = French  monde (?), fragment of Richmond, Henry Tudor, Henry Vll.
year = the ear: Latin  auris.
yet* = ʻstill, to this time, now as formerlyʼ*, ʻafter allʼ*, despite contrary appearances; 
— alt.:  pun  nevertheless = not E.Ver-the-less; rather, Tudor-Seymour-the-More. 
— alt.: ʻby infidelity reducedʼ, generally referring to Elizabethʼs inconstancy, or, ʻNot E.Ver the Sameʼ.  

Emergent words: often the subject to wordplay, but the meaning is uncertain.
again = ʻonce Moreʼ, once Seymour;  
— alt.: ʻonce Moreʼ* metonym referring to English Christianity prior to the schism occasioned by 
Elizabethʼs person (?) .
anger = from Old Norse angr : ʻgriefʼ  see l. 76 .
art = ʻarchaic or dialect 2nd person singular present of BEʼ;  
— alt.: assertion and protest based on the Seymour name—that this man does not merely seem more, 
but is more,  see seem, same, more, hour, our, etc.
aye = ʻaiʼ: expression of grief from Metamorphoses, Ovid, bk.10  229 ;  
— alt.: for aye: ʻforeverʼ, synonymous with other de Vere metonyms.
because = the cause being, the causal being; Latin  principium, primordium: beginning; see also  princeps .
— alt.: the ʻsumʼ cause. 
before = Latin wordplay  sum should be placed to the fore.
begin = be: Latin  sum: the Royal Self + ʻgins: begins;
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— alt.: be: ʻSmall Latinʼ  sum, esse: the Royal/True self—nearly synonymous with essential or veracious 
existence + gin: pun  ʻa snare for trapping gameʼ, ʻa snare, a springeʼ* (?) .
breath = ʻThe Wordʼ see Bible  John 1 ; ʻsignal, profound communicationʼ l.444 , may correspond to ʻAetherʼ 
or ʻQuinta Essentiaʼ, ʻThe Philosopherʼs Stoneʼ of ʻParacelsusʼ see Historical Preface 3, p.31;  alt.: ʻa brief 
momentʼ, ʻa slight movement of airʼ, ʻgive an impression of somethingʼ see l. 61.
bridle = the control of the English State.
bud = wordplay  bird, Catholic recusant see above ;  alt.: ʻan outgrowth from an organismʼ.
burn = ʻto consume with fireʼ*;  
— alt.: ʻto be inflamed with passions and affectionsʼ*;  
— alt.: ʻto be spoiled, or consumed by fireʼ*;  
— alt.: ʻintenseʼ, ʻdeeply or keenly feltʼ; 
— alt.: burning: ʻurgent interest or importanceʼ;  
— alt.: destroy.
color = ʻkindʼ*; class;
— alt.: ʻensigns, standardsʼ*, refers to political allegiance, clan. 
crows = corvi: scavengers of the cross, i.e. of the crucified Cassellʼs ; 
— alt.: infiltrators or anonymous tipsters within the Vatican or other closed organizations?
deep = ʻcoming from, or dwelling in the inmost heartʼ*, ʻprofoundʼ*; 
— alt. ʻtouching near, importantʼ. 
do, done = ʻto perform, to effectʼ*
each* = Latin omnis: ʻeveryʼ*, all, ʻused of a definite and limited numberʼ*.
ear = Latin wordplay  auris: auri, aurum, gold, made of gold, dʼor;
— alt.:  wordplay  heir.
early = wordplay  heir-ly ?
eʼer, nʼer = contractions used exclusively to avoid the established metonyms Ever and Never. 
Contractions might be supposed to be used for metrical purposes, but throughout the de Vere canon they 
are consistently employed to signify non-metonymic meaning.
face = identity; outward appearance, superficial being, apparent disposition?
fairy = ʻdiminutive spiritʼ, see spirit, fair.
feathers = “that preference or advantage, which allows advancement, that is derived from association 
with powerful men”  from The Holy State and the Profane State, Thomas Fuller, 1640 .
fixed = ʻfasten securelyʼ, ʻto set or place steadilyʼ*, or permanently; ʻcertainʼ*; often coupled with 
metonyms: ever, still, yet.
for = ʻin the place ofʼ*,  
— alt.: ʻin exchange of, as the price ofʼ*;  
— alt.: ʻat the service ofʼ*; 
— alt.: ʻbecause ofʼ*.
force = ʻnecessityʼ*, ʻperforceʼ*, used in the phrase “of force” = of necessity.
grey, leaden = Royal Family, Brandon-Grey line.
hairs = wordplay  heirs, hence hairless = without heirs, or directionless.
hand = Office, official capacity, position; ʻused in reference to the power to direct somethingʼ.
hasty, hasten = Hastings (?) ; refers to the noble family noted in Richard lll; matrilineal line to Mary 
Browne Wriothesley.
hear = Law  ʻlisten to and judgeʼ* (a case or plaintiff). Refers to judicial matters and legal counsel.
herdman and herd = Lawyers and the aggrieved.
hide, hied =  Wordplay  hide, hidden; see l.298 .
hot = homonym Heart, pertaining to Oxford (?) ; seems to be associated with the pressure or force exerted 
against the monarchy from Leicester/Burghley.
it = Latin  ĭtă: ʻso, thusʼ Cassellʼs ;   
— alt: the noble name of de Vere; hence, the ʻbeingʼ, Venusʼ son named de Vere;  
— alt.: [the] unyielding heart  l.423 , the essence of de Vere; likewise: “the precedent of pith and livelihood,”  
l.26 ; perhaps ʻdivine impulseʼ.
jealousy = (?) .
know = (?) .
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leaves = green 
like = ʻused of persons = equalʼ*;  
— alt.: ʻsimilar, resemblingʼ*, like may be an important substitution to indicate he is not referring to 
metonyms: all, ever, even, one, the same, still, so . 
lust, lusty = (?) ; likely refers to Leicesterʼs understanding of Eros; opposed to Agape.
miss = mistake.
my mistress = Elizabeth l of England, 1533-1603.
name = see Richard ll, IV i 254-67 ;
neat = ʻan Oxʼ, ʻhorned cattleʼ*.
ned = Edward, authors first name.
new = (?) .
now = wordplay anagram  One;  
— alt: replacement for so that is more specific to de Vere than all progeny?
nymph = a trope for the child of the bee  see glossary  bee .
old =
only = Onely; the principle, the Monarch.
our = surname fragment  our , the last three letters of the Seymour name;  
— alt.: representing the royal response to hour: the discrete and separate assaults of Time/Cecil see hour .
over = Oxford/Vere = ʻOʼVere
pit = see mine   a ʻmine-shaftʼ of hellish torture ;  compare ll.119, 247 .
ragʼd, enragʼd = alludes to Leicesterʼs coat of arms: The Bear and Ragged Staff.
rein = reign, control.
river = riven Vere = divided Vere.
rough = see  ragged, alludes to Leicester;  
— alt.: ʻharsh, not soft and gentle, but rugged of temper and mannersʼ*, ʻnot mild and peaceful, but stern 
and requiring energy and severityʼ*, ʻhard, unfeeling, cruelʼ*; coupled with wind, rough denotes the 
ʻunpolished, rude, gross, coarseʼ* of the Tempest .
seat = ʻestate, landed propertyʼ*, ʻplace possessed as a propertyʼ*.
senses = five capacities of Monarchy; to see (to seat): religious authority, to hear: judicial authority, 
to touch: to effect change, to smell: the ʻstandingʼ, Nature, ordination of Majesty, to taste: intellectual 
discernment.
shall = Royal Authority, Royal Privilege. 
shame = from Sham: ʻfalsely present something as the truthʼ, ʻpretend to beʼ - ʻperhaps a northern English 
dialect variant of the noun SHAMEʼ  see glossary honey, and l. 76.
silly, seely, merely = surname wordplay  See, Sea, Sey [mour]. 
silver = heraldry  argent, ʻdenoting bright and pure whitenessʼ*;  
— alt.: ʻapplied to the pale lustre of the moonʼ*, and thus to Elizabeth R;  
— alt.: as a precious metal, but inferior to gold; symbolic color of the lesser  (and defeated) rose of York? 
sit, set = to be seated: to be invested, anointed, enthroned, installed.
soon = (?) .
sport = botany  bud sport, a part of a plant showing morphological variation from the rest of the plant due 
to mutation. Though the agency of genetic recombination was first described in the 19th century, mutation 
was known to the Romans and selective breeding perhaps thousands of years before.
stain = see sonnet 109 for justification.
stand = related to Still.  ʻTo be in a state or conditionʼ*, ʻalmost equivalent to the auxiliary verb TO BEʼ*
state = estate.
sweet = dear, Royal, by Godʼs grace.
Sycorax  from The Tempest = Psyche: via Latin from Greek  psukhē: ʻthe human soul, mind, or spiritʼ + aurochs: 
ʻlarge wild Eurasian oxʼ; therefore, ʻsoul of oxʼ, ʻmind of oxʼ;  
— alt.: wordplay or-ox, aur-ox, i.e. gold-ox, therefore ʻmind of golden oxʼ.
tears = transgressions, destruction; 
— alt.: ʻbeing doomed to perditionʼ*, likely refers to the Cecil/Dudley parasites who remain as the 
permanent scars of Elizabethʼs ʻsinʼ.
that = Nature, the divine spark? possibly related to it. (Delete?)
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this = see l.25. (Delete?)
to-morrow = to, Tu : prep. ʻexpressing motion in the direction ofʼ + more: metonym  greater  see glossary  + 
O, oh: metonym ʻOxfordʼ see glossary . See “ To-morrow, and to-morrow... “ Macbeth V v 17-28 .
twenty = (?)  ll.833-4
venison = Venusʼ-son, hart, dear.
where, whereon = (?) .
winter = Italian  inverno , i.e. not green. The Winterʼs Tale = ʻThe Not Ver Taleʼ, meaning that Leontes acted 
as Seymour, not de Vere; related to ever and never.
wood = the retreat of Nēmo: Latin ʻno man, no one, nobodyʼ, who is Latin wordplay  nĕmŏrĭwăgus: 
ʻwandering in the woodsʼ, or nĕmŏrĭcultrix: ʻdwelling in the woodsʼ,  
— alt.: indicating descent from Plantagenets; Plantagenet badge: ʻWoodstockʼ or ʻstump of woodʼ. 
words = Latin  verbum .
words, his words = the de Vere family motto (?) .
would = past or conditional of WILL; ʻexpressing a wish or regretʼ.

The Puzzling Life of Edward de Vere—Political Allegory in Venus and Adonis
                                                              Surname Wordplay 
by Michael Stepniewski,  10/2012             For the full essay see:  devereshakespeare.wordpress.com

Wordplay... makes up the enduringly strange character of [Shakespeareʼs] writing.
                                                                               Nicholas Royle, How to Read Shakespeare, 23
   The True identity of Master William Shakespeare will not be proved by our judgement; it is not a 
question of who we think he is. Rather, it is a question of who he knew he was. Despite protests to the 
contrary, this is the great puzzle of English Literature. In Shakespeareʼs wordplay, now examined with 
unprecedented skepticism, we detect a man consumed by the uncertainty of his being.  
   The themes of dual identities, mistaken identities, and lost identities are central to his work. As Marjorie 
Garber has stated, the great protagonists of the Shakespeare canon have in common the search for ʻselfʼ. 
Ultimately, the author and his art were creatures of the ʻWillʼ. While orthodox scholars see in that ʻWillʼ a 
Stratford native named Shakspere, an unorthodox amateur, like myself, may justifiably conclude Edward 
de Vere to be—the ʻgriefʼ of his Monarchʼs Will and the agency of Will[iam] Cecil.
   I believe this verity can be discovered directly in Shake-speares Art, particularly the non-dramatic 
poetry, and most particularly in Venus and Adonis. His art constitutes a truthful and factual letter to the 
reader—nowhere so apparent as V&A; it need only be stripped of a translucent shroud of metonymy and 
indeterminacy. It is his ʻExistential Depositionʼ and, if I understand the nature of poetic expression, more 
valid than any sworn statement.   
   Surname wordplay—the painful fragmenting of de Vereʼs identity made manifest—appears everywhere 
in the canon. I want to remind the members attending the Shakespeare Authorship Conference of some 
significant examples on the surnames de Vere, Oxford, Seymour, and Tudor. Let me begin by noting that 
our author was not the only writer of the period who referred to Shakespeareʼs ʻhiddenʼ identity in clever 
wordplay. The prime example is, of course, the famous poem To the memory of my beloved, The Author 
Mr. William Shakespeare , by Ben: Ionson.  Jonson, a great Latinist, evidently wanted to prove himself equal to 
the task of eulogizing ʻShakespeareʼ—though he durst not presume to do so for Edward de Vere; he 
frames the poem like this  Note: Underlined words are ʻEmergentʼ or words of special interest as well as ʻsurname wordplayʼ :
Ex. 1a       To draw no envy (Shakespeare) on thy name, 
# Am I thus ample to thy Booke, and Fame;
# .....
# Shine forth, thou Starre of Poets, and with rage,
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# Or influence, chide, or cheere the drooping Stage;#
# Which, since thy flight from hence, hath mournʼd like night, 
# And despaires day, but for thy Volumes light. 
I want to focus on the wordplay in the last line, because it ʻneatlyʼ affects the others:
Parse$ [And despaires (wordplay  dis: ʻexpressing negationʼ;  alt.: ʻdenoting separationʼ + pairs: ʻa set of 
two things used together or regarded as a unitʼ) day (wordplay de: ʻdenoting formation fromʼ), but 
(ʻotherwise thanʼ*) for (ʻbeforeʼ; ʻtoward, to, on the way toʼ*) thy Volumes (Latin  volumen ʻa rollʼ, from 
volvere  ʻto rollʼ: here playing on ʻ[a] turn of Vereʼ, i.e. [a] variant of Truth = Illumination, Light, etc.) light 
(ʻcapacity to give ʻillumination of mindʼ*).]
Interpret.- ~ And unpairs ʻdeʼ, otherwise before your ʻturn of Vereʼ—Light. ~
   Hugh Holland, also prefacing the First Folio with a poem, plays on the de Vere name :
Ex. 1b$ Dryʼdeʼ is that veine, dryʼd is the Thespian Spring,
# Turnʼd all to teares,      Upon the Lines and Life of...William Shakespeare, l.5
Interpret.#~ Dry ʻdeʼ is that vein, dried is the Thespian Vere, ~
# ~ Turnʼd all to teares, ~   See notes on Hildegard von Bingen, devereshakespeare@wordpress.com,
        - - - -        the ʻOde to Greenʼ, p. 155, V&A ll. 393-538     
                                                                       $
Someone has bothered to count 1700 examples of the ever-ambiguous ʻeverʼ in the Shakespeare canon;  
hereʼs the use that first caught my eye :
Ex. 2a$ As proper men as ever trod upon neatʼs leather have gone upon my handiwork. 
#                                                                                                                Julius Caesar l i 24-26, (cobbler) .
Parse:$ [As (ʻin the same degree, of the same qualityʼ*; equally) proper (ʻfineʼ*) men as (ʻequal toʼ) ever 
(= E.Ver) trod (= shod, ʻpast participle shoeʼ) upon neatʼs (neat: ʻarchaic  a bovine animalʼ; neatʼs = an 
Oxʼs) leather (skin) have gone (to walk about, appeared;  alt.: ʻno longer present, departedʼ, ʻto vanish, to 
come to an endʼ*) upon my handiwork (ʻwork of the handʼ* of a cobbler, i.e. sole-mending, wordplay  soul-
mending).] 
Or, as I understand it:
~  Equally fine men, like to E.Ver, shod with Oxʼs skin, have vanished with my soul-mending. ~
This is the very essence of polysemy; such ambiguity is elegant, strangely intended, and O so satisfying. 
The author was so taken with the game that he repeated his success:
Ex.2b$ As proper a man as ever went on four legs cannot make him give ground  Tempest ll ii 59-60 .
And again:
Ex. 2c$ ... , heʼs a present for any emperor that ever trod on neatʼs leather   Tempest ll ii 68-9 .
And on and on.  De Vereʼs concern is his ʻloss of fairʼ in being “unkept”, “for call you that keeping for a 
gentleman of [his] birth that differs not from the stalling of a ox?”    As You Like It  l i 8-10 .  Incidentally, the 
word present is used here precisely as derived from Latin—praesentia: ʻbeing at handʼ, from prae: ʻbeforeʼ 
+ esse: ʻbeʼ. 
$
   If ʻeverʼ signifies E. Vere, then ʻOʼ = Oxford is an obvious correlative. The use of a single letter to 
represent princes (ʻwho must not be namedʼ) is derived from the Queen, Elizabeth R.  ʻOʼ [ʻinterjection 
expressive of pain, of surprise or of desire, or used to give the speech the character of earnestnessʼ*; alt.: 
= Oxford; shorthand for an impassioned self address, self admonishment, or an address to Oxford by 
another] appears frequently as an indicator of specific Oxford-related subtext.
Ex. 3$ O, had thy mother borne so hard a mind,
# She had not brought thee forth, but died unkind.    Venus and Adonis  203 

   We all agree with this much. Now letʼs move on to the scary part:
Ex. 4a$ A summerʼs day will seem an hour but short,    V&A  23
I think thereʼs Tu-dʼor in them thar ʻwillsʼ... (youʼll have to forgive me, Iʼve been doing but this too long).
Interpret.- ~ A ʻVere deʼ will (otherwise) hem ʻSeymʼ an  o u r  short, ~
or :- ~ A ʻVere deʼ hereditament—ʻSeymʼ, an h o u r,  [except]  short, ~ 
or :# ~ A de Vere-Tudor inheritance, ʻSeymʼ, only an o u r  short, ~
This is a straightforward equation; the de Vere on the left of the ʻwillʼ equals the Seymour on the right.
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   How about this one? Is this example too ʻlowʼ for the exalted Shakespeare intellect?:
Ex 4b$ Being proud, as females are, to see him woo her,    V&A  309
Donʼt ʻbee shamʼdʼ—I had to blink twice, too. 
Interpret.- ~ [With] Princely want of modesty, as Regina [was] to Se-ym-ou-r, ~
   Itʼs not just Venus and Adonis !  In The Tempest we find this jewel from Arielʼs Song:
Ex. 4c$ Sea nymphs hourly ring his knell:    The Tempest  l ii 403 
Interpret.-~ [Syllables among] ʻSea nymphs hourlyʼ toll his death: ~!
or :! ~ [Syllables among] ʻSea nymphs hourlyʼ circle his nomination/proclamation: ~
This is the last of five statements that must be ʻfully fathomedʼ if you are to understand de Vereʼs / 
Seymourʼs, elegy-like riddle to Henry Stanley, Lord Strange, 4th Earl of Derby.  For more on ʻArielʼs Songʼ, 
see my essay, p.153.
   Now, perhaps, youʼll concede the likelihood that Ben Jonson played successfully in the penultimate line 
of his To the memory of my beloved, quoted above:
Ex. 1b$ Which, since thy flight from hence, hath mournʼd like night,
Interpret.-~ Which, since thy flight from hence, hath Seym[d] mour darkness, ~   Or some such foolery.

   Some examples of surname wordplay need hardly any explanation:
Ex. 5a$ And now the happy sea-son once more fits    V&A  326 

Ex. 5b$ “More I could tell, but more I dare not say:
# The text is old, the orator too green.
# Therefore, in sadness, now I will away;    V&A 805-7
Similarly:
Ex. 5c$ Have I, thy schoolmaster, made thee more profit
# Than other princes can, that have more time
# For vainer hours, and tutors not so careful.   The Tempest l ii 172-4     note: vain = apparent, seeming.
Interpret.-~ For Seem-R-ours, and Tudors not child careful. ~

Ex. 5d$ Would in thy palm dissolve, or seem to melt.   V&A  144     note: would = Woodstock, Plantagenet.
Interpret.-~ Plantagenet in thy palm dissolve, ore ʻSeymʼ to melt. ~   Note: ʻore seamʼ and vain/vein of prev. ex.

The final steps are now inevitable:
Ex. 6a$ “Vouchsafe, thou wonder, to alight thy steed, 
# And rein his proud head to the saddlebow;    V&A 13-14
I am convinced that the ʻwonderʼ is the Primo-Tudor; that is, de Vere is the One-dʼor among Tu-dʼor.
He is asked to be so trusting as to ʻreinʼ/submit his ʻWillʼ to the saddlebow of ʻPackhorse Cecilʼ and to the 
Master of the Horse, Robert Dudley.
  A delightful play on the Vere name—and with sledgehammer subtlety—is found in The Winterʼs Tale  
l ii 44-66 .  Who can miss it?  Verily, Verily, Verily, Verily, Verily—with a “verier wag oʻ thʻ two” for good 
measure.  
   That last... ~ the More Vere intail O the Tu ~  is of interest because of the single syllable that 
expresses the whole, i.e. Tudor. This is but one example among hundreds. Keep a keen eye for each 
more or see, ore or seem, same or hour(but short), one or two, won or too, day or light, etc.
   Hereʼs a more straightforward approach:
Ex. 6b$ Foul cankering rust the hidden treasure frets,    Note  fret: ʻto corrode, to eat or wear awayʼ*.
# But gold thatʼs put to use more gold begets.”    V&A  767-8
How many golds in the hidden treasure? Two? And so you then have Two-dʼor? No doubt! Look above at 
ll.765-6—Or theirs, Or butcher sire = Golden theirs, Golden butcher sire—Tudor indeed. Also note the two 
lines that preface the important stanzas ll.757-68:
Ex. 6c$ ʻWhat is thy body but a swallowing grave,
# Seeming to bury that posterity...      Note  posterity: ʻwhat more followsʼ.

   Perhaps the most elegant ʻsurname wordplayʼ is to be found in Sonnet 18:
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$ Shall I compare thee to a summerʼs day?
     ~ Shall I compare thee to a ʻSomers-deʼ? ~                Note: Somers = Summers, from Edward Seymour (Somerset)   
# Thou art more lovely and more temperate.
     ~ Thou art ʻmourʼ ʻLovelyʼ and ʻmourʼ ʻin-Tempest-uousʼ: ~
     # Rough winds do shake the darling buds of May,    
     ~ ʻRagged heirsʼ do shake the darling scions of Mary ~
# And summerʼs lease hath all too short a date. 
     ~ And ʻSomerʼsʼ estate hath [Roi]All ʻTuʼ, short a da[te]:                       Note: Tu + da, two + date — te (minus 2)
# Sometime too hot the eye of heaven shines,
      ~ Attainted ʻTuʼ strong, the ʻpeerʼ (ʻdeviseʼ) of heaven shines, ~                      John Dudley: ʻfirst among peersʼ 
       # And often is his dʼor complexion dimmed;
       # And the Vere ʻrightʼ, from right, by attainder declines,
       # By chance, or Natureʼs changing course, [if] not amended:
       # But thy ʻEver Somerʼ shall not fade
       # Nor lose possession of that Right thou own,
       # Nor shall death brag thou ʻVeerʼ in his protection
       # When in E.Ver lines to Cecil thou ʻRiseʼ.
            #      Southampton, as men can speak, ʻMidasʼ(Dudley) can ʻSeatʼ.     Note: So + outhampton (long).
                   Southampton, this lives, and this animates thee.               Sonnet XVlll
Donʼt you see? This surname wordplay is precisely the method orthodox scholars crow about with Robert 
Greeneʼs “Upstart /Shake-scene” quote. Greeneʼs comment is ambiguous, but we may safely assume 
he is using wordplay in the same manner as Ben Jonson and Hugh Holland, as noted above in examples 
1a and 1b. No one contests “Shake-scene” is a reference to Shake-speare. Now—whether the ʻhideʼ 
wrapping “his tigerʼs heart” refers to ʻskinʼ or ʻdisguiseʼ (hide: ʻa camouflaged shelterʼ) remains uncertain. 
What is not uncertain, is that such wordplay is counted as significant evidence. 
   De Vereʼs quibbling on his ʻverityʼ is so highly developed as to lose ambiguity; but, I believe few have 
looked to find the Sey/mour and Tu/dor ʻvarietyʼ  that is closely associated. It is repeated frequently, yet 
requires concentration. To students of poetry who are accustomed to fashionable metaphor, direct 
allusion by name fragments is unexpected; by design it is not obvious. Had it been obvious, it would not 
have gone unnoticed for so long. 
   From where I now stand, it appears there is remarkable internal consistency; a metonym or ʻemergentʼ 
word that has particular meaning in one place, has related meaning in most if not all instances. I believe 
this can be proved by feeding each suspected example from throughout the plays and poems into a 
spreadsheet that notes probable meaning. This will give a solid basis for my supposition.
   Clearly, we must allow many of the examples shown in this essay as evidence of de Vereʼs hand in 
Shakespeare. If we maintain a balance sheet, I predict few if any may be credited to Will of Stratford, but 
many hundreds are creditable to Vere, Seymour, and Tudor. In doing so we will have begun to establish 
the means to ʻtrulyʼ read Shakespeare. We will have discovered his method—and weʼll double our 
pleasure. No! The pleasure will grow exponentially. Unraveling his ʻhidden treasureʼ for ourselves must be 
far more satisfying than being spoon-fed a baseless myth by the recalcitrant or the blind. 
    
   Vere, Seymour, Tudor self-referencing can become very sophisticated. Here is an example of his 
unexampled mastery of the syllogism from the mouthpiece of de Vereʼs ʻtwinʼ Polixenes [Poly  Greek polloi: 
many + Greek  xenes: ʻaltered characteristics in form, color, etc.ʼ, morphological variation]:
Ex. 7a      Polixenes                                        We were, fair queen,
# Two lads that thought there was no more behind
# But such a day to-morrow as to-day,
# And to be boy eternal.    The Winterʼs Tale  l ii 62-5
Wow! Having fun!  Let me draw on the ʻeverʼ growing glossary to fathom the writers intentions:
Interpret.                                            ~ We Vere (fair heir Queen)
- Tu Bois, that thought there was nom [dʼ]ore behind
- Otherwise the Seym, a de Tu-mour-O, the Seym Tu-de,
            And Sum-heir, ʻNever-endingʼ.
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       alt.    And ʻto beʼ Wood forever. ~   Note: Wood is evolved from French Bois, here indicating Woodstock/Plantagenet.
The interplay of English, French, Latin, and Greek is an artifact of languages de Vere and Elizabeth held 
in common.$
!                                   
   Now we may test the predictive power of this surname wordplay. We ask, where the devil is the poet 
ʻcoming fromʼ in the following passage:
Ex. 8a$ Upon his hurt she looks so steadfastly,
# That her sight dazzling, makes the wound seem three,
# And then she reprehends her mangling eye,
# That makes more gashes where no breach should be:
#      His face seems twain, each several limb is doubled,
#      For oft the eye mistakes, the brain being troubled. Note: wordplay troubled = trebled   V&A  1063-68
Did you find some basis for this passage in Ovid? No, I didnʼt either. This is a case of dual—or is it treble?
—identity:
Ex. 8b$ My tongue cannot express my grief for one,
# And yet (quoth she) behold two Adons dead,    V&A  1069-70
Venus is confused. Iʼm confused. Does Adonis ʻSeymʼ three, or does he ʻSeymʼ twain... shall we concede 
that he does ʻSeym-mourʼ, and call it good?  $
   So, where in Shakespeare does all this wordplay come together? Everywhere!
Interpret. ~ Enter three ʻWhich Isʼ. ~    Or,  ~ Enter three ʻWhich Rʼ. ~
$ ~ When shall we three meet againe?
- In Jove, Enlightning, golden Reign?    Or, In Vere, Somers-day, Tudor?
- When the casting-off of Burleighʼs done.
- When the Battleʼs lost, and One
- That will be heir, the placement of Son. ~    Macbeth l i 1-5

- - - - - - *  *  *  *  * 

To John Shahan, Shakespeare Authorship Coalition,
“This is a revolution, dammit, weʼre going to have to offend someone!”   1776, musical
   I attended the Joint Conference in Pasadena this past weekend and was impressed by your 
presentation. As you finished, I was surprised at the sense of helplessness expressed by many in the 
room. I had expected to find the group riding a crest of success following Anonymous; yet it must be 
admitted, Emmerich chose the argument that is least comfortable and the most difficult to support. 
Perhaps members will rediscover their enthusiasm if Last Will. and Testament makes more progress.
   On the other hand, do we deserve to be optimistic? There is too much diversity in the group and the 
distinct elements are (seemingly) granted equal consideration. It was never made clear which element is 
favored—and if one is, why? Whom do you represent? Collectively, we are like an entrepreneur who 
wants to go ʻtoe to toeʼ with Apple, but hasnʼt yet decided whether heʼs going to outdo them with an 
iPhone or a MacBook competitor. In this dishonest world of Pragmatic Truth, itʼs not good enough to be 
ʻwillingʼ. You have to have the product ready for market and it has to be more attractive than the 
established brand. Above all, it must be useful—otherwise, why bother?
   In Last Will., Derek Jacobi noted that only a ʻsmoking gunʼ will bring down Shaksper. We have it! The 
works of de Vere are peppered throughout with his self-identification. That is the smoking gun. Even 
members of this organization are ignorant of the warrant we have in our hands. How many times does he 
have to proclaim himself? No other writer begins to compete with de Vereʼs egoism; itʼs everywhere—his 
attainted identity is, with all due modesty, his ʻPassionʼ.  
   At present we are only nibbling at the periphery; circumstantial evidence and historical correlation 
dominate our argument, but they are dismissed by the enemy.  Charlton Ogburn Jr. suggested the 
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Oxfordians needed a ʻComplete Worksʼ of Oxford-Shakespeare (not of the Wells variety). I agree. 
Something to compete with the best single-volume editions of the orthodoxy. I donʼt foresee any other 
product that can be as effective. The college level student needs a resource that is more than 
competitive. Thatʼs a tall order. Many of the most eloquent writers have turned their talents to editing and 
commenting on Shakespeare; we cannot be second best. Here are my presumptions on the subject. A 
Complete Works of Oxford-Shakespeare must have:
— General Introduction: briefly comment on the common relevance of each work. If we lose ʻuniversalityʼ,
     the authorʼs greatness will be diminished. We must reconcile modern literary criticism to our contextual 
     understanding; if we canʼt achieve this, Shake-speare will always be at the behest of political
     machination.      
     — All editorial commentary must be to the highest standard, both stylistically and in content. Give the 
          devils their due, Stratfordians produce beautiful prose. 
     — Purge Shaksper nonsense.
     — Give unreserved praise to de Vere. His art need never be reduced to ʻnative wood notesʼ.
     — Frequently remind the reader and the community of de Vereʼs specialized education—that we 
          would produce more such minds with individualized education.
— De Vereʼs Introduction: comment on the Existential elements of the work. Why did the artist commit his  
     energy to each effort.
     — Devote most of our efforts to illuminating the difficult passages and abstruse characters; this is 
          where we can make ourselves useful. Most lovers of Shakespeare donʼt really ʻgetʼ the nuisance 
          parts—the Autolycusʼ, Festesʼ, and fools. Make these a cornerstone; they derive from the authorʼs 
          highest concerns. If a character goes off on a rant or ʻcapriccioʼ, or makes unaccountable, 
          enigmatical comment, we should be there with the explanation. Our refrain should be: “there are no 
          throwaway lines in Shakespeare!” 
     — Admit that we are advocating a fundamental shift from a Pragmatic understanding of de Vereʼs art 
          to an Absolute understanding.  
     — The writer intended to be instructive and to sway the judgement of those whose judgement 
          mattered; how is this manifest in each work?      
     — Shift the probable composition date to predict more accurately historical significance.
     — Note the self-identifying syllogisms; locate and label each of these signatures.
— Present a freshened text of the plays and poems. Return to the First Folio when possible.
     — Remove (or at least note) added punctuation that may alter meaning. Modifications made to original 
          spelling should not obscure wordplay. 
     — Gloss the text more comprehensively for etymology and wordplay; this is the key to what is on the 
          writers mind. The OED and Schmidt are excellent, but, as warranted, we may defer to our own 
          judgement. Letʼs not be slavish to received Authority; letʼs be the New Authority. Offer multiple 
          readings—I believe they are often intended. An informal panel might assist with questionable 
          glosses. At present, Oxfordian works tend to read like the efforts of a single hand. Homogeneity 
          may be better achieved with several editorial hands.
     — Highlight examples of rhetorical forms... etc.
Perhaps the writers working on individual plays, like Shuttleworth, Whalen, Delahoyde, Stritmatter, etc. 
can edit to a compact format and propose a single (primary) author.
   I canʼt be more emphatic than to say Shaksper is a nonentity—their is insufficient biographical material 
of him to refute. To quantify: for every one part Shaksper misconstrued, there are 100 parts de Vere  
rightly construed. Our case should be that de Vere took great pains to identify himself in every work. Act l 
of each play contains numerous examples of his literary signature. Highlight his wordplay and syllogistic 
statements to this end; note that these memorials are tantamount to the ʻragged staff and bearʼ carved 
into the cell wall by the Dudley boys as they awaited execution in 1553-54. We must also note that his 
ʻsignatureʼ wordplay can be used to identify works not previously known to have been written by de Vere, 
as in the case of Fidessa: More Chaste Than Kind (from the Tower, Mar.-June/1581; publ. 1596) by B. Griffin.
   I know youʼve been over this sort of idea many times, but I felt the need to add my voice. Offering the 
Orthodoxy a reward to debate the issue will put us at a disadvantage. That would suggest we are 
presently ʻbeggars at the doorʼ and vainly dreaming of greatness. Weʼll never convince the Stratfordian 
Elite. If they are our audience, we are lost. Letʼs put our money and effort into something substantial. The 
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ʻVery Truthʼ is self-evident... but we have to ʻproveʼ our position by being more attractive and more useful 
to the people who matter most—the next generation of Shakespeare Scholars. At present, we are 
promoting an alternative ʻnew and improvedʼ iShakespeare without market research, product 
development, or packaging. 
Mike Stepniewski,                            10/27/2012
Wapato, WA 
mikestepniewski@gmail.com           

 

 
   

To Earl Showerman, Shakespeare Fellowship     10//29/12
Dear Earl,
   When I say de Vere self-reveals himself ʻeverywhereʼ, I mean that anywhere de Vere writes, he includes 
clever wordplay to reveal his identity. Here is a fine example from Cymbeline 3.2 48-82 .  Note:   Underlined 
words are among the foundation tropes encountered throughout Shake-speare, Lyly and Griffin; they involve wordplay on surname 
fragments or related homonyms. These function as metonyms, and insinuate the writer and Englandʼs rulers as ʻplayersʼ in the 
action. In doing so, they convey a dissident (and ʻtreasonousʼ) message. Words of special interest to de Vere are also underlined; 
these belong to the ʻglossaryʼ found in my essay. Words with asterisks function on two or more levels by polysemic interpretation.  
Bold face indicates de Vereʼs emphatic urging to the reader. Compare this interpretation with a standard text.
                                 Original- - - - -        Gloss
     Imogen- - - - -      Imogen
Oh for a horse with wings*: Hearʼst thou Pisanio?$ ʻSpringʼ for a state of Pegasus*: Hearʼst thou Pisanio?
He is at Milford-Haven: Read and tell me$ $ He is at Milford-Haven: Read and tell me $
How far ʻtis thither. If one of mean* affairs          50$ How far ʻtis thither. If one of shared* affairs
May plod* it in a week, why may not I $ $ May march* it in a week, why may not I
Glide thither in a day? Then, true Pisanio,$    52$ Glide thither in a ʻdeʼ? Then, Vere Pisanio,$
Who longʼst* like me to see* thy Lord, who longʼst*—$ Witch desires* like me to seat* thy Lord, Witch desires*                   
(Oh let me bate) but not like me: yet desires*    54$ Oh, let me moderate*—but not like me: still desires*,
But* in a fainter* kind*—Oh, not like me!$ $ Except* in a natural* child*—ʻOʼ, not like me! $                                                                                                  
For mineʼs* beyond beyond*: say, and speak thick*$ For gold* beyond the telling: say, and speak opaquely*                                                 
Loveʼs Couselor* should fill the bores* of hearing*, $ (Leicesterʼs Advisor shall silence the Boars heiring* 
To thʻ smothering* of the sense—how far it is $    58$ To thʻ suppressing of the Sense) how far it is 
To this same blesséd Milford. And by thʻ way$$ To this same blesséd Milford. And by thʻ way 
Tell me how Wales was made so happy* as$     60$ Tell me how Wales was made scion-propitious* as 
Tʻ inherit such a Haven. But* first* of All, $ $ Tʻ inherit such a Haven. $Only* One among* Tudor, 
How we may steal from hence*, and for the gap $ How we may slip* from this place*: and for the passage*  
That we shall make in Time, from our hence-going* $ That we shall make in Cecilʼs State, from our heir leaving 
And our return, to excuse*:  $ $ $ And our return, to free from accusation*:     
   but* first*, how get hence*?$ $     64        only* One [thing], how to get from this Time?
Why should excuse be born* or ere begot?$ $ Why should excuse be managed*, golden heir begot?
Weʼll talk of that hereafter. Prithee speak,$     66$ Weʼll talk of that heir after. Prithee speak, 
How many score of miles may we well rid* $ $ How manyʼs* hearts*, of thousands*, may Spring count*
ʻTwixt hour and hour?$ $ $     68$ ʻTwixt Ore and Ore?$ $                                                                   
     Pisanio- - - - -      Pisanio$ $ $             $                     
                     One score* ʻtwixt sun and sun,          $                       Kingʼs heart* ʻtwixt Son and Son,
Madam, ʻs enough for you: and too much too.   $ Madam, ʻs enough for you, and Tu much Tu.                                                    
     Imogen- - - - -      Imogen        -
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Why, one that rode toʼs execution, man$     70$ Why, a Prince borne* freely* Tuʼs Execution, Vere                                                                           
Could never go so slow. I have heard # # Could Not Ever think so slow. I have heard 
of riding wagers$ $ $ $ $ of Crown wagers
Where Horses have been nimbler* than the Sands* $ Where States have readier wits* than the thoughts* 
That run iʼ thʼ clockʼs behalf. But this is foolʼry.$ That run iʼ thʼ Cecilʼs half[wits]. Only this is foolery.
    - -
Go, bid my Woman feign a Sickness, say                     74        ll. 74-7 carry action forward.
Sheʼll home to her Father; and provide me presently
A Riding Suit: No costlier than would fit$ $       76$    $            
A Franklinʼs Housewife.   
     Pisanio      $ $ $ $ $      Pisanio
                                Madam, your best consider.$     $ Madam, your best [interests] consider.                      
     Imogen- - - - -      Imogen
I see before me (Man) nor here, nor here,$       78$ I see before me, (Vere) not Or* Here, not Or Heir, 
Nor what ensues, but have a fog in them$ $ Not Or that* follows*, only* they* have a Fog in them
That I cannot look$ through. Away, I prithee;$       80$ That I cannot look through. Away, I prithee,
Do as I bid thee. Thereʼs* no more to say.$ $ Do as I bid thee: There Is* no More to Sey:$
Accessible is none but Milford way.$ $       82$ Accession will not be but by* Tudor Way.
What is de Vere saying? That ʻSay-Moreʼ/Seymour has no apparent claim. The ʻMilford Wayʼ—invasion— 
was the way of Tudor Accession, and ʻnowʼ it must be the way of Tudor Succession. That is the subject 
of this ʻthick fogʼ. Lines 81-2 are not postscript, they are Theme. Is it any wonder that de Vereʼs 
persistent requests for military command went unanswered? 
   Though much of my interpretation is flawed (no doubt), the method used by de Vere is clear enough; 
the bold-face ʻurgingsʼ tell us that quick reading is not possible if we are to understand him. I believe this 
is the ʻheartʼ of Shake-speare. Historical inference must go hand in hand with an attempt to construe his 
ʻProperʼ meaning.$ $                     $ $ $   -                      
48 Oh: (metonym) Oxford; horse: estate, state; wings: Pegasus;  (1) see below      49  Milford-Haven: Tudor beachhead, Aug.,1485
50  mean*: possessed in common        51   (2) see below,  plod*: march        52   day: ʻdeʼ (3) see below;  true: Ver  
53 see: seat;  longʼst*: desires       54  yet: (metonym) E.Ver; longʼst*: belongs        55  fainter*: natural, spiritless?
56  mine: Ore, Or, gold;  thick*: densely     57  Loveʼs: (met.) Rob. Dudley;  hearing*: just heiring      
60  so: (met.) successor; happy: propitious;  such*: of the same kind;  but: otherwise;  all: Tudor    
62  steal: secret; hence: from this place; gap: passage;  time: (met.) W. Cecilʼs State; hence-going: leaving     
64  hence: move away;   excuse  ex: ʻoutʻ + causa: ʻblameʼ     65  born: managed;  or: golden; ere: heir       66  hereafter: heir after   
67   score: count; miles: thousands; well: (met.) Spring      68  hour:  Or, dʼor; mine   (4) see below-  
68   score: count ; (4) see below;   too: (surname wordplay) Tu;  (4) below     70  one: Prince; ride: borne: freely; Man: Were, Vere;  
70  go: think; so: likewise    72  horses: States; nimbler: readier wits;  sands: grains;  clock, time: Wm. Cecil;  Man: were, Vere; 
72 nor: not Or;  here: heir     (3) see below    no more: missing More/mour       82  Milford way: invasion
(1) l.48  “a horse with wings” = Pegasus: a wingéd horse sired by Zeus; he struck the ground with his 

hooves to bring forth the spring sacred to the Muses on Mt. Helicon. Hesiod associated Pegasus with 
the words ʻspringʼ and ʻwellʻ  see my essay and glossary  metonyms  Spring = Primavera = Green = 

     de Vere. 
(2) l.50-1  “mean affairs”, affairs shared in common = may refer to the week that Henry Tudor and his 

army made passage from Brittany to Milford-Haven Aug. 1-7 , or the long week that his army marched 
from Milford to Bosworth Field near Leicester for the fateful battle of Aug. 22, 1485.

(3) Eva Turner Clark, in her Hidden Allusions in Shakespeareʼs Plays was confused by de Vereʼs 
metonymy. She began looking for towns near Hedingham Castle named Milford (settled on Long Melford) 
and apparently missed the significance of Milford-Haven.  Her book is a perfect example of the 
dangers of interpretation; yet language is interpretive and we must begin somewhere.

(4) Several surname fragments are paired for emphasis: hour/hour (the duration of ʻMoreʼ), sun/sun 
(Tudor Son), too/too (Tu[dʼor]), nor/nor/nor (Not ʻOrʼ, etc); they are pieces of a puzzle. 

   Such hidden treasures are verily everywhere. I notice you have employed the same sort of trick with 
your E-mail address—earlees@...  a lot could be done with that if you had ʻsuppressed senseʼ to convey. 
How about early, show, err, man, plus dozens of derivatives. The virtue of de Vereʼs method is the 
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simplicity. Once a few metonyms—guideposts—are learned, most passages may be ʻcrackedʼ. 
Stratfordians happily take this scene at supposed face value, but they violate the writers admonition to 
understand what is ʻthickʼ spoken l.56 , or at least attempt to ʻlook throughʼ the ʻfog in themʼ l.79-80 . 
    
   Mike Egan has warned of ʻdoing violenceʼ to the lines. That exclusion may be pushed beyond warrant. 
It is a rhetorical conceit of the Shakespeare Orthodoxy (and generally, of so-called Literary Criticism); they 
use such devices to force a politically conformist reading. De Vere is under no such injunction. I think 
youʼll agree, the original text of this scene is hopelessly giddy and digressive. It is begging for 
interpretation—the writer is practically on his knees.  Orthodoxy feels secure in reading only enough 
meaning to satisfy theatrical necessity and status quo—we are searching for something More. The 
Oxfordian position has been that there is more; I say, we can be most useful by assuming there is much 
more.
   Scholars are an easily confounded bunch, and many are unimaginative to boot. Cymbeline, they tell us 
is a romance, a pastoral tragicomedy—what a failure, so they say! Even dear Samuel Johnson spluttered 
in disgust:
     “To remark the folly of the fiction, the absurdity of the conduct, the confusion of the names and manners 
       of different times and the impossibility of the events in any system of life, were to waste criticism upon 
       unresisting imbecility, upon faults too evident for detection and too gross for aggravation.” 
Well! Thatʼs telling us, I guess.  An ʻoutsiderʼ, however, senses that Cymbeline is a court comedy full of 
skewers, barbs... and treacherous political allegory. The cast is an ad hoc collection of ʻhistoricalʼ persons 
derived across time and space from Holinshedʼs Chronicles. Each is selected to suggest someone of 
special concern to de Vere. Cloten—Sir Philip Sidney—is just plain ʻthickʼ... a “Puppy” and a land thief 
Cym. 1.2 16-21 ; yet, there are elements of de Vere in him. De Vere notes how easily the Queenʼs son may 
be mistaken for Posthumous if only his head is replaced!  Clotenʼs mother, the Queen, is that “crafty devil”  
Mary Dudley Sidney (Protestantism), “that Bears (the Dudley ʻBear and Ragged Staffʼ) all down with her brain” Cym. 
2.1 53 ; i.e. ʻravagesʼ the Monarchy with her stratagems.  Posthumus Leonatus, [born] ʻafter-the-Man 
Lionʼ—thatʼs de Vere; he was born after the death of granddad Henry Vlll Tudor and ʻbut shortlyʻ the axing 
of Th. Seymour.  Imogen... Anne Cecil de Vere, Elizabeth R (Catholicism) ?  Belarius is probably a conflation 
of recusants John and Edward de Vere. In one night ʻBel-Heir-We/fullyʼ whose significance is derived from a blend 
of Old English and Latin is ʻshaken downʼ by a ʻTempest or Rob-beryʼ Will Cecil and Rob Dudley , that left [him]—
letʼs be perfectly clear about this—ʻBear to Weatherʻ R. Dudley and Wm. Cecil;  all paraphrased from Cym. 3.3 60-4 .   
   This sort of metonymy amuses some people. How about Mulmutius? That, I suspect, was selected to 
characterize ʻPackhorseʼ Cecil who is the ʻMule Full-Changerʼ. As Holinshed records, Mulmutius was the 
sixteenth King of the Britons, but the first to be crowned with gold. To my ear, this implies an unfavorable 
distinction between that and being crowned with the laurel wreath of martial triumph or academic honor.    

   The following are examples of the several types of metonymy and wordplay in Cymbeline; note that 
First Folio punctuation has been restored where clarity is not sacrificed:
1.1 1-4           Original$ $ $ $ $             Gloss 
First Gentleman 
You do not meet a man but frowns.$         You do not meet a Vere but he frowns.$ $  
Our bloods* no more obey the heavens*$        Our dispositions* ʻno Moreʼ obey the heavens*  
Than our courtiers: $ $ $         Than our courtiers [do]:   
Still seem as does the Kingʼs. $ $         Ever ʻSeymʼ, ʻthe Sameʼ does the Kingʼs.
Metonymy: man [Were,Vere], our, no more [inconstant], still [ever], seem [ʻSeymʼ], as [the same].      Polysemy: blood, heavens.
   De Vere contrasts the inconstancy of ʻourʼ natures with the supposed constancy of a Kingʼs; but thereʼs  
amphiboly in the final phrase.

1.6 169-71     Original$ $ $ $ $ $ Gloss
Iachimo
He sits ʻmongst men like a descended god.    He sits ʻmongst men, like a ʻdeʼ-scended god.
He hath a kind of honor sets him off*$         He hath a child of honor that distinguishes him*
More than a mortal seeming.$ $         More than a Mort-All ʻSeymʼing.
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Metonymy:  ʻdeʼ [surname wordplay - (Latin) Dei, genitive of Deus: ʻof Godʼ] ; kind [child]; Seem + More [surname wordplay - 
Seymour].  Polysemy: mortal* [fated, subject to death]; ʻsets him offʼ * [distinguishes him].
   Wordplay on More/Mour is frequent throughout the canon; there are three principle associations: 
Seymour, Sir Thomas More, and the motto of Henry V, French ʻUne sans plusʼ: One without More.
   De Vere admits that heʼs pretty special. Itʼs no illusion—heʼs God ordained, he already has a ʻso-soʼ 
heir, and what more he sees, or too much, can be overlooked. Heʼs de-lightful, de-wonderful, de Vere.

1.6 119-25     Original$ $ $ $ $ $ Gloss
Iachimo
                                         A lady                                                                                  A lady
So fair, and fastened* to an empery*$ $ $ So Vere and just, and mated* to an Empire* 
Would make the greatʼst king double, $ $ $ Would make the greatest king ʻTuʼ—
   to be partnered*$ $ $ $ $    to be* paired*
With tomboys* hired with that self exhibition$ $ With harlots* hired with that self revealing
Which your own coffers yield; with diseased ventures* $ Witch your own coffers yield: with ill-commerce*
That play with all infirmities for gold$ $ $ That plays with Crown weakness for [that] dʼor,
Which rottenness can lend to nature; $ $ $ Witch rottenness can lend to bastardy; 
   brew* such boiled stuff* $ $ $ $    contrive* such de-still-ed* stuff*
As well might poison poison!$ $ $ $ ʻSeymingʼ Spring might poison poison! 
Metonymy: So [child, what follows],  fair [true, just, by right],  double [two, too, ʻTuʼ],  to be [to fulfill divine plan],  All [the persons of 
the Monarchy],  gold [Ore, dʼor],  well [Spring, Green, Ver].     Wordplay/Polysemy* : partnered [paired, coupled],  tomboys [harlots],  
ventures [commerce],  boiled stuff [brew. concoction].
   Look for de Vereʼs syllogistic approach to surname wordplay; ʻking doubleʼ (king ʻTuʼ) searches through 
premises for itʼs golden (dʼor, or, ore) mate. Note: Cymbeline is an early work and may predate the full 
development of a ʻde Vere methodʼ. 

1.3 18-21       Original$ $ $ $ $ $ Gloss
Imogen
To look upon him till the diminution $ $    To look upon Vere, till the diminution 
Of Space, had pointed* him sharp as my needle:   Of Space, had honed* him sharp as my needle:
Nay, followed him, till he had melted from$    Nay, followed Vere, till he had melted from
The smallness of a gnat, to air: and then$$    The ʻthinnessʼ of agnate to heir: and then 
Have turned mine eye, and wept. $ $    Have turned betrayer, and wept. 
Metonymy: till [ʻa turn of earthʼ, verse, Vere], air [heir], mine [ore], eye [spy], mine eye [paid informant, Judas].      Wordplay: a gnat
[agnatic: descended from the same male ancestor].
   The writer comments on his suspicion that his wife is reporting his activities to father-in-law Wm. Cecil.
This piece also supports similar references to de Vereʼs simple premise of agnatic primogeniture, as 
noted in my essay p.100. l.191; he felt his direct descent through the ʻPrideʼ of Henry Vlll superseded lesser 
claims of the (ʻStrangeʼ: Lords Strange) Stanleyʼs and (ʻStrangeʼ: Foreign) Stuartʼs through Henry Vll. Itʼs 
astonishing how wordplay can change the tone of a passage, isnʼt it?
      
  As I noted above, the de Vere family figures small in the Shakespeare canon. However, John de Vere 
makes a rare cameo in Cymbeline 2.5 2-7—the famous “We are all bastards,” bit; the writer achieves 
Vere-similitude by relating his false parentage (an imaginative, but not misogynistic, fellow):
2.5 2-7         Original                                                    $ $ $ Gloss$
Posthumus -      We are all bastards,$ $                          We R[oi]-All (Tudor) bastards,
And that most venerable man which I$ $       And that very venerable Vere, which I
Did call my father was I know not where$$       Did call my Father, was, I know not where                                                                
When I was stamped. Some coiner* with his tools     When I was stamped. ʻSomerʼ coiner* with his tools                             
Made me a counterfeit; yet my mother seemed $       Made me falsely: moreover, my Mother Seymʼd                                                                        
The Dian of that time.$ $ $ $       The Diana of that Cecil.         
   
Metonymy:  are [R: Regius],  all [Tudor Rose: Regina, Oxford, Southampton],  most [Very],  man [OE ʻwereʼ, Vere],  Some [Somerʼs 
Day, Th. Seymour],  yet [moreover;  alt.: nevertheless: never = not ever, i.e. not ʻalways the sameʼ],  seemed [mated Seym-our],  
Dian [Roman goddess of virginity, the Moon],  time [Wm. Cecil] .                                                  
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   This passage relates back to Cym. 1.1 28, First Gentleman: “I cannot delve him to the root.”  The writer is 
not saying all people are bastards, but that All Three Tudors R(are)—Elizabeth, Oxford, and Southampton
—are R[oi]-all (royal) bastards. This seemingly harmless ʻareʼ, from the Royal ʻWe Areʼ, can be 
consistently understood as R[oi], or R[egius]  throughout the de Vere canon.
    Now consider the wordplay of ʻvenerableʼ ll i 3  as it relates to ʻveneryʼ, ʻvenerealʼ, and Venus.  ʻYetʼ is a 
standard de Vere metonym for ʻmoreoverʼ or ʻnever (Elizabeth Tudor)-the-lessʼ; de Vere, of course, is 
more, most, one, first, etc. meaning ʻE.Ver-the-moreʼ...  “Only this is foolʼrie”.
   Oxford is ʻfoolingʼ with words, but he is not fooling that he is not  the son of John de Vere. The direct 
descendants of Henry Vlll are all of impeachable or downright illegitimate parentage. 
   “Some coiner with his tools” Cym. 2.5 5  is undoubtedly a pun on Thomas Seymourʼs implication in the 
coinage debasing schemes of Sir William Sharington, vice-treasurer of the Bristol Mint. Iʼll assume we all 
ʻgetʼ the clever sexual wordplay ʻas wellʼ. De Vere derives the word ʻSomeʼ from Somer/Summer which 
without exception indicates the Seymour or Somerset families.
   Professor Nicholas Royle of the University of Sussex has demonstrated the great care taken by 
Shakespeare to signify important ʻmatterʼ with deceptively simple words; and de Vere himself has tried to 
advise caution when reading “all one, ever the same”, and such. Thereʼs important stuff there!  Alan 
Nelson may be quite correct to admonish us all about ʻScholarlyʻ research, but he would have left de Vere 
cold and unimpressed... Does a political dissident and a royal claimant have to be be-headed to make his 
point—would such an historical event rise to the ʻscholarlyʼ level of Nelson?  

2.3 41-4            Original$ $ $ $ $ $ Gloss
Cymbeline      
The exile of her minion is too new;$ $ $ The exile of her minion is Tu new;
She hath not yet forgot him. Some more time$ $ She hath not Ever forgot him. Seym-Mour Time
Must wear* the print of his remembrance* onʼt,$ $ Must abrade* the print of his remembrance* onʼt,
And then sheʼs yours*.$ $ $ $ $ And then sheʼs yours*.
Metonymy: too [surname:Tu],  yet [still, from now into the future],  Some [surname: Somers de, Seym], more [surname: mour],  time 
[concept: Wm. Cecil]          Wordplay:  wear [abrade, wear away]
   The subject is Imogenʼs faithfulness, which, ʻTo beʼ, must be immutable. Sheʼs a Rock. Yet, with the 
corruption of ʻSeymour-Timeʼ, Cymbeline suggests, even ʻthe printʼ of the ʻremembranceʼ ʻyoursʼ may 
ʻwearʼ (reduce, diminish) from yours to ours; likewise Tu[d]or may ʻwearʼ to Tuʼours. Again we detect 
ʻinventionsʼ or syllogisms that insinuate the writerʼs name. 

   Hereʼs another example; I have transposed it in the same manner as Cym. 3.3 48-82 above. First Cym. 
3.1 46-61:
Cymbeline            You must know,$$     46$         Cymbeline            You must know, $         
Till the injurious* Romans did extort $$      $ Till the Roman Church, without right*, did extort
This tribute* from us, we were free. $  $ $ This Decimae* from us, we were free. 
   Caesarʼs ambition, $ $ $ $    Seize-Areʼs Ambition-          
Which swelled so much, that it* did almost* stretch   $ Witches Sprung So greatly* that she* did almost span
The sides oʼthʼ world, against all* color* here,$    50$ The [opposing] sides oʼthʼMonde, to the Royal-faced Heir 
Did put the yoke uponʼs; which to shake off$ $ Did put the [Oxenʼs] yoke upon us; witch to shake off
Becomes* a warlike people, whom we reckon    52$ Well-suits* a warlike people, whom we reckon$      
Ourselves to be, we do. Say then to Caesar, $$ Ourselves to be—we do. Say then to (Sieze-R)
Our ancestor* was that Mulmutius, which             54$ Our antecedent* was that Mule Changed ʻWitchʼ $
Ordained our laws, whose use$ $ # Ore deigned our laws, whose use,  
   the_sword of Caesar       # # #    the_ sword of Seymour (Seize-R, Catholicism)
Hath too much mangled; whose repair*, $      56$ Hath Tu much mangled, whose re-coupling*
   and franchise* $ $ $ $ $    and legal immunity*
Shall (by the power we hold) be our* good deed, $ Shall, by the power we hold, be our* good deed,$
Though Rome be therefore angry. $ $      58$ Though [the Church of] Rome, for the heir, be angry.
   Mulmutius made our laws, $ $ $    [This] Mule Changed made our laws,
_ Who was the first of Britain, which did put $  $ [Decided] who was the first among Britons, Witch did put
His brows within a golden* crown, and called$     60 $ His brows within a [Tu-]dʼor Crown, and callʼd        
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Himself a King.         Cymbeline 3.3 46-61$ $ Himself a King.       Cymbeline 3.3 46-61
47  injurious: without right, ʻsanz droitʼ;  Romans: Catholics      48  tribute: Decimae, tithe to Rome;  Caesar: Seize Are/R, Seymour     
49  Which s: Witch is, Elizabeth;  welled: Spring,Vere; almost: most royally     50 World: ʻMondeʼ from Richmond;  all: Tudor;  (1)    
51  yoke: team of oxen; which: ʻWitch Oneʼ among several       53  Caesar: Seize-R, seizure of Crown    
54  ancestor: antecedent, family and social background;  Mulmutius: (wordplay) ʻFully Mule Changedʼ, King of Britons, c.400 BC   
55  Ordained: Ore-deigned;  sword: (dbl. ent.) penis, alt.: the sword = this word;  Th. Seymour: condemned for plots to seize the 
Tudor throne    56  repair: re-couple;  franchise: legal impunity    58  Rome: the Bishop of Rome;  therefore: for the heir      
60  Tu + Or: surname wordplay   
   Holinshed records that Mulmutius, a warrior, subjugated several kingdoms (at times by deceit) and 
crowned himself King of the Britons. It is difficult to determine whether he represents ʻPackhorse Cecilʼ or 
a nobler ʻOneʼ. Therein lies the greater issue. No matter how successfully de Vere individuates his 
characters, they ultimately reflect his own mind. This artist has one existential concern—his own; it just 
happens that his own concerns are identical with those of a nation. So Posthumus and his ʻlikenessʼ 
Imogen (Fidele: French  ʻfaithfulʼ, alt.: French wordplay  ʻFils de leʼ [quoi?] = Fils Roi/Reine = “The ʻpieceʼ of 
Tender[ed] Heir” Cym. 5.5 445 ) are facets of his self. So is his ʻtrueʼ servant Pisanio; and so are Belarius 
(his Morganatic self), Guiderius and Arviragus (his Seymour/martial and Oxford/artistic selves); and 
Cloten, a ʻdouble/Tuʼ villain— “Toad, or Adder, Spider, ...” Cym. 4.2 90 (there really are two Tudors in there) 
is a Sidney—ʼa false Vereʼ. He even nods to his Lyly self as a facet of Arviragus (Cadwal):
   Guiderius                     Oh sweetest, fairest lily!$ Guiderius-           Oh sweetest, fairest Lyly!$
   My brother wears thee not the one half so well $ My brother uses thee, not the Tudor half (thus Spring)
   As when thou grewʼst thyself.        Cym. 4.2 201-3   $ As when thou grew unto thyself.
Descartes has nothing on this guy.
   Where is de Vere heading with all this autobiographical stuff? Simply that he is the “Majestic Sey-dʼor” 
Cym. 5.5 456  who will rule England with his faithful consort Fidele—Rome.
   By ʻlivingʼ this de Vereʼ method, that is, interpreting Shakespeare in this fashion, we may come to 
appreciate itʼs utility. It may reflect ʻlightʼ perfectly; and yes, it might prove a failure, but look at the volume 
of material in which we have to find ʻthʼ suppressing of the senseʼ. Itʼs very much akin to the Tudor 
family tradition of learning a foreign language by translation. I swear, this is much more fun than Solitaire.
-    

Mike Stepniewski, Wapato, WA, 98951    mikestepniewski@gmail.com
An Open Letter to Earl Showerman,
   You are right to chide for the uncertainties of interpretation... but if I can make a ʻfree associationʼ:
I enjoy American architecture, particularly of the Prairie School, Craftsman, and various modern 
movements. Iʼve found myself defending Frank Wrightʼs final phase even when my heartʼs not been in it. 
His Guggenheim Museum is pure—as a project. The space inside is stunning; it was expensive and 
wasteful, but the result is dramatic. The outside is more likely to offend. There is no denying the form— 
which might have been imagined in a handful of Froebel Blocks—was ʻfumbledʼ by the choice of building 
materials... it reflects light inelegantly. The result is not consistent with our expectations. In hindsight, 
Wright might have clad a lightweight frame with pre-stressed panels of perfect and stable curvature—
Frank Gehry and Jørn Utzon have thought this through. However, with Wrights imperfect execution we 
have an example of what doesnʼt quite work and what is too expensive to maintain. The Sydney Opera 
House ʻgets it rightʼ; the Guggenheim sets you wondering what might have been done differently to 
improve the execution of a striking shape. 
    Do we understand why Wrightʼs museum wonʼt accept imperfection? Why all the brilliance of inspired 
engineers led to substantial disappointment... ? Yet an English half-timber house becomes more 
charming—perhaps even attains a weatherbeaten perfection—as it settles on itʼs foundation and 
structural frames twist under the weight of brick infill. Iʼm working through an analogy here. Wrightʼs effort 
is an experiment as is modern Literary Criticism—bold and experimental; but as a shipwright might say, 
the form isnʼt ʻfairʼ; or a builder would spot instantly, the line isnʼt ʻtrueʼ. The eye detects shadings of light 
that are ʻfalseʼ. Traditional Shakespeare Authorship, being the quicksand on which that Critical Theory is 
built, suffers the same faults. Of necessity, they have attempted to discard historical context, and turn 
instead to ʻrelevanceʼ; whose relevance?—the exegetes. And now, confronted with Oxfordian evidence, 
the edifice ʻwellsʼ and ʻwavesʼ. If Oxford-Tudor Theory is correct—and of course, it is—the traditional 
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Shakespeare biography and Literary Criticism is utterly supplanted. The Divine Shakespeare, it turns out, 
really was a flawed man; he probably was a bit of a ʻmonstrous adversaryʼ. Yet, itʼs just to allow him to 
explain himself, even to explain at great length. His word smacks of Truth. We come to believe that Truth 
really is Beauty, and Truth may be stranger than Fiction.
   I arrive at this conclusion by studying de Vereʼs wordplay. Much as Claire Asquith has suggested, the 
body of the canon speaks on at least two levels. She, assuming a Stratford origin, and I a Baron Sudeley, 
have taken divergent paths. Our inferences differ in some respects. Ms. Asquith presents a glossary that 
presumes Reformation concerns, mine leans more heavily to Succession Politics; of course, the two 
subjects overlap considerably. Both approaches begin to solve mysteries of the writerʼs oblique or 
impenetrable passages. However, I believe that Shake-speareʼs loyalty was foremost to the English 
Sovereign rather than to Catholic Doctrine. Perhaps I have taken the writerʼs process beyond what is 
warranted, but I doubt it. The danger is in not going far enough. There is much political allusion in the 
canon; we are only attempting to find out how much. Each play and poem must be reviewed line by line, 
word by word, if we are to satisfy ourselves that apparent references are merely ʻseemingʼ, or otherwise, 
entirely intentional.
   My point is, sometimes you have to work through a project to really see the successes and failures. Itʼs 
not enough to say “I see where you might make that error in logic”; we aim to know whether an error has 
been made, not whether one might be made.  Often you must ʻbuildʼ the idea. You must risk what may 
prove wasted effort. Certainly you must experience ʻthe processʼ— that is, ʻlive itʼ for a while—to fully 
appreciate it. There is no way around it; this is time consuming work, but I believe the results are 
magnificent. The words of Shakespeare constitute: the ʻproofʼ of his identity, an exhaustive autobiography, 
and a philosophical diary.
Comment on Samuel Coleridge...
   The problem with Shakespeare, as I see it, is that he is a novel form. He was not artistically constrained 
by precedent. Voltaire said he “had not so much as a single spark of good taste, or knew one rule of the 
drama.” Thatʼs it! This man was “like a ʻdeʼscended god” Cym.1.6 169 —he made the rules! Heʼs is a 
feudalist, but a dissident... maybe conservatively revolutionary is the right term. We really donʼt know what 
to do with him. Further, he has been misapplied for so long that itʼs hard to free ourselves from the 
expectations we have of other artists.
   Conflicting opinions of Oxfordian Theory have not been resolved, nor do ʻopposing campsʼ seem open 
to dealing with them in the manner of simple mathematical or logical puzzles. The question I ask myself 
is, ʻhow do we approach this problem in the absence of material proof and conclusive historical 
evidenceʼ? I wonder, ʻwould a man who writes so much and who frets that his name will be lost, take no 
action against his fearʼ?  Are we missing something? Does Shakespeare use words like I do? Why are 
Walter Raleigh, Philip Sidney, Henry Howard, etc., plain spoken writers, while Shakespeare is, as often as 
not, ambiguous and indeterminate? What is he trying to say?
   The only course I can imagine is to methodically examine his works supposing he is Edward de 
Vere, that he has some close connection with Queen Elizabeth, and that, if we can determine his 
method he will tell us his story. I was aware from the start this is pure conjecture. Yet, we are able to 
discover the meaning of lost languages even without a ʻRosetta Stoneʼ. My considerable experience with 
Venus and Adonis, now amounting to many hundreds of hours, leads me to de Vere associations with the 
metonymy of John Lyly, and the likelihood that Shakespeare writes for an educated courtly audience; that 
audience may even be the object of his allegory and the butt of his humor.
   As the canon is totted-up on a balance, I see little of Castle Hedingham, virtually nothing of a Margery 
Golding mother, everything but an Earl John father; would a confirmed Catholic, as John de Vere was, 
have placed his young heir in the hands of a seminal English Protestant like Sir Thomas Smith?  Would 
King Hamlet have done so?  Now, the credit column is ʻperfect Tudorʼ. Look to V&A ll. 85-114; it is easy to 
mistake this for an account of ʻNeverʼ Elizabeth—a ʻpassengerʼ, as it were—being seduced by ʻMarsʼ 
Seymour “Whose sinewy neck in battle neʼer did bow” V&A l.99 . There are thousands of such references to 
explain.
   ʻShakespeare can be very elusive. I believe he writes for all of us, but even more, he writes for himself. 
Much of it his work is so thickly inventive that it must be either private communication or deliberately 
arcane. This is certain: the Truth of the matter has not been found conclusively by a historical approach; 
itʼs time to try something a little more oblique. We donʼt hesitate to speculate on metaphor and topical 
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allusion in other poets. Why be shy here? We may find the sort of correlation and predictability that will 
allow us to be confident of our speculation.  At least we may conclude that, if the writer is Edward de 
Vere, this is what he would be saying.
   Consider the first example from the letter I sent recently partially explicating Cymbeline 3.2 48-82. Why 
is the reference to Milford Haven so important to understanding de Vereʼs method. As I mentioned, it is 
the natural harbor from which the English periodically assaulted Ireland and to which the forces of Henry 
Vll sailed when invading England in 1485; but it was not among the landing sites of warships ferrying 
Roman legions intending to conquer the Britons. Those sites were on the coast of Kent. There is no 
archaeological evidence of Roman presence in Milford. It was not a destination resort in Roman Britain, 
nor in the 16th century; the town of Milford Haven was not established until the end of the 18th century... 
so what gives? Odds are, the allusion is to the Earl of Richmondʼs invasion, that is, de Vereʼs Great 
Granddadʼs invasion. I really admire Diane Price and her writings on Oxford, but her suppressing of 
interpretation goes too far. Without interpretation, much of Shake-speare is meaningless; and this 
reference is a perfect example of why Shake-speare has survived—because we perceive it does all mean 
something above daily concerns.
   Thereʼs a bigger issue. Poetry itself has been ʻcriticallyʼ wounded by the misunderstanding of Shake-
speare. We have allowed his ʻapparent nonsenseʼ to be just ʻnonsenseʼ; my mother was taught precisely 
that in a Warwickshire girls school in the 1940ʼs. Poets have followed what they believe to be his example 
and produce volumes of inscrutable verse. Rather, let ʻhidden treasureʼ be. Then we can expect that 
poetry of beautiful simplicity be simply beautiful. Then our concentration will not have been wasted for 
when words mired in complexity indeed express complex ideas... or when obfuscation is used to thwart 
censors.

$ $ $ $ $ $ *  *  *  *  *

On Cymbeline, Wm. Garmon, and Revelations 12                              Mike Stepniewski 12/10/12

   Act V, sc. 5 of Cymbeline was a puzzle to Samuel Coleridge:
“It is not easy to conjecture why Shakespeare should have introduced this ludicrous scroll, which 
answers no one purpose, either propulsive or explicatory, unless as a joke on etymology.” 
Sam. Taylor Coleridge, 1818.
   You must not give him full marks for this assessment. To suggest that V.5 is ornamentation is ludicrous! 
Having called English Catholics to arms against what he perceived to be the corruption of Christian Faith 
see Cym. lll.2 48-82 , Edward de Vere concluded Cymbeline with his prediction and promise for the future. 
Youʼd think his forthrightness “would cure deafness” Tempest l.2 106 , but weʼll see...
“If everything we do not understand in Shakespeare is to be put down to interpolation, what, 
indeed, shall we have left of him? Soberly, is there anything of his art that we thoroughly 
understand?” A New Study of Shakespeare, William Francis C. Wigston, 1884, commenting on Coleridgeʼs statement above.

   Here is a beautiful bit of ʻCrooked Smokesʼ l.476 , see below —or ʻSuppressed Senseʼ—from Cymbeline  
V.5 434-84 .  Annotatorʼs have fretted over the writerʼs apparent absurdity, or grammatical incoherency. 
Letʼs venture a little effort and see if it affords some ʻlightʼ. The following explication contextualizes this 
enigmatic scene, emphasizing metonymy (incl. surname fragments) and polysemy. Note: asterisks mark 
words that polysemy may affect. Underlined words are metonyms, surname fragments, or wordplay on 
such; these belong to the ʻShakespeare Glossaryʼ I propose in The Puzzling Life of Edward de Vere, 
see devereshakespeare.wordpress.com.  Bold-face indicates de Vereʼs admonitions to the reader—
Dost thou attend me? Tempest l.2 78 .
   The following lines may date Cymbeline prior to the July/August 1581 when Oxfordʼs ʻprophesyingʼ of 
his own accession was revealed by Charles Arundel Monstrous Adversary, Alan Nelson, 218-25 . The meaning 
should become clear to Oxfordians—de Vere has insinuated himself as the ʻman-childʼ of Revelations 12.
                   Original                                                                 Gloss
Lucius $        $ $ $ $     Lucius
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   Read, and ʻdeʼ-clare the meaning.$$     Read, and ʻdeʼ-clare the meaning.

   Soothsayer [reads.] $ $ $        Soothsayer [reads.]   
          “When as a lionʼs whelp* shall,        436$     “When as a lionʼs cub* shall,
to himself unknown, without seeking find, $     to himself unknown, without seeking find,
and be embraced* by a piece* of tender Ayre:   and be armed within* by a constituent* Material Heir:
And when from a stately* Cedar $ $     And when from a State-ly* ʻSey-dʼOrʼ
   shall be lopped* branches,$ $        shall be-headed* descendants*,
ʻwhichʼ being dead many years, shall after$    [the] ʻWitchʼ being dead many years, shall after 
   revive, be jointed* to the old Stock, $     revive, be jointured* to the old Woodstock,
and freshly* grow, then shall Posthumus $     and green-ly* grow, then shall Posthumus
   end his miseries*, Britain be fortunate, $     end his griefʼ, Britain be fortunate,
and flourish in Peace and Plenty.” $ $     and flourish in Peace and Plenty.”
   [To Posthumus] $ $ $ $     [To Posthumus]  
Thou Leonatus art* the Lionʼs Whelp*—    442   Thou, Leonatus ʻRʼ, artfully* the Lionʼs cub*—
The fit* and apt Construction* of thy name$     The proper* and apt Rendering of thy name
Being* Leo-natus*, doth import so much:   444    Foreordained Lion-born*, doth express ʻMore-Childʼ: 
   [To Cymbeline] $ $ $ $       [To Cymbeline] 
The piece of tender Ayre, $ $ $     The constituent Material Heir,
   thy virtuous Daughter*, $ $ $        thy Ver-tuous Daughter*, 
Which we* call Mollis Aer, and Mollis Aer   446   ʻWitch-Iʼ call Gentle Heir, and Tender Heir
We term it Mulier: which Mulier I divine$     We term it Woman: [that] ʻWitch Mule-Heirʼ I divine
Is this most constant* Wife*, who even now $     Is this Eternal faithful* Mate*, who even now$     $     
Answering* the Letter* of the Oracle, $     Fulfilling* the Letters Patent* of the [Tud]ʼOr-acle,
Unknown to you, unsought, $           450   Unknown to you, unsought,
   were* clippʼd* about*$ $ $        Vere-yclept* by a circuitous way*
With this most tender Ayre.$$ $     With this First Material Heir.

   Cymbeline- - - -        Cymbeline
- This hath some seeming.$ $           This hath ʻSome [sum]ʼ ʻSeymingʼ.

   Soothsayer- - - -        Soothsayer
The lofty* Cedar, royal Cymbeline,$            452  The ʻHeir-yʼ ʻSey-dʼOr, royal Cymbeline,
Personates* thee:$$ $    $     Represents* thee: 
   and thy loppʼd* branches* point*$ $        and thy severʼd* descendants* direct*
Thy two sons forth; who, by Belarius stolʼn$     Thy ʻTuʼ sons forth; who, by Belarius stolʼn
For many years thought dead, $ $     For many years thought dead, 
   are now revivʼd,$$ $ $        ʻRʼ[egius] now revivʼd,
To the Majestic* Cedar joinʼd, whose issue* $     To the Great* ʻSey-dʼOrʼ joined, whose offspring
Promises Britain Peace and Plenty.$$     Promises Britain Peace and Plenty.

   Cymbeline$ $ $ $        Cymbeline
                                                         Well;$ $ $ $ $         Ever-Spring; 
My peace we will begin*. And, Caius Lucius,$     My peace I will Be-Spring. And, Caius Lucius,
Although the Victor, we submit to Caesar,          Although the Victor, we submit to [the will of] the Holy See*,
And to the Roman Empire; promising         460   And to the Roman Church; promising
To pay our wonted* tribute*, from the which* $     To pay our customary* Decimae*, from the ʻWitchʼ
We were* dissuaded by our wicked queen;$     We [Men] were* dissuaded by our wicked queen;
Whom heavens, in justice, $$ $     Whom heavens, in justice,
   both on hers and hers*, $ $ $        both on hers and [her] heirs*,
Have laid* most heavy* hand*.$            464  Have prostrated* [by] Supreme* power*.

   Soothsayer$ $ $ $        Soothsayer
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The fingers* of the powʼrs above* do tune*$     The agency* of the powʼrs [of] heaven* do temper*
The harmony of this peace. The vision        466  The harmony of this Peace. The vision
Which I made known to Lucius, ere the stroke*  Which I made known to Lucius, heir the set*
Of yet this scarce-cold battle, at this instant$     Of this Ever scarce-cold battle, at this instant
Is full accomplishʼd; for the Roman eagle, $     Is full accomplishʼd; for the Roman eagle,
From south to west on wing soaring aloft, $     From south to west on wing soaring aloft,
Lessenʼd herself, and in the beams* oʼ thʼ sun     Lessenʼd herself, and in the impediment* oʼ thʼ Son
So vanishʼd: which foreshowʼd$            472  the child vanishʼd: ʻWitchʼ foreshowʼd
   our princely eagle,$ $ $        our princely eagle, 
Thʼ Imperial Caesar*, should again unite$     Thʼ Imperial Seeʼs-R, should again unite
His favour with the radiant Cymbeline,$     His favour with the radiant Cymbeline,
Which* shines here* in the west. $ $     ʻWitchʼ shines here* in the west.

   Cymbeline- $ $ $        Cymbeline
                                 Laud* we the gods;$                                               Praise* we the gods;
And let our crooked* smokes*$ $     And let our circumspect*, [obscure] phrases*
   climb to their nostrils*$ $ $        rise to their senses*
From our blest* altars*. Publish we this peace    From our bloody* alterations*. Publish we this peace
To all our subjects. Set we forward: let        478  To all our subjects. Henceforward we decree: let
A Roman and a British ensign wave$$     A Roman and a British ensign wave
Friendly together: $$ $ $     Friendly together:
   so through Ludʼs-town march: $            480      so through London-town march:
And in the temple of great Jupiter$ $     And in the temple of great Jupiter
Our peace weʼll ratify; seal it with feasts. $     Our peace weʼll ratify; seal it with feasts.
Set on there*! Never was a war did cease$     Set on the Heir*! ʻNot Everʼ was a war did cease
(Ere* bloody* hands* were washʼd*)$$     (Heir*-crimson* commissions* Man cleansʼd)
   with such a peace. $ $ $        with such a peace.
   There is no mistaking the effort undertaken by de Vere to identify himself as the object of ancient Welsh 
prophecies. These prophecies belong to a tradition probably dating to the early medieval period, but were 
known in the English Renaissance from the ʻcollectionsʼ of Geoffrey of Monmouth and Nennius see Welsh 
Nationalism and Henry Tudor, W. Garmon Jones, 1917 .  Further, Vere suggests, in his person is the All British Sey-
dʼor (Seymour-Tudor, Cedar) plagued by the Welsh ʻDevil-Dragonʼ—probably indicating William Cecil—
of Biblical Revelation 12; Posthumus/Vere would be the ʻman-childʼ to come, “who was to rule all nations 
(British States) with a rod of iron”  Revelation 12, see below . Letʼs examine this idea for a moment.
   The role of vaticinatory or prophetic romance as propaganda has been carefully analyzed by historians 
of Jasper Tudor and his political promotion of Henry Tudor, Earl of Richmond. The songs and poetry of 
Welsh Bards were used, and apparently believed, to foretell the arrival of a Briton who would unify 
England and Wales and drive out the foreign invaders:
        “Prophecy was an ancient attribute of the poet; and in Wales henceforward this function was to acquire a 
     deeper significance: the true bard, in the line of Taliesin and Merlin, was to tune his muse to a loftier theme; 
     to prophesy to the remnant of the British[-Celtic] people the ultimate victory over the Saxon under a great leader—
     an Arthur or Cadwaladr”  Welsh Nationalism..., Wm. Garmon J., as above, 13 .
  Anticipating Richmondʼs landing at Milford Haven in 1485, the old prophecies were revived; others, 
perhaps, were newly minted. These had the effect of bringing together the divided loyalties of Yorkist and 
Lancastrian Welshmen under a Welsh/British Nationalist Lancastrian Tudor; it was more neatly achieved 
than words describe it. By the time Henry reached Bosworth Field, he had the decisive support of his 
ʻcountrymenʼ. Cymbeline may be seen as an attempt to duplicate the success of this propaganda 
campaign that brought the Tudorʼs to the throne.
    In the latter 1560ʼs, a claim to the English Crown by Mary Stuart pressured the Queen to marry or 
otherwise find a manageable successor. The direct Tudor Line offered only Edward de Vere, but as the 
ʻnaturalʼ son of Thomas Seymour and Princess Elizabeth, he was badly in need of legitimizing.  At the risk 
of blasphemy, prophecy and virgin birth is a time tested solution to the dilemma. In 1568, the Queen or 
Vere endeavored to collect suitable bardic material by convening the ʻEisteddfodʼ, a congress of Welsh 
bards and minstrels. Apparently works of only marginal serviceability were found; but I think it can be 
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safely advanced that an even higher authority was discovered. The Biblical prophecies of Revelation 12 
very nearly describe the circumstances of Tudor ʻtearsʼ and ʻgriefʼ (so described in Venus and Adonis); 
they will be understood to justify the certain prophecies of the Soothsayer in Cymbeline V.5.  Put simply, 
Act V, sc. 5 melds Welsh and Biblical Prophecy in a bid to rally Catholic support for de Vereʼs candidacy.
   De Vere apparently made another attempt to Prophesy his own ʻcomingʼ by the infamous book of 
“childishe, vayne, and most ridiculus” “payntyd gewegawes” (things counterfeit and worthless). Charles 
Arundel attested July or August, 1581 to having seen “a certayne boke of pictures, after the manner of a 
prophesie and by interpretacion resemblid a crowned sone to the Quene &c”  during the Oxford—Charles 
Arundel—Henry Howard libels. Howard wrote to Francis Walsingham 14, Sept. 1581 (?)  that he knew of the 
existence of such a prophecy “in my Lord of Oxford his hande”.  For a more complete description see 
Monstrous Adversary  42 Prophet, pp.218-25 , Alan H. Nelson, 2003.  As usual, Mr. Nelson unwittingly 
bolsters the case for de Vere as Shakepeare.  At any rate, it is unlikely that de Vere wrote Cymbeline after 
his wiles had been revealed to Burghley and Leicester in the summer of 1581.
   A final promise is of the ʻre-marriageʼ of English Monarchy and the Catholic Church. The tithes formerly 
due to Rome would again be sanctioned by the ʻNew Arthurʼ, Posthumus Leonatus Edward Tudor 
Seymour.

  Margery Garber says: “A quick glance at [Cymbelineʼs] twists and turns reveals how close complexity 
can come to absurdity.” Shakespeare After All, Cymbelline, 802 .  As for William Francis C. Wigston see quote above 
and myself, and anyone else who was ever stymied at the seem-ing nonsense in Shakespeare, I hope 
this sort of reading moves us toward a reasonable understanding of the writers intentions. As for Sam 
Coleridge, I assume that he would have been an enthusiastic Oxfordian. He could not have foreseen the 
de Vere/Shakespeare equality, but he would, no doubt, welcome an explanation for Cymbelineʼs 
ʻludicrous scrollʼ.

Notes on Cymbeline V.5: (metonyms underlined, polysemy with asterisk)
435  declare - [de: surname fragment ,  alt.: ʻthoroughlyʼ + clare: ʻLatin  clarare: ʻmake clearʼ. Typical Vere admonition;   
        the writer is asking the reader to pay close attention... “Dost thou hear?” Tempest l.2 106 .
436  lionʼs whelp - probable reference to hebrew gur-aryeh: ʻlionʼs cubʼ, with wordplay on ʻtender Ayreʼ Cym. V.5 445 ; 
       de Vere (God forgive him), the only male descendent of Henry Vlll appears to suffer from a Messianic urge. 
       There is a tone of Biblical prophecy and a hint of ʻthe Lion of Judahʼ in the Soothsayerʼs words. 
437  “to himself unknown” - De Vere tells us he was not informed of his ʻspecialʼ status, but that he discovered it. 
438  piece* - ʻconstituent partʼ; de Vere appears to believe in separation of Church and State.
       Tender Ayre: one of several ʻturnsʼ on ʻTender Springʼ see V&A 127, 656 , meaning ʻNegotiableʼ Vere or Material 
       Heir. 
       stately* - having the qualities or manner of State.
       Cedar: surname wordplay  Sey[mour] + [Tu]dʼor, hence Seydʼor.
439  lopped*: reference to treatise by Cesare Ripa, see Catholic Reformation, Oxford Encyclopedia of the Reformation 
       v.1;  alt.: botany  
       ʻheadedʼ, to cut and remove a portion of a branch when pruning, therefore wordplay on ʻto be the 
        head ofʼ and ʻbe-headʼ;  alt.: from Old Norse or Dutch root  lopt: ʻair, sky, upper roomʼ, covered, topped?
440  which - metonym  ʻwho isʼ, ʻWhich are/Rʼ, ʻthat Witchʼ; related to BE, BEING;   alt.: the elect from among a quantity. 
       jointed* - referring to the estate (Britain) held jointly by two or more parties, i.e. Seymour, Tudor, Plantagenet.
      Stock - metonym fragment  Woodstock, descendants of Plantagenet.
441  freshly* - metonym wordplay  Ver-ly, Greenly.
442  art* - artfully, artificially.
444  so - Tudor descent =  Southampton; ʻit follows, it proceedsʼ see glossary  of royal progeny, Princely.
       much - ʻto a great extentʼ, may refer to the (potentially) long line of descent; “doth express so much” refers to    
       Revelations 12 which informs so much of de Vereʼs glossary—he is the Man-child, More-child, Were, etc.
445  virtuous Daughter* - the ʻdescendant faithʼ of past Kings is to be the faithful mate of present Kings; with some    
       conflation of Anne Cecil as the mate of ʻLeo-natusʼ, this may suggest Anne Cecil (secretly) followed her   
       husband in accepting Catholicism.
446  Mollis Aer - Latin wordplay  Tender Heir, Material Heir, Collateral Heir, etc.
447  Mulier - Latin wordplay  Woman; also ʻslutʼ  Cassellʼs ;  alt.: (ʻWitchʼ) Mule-Heir: reference to Anne as daughter of 
       ʻPackhorse Cecilʼ.  
449  Oracle may refer to Revelations, here, 12:14; de Vere plays on the fulfilling of Biblical prophecy. This 
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        continues at l.469 with the flight of the ʻRomanʼ Eagle for “a time, and times, and half a time” [from the face of 
        the serpent], perhaps to be understood “for Cecil, and Cecilʼs, and Little Cecil”.  Additional significance may be 
        to the Letters Patent ʻDevise for the Successionʼ, the much disputed documents of Edward Vlʼs succession 
        which originally favored male heirs, of which, Ed. Tudor Seymour would stand (tenuously) alone. Note that 
       Venus & Adonis (the riddle of the ʻThree Sunsʼ V&A ll.177-204, see The Puzzling Life of Edward de Vere 
        p.94-105) claims only one child for Elizabeth Tudor—ʻourʼ Edward.
450  were - Vere, Man;  Old English  wer: man;  Latin vĭr: ʻemphatically a man, i.e. a man of character or courageʼ.
       clippʼd* - ʻembraced, surroundedʼ;  alt.:(yclept) - archaic  ʻby the name ofʼ, ʻcalledʼ.   
451  some seeming* - surname fragments, see below Surname Metonyms. 
452   Cedar - surname wordplay  Sey[mour] + [Tu]dʼor, hence Seydʼor.
        “Personates thee”: indicates that names are being used by Luciusʼ Soothsayer in a representative manner.
       two sons - may refer to the son embodied in Edward de Vere, and Edward Tudor Seymour.
454  Belarius: may refer to Somerset (Some-heir-place), Edward Seymour, who was probably responsible for de 
       Vereʼs fate in 1548;  alt.: ʻBeau[fort]-heir-belonging toʼ (?)
455  are - R[egina], or more generally R[egius], as a component of Elizabeths title; part of the special significance of 
       the verb ʻto beʼ see glossary .
458  begin - [be: v. ʻam, are, is, was, were, being, will beʼ, all forms of v. ʻto beʼ are important metonyms] + gin: 
        [(also ʻgin trapʼ) ʻa springeʼ* from spring, ʻa snare for catching gameʼ]. 
        Caius Lucius - this character may hint at the lives of Emperor Augustusʼ adopted sons Lucius and Gaius Caesar, 
        and their younger brother Agrippa Postumus, also so adopted. The latter, Postumus, suffered banishment like 
        Postumus Leonatus, and was ʻexecutedʼ in in 14 AD.  De Vereʼs justification for rising against the Crown see Cym.    
         lll.2 46-82  may be his fear of being murdered should his mother die.
464  Ambiguity allows readings on the death of Cloten, and the turning away from ʻTrue Religionʼ; the latter would be 
        consistent with general topicality.
471  “beams oʼ thʼ Sun”, i.e. ʻthe great hindrance: Oxford, the Sonʼ, may refer to Luke 6:42.  De Vere attributes the 
        error of Protestantism to the unfortunate circumstances of his own birth.
473  Caesar - metaphor ʻHoly Seeʼ, or wordplay Seeʼs-R[egius], i.e. Monarch of the Sees.
475  West* indicates Britain; therefore South l.470  probably indicates Rome. 
477  altar*: possible wordplay on ʻalter” following the prior context.

                                                                                 * * * * * 

Revelation 12
  I would have no truck with prophecy, but alas, it has been used successfully for political/religious 
purposes. As is the general case, Revelation 12 is riddled with ʻslopʼ that allows for varying interpretation; 
yet, to many Oxfordians, this revelation will seem fascinatingly close to the simple facts of de 
Vereʼs life as he presents them. I am supporter of Prince Tudor ll because it accounts for de Vereʼs 
metonymic self-referencing and divided identities while the others do not. There is overwhelming internal 
evidence in Shake-speare that the author believes himself to be the Natural Heir—the ʻTenderʼ Ayre, or 
ʻMollis Aerʼ—to the the English throne. I have included the following Biblical prophecy so that it may be 
compared directly to that of the Soothsayer in Cymbeline.

Here are a few points that de Vere may have born in mind when appropriating #12 for his own.   
   Verse 1 - Conveniently, Wonder plays on Tudor/ʼTwo-derʼ, representing the first place in a hierarchy. It is 
synonymous with Prince or ruler; see Venus and Adonis 13 , “Vouchsafe thou wonder...”; Venus addresses 
Adonis semitic origin, signifying Lord. 
   Verse 1 - All-purpose sun and moon* symbolism is Tudor useful; see ʻthe riddle of the Suns/Sonsʼ, V&A 
177-198 .  Perhaps youʼll recall that: “were [Venus] not immortal, life were done between this heavenly and 
earthly son.” classic amphiboly V&A 197-8 , which notes that without her son Adonis, the family would be extinct
—if she was mortal!
   Verse 3 - The competing ʻwonderʼ/ruler is a ʻgreat red dragonʼ that may be seen to refer to the Welsh 
national symbol. The Cecilʼs and the Tudors are both out of Wales, of course; this presents a conflict in 
the interpretation of the Revelation. Perhaps if de Vere contrives to be ʻBritishʼ in the inclusive, modern 
sense, he might avoid identifying too strictly with the Welsh element of his heritage. 
   Verse 3 - The number 7 coincides with de Vereʼs (apparently) self-proclaimed title—Edward Vll.
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   Verse 4 - Earth: de Vere metonym derived from French monde—a ʻname fragmentʼ of Richmond;  alt.: the 
protection of the heir(?). 
   Verse 5 - man child*: often termed More-child*/ so much in Shakespeare, indicates Tudor progeny, i.e. 
de Vere, and Wriothesley.
   Verse 9 - devil*, Satan*: would fit that old devil Wm. Cecil.
   Verses 12, 14 - “a short time”12 , “for a time, and times, and half a time”14 : might apply to Rob. Cecil, a 
Wm. Cecil, and Cecils, and a short Rob. Cecil (again). 
   Verse 14 - “a great eagle”: adapted to ʻthe Roman Eagleʼ Cym. 469 to signify the protection of the Roman 
Church.
   Verse 17 - “make war with the remnant of her seed”: applies well to the continued persecution and control 
of the Tudors, and of Catholics.
   While only parts of the Biblical prophecy appear in Cymbeline, it will be seen to provide essential 
foundations for the aggregate of prophecy found elsewhere in the canon.

                                  
Text of Revelation 12; King James Version:

1    And there appeared a great wonder in heaven; a woman clothed with the sun, and the moon under 
her feet, and upon her head a crown of twelve stars.
2    And she being with child cried, travailing in birth, and pained to be delivered.
3    And there appeared another wonder in heaven; and behold a great red dragon , having seven heads 
and ten horns, and seven crowns upon his heads.
4    And his tail drew the third part of the stars of heaven, and did cast them to the earth: and the dragon 
stood before the woman which was ready to be delivered, for to devour her child as soon as it was born.
5    And she brought forth a man child, who was to rule all nations with a rod of iron: and her child was 
caught up onto God, and to his throne.
6    And the woman fled into the wilderness, where she hath a place prepared of God, that they should 
feed her there a thousand two hundred and threescore days.
7    And there was war in heaven: Michael and his angels fought against the dragon; and the dragon 
fought and his angels,
8    And prevailed not; neither was their place found any more in heaven.
9    And the great dragon was cast out, that old serpent, called the Devil, and Satan, which deceiveth the 
whole world: he was cast out into the earth, and his angels were cast out with him.
10     And I heard a loud voice saying in heaven, Now is come salvation, and strength, and the kingdom of 
our God, and the power of his Christ: for the accuser of our brethren is cast down, which accused them 
before our God day and night.
11    And they overcame him by the blood of the Lamb, and by the word of their testimony; and they loved 
not their lives unto the death.
12    Therefore rejoice ye heavens, and ye that dwell in them. Woe to the inhabiters of the earth and of the 
sea! for the devil is come down unto you, having great wrath, because he knoweth that he hath but a 
short time.
13    And when the dragon saw that he was cast unto the earth, he persecuted the woman which brought 
forth the man child. 
14    And to the woman were given two wings of a great eagle, that she might fly into the wilderness, into 
her place, where she is nourished for a time, and times, and half a time, from the face of the serpent.
15    And the serpent cast out of his mouth water as a flood after the woman, that he might cause her to 
be carried away of the flood.
16    And the earth helped the woman, and the earth opened her mouth, and swallowed up the flood which 
the dragon cast out of his mouth.
17    And the dragon was wroth with the woman, and went to make war with the remnant of her seed, 
which keep the commandments of God, and have the testimony of Jesus Christ.

                                                                           * * * * *
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Surname Fragments as metonyms and signatures: The syllables that combine to produce the words 
listed below are frequently played upon, or form the basis for syllogistic equalities found in the Shake-
speare canon. What do I mean by that? Take a look at Cymbeline V.5 108-114:
                          Original                                                                   Gloss             
Cymbeline                  What wouldst thou, boy?       $   Cymbeline$     What wouldʼst thou, boy?
       I love thee more and more. Think more and more$       I love thee two-more. Think Tu-More
       Whatʼs best to ask. $ $ $           110$        Whatʼs best to ask.
          Knowʼst him thou lookʼst on? Speak.$ $           Knowʼst him thou lookʼst on? Speak.
       Wilt have him live? Is he thy kin? Thy friend?$        Wilt have him live? Is he thy kin? Thy friend?
Imogen- - - - - -    Imogen
       He is a Roman, no more kin to me $           112        He is a Roman, nom ore, no more kin to me
       Than I to your highness; $ $ $        Then I to your highness, 
          who, being born your vassal,$$ $           who, being born your vassal,
       Am something nearer.$$ $           114       ʻSumʼ something nearer.
   The joke, of course, is that Imogen, as Fidele, is not recognized as Cymbelineʼs daughter, and further, 
that the principle figures in this play, men and woman, are fractions of de Vere; but take a moment and 
think of this ʻthingʼ some 114  nearer to nom (name) ore 112 .  As in so many instances, ʻSomeʼ looks for itʼs 
true mate ʻoreʼ... Some-ore/Summer/Seymour.  ʻSeems odd even moreʼ that it is his signature. This game 
is a fixture in Shake-speare. Think... the writer urges you.
   Incidentally, Roman is a double pun based on ʻRoe-manʼ. First as ʻRoe(Deer)-manʼ with wordplay on de 
Vere metonyms Dear, Deer, Hart, etc.; secondly as Roe(spawn)-man, meaning man-child, or unwanted 
man-child. With this understanding we begin to see the humor in line 111:  “Will you have him live? Is he 
thy kin? Thy friend?” [Thy self?] 

   Here is a list of other names suffering the same sort of violence:
Tudor: too, two, or, ore, gold, golden... 
Seymour/Somerset/Somerʼs Day: summer, some, see, seem, seeming, more, our, hour, your,...   
de Vere: ever, every, verily, verity, truth, true, green, worm, spring, well, fair, day, de(light, etc)... 
Oxford: O, Oh, Ox, neat, aurochs/Or-ox, Sycorax (Psyche + Aurochs = mind [of] Great Ox)...
Richmond  (Tudor Earls of Richmond): rich, earth, world, ʻmondeʼ, heart...
Are: R[egius], royal, be, is, are, were, will be... 
Plantagenet/Woodstock: jennet, wood, stock, would, forest, french ʻboisʼ, boys...
Beaufort (Plantagenet family through John of Gaunt): beautiful, fine, fair, lofty, noble, strong, Strange, foreign...

All metonyms are rationalized in my essay: The Puzzling Life of Edward de Vere.

This belongs to a series of essays on ʻThe Works Attributed to Shakspereʼ. The meaning of his words is interpreted according to  
context, supposing the writer is Edward de Vere and Edward Tudor Seymour, as he certainly knew himself ʻTo beʼ.

" " " " " " *  *  *  *  *

The Puzzling Life of Edward de Vere   (excerpt)
devershakespeare@ wordpress.com

   I must confess to the naive sentiment that the great set pieces of Prince Hamlet are as close to sacred works as 
anything this secularist knows. I very nearly dare not touch them... except that they have been composed, I suppose, 
by a human mind. With that, my efforts may be seen to exaggerate his talents or whittle them down to size. 

   De Vere was rarely satisfied with simple, elegant communication; readers of his works should be 
prepared for fascinating but uncertain analysis in trying to understand him. He was obviously not content 
with an unsatisfactory settlement on his and All Tudor identity, nor with the Elizabethan Religious 
Settlement of 1559. Equally discomposing is the crisis of self-regard evidenced by the unjustified 
suspicion and cruel treatment of his literary ʻwivesʼ. The experiment with Latin verb roots, described 
below, is another rhetorical tool devised to memorialize his Existential Struggle. By revealing his proper 
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identity, de Vere openly confessed his sins before the entire world. Yet, I believe, he hoped a proper 
identity might mitigate our judgement of those sins.
$ $ $ $ $ $ *  *  *  * 

“And though thou hadst small Latine, and lesse Greeke,
  From thence to honour thee, I would not seeke
  For names;”   Ben Jonson  To the memory of... Shakespeare, 1623?

  Many exegetes have taken these words from Ben Jonsonʼs prefatory poem “To the memory of my 
beloved, The AUTHOR  Mr. William Shakespeare: And what he hath left us” First Folio, 1623  at face value, 
assuming he was depreciating de Vereʼs use of the Latin language. That would argue against the reason 
of his association with Jean Sturm (German Latinist), often said to be in the interest of Latin grammar or 
secondary education. Rather, this commerce may have been regarding Protestant-Catholic Conciliation—
another ʻSturmiusʼ employment—or it may be All of these.
   In this essay I want to suggest subtle wordplay, particularly in the phrase “small Latine, and lesse 
Greeke”, that may have been overlooked. Following de Vereʼs practice of authorizing his work with 
ʻsurname fragmentsʼ (as demonstrated in previous essays), letʼs examine whether small Latin may 
indicate a ʻreducedʼ Latin, as in the structure of playful infinitives: ʻtoʼ, ʻtwoʼ, ʻtooʼ, or ʻTuʼ, + a Latin verb 
root. Lesse Greeke is trickier; it may imply ʻMore Latinʼ (that is, zero, or very little, Greek wordplay), or 
ʻless unintelligibleʼ. This game might be ʻmore seemingʼ were we better attuned to Latin. Put simply, Ben 
has given us a clue in these lines; he meant we should  “seek for names” “from [that place, i.e. “small 
Latine” ] to honor [Shakespeare]”.

   Here I apply the Shakespeare Glossary from The Puzzling Life of Edward de Vere to Hamletʼs famous 
soliloquy  Hamlet 3.1 55-90 , and add this novel twist—the use of Latin roots for verb infinitives that play 
exclusively on ʻsurname fragmentsʼ.  What are we to make of the Somer Summer Seymours, and 
NomOre Todor Tudors? 

                 First Folio                                                                         Gloss
To be, or not to be, that is the Question:$       56$ Tu Sum/or not Sum (esse), that is the question:
Whether ʻtis Nobler in the mind to suffer$ $ Whether ʻtis Nobler in the mind to endure
The Slings and Arrows of outrageous* Fortune, $ The Slings and Arrows beyond* [unjust] (iniūrĭa) Fortune,
Or to take Arms against a Sea of troubles*,$ $ Or Tu Sum (suměre) Arms against a See of Turmoils*,
And by opposing end them: to die, to sleep $       60$ And by opposing, end them: to mor (mŏrĭor), to dor (dormĭo)
No more; and by a sleep, to say we end$ $ ʻNom oreʼ; and by a som, to say (ad verus, averer) we end
The heartache, and the thousand Natural* shocks $ The heartache, and the thousand Bastard* shocks
That flesh is heir to? ʻTis a consummation$ $ That [particular] flesh is heir to? ʻTis a consummation 
Devoutly to be wishʼd. To die to sleep$       64 $ Devoutly to be wishʼd. Tu mor Tu dor
To sleep, perchance to Dream; I, thereʼs the rub*, $ Tu dor, perchance to Somn (somnare); I, thereʼs the check,
For in that sleep of death, what dreams may come,$ For in that ʻdorʼ of ʻmorʼ, what ʻsomnʼ may come,
When we have shuffled off this mortal coil*,$ $ When we have shaken off this mort-all confusion*,
Must give us pause. Thereʼs the respect*$       68$ Must give us pause. Thereʼs the deliberation*
That makes Calamity of so long life:$$ $ That makes Calamity of More-childʼs life:
For who would bear the Whips and Scorns of Time. $ For who would bear the Whips and Scorns of Cecil.
The Oppressors wrong, the poor manʼs Contumely,$ The Oppressorʼs wrong, the poor manʼs Taunts,
The pangs of disprizʼd Love, the Lawʼs delay,$      72$ The torments* of [the] unsated* Dudley, the Lawʼs delay,
The insolence of Office, and the Spurns $ $ The insolence of Office, and the Spurns
That patient merit* of the unworthy takes, $ $ That patience, [small] merit of the ʻunworthyʼ steals,
When he himself might his Quietus make$ $ When he himself might his settlement* make$
With a bare* Bodkin*?$ $ $       76$ With an unsheathed* dagger*?
   Who would these Fardles bear$ $ $    Who would these burdens* bear (ferre; alt. wordplay  bore)
To grunt* and sweat* $ $ $ $ To [Boar-like] grunt (grunnitus?) and sweat (sudor)
   under a weary* life,$ $ $ $    under a Vere-y* life,  
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But that dread of something after death*, $ $ But that dread of something after[wards] mor*,
The undiscovered Country, from whose Borne$ The undiscovered Country, from whose Borne
No traveler returns, Puzzles the will,$$       80$ No traveler returns, Puzzles the will,
And makes us rather bear those ills we have,$$ And makes us rather fair (ferre) those ills we have,
Than fly to others we know not of.$ $ $ Than fly to others we know not of.
Thus Conscience does make Cowards of us all,  $ Thus Conscience does make Cowards of us all,
And thus the Native hue* of Resolution$       84$ And thus the Natural Red* of Resolution 
Is sicklied* oʼre*, with the pale cast of Thought,$ Is diseased* ore, with the pale* color of Thought
And enterprises of great pith and moment, $ $ And enterprises of great pith and moment,  
With this regard their Currents turn* away,$       $ With this regard their Currents veer* away,
And lose the name of Action. Soft you now, $       88$ And lose the name of Action. Soft you now,
The fair* Ophelia? Nymph*, in thy Orisons $ $ The fair* O-Lover? Nymph*, in thy Golden Sons
Be all my sins remembered.$ $ $ Be all my sins remembered.
$ $ $ $     
   The singular present indicative of the Latin infinitive verbs in this set piece:
To be - sum (Summer, Seymour), esse$ To die - mórere (Seymour) , mório          To sleep - dormire (Tudor), 
dormio, somnus,           To dream - somnare (Summer, Seymour),          To sweat - sudare (Suddeley?)
   As you will see at a glance, the writer is playing with surname fragments that combine to produce 
Summer/Somer/Seymour and Todor/Tudor.  Additional wordplay may apply to ʻTo Morʻ as Latin  tŭmor (ʻa 
swellingʼ, ʻprideʼ  Cassellʼs , or as we might think of it: ʻa benign or malignant growthʼ), referring to Strange/
Foreign matter within him.  
56  To be: Latin Sum: ʻI amʼ, singular present indicative ;  alt.: some, Old English sum: surname fragment  Somer, Summer, 
      Seymour; possible wordplay on Indo-European root ʻany, everyʼ.
57  to suffer - ʻtoʼ expresses purpose or intention rather than being used as an infinitive marker.
      to suffer - endure, fair, bear: Latin  ferre , note repeated use of ʻbearʼ in theme of enduring misfortune and 
      ʻbringing forthʼ, pregnancy.
59  Sea: See, seat.
      trouble, from Latin turbidus: ʻcrowd, disturbanceʼ.
65  I: deliberate variation of ʻayʼ, ʻayeʼ, expressing assent, or ʻaiʼ, expressing grief; ʻIʼ is used to indicate himself as the 
         source of ʻinequalityʼ* and ʻerasureʼ (i.e. ʻcorrectionsʼ, see Macbeth 3.1 134). 
      rub: wordplay  ʻinequalityʼ*;  alt.: ʻobstacle, impediment, cross-purposeʼ*;  alt.: possible ref. erasure.  
67  mortal, mort: ʻdeathʼ + all: the ʻTudor Threeʼ (Elizabeth, Oxford, Southampton).
70  bear: probable reference to the Dudley, Grey, Sidney families; perhaps should be read “For who would ʻbearʼ the  
         [Dudley] Whips and Scorns of Cecil”. 
76  bodkin: ʻprinting, chiefly historical  a pointed tool used for removing pieces of metal type for correctionʼ;  alt.:  ʻdaggerʼ;  
         alt.: ʻa small pointed instrument used to pierce cloth or leatherʼ.  A double meaning is implied in ll.75-6—that 
         Hamlet may have peace by suicide or silence.

This belongs to a series of essays on ʻThe Works Attributed to Shakspereʼ. The meaning of his words is interpreted according to a 
contextual understanding supposing the writer is Edward de Vere and Edward Tudor Seymour, as he certainly knew himself To Be.
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Venus and Adonis   Lines 511-22: ʻFrancʼ talk about money.

   Here is a short demonstration of Venus and Adonis as it transposes to Oxfordian significance.
Lisa Wilson has suggested that my essays are inaccessible, so Iʼll keep my commentary to a minimum.
Two stanzas are included here, ll.511-522.  I have shown the original 1593 printing (with a very few 
spelling changes) side by side with a gloss of those lines. These include metonyms common to all Shake-
speare (which are underlined) and polysemic alterations.  All transpositions are rationalized below. 

   What do we have here?  In the simplest terms, the negotiation of a financial deal. Stratfordians will howl
— “itʼs only a ʻlovelyʼ metaphor!”; alas, itʼs not. The subject, as any Oxfordian will tell you, is the thousand 
pound annuity paid to Edward de Vere from 1586 until his death. The key terms all apply: seals, bargains, 
buy, good(singular!)-dealing, pay, purchase, non-payment, debt—a very ʻunlovelyʼ exchange. The gentle 
ribbing about insufficient payment can only mean that the poem has been addressed to Elizabeth herself; 
she was the lone protectress of her ʻwaywardʼ son.  
   I wish the underlined metonyms were better understood. This aspect of Shake-speare has gone nearly 
unnoticed; but what a difference they make. Scholars acknowledge their pervasiveness in John Lyly (also 
an indirect de Vere pseudonym), but disingenuously demur from comment when it comes to their Bard. 
Metonyms perform the important task of ʻmarking the trailʼ—of acting as guideposts to our understanding
—not of metaphor, but of literal historic meaning. 
   The spectacular wordplay on ʻtouchesʼ or ʻtoshesʼ, lingua franca for the gold half-crown coin, and 
ʻkissesʼ, nearly synonymous as gold crown or sovereign coins, display the writerʼs art at full height. They 
refer to the coins and kisses of the betrayal of the Tudor family (and allude to Christ); they also refer to 
the debased ʻhalf-crownʼ of the noble de Vere name compared to the rightful ʻcrownʼ of Tudor. Vere has 
accepted one-thousand sovereigns yearly to wear a Norman name. Should he not receive another 
thousand for the loss of his royal Welsh title?

Original
     ~ Gloss ~
Pure lips, sweet seales in my soft lips imprinted,
     ~ Guiltless speech, childʼs testimony in my yielding mouth impressed, ~!
What bargains may I make still to be sealing?
     ~ What uncertain agreements may I make, E.Ver Sum silencing? ~
To sell my selfe I can be well contented,
     ~ To sell myself, I may be of ʻSpringʼ content. ~
So thou wilt buy, and pay, and use good dealing,
     ~ Oneʼs child One will buy and pay and profit [as by] commercial trading; ~
     Which purchase if thou make, for feare of slips,
          ~ ʻWitchʻ acquisition—if completed—and expecting failure to meet obligations; ~
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     Set thy seale manuell, on my wax-red lips.
          ~ Press your silencing hand to my Lancaster-yielding voice. ~

A thousand kisses buyes my heart from me,
   ~ A thousand crowns buys my ʻDeer-Hart from me; ~
And pay them at thy leisure, one by one,
   ~ And pay them at thy pleasure, [to] One by One. ~
What is ten hundred touches unto thee,
   ~ What is one thousand ʻhalf-crownsʼ unto thee? ~
Are they not quickly told, and quickly gone?
   ~ Royal they are not, [by] Leicester tolled and [to] Leicester gone? ~
     Say for non-paiment, that the debt should double,
          ~ Say, for failure to Accede, that the debt [of the crown] should be ʻTuʼ [halves], ~   
     Is twentie hundred kisses such a trouble?
          ~ Is two thousand [dʼor] crowns of the same ʻfamily confusionʼ? ~ 
Rationalization:

511$ ʻPure lips, sweet seals in my soft lips imprinted,
        [Pure (ʻabsolute, perfect, not impaired or adulteratedʼ*; alt.: ʻinnocent, guiltless, chasteʼ*) lips (voice  
as used by Coriolanus , ʻjudgementʼ*, ʻvote, suffrageʼ*, and the means of the kiss: the crown, as coin and 
symbolic headdress;  alt.: act of betrayal;  alt.: the bond of fidelity; of Elizabeth and Edward = the royal 
claimants in accord, but unequal in resolve), sweet (ʻkindʼ*, royal child;  alt.: honey: French  honi: shamed) 
seals (seal: ʻto close, to shutʼ*, to silence;  alt.: ʻproof, testimonyʼ*, ʻto confirm, to ratify*) in my soft 
(ʻeasily yielding to pressure) lips (voice ʻjudgementʼ*, ʻvote, suffrageʼ*, as before) imprinted (ʻa lasting 
impression or effectʼ),]
~ Guiltless speech, childʼs testimony in my yielding mouth impressed, ~

512$ What bargains may I make, still to be sealing?
        [What (indeterminate  ʻinterrogative pronoun used to inquire after quality or kind of thingsʼ*; or ʻused in 
exclamations; substantivelyʼ*) bargains (ʻagreement, contractʼ*) may (ʻexpressing possibilityʼ, uncertainty) 
I make (ʻ[denoting] the performance of the respective actionʼ*), still (Ever, E. Ver, E. Vere, Edward Tudor 
Seymour in ʻquietusʼ , i.e. ʻever-stillʼ) to be (the Royal/True self = ʻSomeʼ, Latin Sum: ʻsmall Latinʼ fragment 
Ben Jonson) sealing (ʻto close, to shutʼ*, to silence, here suggesting an unfavorable negotiation)? ]
~ What uncertain agreements may I make, E. Vere (ʻSomeʼ/Sum) silencing? ~

513$ To sell myself I can be well contented,
        [To sell (to give in exchange for something) myself (Elizabeth; To sell myself: ʻsold to slaveryʼ*, 
bondage, self-betray, to lose oneself) I can (ʻto be ableʼ*) be (the Royal/True self) well (metonym ʻSpringʼ*, 
i.e. de Vere;  alt.: ʻa deep narrow pit of waterʼ*, see pit: l.242-49, and water: glossary) contented 
(wordplay  content: ʻthe things that are held or included in somethingʼ used as a verb),]
~ To sell myself [in slavery], I may be [of] ʻSpringʼ content, ~

514$ So thou wilt buy and pay and use good dealing;
        [So (ʻin the same degree, asʼ*;  alt.: metonym  of Tudor Succession, or Tudor descent, i.e. ʻwhat 
follows, that which proceedsʼ; see glossary  of royal progeny: Elizabeth, Oxford, and Southampton) thou 
(Vere) wilt (archaic  second person singular of WILL: ʻthe faculty of the mind by which we desire and 
purposeʼ*) buy (ʻto acquire, to procure, to gainʼ*; “buy and pay and use” implies the expression ʻbought 
and soldʼ = ʻbetrayedʼ*) and pay (ʻto suffer in requital (i.e. to suffer in returning), to fulfill as a punishmentʼ*) and 
use (ʻutility, advantage, profitʼ*;  alt.: ʻpresent possession, usufructʼ*, usufruct: Roman Law  ʻthe right to enjoy 
the use and advantages of anotherʼs property short of the destruction or waste of its substanceʼ) good 
(goods: ʻsaleable commodityʼ, ʻproperty, possessionʼ*, ʻadvantage, benefit, welfareʼ*) dealing (deal: ʻtake 
part in commercial trading of a particular commodityʼ;  alt.: ʻproceeding, manner of actingʼ*);]
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~ Your child you will buy and pay and profit [as by] commercial trading; ~ 
~ Do as you will with your child, betray and profit by goods dealing; ~

515$    Which purchase if thou make, for fear of slips,
           [Which (wordplay  WITCH, also WHO, and WHOM = Tudors, or Ones; in particular; ʻinformation 
specifying one or more people or things from a definite setʼ (of All, Tudor). The three ʻWitches, Which Isʼ, 
or ʻWhich Areʼ(Regius) ʻreferring to [previous] sentencesʼ*) purchase (ʻacquisition... ʼ*) if thou make (ʻto 
effect, to performʼ*, ʻto completeʼ*), for fear (ʻdoubt, mistrustʼ*) of slips (slip: ʻescape, desertionʼ*, i.e. 
failure to meet obligations  see dict.: escape clause )]
~ Witch acquisition—if you complete [it]—by the expectation of failure to meet obligations, ~

516$    Set thy seal-manual on my wax-red lips.
           [Set (ʻto fix, to determine, to appointʼ*, ʻto place in a standing, or any proper and natural postureʼ*) 
thy seal (ʻto close, to shutʼ*, figuratively  silence)-manual (ʻof or done with the handsʼ, seal-manual: likely pun  
finger-to-the-lips hand signal, signifying secret knowledge or the need for silence ; manual seal = signet: 
ʻsmall seal... to give authentication to an official documentʼ* + possible indirect pun  cygnet: ʻyoung swanʼ  see 
King John V vii 21: Prince Henry refers to King John, “I am the cygnet to this pale faint swan” , the white swan was the royal 
supporter of Henrys lV and V, and the relationship of Elizabeth and Vere is played upon) on my wax (soft, 
yielding; impressionable;  alt.: ʻthe substance which bees form into cells for the reception of their honeyʼ, 
with indirect wordplay on be/bees and honey from French Honnir  honi: shamed)-red (color of the House of 
Lancaster;  alt.: represents the Catholic Church;  alt.: stalwart courage) lips (voice as used by Coriolanus , 
ʻjudgementʼ*, ʻvote, suffrageʼ*, the means of the kiss: the bond of fidelity).]
~ Press your silencing hand to my Lancaster-yielding voice. ~
~ Affix your princely seal on my usurped authority. ~
      Honi soit qui mal y pense = ʻDishonored is he who evil there thinksʼ, or ʻShamed is he who evil there 
findsʼ, is the motto of The Most Noble Order of the Garter, arguably the honor most coveted by Edward de 
Vere—though not of his ʻprotean twinʼ, Edward Tudor Seymour.
   The use of honey appears to refer to disgraced royalty, whereas sweet is applied without taint?

517$ ʻA thousand kisses buys my heart from me;
        [A thousand (probably refers to the one-thousand pound annuity de Vere began receiving in 1586;  
alt.: ʻoften used to denote any great numberʼ*, or so a Stratfordian would think) kisses (wordplay  kiss: 
ʻtouchʼ of the lips, with wordplay on ʻTushʼ—a half-crown coin; further wordplay follows ll.519, 522 , where 
ʻcrownsʼ and ʻsovereignsʼ are used interchangeably for ʻgoldʼ; the upshot of this beautiful syllogism is Two-
dʼor;  alt.:  
a bond, commitment, obligation) buys (buy: secure, obtain;  alt.: probably  ʻbetrayʼ) my (Elizabethʼs) heart 
(metonym  hart: deer, dear, child;  alt.: ʻconsidered as the motive of activityʼ*, Action) from me;]
~ ʻA thousand betrayals buys my ʻWill-childʼ from me; ~
~ ʻA thousand crowns buys my ʻDeer-Hartʼ from me; ~
~ ʻA thousand sovereigns buys my child from me; ~     
      Roger Stritmatter has covered the subject of de Vereʼs annuity in his essay: Venus And Adonis And 
The Authorship Question.  I would like to comment on the mention of Edwardʼs “love affair with [Queen 
Elizabeth]” p.338 . This supposition is likely an artifact of rumors current in the Court of Elizabeth in 
1571-74, and of the conflation of an Ovid-based love poem and an independent political narrative. 
I repeat an earlier note: no substantive word or idea from the love poem should be construed to transfer 
to the narrative. While this is difficult to prove, I believe Venus and Adonis is the warrant for assuming it. 
If de Vere had committed incest with his mother, it would violate his reprehension of incest  A Law Case in 
Verse, Roger Stritmatter, 2004, Tennessee Law Review Vol. 72: pp.336-9.

518$ And pay them at thy leisure, one by one.
        [And pay (ʻpayment, the giving [of] something in compensationʼ*) them at thy leisure (ʻpleasure, 
likingʼ*;  alt.: ʻfreedom from hurry, contrary to hasteʼ*), one (a Prince; the first in rank, the highest ranking; 
synonymous with Royal family) by (pun  buy) one (as before).]
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~ And pay them at thy pleasure, [to] One by One. ~
~ And exchange them at Oneʼs pleasure—Prince, buys Prince.
      The five stanzas from ll. 493-522 are fascinating. As always, indeterminacy rules. The reader can 
clearly spot that the subject concerns Elizabeth and her son equally. Yet by giving the words to ʻVenusʼ we 
understand that de Vere is not quibbling about the precise sum being settled, as much as the weight of 
the question itself; the separation of mother and child is bargained for—and the separation of man from 
inheritance.  
   Assuming the use of metonyms, I see that the transfer is ʻto a Prince, by a Princeʼ.

519$ What is ten hundred touches unto thee?
        [What (ʻused to inquire after quality or kind of thingsʼ*) is ten hundred touches (touch: slang gold 
coin; Tush, Tosh, Tusheroon: derived from Lingua Franca for half-crown piece (2 shillings/6 pence), term 
used in commerce throughout the Mediterranean in the Renaissance—here with wordplay on noble titles, 
or half-crowns, as opposed to full crowns; ʻtouchʼ and ʻkissʼ are apparently synonymous as terms of 
betrayal;  alt.: sovereign = wordplay  So-Vere-reign = crown: gold coin equal to one English Pound, but 
used principally as gold bullion) unto thee? ]
~ What is one thousand ʻhalf-crownsʼ unto thee? ~
~ What is one thousand sovereigns unto thee? ~
      The use of ʻtouchesʼ here is critical. Intending to signify the ʻhalf-crownʼ gold coin, we thereby 
understand that de Vere is bargaining for full payment. He slyly jokes that a thousand half-crowns is only 
adequate for the loss of half a crown; it will require double that amount to compensate for the full crown in 
question.
   Moreover, ʻtouchesʼ as ʻtushesʼ (half-crowns) will play on ʻtushesʼ (tusks) at l.617 and 1116 as the 
weapon by which Edward Tudor Seymour is gored “in his soft groin”; that is, a ʻtouchʼ or ʻtushʼ to the 
genitals causes the end of the Tudor Line. 

520$ Are they not quickly told and quickly gone?
        [Are (R: regnant, reigning; ʻTo be royalʼ, from Latin Regius: ʻRoyalʼ, Regina: ʻQueenʼ, Rex: ʻKingʼ) they 
not quickly (quick: metonym  applying to Leicester; ephemeral, passing, unstable) told (wordplay  toll: OE 
ʻdenoting a charge, tax, or dutyʼ, exacted ) and quickly (as before) gone (go: ʻto vanishʼ*, ʻto give up for 
lostʼ*)? ]
~ Royal they are not, [by] ʻLeicesterʼs Commonwealthʼ exacted and [to] Leicester gone?
~ Are they not quickly used for assigned purposes and quickly paid out? ~
      It has been noted that de Vereʼs annuity was apparently free of obligations; this implies otherwise.
   
521$    Say, for non-payment that the debt should double,
           [Say (), for non-payment (failure to ʻaccedeʼ, not realize ʻrightful accessionʼ) that the debt () 
should () double (Two),]
~ Let us say, for failure [to Accede], that the debt [of the Crown] should be ʻTuʼ [halves], ~ 

522$    Is twenty hundred kisses such a trouble?ʼ
           [Is () twenty hundred () kisses (wordplay  crown: = two ʻTushesʼ or half-crowns referred to l.519;  
alt.: gold, pieces of gold, sovereigns) such (ʻof that or the like kind or degreeʼ*, ʻof the like kindʼ*, ʻof the 
same kindʼ*, see Sonnet 105:  “all alike my songs and praises be, To one, of one, still such, and ever so”  see 
glossary for all underlined metonyms) a trouble (ʻdisturbanceʼ*, ʻpain, laborʼ*;  alt.: from Latin turbĭdus: ʻconfusedʼ, 
hence  confusion, agitation)? ]
~ Is two thousand crowns of the same ʻfamily confusionʼ?
~ Is two thousand betrayals a like disturbance of ʻdegreeʼ?
      Much play on touch & kiss, crown & half-crown. Take note of ʻdoubleʼ l.521 looking for its golden 
ʻcrownʼ—Tu searching for dʼor .
Robert Dudley:
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   Though the lines shown here belong ostensibly to ʻVenusʼ, they express ʻthe sameʼ concerns troubling 
ʻAdonisʼ and, in fact, the author.

  Dr. Daniel Wright has asked two important questions: “How do editorial changes affect this sort of 
transposition?” and “What about differing versions of the plays?”  I think you will discover that de Vere 
doesnʼt write literary works free of wordplay including surname fragments, polysemy, and amphiboly—
or his signature glossary; see The Puzzling Life of Edward de Vere, devereshakepeare@wordpress.com. 
Since Venus and Adonis and Lucrece were probably published under the supervision of de Vere, there 
should be few editorial changes worth loss of sleep. 
   Regarding the second question—I find this distinctive ʻtransposabilityʼ in all the plays. Different versions 
obviously require individual attention; if they are authentic, ʻThe de Vere Methodʼ will immediately show 
itself. If transpositions differ among different versions of a play, it simply means the authors concerns 
differ at different times. 
   I have found it useful to cross reference modern editions with the First Folio. The Folio may not have the 
most finished example of a play, but the wordplay and indeterminacy will be more apparent. Action in the 
plays is carried forward with less emphasis on ʻcontrivanceʼ or ʻinventionʼ, while banter, and especially the 
great ʻset piecesʼ, are heavily laced with it. 
   Finally, this ʻMethodʼ may be used to unmask other works by de Vere. I believe, in time, weʼll include in 
the Shake-speare canon, the ʻamatory Sonnetsʼ by one B. Griffin—Fidessa: More Chaste than Kinde. 
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Compare counterpoint with polyphonic voices.   
  I have given up on the notion that one may fully understand Shakespeare as a concerted homophonic 
voice. If heard as such, his hearts variation is locked away. Itʼs Berlin Blue! Thatʼs what Bach called his 
sonʼs newfangled ʻpop stuffʼ. The precious Lapis Lazuli of de Vereʼs life could not be presented in a single 
ʻvoiceʼ. His greatest artistic achievement is in counterpoint or polyphony. De Vereʼs full meaning—the full 
structure, harmonious or disjunct—is orchestrated in two or more voices. Edward de Vere is ever 
conscious of his altered ʻbeingʼ and of his responsibility to ʻscoreʼ Edward Tudor Seymour as the first 
voice, and Oxford second. Elizabeth R, William Cecil, Robert Dudley, follow their lead.

“Piece” of Tender Heir is the Holy See, without doubt. De Vere clearly intends to restore a balance of 
English State and Church of Rome. This should help to date Cymbeline to the late  1570ʼs, early 80ʼs.

For those who want to believe in the ʻnatural geniusʼ of Shakespeare, there will be no explanation of the 
extraordinary knowledge of etymology indicated by his work. His control of words is unexampled. I would 
go so far as to call him unerring. He himself would not disagree, yet he might quibble; he has, in fact, two 
heirs—a ʻTuʼ Ayre and another as well.

444   

   As I have said in my essay, Iʼm not my first choice for this job. A good historian—a genuinely versed 
academic without predisposition—is much better qualified than me to comb the non-dramatic poetry of 
Shakespeare for a convincing narrative. Iʼm doing it because no one else appears to be. This blind pig 
may find a few acorns. 

  Nothing is Truer than Truth!  De Vere did not invent the human. Heʼs a vain man, for sure, but he would 
credit thousands of great thinkers for that invention. Heʼs not a thief or a plagiarist; he only wants—in just 
measure—what is ʻrightfullyʼ his. 

Itʼs a story too Fantastic to believe, at least it seems so, in the wake of the traditional Shakespeare Story.
Take away the expectations we have from that long foreground, though, and there is nothing at all 
improbable about it.

  I havenʼt found a shorthand for the laborious method of word by word analysis I use in my Puzzling Life 
essay. I can only refer you to the glossary in that piece as a starting point.

Does anyone believe that this is just a poetic exercise?

Nothing of him that doth fade
# But doth suffer a sea change
         Into something rich and strange.
This is an avalanche of historical and literary references to be sure. Note:
— the Something/Nothing of de Vereʼs existence and bastardy.
— the ʻSeaʼ/See or Throne-Change that plays on the Sea Causes (Admiralty Affairs)—both poached by   
     William Cecil. 
— the references to the Rich and Strange families, both favored by the new Protestant political 
     expediency.
— Of his bones R[egius], the heart (Cor), or (gold), and All (of the Monarchy) [are] made:
— That R[egius] pair [of] Earls (Leicester and Warwick) were his overlords,
— What is ethereal and tentative in him, suffers a ʻSeat Changeʼ, into corporeal profit and foreignness:
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Letʼs not forget to refer to the earliest printings: see Veronessa, a modern printing ʻimprovementʼ on the 
1623 Verenessa.

Play on all name fragments in Winterʼs Tale l ii 63-66. More behind, to-day, to morrow. to be boy eternal.      
   
Wonder

 The following is a short list of the proper name syllables of principle players in Venus and Adonis, and  
pet names noted by historians to have been applied to courtiers by Queen Elizabeth l (or vice versa); in 
particular watch for ʻA roseʼ—the signal syllables Are, O, So that represent ER = Elizabeth R[egina/
egius}, O = Oxford, and So = Southampton (royal progeny, royal successors).
   I maintain these metonyms ʻstand proudʼ; what does that mean? In each case, you will note that the 
metonym mischaracterizes the themes in Metamorphoses. There are many of them in Venus and Adonis.  
Consider ll.883-85:
$ For now she knows it is no gentle chase,
$ But the blunt boar, rough bear, or lion proud,
$ Because the cry remaineth in one place,
Why has the cruel boar with “hooked tushes” Met. bk.10, 638  become a “blunt boar”, and Lions of 
“Exceeding force and feercenesse” ibid, 639  become “or lion proud”/ʻgolden lion proudʼ?  Why did 
Shakespeare add the “rough bear” that reduces the ʻbear and ragged staffʼ of the Dudley crest?  
Obviously because such “savage beasts” must mutate somewhat to apply more accurately to the Oxford, 
Dudley, and Tudor combatants of the writers political allegory. According to conventional readings, many 
words are assumed to be expletives, used specifically to effect the poetic meter. With this reading, most 
of these expletives are identified as metonyms, to be used as pronouns/determinatives.
  
De Vereʼs is a highly fluid and synthetic intelligence; meaning he accumulates ideas and distills new 
formulations from them. He may not be appreciated by those who expect all his notions to be taken at 
face value.     

When was the glossary formed? Is it complete in Lyly, early shakespeare?

The more recondite the phrase, the more dangerous and important the meaning

Moor, Walsingham Notes:
L. 254 Error:  Though Shake-speare is a ʻheaven-sentʼ and certifiable secularist, we can judge in the 
attributes of his scoundrels, hints of anti-Protestant bias; this is particularly true of his earlier works.  As I 
have mentioned the oppression of Catholics in Tudor England, let me counter by noting an edict (1555) 
by Philip of Spain (Mary Tudorʼs consort) upon assuming control of the Netherlands:
        [anyone who] “entertained any of the opinions of the heretics Luther, Zwingli, Bucer, Calvin, or   
    other heretics reprobated by the Holy Church [should] be punished in the following manner:
    That such perturbators...are to be executed...the men with the sword and the women to be buried alive, 
    if they do not persist in their errors; if they do persist in them, then they are to be executed with fire;
    all their property in both cases being confiscated to the Crown.”     (Fred. Chamberlin, E.&L., pg. 204)
   
Note:  Watch for confusion between references to more, Sir Thomas More, and the more, Sir Francis Walsingham.

[   Aaron the Moor was one of Shake-speareʼs malevolent antagonists, representing the type for evildoers 
to come.  There should be little doubt that he is a crude characterization of fanatically Puritan, Principal 
Secretary [of State] Francis Walsingham, the self-styled nemesis of Popery and all things Catholic.  
According to Conyers Read in Mr. Secretary Walsingham (1925):
         “Behind Leicester stood Walsingham and behind Walsingham stood the growing strength 
      of militant Puritanism”.  
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This reference clearly indicates that  Mr. Secretary owes his increasing influence to the debility of the 
Queen. ]

Leicester Notes:
(?) 326# Banning his boistʼrous and unruly beast:
      ~ Forbidding his Woodstock Nature and unruled State: ~
     Thomas Radcliffe, 3rd Earl of Sussex has been called Edward de Vereʼs mentor. In 1569, the 20-21 year old 
Oxford spent ? months under Radcliffe who was then in command of the Crown armies suppressing an uprising of 
Catholic nobility called the Northern Rebellion. Though himself a Catholic, his loyalty to Elizabeth had been proven in 
five years of service in Ireland. He was also the closest friend of Thomas Howard, duke of Norfolk, and they found 
themselves united by kinship and ʻsimilarity of outlookʼ (Neville Williams, A Tudor Tragedy, 1964, Barrie & Jenkins, 
London). This passage from Williams excellent history of Norfolk, gives justification for supposing Leicester the 
ʻunruly beastʼ:  
      “The favorite [Dudley] was, for Sussex, not merely a man to arouse mistrust, but a dangerous man,     
   who could have no principles whatsoever because he was a parvenu.  To the end he remained  
   outspoken about Leicester; even on his death-bed he counselled his friends: ʻBeware of the gipsy, for he
   will be too hard for you all. You know not the beast as well as I do.” 

There may be strong links between the style of Venus and Adonis and the Satires of Juvenal...  comment on 
revolutionary feminism of Shake-speare compared with misogyny of Juvenal.

I propose that members of this joint conference pool their resources and hire a secretary 
sympathetic to the Oxfordian Cause. I believe there must be either an English Lit. PhD 
candidate or recent graduate in need of employment. This secretary would act as an 
agent for a clearinghouse of Interpretive Studies, specifically aiming to compile 
examples of de Vereʼs wordplay. He or she may be charged with assigning plays and 
poems to individual members or teams for analysis.  By such a method, I believe, we 
would soon discover a unified approach to understanding and identifying the author of 
the canon.

Shame on the ʻacademic communityʼ for leaving this sort of work in my incompetent hands; (see 
letter April 27, 1603 for paraphrase). $

  The success of allegory depends on the clarity of parallel meaning within entirely separate contexts. 
Metaphor is of little use when one has specific information to impart, and so of necessity, allegory often 
employs metaphor for general sense. You wonʼt find much metaphor in an instruction manual. For that 
reason, I believe, de Vere developed a polysemic and amphibolic allegory. We must turn to dictionaries 
when his words seem to be more mud than gold.
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   An interesting divergence from practical language is the application of Latin definitions for homonyms. 
To explain, let me refer to Sonnet 33.12 so we may better understand Venus and Adonis ll.181-84. The 
term ʻregion cloudʼ plays on ʻRegencyʼ (regent: ʻa person appointed to administer a country because the 
monarch is a minor or is absent or incapacitatedʼ). ʻCloudʼ (ʻfigurative  make or become darkened or 
overshadowedʼ) works well as a metaphor, but is there a playful development of ʻcloudʼ that speaks 
literally, not metaphorically?  I turn to Cassellʼs Latin and note the verb claudo/claudēre (ʻto shut, to closeʼ; 
ʻto close up a passage or place, to make inaccessibleʼ; ʻto conclude, bring to an endʼ; ʻto shut in, shut upʼ), 
and claudĕo (ʻto limp, halt, be lameʼ). The Regency of Cecil-Dudley executes all these ʻservicesʼ for the 
Tudor monarchy.
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Mr. ʻde Vereʼ is playing with ʻsurname fragmentsʼ or syllables that combine to produce Summer/Somer/
Seymour and Todor/Tudor.  Additional wordplay may apply to ʻTo Morʻ as in Latin  tŭmor: ʻa swellingʼ 
Cassellʼs  ʻa benign or malignant growthʼ, referring to Strange/Foreign matter within him), or ʻprideʼ, perhaps 
the Pride of ʻThe Lionʼ (Henry Vlll).

I am not convinced that Ed. de Vereʼs life revolves about the promotion of Southampton. His primary 
complaint is his enforced identity. In later life he turned to Southampton for redemption, but most of the 
works of Shakespeare are concerned with his own uncertainty.

How would this change to legitimacy affect Shakespeareʼs unofficial status as the patron saint of 
ʻBastardyʼ?

  We see this companionship again and again—Hamlet and Horatio are ʻoneʼ See Hamlet 1.2 160-63—in a 
floating, tongue-in-cheek, arrangement of alter egoʼs. Hamlet is in no danger of forgetting himself! The 
ʻtwoʼ are the ʻSeymʼ. Perhaps they ʻvaryʼ by a degree; Horatio is ʻwellʼ and a E.Ver a ʻpoor servantʼ while 
the other is ʻ[The] Same-ourʼ... but there isnʼt a hairʼs breadth between them.

You may someday agree with me that the Somethings are virtual nonentities, and the Nothings have 
taken on mythic proportions.

589# #̒The boar!ʼ quoth she; whereat a sudden pale,
       ~ ʻThe Vere!ʼ quoth she; at which a ʻHastyʼ[ng] palisade, ~
590# Like lawn being spread upon the blushing rose,
       ~ Like Green Nature encased the Tudor Rose, ~
591# Usurps her cheek; she trembles at his tale, 
        ~ Seizes her clan; she ʻShakesʼ at his limitation, ~
592# And on his neck her yoking arms she throws:            
       ~ And on his life her Oxʼs Ensign Armorial she imposes: ~
593#      She sinketh down, still hanging by his neck,
- ~ She slips down, E. Ver ʻcontentʼ clinging to his (yoked) life, ~
594#      He on her belly falls, she on her back.
- ~ He by her womb falls, she by her back. ~

595# Now is she—in the very lists of love,
       ~ ʻOneʼ she is—within the Vere-y enclosure of A-More, ~
596# Her champion mounted for the hot encounter:
       ~ Her protector positioned for the consuming combat: ~
597# All is imaginary she doth prove,                    Key Line
       ~ The Monarchy is a fiction, she doth manifest, ~
598       #He will not manage her, although he mount her;
       ~ He cannot govern her, although he raise her up; ~
599#      That worse than Tantalusʼ is her annoy,
- ~ That worse than Tantalusʼ is her suffering, ~
600#      To clip Elysium and to lack her joy.
# ~ To embrace Paradise and to want her delight. ~

589$ ʻThe boar!ʼ quoth she; whereat a sudden pale,
        [ʻThe boar (Latin  verrēs ;  metonym  de Vere)! quoth she; whereat (ʻat whichʼ*) a sudden (ʻquick, 
hastyʼ*, quick may relate to Hastings (wordplay  ʻhastyʼ) and Dudley families;  alt.: Latin  sŭbĭtus: sudden, 
ʻhastyʼ; ʻimprovisedʼ Cassellʼs ) pale (ʻan enclosure, especially of a parkʼ*),]
~ ʻThe Vere!ʼ quoth she; at which a ʻHastyʼ palisade, ~
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     The key words: hasty, quick, and sudden appear to relate to the political alliance between Francis 
Hastings, 2nd Earl of Huntingdon 1514-61 and John Dudley 1504-53 . The Hastings family were among the 
few remaining ʻPlantagenetʼ descendants who survived into Tudor times; they became the principle prop 
of the ʻRegion Cloudʼ (Regency) that governed Elizabeth. Francisʼ son, Henry Hastings, 3rd Earl 1535-95  
was a ʻreliableʼ and flexible supporter of both Protestant and Catholic Monarchs; Elizabeth is said to have 
distrusted him. This ʻsudden paleʼ or ʻQuick Cellʼ probably refers to a Cecil/Dudley/Hastings control of the 
Monarchy, and hence, of ʻde Vereʼ.
   Henry Hastings was among the small group of noble youths who were classmates of the precocious 
Edward Vl; Sir John Cheke was their master/tutor.

590$ Like lawn being spread upon the blushing rose,
        [Like (ʻequalʼ*,  alt.: ʻsimilar, resemblingʼ*) lawn (ʻfine linenʼ*;  alt.: green, ʻmid 16th century: alteration 
of dialect laund ʻglade, pasture,ʼ from Old French launde ʻwooded district, heathʼ) being (manifesting oneʼs 
true nature  probably divinely ordained ; life, soul) spread (ʻto apply a substance to an object or surface in an 
even layer; to cover a substance in such a wayʼ) upon (ʻplaced before that by which a thing is borne or 
supported; hence, denoting chargeʼ*, injunction, mandate) the blushing (ʻred colour suffusing the 
cheeksʼ*; red color suffusing a white background) rose (symbol of the Royal family (with several branches), 
red = Lancaster Plantagenets, white = York Plantagenets, red and white = Tudor = combined elements of 
the Lancastrian and Yorkist),]
~ Like Green Nature encasing the Tudor Rose, ~
     Green Nature is the displacement of Tudor-Seymour by Vere,

591$ Usurps her cheek; she trembles at his tale,
        [Usurps (usurp: ʻto seize or take or assume falsely or against rightʼ*, Latin  ūsurpare: ʻto take 
possession of, acquireʼ;  alt.: ʻto make use of, to use, to bring into useʼ Cassellʼs) her cheek (Latin  gĕna: 
ʻcheekʼ, wordplay  gĕno: ʻa clan, a number of families connected by a common descentʼ Cassellʼs ; alt.: 
wordplay  check: arrest, restrain, control, limit, circumscribe, constrain, betray;  alt.: concept and proper name 
metonym  refers to Sir John Cheke; i.e. unfaithful to principle, unprincipled adherents); she trembles (ʻto 
shake involuntarily, to quakeʼ*, probable reference to the name Shakespeare; hence, with Oxford see l.592, 
Edward Tudor-Seymour is yoked: ʻa wooden cross-piece that is fastened over the necks of two animals 
and attached to the plow or cart that they are to pull) at his tale (wordplay, legal  tail: ʻlimitation of 
ownershipʼ),] 
~ Seizes her clan; she ʻShakesʼ at his limitation, ~
~ Seizes her clan; she quakes at his exclusion, ~
             
592$ And on his neck her yoking arms she throws:
          [And on his neck (account for, or take responsibility for, with oneʼs life; ʻto lay to the charge ofʼ*) 
her yoking (yoke: ʻto put under a yoke: metaphorically ʻto bring into bondage, to subdueʼ*) arms (ʻensigns 
armorial of a familyʼ*, here referring to the noble but lesser title of the de Vere Earls of Oxford) she 
throws (throw: ʻto inflict on, to lay onʼ*): ]
~ And on his life her Oxʼs Ensign she imposes: ~

593$      She sinketh down, still hanging by his neck,
               [She sinketh (ʻto fall, to perishʼ*; ʻto go down, to descendʼ*) down (ʻfrom a higher to a lower 
placeʼ*), still (wordplay  content: meaning ʻthe things that are held or included in somethingʼ and also 
ʻsatisfied with a certain level of achievementʼ;  alt.: metonym, Sonnet 76  E. Ver-stilled, All silent) hanging (ʻto 
be suspended, to be supported by an object aboveʼ*; alt.: ʻto cling toʼ*) by his neck (ʻby the ruin ofʼ*, 
figurative  by tenuous life),]
~ She slips down, E. Ver ʻcontentʼ clinging to his (yoked) life, ~

594$      He on her belly falls, she on her back.
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               [He on (ʻdenoting the ground or occasion of any thing doneʼ*, by such means) her belly 
(ʻswellʼ*, distension, probable reference to Elizabethʼs pregnancy by Seymour) falls (ʻdownfall, 
degradation, loss of greatnessʼ*); she on her back (figurative  the sex act, see Othello 1.1.118 ).]
~ He by her womb falls, she by her back. ~

595$ Now is she in the very lists of love,
           [Now (anagram  Won, wordplay  One;  alt.: ʻby this timeʼ*) is she in the very (Vere) lists (list: ʻto 
desireʼ*, ʻlustʼ*;  alt.: ʻbarriers enclosing an area for a jousting tournamentʼ;  alt.: ʻcatalogueʼ*, number;  alt.: 
ʻouter edgeʼ*; ʻboundary, limit, barrierʼ*; ) of love (lust, almost synonymous with Robert Dudley, the 
uncertain and deceptive object of Elizabethʼs romantic affection;  alt.: the ʻtender affectionʼ/material 
affection, or bond of love between the Tudors based on shared assets, referring to the material valuation 
of the ʻRoyal Personʼ),]
~ [By this] is she within the Vere-y enclosure of A-More, ~
~ She is won in the Vere-y desire of lust, ~
~ From this Time is she in the Vere catalogue of Leicester, ~

596$ Her champion mounted for the hot encounter:
           [Her champion (ʻhe who fights for a person or a causeʼ*) mounted (ʻto place on or furnish with a 
horseʼ*, note ll. 258-326 allegorizing the ʻhorseʼ of state, and the rider as his head) for the hot (ʻburningʼ, 
consuming; alt.: ʻfieryʼ) encounter (ʻcombatʼ*): ]
~ Her protector positioned for the fiery combat: ~

597$ All is imaginary she doth prove,                    Key Line
           [All (The Crown, The Monarchy; all family members directly descended from Henry Vll) is (third 
person singular present of BE; manifesting oneʼs true nature) imaginary (ʻnot real, delusiveʼ*) she doth 
prove (ʻto evince, to showʼ*),] 
~ The Monarchy is a fiction, she doth manifest, ~       
      Key Line.  The Monarchy is an illusion; ʻAllʼ that appears invested in the Monarchy is a finely crafted 
myth.

598       $He will not manage her, although he mount her;
           [He will (the will of the queen and her son, Oxford. This ʻWillʼ of the Tudors is the lost capacity to 
effect: the royal purpose, their intent or choice, the royal prerogative) not manage (ʻto handle, to wieldʼ*;  
alt.: ʻto administer, to control, to governʼ*) her, although he mount (ʻto raise aloft, to lift on highʼ*) her; ]
~ He cannot govern her, although he raise her up; ~

599$      That worse than Tantalusʼ is her annoy,
                [That () worse than Tantalusʼ (greek mythology  Tantalus of Phrygia was condemned by the gods 
to be surrounded by fruit and water yet they should be forever withdrawn as he reached for them) is her 
annoy (ʻpain, suffering, griefʼ*),]
~ That worse than Tantalusʼ is her suffering, ~

600$      To clip Elysium and to lack her joy.
                [To (wordplay  ʻTuʼ) clip (ʻembraceʼ*) Elysium (ʻParadiseʼ*; ʻthe abode of the blessedʼ Cassellʼs ; 
the afterlife of the gods and righteous) and to lack (ʻto want, not to haveʼ*) her joy (ʻdelight or 
happinessʼ*).]
~ To embrace Paradise and to want her delight. ~

601       Even so poor birds, deceived with painted grapes,
           [Even (Latin  vērō: ʻeven, indeedʼ, ʻin truth, really, verily, indeedʼ, ʻcertainly, to be sureʼ, Cassellʼs) so 
(the same, equally, even, ʻin the same degree; asʼ*; ʻsimilarlyʼ) poor (pitiable, ʻa term of compassion = 
moving pityʼ*;  alt.: ʻa term of modesty, used in speaking of things pertaining to oneselfʼ*) birds (= Catholic 
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recusants;  alludes to William Byrd, Gentleman of the Chapel Royal and most highly regarded composer 
of the English Renaissance), deceived (ʻto mislead the mind, to cause to errʼ; to tempt) with painted 
(ʻartificial, counterfeit, unrealʼ*) grapes (fruit, food for birds; perhaps analogous to ʻbreadʼ for man; see 
Temptation of Christ  Matthew, Mark, Luke),] $$
~ Verily [so], Seymour-Oxford, pitiable recusants, tempted with artifice, ~ 

602   $ Do surfeit by the eye and pine the maw;
           [Do surfeit (to desire no more, having already taken in to excess) by the eye (Protestant 
Overlords and their spies, from John Dudleyʼs title: Primus inter pares = wordplay peers/eyes  ʻfirst among 
peersʼ: Elizabethʼs pet name for Robert Dudley, Earl of Leicester, son of John Dudley, Duke of 
Northumberland) and pine (ʻto starveʼ;  alt.: ʻto wear awayʼ, to languishʼ*) the maw (wordplay, surname 
fragment   ʻMoreʼ;  alt.: ʻstomachʼ*); ]
~ Do glut by ap-peer-ance, and starve the ʻMoreʼ; ~
~ Do glut by ap-peer-ance, and starve in the stomach; ~

603$ Even so she languisheth in her mishaps
           [Even (Latin  vērō: ʻeven, indeedʼ, ʻin truth, really, verily, indeedʼ, ʻcertainly, to be sureʼ, Cassellʼs) so 
(metonym  Seymour-Oxford; the same, equally, even, ʻin the same degree; asʼ*) she languisheth (ʻbecome 
faint, feeble, or illʼ) in her mishap (ʻill chance, misfortuneʼ*)]
~ Verily [as] Seymour-Oxford, she grows feeble in her misfortune ~

604$ As those poor birds that helpless berries saw.
           [As (ʻin the same degree, of the same qualityʼ*) those poor (ʻmoving pityʼ*, pitiable) birds (metonym  
Catholic recusants; alludes to William Byrd, Gentleman of the Chapel Royal and most highly regarded 
composer of the English Renaissance) that helpless (ʻreceiving no aid, wanting supportʼ*) berries (fruit, 
food for birds; perhaps analogous to ʻbreadʼ for man; see Temptation of Christ  Matthew, Mark, Luke ;  alt.: 
possible wordplay  Bury, borough: ʻcastle, strongholdʼ, fortified population) saw (wordplay  had Seyʼn).]
~ ʻThe Sameʼ [as] those pitiable recusants that unavailing imposture had seen. ~

605$      The warm effect which she in him finds missing
                [The warm (wordplay  worm: Latin  vermis) effect (the artifact, the creation; ʻthat which is 
produced by an agent or causeʼ*, here the creation of Ver ) which (wordplay  witch: ʻa male sorcererʼ*, ʻ... 
who practices sorceryʼ*, with indirect wordplay on ʻsource-ryʼ: the corruption of the source, Spring, origin 
by a spell that has been cast) she in him finds (ʻto see, to perceiveʼ*) missing (= miss: ʻmisbehavior, 
offenceʼ*; i.e. offending)
~ The Worm Creature Witch, she perceives in him [to be] offending ~
~ The Worm Creature, Witch-she perceives in him [to be] offending ~

606$      She seeks to kindle with continual kissing.
                [She seeks (ʻto strive, to solicitʼ*) to kindle (ʻto inflame, to inciteʼ*;  alt.: ʻto bring forthʼ*) with 
continual (ʻuninterruptedʼ) kissing (Ore, dʼor, gold (coins): sovereign = English Pound (gold bullion); 
therefore a payment, bond, contract, commitment, obligation;;  alt.: = crown five shillings, perhaps = gold, 
with reference to Christʼs betrayal and Oxfordʼs annuity; therefore ʻselling outʼ, or ʻselling oneʼs soulʼ;).]
~ She seeks to inspirit [the] familial with everlasting payments. ~
~ She strives to make familial with uninterrupted hush money. ~

607$ But all in vain, good queen, it will not be,
           [But all (noun fragment [Roi]all, French Roial, Latin Regalis: Royal, The Crown, The Monarchy; the Will 
of the Monarchy) in vain (ʻanswering no purposeʼ*), good (ʻproperty, possessionʼ*) queen (Regina), it 
(ʻpersonal pronoun of the neuter genderʼ*, referring to the creature ʻItʼ as an asexual being, or with no 
functioning sexuality) will (ʻcommand, authorityʼ*;  alt.: ʻdiminutive of Williamʼ*, possible ref. to pseudonym 
William Shakespeare) not be (Latin  sum[mer], Some heir),]
~ But [your] crown in vain, possessed Queen, The Creature Will-not Be, ~
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~ But [your] crown in vain, possessed Queen, It will not Sum, ~ $

608$ She hath assayed as much as may be proved:
        [She hath assayed (assay: ʻto try, attemptʼ*, examine, inquire into, scrutinize, investigate; put to trial) 
as (surname fragment  ʻThe Sameʼ, Seymour identity) much (more + ʻto a great extentʼ, ʻmanyʼ) as (surname 
fragment  ʻThe Sameʼ, Seymour identity) may (Spring: Latin  Ver) be (Latin  Sum) proved (ʻthe state of 
having been tried and having stood the testʼ*): ]
~ She hath put to trial No More Than ʻVerʼ ʻSumʼ[ma] proved: ~ ?
~ She hath put to trial No More Than ʻVerʼ Summer proved: ~

609$ Her pleading hath deserved a greater fee;
           [Her pleading (ʻto argue, to speak by way of persuasionʼ*) hath deserved (ʻto be worthy of, to 
meritʼ*, warranted;  alt.: Latin  dēservĭre: ʻto serve wellʼ, ʻto be a slave toʼ* Cassellʼs ) a greater (great: ʻlarge 
in size or dimensionsʼ*) fee (ʻreward, recompense, paymentʼ*); ]
~ Her request hath warranted a greater recompense; ~

610$ Sheʼs Love, she loves, and yet she is not loved.
           [Sheʼs Love (Latin wordplay ămare: ʻto loveʼ Cassellʼs ; possible wordplay am-are + R[egius] or R
[egina] ), she loves (Latin wordplay  a-more-s: un-Mores, i.e. removes ʻMoreʼ), and yet (ʻnow as formerlyʼ*) 
she is not loved (Latin wordplay  a-mored: divorced?, separated from ʻMoreʼ).]
~ She is the Queen AMore, she Un-Mores, and is still a More. ~
~ She is Am-are (Am-R), she a-More-S, and now as formerly, she is not a-More-d. ~ 
~ She is A-mare, she Un-Mores, and, now as formerly, she is not Un-More-d. ~
     Obviously a riddle. If Vere Says Truth in Hamlet... then Elizabeth was widowed at the tender age of 
fifteen.

611$      “Fie, Fie,” he says, “you crush me, let me go;
                [ʻFie (ʻexpressing impatience rather than contempt or disdainʼ*), Fie,” he Seys (wordplay), “you 
crush (ʻto destroy by pressingʼ*, extract) me, let (ʻto suffer, to allowʼ*) me go (ʻto beʼ, ʻto be accepted as 
currentʼ*); ]
~ “Fie, Fie,” he Seys, “you extract me, leave me Be; ~

612$      You have no reason to withhold me so.”
                [You have no reason (ʻequity, fairness, justiceʼ*;  alt.: Latin  reus: ʻdefendantʼ, ʻparty in a law suitʼ 
Cassellʼs + son) to (surname fragment  Tu) withhold (ʻto hinder, to restrainʼ*) me so (from French soi: ʻoneself, 
himselfʼ Cassellʼs , i.e. Seymour-Oxford ; or soit: ʻeither, orʼ Cassellʼs—referring to either de Vere or 
Southampton, in the same manner that R = Elizabeth, and O = Oxford).” ]
~ You have not shown fairness ʻTuʼ restrain me from myself.”
~ You have no defendantʼs son [before you] ʻTuʼ restrain me  ʻS-Oʼ.

613$ “Thou hadst been gone,” quoth she, “sweet boy, ere this,
           [“Thou hadst been gone (Latin wordplay  cēdĕre: ʻto go, to proceedʼ Cassellʼs ),” quoth she, “sweet 
(French wordplay  honeybee = Honi soit: Shamed be  from the motto of the Order of the Garter ) boy (proper name 
fragment  Bois, from Woodstock, Plantagenet), ere (wordplay  heir) this,]
~ “Thou hadst been Cedar,” quoth she, “shamed ʻBois-heirʼ [before] this,
~ “Thou hadst ʻBee-nʼ ʻSey-dʼheirʼ,” quoth she, “shamed ʻBoisʼ Heir [before] this, ~

614$ But that thou toldʼst me thou wouldst hunt the boar.
           [But that thou toldʼst me thou would (Wood) hunt (ʻpursueʼ*, ʻthe game killed in the chaseʼ*, 
hence: to pursue with the intent to ʻkillʼ) the boar (Vere; the [blue] boar (Latin verrēs)  being the symbol of 
the de Vere family).]
~ But that thou toldʼst me thou wouldst kill the Ver[res]. ~
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~ But that thou had informed me ʻthou Woodʼ pursue the Vere. ~

615$ O, be advised: thou knowʼst not what it is
           [O (initial metonym  Oxford), be (Latin  sum, esse) advised (Latin wordplay  ad: to, toward, ʻTuʼ + visere: 
ʻto seeʼ): thou knowʼst not what it (Latin  is) is ]
~ Oxford, ʻBeʼ ʻTuʼ ʻSeeʼ: thou knowʼst not what ʻisʼ is, ~

616$ With javelinʼs point a churlish swine to gore,
           [With javelinʼs (ʻa light spearʼ) point (ʻthe sharp end of an instrumentʼ*, hence ʻshake-spearʼ as the 
murder weapon of ʻThe Boarʼ) a churlish (ʻrude in a mean-spirited and surly wayʼ) swine (Latin  sūs, sŭis) 
to (surname fragment  Tu) gore (Latin wordplay  transfīgĕre: ʻto pierce throughʼ Cassellʼs , and transfĭgūro: 
ʻtransform, transfigureʼ Cassellʼs ),]
~ With ʻSpeareʼ-End a surly Boar [to] ʻTuʼ transfigure, ~

617$      Whose tushes never sheathed he whetteth still,
                [Whose tushes (tush: lingua franca  ʻhalf-crownʼ gold coin) never (metonym  not E.Ver) sheathed 
(sheathe: ʻto put in a scabbardʼ*) he whetteth (whet: ʻto rub for the purpose of sharpeningʼ*, to shape and 
wear(-down) a blade) still (wordplay  content: ʻsatisfiedʼ, ʻmeek submission, resignationʼ, ʻto acquiesce, to 
consentʼ, or ʻthe things that are held or included in somethingʼ).]
~ Whose half-crowns Not E.Ver worn, he lessens content, ~
~ Whose half-crowns Not E. Ver sheathed, he shapes content, ~

618$      Like to a mortal butcher bent to kill.
                [Like to (surname wordplay  ʻTuʼ) a mortal (ʻAll-killingʼ, regicidal) butcher (ʻa murdererʼ*) bent 
(intent, ʻinclination, a leaning or bias of the mindʼ*) to (ʻTuʼ) kill (ʻto destroyʼ*).]
~ Like ʻTuʼ a Crown killer intent ʻTuʼ destroy. ~
~ Like ʻTuʼ AMore[t]All killer intent ʻTuʼ destroy. ~
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